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10 FOREWORD

The tombs of the Egyptian pharaohs give us ss s s anannnannannanan nn n n nanan nnanan 
unparalleled insight into the history and cususustototomoomomommmomotoomomoommmomsssss ssss ssss
of one of humankind’s most ancient civilizatiiitiiat ooooonsoonsnsnsnsnsssnsssonssssssnon ......

HISTORY IS AN INESCAPABLE PART OF OUR LIVES. 
EACEE H ELEMENT OF PRESENT-DAY SOCIETY HAS BEEEEEEEEEEEEEENNN NNN NNNNNNN NNNNNNNNNH
SHAPED BY THH HE ACTIONS OF OUR ANCESTORS, ANNNDDDDDDDDDD D 
THOSE IN TURN BY CHAINS OF EVENTS STRETCHH HININNNNNNINNGGG G GG G G G GGGGGGGGGGGGG 
BACK INTO AN ALMOST UNIMAGINABLY REMOTE
PAST. THE GOAL OF HISTORY IS TO TRY TO BRING G
SENSE AND ORDER TO OUR VIEW OF THAT PAST.HH

The past is frustratingly hard to pin
down. It seems that the more we 
examine a historical event, the
more any pleasing neatness of  it 
simply having taken place falls 
away, and a chaos of  complex 
and competing causes begins to 
cry out for our attention. 

Scores of  reasons, for example, 
have been put forward for the fall
of  the Roman Empire, from an
excess of  other-worldliness caused 
by the rise of  Christianity, to an 
excess of  worldliness promoted by 
luxury imports into the empire 
from the east. More recently, 
historians have begun to question
whether the word “fall”, with its 
resonance of  sudden, violent 
change, is the right one to use at 
all, arguing that we should think in 
terms of  a “transition” and look for 
continuity between Rome and the
Germanic successor states which
replaced it in western Europe. 

All of  these theories seem to have 
at least some merit, yet not one of  
them, in truth, is the sole explanation
for the collapse of Rome. There are 
many books on this single subject
alone, and the life of  just one person 
in the Roman world – Julius Caesar – 
has been the focus of  dozens of  works.

TELLING THE STORY
It might seem, therefore, a daunting 
task to attempt a “world” history. 
To select which of  the myriad tales 
should be told, and which of  the 
countless people described in the
historical records should be included 

in the pages of  a siingggnglleleeeel  
volume might seemm 
almost impossible..  
Yet by condensing g ththhhthhhhtthhhhhhhthheeeeeee eee e eee e  
whole of  history doowwwwwwwwwwwwwwnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn n n n n n  nnn
to its essentials – thhe 
personalities and eveennnnntttsttststsssssstsssss 

(as well as the causes)) ththhhhhhaaaaaatatatatatatatttatatatatattaatatatatattttataattattaatttatttttattttt     
shaped our world – thehe 

whole scope of  the human storryyy 
becomes more comprehensiblle..

CONTRASTS AND
COMPARISONS
In this book, the reader can traacceeee
the history of  nations, such as s
China – from the first villagess  
along the banks of  the Yangtze ttoo 
a sophisticated 21st-century soccieeettytyyyy 
that has sent men into space –– y eeeet 
also find out what was occurrinngg g innnnnninn 
Central America, for example, wwhhhhhhiiilili eee e 
the Romans were conquering 

Britain. The final, reference sectiiononn 
of  the book brings together a wealaltthhhh 
of  information that supplements annnndddd d ddd
expands on the main text. Inevitababllylyyylyyy 
there has been a process of  selectioioonnn n
as to what can be included, but I I 
hope nevertheless that this book wwwwiilillililililll ll ll l
introduce readers to the key elementntntntntttntntssss ss s ofofofofoffffoffofoooooooof   
world history and give them a glimmpppspspspssssee eeeee ee
of  a subject which, for me, contaaiiiiiinnsss 
an almost infinite (and growing) stttstttoororororrorororrorrrrororeeeeeeeeeeeeeee e e eeee 
of  fascinating stories.

The battles of the past commmaaanndnddd n
our attention; historians invveeeeesststisttistiggatgagagatatatatattattgatatgatattttattatatttaatatteeeeeeeeeeeeeeee eeeeee eee eeeeeeeeeeeee
their causes and consequeenccesesess.ees.
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The word “history”, while commonly 
taken to mean “everything that has 
happened up until now”, has its root 
in the Greek word historein, meaning 
“to find out by enquiry”. The same root 
gives us the word “story”. We could 
say, then, that history is our enquiry 
into the story of  the human race. 

HISTORY AND FACT
History is something very distinct from 
facts. Historians ask not only “What 
happened?”, but also 
“Why did it happen?”, 
“How did it happen?”, 
and “What were the 
consequences?”, and use
the answers to forge the 
links in chains of  events, 
creating a continuous 
narrative. These are the 
kinds of  “enquiries” that
historians make, and 
from their conclusions, 
the past, for most of  us, 
becomes a much more
comprehensible place.

Even today, however, 
there are cultures that do 
not concern themselves with recording 
history in the conventional sense – that 
is, as a chronological narrative that aims
to represent what actually happened in 
the past. Many indigenous peoples, 
especially those with a strong oral
tradition, instead weave together events 
of  the distant and recent past, and both 
mythological and actual happenings. 
The result is a body of  knowledge that 
is relevant to that culture, which is 
passed down through the generations 
via storytelling and ritual. 

Whether oral or written, history is 
always an incomplete puzzle, made up 
of  fragments, hints, and selections
from the evidence that is available.

HISTORICAL SOURCES 
The ingredients from which historians 
construct history are their “sources”. 
These may range from the types of  
pollen found in an ancient Near Eastern
site (revealing which crops once grew
there), to a charter recording a land sale 

in medieval France, the 
writings of  a historian
living in ancient Rome, 
or the oral testimony of  a
World War II soldier.

Sources are themselves 
subdivided into those that 
are primary and those that 
are secondary. A primary 
source is something 
produced or written at thehee 
time – the writings of  tthhe 
Latin author Tacituss a abooutut 
1st-century ce Romome,e,, ssayayayayy 
– while a seconddaraarry y y sosososoururururceecece 
is something wwririttttteennnn  a aftftftfteeeerr 
the event itseellf, mmaakkkikik nnggg 

use of  primary sources. Thhe e didid ststtts inininini ctttctctioioioi nnnn n nn 
between the two may not aalwwaaayyysysys bbbeee 
clear, of  course. For exammpplee,e, N NNN NNicciciciccocooolóólóó 
Machiavelli’s 16th-centuryryry s ssttuuuuudydydydydydydydydydy o o oo o ff  f  fff  f  
Roman history is a secononndadaarrryyryy s ssssssoouououououuoouuouourcrrcrcrcrccrcrcr eeeee e eee
about Rome, but the obvvioouuss s inininni flflufluflufl enenenencececeececeeeeee  
on his writing of  his ownn n vviieeewwwwew ooooo f  f  ff  ththththe e
world gives us a primaryy ssooououurcrccee e e inininintototo llliififee e
and attitudes in Renaisssanncccee IIItataalyly. 

In some eras, particcululaararrllyy tthehehehehe v vvvvv vvvvvvveeeeeeeerrrrrrereerre y yyyy y y y y y 
ancient past before writtininngg g exexxxxiisisisisisi teteteeeteeteeddddd,d,d,d,dd,d,d,d   
there are no primary soouourrcceses aaaaattt t alalalalallalallaall l l l l l l l lll inininiiinninininiinininnininininininniin
the conventional sense. HHHeerreree,, 

Passing on stories is a vital part 
of the oral culture of peoples such 
as the San of Namibia.

issisisisisstotottototottoryryry  is nnot t ththe ee sasaamemmem  a aaasss s thththththe e eee ee e e papapapapaaaapapapapappasstststs ... W WWWWW W W W W WWWe ee caan nenenenenenenenenenenenn vevevevvvevvevvv r didd rereereeeeectctctctctctctctctctc lylylylylylyllylylyllyy 
exexexexpeeeeerrirrririrr enence theee ppaast t – – – weweweweweweweweeweeew  ccccccccccccccccccanananananannanannannanaaaaanaa  n nn nn nevevvevevevvvererererererrereerere  k kkkkkkkkkknononnonowww hohooooohoooohoww w w wwww w www w w itititiittiii  fffelelelelleleltt t t tototoototo bbbbbbb b b bbbeee eeeee aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 

gllglglglglglglggg adadadada iiaiattor r fifigfigfigfigghth ing gggg inin t thehehehehhe C C CCCCCCCCCololololoolololoo osseeeeeumumumumummumumumm ooooo oo o ooof  fff  fffff ananannnnnnannnnciciciciciciciciiciciciicieneneneneneneneneneneent ttt Rooomemememememeeemememem , , or exaxaxaxaxaxaxaxxxactctctctcttlllylylyly 
whwhhatt NNNNNapapapppa oloooo eoeooon hahaad d d inininininnnnnn mmm mmmmmininininininininininninnindd ddd dd dd dddd dddd whwhwhwhwhwhwhwhwhwhwwwwhwhwww enenenenenenennenennn h h hh h hh hhhhhhhe eee e eee eee dededededededededededdedeeccicicicicicicciccccciccidedededdeddededededdeded d d d ddd ddddddd toooootototo iiii i i iinvnvnvnvnvnvnvnvnvnvvadadadadadadadadadadadada e e e eeeeee e e ee RuRuRuRuRuuRuRR ssssss iaiaiaa iii iiiin nnnn
18811 12212.  WWhWhWWhhatatataat aaaa a cctctccc uauaallllllllllly y y y y y y yyyyy hahhhh ppppppppppppppppenenenennennnennnnedededededdedededed i i i iiiiiii iiinnnn nn n nnnnn ththththththhhhhthththhtt e ee papapapapapapapapapapappp stttttt ii i i iiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiissssssssssss sss gogogogogogogogoogogg ne –––––– hhhhhhhhhhhisisisisisississstototototototototototoryryryryryryryryryryryyy i i i iii iiiiis sss s sss ss ouououoo r r rr 
ata teemptt too r rece onnnnststststststttststrururururururururururururuuuuuuuuuuctctctctctctctctctctcccttccccccc t t t tttthehehehehehehehe p p p ppppppasasasasasaaasaasa tt ttt frfrfrfrfrrrrfrfrfrfrffrfrfromomomomommoomomomomomoomooo  t ttttttt tthehehehehehehhhehehehe eviiidded nce eeee ththththhthththhhththththt atatatatataattataataaatt rrrrrrrrrememememememememe aiaiaiaiaiaiaiaiiiaiainsnsnsnsnsnsnsnnnn .   

HHHHHHHH
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archaeology – the study of  bones, 
buildings, and artefacts recovered 
from past societies – must help out.

VARYING PERSPECTIVES 
History can be written from many 
different viewpoints. A 19th-century 
European writing shortly after the 
French Revolution is likely to have
very different interests from a Chinese 
bureaucrat living in the 2nd century bce, 
or a 10th-century Muslim traveller. 
Moreover, the interpretation of  facts 
is always open to dispute, and 
historians often disagree about how
one fact is linked with another. 
Throughout history itself, we see
evidence of  different ideas about the 
same events. The perspective of

chroniclers such as the French scholar 
Geoffrey Villehardouin, who travelled 
with the Christian forces on the Fourth
Crusade, is very different from that of
his contemporary on the opposing side,
the Arab historian Ibn al-Athir.

Inevitably, we are all prone to 
adjusting history according to our 
own prejudices and beliefs, but for
most, at its simplest, history answers a 
very human desire for order. Names for 
eras and ages (the Classical world, the
Medieval world, and so on), and for
movements and cultures, may not
necessarily have been used at the
time, but today they serve to break 
down the past and its interpretation 
into convenient and digestible blocks, 
making history accessible for all. 

MoMoonumeumeumementatntantant l rl rl reemnemnemn tantantanantntss s s of of ofo
llonono g-dg-dddeadeadeadead ci ci ci civilvilvilvilizaizaizaizatioitiotionsnsns s insinsinsinspirpirpirpirpirp ee ee 
a ha haaa h h hostostostostoss ofofof ofofoff ququququ qu queestestesestestionionionionnionni ns as as as as as as aboubouboubouboouboubobout tt tt tt tthehehehehehe he e e 
ppeopeopeoeopp plepleplelpleep s ts ts ts ts ts hathattthathatat b bubu bubbub iltiltiltilt ththth thheemmem.em.

“THE PAST IS A FOREIGN 

COUNTRY, THEY DO THINGS 

DIFFERENTLY THERE.”
L.P. Hartley, The Go-Between (1955)

WHAT IS HISTORY?RR 15



Fascination with the far-distant past is 
not a new phenomenon. In 81 bce, the
Roman general Sertorius had his men
dig up a skeleton in North Africa, 
doubtless that of  a dinosaur, but which
he decided were the bones of  the giant 
Tingi, the traditional founder of  the 
local town. However, it was not until
the 19th century, when a fierce debate
erupted over Charles Darwin’s Descent 

of  Man (1871) – which argued thatn

humanity had descended from apes – 
that the greatest advances in the study 
of  the ancient world were made. 

Inspired by Darwin’s theories, the 
Dutch scholar Eugene Dubois set out 
to find an early ancestor of  humankind
and in 1891 unearthed the remains 
of  Pithecanthropus erectus or “Solo Man” s

(later called Homo erectus) in Java in s

Indonesia. Dubois’ 20th-century 
successors, such as Richard and Louis 
Leakey working in East Africa’s Rift 

Valley, have since discovered remains 
that shed valuable light on humanity’s
physical evolution into its modern form.

THE FIRST CIVILIZATIONS 
European scholars and archaeologists 
of  the 19th and early 20th centuries 
became fascinated by the remote past, 
and in particular, the rise and fall of  
ancient empires. This was, after all, 
an age of  empire for Europe, and the 
wealthy travelled abroad as part of  their
education. On the “Grand Tour”, as it
was called, they inspected the ruins of
Classical cities such as Athens and 
Rome, but soon the older civilizations 
of  the Near East drew attention. 

Scholars began to uncover evidence 
that revealed previously little-known
cultures, or shed dramatic new light on
more familiar ones. For example, in a
single decade – the 1920s – Leonard 
Woolley excavated the early Sumerian 
city at Ur; Howard Carter discovered the 

tomb of  Tutankhamun in Egypt’s 
Valley of  the Kings; Sir John
Marshall began the first
consistent study of  the Indus 
Valley civilization with his digs 
at Mohenjo-Daro; and Sir 
Arthur Evans’ work at
Knossos revealed the 
Minoan civilization.  

WRITTEN CLUES
The first steps to decipher 
Sumerian cuneiform script
were also taken in the 
1920s. While paintings, 
carvings, and other early 

THE ANCIENT PAST

The era before humankind invented writing is called “prehistory”, and 
our knowledge of  this time relies largely upon the skill of  archaeologists. 
Once early societies developed scripts, they left not only artefacts but 
also written evidence from which their history could be deciphered.

WHAT IS HISTORY?RR16

The Sumerians made records of, 
for example, livestock tallies, in a 

wwewedwwwwww ge-shaped script we call cuneiform. 



artforms all reveal something of  the 
ancient world, the most illuminating 
records were left once writing had been 
invented, in around the mid-4th
millennium bce. The earliest pieces 
of  written evidence – dating to before 
c.500 bce – were not narratives about 
life at the time, but lists and rosters on 
practical matters: cuneiform records of  
merchants’ stocks from Sumeria, and 
royal archives from Assyria. Hieroglyphic 
tomb inscriptions that identify the
Egyptian dead may not provide us with
stories, but give us a lot of  information
about how ancient peoples lived. 

MYTH AND TRADITION
Perhaps the most colourful insights into 
the ancient world are preserved in myth
and tradition. Some of  the earliest stories 
to be told by early societies relate to the 
origins of  their race, or its legendary 
heroes: Aztec tales of  their wanderings 
before settling at Tenochtitlán, for 

exeeeee amplplle,e,e,eeeee ooooo oo orrrrrr rrr the Sumerian Epic of  

Gilgamesh. Few have survived so intact as 
the traditions in the Old Testament of  
the Bible. Stories such as the exodus of  
the Jews from persecution in Egypt, and 
their subsequent conquest of  Palestine, 
doubtless reflect the chaotic migrations 
and political instability of  the Near
East in the late 2nd millennium bce. 
But the purpose of  these accounts was
primarily cultural or religious, and the 
task of  relating the stories within them 
to precise historical events is not easy.

HHHowHowHowHowHoww ddardardardardardard CCCaCaCaCa Ca Ca trterterterterterter’sr’s’’r’sr sr sr sr s ddddididididi di disscoscoscoscoscoscoververververververyyyyy y ffofofofofof of T tTutTutTutTutTutTut kkankanknkankankankankhhamhamhamhamhamhahamhamhhaa un’un’unuun s ts ttombombombbbbb  
is perhaps even more famous, as a historical event, 
than any of the details of the boy-pharaoh’s reign.

The ancient Epic of Gilgamesh contains an account of 
a great flood, a mythic legend that has many parallels 
with the story of Noah’s ark in the Bible.

THE ANCIENT PAST 17



The Classical era has left us some of  
the finest literature and most majestic 
architecture ever produced – the latter
embellished with statues and inscriptions 
that provide crucial evidence for the
power and extent of  empires, their 
social structures, and rituals of  the time. 
But even seemingly trivial finds give us 
clues about the minutiae of  daily life
– for example, the discovery at a
watchtower in southwest Germany of  
a shoehorn showed that the Romans 
wore sandals closed at the back, whereas 
previously they 
were believed to 
have been open.

However, it is 
not only through art 
and artefacts that we
can understand the 
Classical world. 
From around the
5th century bce appear
the first writers whom we 
can call “historians”. 

THE GREEKS
Known as the “Father 
of  History”, the Greek 
scholar Herodotus
(c.485–c.430 bce) travelled widely 
throughout the Aegean and Near East
in search of  the raw material for his 
Histories. What makes Herodotus 
exceptional is that he was the first
chronicler of  the past to state openly 
that he intended to discover the reasons 
behind events, rather than simply 
recording the events themselves. 
A generation later, Thucydides 
(c.460–c.411 bce), in his History of  the 

Peloponnesian War, recounts the conflict 
between Athens and Sparta. He gives 

incredibly lengthy accounts of  the 
political and military manoeuvres of  
each side, and his attention to detail 
and careful narrative were to become
a model for many histories in the
centuries to come.

THE ROMANSRR
By the early centuries bce, Rome, the
Mediterranean’s new imperial power, 
was inspiring histories of  its own. 
Scholars such as Livy (59 bce–17 ce)
and Tacitus (55–120 ce) analysed the 

reasons for their city’s 
power – and the 
start of  its perceived 

decline. In the view of  
Tacitus, the effect of  

imperial rule had been 
to undermine the 
moral fabric of  the 
state. Roman 

historians were also not 
averse to purveying gossip 

about their emperors, such 
asaasasaasasaaasaaaaaaa  t  he salacious details of  

iiimimperial habits that 
appear in Suetonius’s 
Lives of  the Twelve Caesars. 
More akin to the military 

histories of  today is Julius Caesar’s 
Gallic Wars, an account of  the conquesttt 
of  Gaul in which Caesar was the
commanding general – a history 
that also served to glorify Caesar’ssss  
reputation and promote his politiccccalalallalalalalalall  
career. From Pliny the Younger 
(61–c.112 ce), we have a graphiciciciccc  
description of  the eruption of  MMMouououountntntntntntntntntntntnt   
Vesuvius in southern Italy in 799 ceceeceee 
which destroyed the city of  Pompmpmpmpmpmppppeeieiieieiieiieieeee ii i i iiiiiiiii 
and killed his uncle, the naturalilililiiliiiststststtstststst P PPPPPPPlilililililililiinynynnnnnynynynynynynyyyyyyynynynynnynyyynynnynynynynynnynnyyynyynynnnyny    
the Elder. Although Pliny’s descs rriririririiriptptptptptptptptptppp ioioioioiooioiooioooon n n n n n n nn

THE FIRST HISTORIANS

It was in ancient Greece that historical “enquiry” first arose, perhaps 
inspired by the questioning spirit of  the age that also produced the 
world’s first philosophers. In the new empires of  Rome and China, 
scholars were prompted to investigate their people’s rise to greatness. 

WHAT IS HISTORY?18

Greek art provides a window on 
Classical life – for example, what 
a hoplite soldier wore into battle.



is almost scientific in its precision, 
giving no role to supernatural forces, 
other Romans believed that such
events were caused by the anger of  the 
gods. This was not merely common 
superstition: as late as the 4th century ce, 
even educated Roman senators sacrificed 
at the Altar of  Victory in the Senate
House, believing that abandoning the 
old ways might cause their city’s ruin.

THE CHINESE
Other Classical cultures also produced 
histories, entirely separate from the
Greco-Roman tradition that began with

Herodotus. From China, in particular, 
much has survived from this period. 
There are accounts as early as 753 bce
of  official scribes at the court of  Ch’in
tasked with compiling records of  
significant events, and a set of  such 
annals covering the period 722–481 bce
in the state of  Lu has survived. 

Perhaps the most famous Chinese
historian, Sima Qian (c.135–86 bce) – 
son of  the official astrologer at the court
of  the Han emperors – composed the 
Shih Chi  (“Records of  the Historians”), i

the first attempt to compile a complete 
history of  China from ancient times. 
Falling out of  favour with the emperor, 
he was sentenced to castration. But
rather than committing suicide (the 
expected outcome of  such a sentence), 
Sima Qian accepted his punishment
so that he might finish his history.  
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Sima Qian, a scholar in the Han court of China,
sought to document imperial history, largely through
a series of mini-biographies of important persons.
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After the fall of  the western Roman
empire, a series of  national histories
written in Europe sought to discover, 
rediscover, or even invent the origins 
of  the Germanic kingdoms that had
inherited formerly Roman-occupied 
territory. The writers were ecclesiastical 
figures such as bishop Gregory of  Tours 
and the English monk Bede. Between the 
8th and 10th centuries, the European 
record becomes rich with chronicles. 
At first simply monks’ scribbled notes on 
ecclesiastical calendars, these became 
more elaborate accounts of  whatever
interested the author, from the Creation 
onwards – often a litany of  fables, 
plagues, and disasters that cannot be
relied upon as historical evidence. Almost 
all chronicles had their origins in the

Christian church, which, as virtually 
the sole fount of  literacy at the time, 
had tight control on what books 
were written, copied, and circulated. 
Later in the Middle Ages, however, 
some chronicles escaped their
ecclesiastical origins and religious bias 
to give a more rounded view of  events 
– for example, Geoffrey Villehardouin’s 
account of  the Fourth Crusade.

THE RISE OF ISLAM
The Islamic world of  the 6th to 10th 
centuries experienced an era of
expansion, political strength, and 
cultural creativity. Islamic scholars 
were keenly interested in establishing 
accurate biographical information
from the past, prompted by the need 
to determine which of  the traditions 

about the life of  the prophet
Muhammad and the first
caliphs were accurate. It was 
MMuMM slim scholars, too – chiefly 
inininiiiiiii t theh  Abbasid capital of  
BBBBaaaaaaaBaBBBaaaaaaBaaBaBBaghghghghgggg dad – that preserved the 

wwwwwowowowowowwwwwwwowwwwwowowww rkrkr s of  many ancient Greek 
aaaanannnaanaaaandd d Roman authors lost to 
EEEuEuEuEuuuEuEEEEurrope. The Islamic 
hhihhhihihihihihhihhhihihhhhihiihiihhhhh ssttsts orical tradition
cucucucuuucuccccccccucuccuccccccccullmminated in such great 
wwwwwwwwwwwrwrwrwrrrwrrwwwwwwwwwwwwwrwrwwwrwww iiti ers as Ibn Khaldun 
(1(1(1(1111(((1((( 33333 2–1406), a North 

African scholar whose
monumental work, the 
Muqqadimah, covered
the whole of  Islamic 
history, and included 
aspects of  social

history and 
economics that 

AN ERA OF SCHOLARSHIP

The western Roman empire became Christian in the early 4th century ce, 
but collapsed around 150 years later, leaving the Christian church in 
possession of  the most widespread network of  power throughout Europe. 
Its scholarship was soon matched by that of  a rising eastern faith – Islam.
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Ecclesiastical chronicles owed much to royal 
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European historians
would investigate only 
some centuries later.

THE EUROPEAN 
RENAISSANCE
From the 12th century, 
key Classical texts such as 
those by the philosopher 
Aristotle and the medical
writer Galen started to 
return to Europe through 
Muslim-controlled Sicily 
and Spain. Soon yet more 
Classical works became 
available, some from 
the dwindling Greek-
speaking territories of  the
Byzantine empire. The
pace of  scholarly change 
in Europe quickened into a cultural
flowering known as the Renaissance.
A central preoccupation of  Renaissance 
writers, artists, and scholars was the 
rediscovery of  the past. The Roman 
era in particular was perceived as a 
time of  scientific, literary, and artistic  
achievement. The study of  Roman
history and historians became extremely 
popular, and writers such as Niccolò 

Macchiavelli produced 
works such as The History

of  Florence in imitation of  e

their Roman ancestors. 
Renaissance authors 
wrote not only in Latin, 
but also in the vernacular, 
or everyday language, 
making their works much
more accessible. 

NEW MEDIA
The spread of  printing 
at this time dispersed new 
works more widely, and 
also resulted in a wealth
of  printed “primary 
sources” for historians. 
Pamphlets, posters, and 
news-sheets were used to 

disseminate news and also to spread 
new ideas to a wider audience: for 
example, the distribution of  printed 
material greatly assisted the success of  
the radical religious changes of  the 
Reformation as it swept through 
Europe in the 16th and 17th centuries.
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Islamic manuscripts feature
scenes and accounts of events at
court and diplomatic encounters.

Printed sheets brought news to a wide audience,
detailing in words and pictures events such as the
Gunpowder Plot of 1605 against the British king.



During the 18th century 
in Europe, religion gave 
ground to the human-
centred ideology of  the
Enlightenment, and it
is evident from the
works of  thinkers and 
writers how the scope of  
history and commentary 
widened. The Scottish 
economist Adam Smith 
(1723–90) included in
his Wealth of  Nations a s

new, historical approach  
to the study of  
capitalism. The French 
philosopher Voltaire 
(1694–1778) argued not 
only that social and economic history 
was s jujust as imimportant as thhe prevaililiing 
fofocucuss onon p pollolitititiccicalalal aa andnnd dd diipiplolomamatiiticc mamatttterers,s, 
bubutt alalso t thahatt muchch couldld b be lelearntnt b byy y
sttstuddudyiiyingng t thehe h hisistotoririeseses o o off  f  cicicivivivivvililililizazazazatitititiononononssss 
susuchchchc  aas s ChChChChiinininnaa aa aananddd d IIInIndidididia.aa TT TThhehehe 
phphpphilililosososopopphhhyhyy o offf  RoRRoRoRoRomamamantntnticiciciciisisismmm m fofoofoofouununununundddd d ititititssssss  
way yyy iininintototo h hhhisisisistotototoryrryry, asaas JJ JJohohohohananannnn vovovon n HHHHe ddrdrdderer 

(1744–1803) encouraged
his fellow historians to 
“feel” their way inside 
historical cultures and, 
through empathizing, to 
really come to understand 
how they worked.

GREAT POWERS
As European empires 
gathered power, other
writers viewed national
and imperial greatness 
as the pinnacle of  
human achievement. 
In Germany, historians 
began to concentrate on
tracing the history of  

their nation (which was unified, 
polilititicalllly, i in 18187171)), whihille thhe 
HiHiHiststororyy fofof EE Engngllala dndnd ww iririttttenen bb byy ddd

BaBaroron n MaMacacaululayay ( (18180000–559)9)  
dedededetaaataililililedededed www whahahahatttt hehehehe sss sawawawaw aaa assss 
ththththeeee stststeeaeaeaddyddydyyy, ,, iivivirtrtuualllllllly yyy
ununununununinininininininteteteteteteterrrrrrrrrrrrrupupupupupupuptetetetetetedddddd d EnEnEnEnEnEnEn lglglglglglisisiiisisishhhhhh h 
asasscece dddndndannanccycyy t t to o grgreaeaeaeattnntnnesess.s  

Newspapers brought eagerly awaited 
news and colourful images of events
and practices in far-flung lands.

A NEW AGE OF EMPIRE

The 18th and 19th centuries were a time of  expansionism and empire, 
and much of  our information about this era displays the bias of  the
empire-builders. But it was also a time of  revolution, with established
power structures being questioned, challenged, and often overthrown.
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Outside Europe, views 
of  empire were at times 
similarly positive. In the 
view of  the Indian writer
Ghulam Hussain 
Tabatabai (in his Siyyar 

al-Muta’ ’akhkhirinin of  
1781), the gradual British 
takeover of  India was 
valuable in filling a power 
vacuum created by the decline of
Mughal power. In Japan, the Nihon Gaishi

(“Unofficial History of  Japan”) by 
Rai Sanyo (1780–1832) argued that
domination by powerful military clans
had been Japan’s undoing, and that 
power rightfully belonged to the emperor 
alone. This proposal influenced many 
of  the leaders of  the movement that 
restored imperial power to Japan in 1868. 

NEW SOURCES 
The spread of  literacy in this era

compared to previous centuries has 
leleftft h hisistotoririananss aa wiwidederr rarangngee ofof  

sosoururceces s hththanan j j jusust t hththee iviviewewss ffofof  
thhe deducat ded cllasses. ThThere

ararararee rerevevealaliningg g acaccocoununununtstststs,,, ,
fffoforr exexamam llplplp ee,, m m ddadadee bbbybyy 
cococoommmmmmmmmmm ononoon ss solololdididierererss s dududuririringngngnggg 
thththththeeee PePePePenininininssnsnsnsullululularrararr WWW W Wararar 

campaign (1808–14) of  the Napoleonic 
Wars. Alex de Tocqueville (1805–59)
wrote his history of  the French
Revolution making use of  first-hand 
accounts of  events and a huge range of  
administrative documents, such as the 
cahiers de doléances (lists of  grievances) s

that the French communes sent to the 
legislature in 1789. 

In the 19th century, the vastly 
increased availability of  primary sources 
was complemented by new methods of  
recording events as they happened. The
spread of  photography from the 1830s 
mamadede i itt popossssibiblele f foror f fututururee hihiststororiaiansns t too 
sesee e hwhwh tatat tt tthhehe p pasast t acactutu lalalllyly l l looookkekeddd lililikkeke.
BByy thhe e dnd off  hthe 2020 hth centuryyy, ,, hthe fifirst 
momovivingngg p picictutureres s anand d ththee firfirstst v voioicece 
rerecocordddrdiningsgsg hhh h ddadad g ggiiivivenen u uss hthththee popopp ssssibbbibililililitity y y
ofofofofof a a annn n evevevevenenen m morororee e thththriririllllllinininnglglglglgglgg yy y yy dididirererectctc i i insnsnnsnsigigigigigghthththt  
inininintotototo tt ttheheheh pp pppasasasasttt.t. HHHH Hisisisistotototoryryryryy hh h hadadadad cc ccomomomomeee e alalaliviviveee.e.

Images of slavery cast a shadow
over imperialism, even though 
support for the sale of slaves 
was widespread at the time.
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The Revolution of  1917 that toppled 
the Russian tsars had at its base a 
brand-new ideology – Marxism. Karl 
Marx (1818–83) argued that history 
should be seen as a process by which 
societies develop p througgh a seeririeses o off  
ststagageses, frfromom a ancncieennt to feudal, , ththenen 
boururgegeoioiss, w whihichch w wououldld i in n tuturn bbbbee e 
suupepepersrsrsededeededede bb bbyyyy y aaaa “c“comomomommumumu inini tstst”” 
sosocicietety.y.y  MMM Maraarxx ararargugug eddded tt thhahatt ththereree e isisi  
anan u uncncncontrrollolollalalabblblbllbleeee ddededdevevevev lolololopmpmpmpp enenent t 
frfrfrfromomomo  o onenee s statatagegege t t to anananottotheheheherr,r, f f fffuuueu llll ded 
bbybybybyy s strtrrtrtruguuugu gllglg eseses bbetetweweeenenen s soccocciaiaiaalll l lclclclasassses 
ovoverer tthehhe o owwnwnerersshhipip o of  f  f  wewewewewealalalththhtht . InIn 
MaMarrx’ss v vieieieww, viioioleentntnt 
sosocicicial rrrevevevevololololututu ioiioonnn wawawasss s 
nenenececececeessssarary yy y toto mmmovovovovee ee 
frfrfff omom ooonene ppp phahah sse tttoo o
ananotottheheh r.r.. T T TTThihihhihih ss s isisisisss 

exactly what occurred in Russia in 
1917, but it was not, as Marx predicted, 
repeated in the more industrialized 
countries of  Europe, such as Germany.
         Marxism may have challenged 

momodedernrn historians to take a different 
viviewew o of  history, b butut t the advent of  
twwo o wowoworld d wawarsrs l led to ototheh r major
prprprpreoeoeoeoccccupuupatatattioioioionsn . WoWorld Warsrs I and II
deded vavavaststatateddd l lararargegeegg  pp p arartsts of  Eurrope and 

AAsAsiaia, , , ananandd dd prprprofouuundnddnn lyl  affectedd t thehe 
ppopop liliitititicacacacalll sysysysystststemememms ofoofof  larargege p parartsts oof  f  the
wwowowoow rllrlrlrlr d.ddddd  T TThehehehe ssheheeh ereer q qqquuantntiitity of
evevee ididdddideneneee cece aavavav ililiilababaa lelel  ff rrooommm a conflflicict
sususuusuccchch aaaa ass Worrld ddd WWWWWaar r r IIIII –– from m
firfirfirfirstst-h-h-hanaa d acccococooouununts tto o phhphphototto ogogographphs 
anananand d d d fifilfilfi ms – appppeaarsr  ttto o mamaakekek  tthehehe j jobb 
ofofoof  t t hehhe hhisi tooriaanan disisara miminglyy s simpplp e, 

bububbub t t ititit hhh asa  alsso o o beebeb cocc mee d auuntn innnglglgly y y
ccococommpmpmpmplex,x  i iin n n ththhthhatata  therere iis s soso 
mumumuchchchcc  infnfnfnfnfoorororrrrmaamatiitt ononn f f frorom m eevverery 
sisiidededeee o o oooff  f  f  thhthththttht eee e coonflnflnflicici tt t ttot  be e siiftftftf eede  
thththhroorouuugghh hh aananandd d cococ mmpareded..

INNINSTSTTAANANANT AACCECESSS
At theheee bbbbbbegeeeginnnininingngng oof  f  f the
2211stst cccenenenennttut ryy, teteechchchnonon lologygy 

hahaahass s bebebebeb cccocomememeem  so o adadada vavavancn edd 
tththhhthatatata  iiiitt t gigggig vves s ususss m m m mulu titiple
rerer cocords s ofoffoff  mmmajja orrr e eevvevevventntnttss.s  
ThThThesse ee ararare e e e rerer cordrdddss thththhatatat cc ccanaan 
alalll bebebe a acceessseedd iinin a aaaann n iinininsttstant, 
thththrrougugugh h ououur teleevvivisisisioono  setets, 
peeepepp rrrsrsrsononnonno alalllaal cc cc comomomo pupuuuputeterrs, andd 
nononnoooon w wwww eveveveve enenneenen  o oourururrrr m m mm mobobboooo ililile ee
phhphpphpp onnono esessess. . ThhhhhThThT eeeee e e deddedd veveveeveloloololopmpmpmpp enennenntt 
ofof  ttt thehehhee III II tntntnnterere neeenettt iisisincnnnccnce e eee thhthtththhhe e

1919191990090s s mmmeaanannnsss thththhhattta www weeee 
ccacaacann nnn nonoonow w w ccaaptptpp ururrururre,e,e,e,e,, s stototototore, 

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE

The revolutions and terrible wars of  the 20th century profoundly 
affected people’s views of  their times and the histories that they wrote. 
The 21st century has continued to confront us with deeply shocking 
events, on which we have yet to gain a full perspective.
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and transmit information at a speed 
that would have seemed supernatural
only 200 years ago. 

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
Access to information, as well as the
first-hand accounts we can hear for 
ourselves from people who have made
history (such as the veterans of  World 
War II), can lull us into feeling as 
though somehow we “know” our 
recent history. However, just as the 
“enquiries” of  the ancient Greeks 
were only the first step in producing 
a history, so our recordings and 

trranscriptions of  events in the modern 
woworld are simply contributions to an 
abbundance of  sources that we leave for 
the e historians who will look back on 
ththe 20th and 21st centuries. Then, as 
evevver, , it will be how historians interpret
ththheiirr sources that makes history, not
ththe ssources themselves.

HiH storians perpetually revisit the 
ppap stt,, reassessing it in the light of  
upu ddated social attitudes – for example, 
toowaward women or ethnic groups – as
ththhttheyey do so. In many cases, it is only 

with hindsight that we can focus fully 
on the causes and consequences of  
events. In years to come, our own ideas
and biases may well be held up for 
scrutiny (and perhaps disapproval) 
by the historians of  the future. And 
when these individuals ask not only 
“What happened”?” but “Why did it
happen?”, they may arrive at answers 
that are very different to those we may 
think we are so certain of  today.
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Art gives us a very different perspective on the past; 
Picasso’s visual interpretation of the bombing of 
Guernica during the Spanish Civil War provokes a 
more visceral response than any documentation.

“REVOLUTIONS ARE 

THE LOCOMOTIVES 

OF HISTORY.”
Karl Marx (1818–83)

Television has become an important medium for 
propaganda, used ably by al-Qaeda leader Osama bin
Laden to disseminate his messages worldwide.
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Measured against the estimated 4.5-billion-year age of  the Earth itself, 
modern man – Homo sapiens – evolved astonishingly recently, becoming s

the sole survivor of  several “hominin” species around 25,000 years 
ago. By 5,000 years ago, several sophisticated civilizations had evolved.

c.4 mya
Australopithecines (“southern
ape-humans”) in East Africa; 
walk upright: brain one-third 
the size of modern humans.

c.3.75 c mya
Australopithecus afarensis
inhabits East Africa. 

c.2.75–1 mya
Earliest-known stone tools 
found, Ethiopia. Meat now
apparently a central part of 
energy-rich diet of hominids.

c.2.3 mya
Evidence of early species of 
human, Homo habilis, Olduvai 
Gorge, East Africa.

c.1.8 mya–500,000 ya
Earliest evidence for deliberate 
use of fire.

c.1 mya
Homo erectus well established
in North Africa and Middle East. 

c.400,000 ya
Homo heidelbergensis
flourishes in Central Europe; 
uses stone tools carefully
flaked on both surfaces.

c.350,000 ya
Homo neanderthalensis
emerges in Europe. 

c.150,000 ya
Emergence of Homo sapiens, 
Africa; subsequently coexists 
with Homo erectus in Asia and 
Homo neanderthalensis in 
Europe and Middle East.

c.70,000 ya
Population spread halted,
possibly owing to catastrophic 
volcanic eruption of Toba,
Sumatra; global temperatures 
lowered for a millennium.

THE PREHISTORIC WORLD 

4.5 mya–3000 aa bce

c.40,000ya
Cro-Magnon cave art and 
decorated artefacts in Europe.

c.25,000 ya
Disappearance of Homo
neanderthalensis.

c.20,000 ya
Ice Age populations live by 
hunting and gathering, building 
shelters from scarce resources. 

c.11,000 ya
Rising temperatures, retreating 
ice sheets, rising sea levels. 
Siberia becomes separated
from North America.

c.10,000 bce
Earliest pottery from Jomon,
Japan, heralds gradual
revolution in transportation
and storage of food.

c.8500–6000 bce
First settled agriculture in 
Anatolia (Turkey), Middle East,
and Mesopotamia. Evidence of 
sheep and goat domestication
in northern Mesopotamia.

c.8000 bce
Jericho, Palestine, is the
world’s oldest inhabited town.

c.7000 bce
First Chinese agricultural 
communities, Yangtze Valley.
Agriculture spreads into the 
southeast of Europe from 
modern Turkey.

c.6000 bce
Copper smelting and trade in
obsidian at Çatalhöyük,
modern Turkey.

c.6500 bce
Cattle are successfully
domesticated in North Africa,
the Indus Valley, and Asia.

c.6000 bce
Early town cultures, such as 
the Halafian in Mesopotamia. 

c.5500 bce
World’s earliest irrigation 
system, Mesopotamia.

c.5500–4500 bce
Linearbandkeramik farming 
culture, with distinctive pottery, 
flourishes in Europe.

c.5000 bce
Copper first used, Mesopotamia; 
gold and copper artefacts 
produced in southeast Europe.

c.5000 bce
Corn (maize) cultivated in
Ecuador, parts of North
America, and in the Tehuacán
Valley, Central America. 

c.4800–3750 bce
Emergence of world’s first
city-states in Mesopotamia; 
Uruk possibly the first city.

c.4500 bce
Introduction of irrigation
techniques in Indus Valley. 
Horse domesticated in Asia.

c.4000 bce
First use of the plough in
Mesopotamia. 

c.3200 bce
First hieroglyphic script in
Egypt. Evidence of use of 
wheeled transport in Sumer. 
Stone circles and rows of 
standing stones built in north 
and west Europe.

c.3100 bce
King Narmer completes 
unification of Upper and Lower 
Egypt and becomes first 
pharaoh. Nekhen, Egypt, an
important trading town.
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Trade, increasing prosperity, and technological advances produced TT
increasingly powerful centralized states and, in time, empires. The 
same factors also brought many of  these new societies into conflict with 
each other, particularly in the relatively highly populated Middle East. 

THE ANCIENT WORLD 

3000–700 bce

c.3000 bce
Beginning of Early Dynastic 
period of Mesopotamian city- 
states, including Sumerian-
speaking Uruk and Ur. 

c.3000–2750 bce
First cities develop in South
America; several settlements 
featuring temple complexes,
such as Caral, emerge in 
coastal Peru.

c.2900 bce
Early marble figurines made by 
the Cycladic culture of Greece.

c.2800 bce
End of Early Harappan phase of 
Indus Valley civilization, which
began c.3300 BCE.

c.2750 bce
First Chinese bronze artefacts. 
Start of Bronze Age in Europe
– in Crete and the Cyclades 
islislandands os of Gf Greereecece.

ccc.c.272727277000000000 bcbcbceee
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2649 bce
3rd dynasty of Egypt heralds 
the beginning of the Egyptian 
Old Kingdom.

c.2610 bce
Step Pyramid of Djoser built at 
Saqqara; start of great period 
of pyramid-building in Egypt.

c.2600 bce
Evidence for use of plough, 
Indus Valley.

c.2600 bce
Rich array of grave goods
buried at Royal Graves at 
Ur, Mesopotamia, indicates 
trade links extending as far 
as the Indus.

2575 bce
Beginning of 4th dynasty in 
Egypt – the age of the first 
true pyramids.

c.2550 bce
Outer stone circle erected at 
Stonehenge, Britain.

c.2528 bce
Great Pyramid of Khufu built in
Giza, near Memphis, Egypt.

c.2500 bce
Indus Valley civilization reaches 
its peak. Metalworking, in the 
form of copper, spreads across 
Europe to British Isles.

c.2500–2350 bce
Border conflict between Umma 
and Lagash in Mesopotamia 
is the earliest international 
dispute to be recorded.

c.2334 bce
Sargon founds and rules the 
city of Akkad, uniting city-
states of Mesopotamia into 
the first empire.

ThTheThe GGr GrG teateat ZiZi Zigguggu tratrat fof of UUr Ur i, i, inn 
modmododernerern IIr Iraq,aq, waa was as as aa Su Su Sumermerrmerianianiaan 

temtemplepleple de dedicdicateated td to to thehe he he 
moomoon gn-ggn g dodod odod NanNanNanNNa nana.na. 
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c.2300 bce
Destruction of city of Ebla 
in Syria; palace archives are 
conserved.

c.2300 bce
Beginning of Bronze Age in
rest of Europe.

c.2200 bce
First pottery in South America.

2134 bce
Egyptian 6th dynasty ends with 
collapse of Old Kingdom; First 
Intermediate Period of Egyptian
history begins.

c.2100 bce
3rd dynasty of Ur revives
Sumerian civilization in
southern Mesopotamia; King 
Ur-Nammu of Ur builds a
ziggurat (stepped tower), 
the typical structure of grand 
Mesopotamian architecture,
while renovating Ur’s temple.

c.2083 bce
In Mesopotamia, decline of 
Akkadian empire founded
by Sargon; rise of regional 
rulers of city-states, notably 
Gudea of Lagash.

2040 bce
Mentuhotep II, ruler of 
Thebes, unites Upper and 
Lower Egypt and initiates
Egypt’s Middle Kingdom.

c.2000 bce
Trading city of Ashur rises to 
become predominant in north 
Mesopotamia. Inscrptions 
indicate Middle Kingdom Egypt 
run by powerful officials, such 
as viziers.

c.2000–1800 bce
Lapita people move out from 
Indonesia to settle Melanesia 
in the Pacific. On Crete, Minoan
civilization at height; palace of 
Knossos built; Linear A script.

1943 bce
Sesostris I of Egypt conquers 
Nubia and extends southern
frontier of Egypt to the second
cataract of the Nile.

c.1900 bce
Old Kingdom of Babylon
established in Mesopotamia.

c.1900 bce
City of Erlitou develops on the
Yellow River, China.

c.1900–1700 bce
Indus Valley civilization
in decline.

c.1890 bce
The short-lived empire of 
Shamshi-Adad unites north
Mesopotamia as a precursor 
to the Assyrian empire.

c.1800 bce
Beginnings of Shang state,
China. Possible sun worship 
in Scandinavia, indicated by
bronze artefacts. Long-distance 
trade networks are established 
in North America. In Peru,
the ceremonial centre of 
La Florida is built.

c.1763 bce
Hammurabi, king of Babylon, 
defeats neighbouring Elam 
–and conquers and integrates 
kingdom of Larsa.

c.1761 bce
Babylon controls all of 
Mesopotamia.

c.1755 bce
Law code of Hammurabi, king 
of Babylon, is displayed on 
monumental stelae (memorial 
stones) in temples throughout 
Mesopotamia.

c.1750 bce
Massive ceremonial 
architecture arises at 
Sechin Alto, Peru.

c.1730 bce
Disintegration of Middle 
Kingdom Egypt; start of Second 
Intermediate Period.

c.1700 bce
Most cities of the Indus Valley
civilization deserted.
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This small coffin from 
the tomb of Tutankhamun
(1333–1323 BCE)EE held the
king’s viscera, removed
from the body during 
mummification.

c.1680s bce
Development of leavened
bread in Egypt.

c.1650 bce
Anatolian city-states unite as 
Hittite Old Kingdom, with 
capital at Hattusa. Arrival of 
Aryan people in India.

c.1650–1550 bce
During Second Intermediate 
Period, Lower Egypt is ruled by
the Hyksos, a warrior élite of 
Asiatic origins; Upper Egypt 
remains ruled from Thebes 
by native kings.

c.1627 bce
Beginning of several years’ 
global cooling, documented
by tree rings, possibly indicates 
massive volcanic eruption,
perhaps of Vesuvius (Italy) 
or on the island of Thera
(modern Santorini).

c.1600 bce
Mycenae, Greece, emerges as 
centre of civilization in Aegean; 
development of Linear B script 
by Mycenaeans.

1595 bce
Hittite king Mursili I sacks 
Babylon: end of Hammurabi’s 
dynasty and the Old Kingdom 
of Babylon.

16TH CENTURY bce
The Kassites, the warrior elite 
of the fallen Old Babylonian
state, gain control over south 
Mesopotamia.

c.1570–1070 bce
Egyptian rulers are buried in
rock-cut tombs in the Valley of 
the Kings (near modern Luxor).

c.1550 bce
Aryans settle northern India.
Rise of Egypt’s New Kingdom, 
with new capital, Thebes, 
facing the Valley of the Kings. 

c.1500 bce
Hittite Old Kingdom of Anatolia 
declines; kingdom of Mittani 
emerges nearby in north
Mesopotamia. Volcanic 
eruption on island of Thera 
buries Minoan town of Akrotiri.

c.1500–900 bce
Vedic-period Aryans expand
over north India; hymns of 
the Rig Veda, sacred text of 
Hinduism, composed.

EARLY 15TH CENTURY bce
Bronze-working evident in
Thailand and Vietnam. Copper 
worked in Sahara. Evidence of 
first metalworking in Peru. First 
pottery in Central America.

c.1450 bce
Island of Crete falls under 
Mycenaean control.

MID-15TH CENTURY bce
Lapita people of Melanesia 
begin colonizing rest of Pacific. 
Mycenaean Greece at summit 
of power, with trading links 
stretching from the eastern 
Mediterranean to Sicily.

LATE 15TH CENTURY bce
Warfare between New Kingdom 
Egypt, Hittite New Kingdom, and
Mittani for control of the eastern 
Mediterranean region.

c.1400 bce
Anyang becomes capital of 
Shang dynasty China; first 
Chinese inscriptions on oracle 
bones. Nomadic cattle-herding 
develops on the steppes. 

1391 bce
Egypt’s New Kingdom reaches 
peak under Amenophis III.
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14TH CENTURY bce
First alphabets evident on Sinai
peninsula (now in Egypt) and in
city of Ugarit (Syria). Kassite 
Babylonia, the Hittites, Mittani, 
and Egypt linked diplomatically
and by intermarriage.

c.1353 bce
Amarna Period of Egypt;
Amenophis IV styles himself 
“Akhenaten”, founds
short-lived capital El-Amarna, 
advocates monotheistic 
worship of Aten, the sun, and
instigates an artistic revolution.

MID-14TH CENTURY bce
City of Ashur breaks free from 
Mittani; its rulers proclaim 
themselves kings of Assyria.

c.1335 bce
Priests of Amun restore
religious and artistic orthodoxy 
in Egypt during young 
Tutankhamun’s reign.

13TH CENTURY bce
Middle Assyrian period: kings
such as Tukulti-Ninurta I build
an Assyrian empire in northern 
Mesopotamia, Syria, and
Anatolia. Cult of Osiris, 
involving the “Book of the
Dead”, popular in Egypt.

c.1274 bce
Egyptians under Rameses II
fight Hittites at Battle of Kadesh.

c.1258 bce
Hittite king Hattusili III
agrees Treaty of Kadesh with 
Rameses II of Egypt.

c.1250 bce
Stronger defences around 
Mycenaean palaces indicate 
increasing threats.

c.1250 bce
Chavín civilization emerges in 
coastal Peru.

1223 bce
Death of Rameses II.

c.1207 bce
Hittite capital Hattusha 
destroyed by unknown invaders; 
Hittite state collapses.

c.1200 bce
Urnfield Culture emerges in
Danube area of Europe. Olmec
civilization develops in Mexico. 
Jewish exodus from Egypt to
the eastern Mediterranean.

12TH CENTURY bce
Mycenaean cities destroyed. 
Ugarit letters give account of 
maritime raids on eastern 
Mediterranean. Egypt battles 

with the “Sea Peoples” – 
some linked with the
Philistines. Chariots spread 
to China from Central Asia. 

1158 bce
Death of Rameses III, Egypt’s 
last great pharaoh.

1154 bce
Kassite dynasty of Babylon
ends when the city is sacked
by neighbouring Elam.

c.1100 bce
First fortified hilltop sites in
western Europe. Settlement
established in Poverty Point,
present-day Louisiana.

11TH CENTURY bce
Migrants, including the
Philistines, settle in Syria and
the eastern Mediterranean.
Phoenicians expand across 
Mediterranean.

c.1070 bce
Mycenaean Greece collapses; 
start of Greek Dark Age.

1069 bce
New Kingdom Egypt fragments 
into smaller kingdoms.
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Swirling dragons feature on
bronze ritual vessels from China’s 
Western Zhou dynasty.



The splendours of the Palace of 
Nimrud, built by Assurnasirpal II, 
king of Assyria, are imagined in
this 19th-century print.

c.1050 bce
Assyria loses territories to 
Aramaeans migrating into 
Middle East, but survives as 
a state. Dark Age throughout 
Middle East.

c.1030 bce
Aryans expand along Ganges 
valley in India.

1027 bce
Western Zhou dynasty 
supplants the Shang in China.

1006 bce
According to Biblical tradition,
Israelite kingdom united under 
King David.

c.1000 bce
Western Zhou record geography
of China. Wet rice and bronze
technology exported to Korea.
Ironworking reaches central 
Europe. Greeks migrate to Asia 
Minor. Etruscans arrive in Italy.

c.1000 bce
Assyria reintegrates lost 
territories by conquest.

10TH CENTURY bce
Phoenicians major maritime
power in Mediterranean;
their alphabetic script 
widely used. Settled Aryan
agricultural states in India.
Adena culture develops in
Ohio River valley. Polynesian
culture evolves in Pacific.

c.965 bce
Solomon king of Israel.

c.950s bce
Megiddo important royal 
fortress in Israel.

945 bce
Civil war in fragmented Egypt.

c.926 bce
Death of Solomon; Kingdom of 
Judah splits from Israel.

c.900 bce
Kingdom of Urartu established
in eastern Anatolia. Later Vedas 
composed in India. Nubian
state of Kush established south
of Egypt. Olmec site of San 
Lorenzo destroyed; Olmec site of 
La Venta assumes leading role.

c.900–700 bce
Scythians adopt pastoral 
nomadism, and build kurgans
(burial mounds).

883 bce
Assurnasirpal II inherits 
Assyrian throne and moves 
capital from Ashur to Nimrud.

c.850 bce
Village established on Palatine
Hill, Rome. Chavín politically and 
culturally dominant in Peru.

817 bce
Traditional birth date of 
Parshvanatha, first teacher 
of India’s Jain religion.

814 bce
Traditional date for founding of 
Carthage, a Phoenician colony
in North Africa.

c.800 bce
Rise of urban culture in India’s 
Ganges valley. Evidence of first 
ironworking south of Sahara. 
First phase of Celtic Iron Age.
City-states develop in central 
Italy. Greeks adopt the
Phoenician script. Evidence 
of writing in Central America.

776 bce
Pan-Hellenic athletics festival
in Olympia.

771 bce
Collapse of Western Zhou in 
China; Eastern Zhou establish
new capital at Luoyang.

753 bce
Traditional date for the 
founding of Rome by brothers 
Romulus and Remus.

c.750 bce
Amos first great prophet of 
Israel. Works of Homer and
Hesiod first written down. Kush 
conquers Egypt to its north.

727–722 bce
Shalmaneser V makes Israel an 
Assyrian province and deports 
the peoples of Israel; they 
become the “Lost Tribes” of 
the Biblical Old Testament. 

701 bce
Assyria besieges Jerusalem.
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THE CLASSICAL WORLD 

700 bce–600 ce
It has been estimated that by 1 ce, the great Classical civilizations of  
Eurasia – Greece, Rome, Persia, India, and China – contained half  
the world’s population of  250 million. But elsewhere, in Central and 
South America, Africa, and Japan, new civilizations were emerging.  

c.700 bce
Scythians from Central Asia 
settle in eastern Europe. Rise 
of Greek city-states. Early 
Celtic Hallstatt culture in 
Europe. Agricultural villages 
in southeast North America.

689 bce
Babylon destroyed by 
Sennacherib of Assyria.

663 bce
Assyrians sack Thebes in Egypt; 
their empire reaches its
greatest extent.

660 bce
Beginning of the reign of 
Jimmu, the legendary first 
emperor of Japan.
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616 bce
Accession of Tarquinius Priscus, 
Etruscan king of Rome.

610 bce
Assyrian empire ended with
sacking of Nineveh and Nimrud
by Medes and Babylonians.

c.600 bce
Birth of Lao Tzu, founder of the
Chinese religion Taoism.

c.600 bce
Ironworking in Nok, Nigeria.
Greece continues colonization
of Mediterranean with colony of 
Massalia founded in southern
France. First Greek coins.
Paracas culture begins in Peru.

EAEAEARLRLY Y 6T6TH H CEC NTURY bce
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587 bce
Neo-Babylonian empire under 
Nebuchadnezzar II destroys 
Jerusalem’s temple and sends 
the Israelites into exile.

c.563 bce
Possible birth date of the 
Buddha, Siddhartha Gautama.

c.551 bce
Zoroastrianism dominant 
religion of Persia. Birth of 
Confucius.

c.550 bce
Cyrus the Great of Persia 
defeats Medes and founds 
Persian (Achaemenid) empire. 
Cast iron produced in China.

539 9 bce
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525 bce
Persian king Cambyses II 
annexes Egypt.

521 bce
Persian empire reaches 
greatest extent under Darius I. 

c.520–460 bce
Indian scholar Panini 
assembles Sanskrit grammar.

c.515 bce
Darius builds royal residence at 
Susa, former capital of Elam.

509 bce
Romans expel Etruscan royal 
family and establish Republic.

507 bce
Cleisthenes establishes 
democratic government in the
Greek city-state of Athens.

c.500 bce
Rice farming reaches Japan from 
China. Ironworking spreads to 
Southeast Asia and East Africa.
Bronze coins used in China.
Zapotecs develop hieroglyphic 
writing in Central America. 
IndIndianian ca casteste sy systestem im in pn placllace.ee.
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480–479 bce
Xerxes’s Persian invasion of 
Greece is defeated at Salamis, 
Plataea, and Mycale.

478 bce
Confederacy of Delos, later the 
Athenian empire, founded.

c.460 bce
Persian administration adopts
parchment for written records.

c.450 bce
Athenian power at its peak. 
Celtic La Tène culture emerges
in Central Europe; Celts expand 
east and south and into British
Isles. Steppe nomads buried at
Pazyryk and Noin-Ula in Siberia.

448–429 bce
Athens flourishes during 
“Golden Age” under Pericles.

447 bce
In Athens, construction of 
second Parthenon begins, to 
replace the one destroyed by
the Persians.
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c.390 bce
Celts sack Rome.

c.384 bce
Greek philosopher Plato 
completes The Symposium.

370 bce
Eudoxus of Cnidus’s theory 
of planetary movement 
determines the length of a year.

c.360 bce
Crossbow known to have been 
in use in Chinese warfare.

359–338 bce
Macedonian king Philip II 
extends his power.

336 bce
Alexander succeeds Philip II 
of Macedonia.

331 bce
Battle of Gaugamela: Persian 
empire falls to Alexander;
Alexandria founded, Egypt.

323 bce
Death of Alexander.
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c.286 bce
Qin expansion begins in China.

272 bce
Tarentum, leading Greek city in
Italy, falls to Rome.

c.268 bce
Ashoka ascends Indian throne; 
embarks on imperial conquests.

264–241 bce
Rome and Carthage fight the
First Punic War.

262 bce
Emperor Ashoka allegedly 
converts to Buddhism.

250 bce
Rome controls the entire 
Italian peninsula.

c.247 bce
King Devanampiya Tissa of Sri
Lanka converts to Buddhism.

236 bce
Carthaginians conquer parts of 
the Iberian peninsula (Spain).

221 bce
China united by first Qin 
emperor, Qin Shi Huang.

218–201 bce
Second Punic War between 
Rome and Carthage.

c.212 bce
Building of “Great Wall” of 
China begins.

206 bce
Qin empire succeeded by Han
dynasty under Liu Bang.

c.200 bce
Peak of Alexandrian learning.
Liu Bang founds Han Chinese 
capital at Chang’an. Maya 
culture emerges in Central 
America. Nazca lines carved in
Peru. Lapita people reach the
Marquesas Islands.

c.185 bce
End of Mauryan dynasty, India.

171–138 bce
Mithridates lays foundation of 
Parthian empire.

168 bce
Rome expands in eastern
Mediterranean.

165 bce
First official exams held for 
Chinese civil servants.

c.150 bce
Great Serpent Mound
constructed in Ohio.

149–146 bce
Rome crushes Carthage in Third 
Punic War; creates province of 
Africa in its place; absorbs 
Greece. Nomads related to the
Scythians invade Bactria.

142 bce
The Jews free Jerusalem and 
make it their capital.

123 bce
Parthian empire reaches its
greatest size.

101 bce
Han China control Central Asia, 
Korea, and North Vietnam.

c.100 bce
Maritime trade spreads Indian
influence to Southeast Asia. In 
India, Bhagavad Gita begun. 
Rise of Axum (Ethiopia). Celtic 
fortified settlements in Europe. 
Height of Ohio’s Adena culture.

c.90 bce
Gandhara (northwest India)
falls to steppe nomads.

89 bce
Roman citizenship extended
to all Italians.

63 bce
Pompey captures Jerusalem 
and annexes Judaea; allies with
Antiochus I of Commagene.

58–52 bce
Julius Caesar conquers Gaul.

46 bce
Julius Caesar proclaimed 
dictator of Rome.

44 bce
Julius Caesar assassinated.

30 bce
Suicide of Mark Anthony and 
the Egyptian queen Cleopatra.

27 bce
Octavian assumes title of 
Augustus, and begins rule as 
first Roman emperor.

4 bce
Probable birth date of Christ.

The god Krishna (right) is the 
narrator of the Bhagavad Gita, one 
of Hinduism’s sacred scriptures. 
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c.1 ce
Kushans invade northwest 
India. Buddhism spreads in
coastal Southeast Asia. Moche
culture flourishes in Peru.
Nabataeans, allied with Rome,
control Red Sea trade.

2 ce
First census taken of the 
population of China.

9 ce
Occupying Roman forces driven
back to the Rhine in Germany.

14 ce
Augustus dies; stepson
Tiberius succeeds him. 

c.25 ce
First representation of Buddha 
at Gandhara, northwest India.

c.30 ce
Crucifixion of Christ.

c.40 ce
Arawak people migrate down
Orinoco and settle Caribbean.

43 ce
Roman invasion of Britain.

47–57 ce
Journeys of St Paul.

c.50 ce
Axum now major 
trading centre.

60 ce
Kushan empire
established in India
and Central Asia.

65 ce
Evidence of Buddhism in China.

66–70 ce
First Jewish revolt against 
Roman rule.

73 ce
Peak of China’s Han dynasty 
military success.

79 ce
Eruption of Vesuvius (near 
Naples, southern Italy) buries 
the Roman towns of Pompeii
and Herculaneum.

87 ce
Embassy from the Kushans of 
India to the new Eastern Han 
capital of Luoyang.

99 ce
Kushan empire dispatches 
embassy to Rome.

c.100 ce
Teotihuacán, Mexico, expands;
Building of Temples of the Sun 
and Moon begin. Alexandria is 
centre of Christian learning.
Kushan emperor Kanishka 
propagates Buddhism.

117 ce
The Roman empire is at its 
greatest extent.

122–28 ce
Hadrian’s Wall built at Roman
frontier in northern Britain.

132–35 ce
Second Jewish revolt against 
Rome is crushed; the Jews are
expelled from Jerusalem.

166 ce
Embassy of Syrian merchants 
to China; German tribes invade 
northern Italy.

180 ce
Goths (Germanic Scandinavians) 
settle on Black Sea coast.

c.200 ce
Peak of trade between India, 
China, and Rome. Korea free 
of Han – Koguryo, Silla, and 
Paekche states appear.
Teotihuacán largest city in 
Americas; rise of Maya city 
of Tikal. Hopewell mound-
building culture flourishing 
in North America.

c.219 ce
Hebrew edition of Mishna – 
sayings and teachings from the 
Torah, sacred text of Judaism.

c.220 ce
Han dynasty collapses; 
replaced by three kingdoms: 
Shu, Wu, and Wei.

226 ce
Parthian empire falls to 
Ardashir I, who founds the
Sassanid Persian dynasty.

235 ce
Raids by Germanic 

Alamanni on Roman
empire’s Black Forest 
and Rhine frontiers.

c.250 ce
Lodestone compass 

invented in China. 
Start of Classic period

of Maya civilization.

269–72 ce
Queen Zenobia of Palmyra 
takes Egypt and Syria from
Rome, but is in turn defeated
and taken prisoner by the
Roman emperor Aurelian.

280 ce
China is reunited under the 
Chin dynasty.

293 ce
Emperor Diocletian sets up 
system of four co-emperors 
(The Tetrarchy). Maya calendar 
in use, Tikal.

THE CLASSICAL WORLD

c.150 ce
Han China regains dominance 
of Central Asia. Christianity 
spreads west across Roman
North Africa. Ptolemy of 
Alexandria’s Geographia, first 
world atlas, completed. Peak of 
Nok Iron Age culture in Nigeria.

Hadrian (117–138 CE)EE  was unusual 
among the Roman emperors in 
wearing a beard, in a tribute to 
the Greek culture he admired.
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c.300 ce
Armenia adopts Christianity.
Axum (Ethiopia) issues coins. 

304 ce
Xiongnu invade China. Christians
persecuted in Rome by the
emperor Diocletian.

312–13 ce
Constantine wins Battle of 
Milvian Bridge and confirms
religious freedom for Christians 
with Edict of Milan.

320 ce
Gupta dynasty of India heralds 
“Golden Age”.

330 ce
Constantine makes Byzantium 
(Constantinople) the capital of 
the eastern Roman empire.

c.350 ce
Yamato state emerges in Japan.

370 ce
White Huns move west from 
Central Asia; defeat the 
Ostrogoths in Ukraine.

376–415 ce
Chandragupta’s rule represents 
peak of Gupta dynasty.

378 ce
Goths defeat Romans at the 
Battle of Adrianople.

c.400 ce
PopPopulaulatiotion on of Tf Teotihihuacán,
MMexMexe iicoicoco, r, reaceacea hhesheseses 25 25 2550 00,00,00,00000.000. 
P lP lPollyneyne iisian pppeopeoppllle le ttsetsettltltletlele rere re tmotmotmototeeee e 
EasEasEasEasEasterterterterter IsIsIs Is Islanlanlanlanland id id id id in Pn Pn Pn Pn Paciaciaciaciacificfificficfific.fic.

404 ce
Translation of the Bible into 
Latin completed.

410 ce
Goths under Alaric sack Rome.

439 ce
Vandals take Carthage from
Rome; establish a North
African kingdom.

452 ce
Huns invade Italy under Attila.

475 ce
Visigoths rule Spain and 
southwest Gaul.

477 ce
Buddhism is state religion of 
China; Liu Song dynasty falls.

478 ce
First shrine of Shinto religion
built, Japan.

479 ce
Short-lived Southern Qi dynasty 
begins in China.

480 ce
White Huns overthrow Gupta
empire of India.

481 ce
Accession of the first Frankish 
king, Clovis I.

493 ce
Ostroggoths under TTheoheodordo ic ic 
connquequeq r Italy.y

ccccc.4949494966–6–6–5050506666 ceecece
ClCloCloClo ivisvisvis co co connvenve trtsrts t to toto Ch Ch Ch irissristitiatiaa itnitnitnitn y.yy

c.500 ce
Angles, Saxons, and Jutes 
migrate to Britain; Celts survive 
in Wales and Ireland. Camel 
trains cross Sahara from Ghana
to North Africa.

6TH CENTURY ce
Early Classic Maya civilization
at its height.

527 ce
Justinian becomes Byzantine 
(Eastern Roman) Emperor.

529–34 ce
Codex Justinianus codifies 
Roman law.

552 ce
Buddhism arrives in Japan.

568 ce
Byzantium concedes much of 
Italy to the Lombards.

c.570 ce
Birth of Muhammad, prophet of 
Islam, Mecca.

c.581–88 ce
Sui dynasty reunites China.

590 ce
Papal power extended by 
Gregory the Great. Avar 
state established on
Hungarian plains.

595 ce
DecDecimaimal sl systystemem devdeviseisedd, India.ia.

559559599777 7 cece
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StStSt t AAugAugAugAug tusustustustiineineinee..
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THE MEDIEVAL WORLD

600–1450
In the chaos following Rome’s fall, RR Europe’s progress faltered while
Tang China and new TT Islamic nations surged ahead. Other societies – 
in the Americas, India, and Southeast Asia – promised much. Yet by 
the 1400s, Europe was poised once again to dominate the globe.

615 
Persian conquests of Syria, 
Mesopotamia, and Palestine
are complete.

618
Tang dynasty established in 
China; Xi’an becomes capital.

622
Hegira (Muhammad’s flight 
to Medina) marks start of 
Islamic era.

624
Muhammad’s army defeats 
Meccans at Battle of Badr.

632
Death of Muhammad.

641
Islamic conquest of Egypt. 

642
Islamic conquest of Persia. 

661
Umayyad caliphate established.

668
Silla kingdom unifies Korea.

692
Dome of the Rock mosque
completed in Jerusalem.

698
Islamic conquest of Carthage,
North Africa.

c.700c
Lindisfarne Gospels written 
in England. Rise of Kingdom 
of Ghana, West Africa.
Teotihuacán, Mexico, 
abandoned. North Peru 
dominated by Chimú state.

711
Muslim invasion of Spain; Arab 
invasion of Sind in India.

725
Anglo-Saxon scholar Bede 
disseminates the Christian AD
– Anno Domini – dating system
throughout Europe.

726–9
Byzantine emperor Leo III bans
worship of religious icons. 

c.732
Muslims defeated by Franks at
Poitiers, France, halting Muslim
expansion into Western Europe. 

739
Byzantine army defeats 
Umayyad caliphate at 
Akronion and expels 
Umayyads from Asia Minor.

c.740c
High point of Later Classic 
period of the Maya civilization,
Central America.

750
Revolt against Umayyad
caliphs leads to foundation of 
Abbasid caliphate.

753
Italy invaded by Franks under 
Pépin, father of Charlemagne.

756
Breakaway Umayyad emirate
established in Cordoba, Spain. 

760
Indian system of numerals 
adopted by Abbasid dynasty. 

774
Lombards in northern Italy
defeated by Franks under the
emperor Charlemagne.

c.782c
Scholars attracted to
Charlemagne’s court stimulate 
Carolingian renaissance.

786
Haroun al-Rashid, immortalized 
in The One Thousand and One 
Nights, becomes the fifth 
Abbasid caliph. 

c.790
Viking raids against Western
Europe begin.

794
Emperor Kammu moves 
Japanese capital from Nara 
to Kyoto.

800
Charlemagne crowned emperor 
of the Romans by Pope Leo III.

802
Angkorian dynasty founded 
by King Jayavarman II in 
modern Cambodia, 
Southeast Asia.

809
Death of Haroun al-Rashid.

814
Death of Charlemagne.

832
Caliph Al-Ma’mun establishes 
“House of Wisdom” in
Baghdad: translates ancient 
Greek learning into Arabic. 

843
Treaty of Verdun divides 
Charlemagne’s empire: west 
and east portions roughly
correspond to modern France 
and Germany.

c.850c
Arab navigators perfect 
astrolabe. Cholas under 
King Vijayalaya gain power 
in south India.

858–1180
Fujiwara clan in power in Japan.
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860
Cyrillic alphabet created in
eastern Europe.

866
Vikings take city of York and 
establish a kingdom in
northern England.

868
Diamond Sutra, the world’s 
oldest surviving printed book, 
produced in China.

874
Muslim Samanid dynasty 
established in Turkestan.

878
Alfred, king of Wessex, defeats 
Danes at Battle of Edington to 
halt Danish advance in England. 

c.900
Beginning of golden age of 
Hindu temple-building in India.

906
Collapse of Tang dynasty, China.
Magyars destroy Moravia
(eastern Czech Republic) and
begin to raid western Europe.

910
Foundation of reformed
Benedictine abbey at Cluny 
in Burgundy, France.

911
Vikings found duchy of 
Normandy, northern France.

916
Foundation of Siberian Khitan
empire, Mongolia.

935 
Foundation of the state of 
Koryo in Korea.

936
Abbasid caliphs in Baghdad 
lose effective power to their 
Turkish troops, the Mamluks. 

938 
Kingdom of Dai Viet in Vietnam 
throws off Chinese rule. 

947
Nomadic Qidan people invade 
northern China and establish
Liao dynasty.

955
King Otto I of Germany defeats
Magyars at Lechfeld, halting 
their westward expansion. 

960 
Song dynasty is established 
in China.

962
Election of Otto I (“the Great”)
as German emperor. 

966
Polish state is founded by 
Mieszko I.

969
Fatimids of Tunisia assume
control of North Africa from
Tunisia to Egypt and relocate 
to new capital, Cairo.

972
King Edgar crowned at Bath,
uniting English kingdoms. 
Formation of unified Hungarian
state under Duke Geza.

986
Erik the Red begins Viking 
settlement of Greenland. 

987
French Capetian dynasty of 
kings founded.

c.990
Toltecs take over Maya city of 
Chichén Itzá.

1000
Stephen, Grand Prince of 
Hungary, becomes its first king.

1008
First Muslim raids into northern
India, led by Muhammad of 
Ghazni (modern Afghanistan).

1013
Renewed Danish invasion leads 
to conquest of England.

1016
England, Denmark, and Norway
united under King Canute.

1031
Fall of Umayyad caliphate of 
Cordoba during Christian 
reconquest of Spain.

1040
Formula for gunpowder 
published, China.

1045
First printing with moveable 
type, China. 

1047
Beginning of Norman conquest 
of southern Italy and Sicily.

1048 
Fatimids lose control of Libya.

1054
Final schism (split) between
Catholic and Orthodox 
Christian Churches. 

1055
Seljuk Turks capture Baghdad.

1066
Battle of Hastings leads to the
Norman conquest of England.

1070
Almoravid capital founded at 
Marrakesh, North Africa.

1071
Battle of Manzikert: Seljuk 
Turks defeat Byzantines. 
Normans capture last Byzantine 
possessions in Italy. 

1076
Empire of Ghana in West Africa 
falls to the Almoravids. 

1076
Investiture controversy: Pope
Gregory VII excommunicates 
the German emperor Henry IV.

1099
Capture of Jerusalem during 
First Crusade.

c.1100
Rise to prominence of Great 
Zimbabwe, southeast Africa. 
Beginning of Inca state, 
South America. Emergence 
of Pueblo culture, southwest 
North America.

c.1115
Renaissance of Byzantine art 
under Alexius Comnenus.



c.1118
Crusading order of the Knights 
Templar founded. 

1122
Concordat of Worms ends the 
investiture controversy.

1125
Chinese Liao dynasty defeated
by Jin from Manchuria.

1130
Chinese Song dynasty move 
capital to Hangzhou after Jin
take control of northern China.

1144
Crusader state of Edessa falls 
to Muslims.

1145
Start of Second Crusade.

1147
Almohads seize city of 
Marrakesh from Almoravids 
and take control of North Africa. 

1147
Almohads established in
southern Spain. 

c.1162
Birth of Genghis Khan, founder 
of Mongol empire.

1169
English conquest of Ireland 
launched under Henry II. 

1171
Ayyubid sultan Saladin
overthrows Fatimid caliphate
in Egypt. 

c.1180
Angkor empire of Cambodia 
reaches greatest extent under 
Jayavarman VII.

1185
Foundation of the Kamakura 
shogunate, Japan.

1187
Crusader armies destroyed by 
Saladin at Battle of Hattin.

1189
Start of Third Crusade.

1192
Minamoto Yoritomo becomes 
shogun, Japan.

c.1194
Mayapán becomes Maya capital. 

c.1200
Incas under Manco Capac 
settle in Andes near Cuzco; 
Aztecs enter Valley of Mexico.

Battles between Crusaders and 
Muslims occupied almost two 
centuries of religious warfare.

1204
Constantinople taken during 
Fourth Crusade. 

1206
First Muslim empire in India,
the Delhi Sultanate, founded.

1206 
Genghis Khan proclaimed
leader of the Mongol tribes.

1209
Albigensian Crusade is 
launched against heretics 
in southern France.

1215
Mongols under Genghis Khan
capture Zhongdu (Beijing).

c.1216
Dominican and Franciscan 
monastic orders founded. 

1217
Start of Fifth Crusade.

 1218
Mongols conquer Persia.

1227
Genghis Khan dies. 
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1235
Foundation of Mali kingdom, 
West Africa.

1258
Abbasid caliphate falls as
Mongols sack city of Baghdad.

1260
Mamluks defeat Mongols at 
Ain Jalut, Palestine.

1261
Byzantines retake city of 
Constantinople from Crusaders. 

1266
Kublai Khan founds new Mongol 
capital at Khanbaliq (Beijing);
Marco Polo visits his court. 

1274
Mongols try to invade Japan; 
a second unsuccessful attempt 
is made in 1281.

1276
First European paper mill, Italy. 

1279
Last Song resistance crushed
by Mongols: Yuan dynasty 
founded by Kublai Khan.

1291
CruCrussader port of Acre falls to 
MamMammlukluklukluk TuTu Turksrks.

c.1300
Osman I founds Ottoman 
state: first phase of Ottoman 
expansion begins.

1302
Last Christian outpost in Holy 
Lands falls to Mamluk Turks. 

1324
Mansa Musa, emperor of Mali,
performs Pilgrimage of Gold to 
Egypt and Mecca.

c.1325 
Aztecs found capital at 
Tenochtitlán, Mexico. 

1333
End of the Kamakura 
shogunate in Japan.

1336
Ashikaga shogunate is 
founded, Japan. 

1337
Start of Hundred Years’ War 
between England and France.

1347
Black Death reaches Europe
after ravaging western Asia. 

1349
Chinese ssettettlemlementent of of 
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 1360
Treaty of Brétigny ends first 
phase of Hundred Years’ War. 

c.1360
Vijayanagara empire reaches 
greatest extent, south India.

1368
Ming dynasty founded, China.

1375
Catalan Atlas, the first atlas of 
known trade routes, produced.

1378
Great schism between rival 
popes in Rome and Avignon.

1389
Battle of Kosovo: Ottomans 
gain control of Balkans. 

1392
Start of Choson dynasty, Korea.

1398
Mongol warrior Tamerlane 
destroys Delhi, India.

c.1400
Emergence of empire of 
Benin, Nigeria. 

1415
England defeats French army at 
AgiAginconcourt. Porto uguese capture 
CeuCCeCe ta, first perrmanma entt Eu E ropean 
posposp sesssiosion in in Nn ortorth Afrifrica.ca  
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Voyages of  exploration established Europe as the world’s first global 
power, in the face of  formidable opposition. At least until 1700, Ming 
– and later Qing – China, Mughal India, and Safavid Persia were 
Europe’s equals, while Ottoman Turkey presented a persistent threat.TT

1453
Constantinople is captured by 
the Ottomans: the Byzantine 
empire falls.

1455
The Gutenberg Bible is printed 
in Germany.

1455–85
Wars of the Roses, a dynastic 
struggle for the English throne.

1467
Onin War in Japan begins, 
marking start of century-long 
“Era of Warring States”.

1468
Songhay recapture Timbuktu 
from the Tuaregs and become 
leading power in West Africa.

c.1470
Chimú is conquered by the
Incas; greatest Incan imperial 
expansion begins.

1471
Annamites expand south,
invading Hindu state of 
Champa (South Vietnam). Final 
decline of Khmer civilization
begins. Portuguese take 
Tangiers from Moors.

1472
Marriage of Ivan III of Russia 
to Zoë, niece of Byzantine
emperor; Ivan takes title of Tsar.

1477
Battle of Nancy: Charles the 
Bold is killed; Habsburgs
acquire the majority of the 
Burgundian territories.

1479
Union of Castile and Aragon 
(together forming modern-day
Spain) through marriage of 
Isabella I and Ferdinand.
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1450–1750

1480
Muscovy under Ivan III escapes 
Tatar Mongol domination. 

1485
Battle of Bosworth: Henry VII of 
England defeats Richard III and
establishes Tudor dynasty.

1492
Christian reconquest of Spain
completed as Muslim Granada 
falls to Spain. Columbus makes 
first Atlantic crossing and lands 
on Caribbean islands. 

1494
Treaty of Tordesillas: the New 
World is divided between Spain 
and Portugal. Italian wars begin
with Charles VIII’s invasion of 
Italy to lay claim to Naples.

1497
Italian navigator John Cabot
reaches Newfoundland.

1498
First European voyage to India 
around Cape of Good Hope 
made by Vasco da Gama. 
Columbus first European to 
reach South America. 

1499
France invades Lombardy, seizes
Milan. Amerigo Vespucci lands 
on northern coast of South
America at mouth of Amazon.

1500
Louis XII of France invades Italy 
to claim Milan. Cabral reaches 
Brazil, claiming it for Portugal.

1502
First shipment of African
slaves sent to Cuba to work 
in Spanish settlements,
beginning triangular slave 
trade between Europe, West
Africa, and the Americas.

c.1510
Height of Italian Renaissance.

1513
Ponce de León, explorer and 
Spanish governor of Puerto 
Rico, reaches Florida and
claims it for Spain.

1514
Battle of Chaldiran: Ottomans 
defeat Safavid Persians. 

1517
Ottomans under Selim II
conquer Syria, Egypt, Hejaz, 
and Yemen. Martin Luther 
writes the 95 Theses, triggering 
the Reformation.

1520
First Portuguese trading 
mission to China. Ferdinand 
Magellan discovers navigable 
route south, around tip of 
South America.

1529
Vienna besieged by Ottomans.
Peace of Cambrai relinquishes 
France’s rights in Italy, 
Flanders, and Artois. Charles V 
renounces claims to Burgundy.

1531
Spanish conquistador 
Francisco Pizarro lands in Peru.

1533
Pizarro encounters, captures,
and kills Inca emperor 
Atahuallpa, and conquers 
Inca capital, Cuzco.

1534
Henry VIII of England, denied
a divorce, breaks with Rome.
Ottoman–Safavid war results 
in the Ottoman capture of 
Baghdad. Jacques Cartier 
explores Strait of Belle Isle 
and St Lawrence.



1536
Wales and England formally 
united under Act of Union.
Henry VIII begins dissolution
of the monasteries in England; 
crushes Catholic rebellion. 

1545
Council of Trent called to
counter growing threat of 
Protestantism. Silver is 
discovered at Potosí, Bolivia.

1547
Battle of Mühlberg: Protestant 
League of Schmalkalden 
defeated by Emperor Charles V. 

1550
Building of Suleyman mosque
begins in Istanbul. 

1552
Henri II of France assists 
the German Protestants in
overturning the authority of 
Charles V in Germany.

1555
Charles V concedes “Accord 
of Augsburg” giving German
princes freedom to select 
Protestant or Catholic religion.

1555–56
Humayan restores Mughal rule,
but shortly dies; his 12-year-old 
son Akbar becomes emperor.

1558
Elizabeth I becomes Queen
of England. Akbar conquers
region of Gwalior in central 
India. England loses Calais,
its last French possession.

1565
Beginning of Ivan IV’s “reign of 
terror” in Russia. Spain claims
Philippines. South American 
Indian population decimated 
by European diseases.

1570
Portugal founds colony in 
Angola; starts slave trading.

c.1570c
Flemish cartographer Mercator 
presents new map projection.

1571
Battle of Lepanto: Ottoman
expansion in Mediterranean
is halted.  

1576
Mughal forces capture Bengal
in north India.

1582
Japan begins reunification.

1585
Spain establishes Cebu, first 
major European colony in 
Philippines. England aids Dutch
rebels in struggle against Spain. 

1587
Accession of Shah Abbas 
to the throne of Safavid Persia;
some Ottoman territorial gains 
are reversed.

1588
Spanish Armada fails to 
conquer England.

1590
Peace treaty negotiated
between Safavid Persia and 
Ottomans. Toyotomi Hideyoshi
achieves unification of Japan:
capital moved from Kyoto to 
Edo (modern Tokyo).

c.1590c
Maori population increase 
causes strain on resources; 
warfare intensifies. 

1592
Japan invades Korea but is 
repulsed by Chinese troops 
and Korean navy.

1593
Beginning of “Long Turkish
War” between Habsburgs
and Ottomans.

New cartographic methods
pioneered by Mercator presented 
the continents of the world in the 
shapes we recognize today.
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1595
Henri IV seeks to unite religious 
divisions in France by declaring 
war on Spain.

1600
Battle of Sekigahara gives
Tokugawa Ieyasu control of 
Japan. British East India 
Company established.

1602
Founding date of Dutch East 
India Company.

1618
Bohemian Protestant revolt 
against Habsburg rule breaks 
out. Protestant and Catholic 
intervention sparks off the 
Thirty Years’ War across Europe.

1620
Mayflower sets sail from
England with the Pilgrim 
Fathers; arrives in Plymouth,
North America later that year; 
one year later they celebrate 
the first Thanksgiving with
American Indians.

1624
Shah Abbas retakes Baghdad 
and extends Safavid empire 
deep into Anatolia. Cardinal 
Richelieu becomes French 
first minister.

1625
Dutch found a colony in North 
America named New Amsterdam 
(modern New York).

1631
Battle of Breitenfeld: Gustavus
Adolphus consolidates position 
of the Swedes in Germany.

1635
French intervention in the
Thirty Years’ War prevents a 
pro-Habsburg settlement at 
the Peace of Prague.

1638
Murad IV retakes Baghdad from
the Safavids.

1642
First English Civil War begins.
Dutch explorer Abel Tasman
discovers Tasmania.

1644
Manchu conquest of China and
establishment of Qing dynasty. 

1648
Peace of Westphalia agreed: 
ends Thirty Years’ War. France 
collapses into civil war.

1652
Dutch establish colony at Cape 
of Good Hope.

1653
Oliver Cromwell appointed Lord 
Protector, England.

1654
Construction of the Taj Mahal 
completed in Agra, India. 

1660
Royal Society founded in 
London under Charles II for 
the advancement of science. 

1661
First Jesuit mission to Tibet. 
Louis XIV, crowned in 1643
when five years old, assumes 
personal rule of France.

1664
Second Anglo–Dutch War 
begins; English seize New 
Amsterdam from Dutch.

1666
French Royal Academy of 
Sciences founded, Paris. 

1668
Portuguese independence 
conceded by Spain. Treaty
of Aix-la-Chapelle concedes 
French territorial gains in the 
Spanish Netherlands.

1669
Coffee is introduced to Italy, 
then rest of western Europe.

1672
Louis XIV launches his armies 
against the Dutch: sparks off 
first great European coalition
war against France.

1682
La Salle navigates Mississippi, 
USA; claims Louisiana for 
France. Louis XIV establishes 
Versailles as base for his court
and government. Peter I
becomes Tsar of Russia.

1683
Ottoman siege of Vienna fails; 
followed by collapse of 
Ottoman power in the Balkans.

1687
Principia Mathematica
published by Isaac Newton: 
principle of gravity established.

1689
Treaty of Nerchinsk settles
territorial dispute between 
Russia and China. William and
Mary joint Protestant monarchs 
of England. Protestant Grand
Alliance formed to counter 
Louis XIV.

17th-century spice traders 
brought coffee, long popular 
in Africa and the Muslim world, 
to western Europe.
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1690
English trading post Fort William 
established in Calcutta, India.

1694
Bank of England established.

c.1700c
In the USA, Boston emerges as 
the principal New World port 
of the Atlantic slave trade.

1701
War of Spanish Succession
begins. Swedish invasion of 
Poland begins first phase of 
Great Northern War. Ashanti 
begin rise to prominence, 
West Africa.

1704
Opticks written by Isaac Newton, 
exploring theories on light.

1707
Death of Aurangzeb heralds 
decline of Mughal India.

1713
Treaty of Utrecht: ends War of 
Spanish Succession, confirms 
separation of French and 
Spanish crowns and British 
control of Newfoundland and 
Nova Scotia.

1717
Blackbeard begins plundering 
ships in the Caribbean.

1720
Qing oust Mongols from Tibet. 
Spanish acquire Texas, USA. 

1722
Afghans overthrow the last
Safavid shah.

1724
Kingdom of Dahomey 
becomes principal 
supplier of slaves 
to European 
traders.

1727
First coffee plantation in Brazil. 

1728
Hindu Marathas defeat the 
Nizam of Hyderabad, India. 
Danish-born Vitus Bering begins
Russian exploration of Alaska.

1734
Lloyd’s List begins publishing t
shipping news from a London 
coffee house. In Africa, the
Sultan of Bornu becomes ruler 
of neighbouring Kanem and
forms a major sub-Saharan
trading state.

1735
John Harrison of Britain unveils 
his marine chronometer.

1736
Nadir Shah becomes ruler of 
Persia and begins a period of 
Persian expansion. Marathas 
extend control of north India. 
French occupy Madras in 
southern India.

1739
Persians defeat Mughals at 
Karnal, occupying Delhi; Persia 
now controls all territory to 
north and west of the Indus 
River. Treaty of Belgrade
stabilizes position of Ottoman 
empire in Balkans.

1745
Jacobite rebellion of the 
Stuarts aims to overthrow 
the Hanoverians in Britain.

1747
Afghanistan kingdom
established by Ahmad Khan
Abdali. Yoruba tribe begins 
conquest of Dahomey (Benin).

1748
Punjab invaded by Afghans.
Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle: War 
of Austrian Succession ended.

1749
Mysore Kingdom rises to 
prominence, south India.

c.1750
Wahhabi movement to purify
Islam begins, Arabia. 
Lancashire cotton mills 
supplant South Asian textile
trade in western Europe.

A Yoruba shrine figure, 
thought to depict a hunter 
collecting medicines in the 
bush. The Yoruba remain
one of West Africa’s
largest ethnic groups.
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The American and French revolutions transformed FF Western political WW
expectations. Demands for political liberation echoed through the 
19th century, against a background of  unprecedented European global 
supremacy and imperial expansion on every continent. 

THE WORLD OF EMPIRES 

1750–1914

1750
Treaty of Madrid agrees 
boundary between Spanish
South American colonies 
and Brazil.

1751
Diderot publishes first volume
of his Encyclopédie.

1755
The Lisbon earthquake, one of 
the deadliest in history, kills
between 60,000 and 100,000. 

1756
The Seven Years’ War begins; 
of the major European powers, 
Hanover, Britain, and Prussia 
(led by Frederick the Great) clash
with France, Austria, and Russia. 

1757
Victory at Battle of Plassey
secures Bengal for the British 
East India Company; Prussia 
defeats Austria at Battle of 
Leuthen to control Silesia.

1758
Britain defeats France at Fort 
Duquesne, USA; Britain takes 
Senegal from the French. Battle 
of Zorndorf between Prussia and 
Russia; result favours Prussia.

1759
Anglo–Prussian force defeats 
French at Minden, north 
Germany; Britain takes Quebec 
from France.

1760
Boer settlement of South African 
interior. Work begins on Britain’s 
first “modern” canal, the
Bridgewater Canal.

c.1760
Height of the Enlightenment, led
by thinkers such as Adam Smith 
and Voltaire. 

1762
Catherine the Great comes to the 
Russian throne. France cedes
upper Louisiana to Spain. 

1763
Treaty of Paris; British supremacy 
in North America confirmed.

1768
Russian–Ottoman War. James 
Cook begins his first Pacific 
voyage (to 1771).

1769
Egypt declares independence 
from Ottomans.

1772
Partition of Poland by Austria, 
Prussia, and Russia.

1773
The Boston Tea Party, a protest 
against British taxes on 
American colonies. 

1775–83
American Revolutionary War.

1776
American Declaration of 
Independence is signed.

1777
Treaty of San Idelfonso: 
Spanish possession of Uruguay
and Portuguese possession of 
Amazon basin confirmed.

1778
France joins America in
Revolutionary War. Cook’s 
third Pacific voyage.

1781
Battle of Yorktown: George 
Washington and French allies 
defeat British; Articles of 
Confederation ratified. 
Massacre of Xhosa by Boers, 
South Africa. 

1782
Britain sues for peace with 
American rebels. Native revolt 
in Peru quashed by Spanish.

1783
Treaty of Paris: American
independence is recognized
by the British.

1784
India Act: British take direct 
control of Indian territories.

1789
French Revolution begins.
George Washington is elected
as first president of the USA 
(to 1797).

1792
Louis XVI overthrown; French
republic declared; France 
declares war on Austria, 
Prussia, and Piedmont. 

1793
Louis XVI and Marie-Antoinette 
executed; beginning of “Terror” 
led by Maximilien Robespierre.

1798
Napoleon Bonaparte invades 
Egypt; French fleet is destroyed 
by the British at the Battle of 
the Nile. Ceylon (modern Sri 
Lanka) becomes British colony.

1799
The Coup de Brumaire brings 
Napoleon to power as First 
Consul. Britain assumes 
control of south India.

1803
Britain declares war on France 
(to 1815). Cape Colony, South
Africa, restored to Dutch.
Louisiana Purchase: France 
sells territory between the 
Mississippi river and the
Rockies to USA. 
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1803–6
Meriweather Lewis and William
Clark explore territories of 
Louisiana Purchase and reach
the Pacific coast.

1804
Napoleon assumes title of 
Emperor of France. Napoleonic 
Code introduced.

1805
The Battle of Trafalgar; Britain
defeats the Franco–Spanish
fleet. Battle of Austerlitz: 
France defeats Austrians 
and Russians.  

1806
France defeats Prussia;
serfdom abolished in Prussia. 

1809
Anti-Spanish uprising in 
Mexico starts revolts across 
Latin America. Sweden cedes 
Finland to Russia. 

1812
Napoleon invades Russia; 
occupies Moscow, but forced to 
retreat. Egypt reclaims Mecca 
and Medina from Ottomans.

1813
Battle of the Nations; allies
including Britain, Prussia, and 
Russia defeat France; British
cross into France.

1814
Anti-French allies occupy Paris;
Napoleon exiled to Elba. 
Congress of Vienna to agree
future of Europe.

1815
Napoleon escapes Elba; 
defeated at Waterloo; exiled
to St Helena; French monarchy
restored. Serbia throws off 
Ottoman rule. Britain takes
control of India.

1818
Chilean independence from 
Spain confirmed by victory in
Battle of Maipu. Shaka unites 
Zulus, South Africa.

1819
USA buys Florida from Spain.
Colombia gains independence.

1821
Greek War of Independence (to 
1829) against Ottomans. Mexico
achieves independence.

1823–26
First Anglo–Burmese War.

1824
Ottomans joined by Egyptians 
against Greek nationalists. Peru
becomes independent from 
Spain, aided by Simón Bolívar.

1826–28
Russo–Persian War.

1828
Russia acquires Armenia, 
declares war on Ottomans, 
takes Varna, Bulgaria. Egypt 
agrees withdrawal from Greece.

1829
Ottomans agree Greek and 
Serbian independence. First 
passenger railway in USA.

1830
Revolution in Paris topples 
Charles X; Louis-Philippe 
crowned king of France. Belgian 
War of Independence (to 1831). 
First wagon train to California.

1831
Belgium attains independence.
Mass immigration to USA from 
Ireland begins. 

1832
Russia annexes Duchy of Warsaw.

1834
Slavery abolished in British
empire; Boers move north.

1838
Battle of Blood River: Boers 
massacre Zulus. 

1839
Mahmud II introduces reforms 
to Ottoman empire. Charles 
Darwin publishes diary of 
voyage on HMS Beagle.
Opium War, China, between 
British and Chinese; Chinese
forced to negotiate.

1840
Maoris obliged to accept British
rule in New Zealand.

Napoleon crossed the Alps
(although allegedly on a mule) in 
order to surprise Austrian troops 
and win the Battle of Marengo.



1842
Treaty of Nanjing: China cedes 
Hong Kong to Britain, opens 
ports to foreign trade.
Webster–Ashburton Treaty: 
US–Canadian border agreed.

1846
Japan refuses US demands to 
open trading links. Mexican–
American War begins (to 1848): 
Mexico defeated. USA claims 
California from Mexico.

1848
Gold discovered in California,
prompting the California 
Gold Rush. Karl Marx and 
Friedrich Engels publish The 
Communist Manifesto.

1851
Pseudo-Christian Taiping rebels 
march north through China:
immense devastation. Great 
Exhibition opens, London.

1852
Britain accepts independence 
of Transvaal Boers.

1853
Crimeam n WWar a (to 1856)5 : Britain 

dand France allllyy i withth Ottomans, 
ddecdecdecllarlarlare we we wararar ononon RusRussiaasia.

181818545454
B iBriBriBri itaitaitain rn rrn recoecoecoecoecoec gnignignignizeszeszzeszesz  
indindindepeepeependendendencencence ofof of Or Or Orangangangeee 
FrereFreFree Se Se Se Stattatattatee, e, SouSouSouththth th AfrAfrAfrAfricaicaicaica.. 

1857
Indian Mutiny; revolt attempts 
to end British rule. Last Mughal
emperor exiled by Britain. 
France and Britain declare war 
on China: take Guangzhou. 

1859
Second Italian War of 
Independence; Garibaldi
serves as major-general. Suez
Canal begun. Darwin’s On the 
Origin of Species published.

1860
Taiping rebels attack Shanghai.

1861
Abraham Lincoln takes office as 
president of the USA; the slave
states cede from the Union;
American Civil War begins (to 
1865). Serfdom abolished in 
Russia. Italy unifies.

1862
Otto von Bismarck becomes
prime minister of Prussia.
Foreigners expelled from Japan.

1863
Slavery is outlawed in the
Confederacy, but not abolished 
until end of Civil War.

1865
Union victory in American Civil 
War; the South is devastated;
Lincoln assassinated. French
colony established in Senegal, 
West Africa.

1867
Austro–Hungarian dual 
monarchy. Bismarck chancellor 
of North German Confederation. 
Meiji restored, Japan. USA 
purchases Alaska from Russia. 

1870
Franco–Prussian (or 1870) War: 
France capitulates.

1871
German unification: France 
cedes Alsace-Lorraine to 
Germany. Paris Commune
revolt suppressed. Modernizing 
reforms, Japan.

1875
Anti-Ottoman rebellion in
thethe BaBalkalkans.ns.

AbAbrAbrAbr hhahaaha LLm Lm Liiincinc lolnoln bbecbeccameameame thth th thee e 
16t16t16t6thh ph ph ppresresresidideideidentnt nt nt ofofof of thethethethe USUSUS USA iA iA iA in 1n 1n 186o86o86o86o. . 
WitWitWWithinhinin a a yeayeay rr, , hehe waswaswas lele leadiadiadingngng ng thehethethehe  
coucountrntry ty ty tyy hrohrohroughhhughughg icici ci ilvilvilvil wawa wawarrr.r.
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1876
Serbia and Montenegro declare 
war on Ottomans: Serbia
defeated. Alexander Graham
Bell patents telephone in USA.

1877
Britain annexes Transvaal,
South Africa.

1878
Serbia, Montenegro, and
Romania gain independence
from Ottoman empire.

1880
Boers drive Britain from 
Transvaal; declare new republic.

1881
Britain recognizes self-
government in Transvaal. 
Anti-Jewish pogrom in Russia;
mass Jewish immigration to USA.

1882
Germany, Austria, and Italy 
form anti-French alliance.
Nationalist revolt in Egypt 
prompts British occupation. 

1884
Berlin Conference agrees 
European partition of Africa.

1885
King Leopold of Belgium
acquires Congo. Madagascar 
becomes a French protectorate,
Tanganyika becomes a German
protectorate. First automobile, 
Daimler and Benz, Germany.

1889
First Italian colony in Eritrea,
Africa. Rhodesia colonized. 
Brazil declared a republic. 

1894
Ottomans massacre nationalist
Armenians. Britain occupies
Buganda and Uganda. French 
conquer Dahomey. First Sino–
Japanese war begins (to 1895).

1895
Battle of Weihaiwei: crushing 
Japanese victory over China; 
Japan annexes Taiwan. Anti-
Spanish uprising in Cuba.

1897
Greek–Ottoman war: Ottomans 
force concessions from Greeks. 
Cuba granted autonomy.
Anti-British uprisings on the
northwest frontier of India. 
Germany occupies Rwanda.

1899
South African (Boer) War (to
1902). Britain and Egypt agree 
to share power in Sudan. 

1900
Boxer Rebellion, China; 
European forces occupy Beijing.

1901
Commonwealth of Australia 
proclaimed. British monarch 
Queen Victoria dies.

1905
Revolution in Russia: Tsar 
Nicholas II grants limited
concessions. Norway gains 
independence. Special 
Theory of Relativity proposed
by Albert Einstein.

1909
“Young Turks” oust Ottoman
sultan; Ottomans recognize
independent Bulgaria.

1910
Monarchy overthrown in
Portugal: republic proclaimed. 
China invades Tibet. Japan
annexes Korea. Mexican 
Revolution begins.

Gottlieb Daimler is driven byr
hisss so so son in in in hn hn hhis isis s firsfififi t “horseless 
cacaaarrcaarc rrriariaariariariage”ge”ge”ge”egegegee iininin inin in 18181818 1888 18888888858588885.8888888888
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THE MODERN WORLD

1914 ONWARD
Two world wars dominated the 20th century, leaving Europe prostrate, 
and directly contributing to decolonization across Africa, the Middle 
East, and Southeast Asia. Ideological conflict between East and West
has been overtaken by shifts in the economic balance of  global power.

1914
Great Powers vie for influence 
in the Balkans; assassination
of Austrian Archduke Franz
Ferdinand in Sarajevo. Austria 
declares war on Russia and
sets World War I in motion; 
Germany invades France and
the Ottomans ally with the
Central Powers. 

1915
Italy enters World War I on the 
Allied side; US invades Haiti 
and Dominican Republic. 
Nationalist risings in Dutch
East Indies. Ottomans 
massacre or deport around
one million Armenians.

1916
On the Western Front, battles 
of Verdun and the Somme.
Sykes–Picot agreement
between Britain and France on 
division of the Ottoman empire. 

1917
Russian Revolution: tsar 
abdicates, liberal government 
under Kerensky; Bolshevik 
revolution under Lenin; 
armistice agreed with
Germany. USA enters World
War I on Allied side. 

1918
Treaty of Brest-Litovsk: Russia 
surrenders Ukraine to Germany. 
World War I ends: Ottomans 
surrender; armistice agreed with
Germany and Austria. Spanish
influenza epidemic: six million 
die in Europe.

1919
Paris peace treaties: break up of 
German and Austrian empires.
League of Nations founded.
Rutherford splits the atom. First 
powered transatlantic flight by 
Alcock and Brown.

1920
Ottoman Middle East territories
mandated to Britain and
France; German African
territories to Britain, France, 
and South Africa. US senate
rejects Versailles settlement.

1921
Bolshevik victory in Russian
Civil War; six million die in
famine. Nationalist uprising 
in Turkey. Washington 
disarmament conference.

1922
Irish Free State created. 

1923
Turkish republic under Atatürk; 
secular reforms launched. 
Nationalist Kuomintang 
government in China. 
Hyperinflation in Germany. 
Military coup in Spain.

1924
Death of Lenin leads to power 
struggle in USSR. Military 
coups in Chile and Brazil.
Hitler imprisoned following 
attempted coup. Exchange of 
Turkish and Greek populations
ends Turkish–Greek conflict.

1925
Civil war in China. Nationalist 
uprisings in Syria. First
television picture created. 

1926
Chinese heartland united under 
Chiang Kai-shek. Anti-Dutch 
communist revolt in Indonesia. 
Italy becomes a one-party state
under Mussolini. 

1927
Oil is discovered in Iraq. 
Chinese nationalists purge 
communists. Talking pictures 
introduced to cinema.

1929
Wall Street Crash leads to 
global economic depression. 
First Five Year Plan in USSR:
massive industrialization and
collectivization of farms.
Communists establish Jiangxi
Soviet, south China.

1930
Communists establish Pu’an 
Soviet in China. Military 
revolution in Brazil: Getúlio
Vargas in power. More than
3,000 banks fail in USA. Frank 
Whittle invents jet engine. 

1932
Famines in USSR leave millions 
dead. Iraq gains independence. 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
proclaimed. Chaco War: 
Bolivian claims to northern 
Paraguay. Disarmament 
conference in Geneva.

1933
Hitler chancellor in Germany.
Dollfuss begins authoritarian 
rule in Austria. Communist Party 
purged in USSR. Roosevelt 
president of USA: launches 
“New Deal”. World Economic 
Conference in London.

1934
Death of Hindenburg: Hitler 
becomes Führer of Germany;
one-party rule established; 
“Night of the Long Knives”; 
rearmament begins. USSR joins 
League of Nations. Communist 
“Long March” in China.

1936
“Great Terror” in USSR: start 
of show trials and purges.
Spanish Civil War begins.
Germany remilitarizes 
Rhineland. Anti-Comintern Pact 
between Germany and Japan.
Military dictatorship in Mexico. 
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1937
Italy resigns from League of 
Nations; joins Anti-Comintern
Pact. US Neutrality Act passes 
into law. Sino-Japanese war:
Japan sacks Nanking. 
Anti-French uprising in Tunisia. 
Authoritarian “New State” 
government, Brazil.

1938
Germany annexes Austria
and, with British and French
agreement, Sudetenland.
Royal dictatorship in Romania. 
Japanese “New Order”
proclaimed in Asia.

1939
Germany advances into
Czechoslovakia. Franco 
imposes right-wing dictatorship
in Spain. German–Soviet 
Non-Aggression Pact. Germany
invades Poland: Britain and 
France declare war. 

1940
German forces conquer 
Denmark, Norway, the
Netherlands, Luxembourg, 
Belgium, and France; Italy
declares war on Britain and 
France; Battle of Britain; Japan
allied with Germany and Italy.

1941
German invasion of USSR; “Final
Solution” ordered; JaJ JaJ pan attacks 
Pearl HarHararborborbor: U: U: UUS eS eS eeentententententers srr war on 
AAllAllAlAlliiediedee  siside;de; Jaa JaaJJapapanpapanpanpapanpapananpanpapannpan in in ininn in ininvadvavadvvadvavvadadvadvaadvadadvadeseseses esesesesessees ses ss  s
MaMalMMalayayaaayaayay BB, B, Burmurmurmurmaa, a, a, PhiPhPPhPhP iPPhiPhPhPhiPhPhilliplipppppppppinipinpppp es,es,es,es,es,es,, 
andandnndandnd D Du Du Dutchchtct htchhhh EEEa E Ea Ea EaEaststst st sts dI dInddInddInddiiesiiesiesss...

1942
Battle of Midway: USA repulses
Japanese carrier fleet; German
invasion of USSR stalls at 
Stalingrad; Axis forces defeated 
at El Alamein; USA invades
North Africa; killings begin at
Auschwitz concentration camp.

1944
900-day siege of Leningrad 
lifted. D-Day landings: second 
front in France; Paris and
Brussels liberated; Battle of 
the Bulge: German offensive 
checked; Germans fire V2 
rockets at London.

1945
Russians storm Berlin; Hitler 
commits suicide; German
surrender; USA drops atomic 
bombs on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki: Japanese surrender. 
United Nations formed. 

1947
India and Pakistan
independent: widespread 
violence. USA sponsors Marshall
Plan. UN agrees partition of 
Palestine. GATT agreed, USA. 
Sound barrier broken in USA. 

1948
State of Israel proclaimed:ddeded  
first Arab–Israeli warar. BBBB. B. erlerlerlererlrliiin innin
blockakkaaaakade.de.de.de.dedede.ede  CoC Co  Communist rt rrt rrrrregiegiegiegieeeegiegiieg mesmmesmesmemmessmemeemmm  
in in in n n in nin PolPPoPolPolPolPPPoPoPoollPP anandaandnda dd, CC, C, C, CCC, C, C, C, CCCCzeczeczeczeczeczeczeczeeczeczeczeccz hohoshohhohohohohoo lovvvvvvvvvvvvakiakiakiakikiaaaakiaa a, a, a,aa, a
andandandanddddandda  Hu Hu H H Hu HuH Hungangagagaagaangangaagary.ry.ry.ry.y.y  BuBu Bu BuB Buuurmarmarmarmamamamamamamaammrrmarrmaa aa an anan an an and d dd d ddddd
CCeyCeyCeyCeyCeyylonlonlonlononnonon b beb bebebebeb comcommcomcomcomcommme ie ie ie ie ie ndendedeedennndendenddeendenndn penpenpenenpenpenpenpenpenpppepeennpenppenp ndenddddddedededendendendendendendendedeedenddddeddeddedededddeene t.t. tt. .
KKorKorrorKorooKooooo eeaea ea ea ea e  ea ea parparparpapapapaparpparparpartitttittittittittitttittitionionionionionionned.ed.ed.ed.ed.ed.eded.ded. Ga GaGGaGaG GaGaaaGaGaG nndhndhndhndhndhndhnndhhnnnnn hndhiiiiii i i i 
iisisiisis is i assassasassassassssassassasssssa sassassassasassassasaassaassinanainainainainaiinainainatedtedtedtedtedtedddddtedtedtedt ....

1949
Mao’s Communists victorious 
in Chinese Civil War. East and 
West Germany established, 
the former as part of the 
Communist Bloc. NATO formed. 
USSR acquires atomic bomb. 

1950
Korean War: first major Cold 
War armed confrontation. US 
military support for French in 
Indochina. China invades the
province of Tibet. Unitary state 
of Indonesia declared.

1952
Military coup in Egypt. Mau 
Mau uprising in Kenya. 
Founding of the European Coal
and Steel Community. First 
hydrogen bomb built. 

1953
Anti-Soviet uprisings 
suppressed in Poland and 
East Berlin. Death of Stalin.
Double helix structure of 
DNA discovered by Crick and 
Watson. Polio vaccine is 
developed. Hillary and Tensing 
conquer Mount Everest. 

1954
FraFraFrrarancencencn  dededefefeafeaea ddted i ininin SoSoSo SooS uthuthuthuththuthheaseaseaseaseaseaseaseassseaseeastt t t ttt
AAAAsiAsia: a: LaoLaoaoLaoaoaLaos, s, CCamCamCamC bodbodbodia,ia,ia,iai  an anann an anananananndd dd d d d d d d ddddddd d d d d 
(pa(pa(p(pa(ppp rtirtirrt tiotiotiotioionenednednednned) V) V) V) Vietietieietieiieietetttnamnamammnnnam  
indindindindiindindindepeepeepeepeepeendendendedndedentnt.nt.nt.t.ntt. USSUSSUSSUSSSSUSSSUSSUSU NNa Na NaNaNaNaNNaNautiutuututiiutiutiutiututututtiutitiiluslusluslulusluslululuslulluusususuluuslul
is is is isisisiis iss thethetheetheeeeetheeththe firfi firfifirfirfi fir fir firfi tst sttst st st s nucnucunucucnunucucuclealeallealealeaealeaarrrr-p-pr-pprr-rr oweowewwweweweweredredredddredredddrr dreeee  
subsubsubbbubsubsusubsubsubbs marmarmarmarmarmaramammarrrmammarm ineineneneneneineineineineneee bub bu bbubub bb bb iltiltiltiltlttilttttttt.... . . .. . .
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1955
Creation of Warsaw Pact. Soviet 
military support for Egypt. 
Widespread nationalist riots 
in Algeria and Morocco. Perón
ousted in Argentina. US military 
intervention in Iran. 

1956
Hungarian uprising suppressed
by USSR. Suez Crisis: failed 
Anglo–French invasion of the 
canal. Morocco and Tunisia 
gain independence from France 
and Sudan from Britain.

1957
Treaty of Rome leads to the 
founding of the European
Economic Community.

1958
China’s “Great Leap Forward”:
forced industrialization, around
20 million die. Fifth Republic in 
France: de Gaulle president.
Boeing 707 the first long-haul 
commercial jet airliner.

1959
Communist revolution on inin iin inin in
Cubba: Fidel ll CCasCastrotrorotrooooooooo im imim imiimimim im imposposposposposposposposposoop esesessseseses essess s s e
Soviet-style regimmmmmmmme. e. e. e. e. ee.e. TibTibTTibTibTibTibibTTiTibbbetaetaetaetataetatttetaetetan nnnn n 
uprising crushed bd bbbby CChinhinnnnnaaaa.a. a.a.aa. a.a.aaa. aa.a. 

1960
Decolonization of Africa:
12 French colonies gain
independence, plus Congo 
(from Belgium), Nigeria, and
Somalia (from Britain). Hawaii 
becomes 50th state of the USA. 

1961
John F. Kennedy president of 
USA. Berlin Wall built. Military 
coup in South Korea. South
Africa leaves Commonwealth. 
Bay of Pigs: US-backed attempt
to topple Castro. Yuri Gagarin is 
first man in space.

1962
Cuban missile crisis. 
France concedes Algerian 
independence. Uganda, 
Jamaica, Trinidad, and Tobago
gain independence from 
Britain. First transatlantic 
television pictures.

1963
USASA anaaananddd Ud UUUSSRSRSRSSS  en enn end ad ad ad tmotmotmomosphphhhsphsphsphsphheriereriereeric cc c 
ttestestestitinting og og oog f nf nnnucluclucluclcclearearrearearea  wewe weweweapoapoapopoopooapopopooonsns.nsnsnssns.n .n  
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1965
US troops in Vietnam. Voting 
Rights Acts, USA: increases 
numbers of black voters. 
Indo-Pakistan War over 
Kashmir. Marcos takes power 
in the Philippines. Over five
million women in the USA are
using the contraceptive Pill.

1967
Six-Day War: Israel takes Sinai,
Gaza Strip, West Bank, Golan
Heights, and Jerusalem. Biafran
War with Nigeria. Martial law 
imposed in Greece. 

1968
“Prague Spring” crushed by 
USSR. Martin Luther King 
assassinated: race riots across
USA. Ba’ath party seizes power 
in Iraq. Apollo 8 mission is 
first manned lunar flight.

The US Marine CCCCCororpororporpsssssss p plpl p ppp playaayayyyeayy d
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111999991199666699
SSSASASAAAALLLSAALTTTT ttalks between USA and
UUUSUSSSSSSSSRR. Gaddafi seizes power in
LLLiLibibbbLLibLLibyyyaa. Military rule in Somalia. 
SSSeSSeeeeeccccSS tttarian violence in Northern 
IrIrIrerereeIrelllaaanand. First moon landing.

1111999999999777707077
UUSSASASASAAAUUSS ,, USSR, and Britain agree 
NNuNuuuucccNNN leear Non-Proliferation Treaty. 
AAlAAllAlAlllllllAAAAllAl eeenennddeeenen e president of Chile.  

111919999999199111999977771717177171717777
TThThihihiTT rdrddrd  Indo–Pakistan War:
innnndndddddddii eeeppppeeee ndent Bangladesh. 
MMMMoMMooMogogogogMMogogogggaaadia shu Declaration 
ddddeeenenenneennoooououno ces white rule in
SSSoSooooouuuutthhh t Africa. Idi Amin seizes
popopooowowwwwpp wp eeer in Uganda. 

19119999999991999772722277272727777
PPPrrroProoooooPrPrPP teesesstors clash with British 
aaarmarararmrmrmrmmmaraaaaaaarmmyy y iyyy n Northern Ireland:
BBlBloloooooBBBBB ooooodddy Sunday.

19191991991991911111 77777737337733
YoYoooomomommmmmYYoY moYomYYYom  KKKiK ppur War: raised oil
pppprprprpriip ipprippppppppppp ccccececeeesss spark global recession. 
UUUUUUSSSS S UUUUUUU tttrtrrooooops withdrawn, Vietnam. 
PPPPiPiinnnnnnoooooccchoo et’s military coup ousts 
AAAAAlAlllAAAlAlllllA eeenndddennde in Chile. Britain, Ireland, 
aaaananannndddddddaaa DDDDe DD nmark join EEC.

1111119199999991919119191919197777774747474444
CCoCoCooououuuuuCoCoCCC uCC pppp ipp n Ethiopia: Haile Selassie 
oouuusussusoouusussttteeedt . Turkey invades Cyprus. 
IndddddIndIndIndoononononesia invades East Timor. 
PPrreeeesssids ent Nixon resigns in USA.
DDeemmmDDDe ocracy in Portugal.

119191 7757575
DDDeaaD atth t of Franco: democracy and 
mmommonmonmmmm arca hy restored in Spain. 
CCoCComComomC mmunist regimes in Laos and
CCaamamamCC mbbodia. Civil war in Lebanon.

119191911919776767
DDeaaaD th of Mao in China; coup by 
“““G“Gaang of Four”. Syria intervenes
inin ninininni LeLebLLLe anon: imposes Arab peace
foffofoffofororrfoofofofoo cee.c  First black homelands in
SSoSouSoououSSoSoSSSSSSSSSSSooouSSoSSS uS thth t Africa; race riots, Soweto. 

1199911 7777
Egggyyppt–Israeli peace talks. 
MMMiililM ittary coup in Pakistan.
GGGaadadGG ddafi imposes “Islamic 
ssosocsociaalism” in Libya.

1978
Camp David Peace Treaty: 
Egypt–Israel rapprochement. 

1979
USSR invades Afghanistan. 
Shah of Iran ousted: Ayatollah 
Khomeini imposes Islamic 
republic. Khmer Rouge 
overthrown in Cambodia.

1980
Saddam Hussein launches 
Iran–Iraq War. Anti-communist 
union, Solidarity, formed
in Poland. Majority black 
rule in Zimbabwe.

1981
Ronald Reagan president of 
USA. Israel withdraws from
Sinai. Militant campaign for 
Sikh state in Punjab. First flight
of US space shuttle.

1982
Falklands War: Britain retakes 
islands from Argentina. USA 
initiates START talks with USSR. 
Martial law is imposed in
Bangladesh, and in Poland.

1983
Democracy restored in 
Argentina. Martial law lifted in
Poland. Islamic law introduced 
in Sudan: civil war. Foundation
of militant Islamic terror group, 
Hezbollah, in Lebanon.

1985
Mikhail Gorbachev launches 
reform of USSR: glasnost and t
perestroika. State of emergency 
declared in South Africa. Israeli 
withdrawal from Lebanon. 

1986
Superpower summit in Iceland: 
USA and USSR agree to disarm.
Democracy restored in Brazil. 
Collapse of Marcos regime in
the Philippines. USA bombs 
Libya. Nuclear reactor explodes 
at Chernobyl.

1987
Intifada uprising in Gaza Strip
and West Bank: Arab–Israeli 
tensions heightened. INF 
Treaty: USA and USSR agree
to cut nuclear stockpiles.

ApAAAppooApApoAAApopp llo 11, launched on 6 July 1969
bybybby ybbbybybybybbby byb NNNNASNA A in Florida, was the first 
mmmmamamananmmmmmmanm ned lunar mission, landing on
tttthehehehetthhetttt  mo m on on July 20.



1997
Britain returns Hong Kong to
China. Asian financial crisis.
Coup in Zaire. Israeli pull-out 
from Hebron, West Bank.

1998
India and Pakistan test nuclear 
weapons. Serbs and ethnic 
Albanians clash in Kosovo.
Economic crisis in Indonesia: 
overthrow of Suharto
government. “Good Friday” 
peace deal, Northern Ireland.

1999
Russia re-starts Chechen war. 
Serbian “ethnic cleansing” of 
Kosovan Albanians. Renewed 
Indian–Pakistani clashes over 
Kashmir. Democracy restored in 
Indonesia. USA and UK begin 
air attacks on Iraq.

2000
Vladimir Putin becomes 
Russian president. First draft 
of human genome completed.

2001
Al-Qaeda terror attacks in 
USA: President Bush commits 
USA to “war on terror”. USA–UK 
forces bomb Afghanistan: 
Taliban overthrown.

2002
Euro introduced in 11 of 15 EU 
countries. Renewed Palestinian 
attacks on Israel. Mugabe wins 
rigged election in Zimbabwe:
attacks on opponents. UN 
weapons inspections in Iraq.

2003
Widespread ethnic conflict in 
Darfur, Sudan. US-led coalition 
invades Iraq: takes Baghdad; 
Saddam Hussein ousted; 
widespread violence and terror 
attacks; UN lifts sanctions. First 
manned Chinese space flight. 

2004
Muslim fundamentalists bomb 
Madrid: 191 die. Indonesian 
earthquake sparks tsunami in
Southeast Asia and Indian
Ocean: more than 210,000 die.
Ten new countries join EU.

2005
Muslim fundamentalist 
bombings in London: 52 die. 
Israel withdraws from Gaza; 
Syria withdraws from Lebanon.
General election in Iraq:
98.8 per cent turnout. Kyoto 
Protocol on climate change 
comes into force.

2006
Genocide in Darfur. Renewed 
Israeli–Hezbollah conflict in
Lebanon. North Korea tests 
nuclear weapon. Montenegro 
votes to split from Serbia. 

2007
Iran develops nuclear 
programme despite 
UN sanctions. Devolved 
government returns to Northern 
Ireland. Sectarian conflict 
between Sunni and Shia militias 
escalates in occupied Iraq.

2008 
Cyprus and Malta join the EU.
Oil price reaches $150 per 
barrel. Dmitri Medvedev 
becomes Russian president. 
Nepal becomes a republic; 
Maoist rebels enter government.
Global financial crisis. Political 
crisis in Thailand.

2009
Israeli army invades Gaza Strip. 
Barack Obama becomes US 
president. First trial of former 
Khmer Rouge leaders in 
Cambodia. Opposition leader 
Morgan Tsvangirai becomes 
Prime Minister of Zimbabwe in
power-sharing agreement with
Robert Mugabe.

1989
Collapse of Iron Curtain: 
Solidarity elected in Poland;
Berlin Wall breached. Partial 
elections in USSR.

1990
Iraqi invasion of Kuwait: UN 
coalition forces sent to Persian
Gulf. Free elections in East 
Germany; Germany reunited. 

1991
UN coalition expels Iraqi forces 
from Kuwait. Baltic republics 
assert independence from
USSR. USSR dissolved, 
replaced by CIS. Slovenia and
Croatia independent: at war 
with Serbia.

1992
Bosnia declares independence 
from Yugoslavia; civil war 
begins. Hindu extremists destroy
mosque at Ayodha, India.

1993
Czech Republic and Slovakia 
formed from Czechoslovakia.
Oslo Accords: PLO and Israel 
agree limited Palestinian
autonomy. Democracy restored 
in Cambodia. HIV/AIDS 
epidemic in southern Africa.

1994
Civil war in Rwanda: 500,000 
Tutsis massacred; two million
Hutus flee. ANC wins multiracial
elections in South Africa.
Chechnya claims independence: 
Russian invasion. US invades 
Haiti: democracy restored.

1995
Austria, Finland, and Sweden
enter European Union. World
Trade Organization (WTO) 
supersedes GATT. Prime 
Minister Yitzhak Rabin of 
Israel assassinated. Dayton 
Agreement ends civil war in 
former Yugoslavia.

1996
Taliban capture Kabul: declare 
Afghanistan a fundamentalist 
Islamic state. Russian pull-out 
leaves Chechnya de facto
independent. Yeltsin wins 
Russian elections: communists 
narrowly defeated. 

Barack Obama was elected the 
first African-American president
of the USA in 2008.
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THE PREHISTORIORIC WC WOORLD
Early humanity had reached Australia by 
40,000 years ago, and the Americas by at 
least 12,000 years ago. The first towns and 
the earliest civilizations would emerge in 
Mesopotamia (in the Middle East), Egypt,
northwest India, and around the Yangtze river 
in China, all between 5000 and 3000 bce.
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Humans crossed into
the Americas bybbyb  means of 
a land bridge across the 
Bering Strait. The bridge was
temporarily created by lower 
sea levels during the last Ice 
Age around 25,000 years ago. 
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Around 45,000 years ago, Homo
sapiens first spread into Europe. 
Cro-Magnons, as these people were 
known, later supplanted the last
Neanderthals in the region, and also 
developed their own tradition of cave 
painting. Excellent examples of this 
early art can be seen at Lascaux and 
Niaux in modern France, and at 
Altamira in modern Spain.
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Among the earliest known human 
ancestors are the Australopithecines 
(“southern ape-men”), who evolved in 
the East African forests. By 3 million 
years ago, the Australopithecines had
diversified into many forms that shared a 
vital characteristic – they were bipedal,
standing on two feet.

THE LAETOLI FOOTPRINTS AND LUCY
Around 3.75 million years ago, a 
volcanic eruption deposited a layer of  
asashhhh attatat LLLLaeaeaettototolililili,, TTTTTananananzazazazanininnia.aa  TTTTTTTTT TTTThihihihihisss s asasashh,hh,, 
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The most complete Australopithecine 
skeleton, discovered in Ethiopia in 1975, 
is of  a young female, dubbed “Lucy”. 
She stood around 1m (3ft) tall and 
weighed around 27kg (60lb), while her 
pelvis shows clear signs of  adaptation 
for an erect posture.

Walking upright enabled the WW
Australopithecines to operate away from
the forests in the open terrain of  the 
savannah, giving them a wider food-
gathering range than their competitors. 
ByByByy 33 33 mm m mililillilililionononon y yyeaeaearsrrs agogog ,, , thththeyeyyy flfl flouuou iriririi hshshsh dededded 
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HHHHHHHHHHoHoHoHomHomHomHHHoHHoH o erectus was poww ffffferferf llllllllllullull bby built 
with massive brow ridges, a large 
face, and a long, low skull.

The earliest “hominins” – human 
ancestors – to be placed in the same 
genus, Homo, as the modern human
species Homo sapiens, evolved a little more 
than 2 million years ago. The first to be 
discovered, in Tanzania’s TT Olduvai 
Gorge, was Homo habilis (“handyman”), s

so named for their use of  stone tools. 
Homo habilis resembled the s

Australopithecines (AA see 

facing page) bute had a
larger brain size, and 
teeth and hands that 
show a greater 
evolution towards 
those of  modern 
humans, while still
retaining a low, heavy-
browed skull and long arms.

The very earliest examples of  a new
species of  hominin, Homo erectus (“upright s

man”) date from around 2 million years 
ago in East Africa. The tools that Homo 

erectus made were of  significantly s

improved design from those of  Homo 

habilis (s see above), and included shaped e

hand axes and cleaving tools, which
were used for specific functions, such
as butchering animals. These early 
humans were skilled hunters and 
brilliant opportunists, quick to take 
advantage of  different environments, 
which must have been a key factor in the 
success of  the species. By 500,000 years 
ago, these early humans had adapted 
successfully to a wide variety of  tropical 
and temperate environments, moving as 
far northeast as China. Numerous 
fragments of  a species classified as

The Homo habilis camp site ats Olduvai 
Gorge, where their fossil remains were 
first unearthed, included a scatter of
simple stone tools such as shaped flints 
(see p.62) and broken animal bones, 22

showing evidence of  the deliberate 
breaking-up of  carcasses. Homo habilis 

probably slept in trees, in relative safety 
from lions and other predators.

There are some indications 
that Homo habilis was s

capable of  primitive 
speech, permitting the 
development of  more 

complicated social 
organization.
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Homo erectus were found in Zhoukoudian s

Cave, near Beijing – the skeletons found
there were dubbed “Peking Man”. They 
are known to have used fire, making 
settlement possible in cold locations, and 
allowing them to cook food, which in turn
led to the evolution of  smaller jaws and 
less robust teeth. 

A skull of Homo habilis,
one of the earliest 
human ancestors.
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A flint blade shaped on 
both faces from a period 
when Homo erectus refined 
the tools of earlier ancestors.

TOOL-MAKING AND SPEECH

human-like frontal lobe (the part of  
the brain that houses speech control) 
than the earlier Australopithecines. 
Homo erectus, around 1.8 million years 
ago, had a lower-positioned larynx, 
which would have allowed a wider 
variety of  vocal sounds. A hominin 
dating to around 400,000 years ago, 
Homo heidelbergensis, was found to 

possess the hyoid bone at the root 
of  the larynx that facilitates
speech. It was only around 
300,000 years ago that the base 
of  the skull evolved to allow a 
ffull range of  sounds.

Around 40,000 to 50,000 
yyey ars ago, during what some
ana thropologists term the 
“G“ reat Leap Forward”, 
mmodern humans seem to have 
developed language of  the 
kind we would recognize
tot day. The first symbolic
rer presentations of  the world, 
such as the cave art at
Lascaux in France (see 
p.p 69), accompanied this 99

leap. Language and art
enabled our ancestors to 

pass on skills, traditions, 
and discoveries, an
essential foundation 
for the complex
societies that would 
emerge from around 

10,000 bce.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF TOOLS
The earliest tools were probably 
those made from bone and stone 
found at Homo habilis sites (s see p.61)
and dating from around 2 million 
years ago. Although crude, the stone 
artefacts include pebbles and rock 
fragments from which early human 
ancestors had deliberately removed
flakes, and the flakes themselves. 
They used some tools as scrapers, 
others as choppers, and the basic 
forms did not change for 
thousands of  years. The 
Neanderthals (see facing page) e

may have been the first to 
mount scrapers, spear points, 
and knives on wooden handles, 
around 300,000 years ago.

PHYSICAL EVOLUTION
AND LANGUAGE
The development of  
articulate language was a 
key threshold in human 
evolution, because it
allowed for an enhanced 
level of  cooperation.
Exactly when it 
emerged is difficult to 
define. Homo habilis

had a slightly more

Although certain species of  ape, including chimpanzees, have been
observed to use tools such as sticks and stones for digging, opening 
shellfish, or menacing enemies, it was early human ancestors who 
were the first to deliberately shape tools around 2 million years ago. 
Around the same time, our ancestors began to evolve the necessary 
changes in the brain and voice box to permit language.
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Around 350,000 years ago, a new species, 
Homo neanderthalensis, appeared in Africa. AA
It would be the last major human-like 
species before the evolution of  fully 
modern humans. The Neanderthals 
spread out from Africa, by 200,000 yearsAA
ago reaching as far as Uzbekistan and 
Iran in the east and the Iberian peninsula 
in the west, then moving into northern 
Europe. They were named for the site 
in Germany where one of  the first 
specimens was discovered, in 1856. 
They had a short, robust build, powerful
limbs, a protruding face, and heavy brow 
ridges, but a body shape closer to that of  
modern humans than preceding species.

NEANDERTHAL LIFESTYLE
The Neanderthals were expert hunters, 
who pursued animals such as bison with 
wooden and stone-tipped spears. They 
made sophisticated tools and dwelt in
caves, rock shelters, and open camps. 
They may have been capable of  speech, 
although their larynx is higher than in
modern humans, which would have
impeded the use of  the broad spectrum 

Gorham’s Cave on Gibraltar is thought to haver
been one of the very last sites inhabited by the 
Neanderthals before their extinction.

A Neanderthal skull shows a distinctive brow 
ridge. Neanderthals had large brains and more 
rounded heads than their predecessors.

of  sounds necessary for full language. 
This was the first species to exhibit a 
sense of  care for the dead. In one grave 
at Teshik-TT Tash in TT Uzbekistan, ibex horns 
had been placed in a circle around the 
skull, and a fire lit around the body.

DNA recovered from remains reveals A
that the Neanderthals were not our 
direct ancestors. They did, however, 
live alongside modern humans (Homo 

sapiens, or“wise humans”), who migrated 
northwards from Africa into Europe
around 45,000 years ago. It may be 
that competition with (or possibly 
absorption by) the newcomers caused 
their extinction around 25,000 years ago.
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of  the Pyrenees and the Andes, and on
Central Asian mountains. South of  these
areas, huge expanses of  barren land 
extended from the Atlantic to Siberia. 
These environments suffered nine-month 
winters, making them uninhabitable for 
our ancestors, who instead moved south 
to more temperate and tropical regions.
During interglacials, the ice sheets started 
to melt, sea levels rose, and humans 
returned north, following the animals
ththeyyy hhunu ted and the plplp anantsts t thehey y y foforaragegeg d.d.
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Over millions of  years, Earth has 
experienced a series of  Ice Ages. These 
periods of  intense cold were punctuated 
by intervals of  milder conditions, known 
as interglacials. The last Ice Age began 
around 2.5 million years ago, and we are 
currently in an interglacial period that 
began around 11,000 years ago. During 
the glacial periods of  the last Ice Age, 
the Earth’s natural environments
experienced major changes. Huge ice
shsheeeetsts f forormemed ovoverer  Scandinavia and 
cocococoveveverereredddd momomoststst oo offff  CCCCanananadadadaaa ananandddd papapap rtrtrt oo offff  
thhththththeeee USUSUSUSAAAA asasas fff farar ss soouou hththth a ass ththththee e GrGrGrGreaeaeaeattt LLLLLakkakakakakeseseses.. . 
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Anatomically modern humans – Homo 

sapiens – appeared almost 200,000 –

years ago, probably in East Africa. 
They were taller than their 
immediate predecessors, males
averaging about 1.75m (5½ft),
and heavier. Their faces were 
less protruding than their
Neanderthal contemporaries
(see p.63) and their brow ridge 
was less prominent. Brain 
size was larger than in most 
previous species, though 
actually somewhat smaller
than the average Neanderthal brain. 
The larynx was lower, so they could 
vocalize a wide enough range of  sounds 
to form language as we know it. 

Homo sapiens were long-limbed, giving s

them a greater skin surface area from
which heat could be lost – an adaptation 
suited to warmer climates. The narrow 
pelvic girdle necessary for a fully upright
stance meant that babies had to be born at 
an earlier stage in their development, with
smaller skulls and brains – which is why 
human babies are dependent on their
parents for so much longer, relatively, than 
any other species. The shorter gestation 
period allowed more frequent pregnancies, 
enabling greater population growth.
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Examination of a wide range of samples 
of mitochondrial DNA (matter outside the 
nucleus of the cell, which is passed down 
from every mother to her offspring) has 
revealed that all living humans have a 
common ancestor who lived in Africa
around 200,000 years ago. This unknown
matriarch has been dubbed “Mitochondrial
Eve”, and we all share at least some 
genetic information with her. By studying 
mitochondrial DNA, scientists have been 
able to track the movement of Homo 
sapiens across the globe.s

MITOCHONDRIAL EVE

Despite their advantages, Homo sapiens ats

this stage did not compete well with the 
Neanderthals in their territories in Europe
and southwest Asia. The most important
sites for early Homo sapiens lie withins Africa, A
with a few in modern Israel. At the 
earliest known site, Omo in Ethiopia, 
bones have been dated to around 195,000
years ago. At Klasies Cave, South Africa, AA
a population of  Homo sapiens lived froms

about 120,000 years ago, hunting seal and
antelope, and gathering roots and shellfish.

CULTURAL ADVANCES AND EXPANSION
The development of  art is taken as an 
important indicator of  when Homo sapiens

developed fully modern cognitive abilities,
because it requires reasoning, planning, 
and the expression of  intangible feelings. 
The oldest definitively dated decorative 
items, beads made from ostrich eggshell, 
come from Kenya and Tanzania and are TT
about 40,000 years old. They mark a 
shift into the Upper Palaeolithic period, 
in which Homo sapiens, whose population 
was probably only around a million,
expanded both in numbers and, through 
a series of  remarkable migrations (see 
overleaf ), in their territories.

An early Homo sapiens skull discovered
in South Africa shows very close affinities 
with the skull shapes of humans today. 
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European cave paintings date from around 32,000 
years ago. This scene, from Lascaux in France, shows
a bison, a common theme in prehistoric cave art.

The most significant of  all
human migrations began 
around 50,000 years ago 
during the last Ice Age (see 
p.64). 44 This period saw the 
spread of  Homo sapiens out s

of  Africa, until they settled 
the whole of  mainland 
Eurasia and crossed land 
bridges into the Americas. 
Homo sapiens had also s

mastered tropical waters 
with canoes or rafts, which
allowed them to drift to 
New Guinea and Australia. Colonizing 
the world was not a deliberate project,
but a consequence of  following game
migrations and searching for new animals 
to hunt and new food plants to gather. 
The adaptability of Homo sapiens as as

species made them capable of  exploiting 
a vast range of  new environments.

THE SETTLEMENT OF NORTH AMERICA
The ancestors of  today’s Native 
AAAmAmereriiicicananss crosseddd iininintototo NNN Nororor hththth AAA Amememe iririricaca 
iviviviaa a aaa a llalala dndnd bb b iriririddgddgdggee e thththhththatatat e exixisttstst deded a aattt thththee BBeBeB iriringngng 
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earliest human sites in the Americas have 
long been thought to be in Alaska, at
Broken Mammoth and Healy Lake; they 
date from around 11,000 to 12,000 years
ago. However, finds at Bluefish Caves in
Canada dating to 25,000 years ago, and
at Monte Verde in Chile to around 14,000
years aggo, sugggeg st much earlier settlement. 

TTThhehe s s tetettltlltlerererss iniini AA AAlalalaskskaaa esestataablblb isisishhehhedd whwhatat 
isis kknonoowwnwn a ass ththththee CCCllolo iviviss cuculltlttturure,e,, a anddnd t thiiss 
evevevenenentututu lalallylylyyy ee extxtxtennnenenendeddedededededddd ddd asaasas fffff fararrar sss ssoouuoou hhthth a ass 
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Panama. The Clovis people may have 
been responsible for the widespread 
extinction of  gigantic mammals that took 
place at about this time. That extinction 
could in turn have contributed to the end 
of  their culture around 11,000 years ago.

EXPANSION INTO AUSTRALIA
Some 50,000 years ago, Java, Sumatra,
and Borneo were joined by land, but to 
reach Australia and AA New Guinea required 
a series of  sea crossings and must have
involved the use of  boats. Homo sapiens

had certainly reached the AustralianAA
mainland by 35,000 years ago, but
rock shelters in the Northern
Territory indicate that settlement TT
may have begun as early as 
50,000 to 60,000 years ago. 
Dating back some 40,000 
years, Lake Mungo in New 
South Wales is the most 
important early site. The 
Homo sapiens remains found s

there were partially 
covered in red ochre, 
indicating a ritual element
to the burials. 

The arrival of  humans 
in Australia coincided with A
the extinction of  massive
veve trtrt bebebrarattetess ththth tatat hh h dadad 
prprp eveviioioususllylyy ii ii hhnhnhnh bbababiittit ddededed tt tthhheheh  
cococo tntnntiinenenentt,t, a aaltltthohohouugughh h itittit iii issss 
noonot clcclcleae r whwhwhetete her the
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brushfires set by early humans destroyed 
their habitat. The early settlers, ancestors 
of  today’s Aboriginal peoples, developed A
an isolated and unique culture, many 
elements of  which still survive; the earliest
boomerang found – at Wyrie Swamp, 
Tasmania – dates from around 8000 TT bce.

EXPANSION ELSEWHERE
Homo sapiens gradually infiltrated s

almost every other habitable part of  
the globe, reaching southwestern Europe 
by around 45,000 years ago. The group 
of  Homo sapiens that settled here are s

referred to as Cro-Magnon, and they 
entirely displaced the Neanderthal 

population in this region. By 
around 40,000 years ago Homo 

sapiens had migrated to eastern s

Europe and southwestern 
Siberia, colonizing Japan 
by around 30,000 to 35,000 
years ago. 

Although the Clovis 
people, who had colonized
North America from Alaska 
to Panama, did not penetrate 
South America themselves, 
later groups reached the 
very tip of  the continent by 
around 9000 bce. After this,, 
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HUNTER-GATHERERS

Sites such as Star Carr in northeast 
England, from around 9000 bce,
show that hunter-gatherers might 
return again and again to the same 
places, establishing seasonal
settlements close to where game 
was plentiful. Small figurines and 
carvings of  bears and mammoths 
discovered at Dolní Věstonice in 
the Czech Republic, and RR
remarkable fish sculptures from 

Lepenski Vir in Serbia, show the
leleelelevevev l of  cultural sophistication that 
susuuchhch ee earaa ly societies could reach. 

EEEEEEvveveev nntnn uauaually, however, hunter-
gggagagaagggggggggaggathththththhhththerererrereree ininnininiii g gg gg wwwas replaced by farming. 

PPPPPPPPPPProroroororooroooorobababababababababbaaabbllbblbbb y,y,yyyy as agriculturalists 
enenenenenenneeneneneeeee cccrcrrrcc ooaoaaaooo chc ed on their territory, 

sossosossososossosoosommmmmeeemm    hhunter-gatherers adopted 
thththththhhhtttththththtt eee e nneneenn w way of  life, while 
oootototttttoooo hhhheheehhehh rrsrr  were forced into the
mmmmmmamaaaaarrgrggggrrrgins. In marginal 
eennnenenennnvvviivvv rrronments, farming 
aaalallaa wwwwaawayys carries the risk of  
ssstststststss aararaaarrvvvav tion if  crops fail, and 
ttottttototoottttttttttotttt dddadaaad yy yy there are still isolated 
ggrgrgrggrg oooououuouppsp , such as the San of  
thththththtttthhtt e ee ee KKKaKK lahari desert in Africa, 
tttthththththhtt atataattt mm  aintain the ancient 
hhhhhhhhuhuhuuuuhhhhhhhhhhuhhuhunntntttnteer-gatherer traditions.

EARLY EVIDENCE
Hunter-gatherers have to range
across a wide area for food, and 
so carry few possessions with
them. As a result, prehistoric 
hunter-gatherers have left few 
material remains. Rare finds 
of  digging sticks, such as at
Gwisho in Central Africa, and 
flint sickle blades show that
people dug for tubers and 
harvested wild grasses. Broken 
animal and fish bones and plant
pollens reveal details of  the
huhuhuuuntnnttererer-g-gggatatathehehererererrr didiidieteteet, aasas d d ddoo o dededdedd epepepepp 
mimimimimm dddddenenenene ss s s (w(w(w(ww(w(( asasasasasastettetetete s s ssititititititesesesesse )))) ) ) crcrrcrcrramamamamamammmmemememememmem ddddd d 
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Hunting and foraging for food was the only way of  life for humans 
until around 12,000 years ago. It was a successful lifestyle that, in its 
flexibility, had significant advantages over the settled agricultural
societies that would supplant it. Today, only a handful of  hunter-TT
gatherer societies survive, in the Amazon Basin and in Africa, which 
provide vital evidence for their prehistoric forebears’ way of  life.

AA A hhhhAA hhuunntntttuu eer is depicted in a cave painting 
frofrofrofroroofrofroroofroorr m Fm Fmmm Fmm Fm aarraara way Bay, Western Australia,
dadatdatdatdatdddatdatatdddatatinininginingnggingi  t too around 20,000 years ago.

Spear-fishing with barbed poles, such as this
10,000-year-old harpoon made from an antler, 
was widespread in later prehistoric times.
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Around 40,000 to 50,000 
years ago early humans 
began to create the first 
examples of  art – graphic
representations of  reality 
or an imagined symbolic
life – incised on animal 
bones, painted on cave 
walls, and sculpted from 
bone or ivory. This artistic 
activity coincides with the
first evidence of  religious 
belief, and both of  these
developments indicate an ability to think 
about ideas or concepts that lie outside 
immediate, everyday existence.

CAVE ART
About 40,000 years ago, the Cro-A Magnon
people of  western Europe developed a
flamboyant artistic tradition that
survives mainly on cave walls, 
where it has been sheltered 
from the elements. The cave 
paintings depict a wide range
of  animals, some of  them,
such as mammoth and
woolly rhinoceros, long 
extinct; others, like wild 
horses, European bison, 
and reindeer, still familiar 
today. In a society 
dependent on hunting, 
animal paintings may have 
been the focus of  rituals 
intended to ensure success 
and a rich supply of  meat.

By contrast, human 
figures in cave paintings
are rare, and when they 
do survive are highly 
stylized or masked. However, impressions 
of  human hands and indecipherable 
signs do appear on the walls of  caves, 
including Altamira in Spain, and
Chauvet, Niaux, and Lascaux in France. 

One theory is that the art was created by 
shamans who acted as mediums with the 
spiritual world, communicating with 
ancestors and spirit totems. Other artistic

creations, including carved female 
statuettes known as “Venus 
figurines”, may have been related 
to hunter-gatherer fertility cults,

while the burial of  possessions
alongside bodies indicates 
belief  in an afterlife.

FROM RITUAL TO RELIGION
As societies grew more
complex, they began to 
devote particular areas and 

sppppaces to cult practices. At
ÇaÇaÇÇaÇÇaÇaÇaÇaÇaÇaÇaÇaÇaÇÇÇÇÇ tataaatatatatatatt lhlhhlhlhlhll öyöyö ük in Turkey, murals TT

ididididddddddiii eeeeenennnnnnnntttitiititt fyfyfyyyyfffy  ppp lalal ces used for ritual
aaaaararararrrrrooooououuuuuuoououuounnnnnndndndndndddndddd  7 77777700000000 bce. In time, lavish 
ttteteetetettetetteetetetteteteteeteemmmmmmmmpmpmpmpmpmpmpmmmpmmpmpmpmpmpmpmpmmppllllelelelelelelelelesss would be built for the 

worship of  complex 
pantheons of  gods, who 
demanded elaborate
rituals performed only by a 

priestly elite. A glimpse of  hunter-gatherer A
beliefs can now only be seen in societies 
such as that of  the AustralianAA Aborigines, AA
who continue to commemorate their 
ancestral spirits with spectacular rock art. 
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In later rock art, symbols such as this circular 
sign filled with dots start to feature alongside 
depictions of animal and human figures.

The “Venus of Willendorf”, carved 
around 20–25,000 years ago, may
have been a fertility talisman.
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The end of  the last Ice Age around
11,000 years ago, and the accompanying 
rise in temperatures, was the trigger for 
the switch from the hunter-gatherer 
lifestyle to one of  agricultural and 
animal domestication. This first took 
place in around 8500 bce, in an area 
known as the “Fertile Crescent” that
includes Turkey, Syria, and Iraq. The 
hot, dry summers and cool, wet winters, 
together with a wide variety of  altitudes
and a large number of  wild cereals and 
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legumes, provided ideal conditions for 
agriculture to succeed. Agriculture arose 
independently in other regions with 
favourable climatic conditions – in China’s 
Yangtze Valley in around 7000 bce and,
a thousand years later, in Mesoamerica 
and possibly at Mehrgarh in Pakistan.

EARLY AGRICULTURE
The first plants to be adapted from their
wild forms for cultivation were cereals – 
emmer and einkorn, barley and rye. 
These are found at sites such as Abu
Hureyra in Syria, where a small foragigig ngngg 
settlement became a compact farminng 
community of  mudbrick dwellings. 

At around the same time, animals wwwererrrrrreeeeeeee e 
domesticated – goats first, then sheeeep,p,p  p ppppppigigiggigigigggs,s,s,s,s,s,  
and cattle – providing a reliable soouururrcececec  oooooooff  f  ffff
memmmmm at, milk, and other animal produd ctccttss.ss. 
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Ears of emmer, 
originally a wild
grass that early
agriculturalists
selectively bred to 
enhance its crop yield.
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Around 7000 bce, 
agricultural societies 
of  the Near East
began to show signs of   
stress caused by growing 
populations. Some sites 
shrank in size; others were 
abandoned. This may have led 
to a dispersal of  the agricultural 
population, and increased 
pastoralism (animal herding).

FARMING IN EUROPE AND ASIA
Farming seems to have reached 
the Balkans in southeast Europe by 
around 6500 bce, and by around
5500 bce had penetrated as far west as 
the Iberian Peninsula. Its range extended 
by 3500 bce to northern Germany,
Scandinavia, and the British Isles.

Agriculture moved east from the 
Zagros mountains of  the Iran–Iraq 
borderlands to reach the Caucasus, 
Turkmenistan, and Pakistan (although TT
farming in Pakistan may have developed 
independently). By 3000 bce farmimingngg  

had reached India’s 
Ganges Valley, and by 

2500 bce it extended as
far as the Altai inAA Central 

Asia. In eastern Asia, an
agricultural economy based 
ononononono rr r r ricicice e and millet spread from 
iiitiitittitititiitititititssssssss ss ss ororororrrrorororooo igigiggigigigigigigigii ininnniiinini s s in the Yangtze Valley YY
totooot  r rrrrrreeeeeaeaeaeaaaaaaaccccchchchchchchhhhhhchchhh ssouthern China by 
3333030303030300000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 bbbbbcbcbcb e and Southeast Asia
bbbbbbbbybybybybybybybybybybybybybybybbybybybybyybyby aaaa attt least 2300 bce.

FARMING IN AFRICA AND THE AMERICAS
Agriculture first arrived in Egypt around 
5500 bce, and spread southwards (it
may also have arisen independently in
sub-Saharan Africa around 2000 bce). 

In the Americas, sunflowers were 
grown for food in 4000 bce. The staple 
crops of  native American agriculture, 
maize and beans, were domesticated 
in Central America by 3500 bce. In
ththee e hihihighghghghg  aaaltltltlttitititudududeses of  f the Andes in
SSSSSooououththhththh  AAAAAmemememeemm iririririririricaccacaa,, , popopopoppp tatoes werrreee cucucucultltlttivivivi atattededed 
asasasasasaas e eee e e eeearararararaa lyllylylylyylyly aaa a   aas s sss s 55550050505000000000000000 bcbcbbb e,ee, and lllllllllllllllllllamamamamammamamaasasasas www w werererereereeee e 
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Agricultural living increasedg
the need for food storage 
vessels and pottery.

In Mesoamerica,ca, witwitw h fh ew anninimalmalmamala s aaas avaivaiivaivv lablablablablele le le forforforfor 
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Once prehistoric peoples 
had begun to cultivate 
domestic crops and keep 
livestock, they established 
permanent settlements. 
The earliest farming 
villages were compact
huddles of  mudbrick 
houses. At Abu Hureyra,
Syria, several hundred
farmers lived in close 
proximity to their fields 
and to one another. By 
8000 bce, Jericho, in the
Jordan Valley, had become 
a small walled town, 
whose inhabitants lived in 
beehive-shaped houses with stone 
foundations and plastered floors (under 
which they were eventually buried).

TRADE, SOCIETY, AND RELIGIONTT
Another highly successful settlement was 
Çatalhöyük in Turkey, which thrived 
from 7000 bce and was inhabited for 

more than 1,000 years. 
Its population lived in
rectangular houses, built
very close together, which 
were entered through the 
roof. The houses were
whitewashed and painted 
with geometric patterns.

Çatalhöyük probably 
prospered because of  its 
trade in obsidian, a highly 
prized black volcanic glass 
found in Turkey that was 
used for cutting tools.
Trading networks are 
another sign of  society’s 
increasing sophistication. 

They allowed village settlements to 
acquire resources from elsewhere,
“paying” for their goods by exchanging 
their agricultural surpluses. 

With less time needed to find food, 
people had more time to specialize in
other aspects of  life. Some became 
skilled workers, such as potters and
masons, , whwhililee otothehersrs b bececamamee shshamamananss 
oror p pp iiririesesttsts a andndnd g gguiuiuidedededdd thththee grgrg owowininingg g
ananancececestststororor a a a dndnnd ff ffererer ititiililililitytyty c c c lululultststs. . 
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aroaroaro dundundund 25 25 250000 00 BCEBCEBCE a, a, a dndnd nd bbyby by 800800800  BCEBCEBCE hha ha hadd sd sd spreprepre dadad ad toto to hthethethe  
frifrifringengenges os os of tf tf thehehe AtaAtaAtacamcamcama Da Da Deseeseesertrtrt atatat TulTulTuloror.or.

Skara Brae, a well-preserved
Neolithic settlement of stone 
houses on Orkney, Scotland.
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Humans had made tools out of  stone,
bone, and wood for thousands of  years. 
The advent of  copper-working around
7000 bce was a significant
watershed in human history 
and the beginning of  a long 
association with metals. 

Copper ores are relatively 
common around the Mediterranean, 
found in surface outcrops easily 
identifiable by their distinctive green
colour. The earliest copper items were 
hammered crude axes and beads, but it
was the discovery of  copper smelting – 
heating ore with charcoal to extract 
the metal – that opened the way to the 
development of  a range of  practical and 
decorative items. At first, smelting was 
done in open fires, until it was found that 
crucibles – heat-resistant vessels of  fired 
clay – produced metal more efficiently. 

THE SPREAD OF METALLURGYTT
This discovery of  smelting seems to have 
occurred independently in western Asia 
around 6000 bce and in east Asia before 
2000 bce. The earliest use of  gold and 
silver dates to around 6000–5000 bce,
both metals being used for decorative
and ritual purposes, as their malleability 
makes them unsuitable for everyday use.

The discovery of copper allowed prehistoric humans 
to manufacture much more effective tools and
weapons, such as these copper axe heads.

A grave from Varna in Bulgaria,
where rich metal deposits allowed 
a culture to develop in which costly 
goods accompanied the dead.

Between 4000 and 2000 bce, knowledge
of  metalworking reached most of  
Eurasia and North Africa. The demand 
for metals promoted the growth of  trade 
networks; lowland Mesopotamia, for 
example – the focus of  the earliest
civilizations – has no native metal or ore 
and societies there needed to import 
metal from Anatolia or the Iranian 
plateau. In Europe, copper mines 
existed from around 5100 bce at 
Varna in Bulgaria. 

FROM COPPER TO BRONZE
Some time after 3500 bce, people 
discovered that mixing copper and 
tin together to create an alloy, named 
bronze, produced a much more durable 
metal, suitable for weaponry, armour, 

and tools. By 3300 bce, 
the Mesopotamians had 
adopted the technique, as
had the Egyptians around 
3100 bce, beginning the 
Bronze Age. Bronze-
working was discovered in
China around 2000 bce
and from there spread
throughout eastern and 
Southeast Asia. 
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MEGALITHS

BARROWS AND HENGES
In the 4th millennium bce, European 
farming communities created long 
earthen burial mounds (“barrows”)
and stone-chambered tombs, such as 
that at West Kennet in Wiltshire, 
southern Britain, where a passageway 
in a barrow leads to side chambers in
which as many as 46 corpses were 
interred. At Newgrange in Ireland a 
similar chambered tomb features 
patterns of  spirals and circles, 
typical of  a new artistic technique
that characterized the art of  the
memegalith builders. 

“H“H“Henene gegeg ” momonunumements apppep ared 
arararouououndndnd 33 320202 000 bcb e. HeHeengngn eses c coononssisistst oof  
a a cicircrccululu arar o oor oval area en llclos dded bb byyy aaa 
baba knk, coocontntntaiaiaininininingngngn  a ciir lcle fofofof  wwwooooooddededennnn 
popopopopostststss s ororooorrr h hh huguguggge e e ststononneses... WWoWoWo dodododenen cciirirrclclcleses 
hhahahahhhahahhahahahahahahaaveveveeevevevevevve llll ll llarararraaaraaararrgegegeggegeggegeg llylylylylylylyyyy p pppppererrre iissishehehheheeheeeedddd dd d ddddd –– allalalalalla thtththttt ououououououghghghghgghghhggghgg a a aatt ttt

As agriculture spread across Europe, new and more centralized
communities – mainly in the north and west of  the continent, but 
also as far afield as Malta – created monuments with vast pieces of  
stone, called megaliths. We may never know their exact purpose, 
but they are clearly an expression of  a belief  system, marking out 
the seasons and the cyclical movements of  the sun, moon, and stars. 

Theh  drd amatictic ststoneooneoneon i ccirclrcllee atat at SStoStonehnehengenge ie is ts thouhoughtght 
bby by y somomsomome te to ho haveeeavvve bb be beeenen een bb ibuibbuib lt lt tt ttototo toto marmmara k ttk tk tk hhhehe summsumsummermemermem  ann aa dddd dd d
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Woodhenge in Wiltshire, the post-
holes have survived; the deepest 
measure about 2m (6ft), indicating 
posts that stood some 5.5m (17ft)
high. The stone circles, however, are 
the most remarkable monuments
of  the megalithic age. These are 
spread throughout northern and
western Europe, with the British 
Isles alone containing perhaps 1,000 
stone circles. The circle at Avebury, 
Wiltshire, 420m (1,381ft) in diameter, 
is among the largest that survive, and 
probably acted as the ritual focus for 
a large area of  southwestern Britain. 
At Carnac in France, eelal borate long 
rows of  standing stotonen s foform a 
isisisi imimim llal lrly y ststririkikingg eensnsememblblee.



STONEHENGE
Stonehenge, in southern England, is 
perhaps the most famous megalithic 
site of  all. First begun around 
3000 bce as a simple earthwork 
enclosure, the site was developed over 
the next 1,000 years in several stages. 
A circle of  bluestones – transported 
all the way from Preseli in south
Wales, a distance of  some 250km 
(155 miles) – was erected in around 
252 00 bce. Then, about 2300 bce, an 
ouuter circle of  giant sandstones (or 
sasarssene  stones) was set up, each
wweigighing around 26 tons. Each
wwawawaaw s s shs aped into the correct size by 
haaaaahh mmmmmmm ering with great stone balls or 
“maauuulsl ”. How exactly the sarsens 
wewewewwewew reere erected is unknown, but the 
coocompmplex must have demanded a 
hhuhuh geeggegg  ii nvn estment in time and labour,
imimmmmiimimimmmmmplpllpplplplpllplplplpppp yyiyiiyiyyiyyiyy nngngnn  a highly centralized society.

TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTHEHHHEEEHEHEHHHHHHEHHHHEH  EEEEEE  EEEEENNNNDDD OF THE MEGALITH AGE
BBBByByByByyBBByBBBByyByBBBByByyyByBByyyByB  a aaaaaaaaaaaaa a aaarorooororrr uunununu d 1500 bce, the megalithic 
agagagggaagge e e e iiiinnnnninnn  EEEEurope was on the wane. 
CCCCCooooCooC nnnnnsssnssstttrrrrtt uuuuuction of  stone circles ceased

in Britain and northern France. 
The focus of  religion in northern 
Europe turned to the ritual deposit
of  weaponry in lakes and bogs 
and the last evidence of  additions 
at Stonehenge dates to around 
1100 bce. At some time in around 
1000 bce, some of  the stones were 
deliberately overturned. Although 
the monuments were not forgotten, 
their makers and their meaning 
became utterly obscure.

This stone-built passageway leads to a burial 
chamber at the 5,000-year-old megalithic 
passage-tomb at Newgrange, Ireland.

The Mnajdra temple complex on Malta, built 
around 3500 BCE, is the crowning achievement of 
a flourishing megalithic culture on the island.
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The world’s earliest 
known large towns and 
cities developed in 
Mesopotamia in the 
4th millennium bce,
perhaps through the 
need to organize the 
construction of  irrigation 
channels fed by the Tigris 
and Euphrates rivers. At
first the towns were little 
more than agglomerations 
of  villages and related 
families, but soon they 
became major centres of  
trade and vast irrigation
works that watered the countryside 
and produced several crops a year. The 
irrigated fields’ increased productivity 
could now support larger populations;
in Egypt the Nile (see facing page, below)ww

fulfilled a similar role. 

CITIES AND HIERARCHIES
The change was not simply a matter of
size, but was accompanied by radical 
changes in the region’s society, economy, 
and politics. Society became increasingly 
hierarchical, , with rulers (often kings) at 
ththe totop,p, wwhoho w werere freqequuently seen as 
llililiivivinng godods,s, aand bbellowow t thehemm aa a smsmalall

privileged class of  high
officials and priests. 
Lower down the social
scale came craftsmen,
lesser officials, soldiers, 
and the commoners. 
The authority of  the 
rulers came not just from 
a threat of  force, but
from religious ideas 
about authority. These 
beliefs are commemorated 
by art and by writing on 
temple walls and were 
reinforced by elaborate
ceremonies. Each city 

clustered around temple precincts, 
those in Mesopotamia built on top of  
mudbrick pyramids, called ziggurats. 

From its original heartland in 
southern Mesopotamia, urbanism spread 
northwards to sites such as Nineveh on 
the Tigris, Mari on the Euphrates, and 
Susa in western Iran. Each town or city 
tended to remain an independent entity 
(or city-state). In Egypt, however, a
process of  consolidation into a single 
state was complete as early as 3000 bce.
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Jericho, in Jordan, after 6000 BCE, 
developed from a permanent
village into one of the first towns.
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By around 6000 bce, a culture known as 
the Halafian had become established in
northern Mesopotamia. Communities
lived in villages of  domed houses built
of  clay, relied on long-distance trade, 
and buried their dead in distinctive 
shaft graves. They were replaced by 
the ’Ubaid culture, a pre-eminent
Mesopotamian culture that was the first 
to use irrigation to increase crop yields. It
was also at this time that the first urban 
centres appeared, at Eridu and Uruk.

THE FIRST CITIES
As with many other Mesopotamian
cities, Eridu was originally a shrine. It
honoured the god Enki, ruler of  the
Abyss, who had created order from
chaos. The shrine went through six or

In 4000 bce, Egypt consisted of  a valley 
of  farmers living in small communities
along the Nile; the river’s annual 
flooding, or inundation, deposited rich,
fertile silt on a broad strip along its
banks. There were many small
kingdoms, the largest of  which were

more incarnations before 
finally becoming an 
imposing step pyramid. 

Uruk arose between 4800 
and 3750 bce. By 2800 bce, 
it occupied around 250 
hectares (615 acres) and 
may have housed 5,000 
people. It depended on 
trade networks for goods 
in exchange for its grain, 
and may have had satellite colonies as 
far as the Zagros Mountains, several 
hundred kilometres to the north, to 
ensure control of  key trade routes. 

based in growing towns such as Abydos 
and Nekhen. The first walled towns in 
Egypt were erected at Naqada and 
Hierakonpolis around 3300 bce. 
Alongside them were constructed rich 
tombs for their rulers.

By this time there were only two main
kingdoms, Upper and Lower Egypt. 
It was the rulers of  Upper Egypt who 
unified the country in around 3100 bce.
Exactly which of  them achieved this is 
unclear. Narmer, traditionally the first 
ruler (pharaoh) of  the 1st dynasty, is 
often given the credit, but his successor 
Aha (also called Menes), who may in fact 
be the same person as Narmer, may have 
been responsible. He also seems to have
strengthened the ruler’s position as a 
divine king, and possibly founded the
new royal capital at Memphis.
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The Palette of Narmer depicts a pharaoh, wearing a 
crown and bearing a mace and a flail, in a victory
procession that may celebrate Egypt’s unification.

A small statuette from 
3rd millennium BCE Uruk 
shows a worshipper bearing 
offerings to the gods.
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THE ANCIENT WOWORLDRLD IN 750 bce
By 750 bce, Egypt’s New Kingdom empire had 
waned, and much of  the Middle East was under
Assyrian control. While the Greeks had begun 
to colonize the Mediterranean, Rome was butRR
a tiny village. In China, central authority had
collapsed with the Zhou dynasty, while India’s 
Indus Valley civilization had long since dissolved.
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undefined border

Greek cities and territories

Phoenician cities and territories
small Chinese states under
the Eastern Zhou dynasty

NOTE: Settlements in italics were
not in existence in 750 bce but were
significant during this chapter’s era.

The world in 750 bce
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The Phoenicians of modern 
Lebanon had colonized 
much of the Mediterranean 
shoreline by 750 bce, but
were increasingly forced 
to compete with Greek 
colonists. In the Middle 
East, the dominant power 
was the Assyrian empire, 
which ruled most of the 
area; only Urartu remained 
completely independent.
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THE ANCIENT WORLD 3000–700 bce84

The first civilization in Mesopotamia 
arose in the south, where a number of
growing city-states forged trading and 
diplomatic ties. This Sumerian culture, 
as it is known, was characterized by 
centralized hierarchies headed by rulers 
who often had priestly roles but, unlike 
Egypt’s pharaohs, were rarely thought to 
be divine. Each of  the cities was seen as
the home of  one of  the major Sumerian 
gods (Nanna at Ur, Ishtar at Uruk) and 
in the period known as the Early 
Dynastic (c.3000–c.2340 bce), the 

Sumerians began to build stepped 
temple towers, or ziggurats, in honour 
of  their deities. The sophisticated palace
cultures were supported by specialist
administrators, merchants, and scribes, 
whose need to keep records led to the
development of  the first full writing 
system, in a script known as cuneiform.

CONQUEST AND DECLINE
The separate city-states of  Sumeria were 
briefly united in around 2400 bce, when 
King Lugalzagesi of  the city-state of

Umma conquered Ur and 
Uruk and reduced the 
eastern city of Lagash
to dependent status. But 
within half  a century, 
the whole area had been
absorbed into the empire 
of  Sargon, king of  
Akkad (see box, facing page).e
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The city of Uruk was the earliest of k
the Sumerian cities to flourish, and 
incorporated the sacred precinct 
of Eanna, the “house of the sky.”
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Born a commoner, Sargon (ruled 2334– 
2279 BCE) rose to power in the city of Kish 
and took the name Sharru-kin (Sargon),  

“the king is legitimate”. From 
hish  new base at Akkad, he 
sent his armies to establish
the world’s first empire.

SARSARGONGON OF OF AKKAD

One of  the city-states of Sumeria (see 
facing page), Ur began to thrive around e

2800 bce, becoming extremely wealthy;
the tombs of  rulers such as Queen
Pu-abi and Meskalamdug have yielded
artefacts of  great value. 

Ur was eclipsed politically during 
the occupation of  Sumeria by Sargon
(see below), but in around 2100 ww bce, 
Ur-Nammu founded the Third Dynasty 

The northern part of  Sumeria, known 
as Babylonia, gave rise to the earliest 
successful attempt to unite the Near East
when Sargon smashed the power of  
Lugalzagesi of  Umma, securing control
over the whole region. His capital 
at Akkad dominated an empire 
that became ever more 
centralized. A calendar was A
introduced for the whole of
Babylonia, new systems of
taxation and standardized 
weights and measures were 
imposed, and Akkadian became 
the language of  government.
Sargon’s armies reached as far
as the Mediterranean coast, 
but it was difficult to control the 
outlying regions. Rebellion broke RR
out in the reign of  Sargon’s grandson, 

of  Ur. For 70 years Ur dominated a
huge area divided into 20 provinces, 
stretching from Susa in southwest Iran
to Ashur, far to the northwest of  the 
Sumerian heartland. During this time
the population increased and cities 
flourished, supported by a system of
forced labour. The city of  Ur itself  was 
enhanced with the construction of
 a great ziggurat. Ur-Nammu’s heirs 

extended the empire, especially under
Shulgi (ruled 2094–2047 bce), but 
under Ibbi-Sin (ruled 2028–2004 bce) 
outlying regions broke away, and 
invaders from nearby Elam finally 
ended the Third Dynasty’s power.

Naram-sin (ruled 
2254–2218 bce),

whww o took on the title 
““““““““k“k“k“kk“k““““kk“k“kkkiinining of  the world” and 

wwwwwwawawaw s worshipped as a god 
while alive. Naram-sin was victorious, 

but thereafter the Akkadians were on the 
defensive; their empire eventually fell
during the reign of  King Sharkalisharri, 
the son of  Naram-Sin.
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A Sumerian gaming board, inlaid with shell 
and lapis lazuli, was among the treasures
excavated from the Royal Cemetery at Ur. 
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From around 1900 bce, the Babylonian 
kings began annexing states to the north, 
such as Sippar and Kish, marking the 
start of  the “Old Babylonian” period. 
They were prevented from further 
advances by Shamshi-Adad, who held
a strong state in upper Mesopotamia.

BABYLON UNDER HAMMURABI
After Shamsi-Adad’s death, Hammurabi 
of  Babylon extended his city-state’s reach 
even further, conquering the whole of
southern Mesopotamia between 1766 
and 1761 bce. Only further west, in 
modern Syria, did kings such as
Zimri-Lim (ruled c.1775–1762 bce) of  
Mari seek to maintain independence. 
Late in his reign, Hammurabi attacked
even Mari and reduced Zimri-Lim to 
vassalage. Having achieved his 

territorial ambitions, Hammurabi 
issued his famous code of  law. By the
time of Hammurabi’s death, Babylon
had become the regional superpower.

THE DECLINE OF BABYLON
Under Samsuiluna (ruled 1749–
1712 bce), Hammurabi’s son, 
Babylon faced a serious rebellion
during which cities such as Nippur 
and Ur broke away from its control. 
The south of  Mesopotamia
went into decline, but the Old 
Babylonian dynasty continued 
to rule the north until 1595 bce,
when a new group, the Kassites,
sacked the city.

Hammurabi receives his code of law 
from the justice god Shamash, in a
highly evocative image of a just ruler. 
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A warrior, statesman, and lawgiver, 
Hammurabi (ruled 1792–1750 BCE) raised
Babylon from the status of a minor 
city-state to the principal Mesopotamian
power. He described himself as “the king 
who has made the four quarters of the 
earth subservient” and his “law code”, 
containing some 282 legal decrees, was 
probably more an attempt to portray
himself as a supporter of justice than a 
practical legal document. Its penalties are 
often harsh and retributive, such as the 
loss of an eye for blinding a free man. 

HHHHAMMAMMAMMAMMURAURAURAURABBBBI AI AI AI ANDNDND ND HHHHISISIS IS LAWLAWLAWLAW COCO CO CODEDEDEDE

“AT THE COMMAND AA

OF THE SUN GOD... 

MAY MY JUSTICE 

BECOME VISIBLE IN 

THE LAND.”

 The law code of Hammurabi, c.1750 BCE
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The kingdom of  the Hittites, 
called Hatti, was based in central 
Anatolia around their capital city 
Hattusa, but constantly shifted its 
borders, extending at times as far 
as western Syria in the south and 
the coasts of  the Black Sea and 
the Aegean in the north and west. 

Comparatively little is known of  
the Hittite Old Kingdom, the first 
ruler of  which, Hattusili, founded 
Hattusa in about 1650 bce. Under 
Hattusili’s successor Mursili I (ruled
c.1620–c.1590 bce), Hittite armies
campaigned in Syria, but by the 
reign of  Telipinu (TT c.1525–c.1500 bce), 
Hatti was once again reduced to its 
core territory around the capital. 

Under Tudhaliya III (ruled TT c.1360–
c.1344 bce), the first ruler of  the New 
Kingdom, the Hittites expanded again,
defeating the rulers of Aleppo and the
Mitanni. Hatti reached its height under 
Suppiluliuma I, who conquered northern 

The Gate of the Lions at Hattusa (now Bogazköy 
in Turkey) provided an impressive ceremonial 
entrance to the Hittite royal capital.

A statue of a Hittite goddess, one of a pantheon 
of deities headed by the storm god Teshub and 
his female counterpart, the sun goddess Hebat.

Syria and threatened Egyptian 
control over Palestine. Mursili III
(ruled 1295–1272 bce) fought the 
Egyptians in a bitterly contested 

battle at Kadesh in 1274 bce, which 
both sides claimed as a victory. 
However, the aftermath of  the battle 
firmly cemented Hittite control in
Syria. The growing threat from 
AAAAsssssssssssssssyyryryyryryryyyryy iaaiaiaiii  to the east, and the rebellion 
ofofofofofofofooofofofofofofof  vvvvv v vv v v  vvvvaaaasasasasasaasaasssal states in the west, rapidly 
uuuuuuuununununununununnununnuuunnnnnnunnnunnddddddddededddd rmined the Hittite kingdom and 
iiiiiiniiini  1207 unknown raiders sacked Hatti 

again, after which the Hittite state 
collapsed completely.
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One of the most militarily successful Hittite 
kings, Suppiluliuma I (ruled 1344–1322 BCE)
conquered Mitanni to the north and parts
of Syria. So great was his prestige that
Tutankhamun’s widow invited one of his 
sons to come to Egypt as her husband.

SUPSUPPILPILULIULIUMAUMA  II
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In the late Bronze Age of  the Near East, 
a diplomatic community of  empires had 
maintained a thriving international
system based on bronze. Between 1200 
and 1050 bce, records hint at upheaval,
as raids and migrations overwhelmed the
established powers. The collapse appears 
to have begun a little before 1200 bce, 
when the citadels of  Mycenaean Greece 
(see p.101) were destroyed.

THE FALL OF EMPIRES
In 1207 bce, the Hittite capital of  Hattusa 
was sacked and the empire fell. The 
Egyptians had to fight off invasions by 
groups they called the “Sea Peoples”,

From around 1200 bce, the coastal cities 
of  Tyre, Byblos, and Sidon, in an area TT
the Greeks called Phoenicia, formed the 
core of  a sea-based trading network. 
The Phoenicians used maritime power 
to control a dense web of  routes crossing 
the Mediterranean, with trading links as 
far afield as Mesopotamia and the Red RR
Sea, supplying a range of  goods from rich, 
exotic fabrics and glass to cedar wood. 

which eventually led to the demise of  the 
New Kingdom in 1069 bce. Elsewhere, 
the Kassite dynasty of  Babylon collapsed 
around 1154 bce while, in Assyria, the
archives speak of  constant skirmishes. 
The ensuing “Dark Age”, with almost no 
written sources, would last for 150 years.

They also established colonies that 
included Lixus in Morocco, Gades 
(Cadiz) in Spain, Motya in Sicily, and, 
most importantly, Carthage (in modern 
Tunisia), founded around 814 TT bce. After 
Phoenicia itself  fell to Assyria in the 9th
century bce (and then to Egypt, Babylon, 
and Persia), Carthage became the 
principal centre of  Phoenician politics, 

conquering its own empire in 
the western Mediterranean. 
Carthage ultimately lost the 
battle for dominance of  this

region to the Romans, who RR
defeated the Carthaginians in

three Punic Wars in the 3rd WW
and 2nd centuries bce.
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A group of Philistine captives taken by the Egyptian 
pharaoh Rameses III in c.1182 BCE;  the Philistines, 
or  “Peleset”, were one of the “Sea Peoples”.

The Phoenicians were skilled navigators 
and built many forms of boat, from 

smaller vessels to multi-oared galleys. 
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Assyria came to prominence around 
2000 bce, prospering from the copper 
trade with Anatolia. During the reign 
of  Assur-Ubalit (1363–1328 bce), the 
Assyrians carved out an empire, 
culminating in the conquest of  Babylon 
in the reign of  Tukulti-TT Ninurta I (ruled 
1243–1207 bce). Assyria then fell victim 
to invasion by the “Sea Peoples” and 
it was not until around 1000 bce that 
the Neo-Assyrian empire emerged. 
The Neo-Assyrians won fame as fierce 
warriors, utilizing armies of  chariots, 
infantry, and horseback riders that made 
ample use of  the new iron weaponry. 

They used terror tactics to suppress 
their enemies, with mass executions, 
impalements, and deportations. 
Assurnasirpal II (ruled 883–859 bce)
and Shalmaneser III (ruled 858–824 bce)
expanded the Assyrians’ territory as far 
west as the Mediterranean. After a brief  
decline, the Neo-Assyrian empire revived 
under Tiglath-Pileser III and his heir
Sargon II (ruled 721–705 bce). 

VICTORY, THEN COLLAPSE
In 689 bce, in the reign of  Sennacherib
(704–681 bce), the Neo-Assyrians sacked 
Babylon, then, under Assurbanipal
(ruled 668–627 bce), they occupied parts
of  Egypt. However, the Neo-Assyrians
became overstretched, and in 612 bce
a coalition of  Medes and Babylonians 
captured the Assyrian capital Nineveh.
ByByy 6 61010 bcbcee t thehe e empmppiriree hahadd vavaninishshededed..
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The administrative reforms of Tiglath-
Pileser III (ruled 744–727 BCE) strengthened
Neo-Assyria. He extended Assyrian control
along the Mediterranean coast, becoming 
king of Babylon and leading an army to the 
gates of Teushpa, the Urartian capital.
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THE INVENTION OF WRITING

MMany of  these early 
sscripts were logographic, 
mmeaning that each 
sys mbol represented 
aan entire word or idea. 
EEgyptian hieroglyphic 
aand Mesopotamian 
ccuneiform writing mixed 
llogograms with symbols 
tthat represented sounds.
AAs writing advanced, 

thhththththththiiissisisisis ccc comomomombbbibibibbined approach enabled 
people to reproduce spoken language 
accurately in written form. 

Archives such as those at Mari 
and Ugarit in Syria yield a wealth 
of  information about the dealings of  
rulers, who used writing to manage
information about their estates. From 
the Mayan kings of  Mesoamerica to 
the Egyptian pharaohs and Chinese 

FROM SYMBOLS
TO SCRIPT
The development of  
writing – as the symbolic
representation of  spoken 
language – was a gradual 
process that probably 
began in the Middle East
in the middle of  the 4th 
millennium bce. Early 
writing was made up of  
pictures, which helped 
create visual records of  
trading transactions. Over
time, these pictures were simplififiedddeded 
into symbols. In Mesopotamia, this 
process resulted in wedge-shaped 
cuneiform writing, and, in Egypt, 
pictorial hieroglyphs were used – 
from around 3200 bce – for a –
period of  more than 3,000 years. 

Writing represented a leap forward in the intellectual evolution of  WW
humans. Its development occurred independently in five different
areas: Mesopotamia, Egypt, India, China, and Mesoamerica. Much
of  the earliest extant writing is on stone, but many inscriptions
survive on papyrus from Egypt and clay tablets from Mesopotamia, 
and these documents shed precious light on ancient cultures.

Egyptian hieroglyphs remained unchanged over 
centuries, in part because of their religious use, 
such as in this 20th-century BCE coffin panel.

Cuneiform script, imprinted on
clac y tablets, is one of the earliest 
fforms of written expression.
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emperors, rulers also set up 
monumental inscriptions 
as a means to record their
achievements and inspire 
awe in their subjects.

SCRIBES AND LITERACY
The establishment of  written
archives and governments 
created a need for a literate
class able to produce and 
read them. In Egypt, the
education of  scribes – who 

were elevated to a position of  great 
prestige in society – began in youth, 
and included mathematics and 
accountancy. Although literary and 
devotional texts were produced in
Egypt and Mesopotamia, reading 
them remained the province of  the
elite members of  society.

THE ALPHABET
The concept of  an alphabet in
which every symbol denotes a 
particular sound only arose in 
the late 2nd millennium bce. The 
people of  Ugarit in Syria developed 
a cuneiform alphabet around 
2000 bce. Turquoise miners in TT Sinai 
used another early alphabet system 
shortly afterwards, and it may have
been this script, with 30 signs, that
spread northwards through Palestine 
into Phoenicia, where it evolved into
the 22-sign Phoenician alphabet
around 1000 bce. The Phoenicians’ 
trading network, in turn, exported 
their script throughout the 
Mediterranean, where it cast 
its influence in the developing 
scripts of  Greece and Rome. RR

“TO THE PHOENICCCCCIIAAAAANNN PPPPEEEEOOOOPPPLLLLEEEE IIIISSSS DDDUE 

GREATAA  HONOUR, FOR THEY INVENTED 

THE LETTERS OF THE ALPHABET.”

Pliny the Elder (Roman author), Natural History, 1st century yy CE

The Rosetta Stone enabled François Champollion,
in 1822–24, to decipher hieroglyphs, because it 
has parallel texts in hieroglyphic and in Ancient 
Greek, which was already understood.
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Around 3100 bce, the two kingdoms of
Upper Egypt (the south) and Lower 
Egypt (the north) merged into a single
state at the hands of  a pharaoh named
Menes. Then, from 2649 bce, 
under the rulers of  the 3rd 
dynasty, the Old Kingdom was 
inaugurated. Its most striking 
remains are the great funerary 
monuments known as the 
pyramids, but there is also 
evidence of  a centralized state 
based around the capital at
Memphis. A vast political and A
administrative bureaucracy 
grew up that included local
governors, who oversaw 
regions called nomes. The 
pharaoh himself  came to 
occupy a central religious 
role, because he upheld a 
system that ensured the 
Nile brought silt-rich annual 
floods each year and kept the 
valley fertile. Vast irrigation
schemes directed the waters

to wide areas of  agricultural land and 
devices called “nilometers” predicted 
the rise of  the river and the bounty 
(or dearth) of  the subsequent harvest. 

Under the Old Kingdom, Egypt 
first began to project its power 
abroad, with expeditions during the

reign of  Snefru (2575–2551 bce) 
to Nubia to collect raw 
materials, and campaigns 
into Libya by the 6th-dynasty 
pharaohs (2323–2150 bce).

During the long reign of
Pepi II (2246–2152 bce), central 
authority began to dissolve
and, within 20 years, the Old 
Kingdom collapsed, as famine 
wracked the land and officials 
in the provinces established 
their own rule. A century ofA
uncertainty y ensued, known as 
thththththththhtheeeeeeee FiFiFiFiFiFiFirssrsrsrsrsrssrsttttt t t IIIIIIntntntntntn ereree mmediate Period 
(2(2(222(2(2(22(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2( 13131333131313131313133131111 444–4–4–4–4–4 20202000022200444040404044044040 bbce).
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TTTToToToToTomomomomomommmmTommmmmmmmbbbbbbb tb tb tb tb tb tb tb tb tb tttttrrrerererereareareaearre ssures, such as this effigy of 
aaaaaanananananan an an aan aaananan aan nnn ann n n n n  n  OOOOOOOOldOldOldOldOldOOldldOO  Kingdom official and his family,
ttteteteteteateateateatteateeteacch us much about ancient Egypt.
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Each pyramid was both
a tomb and a temple 
dedicated to the cult of  
the dead pharaoh. The 
pyramids were constructed 
in limestone, with the 
royal burial concealed in
a granite chamber deep 
in the interior. They were 
accompanied by funerary 

ttetetetetempmpmpmpllllllelelelelessss, ssss smmmamaller pyramids for queens,
mastabas for officials, pits in which to 
bury sacred boats, and a causeway 
leading to a valley temple, which was the
ceremonial entrance to the complex.

THE DECLINE OF THE PYRAMIDS 
The pyramids of  the 5th and succeeding 
dynasties were sited in places other than
Giza, including at Abusir near Saqqara,
and were smaller than Khufu’s Great
Pyramid. The last true royal pyramid built 
in Egypt was that of  Ahmose I (ruled 
1550–1525 bce). The New Kingdom 
pharaohs chose to be buried in less 
exextrtravavagaganant t totombm s loocac ted further south
iinin tt thhehe VV V lalalllleleyy y ffofof tt thhehe KKK Kiininingsgsg ,, , nenearararar TTT Thhehehehebbebebebess.s.s. 
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Early Dynastic pharaohs
were buried in mud-brick 
box-shaped tombs known 
as mastabas. During the
reign of  the 3rd-dynasty 
pharaoh Djoser (2630–
2611 bce) a new, grander 
structure appeared. His 
step pyramid at Saqqara 
was essentially a series of
mastabas set one on top
of  the other, and
prefigured a series of  
massive true pyramids
constructed during the 4th dynasastyttyty 
(2575–2465 bce). Snefru probably 
built pyramids at Dahshur and Meidum,
but under his successor Khufu, the 
Great Pyramid at Giza, near Memphis, 
was erected. Containing over two million 
blocks of  stone, each weighing around
2,300kg (2½ tons), its construction
involved a truly prodigious expenditure 
of  precious resources. 
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The courtly elite were also buried at 
Saqqara. This Egyptian bas-relief is 
from the tomb of Hezyre, physician
and scribe to the pharaoh Djoser.
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Surprisingly little is known of Khufu’s 
reign (2551–2528 BCE), except through the 
existence of the Great Pyramid. The Greek 
historian Herodotus told of Khufu’s cruelty, 
although this is probably no more than a
reflection of the huge force of will that he 
must have needed to ensure the Great 
Pyramid’s construction. The pyramid’s
burial chamber was robbed in antiquity, 
but the first recorded traveller 
to enter the tomb was 
British consul Nathaniel 
Davison, in 1765.

KHUFU
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During the First Intermediate Period,
the most powerful Egyptian rulers were
at Heracleopolis, south of  Memphis. 
From around 2150 bce, there was civil
war between the Heracleopolitan 
pharaohs and rivals further south at 
Edfu and Thebes. Finally, around 
2040 bce, the Theban king Nebhepetre 
Mentuhotep II (ruled 2061–2010 bce) 
was victorious, reuniting Egypt and 
beginning the Middle Kingdom.

THE HEIGHT OF THE MIDDLE KINGDOM
Amenemhet I (ruled 1991–1962 bce), 
the first pharaoh of  the 12th dynasty, 
restored Egypt’s vigour. He established
a new capital at Itj-towy near Memphis, 
and sent expeditions to Nubia (modern 
Sudan), conquering territory as far south
as the Second Cataract of  the Nile. The 
12th-dynasty pharaohs also mounted 
campaigns in Syria and Palestine.

The central authority’s influence 
seems to have lessened during the 13th 
dynasty (1783–1640 bce), which had a 
large number of  short-lived rulers, but
there is little evidence of  decline. There 

are, however, indications of  an increased
number of  immigrants from Palestine, 
foreshadowing the stresses that would, in
time, bring down the Middle Kingdom.

THE END OF THE MIDDLE KINGDOM
Towards the end of  the 13th dynasty, TT
Egypt came under intensive pressure 
from Asiatic groups migrating westwards, 
who began to occupy large areas of  the 
Nile delta. Around 1650 bce, one

group, known as the
Hyksos (a name derived
from an Egyptian word 
meaning “foreign princes”),
established their own
kingdom in the north of
Egypt. Native Egyptian
rulers continued to rule 
in the south from Thebes, 
while the Hyksos could 
not be dislodged from their 
capital at Avaris. AA This 
century of  political turmoil
is referred to as the Second 
Intermediate Period.
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Colourful wall paintings, such as this
well-preserved example at the Tomb 
of Sirenpowet II, adorned the walls of 
Middle Kingdom tombs.

“ASIANS WILL FALL 

TO HIS SWORD, 

LIBYAYY NS WILL FALL 

TO HIS FLAME, 

REBELS TO HIS 

WRARR TH, TRAA ARR ITORS 

TO HIS MIGHT.”

The Prophecy of Neferty from the time
of Amenemhet I 
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royal ka (or life-force) a

would be united with 
his ba (the soul, or a a

person’s personality). 
To ensure theTT ka

recognized its former
body, and so could 
reacacaca hh h ththththe afterlife, 

ppprprrprprprprprprpp eesesesesesesererereree vvvivivvinnngn  the corpse
tthththththtththththtthhthththhtthhrorrrroororror uuuguguguguguguggugugugggguughhhhh h hhh h mmummification 

bbbbbbbebebebebebebebebebebbbeebebebeeb ccccacacacame paramount. 
OOOOOnO ce the pharaoh’s 
soul reached the 
underworld, a 
jury of  12 gods would 

weigh its misdeeds against a feather. 
If  the two weighed the same, the 
pharaoh was ensured eternal life. 

The official cults were only briefly 
challenged under Akhenaten (ruled 
1353–1335 bce),),), whoo trieded tto o
esee taabblb ish the e wowoworsrshihihihih p pp p fofof t thhehee s s sununun d d disisisscccc 
(A(A(AA( tettete )n)nn)) a a asss thththththeeee e e stststststatatatatateeeee rererererererelillililililili iiigigigigigigigigg onononononononn –––––– ppppp ppppereerereererhhhahahahahahahapppspsspsspspp   
thhththththththheee ee e fifififififfifirrsrsrsrsssttttt t t eexexexexamamamamamamaammplplpplpllplplplppppp eeeeeee e e fofooofoofoofofoff mmmmmm m m mmoononononononnn totoototottotothheheheheheheheheiiiisisisisisissmmmmm.m..

THE CULT OF THE DEAD
The unification of
Egypt under the Old 
Kingdom rationalized 
the various local 
pantheons and, 
throughout the year, 
the pharaoh engaged
in a series of  ritual
activities to ensure 
the fertility of  the 
land and the crossing 
of  the sky by the
sun each day. 

Most important of  
all was the cult of  the dead. 
Egyptians believed that, after death, 
the pharaohs were reborn as the king 
of  the dead, Osiris. A complex 
mythology surrounded the rites that
enene susured thiss resee urrection,, wwheen tht e e

Egyptian religion was immensely complex, with a large number of  
gods, many of  them localized and many appearing with different 
aspects. Earlier pharaohs associated themselves with the sky god Horus 
or the sun god Re, but gradually the cult of  Osiris, king of  the dead, 
became dominant. The need to ensure the immortality of  the ruler’s 
soul after death was the primary focus of  Egyptian religious belief.

ToTo prepreserserveve a pa ppharharharaohaoha ’ss bodbody,y, vitvitalal orgororgansans we werere 
reremremoveoveoveddddd, d, d, , thethethethehen tn tn tn tn thhehehehe corcorcorcorpsesepsepsepse wawa wa was ss ss ss stufftuftuft fedf dddfedfedfedfed wiwi wi withhththth lilinlinlinenen,en,en, 
soaasoasoasoakedkkedkedkededkeedd wiwiwiwi wi withthththth th th preprepreprep ep essersersersersersservatvatvatvvatvatvatvatiiiveiveveiveiveivevess,s, s,,s,, ddandandandandand wrwrwrwr wr wrappappappappappppedddededed.ed.ed.

A “trinity” of Horus, Isis, and Osiriris 
became the focus of religious belief 
by the time of the Old Kingdom.
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The Hyksos were finally expelled from
Egypt by the Theban ruler Kamose 
(ruled 1555–1550 bce) and his successor 
Ahmose I (ruled 1550–1525 bce), the 
first pharaoh of  the New Kingdom. This 
era is often seen as a time of  glorious 
“empire” for Egypt, during which Egypt 
extended its trade links and refined its
skill in diplomacy. It quashed threats to 
the throne making use of  warfare 
techniques borrowed from the Hyksos.

IMPERIAL AND CULTURAL APOGEE
The early rulers of  the 18th dynasty 
(1550–1307 bce) sought to establish an 
Egyptian empire, first in Palestine and 
then in parts of  Syria. Tuthmosis TT I (ruled 
1504–1492 bce) campaigned as far as 

the Euphrates river and there set up
a stela – an inscribed standing stone – 
commemorating his army’s achievement. 
Under the reigns of Tuthmosis TT II and his 
widow Hatshepsut, between 1493 and 
1458 bce, the pace of  military expansion 
slowed. Hatshepsut’s nephew, Tuthmosis TT
III (ruled 1479–1425 bce), however, led 
nearly 20 expeditions into Palestine and 
Syria, defeating peoples as far-flung as 
the Mitanni near the Euphrates and 
extending Egyptian control southwards 
down the Nile. 

After a brief  period of  political 
weakness following the early death of  
the boy-pharaoh Tutankhamun (ruled TT
1333–1323 bce), the 19th-dynasty rulers 
reasserted Egypt’s control of  its overseas 
empire, beginning with Seti I (ruled 
1305–1290 bce), whose aggressive 
campaigning brought him into conflict 
with the Hittites. His son, Rameses II
(see facing page), continued the war, butee

in 1274 bce his army was nearly 
destroyed near the Syrian town of
Qadesh. Thereafter, Egypt’s control 
over Palestine waned. Merneptah
(ruled 1224–1214 bce) fought a 
series of  battles to keep Libyan
tribesmen from the Nile Delta, 
but the respite was short-lived 
and Rameses III (ruled
1194–1163 bce) faced a great
army of  “Sea Peoples”, who
had rampaged through
Syria and Palestine. 
Rameses defeated them 
in 1182 bce, but growing 

internal dissent, along with 
a series of  weak successors, 
eventually brought the New 
Kingdom to an end. 
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The lavishness of the golden
death mask of Tutankhamun
belies the reality of a boy-pharaoh
who had very little influence.



The New Kingdom had been an age of  
spectacular architectural and artistic 
achievements, as well as religious 
ferment. The lavish tomb contents of  
Tutankhamun were interred and the 
monumental buildings and statues of  
Rameses II were erected. 
Royalty were now buried 
in underground tombs, 
centred on the Valley 
of  the Kings, near 
Thebes. Amenophis IV 
(ruled 1353–1335 bce)
took sun worship to 
extremes, briefly 
imposing on his people 

the cult of  Aten – worship of  the sun
disc alone – and renaming himself  
Akhenaten in honour of  his beliefs. 

THE THIRD INTERMEDIATE AND 
LATE PERIODS

For 150 years after the New Kingdom’s 
end, the high priests of  Amun and the
rulers of  Tanis in the Delta contested
control of  Egypt. Gradually, Egypt fell
to foreign rulers, beginning with the
22nd dynasty, founded in 945 bce by 
Shoshenq, a general from Libya. When 
Egypt was reunited in the 25th dynasty,
it was by the Nubian king Shabaqa 
(ruled 712–698 bce). Successive periods
of  Nubian, Assyrian, and Persian rule 
were punctuated by periods of  native 

dominance, until Egypt had 
its last years of  pharaonic 

rule under the Ptolemies 
(304–30 bce), a dynasty 
that was Macedonian-
Greek in origin.
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huge statues of the pharaoh at Abu Simbel in Nubia.

Opulent grave goods, such as 
this colourful jewelled scarab 

chest ornament, were a feature 
of New Kingdom burials.

One of the most celebrated of Egypt’s
pharaohs, Rameses II (ruled 1290–1223 BCE),EE

succeeded to the throne at the height of 
Egyptian power. Early on in his reign, he
succeeded in campaigns in Syria, but after 
defeat by the Hittites at Qadesh in 1274 BCE,
he struggled to regain the initiative and
had to make a treaty in 1258 BCE to end the
war. As well as the temple at Abu Simbel, 
Rameses built a new capital at Pi-Rameses 
in the eastern Nile Delta, and a great 
mortuary temple, the Ramesseum, near the 
Valley of the Kings, close to Thebes.

RAMESES II
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By around 2000 bce, trading towns on 
the Cretan coast had expanded to give 
rise to an advanced civilization centred 
on a series of  palaces, notably at 
Knossos, Phaistos, Mallia, and Zakros. 
The Minoans depended on long-distance 
trade and became skilled seafarers,
building up a large fleet that carried their
arartefacts into the eastern Mediterranean. 
MiiMiMiMiMinonononoananan r r r lulululerererss sese memem tt t tooo hahhahahavevevee p p plalayeyed d both 

a political and a religious role, and many 
government officials were probably also 
priests. They kept official archives, but
we have yet to decipher their script, 
known as Linear A. Society was divided
into classes, with the court supported by 
a large class of  agricultural labourers. 
Craftspeople produced sophisticated 
goods, such as “Kamáres ware” pottery, 
with designs in black, white, and red. 

THE END OF THE PALACES
TTTTThe reasons for the decline of  Minoan 
ccucuucc lture are unclear. Around 1500 bce,
a aaa massive volcanic eruption on the 
nenneneneneneennnnn igighbouring island of  Thera may have 
ddiddidididiiddidddidididididddid sssrsrsrsrs upted or destroyed the Minoans’
trtrtrtrtrtrtrrtrtttrtrtrtttttttrraaaaaaadadadaadaaaadaaaaading network, undermining the basis 
oofoofofofofffooofofffooffo  tttttheir wealth. Around 1450 bce, aided 
bbbbbbybybyyybybbbbybybyybbbbbbbby  an earthquake on Crete that destroyed 
sssosoos mmme of  the palaces, Mycenaean invaders 
ddddddddedededddddddddedddddddddddddddddddddd lllivered the fatal blow to the Minoan 
cciciciciccccc tytyyy-states, and the civilization collapsed.
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TTTThThThheTheeTTTTT  ru ins of the palace at Mallia, an important 
MMMiininnMMM oano  administrative centre which, unlike Knossos 
aaanndnddaanananan  Ph aistos, was defended by a town wall.
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EUROPE 101

Knossos, near Heraklion, was the most 
elaborate of  the Minoan palaces, so 
much so that it gave rise to the later 
legend of  the labyrinth within which 
lurked a monstrous half-human bull.
When British archaeologist Sir Arthur 
Evans excavated the site between 1900 
and 1932, he uncovered frescoes that 
abound in images of  bulls, as well as 
double-headed axes and 
snakes, and these must all 
have played an important 
role in Minoan religious 
symbolism. Damaged by 
an earthquake around 
1700 bce, the Knossos

Beginning around 1600 bce,
the Mycenaean culture grew 
from southern Greece,
reaching as far north as 
Thessaly within 200 
years. By around
1450 bce, the Mycenaeans 
also expanded their rule 
southwards, toppling an 
already weakened Minoan
civilization. Although not
as adept at or dependent 
on trade as the Minoans, 
the Mycenaeans maintained commercial 
settlements on islands such as Rhodes. 

The Mycenaean culture was based 
around fortified palace sites, such as
Mycenae, Pylos, and Tiryns, with 
massive circuit walls and a central
megaron – a square room that was the n

palace was rebuilt on an even grander 
scale, measuring some 18 hectares
(45 acres), with a large series of  shrines.
The palace flourished for a further 
250 years, and seems to have survived 
the wholesale destruction of  Minoan
sites around 1450 bce, after which it was 
occupied for a further two centuries, 
most probably by Mycenaean invaders.

palace’s focal point. Extensive 
archives, written in a script

known as Linear B, have
been found at the palace 
sites, providing a mass
of  information about 
Mycenaean social and 

economic life.
By around 1200 bce,

the Mycenaean culture
was in decline, and most of  
its major centres had been 
destroyed by fire. Some 

centres limped on, exhibiting a lower 
and more provincial level of  material
culture, but by 1070 bce the last
Mycenaean palaces had been abandoned.
Greece had entered its “Dark Age”, 
a period in its history – lasting for 
centuries – for which no records exist.–
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A fresco at Knossos depicts
“bull-leaping”, which may have
been a sport or a religious ritual.

A gold death mask, once believed 
to be that of legendary Greek king 
Agamemnon, found at Mycenae.
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The Indus Valley civilization flourished 
across a large area of  present-day Pakistan,
northwest India, and Afghanistan, along 
the fertile Indus and Ghaggar-Hakra 
rivers. In common with the civilizations
of  Mesopotamia and Egypt, the Indus 
Valley depended heavily on land made 
fertile by regular floods 
and on the skilled use of
of  irrigation and water 
management techniques. 

The “Early Harappan” 
phase of  the civilization 
(c.3300–c.2800 bce) saw 
the Indus Valley peoples 
grow crops, including 
peas, sesame seeds, and 
dates, and domesticate 
animals, such as the water 
buffalo. Sanitation systems 
and the earliest known examples of  the 
Indus script also emerged in this phase. 

Cities of  the Indus Valley produced 
refined artefacts, including fine jewellery 
in gold and fired steatite (soapstone), 
gold and silver ornaments, and skilfully 

worked figurines in bronze, terracotta, 
and faience. Such treasures seem to 
indicate that this was a stratified society 
with an elite class that was able to 
commission precious works. The 
discovery of  Indus Valley artefacts 
elsewhere in the world indicates that

the civilization had 
widespread trading 
links, particularly 
with Mesopotamia,
Afghanistan, and Iran. 

From 2600–1900 bce
the civilization reached its 
peak, in what is known as 
the “Mature Harappan” 
period, when many large, 
well-planned cities 
thrived. The cities appear  
to have suffered from 

increased flooding from 1700 bce
onwards and from increased attacks by 
unknown outsiders. By 1600 bce the 
quality of  Indus Valley artefacts had 
declined and most of  the main city 
sites had been abandoned.
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The undeciphered Indus script is 
found on hundreds of clay seals, 
along with vivid animal images.
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The “Lower Town” of Mohenjo-Daro is in the 
foreground, with the city’s “Citadel” dramatically 
rearing up on the mound in the background.

storing of  surpluses. To the south, the TT
“Lower Town” may have housed skilled TT
craftsmen and the lower classes. What is 
certain is that the city stood at the centre 
of  a network of  trade and cultural 
exchange that reached as far as Tilmun
(modern Bahrain) in the Persian Gulf.

Numerous religious artefacts have 
been found at the site of  Mohenjo-Daro, 
notably images of  a mother goddess 
often found in association with male

symbols. These may indicate a fertility 
cult, although no temples or structures 
with an overt religious purpose have 
been identified. 

DECLINE AND ABANDONMENT
Water was a constant threat to 
Mohenjo-Daro, which was flooded 
and rebuilt as many as nine times 
on the same site during its period
of  occupation. Around 1700 bce,
the city suffered a major flood 
from the Indus. A huge protective A
embankment was built to protect the
city, but Mohenjo-Daro was abandoned 

once and for all within a century. 
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This striking statue has been frequently 
dubbed the “Priest-King”, although there

is no evidence that such a figure existed 
in Mohenjo-Daro’s society.

Mohenjo-Daro was one of  the world’s
first planned cities and, like Harappa 
some 500km (300 miles) to its northeast, 
was one of  the Indus Valley civilization’s 
principal settlements. Set out on a grid 
pattern, it had broad avenues and
narrow side streets lined with spacious
townhouses. Wells with high, sealed walls
to prevent contamination were built to 
provide clean water for the inhabitants. 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE CITY
A higher area set on an artificial mound A
some 12m (40ft) high has been dubbed 
Mohenjo-Daro’s “Citadel”, though it is 
thought to have been a place for public
gatherings and an administrative centre 
rather than a fortified strongpoint.
Within the citadel, the “Great Bath”, an 
enclosed water tank or pool, may have 
had some ritual purpose. In the western
quarter, large granaries indicate a central
authority that was able to dictate the 
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Late Neolithic China gave rise to village
cultures of  some complexity. The 
Yangshao culture emerged  along the 
banks of  the Yellow River in central
China, and more than one thousand sites 
have been excavated to date. Studies at
one of  the best-known sites, Banpo, show 
that Yangshao people cultivated millet,
used polished stone tools, and wore hemp 
and possibly silk. They produced pots 

made of  red clay, often decorated with 
spiral patterns, and some of  the burials 
found at the village show evidence of
belief  in a connection with a spirit world.  

At Longshan in Shandong province, 
at the lower reaches of  the Yellow River,
another culture created finer black 
pottery, some of  it turned on a potter’s 
wheel, and stone axes. This culture 
spread far along the banks of  the middle 
and lower Yangtze to the south.

In 1959, archaeologists discovered the
Erlitou culture in the Yellow River valley 
in Henan province, unearthing palace-like 
buildings, tombs, and bronze artefacts 

– the oldest yet found in China. More 
recent archaeological finds have 
revealed a variety of  late Neolithic 
cultures outside the Yellow River 
valley, such as the Majiabang 
along the Yangtze in Jiangsu 

province, and the Dapenkeng 
culture in South China.
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A Yangshao red vase from around 2000 BCE. Such 
pottery has been found in more than a thousand

sites in the Yellow River area.
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The Shang, by tradition the second of  
China’s dynasties, ruled over much of  
northern and central China from around 
1750 bce. They had several capitals, the
last of  which was discovered at Anyang 
on the banks of  the Huan 
in the 1920s. Here,
archaeologists have
unearthed the
remains of  the large
ceremonial and 
administrative centre
of  the late Shang state.

By around 1650 bce, the
Shang were established at 
the capital Zhengzhou, 
where a massive defensive 
wall, some 6.4km (4 miles) 
long, enclosed a large settlement with 
buildings constructed of  stamped earth.  

SHANG CULTURE
The most prized archaeological finds 
from the Shang period are bronze objects,
made primarily for ceremonial purposes.
Many of  the vessels found at Zhengzhou 
and Anyang had a ritual use, possibly for 
preparing sacrificial meats or heating 
wine. Highly stylized forms of  bronze 

In Shang tradition, when an important person died, 
his chariot, charioteers, and horses were buried with 
him, as in this example from a village near Anyang. 

containers evolved, which would be 
produced for many centuries. The Shang 
also continued the production of  jade 
discs, which had begun in Neolithic 
times. Often decorated with ornate 

carving, the discs’ exact 
function remains a 
mystery, but they may 
have been buried with
tht e dead. Shang tombs 

hahahahaaahaahhahhhhh veveevv  yielded large 
nnunununuuuuuuuunnuunnn mmmmmmmbmbmbbmmmm ers of  “oracle bones”, 
ttthththhhhhhhthhthhhhhhhhhhheeeeeeeee eeeeee ee e e sshoulder bones of  cattle,
wwwwwwwwhwww ich were used for telling 
the future. Inscriptions on 

the oracle bones provide 
the earliest evidence of  
Chinese writing.  

The Shang dynasty came to an end in 
around 1050 bce when revolt, led by the 
Zhou, broke out in the west of  the Shang 
territory. The Zhou, who had extended 
their influence throughout the present
Shaanxi and Gansu provinces, finally 
overpowered the Shang emperor and 
became the dominant power. 
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This mask is characteristic of the
high level of bronze craftsmanship 
under the Shang dynasty.
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By about 1250 bce, village life based on
the production of  maize and pottery had 
spread throughout Peru’s coastal and 
highland regions. However, it was not until 
around 900 bce that the first identifiable 
culture spread across much of  Peru. 
Centred on the great temple of  Chavín
de Huántar, at the confluence of  the
Wacheqsa and Mosna rivers, theWW Chavín 
culture touched all parts of  Peru save the 
extreme south. As there is no evidence of  
fortresses, armies, or any of  the other
paraphernalia of  empire, the culture’s 
spread was probably not by force.

CHAVÍN SITE AND COLLAPSE
The site at Chavín de Huántar reveals 
its people’s great engineering and 
architectural expertise. The Old Temple TT
was built around 900 bce on a massive 
terraced pyramid. From the central 
platform projected a series of  fearsome 
fanged monsters, while at the temple’s 
centre stood the Lanzón, a 4.5m- (15ft-) 
high granite stela – or stone slab – which 
may have been a devotional image. The 
site also includes a courtyard, perhaps an 
assembly place for ritual processions. 
Chavín wealth was used, at some time

after 500 bce, to build a 
New Temple twice the TT
size of  the old one. The 
power of  the culture was 
waning, however, and 
outlying regions broke 
away. By 200 bce the 
Chavín period was over.
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Chavín art was characterized by
images of snarling animals, such
as these fierce jaguars from a
staircase at Chavín de Huántar.
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The Olmec culture established 
itself  in the lowlands of  southern 
Mexico shortly after 1800 bce. 
By around 800 bce, their 
influence had spread
over an extensive area 
of  Mesoamerica, 
underpinned by a 
simple agricultural 
economy that was 
based on maize. 

OLMEC CENTRES
The first important 
Olmec centre was San 
Lorenzo in southern Mexico, which 
was at its height between 1200 and 
900 bce. The city seems to have had
an advanced drainage system and its 
buildings, erected on earthen mounds 
and arranged around open plazas, 
included a temple and houses made of  
poles and thatch. There were also many 
monuments, such as giant carved headds,s,s, 
altar-like structures, huge sculptures ooofff  ff  
seated people, and depictions off  a aa 
variety of  animals, notably thhe e e jajajajagugugugugg ararrra .. 

Near the San Lorenzo sitee,,  aaaat t t t 
Cascajal, archaeologists haahaavevevev  ffffououououuuouuoundnndndnndnddndnndnddndnddd 
a stone dating from aroundndndnd 9 99990000000000000  bbccbbcccceeeeeeee.   
It bears symbols that mayyyyyy bb bb b bbbe e e eee OOOlOllOlOlOOOOlOOOOllmememememememmmm cccccc c c c cc 
writing, and thus might rerreeeer ppprprprprprp esesessesesesessssssssseneeneneneneneneneeneneeneenttt tt tttt tththththththththtttttththhttttttththttt eeee ee ee 
first writing system ini  MMesese oaaaaammemememememmemeeeeeeeemeeeeememem ririiiriiiririiriririrririrr cccccaaaaaaaaacacccaaccaaaacacaaaaacaacaaaacc ... . .. 

There is evidencee o off  wwiiwiddeddededeeedeeeeeeeeeeeeeespspspspspspspspspsspssppsspssppppppppppprerereeereereeeeeeadddddadaddadadaddaadadaddaadadadadadadadddadaddddddaaddddddadaddaddddddddadd 
destruction of  monummmmeennennentttstststsssttsttsts aa a aaaaaaarrrrrrrororooororororrorrororoounununununununununuuununnunnnununununnnunnunnunnnnnnnnnnuuunnndddd dddd ddddddddddd dddd
900 bce, when the cccenenenenennnnnntrtrtrrtre e e e  oofofofffoooooffoffofofofoofofoofofoffof   SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSaanananananannnnanannnnnnnanannanannnn  
Lorenzo seems too hh hhhhavavavavavavaavavavavavavaveeeee eeee eeeeeeeee cocoooocoooooococooocommemmememmeeememememmeemmeeeemmememmmeeeemeeemmmmemeeeeem ttttt tt t t t t tttooooooooooooooooooo o oooo 
an end. The otht ererrrr m mmmmmm mmmmmmmmmaajajajjjajajajjajajajajaaajajajajjjjjajjjoorrrrrorororororoorrrr O OOOOOOOO    O   OOOOOOOlmlmmlmlmlmlmmmlmmmmmlmlmmmmlmllmlllmlmmmllmlmmmlllllllmlmmmmmeceeccececeecccecececcccceecceeeeecceeececcceeeecccccccc  
centre was the ccititity yy yy yy ofofoffffffofffofffffffffofoffofffof L LLLLLLL LLLLLLLLL   aaaaaaaa aaaaaa aa VeVVeVeVVeVeVeVeVeVeVeVeVeVVeVVeVeVVVeVeeVeVeeVVVeVeVeVeVVeVVVeVeeVeennnntnntttttttnnttnnttntnttttnttnnntntntnttnttntttnttntttttnntttaaaaa,aa,a,a,a,a,aa,aa,a,aa,aaaaa,aa,a,,a,a,a,a,a,a,a,a,a,a,a,aaa,,,,,aa,a,,,,,,,,,,,,,,      
near the border ofofoff  mm mmodododoodododddddddddodododddddddddddddddddeeerererereereeeeeerrrrreeerrnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn n nnnnnn nnnnnn nnnn 
Tabasco andd VV Vererrrracacacacaccccccaccrrrurrururururururururuz zz zzz zz zTT
states, which hahahaah ddd dd a a aaaaa aaaaaa a a a mmmummmumumumumummmumuuuumuumummmmmuumuucccchchchchchhchhchchchcchchhchcchchcchhhhhhhhh       

An Olmec stotonne ne n stastastastatass tuetuetuetueueueeeeuetue,,,,,,, fr frfr ffrffrr fffrfrfr frfr frffrfrffrrfrfr ffrfromomomomomommomommmmm omomommmmmmom omoomomom oommmmmmomoommmmmmmomoommmoooommmmooom ommoomm mmomommmmoomoommm LLLLLaaLaaLLLa aLLLa aLLLLaLaLaaaaLaLaLaa a aaLaLaLaLaaaaLLaLaLLaLaLaaLLLa LLaa LLLaa LLLaLaaa 
Venta, knownwnw  as assas asasss ththh th thhhhtheee “““““e “eeeee “e “ee e GovGoGGovovvvGovovvvG vG vGGoGovvvvvovvvovvvvGovvovvGGovveereererererrrrrnnnnrnrnne neerrnrrrrrnrnrnnnnnnrrrrrrrnnnnrrnrrerrnrrrnrnnneernne nnorororororor”or”r”or”r””””””r”r”or”or”or”or”””r”or”””r”r”or””or”””””r”or”or”””rr”r””””ororror””oroorororrorrr”orr”oororooorrrrr . . ..
His elaboratatatte de dde dee de ddd drreresresresresssesr s iss ss ssss iiiss is iiis is is s is iiiimpmplmpmmplmplmplmpplmplplmplmpmplmmmmplplplmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmplmm lmm lmmmm liesiesiesiesieseseiessesssssseeessssieeesiessseseessiesessiesesssieesessseeessee  
that he wwasas a a a a rra rrrululleeeeleuleeleul rrrr. r. rrrr. r.

larger population than San 
Lorenzo. Thriving between
900 and 400 bce, La Venta 
effectively took over from

San Lorenzo as the principal
Olmec settlement. As at San 
Lorenzo, colossal stone 
heads and jaguar figures 
and imagery have been
found, as well as ceremonial 
and temple complexes,
including a giant pyramid.
The major buildings at the
site were all precisely 
aligned, perhaps linked 

with ideas about astronomy. By around 
400 bce, the Olmec culture was in 
decline, although its influence persisted 
in regional cultures, especially that of  
the Zapotecs of Montete  Albánán ( ((see p.p.p 151555).).)5555
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An n OlmOlOOlOlmOlmOlmeccececec llrelrelrelelrelrelreli ffi fiefiefefiefiefiefiefiefief foffofofofofofof of of aaaaaaa a  a iiipppripripripripripripri ttestestestestestest mamamamama makikikinkinkinkinkinnkingggggg ffffffffff
an offering to a deity, in the form of 
a feathered, crested rattlesnake.
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THE CLASSICAL AL WORWORLD IN 1 ce
By 1 ce, the Greeks – who had earlier controlled 
an empire that stretched to India – had been
conquered by the Roman empire, which jostled RR
for power with the Parthian (Persian) empire.
China, unified in 221 bce, was now ruled by the 
Han dynasty, while India was fragmented after
the fall of  the Mauryan empire in 185 bce.

international border

undefined border

Han empire

Roman empire and client states
Empire of Pontus under
Mithridates Eupator, c.100 bce
Numidia under Masinissa
from 201 bce
Burebista's Dacian
kingdom, 45 bce

NOTE: Settlements in italics were
not in existence in 1 ce but were
significant during this chapter’s era.

The world in 1 ce
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The Roman empire had conquered the 
whole of the Mediterranean coastline by 
1 ce, and had also extended into Asia 
Minor (in modern Turkey), Gaul (modern 
France), and parts of Germany. Over the 
next century it would take Britain, Dacia
(Romania), and parts of Mesopotamia, 
reaching its maximum area.
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According to Persian tradition, Cyrus 
(ruled 559–530 bce), founder of  the 
Achaemenid empire, had been a 
vassal of Astyages, ruler of  the Median 
kingdom to the north of  the Persian
homeland. Cyrus defeated Astyages 
in 550 bce, securing dominance over 
eastern Iran, and then captured Babylon 
in 539 bce. His heir, Cambyses (ruled 

529–522 bce), extended the empire to  
Egypt, before a revolt by his brother 
Bardiya led to his assassination. In the 
following years, the influential king 
Darius I (ruled 521–486 bce) occupied 
parts of  Libya and northwestern India,
and also tried to invade Greece, but a 
coalition of  Greek states defeated him in
490 bce. A decade later, in 480–478 A bce,
Xerxes (ruled 485–465 bce) failed in a 
similar enterprise, and the Achaemenid 
rulers’ impulse for expansion waned.

VULNERABILITY AND FALL
The 4th century bce was dogged by 
bitter dynastic struggles that undermined 
the power of  later rulers. The empire 
was increasingly reliant on foreign
mercenaries and, because of  its vast 
size, vulnerable to revolt and invasion. It
ended in the 330s bce, when Alexander 
the Great (see pp.124–5) defeated the last55

Achaemenid emperor, Darius III.
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The tomb of Cyrus was built at Pasargadae, 
where he had established the first Achaemenid
royal capital some time before 550 BCE. 
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PERSEPOLIS

treasury. A hugeA Throne Hall was 
built under Darius I, and additions 
to the complex were still being 
made in the reign of  Artaxerxes III
(ruled 358–338 bce). In 331 bce, 
Alexander the Great captured 
Persepolis, and the next year a firePP
razed it to the ground.

A CITY OF TREASURES
Darius founded his new capital on 
a high plain around 80km (50 miles) 
southwest of  the old Persian centrePP
at Pasargadae. Builders levelled an
artificial terrace of  135,000 sq m 
(33 acres) on which to erect a series 
of  palaces and audience chambers. 
Largest of  these was the apadana, 
a reception hall that may have been
able to hold up to 10,000 people. On
the stairway to the apadana, a series 
of  reliefs depicted tribute-bearers 
from the empire’s 20 provinces 
bringing offerings to the Persian PP
ruler, for Persepolis may also havePP
acted as the Achaemenids’ central

The royal capital of  the Achaemenid empire was Persepolis, founded PP
by Darius I around 518 bce and connected to an efficient system of  
royal roads. While the administration of  government usually took 
place at the palace at Susa to the west, 
Persepolis lay at the heart of  thePP
Achaemenids’ regal power.

Dignitaries from Medea bearing tribute approach 
the Council Hall at Persepolis. The ruined city is 
now a UNESCO World Heritage site.

A golden griffin bracelet that 
forms part of the Oxus Treasure,
a fabulous hoard from the 
Achaemenid era found 
in 19th-century Afghanistan.
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At the heart of  the Persian religious system 
lay a fusion between traditional Iranian 
religions and the teachings of  the prophet 
Zoroaster, who lived either around
1000 bce or in the 7th century bce.
He preached a dualist faith in which the 

In the 3rd century bce, the Greek 
successors of Alexander the Great, the 
Seleucids (see p.126), controlled Persia,66

but their hold slipped, and in 247 bce
the Parthians began to throw 
off Greek rule. They took 
control of  the silk routes 
from China, and then 
under Mithridates I
(ruled 171–138 bce)
pushed westwards 
to annex most of
the Seleucid lands 
in Mesopotamia.
Parthia, though, was 
politically divided and
its princes often established 
near-independent fiefs, 
undermining further
attempts at expansion.

supreme god Ahura Mazda, the 
personification of  good, engaged in 
a constant struggle with the spirit of  
darkness, known as Angra Mainyu. The 
Achaemenids may not have been pure 
Zoroastrians and they revered other 
Persian deities, too. Their successors, the 
Parthians, set up Zoroastrian fire altars 
throughout the empire, on which a flame
burned constantly as a symbol of  purity. 

Under the Sassanids (see facing page),ee

from the 3rd century ce, Zoroastrianism 
began to take on the characteristics of
a state religion, and followers of  other 
faiths, which had previously largely 
been tolerated, suffered persecution.

Made up of  expert cavalrymen, the 
Parthian army was almost invincible and 
at Carrhae in 53 bce crushed a Roman RR
army, starting a long period of  tension

with Rome, particularly over RR
Armenia. Pretenders to the 

Armenian throne often 
sought Roman support RR
against the Parthians, 
and it was one such
appeal that almost 
led to the Roman RR
emperor Trajan’s TT

conquest of  western
Persia in 116–117 ce. 

The Parthians survived
only to succumb to an

internal revolt in the 
southern province of  Pars
in the 3rd century ce.
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A valiant Parthian king hunts
a lion with bow and arrow on
this decorated silver bowl.

A bas-relief sculpture of two fravashis. In
Zoroastrian belief, these winged guardian spirits 
guide and protect people throughout their life.
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Parthian Persia (PP see facing page) collapsed e

in 226 ce as a result of  internal revolt. 
Persia’s resurgence came under thePP
Sassanids, whose first king, Ardashir I,
ruled from 226 to 241 ce. The Sassanid 
kings, ruling from a capital at Ctesiphon
on the banks of  the Tigris, established a 
more centralized state than the Parthians, 
and easily held their own against the
Romans to their west. By 238 RR ce, they 
had taken the border cities of  Nisibis and 
Hatra, and, under Shapur I (ruled 
241–272 ce), dealt the Romans a double RR
blow, first defeating the emperor Gordian 
III in 244 ce, then Valerian in 260 ce. 
Shapur looked set to overrun the eastern 
Roman provinces, but the localRR Arab ruler 
of  Palmyra, in Syria, held him back. 

Over the next three centuries the 
pendulum swang between Roman and RR
Sassanid advantage in a region thickly 
defended by fortified frontier cities.
Then, in the early 7th century, Khusrau 
II Parviz (ruled 591–628 ce) finally broke 

the deadlock, taking Roman RR Syria,
Palestine, and Egypt by 619 ce. Yet the 
Byzantine (eastern Roman) empire RR
fought back, undoing all of  Khusrau’s 
victories by 627 ce. The exhausted
Sassanids then fell prey to Arab-Muslim 
armies invading from the south and west. 
Defeated at Qadisiya in 637 ce and at
Nehavand in 642 ce, the last Sassanid
king, Yazdegird III (ruled 632–51 ce), 
retreated eastwards and died a fugitive
at Merv in Central Asia.
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Having fought for his father Ardashir 
against the Parthians, Shapur I succeeded 
to the Sassanid throne in 241 CE while in 
his mid-20s. Almost immediately, he faced 
a Roman invasion, but this collapsed, and
the emperor, Gordian, was murdered. 
This disaster forced the remnants of the 
Roman army, now under Philip, to sue for 
peace. Shapur’s victory over the Romans
near Carrhae in 260 CE was even more 
spectacular. Shapur captured the emperor 
Valerian, and later had his body flayed, 
stuffed, and mounted as a grisly trophy.

SHAPUR THE GREAT
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We know little about the era following WW
the collapse of  Greece’s Mycenaean 
civilization in 1070 bce (see p.101), because 
no written records survive. But by around 
750 bce, scattered clusters of  villages 
throughout the Greek mainland, islands, 
and Ionia (Greek-settled Asia Minor) had 
grown into city-states, or poleis. Rivalry 
between the poleis was fierce, and fighting s

frequent; by 600 bce, Sparta, Thebes, 
Corinth, and Athens were dominant. 
Governing systems varied from polis

to polis. At first monarchy 
was most common, but in
the 7th century bce some 
city-states overthrew their
kings and instituted
“tyrannies”: rule by 
autocrats from new 
families, such as the 
Pisistratids at Athens. 
A basic form ofA
democracy emerged 

side-by-side with this in Athens (see p.118),88

beginning with the reforms of  the great
law-giver Solon in around 594 bce. 

Despite continuing rivalry, some 
cultural factors united the poleis: belief  
in common deities and participation in 
common cultural events, such as the pan-
Hellenic games at Olympia. Philosophers, 
mainly in Ionia, began to speculate on the
nature of  the universe, while a rich legacy 
of  poetry includes probably the first written 
versions of  Homer’s Iliad and d Odyssey.
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Rows of marble lions on the island 
of Naxos were dedicated to the 
god Apollo in the 7th century BCE.
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GREECE

In 499 bce, the Ionian cities of  western 
Asia Minor, with some assistance from
Athens, staged a revolt against Persia, 
which had conquered the region in
546 bce. The Persians were victorious, 
suppressing the rebels in 493 bce, after 
which the Persian king Darius I (see 
p.112) resolved to teach the22 Greeks
a lesson. This was a mistake of  epic 
proportions. Having easily occupied
the Greek islands and found ready 
collaborators among certain of  the 
northern Greek cities, Darius’s army 
landed near Marathon (a small town oonn 
the coast of  Attica, northeast of  Athhens) ) 
in late summer 490 bce. There, aa 
phalanx of  Athenian citizen-soolldieerrs 
– with shields locked togetherr t to foformrmm aa 
united front – and their alliess fromomm t tthhee 
city of  Plataea kept the Perssianss ininn cchheeckk,  
despite being greatly outnumumbebereedd.. 
Although Marathon was a mminnoor 
setback, the damage to Perrsianan pprreesttigge
was profound and they withhdrrewww..

THE SECOND PERSIAN INVVASSIOONN
The Persians were not to ggivee uupp aannd 
the fight was renewed undder DDDarriuiuss’s 
successor, Xerxes, in 480 bbce.. AA shhaakyy 
coalition of Greek city-staates fffoormmmeed tto 
combat the invasion, but ddesppiite  hheeroioic
resistance by the Spartan kingg Leeoonniddass 
at Thermopylae (in which all tthhhe SSppaarttaanns 
perished), the Persians sooon wwoonn  oovver 
the important state of  Thhebess too tthheirr 
side and had Athens at thheir mmmerrccy.. 
The city was put to the toorch,, bbuut 
Themistocles, a politiciann, haadd bbyy 
then persuaded his fellow AAtheenniaanns
to finance a naval fleet.
This policy bore fruit 
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in the naval defeat of  the Persians at
Salamis, with Themistocles at the helm, 
also in 480 bce. A further victory on land
at Plataea (in 479 bce) stiffened Greek 
resolve and forced the retreat of  the
main Persian force, and this signalled the 
end of  Persian ambition on the Greek 
mainland. Although the war spluttered on 
in Ionia and the Aegean until 449 bce, the 
Greeks, by defending their independence, 
had in effect 
alreeadadyy emergedd d 
as thee v vicictotorsrs.

Leonidas, the Spartan king, 
led an army of only 300
Spartans against Persian 
forces at the the battle 
of Thermopylae.
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The oldest and most stable democracy 
in ancient Greece developed in Athens, 
invoking the right of  all citizens – a 
category excluding women, children, 
slaves, and foreigners – to participate 
in political decision-making. 

At the start of  the 6th century bce, the 
reforms of  the Athenian statesman Solon 
had diluted the aristocrats’ power in 
favour of  the citizen assembly (ekklesia), a

but it was only under the magistrate 
Cleisthenes (c.570–c.507 bce) that the 
Athenian constitution began to approach 
its final form. He divided Athens into 
about 140 voting districts (demes), which ss

were grouped together into 10 tribes. 
Each of  these supplied 50 members 
annually to a council of  500, and this 
group supplied the 50-member group of  
council leaders (Prytaneis) to administer ss

the government’s daily affairs. 

THE ASSEMBLY
The composition of  the Prytaneis changed s

regularly so that no one held power for 
too long. The full ekklesia – with a
quorum of  6,000 people – convened 
around 40 times a year, meeting 
on the Pnyx, a hill near the 
Acropolis, to vote on important 
matters, including the election of  
the city’s generals (strategoi ). Pericles 
(495–429 bce), the most brilliant

orator in 5th-century bce Athens, 
consolidated the power of  the masses 
by compensating the poor for the time
they spent attending the assembly. 

DEMOCRACY AND EMPIRE 
As Athens’ power waxed, the attractions 
of  holding office grew. Ostracism – 
a vote by the ekklesia to exile over-mighty a

politicians – aimed to curb the abuse of  
power by a few. Athenian defeats in 
the Peloponnesian War (WW see p.122) twice22

suspended democracy, which, although 
later restored, became a shadow of  its 
former glory by the time the Romans took RR
over Greece in the mid-2nd century bce.

The Porch of the Caryatids, 
on the Acropolis of Athens, 
had to be rebuilt after 
being burned down by 
the Persians in 480 BCE.

nnnnn AAAthethethens nsns snss s         dddddd 59  594–34–34–33838 88 388 bbcececebb
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“A MA AN WHO 

TATT KES NO 

INTEREST IN

POLITICS HAS

NO BUSINESS 

HERE AT AA ALL.”

Pericles, 495–429 BCE



GREECE

GREEK COLONIZATION

at Tartessus in modern 
Spain – in around 
640 bce. In the east, 
colonies spread up the 

coast of  the Black Sea, 
frf om Byzantium to the 

CCrimea, and to Trapezus 
(modern Trabzon) on the northern 
coastline of  the Anatolian peninsula. 
By the late 6th century bce, the
Greek impetus for colonization had
faded, and as the system of  city-states 
in Greece itself  came under strain, 
future Greek expansion would come
largely under the patronage of  
Alexander the Great’s Macedonian 
empire and its successor states.

THE ACQUISITION OF LANDS
Although the Greeks had 
set up foreign trading 
posts, such as at Al 
Mina in Syria, their 
new colonies were
fully fledged citizen
communities. Among 
the earliest were those 
in eastern Sicily, including 
Syracuse, founded around 733 bce. 
Shortly after this, colonization began 
in southern Italy, with cities such
as Rhegium, Sybaris, and Croton
springing up in a network so dense 
that the area came to be known as
Magna Graecia (“Greater Greece”). 

The movement spread far to the
south and west, founding Cyrene in 
North Africa around 630 bce, and 
Massilia (modern Marseilles, in
FrFrFrFranananancece)) ) ) ararararououououndndndnd 666 6000000  bcbcee.. ThThee GGrereekeks 
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From the late 9th century bce, the Greeks dramatically expanded 
their world by despatching colonists from cities in Greece to all corners 
of  the Mediterranean and the Black Sea. This process continued for 
more than three centuries. Exactly why colonization was so important 
is unclear, but it may have been both a catalyst for trade and a pressure
valve for excess population or political difficulties in Greece itself.

The city of Ephesus, a Greek colony located on
TurTurkeykey’s’s weswestertern cn coasoastlitlitlitlinene,ne, wa wa was es es estastastabliblibliblishesheshesh d id id d d nn 
an an anan an n anaaaan 11t11t11 h-ch-cententuryury BCEBCBCEBCBC  wawave ve of foff GGGreGre kkekek k expexpe anansnsionionio .
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A silver coin from Catana (modern
Catania), a Greek settlement in Sicily 

that was colonized around 720 BCE.
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The Peloponnesian War, a bitter 30-year WW
struggle, arose from the rivalry between 
the two most prominent Greek city-
states, Athens and Sparta. Unlike the 
democratic constitution of  its rival (see 
p.118), 88 Sparta was governed by kings and
a small military élite, moderated by five 
annually elected magistrates (or ephors). ss

The mass of  the population were helots,
effectively serfs, with no political rights. 
In the mid-5th century bce, Athens 
established an empire based on 
its maritime strength, bringing 
it into conflict with Sparta’s 
land-based power. 

THE STAGES OF WAR
The initial pretext for 
war was the attempt in 
432–431 bce by Potidaea,
an Athenian client-city in 
northern Greece, to break 
away from the Athenian
empire. Sparta and its 
allies came to Potidaea’s 
aid, but the Athenians 
initially held the upper 
hand. Sparta fought back, winning a 
great victory at Amphipolis in 422 bce, 
and both sides agreed to observe a 
50-year truce.

Hostilities broke out again in 415 bce,
when the Athenians, encouraged by the
extremist anti-Spartan statesman 
Alcibiades, sent a great fleet 
to Sicily, intent on absorbing 
Syracuse into their empire. 
The Spartans reacted by 
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supporting the Syracusans, and 
Athens was sucked into a debilitating 

and ultimately unsuccessful
siege of  the city. 

In 413 bce, the
Spartans destroyed the 
Athenian armada in Sicily, 
but still the war dragged
on. Finally in 405 bce, 

at Aegospotami on the
Hellespont, the Spartans 

captured most of  the 
Athenian fleet while it

was beached on shore. 
Deprived of  their naval 
support, the Athenians 
could not resist a Spartan
blockade, and in 404 bce

they surrendered, agreeing to the 
destruction of  their defensive walls.
Athens would never again
be such a dominant force 
among the Greek city-states.

One of the first true historians, Thucydides
(c.460–c.404 BCE) wrote a History of the 
Peloponnesian War, recounting events he 
had lived through. The speeches he put in 
the mouths of the protagonists are some 
of the masterpieces of Greek literature. 

THUTHUTHUCYDCYDCYDIDEIDEIDESSS

A helmet typical of the protective
gear of the hoplites, the heavy
infantry of the Greek armies.

The Athenians’ naval fleet
included oared warships 
known as triremes. These 
vessels were fast and 
manoeuvrable, and were
able to ram enemy ships.
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Socrates (lived 
469–399 BCE)EE

revolutionized
Greek thought, but 
his radicalism led 
to his execution.

CLASSICAL GREEK CULTURE

The temples the Greeks built to 
their gods are among the most
breathtaking relics of  the Classical 
age, and include the great marble 
temple of  the Parthenon built on the 
Athenian acropolis between 447 and 
432 bce. Sculptors such as Phidias 
(born 490 bce), who created the 
great cult statue of  Athena for the
Parthenon, are among the world’s
earliest named artists. 

The Greeks excelled in the 
dramatic arts, too, with tragedies by 
Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, 

and comedies by Aristophanes, 
being performed at an annual 

religious festival, called 
the Dionysia in honour a

of  the god Dionysus.
Of  equally profound 

and lasting influence was the 
work of  Greek philosophers such 

as Socrates (c.469–399 bce), Plato 
(c.427–347 bce), and Aristotle (384–

322 bce), the first to apply rigorous 
logic in an attempt to understand 
the world, whose works were valued 
into the Middle Ages and beyond.

RELIGION, ART, AND PHILOSOPHY 
The possession of  a common religion
was a hallmark of  “Greekness”, and 
temples, shrines, and oracles to the 
principal gods – Zeus, their king; 
Hera, his wife; Apollo, the sun god – 
sprang up throughout Greece and
the Greek colonies. Cult centres such 
as Olympia and Delphi became 
important pan-Greek gathering 
places and at some, in particular
at Olympia, the Greeks held games 
in honour of  the gods. 

The Classical Greek city-states of  the 6th to 4th 
centuries bce gave birth to a civilization of  extreme 
creativity, remarkable both for its uniformity of
belief  and culture, and its diversity of  political 
systems. It has given us philosophers, artists, and 
playwrights whose works we still celebrate today.

The art of vase painting reached new 
heights during the Classical period of 
Greece, often depicting scenes from myth. 
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In the 4th century bce, Greece saw 
a struggle for power between several 
city-states, with first Sparta and then, 
from 371 bce, Thebes emerging as the 
victor. From the early 350s bce, the
northern Greek state of  Macedonia 
began to expand under an energetic and 
ruthless new king, Philip II. In 338 bce, 
Philip, aided by his 18-year-old son 
Alexander, gained victory against the 
Thebans and their allies at Chaeronea.
The other Greeks then rapidly submitted 
toto M Macacededononiaian n ovoverlordshipp. 
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Alexander’s prompting. Once his father 
was dead, Alexander moved with brutal 
speed to put down rivals and, in 335 bce, 
suppress a Theban revolt. 

THE INVASION OF PERSIA 
Now secure on the Macedonian throne,
Alexander embarked on an enterprise 
of  staggering ambition: the invasion 
of  the Achaemenid Persian empire. 
In 334 bce, he led an army of  some 
50,000 across the Hellespont into 
Asia Minor – modern Turkey – with TT
ththhe e initial l ininteteteteentntntioooon n n nn ofofofo  liberatting the ee
GrGrGrGGGG eeeee k k cicic titiiesesesesss t t ttheheheerereereere froroom m m mm m PePePePeP rsrsrsrssr iaiaiaiaii n nnn contntntntrororol.l.l.l.ll  
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in the 4th century bce, but
its ruler, Darius III, could 
still call upon resources 
vastly superior to those 
of  Alexander. Nonetheless, 
Alexander, with tactical 
and strategic brilliance,
and with more than 
an eye for his image as 
an all-powerful ruler, defeated 
a large Persian force at Granicus in 
334 bce, and then the next year bested 
Darius III himself  at Issus in Syria. 
Utilizing the professionalism and
manoeuvrability of  his smaller forces
againsnsnst the vast, cumbersome Persian 
ararmimimimieseseses,, , hehehe ssseeeee mememed d ununu bebeataba le. Pausing 
tototo vvvisisisi ittitttt  EEEEEEgygygygygygyyyg ptptptptptptptp ,, , ,, , hehehehehehe d d defeffefefeaeaeaeaeaee teteteteteted d dd DaDaririusu  one 
finalalall tt t ttimimimimimmmime e e eeeee ataattattatat GGGGGGGGGGauauauauuuauuugagagagaggaggag memememmmemm lalalalalalaa oo o oo on n n n ththththtththe e ee
bab nkkks ofofoffffffffff tt t t t  thehheheheheheheheehhehehhhh  T TT T TT T T T T T T TTTTigigigigigigigigigigigiggggririririririiiriissss s sss ininininininininnii  333 3333 3 333131311313133 bcbbcbcccbceeeee.. . ThThThThThThThe e e ee
fufufufugigigiiitititititiivvevev  P PPPPPPPPPPPPerererereereerreee sisisisisisiiisisiisisiiiisiisiisiiaananananananananannanaanaaaaaaaaaaaanaaaaan k kkkk kk k kkkk kkkkkk kinininninininininiinnnini gggg gggg gg g g gggg gg gggg wawwwawwawwawawawawawwwwwwwawwwwas ss s ss mumumumumumuurdrdrdrddrdrdrddrddererererereeee edededddddd t ttttthehehehhhehehheh  
fofofofofoffofofofolllllllllowowowowowowowwowowwwwwininiininiinininii g g g gggggg yeyeyeyeyeyeyyeyy ararrrrrrrrrrarrar  a aaaaa aaaaaaaaa a aaaaaaaaaaaaandndndndnndnndndndndndnndddddnndndnnnnnnnnnd A AA AA A AA AAAAAAAA AA AAAAAAAAAAAlelleleleelelellelelleelellll xaxaxaxaxaxaxaxaxaxaxaaaxaaandndndndndndndddnndndndndndndndderererererererererreeee  t t ttttttttooooooooooo k kkkkk kkkk k k k kkk onoononononononno   

the trappings of  an oriental potentate, 
adopting Persian court dress and protocol
and moving to secure all the former 
provinces of  the Achaemenid empire.

FINAL CAMPAIGNS AND DEATH
Alexander spent 329 and 328 bce
suppressing revolts in the eastern 
provinces of  Bactria and Sogdia, after 
whw ich he pushed on into northwestern 
India, defeating the local ruler Porus at
HyHH daspes in 327 bce. Finally, even his 
lolololollloyayayal Macedonians refused to go further. 
A AAA AA lolololongngngg and gruelling return across desert 
teteteteeterrrraiaiaiainnn to reach central Persia, and the 
pepepeppepepepepppppp rcrrrcrcrcrrrceieeived influence of  native Persians in 
AlAlAlAAlAAlexeeexexanander’s entourage, fuelled a series of  
mmumumm tiititininiin ese . Then, in 323 bce, aged only 32,
thththththththtththtthht e e e e e e coconqnqqueuu ror of  the known world died
ofofoffofofofofofoff  a aa ff ffffffeveeveeee ereeere  at Babylon. His embalmed
bbobobobobobobobbobodydydydydyydydydydyyyy w wwwwww w w wwwwwwaasasa s sent to Egypt, and his generals 

plplplpllllplppplpllplplplplplpplplpplplplplplplpppplplppplplpp otototototottotototootooootoototooooootooooo teteeteteteett dd d ddd to seize power for themselves, 
siiiincnncncncncncnnncn e,e,ee   as he was still relatively young 
ata  thhe time of  his death, Alexander 
hhad not chosen a successor.

““““““““HHIS FRIENDS 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAASSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSKKKKKKKKKKKKKEED: ‘TO WHOM 

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDOOOOOOOOOOO YYYOU LEAVE THE 

KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINNNNNGDOM?’ AND 

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHEEE REPLIED ‘TO 

TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHEEEEEEE  STRONGEST’.”

DDDDioDioDDDDDDioDDDDD dododorrd usus Siculus on the death of Alexander 
((Library of History(( , XVII, 117)yy

The Temple of the Oracle, in
the Siwa Oasis, Egypt, where 
Alexander came to consult the 
oracle of Zeus Ammon in 332 BCE.
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Alexander the Great’s death 
in 323 bce led to a long 
struggle for control of  his 
empire. This began almost 
at once, for Alexander’s 
wife Roxana was pregnant,RR
and the army split between 
those wanting to see if  she 
bore a son and those who 
supported the severely 
disabled half-brother
of Alexander, Philip 
Arrhidaeus. In the end, 
the child was born
male and as Alexander 
IV he ruled jointly with 
Arrhidaeus, who became 
Philip IV. However, this only masked 
the deep divisions between the generals, 
who then proceeded to carve out their 
own territories: Ptolemy in Egypt;
Antigonus in Asia Minor; Lysimachus in 
Thrace; Eumenes in Cappadocia; and 
Seleucus in Persia. A series of  wars 
between these Diadochoi (or “successors”) i

nnn EEEgypgypgypt, t, t, ,  , SSSSSSSSSyriyriyriyriyryr aa, MacMacMacedoedoedodododoedd nianianiai         ddddddddddddddd   3 33 323233 23–3–33331 111 1 111 bbcebbcebceeebbcebcebceeeebcee
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erupted, which between 
323 and 279 bce
gradually eliminated 
the weaker contenders.

DECLINE AND FALL
By 301 bce, three main 
successor states survived – 
the Antigonids based in 
Macedonia, the Seleucids
in Mesopotamia and 
Syria, and the Ptolemies
in Egypt – together with a 

constellation of  smaller statelets that fed 
off warfare between the big three. After 
Antigonus I of  Macedonia was defeated 
by the others at Issus in 301 bce and the 
other weaker states had been eliminated, 
the tensions diminished and the three 
Greek kingdoms survived until they 
were successively swallowed up by the
Romans: Macedonia in 168 RR bce, a
much-reduced Seleucid kingdom in 
64 bce, and finally, Egypt in 31 bce.

The Greek city of Corinth in the Peloponnese was 
taken by the Romans in 146 BCE, marking the end
of mainland Greece’s independence.

The Ptolemaic Greeks adapted
Egypt’s practice of mummification, 
creating mummy portraits of the 
deceased in a western style.



GREECE

HELLENISTIC CULTURE

Euclid (c.300 bce) and Archimedes 
(287–212 bce), the comic playwright
Menander (342–293 bce), and the 
historian Polybius (c.200–c.118 bce)
are a few of  the influential figures 
whose work was absorbed by the 
Romans during their conquests of  RR
ththhhee HeHeHeHellllllleneneeniisis ittitititicc cc c llalalala dndnddndsss, ee ensnssuruuriinininngg g hththhthatttata  
GGGGrerereecececce’’e ss s s cucultltlturu allal ll legeggacaca y y y lililiil veveved dd ono ..

THE HELLENISTIC CITY
Greek-speakers were a definite
minority in Alexander’s empire and 
the successor states, but everywhere 
the cities bore the hallmarks of  the 
mother country. These included 
temples built in the Greek fashion, 
a central marketplace and meeting 
space (or agora), and the gymnasiumummm, ,aa

which was not merely a placee o off  f  
exercise, but acted as a centrree fofofoorr 
Greek-style education wheree y yyouuunnngngnggnggg 
men could study classic auuththhthhhorrss s s s aaaanannna ddddd dd d d 
obtain a sense of Greek ccullulultuurrereeere..

DIVERGENCE AND DISSOLLLUTITIONONNNNNON
Although united by the GGGGrrrer ekekk 
language, the Hellenisticc cic ttitiessss  
and kingdoms did absorrbb b b eaaeaassttsteeeerrreerernnnnn nnnnn  
influences, notably in EEEEggygygyyyygygygygg ptptptptttpttptptttttttttptpttt    
where the Greek-speakkakakkinininnninggggg gggggg
kings ruled as pharaaohhoo s.s.s...  
Hellenistic art stylesss a aa llsssoo o ooo o 
travelled far to the eeeassasast,ttt  
influencing the Buddddddhhahahaahh  
figures of  the Indian n n sstststs atatatatee e eee ofoofoffofooffoooooofoffoffofooooffoooofofoofoofoooff    
Gandhara in the 2nd cccceenenennnenennntttutututuuuuuttut ryrryrryryyryyyyrrryryyy    
bce. In science and liittterrrrraaaatatattatataaaa uuuururururuuurururee,e,e,e,e  
the Hellenistic Grerereekekekss s
continued the Claaaasssssss icicciccalalllalalaallllalall    
tradition of  creativivvviitititty.y.y.y.y.y   
The mathematiciaiannnsnsnnsnsss    

Alexander’s conquests left a large part of  western Asia and North 
Africa in Greek hands. As part of  his efforts to solidify his hold over 
this enormous territory, Alexander himself  encouraged the foundation 
of  Greek cities in the newly conquered lands, including most notably 
Alexandria in Egypt. These became the focus for the diffusion of  
Greek culture, known as Hellenism, throughout the East. 

Antiochus I of Commagenennene (((r(ru(ruu( uuu(r(ruuu(r lleleleledededededdddddeddededddd  
70–38 BCE)EE was ruler offf a  a a HHeelllelennnneenlel ististststistististtststisttisti ttticic ic icc c  icic ic ic c ciccc
kingdom near Armeniaa aanandd hhahaaa hahahahad td td td ttd tdd ttthishishishhishishisissshisisishissh sh s  
spectacular funerary monmonnnumumummemeeeeumeu eeentnnntt ntt nttt ntnnntnt
built to himself in the GreGrerereeek ekk k k sstystysttytyyystyystyststyyyle.le.lele.le.le.le.eleeelleee...e
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According to tradition, Rome was 
founded on 21 April 753 bce by Romulus, RR
said to have been the son of  the god 
Mars. Like most of  the traditions 
associated with Rome’s earliest days, itRR
is hard to disentangle truth from myth.

ROME UNDER THE MONARCHY
The first settlement, atop the Palatine 
Hill overlooking the Tiber river, was 
almost indistinguishable from the area’s 
myriad small 8th-century bce villages. 
Crucially, Rome seems to have been RR
more receptive to outside influences than 
its rivals, and particularly to that of  the
more developed Etruscan civilization 
that flourished in central Italy. Some of  
Rome’s early kings – there were seven RR
by tradition – may have been Etruscan. 
The story goes that the second king,
Numa Pompilius, established many of
Rome’s religious traditions, while RR Ancus 
Marcius in the 7th century bce expanded
the territory of  the fledgling city-state 
through a series of  localized struggles 
against the neighbouring Latin tribe. 

From the reign of Tullus TT Hostilius
(673–642 bce) comes the first evidence 
of  a Roman senate, in the form of  theRR
Cura Hostilia building. The accession 
of  his heir, Tarquinius Priscus – probably TT
an Etruscan – in 616 bce brought a 
new dynamism to Rome. RR However the 
next king, Tarquinius TT Superbus, was a 
tyrant, and his unpopular rule led to 
his deposition in 509 bce by a group 
of  aristocrats. From this point onwards 
Rome was a republic.

n n n CCCeentententralralrallaalalal  IIIIIIItaltaltaltatt y      ddd 757575553–53–53–53–5333 09 09 0909 9 99 bcebcebcebcecebcbcebcecebcbcebcecebcb
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In this Renaissance mosaic, Romulus, the legendary 
founder of Rome, and his twin brother Remus suckle
from the she-wolf said to have raised them. 
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When Rome became a republic in RR
509 bce, it retained some of  the
elements of  the old monarchical
system, including the Senate 
– an amorphous group of  
elders with decision-making 
powers. Every year, a citizen 
assembly elected two consuls, 
whose dual authority was an
attempt to prevent despotism.

THE STRUCTURE OF SOCIETYTT
The early Republic was RR
dominated by the conflict 
between two groups of  citizens, 
the patricians (elite landowners)
and the underclass of  plebeians. 
The patricians monopolized political 
pop wer,, and pprovided all the members 
fofoofor rrr thhhhe eee SeSeeenannn teeee. .. PlPlPlebebebeieieiann r resesenentmtmenentt fofof  
hhththiisis hhh hiieieierarararccrcr hyhyhyy ll lededed t t too o aaa seseseririeseses o o of  viivi lololenent tt 

coconflnflicictsts, , whwhicichh inin 44 49444 bcbcbceee ressululteted in 
ththe e crcrc eaea ititiononon oo offf  f aa plplplplp ebebebeieeianan aassssememblbly y wiith 

two elected tribunes (who 
later came to have a veto 
over laws passed in the 
Senate). The codification of
Roman laws in the “Twelve RR
Tables” in 445 bce eased

other restrictions on the 
plebeians; and in 366 bce the 
first plebeian consul was elected.

THETHETHETHETHETHETHETH EX EX EX EX EX E PANP SION OF ROME
AfAffffAfAfAfAfAffAfAfAAfAAAAAA ttteteteeettetttteeeeeeerrr r rrrrr r r aaa a Roman victory against RR
aaaaaa aa aaaaaaaaaa aaaa aaa a aaaaaa a a a lllllelelelelelelelellelllelelelelleaague of  Latin neighbours in
496 bce, a series of  “colonies” 

of  Roman citizens set out from RR Rome, RR
gradually forming a network of  
RRRomomanan c-conontrtrololleledd oror -ininclclininedded c ciititiieies sRRRRR
thththrororougugugugghohohoutut c cenentrtralal Itatalyly. . InIn 3 39696 bcbcbceee, , 
thhe RRomananans cacaptuured thehehe llleaeeadidingng RRR
EEEtrtrrususcacaan nn city of  Veii, , and byby t thehe earlyy 
3r3r3 dd cecentntury bccee h h hadadad a also defeatatededd t t hehehe 
Samnmnititeses tt to oo bebeb gigigiginn the exteeensn ioioon n ofofo  
their popowewer intoto ssououo tht -centralalal IIItattalyllyy..
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ThehTh Te Templm e oof Cf Cf Castasta or anandnd PoPP lllul ux x (ce(centre righht)t), in in 
theth Fo Forumrum att a RoRo Rome,mme  wawass whewhew re re thehe pa patritriciaciacians n met 
to to disscuscuss the e govgovernrnmenm t oof tf thehe early Reppublblic.ic.

A statue of a lictor, who carried the fasces,
the bundle of rods and axes that symbolized
the power of the Republic’s magistrates.
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Rome expanded its influence throughRR
the Italian peninsula during the first 
half  of  the 3rd century bce, gradually 
creating conflict with other powers in 
the Mediterranean. Most notable among 
these adversaries were the Carthaginians, 

who, from their capital in modern
Tunisia, NorthTT Africa, controlled an 
empire that included Sicily. War broke WW
out with Rome in 264 RR bce over a quarrel
between Carthaginian-allied Syracuse
and the Maamemertrtininnneseee  of  Messana, also in 
SSSSSSSSSSSSiicccccicici iliiiliilililyyyyyyy,y,y,yy wwwwwwwww ww hohhohohhhhohohh aaaaa a apppppppppppeaeaaeaeaaaaaae llllelleleelelllll dddddddd d d d d d totototttot tt tthhehhehee  RRRRRoomomomanananansss fofofoforr r RRRRRRRR

help. The fighting – known as the First
Punic War – dragged on for 23 years, WW
involving land battles and sieges that 
generally went the Romans’ way, and RR
more decisive naval battles ending in a 
Roman victory at theRR Aegates Islands in

241 bce. Carthage was stripped of  its 
territories in Sicily, but compensated by 
going on to form a new empire in Spain. 

A Second Punic War broke out inWW
218 bce, when the Spanish city of  
Sagguntum,m,m,m,mm,m,, f f ff f feaeaeaeaeaeariririringngngngngngggggg aaaabsbsbsbsbsbsorororroororo ptptptptptptptptptpp ioioioioioioi nnnn nn n n bybybybybybyybybyby  
ththththeee e CCCCarararararrrrthththhtthaaaggaggggggaggaggaggiiiiiininiiiiiniinininiininininnniaiiaiaiaiiaiaiaaiaiaiaaiaiaiaiaiannnnnnnn n gegegegegegeeeegegegeegeegegegegegegeeegg nnnneneneeenennnnnennenennen rararararararararrararaaarrraaarararaaraalllllllllllllll ll l l ll HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHaaaaananannaaaaaaaaaaaaaaanaaaaaaaanaaanaaaa ininiinibbbabababababbabaabaallll,lll,ll,l,l,l,l,,,lllllll,,l,l,,l, 
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“WE HAVE BEEN DEFEATAA ED 

IN A GREATAA  BATTAA LE.”
Marcus Pomponius announcing the disastrous Roman defeat at Lake Trasimene, 217 BCE
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A romanticized view of the battle of Zama in 
2022022  BCEB , w, wwherherh e Se Se Se cipcipipcipio finaally defeated Hannibal and
ddedesdedesttrootroyedyedyeddyedy  hi hihi hihih s ls ls ls ls ls ll s lls lllastastastastastaaa  ar arar arararaararrmy my my y mymy mymymmm – – – 2– 2– – 20,000 Carthaginians died.

A Carthaginian stela from the tophet, or 
graveyard, at Carthage. The horn-shaped 

symbol is for Tanit, a moon goddess.

appealed to the Roman SenateRR
for aid. The Romans demanded RR
Hannibal’s surrender; the 
latter responded with an 
invasion. Crossing the 
Alps – with an army 
that included war 
elephants – in the
winter of  218 bce, 
he soon defeated the 
Romans at Ticinus RR
and Trebia, in the 
north of  Italy.

HANNIBAL’S 
ITALIAN CAMPAIGNS

After this victory, 
many Cisalpine Gauls 
– Celts settled around Milan – flocked 
to Hannibal’s cause. A further Roman RR
defeat at Lake Trasimene, in central 
Italy, in 217 bce led to the deaths of  
around 15,000 Romans. The next year RR
the Romans suffered an even greater RR

disaster farther south at
Cannae, where their 
general Varro rashly 
allowed his army to 
be outflanked and 
encircled by the 
Carthaginian cavalry, 
anananandd d thththenen mmassacred. 

MMMMMMMMMMMMManannanananyyyy yyyyy ciiicicicic titiitittititiesesee  t hen
dededdedededededdd feffefeefefefefefefeff cctctctttcc edddeddedee  ff ffffrorooor mmmm mmm tthe 
RRRRRRRooomommmmmmmomo aaaannn  caaaauauuaaaussseseees , , butRRRRRRR
GGGGGeGeGeGeeeeeennnnnneneneeennennn rrarararaaaraaal l l l FFFFFaFaFaFaFaFFaFaabbbibius 
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMaaaaxaxaxaxaxaxaxaxaxxaaxxxxxiiimimimimimimimimimiimimmmmmmmuuuuususu  kept 
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHaHaHaHaHaHaHaHHHHaHaHHaHaHHaHaHaHaaHHaHaaHaaaannnnnnnnnnn ibal away from 
RRRRRRRRRome and halted RRR

the momentum of  his earlier victories. 
In 207 bce, Hasdrubal, the brother of
Hannibal, was defeated and killed at 
Metaurus, northeast Italy, and five years 
later a Roman counterstrike by Scipio RR
forced Hannibal to return to Africa.

THE END OF THE PUNIC WARS
In October 202 bce, the Carthaginians 
were defeated, and were stripped of
their Spanish territories and reduced
to a small territory around Carthage.
Yet Rome was not satisfied, and in 149 RR bce
used a pretext to begin a Third Punic 
War. With no land army to speak of, 
Carthage was soon besieged, and was
stormed in 148 bce. The Romans razedRR
tht e city, deported its people, and finally 
aannexed its remaining territory.

Born c.247 BCE, Hannibal became 
Carthage’s leading general during the
Second Punic War and commander-in-
chief in 221 BCE. His plan to lead an army
across southern Gaul (modern France) 
into Italy was a bold one and he showed 
tactical genius in a string of victories
against Rome. Yet he lacked strategic 
vision and became bogged down once 
Roman resistance stiffened. After the war, 
he was chief magistrate of Carthage, but 
Roman fears of a Carthaginian revival led
to his exile in 195 BCE. He died in c.183 BCE.

HANNIBAL
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During the 2nd century bce the political 
situation in Rome became increasingly RR
tense. Then, in the 80s bce, the city was 
hit by a political and military struggle for 
power between Marius, the reformer of
the Roman army, and RR Sulla, a 
politician who, after Marius’s 
death, became Dictator, or 
sole ruler, in 82 bce.

POMPEY AND CAESAR
That year, Sulla killed 
more than 500 of  his 
opponents and packed the 
Senate with his supporters. 
After Sulla’s death in 78 bce, 
another popular general, Pompey, rose
to power. For 15 years Pompey excelled 
at his political role, and bolstered his 
military reputation with several victories 
in the East. Yet, in 60 bce, increasing 
factional violence led him to broker 
a three-way alliance, called the “First
Triumvirate”, with the rich financier TT

Crassus and a rising 
military star – Julius 
Caesar. This collapsed 
in 49 bce and led to civil 

war between the factions 
of  Caesar and Pompey.

THE FIRST CIVIL WAR
Caesar pushed Pompey out of  Italy and, 
in 48 bce, defeated him at Pharsalus in 
Thessaly. Pompey was murdered in Egypt, 
but his partisans fought on until, in 46 bce,
Caesar triumphed, becoming Dictator 
for life. Fearing Caesar would make 
himself  king, a group of  republicans,
including Marcus Brutus, assassinated 
him. However, their murderous act failed 
to save the Republic from collapse.RR

nnnn IIItaltaltalyy, y, GauGauGGauGauGauGauuGaGa l  l l  ll    dd 1311 7–47–47–444444 444 bcebcebceeeeeecee
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The assassination of Julius Caesar was carried out by 
only a small group of senators; most fled or waited to 
see what actions the assassins would take next. 

Born in 100 BCE, Caesar became Roman 
consul in 59 BCE. He created a new province 
for Rome in Gaul from 58 to 52 BCE and this

brought him great political power and 
popularity – which ultimately led 

to his murder in 44 BCE.

JULIUS CAESAR
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After Julius Caesar died in 44 bce, 
his chief  lieutenant Mark Antony, 
attempting to manipulate public opinion, 
allied himself  with Octavian – Caesar’s 
18-year-old adoptive son – in order to 
exploit his family connections and gain
political support. Antony miscalculated, 
for Octavian, although young, was even
shrewder than Caesar. He remained in
alliance with Antony and Lepidus – 
who played the role of  financier in this 
“Second Triumvirate” – for only as long 
as it took to defeat the armies that had 
been raised by Brutus and Cassius,
Caesar’s murderers. 

In 32 bce, war broke out among 
the Second Triumvirate. At Actium
the following year, Antony was 
defeated, and both he and his 
mistress, the Egyptian pharaoh
Cleopatra, committed suicide.
Octavian did not seek 
immediate revenge against
Antony’s partisans. Nor 
did he have himself  made 
Dictator, as Caesar had done. 
Instead, he manipulated
Republican politics to acquire RR
supreme power without 
seeming to usurp the
Senate’s authority.

FROM GENERAL 
TO EMPEROR

In 27 bce, Octavian was
granted a special form of
authority, known as proconsular 

imperium, for 10 years, which in 
effect allowed him to act as he 
chose in all provinces where the 
army was currently based. In the 
same year, he took the title “Augustus”. 
In 23 bce, Augustus acquired the

During Augustus’s reign (27 BCE–14 CE), the productionEE

of images of the emperor, such as this statue from 
Turin, Italy, became a vital part of imperial propaganda.

permanent power of  a tribune of  the
plebeians, making him invulnerable to 
legal action. Although he did not refer 
to himself  as an emperor, this was the 
position he now held.

MILITARY EXPANSION
Augustus secured the empire’s borders
along the Danube river and sent armies 
into Germany, which he was about to 
conquer when a disastrous defeat in 9 ce
caused a retreat from the Elbe river back 
to the Rhine. His last years saw a defensive 
stance along existing frontiers.
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“WAWW RS, BOTH CIVIL 

AND FOREIGN, 

I UNDERTRR OOK, 

BOTH ON SEA

AND ON LAND!”

Inscription of Augustus (the Res Gestae Divi 
Augusti ) from Ankara, Turkey, c.14 CE
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The empire over which Augustus AA
assumed rule in 27 bce was very different 
from the Rome of  the early republic. RR
Now ruling over territories that stretched 
from the Iberian peninsula in the west 
to Syria and Armenia in the east – 
as well as large parts of  North 
Africa – the Roman RR
government faced far 
greater challenges 
than the old, 
informal systems 
could manage.

GOVERNMENT AND
THE PROVINCES

At the centre of  Roman RR
government, the role of
the emperor remained 
ambivalent. Certain 
emperors, such as Claudius
(ruled 41–54 ce), liked to 
flatter the old senatorial 
class with the fantasy that
the emperor was just a 
superior sort of  senator; others, such as
Nero (ruled 54–68 ce), tended to much
more direct, despotic, and capricious 
rule. The early empire had little in the 
way of  a public service, and many 
important roles, such as running the 

imperial treasury, were assumed by 
freedmen (former slaves). Provincial 
governors, however, who administered 
Rome’s imperial territories, were almostRR
all senators. The Roman governmentRR
raised its revenue mainly through indirect 

taxes on sales or death
duties. Some was spent on 
the upkeep or building of

Roman roads, which linked RR
the main cities of  the empire, 
but as much as 80 per cent
was spent on the army.

THE ROMAN LEGIONS
Augustus had inheritedA

80 legions, which he cut 
to 28, each comprising 
around 5,000 men.
Supporting them, and 
directly answerable to 
the emperor, were infantry 
and cavalry regiments 
of  non-citizens (called 
“auxiliaries”). The total 

manpower may have been around 
300,000. The legions formed a formidable 
strike force, almost irresistible in open
combat. Their engineering expertise 
meant they could also conduct siege
warfare expertly and take on large-scale 

construction projects, such 
as roads and fortifications.
Over time the army 
formed its own power 
base, through the imperial 
guard (the Praetorians)
based in Rome and RR
the legionary frontier 
garrisons, and became as 
much a cause of  internal 
instability as a guardian
against outside threat.

nnnn RRRomomaomaan en en en eeen n n mpimpmpmmm re ree    RRRRRR d ddd 227 27 2727272 bcebcebceecee–––––––––ccccccccc.2.2.2.2.202.20202222...2.2 0 cececee
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The Roman road network, much 
of it paved, was vital for the rapid 
transit of Roman armies.

The legiogiogioions’ns’ns’nns’ns’ susuuususu supeperpereerperperperperperiiorioriorrioiororiorior eeeqqeeeqeq eq iuipuipuipuipuipmmmement
and training made them more than
a match for non-Roman enemies.
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Augustus died in 14 ce, having chosen
Tiberius, the son of  his wife Livia by her 
first marriage, as his heir. Tiberius was 
55 when he came to the throne, having 
proved himself  a capable general and 
administrator, yet he was never truly 
popular and, in the middle period of  his 
reign, became dominated by Sejanus, the
prefect of  the Praetorian guard. In the
last seven years of  his life, Tiberius shut
himself  away in his palace on the island 
of  Capri, leading to an atmosphere of  
frustration and stagnation in Rome.RR

THE POST-TIBERIAN EMPERORS
Tiberius’s rule gave way to a new, young 
emperor, Caligula (ruled 41–54 ce), 
whom the governing class welcomed 
with open arms. However, Caligula’s 
patent instability and dangerous temper 

led to his assassination and replacement 
by a man the Praetorians thought would
be a pliant weakling: Claudius (ruled 
41–54 ce). Yet Claudius proved shrewd; 
he sponsored large-scale public works
that included a new port at Ostia and,
although not a military man, ordered the 
conquest of  Britain from 43 ce. Claudius 
was succeeded by the mercurial Nero 
(r(r( ululeded 5 54–4 6868 cece)), w who, unsuited to pop wer, 
bebebebecacacacamemememe mm m miriririrededed ii innn cocococorrrrrrrruupupuptititiononon.. WhWhWhenenen aa annn 
ararmymyy r revevololtt brbrokokee ououtt inin S Spapap inin i inn 6868 cece, ,
cicivivill wawarr ererupuptetedd, l leaeadidingng t too fofourur 
ememmpepperororsrs ii iinnn aaa isisisingnngllele y yeaearr,r, u u untntn ililil fifi fifinanaalllllly yy 
VeVeVespspspasasasiaiaiann n ((r(r( lulul deded 6 699–7979 ce),)  a tough-
minded ggennere alal, , ememererergegegedd d trtrtriuiuiumpmpmpphahahannntnt..

TheThe CoColoslosseuseumm, thethe em ipir ’e’s largest amphitheaatretre – 
begun under er VesVe pasasasianiian an ana d cd cd compompompletletletededed bybby hishiss sos sonn 

Titus – hhhousoo ed ed ed spespespectaactaculcucu ar gladiatorial shows.

A cameo showing Augustus’s wife Livia and her 
son Tiberius, who became the second emperor 
of the Julio-Claudian dynasty (27 BCE–68 CE).E
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Vespasian’s accession in 
69 ce inaugurated a new 
dynasty, the Flavians, 
during which stability 
at first seemed to 
return to the empire. 
Vespasian’s economic 
reforms filled the
treasury, and new
territory was occupied 
in northern Britain 
and parts of  Germany 
and Asia Minor. 
But Vespasian’s son 
Titus, succeeding him 
in 79 ce, was to die
after just two years.
Titus’s younger brother 
Domitian (ruled 81–96 ce) made 
a promising start, but degenerated into 
tyranny and was assassinated, possibly 
on the orders of  the Senate itself.

THE “GOLDEN AGE”
The Senate then put forward one of  
their own as emperor, a 70-year-old, 
much-respep cted senator named Nerva. 
ToTTo e ensn ure e ththe e susuccccesessisionon,, NeNNerva adadopoptedd 

the talented governor of  
Upper Germany, Trajan, 
as his son, beginning a 
practice that would see 
the next emperors, 
Hadrian, Antoninus Pius, 
and Marcus Aurelius, 
all adopted by their 
pprprprprprprppp ddededededededececececcececessesesesessososossor.rr.r  T This gave 
hhththththththththtttheeeee e e  ememmememememememempiiiipipipipipipipipp rerereeerererer  aaa a a    gg gg ololoo den age

– –– – aa a cceceecennnnttttnntuuururrrurru yyyyy y yy ooofoffo  ssttability.

TTTRTRTRTRTRRRRRAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJAAAAAAAAAAAAAANNNNNNNN NN NN N N  AAAAAAAANNNDND HADRIAN
NNNNNNNNNNeNeNeNeNeNeNeNeNeNNeNNeNeNeNeNeNeeeeeeeeerrrvrvrvrvrvrvrvrrvrvvaaa a ddied after just
tttwtwtwo years, and Trajan
soon began to enlarge
the empire’s frontiers, 
seizing Dacia (modern

Romania) in two wars between 101 and 
106 ce; the mercantile kingdom of
Nabataea (largely in modern Jordan) in 
106 ce; and much of  Mesopotamia (now 
Iraq) from 115 to 117 ce. These victories 
brought massive booty that helped fill
the treasury. Yet the eastern territories 
were not secure, and when Trajan died 
in 117 ce were already in revolt. 
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A marble frieze from Ephesus showing 
emperors Hadrian, Marcus Aurelius, and
Lucius Verus. Hadrian has a beard, a Greek 
fashion he made popular at Rome.
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Germany and Britain. Hadrian travelled 
widely, seeing more of  his domains than 
any emperor before him, and established 
a permanent imperial council that
reduced the importance of  the senate.

THE LATA ER ANTONINES
Hadrian adopted the elderly Antoninus
Pius (ruled 138–161 ce), intending the 
latter’s young protégé Marcus Aurelius to
succeed him quickly. Yet Antoninus lived 
for another 23 years in a tranquil reign
that saw few revolts. When Marcus 
Aurelius finally succeeded in 161 ce,

ruling jointly with Lucius Verus – another 
of  Hadrian’s circle – he faced a series of  
crises. A plague between 168 and 169 ce
killed thousands, including Lucius Verus, 
and the empire became entangled in the 
Marcomannic Wars against barbarians 
on the Danube, whom the emperor
could never wholly subdue. Before his 
death in 180 ce, Marcus had chosen his 
own son Commodus to succeed him, the 
first son ever born to a ruling emperor.
However, like Domitian’s, Commodus’s 
rule was unstable and would spell the 
end of  Rome’s golden age.

“HE WAS THE FIRST TO CONSTRUCT 

AA WWAALLLLLL…… WWHHIICCCHHH WWAAS TO SEPARATE 
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Trajan (ruled 98–117 CE) was from an
Italian family that had moved to Spain, 
making him the first emperor with strong 
non-Italian roots. He made his name while 
fighting under Domitian along the Rhine 
in the 80s CE and as governor of Upper 
Germany. Popular with the army, he was 
an obvious choice to succeed Nerva. He 
showed astonishing energy in expanding 
the empire’s frontiers, an achievement he
celebrated in Trajan’s Column, which was
built beside the new Forum that Trajan
commissioned in central Rome. 

TRAJAN

ROME



The emperors of  the late-1st 
and 2nd centuries bce
had handpicked their 
successors. Marcus 
Aurelius was the first 
emperor for a century 
to have an adult male 
son, Commodus – but
he proved a lesson in the
weakness of  hereditary 
succession. Commodus was 
rash and fickle. His behaviour 
sparked a series of  military revolts that
led finally to the triumph of  Septimius 
Severus (ruled 193–211 ce), the governor 
of  Upper Pannonia (in modern Hungary). 
A firm and active ruler, Severus seemed 
set to restore confidence in the empire.

He divided large 
provinces into two, to 
avoid any one governor 
having too much 
military power, and he 

conquered territories 
in Mesopotamia. Yet his 

successor Caracalla (ruled 
211–217 ce) proved more capable

of  making enemies than ruling – he 
murdered his brother and co-emperor 
Geta. Caracalla himself  was murdered 
in 217 ce near Carrhae (in modern 
Turkey) by an army faction fearful that
 he would execute them. 

This Roman coin from c.218 CE bears 
a depiction of the controversial 

emperor Elagabalus.
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THE BEGINNING OF THE END
For a while the empire teetered between
hope and farce. Emperor Elagabalus 
(ruled 218–222), who was a Syrian high 
priest of  dubious morality and Septimius 
Severus’s great-nephew, scandalized and 
alienated Senatorial opinion. His cousin 
Severus Alexander, brought in to replace 
him, lost the support of  the army and
was murdered in Germany in 235 ce.
This ushered in a half-century of  chaos, 
when emperors, brought to power and 
then murdered by their own soldiers, 
rarely lasted more than a few years. 

For 20 years, Gaul broke away to 
be ruled by its own emperors. More 
dangerously, after the Persians captured 
the emperor Valerian (ruled 253–260 ce) 
in 260 ce, the city of  Palmyra in Syria 
established its own eastern empire under 
Queen Zenobia and her son Vaballathus. 
To add to the official empire’s woes, new 
groups of  barbarians, including the 
Goths, pressed down from eastern and 
central Europe toward the Rhine and
Danube frontiers. Aurelian (ruled 
270–275 ce) finally defeated Zenobia
and brought Gaul back into the empire, 
but he had to abandon Dacia and still
barbarians such as the Franks and 
Alamanns raided Gaul, and the Goths
pillaged across the Danube. It was all too 
much for a single emperor to deal with.

THE TETRARCHY
Nominated by the army as emperor in 
284 ce, Diocletian chose an old military 
colleague, Maximian, to rule jointly with
him. In 293 ce, he further subdivided the
imperial office by selecting two junior 
emperors (or “Caesars”) to reign with the
two senior ones (or “Augusti”). Now that 
there were, in effect, four emperors – in 
a system known as the Tetrarchy – facing 
a challenge in one area of  the empire 
no longer meant abandoning problems
elsewhere. Diocletian also reformed the 
army, recruiting smaller legions better 
adapted to combat the barbarian
incursions. In an unprecedented act, in
305 ce Diocletian abdicated voluntarily 
due to ill health, and retired to his palace 
at Spalatum (modern-day Split, Croatia).

The detailed carving on this imperial Roman
marble sarcophagus shows Roman soldiers 
battling the Goths during the 3rd century CE.
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“THIS MAN... OVERTRR URNED THE WHOLE 

ORDER OF THINGS: FOR HE CHOSE 

THREE OTHER MEN TO SHARE THE 

IMPERIAL GOVERNMENT WITH HIM.”

Lactantius, speaking of Diocletian, De Mortibus Persecutorum



Born in the 280s BCE, Constantine took a
long road to Christianity. He claimed to 
have received a vision before the Battle of 
Milvian Bridge in 312 BCE, and after this he 
honoured the Christian god. He was finally 
baptized on his deathbed in 337 CE.

CONSTANTINE
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When Emperor Diocletian retired in 
305 ce, his system of  four rulers (the
Tetrarchy; TT see p.139) fell apart. 99 The new 
college of  four emperors excluded 
Maxentius, the son of Diocletian’s 
colleague Maximian, and Constantine, 
the son of  a Caesar in the Tetrarchy. TT
The result was chaos, and by 310 ce
there were no fewer than seven 
competing emperors. In the civil war 
that followed, Constantine won out, 
first defeating Maxentius at the Battle 
of  Milvian Bridge in 312 ce, and then 
finally, in 324 ce, becoming the 
unchallenged sole emperor.

CONSTANTINE’S REFORMS
Constantine divided the army between
a mobile field force (the comitatenses) and ss

the frontier garrisons (the limitanei ). The 
bureaucracy became much more formal,
hierarchical, and efficient, headed by a 
praetorian prefect. The new emperor 
also founded a new capital city at 

Constantinople (now Istanbul), modelled 
on Rome with its seven hills, from which RR
to administer the eastern empire.

CONSTANTINE AND CHRISTIANITY
Constantine is best known for his support 
of  Christians, following their persecution 
under Diocletian. He decreed freedom
of  worship by the Edict of  Milan in 
313 ce, sponsored the first large churches 
in Rome, and allowed bishops to take anRR
increasingly important role in politics. 

Constantine (right) gives the symbols of imperial rule – 
the Phrygian bonnet, canopy, and Lateran Palace – 
to Pope Sylvester I in this 12th-century fresco.
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Following the end of  the reign of  
Constantine (see facing page), the ee Roman RR
empire became overwhelmed, by an 
increasingly complex and inflexible 
political and bureaucratic system; by 
pressure from barbarians along the 
frontier; and by a series of  ineffective
rulers in the western empire. A division 
between eastern and western empires
meant that after 395 ce, no one ruled 
both halves together as sole emperor. No 
longer able to absorb the outsiders pressing 
against its frontiers, by the mid-4th century 
the empire was on the defensive, and the 
catastrophic destruction of  the eastern 
field army by the Goths at Adrianople 
in 378 ce almost led to a total collapse.

THE EMPIRE FRAGMENTS AND FALLS
The barbarians moved from raids
to seizing land on which to settle, 
reducing the number of  citizens the 
empire’s central authorities could tax 
and put to work. Much of  the eastern 
empire was shielded from this – 
it was the western half  that 
lost much of  Spain and 
Gaul to the Visigoths and
the Franks in the first part
of  the 5th century ce, and 
the grain-rich provinces of
North Africa to the Vandals 
between 429 and 439 ce. 
Britain broke away from the
empire in 410–411 ce, and 
Rome itself  was sacked – theRR
first time it had fallen to a 
foreign enemy in almost 800 
years – by the Goths in 410 ce. 
The westward movement of  the 
Huns from the 430s meant that
the empire was facing challenges 
on too many fronts, and the 

ineffective rules of  Honorius (395–423 ce) 
and Valentinian III (424–455 ce) did 
nothing to stem the tide.

A series of  short-lived western emperors 
became the puppets of  the conquering 
German chieftains. In 476 ce, the 

Germanic general Odovacar 
demanded land in Italy for 
his soldiers. When the 
boy-emperor RomulusRR
Augustulus defiantly 

refused, he was deposed. 
Odovacar did not bother to appoint a 
new emperor, ruling as a king himself, 
and as a result, the Roman RR Empire in 
the west was at an end.
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The barbarians fought the Romans 
with primitive weapons, such as this 
francisca, a Frankish throwing axe.

A Roman legionary fights a Germanic warrior.
Almost invincible at its height, the Roman army later 
suffered a decline in resources that left it vulnerable.

“THE IMPERIAL CIRR TY...

WAS DELIVEREDRR TO 

THE LICENTIOUS 

FURY ORR F THE TRIBES RR

OF GERMANY AND RR

SCYTYY HIA.”

Edward Gibbon, The Decline and Fall of the Roman 
Empire, on the sack of Rome by the Goths, 410 CE
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Fierce warriors and skilled ironworkers 
with a love of  feasting, the Celts swept 
across large areas of  Europe from 
around 500 bce, dominating much of  
the centre and west of  the continent 
by 200 bce. Although they were not
one cohesive people, they displayed a 
uniform culture (known in its later phase 
as the La Tène culture). It was typified by 
organization into tribes or clans, village 
or nomadic life, and a strong warrior 

tradition, with warfare common between 
tribes. Tribes or even individual families TT
occupied hill forts – hilltops encircled by 
a ditch and bank – for protection.

BELIEFS AND DECLINE
The Celts relied on oral transmission 
of  culture through bards and poets; their 
religion, governed by the priestly class 
(the Druids), had a complex pantheon.
Metalworking was a speciality and was 

used to embellish objects
from household utensils 
to battle-chariots.

From the 50s bce, the
Romans pushed the RR Celts to 
the margins of  Europe: tribes
in Gaul were conquered by 
Julius Caesar, and the British 
Celtic kingdoms were subdued 
between 43 and 83 ce. Only 
in Scotland and Ireland did
Celtic culture survive.
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A detail from the Gundestrup Cauldron, 
a silver vessel dating from around the
1st century BCE, perhaps used in rituals.
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As the power of  Rome waned, RR
barbarian groups began to 
put down permanent roots 
on former Roman territory RR
and establish more settled 
forms of  government. 
The most successful of  the 
new states to emerge was 
the kingdom of  the Franks. 
At first a confederacy of  
Germanic tribes in the area 
of  modern Belgium and Holland, 
the Franks were united under the 
leadership of  Clovis (ruled 481–511 ce), 
who conquered most of  the old Roman RR
provinces of  Gaul. Clovis also converted 
to Catholicism, a sharp divergence from 
the practice of  many other Germanic
kings, who had adopted a new form of  
Christianity called Arianism (after the 
4th century priest Arius), which was 
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The Goths, who had 
threatened the Roman RR
empire in the late 4th and 
early 5th centuries ce, split 
into two groups: Visigoths 
and Ostrogoths. The 

former settled in southwest
France under Theoderic I,

but in 507 ce were pushed out 
by the Franks, finally settling in Spain. 

The Ostrogoths, having stayed in the
Balkans, moved to Italy in 488 ce at the 
urging of  Zeno, the eastern Roman RR
emperor, who wanted revenge against
Odovacar – the deposer of  the last
western emperor, in 476 ce. By 493 ce
Zeno was king of  Italy, beginning 
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Alaric, whose name means “king of all”, was
the Goths’ greatest war leader. He led his 

tribe in a sack of Rome in 410 CE.
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First mentioned in historical sources 
in the 6th century bce, the Scythians 
seem to have migrated from central Asia 
to southern Russia at about that time. RR
Their warriors fought with bows, arrows, 
and axes, and most often on horseback. 
They sported felt caps, and, except for 
some members of  the aristocracy, wore 
little or no armour.

CULTURE AND WEALTH
The Scythians possessed sizeable
territories at different periods, although
tracing them is made difficult by the
tendency of  Greek and Latin authors to 
refer indiscriminately to groups from the 
steppes as “Scythians”. One group, the 
“Royal RR Scyths”, controlled an area 
around southern Russia, where stunning RR
grave finds of  gold artefacts point to a 
well-developed culture.

By the 2nd century ce, the Scythians 
had been marginalized by Sarmatians – 
Iranian-speaking newcomers – who were 
in turn defeated by the Huns (see facing 

page) in the 4th century ee ce. 
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The Scythians have left a large number 
of  pyramid-shaped burial mounds, 
known as kurgans, in the south Russian RR
steppes, particularly at Pazyryk. In these 
they buried the mummified bodies of  
rulers, together with their horses and 
lavish grave-offerings of  gold.
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A gold comb from a grave at Socha kurgan, depicting 
Scythians in battle; the mounted warrior bears 
equipment far superior to that of the soldiers on foot.
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First mentioned in the 370s ce, the
Huns, who became the most feared
and loathed of  Rome’s barbarian 
enemies, were most likely a composite 
group whose numbers were 
swelled by those they defeated.

In 434 ce, the Hunnish 
king Rua died and his
son Attila initiated an 
increasingly aggressive

Possibly originating in a nomadic groupPP
known to the Chinese as the Yuezhi, 
the Kushans (or Kusanas) dominated 
a region of  northern India around the 
Punjab from the early 1st century ce.

The Kushan empire reached its zenith 
under Kanishka (c.78–100 ce), who ruled 
virtually all of  northern India, including 
the great cities of  Ujjain and Pataliputra. 
UnUndederr grgrg eaeatt prprp esessusurere f froromm thththee e SSSasasassasasanininiddd 

policy, ravaging much of  the Balkans and 
sacking a string of  cities in 441–442 ce
and again in 447 ce. In 451 ce, the Huns 
turned west towards the rich lands of  

Gaul, but were defeated by a 
last-ditch alliance of  Romans 

under the general Aëtius 
and his barbarian allies.

Undaunted, Attila 
moved into Italy the 
following year, but was 
deflected from an attack 
on Rome, possibly by 

an outbreak of  plague. 
After their father’s death 

the year after that, Attila’s sons 
failed to keep the empire together, and 
within 10 years the Huns had almost 
disappeared as an organized group.

Persians (PP see p.115) from the 220s55 ce, the 
Kushan empire fragmented and the rise 
of  the Guptas to their south in the 320s 
ce finally put an end to their rule.
Kushan art, influenced by Greece and 
Buddhism (to which they converted),
is most notable for its elegant statues. 

Although influenced by Zoroastrianism, the Kushans
converted to Buddhism and built temples such as this

th4th4th4 -ce tntury y CEEE exex exampampa plele atat TakTakht-ht-i-Ri-Rustustam,am, Af Afghanistan.
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Attila (ruled 434–453 CE) was
known as “The Scourge of 
God” because he devastated 
swathes of Christian Roman territory. 
A ruthless warrior, he died as a result of 
overindulgence at his wedding feast.

ATTILA
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Around 321 bce, Chandragupta 
Maurya (ruled c.321–298 bce) toppled 
the Nanda dynasty of  Magadha, the 
most prosperous state in north India, 
to found the Mauryan empire.

MAURYAN RULE
By 303 bce, Chandragupta had defeated 
the Seleucids, rulers of  Persia, and had 
secured areas around modern Herat 
and in Baluchistan. He presided over 
a thriving agricultural state backed by a 
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Mauryan empire into south India, and 
his successor Ashoka (ruled c.268–232 bce) 
conquered Kalinga (in modern Orissa) 
in 261–260 bce. On Ashoka’s death, 
the empire broke into western
and eastern parts and, despite a brief  
reunification around 223 bce, was
gradually reduced to its heartland 
in Magadha. The assassination of  the 
last emperor, Brihadratha, in 185 bce
brought the Mauryan era to an end.

NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIIIIIIIIIIIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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After a particularly bloody battle at 
Dayala in the state of  Kalinga, where 
the rivers ran red with the blood of  the 
slain, the Mauryan ruler Ashoka (see 
facing page) is said to have been strickene

with remorse and converted to Buddhism.
In 259 bce, he toured his domains, 
spreading the Buddhist message of
dhamma, or moral principles, and ordered 
the construction of  stone pillars bearing 
edicts that promoted the Buddhist creed. 
He also sent missionaries abroad. 
Although Ashoka’s reign was a period 
of  peace and prosperity, subsequent
Mauryan rulers were more concerned 
with war than with religion.

After the Mauryans (see facing page), theee

Sungas briefly ruled central India until 
73 bce. Thereafter, save for a century of  
Kushan dominance in the late 1st and 
early 2nd centuries ce, no one group 
dominated as large an area as the

Mauryans, until Chandragupta I (ruled
c.320–330 ce) captured the old imperial
capital of  Pataliputra, resulting in the 
emergence of  the Gupta empire 
around 320 ce.

Under Chandragupta II (ruled
c.376–415 ce), the empire reached its 
greatest extent, defeating the Saka 
satraps (governors) who had ruled 
western India, and expanding eastwards 
into Bengal. Under Kumara Gupta
(ruled c.415–455 ce), incursions by 
the Hephtalites (or “White Huns”)
undermined the empire. By the mid-6th
century ce, it was reduced to a small
area around Maghada and then, around 
570 ce, it disappeared entirely.

nnn IIIndindindia  a     d d d d dddddd d 22682268–23–2–2 2 2 2 bcebcebbbcce
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Carvings from the temple complex at Udayagiri in
Orissa, India. Possibly begun in the 2nd century CE, 
the temples were in use into the Gupta period.

A metal relief of a symbol –a group of four lions –l
that Ashoka chose to top many of the inscribed 
pillars he erected during the tour of his empire.
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WORLD RELIGIONS

survive still), Angkor in 
Cambodia, and Champa 
in modern Vietnam.

BUBUUBUUBUBUBUBUBUBUBUBUBBBBUBUUUUBB DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD HIHIHIIHIHHIHIHHH SMSMMSMSMSS
AAAAAAAAAAAAA rrrrr r r r oyoooyyyooyooyalaalalllaaala  pppp prriinnce born AAAAAAA
iininnnnnnin nnnnnn nnnnoooororororrroorrttthththhhtthhhheeaeaeae st India 
aaaaarararrrraaarrooooooouuouuuuuuuouuuunnnndnndndndndddd 563 bce, 
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSiidididididididididdidididdddidididdddddhdhdhdhdd artha Gautama 
turned his back on 

his wealth to develop Buddhism. 
Promoting an ascetic way of  life 
and a set of  moral values rather 
than belief  in a god, Gautama (the 
Buddha) taught that the only way 
to escape samsara, the cycle of  death 
anand d rerebibirtrth,h, w wasas t too acachihievveve ee mommoraral l 

HINDUISM
By the 6th century bce, the
ancient religion of  India 
focused on three main
gods: a remote deity 
called Brahma; Vishnu 
the creator; and Shiva 
the destroyer. Around 
500 bce, the main 
form of  worship was 
Brahmanism, and
about this time great
epics such as the 
Mahabharata anda Ramayana werea

composed. Hindu beliefs spread as 
far as Java (where they gave rise to 

the lavish temple
complex at Prambanan 
in the 9th century ce), 
Bali ((whwhere e thheyey  

From the first millennium bce, religions spread across huge areas. 
Hinduism and Buddhism made their way across Southeast Asia, 
while the Middle East saw the expanding influence of  Judaism, 
followed by Christianity and Islam. By the 7th century ce, Hinduism 
and Buddhism were in retreat, and Christianity and Islam had taken 
root throughout the Roman and RR Sassanid Persian empires.

Reverence for Shiva the destroyer became 
one of the principal expressions of  

Hinduism, especially in southern Asia.
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perfection. Initially finding 
great success under the 
Mauryan ruler Ashoka in the 
2nd century bce, Buddhism 
became almost extinct in India, 
but spread into China and Japan, 
becoming established there
from the 7th century ce.

MONOTHEISTIC FAITHS
Judaism, the first 
monotheistic religion
to spread widely, 
evolved from an older, 
ritualistic form attributed to 
Moses. By the time of  the
Roman empire, Jewish 
communities had become 
dispersed throughout the 
Mediterranean. Despite intermittent 
persecution, Judaism has never lost
its status as a world religion. 

Christianity began as an offshoot
of  Judaism in the 1st century ce, but
then became a distinct faith focused
on the belief  that Jesus Christ, the 
Son of  God, died to atone for human
sin. It endured waves of  repression, 
nonotatablbly y unundeder r ththe e RoRomaman n emempeperororsrs 
DDomomititiaiann inin t hee l latate e 1s1st t cec ntnturury y cece
ananand ddd DDDioioclcletian inin tthehe e arrlylyy 4 th 
ceeeentntururyy y cece.. YeYet once Empperor 
CoCoConsnn tatantininee (r( uled 306–3337377 cece)) )
dddeddeecrcrccrcreeeeeee ddd itiiitss totooleleleraratiiitiioonooon i innn 31313 3 cce, , iit 
beecaacamee ttheheh  eempmpmppiririrre’ee s s ofoffofo fififificicicicialalalalalal r r rr rrr releleeleligigiigigigigioiion n nn 

ThThehe stupapas as andnd BudB dudBuddhhdhaa im imageages coconstruct ded 
aroaroundund 80 8000 CECE at at BoBo B robbododur in Javva are amonmong tg thehe 
worworld’ld s ms ms mostoso  exexpressisssive ve imamaim ggeses of of Bu Buddhddhismismismismsmm..

and spread throughghhououououtttt hththththee RRoman
world, reaching Germany, Russia, 
and Scandinavia by the 10th century.

The last principal monotheistic 
religion to emerge was Islam in
Arabia in the 7th century ce, spread 
by the prophet Muhammad. His 
supporters proclaimed that he
had received a divine revelation, 
enencacapsululatateded i inn ththee QuQur’r anan.. AArabb 
ararmimieses i insnspipirereeddd d bybyby IIslsls amama s ssweweweptptpt 
ththror uggh ththee NNeaearr EaEastst a andnd NNororththth 
Africa, rreaeachc ining g SSpain byy 7111 cece.

This 4th-century Christian 
artefact is a bronze lamp in
the form of a boat carrying 
St Peter and St Paul.
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The Zhou dynasty that followed the
Shang (see p.105) was the last of  the55

pre-imperial dynasties. The Zhou lasted 
longer than any other dynasty in 
Chinese history, but from around 
722 bce, it disintegrated into a
number of  independent states.
From 481 bce, China entered the 
Warring WW States period, when a 
series of  conflicts between the 
minor territorial overlords led to 
a process of  gradual consolidation. 
By the 3rd century bce, there were 
just seven competing states, the most 
powerful of  which was the state of  Qin.

In 356 bce, the chief  minister of
Qin, Shang Yang, established a new 
political philosophy – known as Legalism
–  based on rule of  law, with a new legal
code that diluted the power of  the nobles 
and increased that of  the ruler. The 
whole power of  the state was directed 
towards warfare, with all adult males 
being registered for military service. By 
about 230 bce, Qin was ready to begin 
the conquest of  its remaining rivals.
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A bronze lei, or wine vessel, from the Warring States
period. Despite the political chaos that characterized 
this time, it also saw cultural achievements.
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In 246 bce, Qin Shi Huang 
ascended to the throne of  Qin. 
An energetic and ruthless ruler, 
from 230 bce he set about the
absorption of  all the other 
Chinese states, completing the 
process with the conquest of  Qi
in 221 bce. Having secured his 
position as the “First Emperor”, 
Qin Shi Huang began a series of  
reforms to consolidate his rule.

THE FIRST EMPEROR’S REFORMS
Under the guidance of  his chief
minister Li Si, Qin Shi Huang 
put into place Legalist reforms, 
abolishing feudal fiefs and 
decreeing the adoption of  a 
standardized written script and
the establishment of  official
measurements for weights and 
lengths. In 213–212 bce he ordered the 
burning of  books that criticized his 
policies, and conducted a purge of  
scholars, executing some 450 of  them. 

nnnn CCChinhinhina a  a  a     d dd d ddd 246246246–20–20–206 6 6 6 bcebcbcbcecee
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Near the burial chamber of Qin Shi Huang’s r
mausoleum stood an army of terracotta warriors, 
intended to defend the First Emperor in death.

An inscription celebrating the unification 
of China by Qin Shi Huang in 221 BCE, in the
script he ordered the whole country to use.

Qin Shi Huang reinforced China’s
frontiers: his general Meng Tian 
constructed a defensive wall in the
Ordos region of Inner Mongolia 
(the forerunner of  the Great Wall
of  China); and he also had the 
Straight Road built, which ran 
800km (500 miles) from the capital 
Xianyang to the Ordos region, to 
allow for the rapid transport of  
troops. He also sent troops to 
conquer new lands in Guangdong.

THE END OF QIN
Eventually, Qin Shi Huang’s 
energies waned and he became 
obsessed with securing his own 
immortality. By the time the First 

Emperor died in 210 bce, China was 
afflicted by popular uprisings and 
factional plotting at court. Although Qin 
Shi Huang had claimed his dynasty would 
last for endless generations, by 206 bce
Xianyang had been burned and Ziying, 
the last Qin emperor, had been deposed.
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The fall of  Qin was accompanied 
by a complex civil war from 
which Liu Bang, who had 
captured the Qin capital of  
Xianyang in 206 bce, finally 
emerged victorious after a 
decisive battle four years later 
at Gaixia (in modern Anhui 
province). He assumed the 
imperial title of  Gaozu and
began the Han dynasty, 
which went on to rule China 
for some 400 years.

THE RULE OF GAOZU
Gaozu established a new capital
at Chang’an, simplified court 
ritual, and, as a counterpoint 
to the old regime’s political
php ilosopphyy of  Leggalism ((see p.p 150),), 00

encouraged tthehe r risi e off  CCononfufuciciananiisism,m, 
with the emppppereroror b bececommomminiiingg gg ththttheee cececentntn re 
ofof a a s statatete c culultt. HHe e alalsoso s strtrenengtgthhenedd 
cecentntrarall rurulele w witithh ththee orororgagaganininizazazatititiononon o o off  f  
commanderies ((militaryy d disistrtricictsts)) )
iniintettendndedded t too avavoioidd ananyy reretuurrn to the
chchaoaoss ofof t thhe WWar iring WWW States. Gaozu did,

however, tolerate the existence
of  ten semi-independent
kingdoms to the north and east. 

Han China retained a
strong bureaucracy, with a 

formal hierarchy established 
by the end of  Gaozu’s reign, in
a decree of  196 bce.

THETHEHEHEEEE HHEHEHEHEHE HEHEHEHEIIIIIIIIGGGGGGGGGGHHHHHHHHTTTT OF THE HAN
UUUUUUUnUnUnUnUnUUUnUnUnUnUnUnUnUnUnUnUnUnnU dddddedededededededd r r rr WWWWWWWWWWWuuuuuududududddududduu iii (ruled 141–87 WWWWWWWW bce), 
thhththheee e e e eee HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHaaaaanananannaananannn r rreached the height of  
tttthththththththththtththhthhhhheeieieieieieieieieieieieiirrr r rr r ddddominance. Wudi cutWW
dddddododododdoddod wwn the remaining powers 

ofof  the aristocrats, , relyying g on 
aa hhahandnd-p-picked civil service; in 124 bce
anan a aacacac dedemymyy wwaas i inananauuggurururatata eded f foor 
ffutture offiffice hholdlders. IInn 11115 bce hhe 
alalalsososo e e estststababablilili hshsh deded s statatete g ggrarananana iririesess tt o o kkekekeepepepep  
prprpriciceses u undnderer g govovere nmenentt coc ntntroroll. 

Wudi expapanddndeded t thehhe bb borordeddersrs o offf  thththee WW
CChihinenesese e empmppirire,e,e, fi fighghtiitingngng aa a l l lonongg g sesses ririeses 

A later Han glazed ceramic model of 
a watchtower, displaying precise

architectural detail. Such pieces 
were often intended for the 

tombs of important personages.
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of  wars against the nomadic Xiongnu 
in the north from 114 to 91 bce, but
achieving greatest success in the 
northeast, where he established four 
commanderies in Korea after 128 bce, 
and in the south, where he occupied 
parts of  Guangdong, Guangzi, and 
north Vietnam from 111 bce. Yet the 
latter part of  the emperor’s reign was 
marred by his increased introspection
and his search for immortality. His 
successors were generally feeble and the 
court became dominated by eunuchs. 
The economy was undermined by 
financial mismanagement and the state 
weakened by widespread tax evasion.

WANG MANG AND THE LATER HAN
In 9 ce, Wang Mang, the regent for
a succession of  child emperors, usurped
the Han throne. He ordered large private 
estates to be broken up and began a 
programme of  reforms, including 
restrictions on slavery. But a catastrophic
famine that had begun when the Yellow
River changed its course in 11 ce led to 
wiwidedespsprereadad p peaeasasantnt u prisings, and in 
25255 ce t thhe HHan were reststoor ded undndeer 
GGuang WuW ddi. AA new cappiit lal was set up A
atat LL Luouoyayay ngng,, bubbutt t iititit tt toooookk k k 1111 y yyeaearsrs tt tto o o pupup t t 
dodownwn a a s sererieies s ofof  p preretetendderers s whwho o clclclaaiaimememedd d 
thththee riirighhghttt ttoto s sucucceceeded W Wanang g MaMangg. The
HHanan neveverer r regegaiainenedd ititss foformrmerer p powowerer. 

A revolt by the Yellow Turban religious A
sect from 184 to 186 ce, and the brutal 
massacre of  hundreds of  court officials 
by a ruling eunuch clique in 189 ce,
fuelled the chaos. In 196 ce, , the geg neral
Cao CCaoo a assssumumedd p powowerer, , rurulingng t thrououghgh 
a HHanan p ppupupppepep tt,, b butut a aftfterer h hisis d deaeaeathh i iinnn 
222200 ce even ththiis pretet nce was ddropppepedd 
ana dd d hththe ddydynananastststyy y enenndedededd.d.

ChiChina’na’s fifis fi trstrst emm emperperoror h hahadd sd sd sougoughththt ht ttoto proprottectectt at a un unifiefieifieddd drr
ChiChinana witwithinhin a a proprotectectivtive we wallall, b, but ut intinternernalal conconflicflictsts 
becb ameme a  a gregreateater tr threhreat at in thethe ce centunturieries ts to fo follollow.ow.

Born into poverty, Liu Bang was initially 
a supporter of Xian Yu, an aristocrat
opposed to Qin rule. Yet he managed to 
buiuild his own armyy and captp ure the Qin
capcccapapitaital Xianyang in 206 BCE. He never 
lealeaale rnernedd to rro eadadead, a, nd d disdisstrutrut stestes dd coururou tt 
propropropropp ototoco olololol,ol, mamamama mamakinkkinkinkingg hg hg imim 
ppopoopopppppopppp ppppp pulallaulalular or or or or utsutsutsutsideideideidedededei  
cccococoucoououuouooooo rt rt rt rt rtr ciricirc clecleclecllleleleecless.s.s..s.ss

LIU BANG
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A series of spectacular murals
was found at Teotihuacán. This 
one shows a priest linked to the
cult of a rain god or storm deity.

The greatest Classic period Mexican city 
was Teotihuacán. From the 2nd century TT ce, 
this enormous urban area was laid out on 
a grid pattern, its major axis (the “A“ venueAA
of  the Dead”) running 6km (3½ miles) 
roughly north–south. At the centre of  the
axis was a large palace complex, and at its 
northernmost reach the great Pyramid of  
the Moon. At its southern end was the 
Pyramid of  the Sun, built with some 
1.2 million cubic metres (42 million 
cubic feet) of  sun-dried bricks and stone.   

By the 4th century ce,
Teotihuacán’s population TT
was as high as 200,000, 
and its influence spread 
throughout Mexico. Its 
wealth derived from its 
control of  the resources of  
the fertile Valley of  Mexico 
and domination of  trade 
routes as far as the Gulf
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and Pacific coasts of  Mexico. Teotihuacán TT
ware has been found as far afield as the 
Maya city of  Kaminaljuyu in Guatemala.

THE END OF TEOTIHUACÁN
At some time during the 7th century ce, 
Teotihuacán’s palaces were burned TT
and its temples defaced. What crisis 
precipitated the vandalism is unknown. 
The abandoned city was thereafter treated 
by successive Mexican cultures, including 
the Aztecs, with almost reverential awe.
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Around 500 bce, a powerful 
new regional culture, the 
Zapotecs, arose in the 
Valley of  Oaxaca near
Mexico’s Gulf  coast, 
based around the city 
of  Monte Albán. Built 
on a levelled hilltop site,  
the city flourished for 
more than 1,000 years. 

One of  the city’s most 
evocative monuments is 
the Temple of  the TT
Danzantes, containing 
hundreds of  carvings of
men in distorted postures, 
their disarticulated limbs and closed eyes 
probably indicating that they represent
not dancers (“Danzantes”) as was once 
thought, but the chiefs of  rival cities
killed by Monte Albán’s rulers. Carved 
glyphs on the Danzantes stones reveal
that the Zapotecs used a sophisticated 
calendar and writingg sysy tem. 

THE CLASSIC PERIOD 
AND DECLINE

By its Classic period, 
from 200 ce, Monte 

Albán had a population
of  about 25,000, with 
a series of  satellite

seseseeseseseseseesess tttttttttttttttttttttttt lellelelleelelelelell mmememmmm nts on the lower 
grgrgrgrgrrrrrrggggg oooououuuuuuuuouuuooooo nnnndddddn  surrounding 
tthththhhhhhttheeeeee ee e e e ccccciciiciciciic tttytytyty.. Around 170 

sssusususuusuuuussuuuuuubbbbbbbbtbtbtbtbtbtbtbbtbtbbbbbttbtbbbtbtbtbtbtbtbtbbttbtbttttttbb eeererererereerererrrrrraranean tombs of
nnnnnnnnnnnononononononononononnnnnonooonnoooon bbbbbbbbblblblbbb es have been found from

ththhththis period. Between 150 bce
and 150 ce, the city grew further with 
the building of  a grand main plaza.
A series of  inscriptions here that feature A
upside-down disembodied heads are 
likely to refer to expansion by conquest. 
But by 900 ce, the urban centre of  
Monte Albán was mostly y deserted. No
onone e knknowows s whwhyy ththee sisitete w wasas a ababandndononeded, , ,,
bubutt itit ww wwasasaa t too rreremamamaaiinininin e e empmpmpm tttytytyty uu untntntilililil p pparar ititi lalal 
rereususee bybybyby tt thhehe MMiixtteecc cuculltltururee ininn t t thehehe 1 1 12t2t2thhhh h 
andd 1313thhh c cenentutuririesses ceece....
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A Zapotec deity is depicted on an urny
dating from Monte Albán’s Classic 

period, around 200 to 350 CE.
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At its height (some 600 years referred to 
as the “Classic” period) the Maya culture 
flourished over a wide swathe of Central 
America, especially the Yucatán peninsula AA
and Guatemala’s jungle-clad lowlands. 
At its heart stood a number of  important
cities. Originally ritual centres, many 
grew into populous city-states. The Maya 
built huge, often pyramidal stone temples,
such as those at Tikal in Guatemala, and 
showed a great talent for carved stone and 
stucco (plaster) reliefs, with some especially 
fine examples at Palenque in Mexico. 

MAYA CULTURE
Maya cities featured palaces, open 
plazas, and terraces, as well as courts 
where the Maya people playyed theirir 
sacredd b balalll gagag mememe. . RRR leleliigigiioiousus ritituuaualll lplplplayayayededed RRRRR
a mamajjojoj rr r papapartrtrt ii innn MMaMayaya l l lififife.e. TTTThehehee M M  Mayayayyyaa a 
pprprp acac itititiseseddd aa fofoformrmmmrm o o o offff  f  f ““a“aaaautututututooo-o-o sasasacrccrcriifiifiifificeecece”,, 
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The Maya developed a sophisticated
writing system using some 800 characters,
or glyphs. They also had a complex 
calendrical system, featuring a 260-day 
sacred year and a 365-day solar year.

MAYA HISTORY
Before Maya glyphs were deciphered in
the 20th century, little was known of  the
history of  the various city-states, such as 
Tikal and Palenque. But the glyphs have 
revealed an area riven by constant war, 
with unstable dynasties making rapid 
conquests and then vanishing into 
obscurity. The city of  Yaxchilán, for 
example, produced one of  the greatest
Classic-period kings, Bird JaJ guguarar IV V 
(r(r( ulullededed 7 7 7525252 7–776868 cece)),), w wwhohoho cc cononquququq erereded 
aa nununumbbmbmbberererrer o off  f  neneneiigigiggghbhbhbhbbhbouououou iriiririringnggngngg llll lororororoorddsdsdsdsds aa a anddndndnd 
ererrererereeceececctetetetedddddd d mamamamamamanynynnynynyy nnn newwewwewwww bbb b b iiuiuiuiuiuiildldldldldiininnninningsggsgsgsgsg , , ,
bbubububuttt t wiwiwiwithththththththiiiniiini a a a g g g g genenenenenererreratatatatiiioioionnn 
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hahahaddd d tstststagagagagnananatetedd. 
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From around 500 bce, a number of
regional cultures began to supplant
Peru’s Chavín culture (see p.106 ). The 
Paracas people, who flourished in 
southern coastal Peru between 500 bce
and 200 ce, adopted many elements 
of  Chavín iconography, including the 
feline representations that appear on 
their pots. The dry climate, which
allowed bodies to be mummified, also 
preserved beautiful textiles, lavishly 
decorated with mythical creatures and 
more earthly animals. The largest cache 
of  mummies, around 430, was found at 
Wari Kayan on the Paracas peninsula, 
all wrapped in textiles and accompanied 
by grave goods such as gold ornaments.

THE NAZCA
The Nazca culture flourished in the south
of  Peru from around 200 bce to 500 ce. 
While largely a village-dwelling people, 
the Nazca did construct some imposing 
architectural complexes, such as 
the monumental religious
centre at Cahuachi,
which dates from around 
100 ce. Although their 
textiles, metalwork, and 
pottery are of  high 
quality, they are better 
known for the vast 
drawings that they 
made in the desert. 
They created a range
of  animal pictures and 
abstract representations 
by clearing stones from 
the desert surface and 
exposing the subsoil to 
create lines. The patterns, 
some of  them many 
kilometres long, can be 
fully seen only from the 
air. Spectacular examples
include a depiction of  a 

Perhaps the most famous of the Nazca desert images 
(or geogylphs), the spiral-tailed monkey is reminiscent 
of the spider monkeys found in Peru’s jungles.

hummingbird sucking nectar, a plant, 
and a monkey with a coiled tail. Their
precise purpose is unknown.

THE MOCHE
In Peru’s northern valleys, the Moche 
came to dominate from around 100 ce. 
Talented craftsmen, they constructedTT

large pyramids, known as huacas, 
and are particularly noted for 
their fine textiles, metalwork, 
and pottery. From great centres 
such as Huaca del Sol, with 
its flat-topped pyramids, the 
Moche rulers held sway over 
a predominantly agricultural 
society. Then, from around 
300 ce, larger urban centres 
arose, the Moche expanded 
iiinininiinininnntotototototototo ssss s s s sououuouououoo ththththere n regions, and 
iiinininininininniini dididdidididididididdd cacacacacacac titiiititiooononnnnno ss s of  large-scale 
wwwawawawaaaaww rfrfrfrfrfffrfrrffrr aaarararrra eeee ee aaapapppppapppepep ar (often

ddddddededeedeeppppipipipipipipiiiccctctctcttteeeeededdde   on the pottery).
IIIIIIIIIIIInnnnnn n nnn n n tttthththththththththhtheee e llalate 6th century ce, 
eeeeenenenenennneennnnnnvvviviviv ronmental disasters 
sussusuch as drought and 
flooding seem to have 
undermined the Moche’s 
stability, and their 
culture collapsed.
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Typical Moche cups, this one in 
the form of a fox-headed human, 
feature a “stirrup” handle/spout.
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THE MEDIEVALAL WO WORLRLD IN 1300
By 1300, large parts of  Eurasia were dominated 
by the Mongols. Areas of  northern India, North 
Africa, and the Middle East were controlled by 
various Muslim rulers, such as the Mamluks in
Egypt. In Mexico, the empire of  the Aztecs
was just beginning to expand, while the Incas 
had only just settled around Cuzco in Peru.
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international border

undefined border   

Byzantine empire

England and possessions

Aragon and possessions

Venetian Republic and possessions

Denmark and possessions

France

Castile

Portugal
Mongol empire on death of
Genghis Khan 1227
controlled by
Khwarizm Shah 1219
Holy Roman empire

NOTE: Settlements in italics were
not in existence in 1300 but were
significant during this chapter’s era.

The world in 1300
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The feudal monarchies of England and 
France had consolidated into large 
regional states by 1300, but conflict 
between popes and emperors prevented
this process in the rest of Europe. In
Spain, the Christian states of Castile and 
Aragon had reconquered much of the 
peninsula from Muslim emirates, leaving 
only Granada outside their control.
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In 221 ce, the Han dynasty that had 
ruled China for 400 years (see pp.152–3)
collapsed amid a welter of  uprisings. 
China split into the Three Kingdoms: 
the Wei in the north, the Shu in theWW
southwest, and the Wu in the southeast.WW
Their rivalry is recounted in the great 
14th-century Chinese 
novel The Romance of  

the Three Kingdoms, but in truth there was 
little romance about it, and the struggle
left China debilitated by warfare.

THE RISE OF THE SUI
The Wei conquered the Shu in 264 WW ce 
and, under a dynasty called the Western WW
Chin, overcame the Wu in 280 WW ce, but the 
period of  unity was brief. Under pressure 
from northern nomadic groups called the
Xiongnu and Xiangbei, the Western ChinWW
buckled, their capital Luoyang was 
sacked, and China fell apart, with the 
Sixteen Kingdoms ruling the north, and

the Six Dynasties holding sway over the 
south. Finally, the north of  China 

was united in 577 ce, and in 
588 ce Yangdi – first emperor of  
the Sui dynasty – launched an
invasion of  south China. Only a
matter of  months later, the last 
Southern Chin emperor 
surrendered his capital at 
Jiankang (modern Nanjing), 
and China’s three centuries
of  disunity was over.

A guardian deity at the 
Jinci temple, Shanxi

province. The temple 
was restored and

enlarged during 
Wei rule.
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In 617, Li Yuan, a frontier general, rose 
up against the Sui dynasty (see facing page), ee

which was exhausted following an 
ill-fated invasion of  Korea. Capturing 
the Sui capital Chang’an in 618, by 624 
Li Yuan had secured all of  China and 
ruled as Gaozu, the first emperor of  the
Tang. TT The dynasty is associated with 
prosperity, especially under Gaozu’s 
successor Taizong (ruled 626–649).TT

TANG RULE
Taizong set up state schools and colleges TT
and reintroduced the Han system of  
examinations for those wanting to 
work in official positions. Tang armies TT
expanded into central Asia, defeating 
the Turks atTT Issyk Kul, in modern-day 
Kyrgyzstan, in 657 and advancing as 
far west as the borders of  Persia. 

The head of a colossal Buddha statue, some 
71m (233 ft) tall, carved on a cliff near Leshan 
aroaroaroaaroarrorrr undundunnnun  71 7177 3 d3 d33 uriuring ng g thethe ea earlyrly Ta Tang dynasty.

China attained a new level of  cultural 
influence, with Chang’an, the terminus 
of  the Silk Road, bringing in traders
from across Asia, while painting and 
literature reached greater heights
of  sophistication. Late in the reign of  
Xuanzong (712–756), however, aristocratic 
factionalism led to a large-scale rebellion 
led by An Lushan in 755. Although this 
was finally put down in 763, the Tang TT
never regained their authority, and in 
907 the last Tang emperor,TT Ai, was
killed by one of  his generals. China 
split apart once more.
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From a noble family, Li Yuan served as a
general during the Sui attack on Korea in 
613. When Emperor Yang was killed in a
military coup in 618, Li Yuan took 
advantage of the chaos to push aside the 
last Sui emperor and seize power himself.

GAOZU ((LI YUAN))
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The first half  of  the 10th century was 
a period of  disunity for China. A
succession of  Five Dynasties ruled the 
north, while the south fragmented into 
Ten Kingdoms. Zhao Kuangyin, TT
a general under the Later 
Zhou, the last of  the Five 
Dynasties, usurped the 
throne in 960 to found
the Song dynasty.

SONG PROSPERITY
Under the Song, China 
was reunited and entered 
a period of  economic 
achievement, introducing 
the first paper currency in 
1024 and developing new 
methods of  rice farming that 
doubled output. A series A
of  waterways improved 
China’s infrastructure, 
and a fairer system for awarding the 
jinshi degree for officials overhauled the i

bureaucracy, so that a wider range of
people could rise through the ranks.

Ladies of the Song court are shown ironing silk in
this painting by the eighth Song emperor Huizong, a 
patron of the arts and an accomplished artist himself. 

A Song Yaozhu-style vessel, 
delicately carved in a fashion 
typical of the dynasty.

THE DECLINE OF THE SONG
In 1068, the emperor of  the time, 
Shenzong, entrusted his minister Wang WW
Anshi with the task of  implementing 

radical reforms. Wang WW Anshi needed
to raise money. He imposed a 
government monopoly on tea and 
challenged wealthy families who 

evaded taxes. To reduce TT
the cost of  the standing 
army, he ordered every 

household to supply 
mememem n for a local militia. 
TTTTTTTTTTTTTThihihihiihihihhhh s ss s mem asure was highly 
uuuuunununnnnnnnuuuunnu pppppopooopopp ppppular and Wang WW

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAnnnnnnnnsnsnsnsnsnsnsssshhhhhhihihihihihhi  wwas dismissed, but
ttthththththththththththtththhhhhhhhhttthhhhheeeeeeee ee e ee ee eee dddddddydydydydyddyd nasty was weakened.

TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTThhhhhhehehehehehehehehehhhhhhehehhehehehennn iin 1125, the Jurchen,
ssesemi-nomads from Manchuria,

captured the capital Kaifeng 
and the Song court fled 
south. The southern Song 

emperors, based at Hangzhou, could 
never regain control over the north. 
The dynasty was culturally dynamic, 
developing Neo-Confucianism – which
stressed self-cultivation and conformity 
to Confucian ideals – but it was 
enfeebled politically and militarily. 
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In 1279, the southern Song were overrun 
by the Mongol armies of  Kublai Khan 
(see pp.166–7). The Jin of  northern China 
had already been pushed aside by the 
Mongols in 1234, so China became 
united under the Mongol rule of  the 
Yuan dynasty. The Mongols imported a 
military elite whose cultural differences 
from the native Chinese hindered 
integration. By the 1350s, dissatisfaction 
with Yuan rule led to a series of  revolts, 
including, from 1351, that of  the Red
TurbanTT Army. From the ranks of  this 
army rose Zhu Yuanzhang, who 
outfoxed his rivals in a complex civil 
war to seize power as the first Ming 
emperor, known as Hongwu, in 1368.

CHINA UNDER THE MING
The Ming ruled China for some 
250 years, presiding over the grgrgrooowowow hththth 
of  a vigorous urban culturururee.e  EEEmmmmppererorororor 
Hongwu reformed thehee aarmrmmmyy yy anannnndd dd d tththhheee e e
taxation regime, insnsstitititutuututitit ngngnggg a a aa sssyysyssy tetetetemmm m mmm ofofofof  

The Pavilion of Myriad Springs in the Imperial 
Garden of the Forbidden City, Beijing, which was 
built in 1535 under the Ming dynasty.

secret agents to cement his rule. In 1403, 
Emperor Yongle transferred the capital
from Nanjing to Beijing, and dispatched 
a number of  ambitious maritime 
expeditions, led by the eunuch Zhen He,
ththhatatat rr reaea hchchhh ddededed aa ass ffafarr asas e eassassttttt AAAAffrfrfricicici aaa. L L ata er 
emempepepep rorororsrss, ,  , hohohohowewewewew veveveverr,r,r, www wererereree eee weweakkakakerer a andndndnd t tt  hehehhh  
rerefffoformrmminininngggg g g g g iininiinststiinininctcct o ooofff  f  hthththee e fifirfirststtst r r rulllululu errere s s gagagaggaveeve 
wwawawayyy y yy ttoto i iiiinanananactctctctivivivi ititityyy y annanandddd d cocococonsnsnsnsererere vavavav titititismsmmss . BByByByByyy 
ththththhee e mimimmimim dd-d-d-dd-dd 1717171717717 htththtththh cc  c cennenenenttutututuryryryryy, hhtthththththee ee MiMMiMiMinggngnggg’sss hh h hollolololdd d d onnnnon 
ppopopopoowewewewewer r hahahahaaddd dd d bebebebebecocococcomemememe bbb b b ririririttttttttttlelelelel ...
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The third emperor of the Ming dynasty, 
Yongle ascended the throne after 
overthrowing his older brother Jiangwen in 
1403. He oversaw an expansive phase in 
Ming history, sending expeditions north to 
smash the remnants of the Yuan, and in 
1406 dispatched an army south that 
crushed the rulers of Vietnam and 
absorbed it as a Chinese province. At his 
new capital of Beijing, Yongle also 
constructed the vast
palace complex of the 
Forbidden City.

THE EMPEROR YONGLE
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Before the early 13th century, 
a number of  nomadic groups 
to the north and west of  China 
periodically entered the settled 
regions. Some were defeated in 
battle, others contained, and 
others still assimilated into 
Chinese culture. The Mongols 
were one of  these groups, but
were hopelessly disunited until
the leadership of  Temüjin, who TT
took the title Genghis Khan in 
1206. Proclaiming his supreme
rule, he welded together the 
Mongol clans, whose domination
of  the steppes and neighbouring 
lands would continue for more 
than a century.

THE MONGOL CONQUESTS
By 1218, Genghis had overcome
the Kara Khitan khanate of  
central Asia and he then unleashed a 
devastating six-year campaign against
the Khwarezmid empire that controlled 
mu hch off  moddern IIran andd AAffghha ini tstan.
IItt was duduriring t thihis titime t thahatt ththe MMongolsls 
earn ded thheiir repputatiion as mer icilless 
figfighthtererss, s sacackikingng t thehe S Sililkk RRoaoadd cicititieses RRR
fof S Samarkka dnd a dnd B B kukhhara a dnd 

slaughtering the populations of
any town that dared resist. 

The Mongols, excellent
horsemen who were 
highly mobile and able to 
strike with speed, proved
formidable enemies even
for well-organized states. 

Genghis died in
1227, and in 1229 
Ogedei, who had 
inherited the title of  
“Great Khan”, sent 
the Mongol armies 

into China, pushing the Jin 
(see p.165) out of  the north of  the 55

country by 1234. Ogedei then 
despatched his horde westwards, 
overrunning almost the whole 

of  Russia, including Kiev, its most RR
important city, by 1240. Still the Mongol
appetite for territorial aggrandizement
seem ded unabbatedd andd ththe ffollllowiing year 
ththeieir dedefefeatat off  a PoPolilishsh G–German army att 
LLegg inica, , PPolla dnd, , stru kck terror iin thhose 
fufurtrtheherr wewestst, whwhoo ththououghghtt 
hth ieir turn wouldld come next. 

nnnnnn Centratratraral ll ll AAAAAssisiasia, EEE Eurrrope,pe,e, Ch ChChChChhChhhinanainainainainininnan , S, ,  , E AAAAAAAAAsiasiasiasiasiasiasiasisiaias         dddddddddddd 11201201201201202006–16––6–16–6–6–6–6–16–16–16–16–16–16–6–6 1–1144054440540504040540405405405405405405404054040505

TTTTTTTHHHHHEE MMMMOOOONGGGGGGGOOOOLLLLSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

A set of Mongol knives, part of the arsenal of 
weaponry with which Genghis Khan’s army spread 
terror as it swept aside all opposition.
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The death of  Ogedei in 1241, however, 
caused the Mongol army to withdraw 
while the Mongols chose a successor. 

LATER MONGOL RULERS
Mongke, who was selected as Great
Khan in 1251, campaigned in northern 
China and against the Abbasid caliphate AA
((see pp.181811)) iin t thhe M Mididdldle EEastt, sackiking 
BaBaghghdadadd inin 1 1252588. SShohortrtlyly aftfter h hisis d deathth 
iin 1 1262600,, thhe EEgygyptp iian MMa lml kuks ((s( llave 
sosoldldieiersrs)) dedefefeatateded a a s smamallll M Monongogoll ararmymy a att 
AAiin J J lalut, punctu iring thhe M Mongolls’’ 

ThThe i cit dtad lel fof AlAleppopp i in S Syy iria, hiwhi hch was ca tptup dred 
by the Mongols in spring 1260, marking the high 
point of their success in the Near East.

reputation for invincibility. In the 1270s, 
Kublai Khan concentrated his attentions
on the south of  China (see p.165), and the 55

Mongols ruled China until 1368. They 
dominated central Asia for a century after
that, but the only real resurgence in their 
power came under Tamerlane, from TT
1370 to 1405, who united a large part
fof  centtr lal AA isia andd very nea lrly dde tstroyedd 

ththe OOttttoman TTurkikishsh empirire ((TTT see pp.181833)).3333

Born in 1162 as Temüjin to a family of 
minor chieftains, Genghis Khan spent 
much of his childhood as a precarious
semi-outlaw. He earned a military 
reputation in minor skirmishes against the 
Chinese, eventually securing a leading 
position among the tribes. In 1206, he was 
proclaimed Genghis Khan, or “universal 
ruler”, going on to command a feared army 
of more than 200,000 men. He is thought 
to have died following a riding accident in
1227, and was buried according to custom
in an unmarked grave in Mongolia. 

GENGHIS KHAN

“IN MILITARY EXERCISES I AM ALWAYS 

IN FRONT AND IN TIME OF BATTLE 

I AM NEVER BEHIND.”

Words attributed to Genghis Khan by a Chinese monk, c.1224
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The earliest recognized Japanese culture, 
the Jomon – who were predominantly 
hunters and fishermen – transformed 
under Chinese influence into the Yayoi 
culture around the 5th century bce.
Yayoi people lived in small farming 
communities in square or 
circular pit dwellings 
with thatched roofs. 
They were expert 
potters and stonemasons, 
and began a long 
tradition of  Japanese
metalworking, especially 
in bronze. From around 
the middle of  the 3rd 
century ce, the Yayoi 
began to build large stone 
burial chambers and huge 

The arrival of  Buddhism in Japan in 
552 ce marks the beginning of  the Asuka 
period. The regent Shotoku Taishi (ruled TT
572–622) founded the great monastery at
Horyuji, and promoted Chinese models
in politics, art, and religion. In 710, the 
Japanese capital was fixed at Nara, and 
Buddhism became more dominant in 
court life, especially during the reign of  
Shomu (724–749), who ordered the 
erection of  the Great Buddha figure 
inaugurated at Nara’s Todaiji temple TT
in 752. Shomu was the first emperor 
to retire and become a Buddhist monk.
Buddhism became so powerful that in
784 anti-Buddhist factions moved the 
imperial court north to Nagaoka to 
distance it from the old capital’s
monasteries. A decade later it moved A
again, this time to Kyoto. 

The Gojunoto (five-storeyed) pagoda in the Horyuji
temple complex, founded by Shotoku in the 6th 
century, is the oldest wooden pagoda in Japan.

earthen tomb mounds (or kofun). nn

Paintings found within these tombs, 
showing warriors wearing 

elaborate armour, indicate 
a powerful aristocracy.

THE YAMATAA O
Japan’s villages 

gradually coalesced
into larger communities and, 
in the 4th century ce – possibly 

under the influence of  Korean 
refugees fleeing from a Chinese 
iiiinininininninininininniininiinninvavavavavavavaavavavavavavavvavv siisisisisisississisisisisiss onononooooo  in 369 – a larger 
kikiiiikikkkkkiinnnnnnnngngnggngngngngnnngngnggngngngngnggggggdddddddddodododododddod m emerged in southern 
JJJJJJJaJaJaJaJaJaJaJaJaJaJaJJJaJaJaJaJJaJaJaJJaJaaJaJaJaJaJaJJaJaaJaJJaJaJ ppppapan, on the Yamato plain.

From then until the 6th
century ce, the Yamato 
kings unified Japan.

nnn Japppan      ddddd 555th cccenturyuryuryur  bcebcebce tototototo to to to oto 55555555155  ceeee

EEEEEEEEAAAAAARRRRRRRLLLLLLLLLYYYY JJJJAAAPAAAANNNNN

nnn Japan nna         ddddddd 5 5 5552–77944

TTTTTTTTHHHHHHHEEEE AAAASSSUUUUKKAAAAA AANNNNNNNDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD  NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNAAAAAAAAAAARRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPEEEEEEEEEEEEERRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOODDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDAAAAAAAAA SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

Terracotta figures or haniwa
were ritually placed around 
Yayoi burial mounds.
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In 794 the Japanese court 
moved to Kyoto, and the
400 years that followed 
is known as the Heian 
period. It was marred 
early on by a struggle to 
put down a rebellion in 
northern Japan. The 
rebellion was finally 
crushed around 801 by 
Tamura Maro, who was TT
consequently honoured 
with the title sei tai-shogun

(“barbarian-crushing 
general”), the first holder 
of  the title in Japanese 
history. In 858, Fujiwara Yoshifusa 
became regent for the young emperor 
Seiwa, beginning a domination of  the 
court by the Fujiwara family that would 
last for more than 300 years.

JAPAN UNDER THE FUJIWARA
The most powerful of  the
Fujiwara regents was 
Michinago, who held sway 
from 995 to 1027, assistedd 
by the marriage of  four r oofoff  
his daughters to successsssiivvee 
emperors. The Fujiwararraa a
period saw great cultuurraar l l
achievements, amongg tthhemm 
the The Tale of  Genji

– written, unusually, , bbyyb  a 
female author, the LLadadyy 
Murasaki Shikibu – wwhhichh 
encapsulates beautififuullly 
the refined aesthetiic ttaastee 
of  the period.

After Michinagoo, ththe
Fujiwara’s power ddeccclilineedd 
somewhat and an eemmmperoroor 
named Go-Sanjo bbriieflefly 

This fine sculpture of a fifierrcece guauaardrdirdiann kinngg, 
created during the Fujiwaaraa peperioodddd, iis tytypiciccal ooff 
the high level of craftsmaansshship oof f ttthhe h ttimmee.e

nnnnnn Japan nn       ddddd 77797 4–11858585

TTTTTTTHHHHHEEEEE HHHHEEEEIIIIANNNNN PPPPPEEEERRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD

managed to dispense with 
a Fujiwara regent. Under 
his successor, Shirakawa 
(ruled 1072–84), the 
curious practice of
“cloistered emperors” 
(insei) emerged, whereby ii

the emperor would
abdicate in favour of  a
child successor and retire 
to a monastery but still,
to some extent, direct 
affairs from there. This 
did nothing to temper 
the growing powers of
warring clans, who were 

rivals to the Fujiwara. The tensions 
erupted into the Gempei Wars 
(1180–1185), a bitter struggle for 
dominance between the 
powerful Minamoto 
annanddd TTTaiairara f ffamamamilililiieies.s.TTTTT

A painted scroll illustrating a 
scene from The Tale of Genji, a 
novel of Japanese courtly life.
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In the early 1180s, the Gempei WarsWW
racked Japan until Minamoto Yoritomo 
triumphed after a great naval victory at 
Dan-no-Ouro in 1185. However, peace 
did not come until the early 1190s, as 
Yoritomo, who in 1192 became “shogun”
(or military dictator), subdued or killed 
any remaining lords who seemed to 
threaten his authority, including his
long-time ally Yoshitsune, the victorious
general at Dan-no-Ouro.

THE SAMURAI AND SHOGUN POWER
From the factionalism of  the Gempei
Wars emerged the samurai, originally WW
rough fighting men who evolved into 
a striking mix of  the savage and the 
refined. The ideal warrior was as capable 
of  dashing off a poem as he was of

A scene from the Tamamo-no-mae, written during the 
Muromachi era, which tells of a beautiful courtesan 
who turns out to be the spirit of a malevolent fox.

slicing off an enemy’s head with his 
two-handed sword. He subscribed to an 
austere code of  honour and, rather than
face defeat, would commit ritual suicide 
(seppuku) by disembowelling himself.uu

The emperors of  the time, although
occasionally seeking to assert themselves, 
were largely powerless. Instead, the 
shoguns, based from 1185 to 1336 at the
Minamoto centre of  Kamakura, acted
through a council and judicial board 
of  enquiry that largely bypassed the 
imperial court at Kyoto. For much of

Among the most ruthless samurai, Ashikaga 
Takauji was employed by the Hojo regent to 
crush the revolt of Emperor Go-Daigo in 1333, 
but changed sides and restored imperial 
power. After 1335, he broke also with the
imperial court and declared himself shogun.

ASHASHASHIKAIKAIKAGAGAGA TTTAKAAKAAKAUJIUJIUJIUJIJTTTTTT

n nnnnn Japan    d 1111111111 8885–5 1571571571577333333333

TTTTTTTHHHHHEE KKKKAAAAMMMMAAAKKKKKKKUUUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAANNNNDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 

MMMMMMUUUURRRRRRRROOOOMMMMAAAACCCCCHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHIIIIIIIII SSSSSHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNAAAATTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEESS
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the 13th century, the power of  the 
shogunate was itself  subverted by 
the regent, a position that was held 
by ten successive generations of  the 
powerful Hojo clan.

THE END OF KAMAKURA POWER
Attempts by the Mongols to invade 
in 1274 and 1281 were the only 
real threat to Japan during this time. 
The samurai pushed back the first
attack, and a great storm, called the
kamikaze (“divine wind”), ended the e

second. In 1333, Emperor Go-Daigo 
tried to impose his direct rule, 
attracting some support from the 
nobility. The Kamakura shogun sent
general Ashikaga Takauji to punish TT
this presumptuousness, but the 
general defected and captured Kyoto 
in the name of  the restored emperor. 
Kamakura was burned and the last 
Hojo regent deposed. 

Go-Daigo’s rejoicing did not last
long, as his two generals Takauji and TT
Nitta Yoshisada quarrelled. The 
emperor supported Yoshisada, but 
Takauji won the power struggle. TT
While Go-Daigo established an
alternative court in the Yoshino 

The curved samurai sword or katana, the samurai’s 
badge of office, was made of hard layers of tempered 
steel that gave it an extremely sharp cutting edge.

mountains south of  Kyoto, Takauji TT
appointed a new emperor – Komyo 
– and declared himself  shogun, the 

first of  the Ashikaga period.

THE MUROMACHI SHOGUNATE
The Ashikaga shogunate (from 1392 
referred to as the Muromachi) ruled
Japan for 240 years. It took nearly 
60 years of  intermittent war before 
Yoshimitsu, the third Ashikaga 
shogun, suppressed Go-Daigo’s rival 
court at Yoshino and restored the
imperial regalia to Kyoto. Then, for 
five decades, Japan experienced 
peace and a cultural renaissance. 
However, peasant risings followed 
famine and plague in the 1420s,
and when Shogun Yoshimasa
retired in 1467, civil war (the Onin
War) broke out over the succession.
A tense peace was restored in 1477, A
but central authority was disrupted, 
and real power rested with the 
regional daimyo (warlords). This led to 
a Japan that was unified in theory, 
but wholly disunited in practice.
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GUNPOWDER WEAPONRY

the development
of  faster-burning 
gunpowder around 
1420. The French
defeat of  the English at
Castillon in 1453 was 
the first example of  a 
battle won through the 
use of  such artillery.

HANDGUNS
The 1450s saw the 
development of  the 
first handguns. Called 

arquebuses, these muzzle-loaded 
weapons were fired by a matchlock 
mechanism, which allowed for  
reloading during combat. These 
firearms were able to pierce plate 
armour. However, reloading was 
slow, and the arquebusiers, as they 
were called, therefore needed to be
protected by groups of  pikemen 
(in a formation known as the 
Swiss phalanx). 

EARLY GUNPOWDER
The earliest recipe 
for gunpowder was 
recorded in China 
around 1040, and the 
Chinese may have used 
gunpowder offensively 
in “fire-lances” as early 
as 1182. Yet, it was not 
until the Ming dynasty, 
in the 14th and 15th 
centuries, that the 
Chinese began to use  
gunpowder weapons 
on a wider scale, with innovations 
such as the deployment of  dragoons, 
or mounted gunners.

By then, the technology had been 
exported to Europe. The English first 
used cannons at Crécy in 1346, but 
these early firearms were liable to 
overheat or explode. More reliable 
mobile artillery came with the  
introduction of  iron – rather than 
stone – cannon balls, which meant
that the guns could be smaller, and

Europe adopted gunpowder in the 14th century, but it was not a 
European innovation – the Chinese had used it for centuries. It was, 
however, in Europe that its rapid spread and refinement led to a
revolution in military tactics, and, ultimately, to the development of  
handheld weapons and field artillery of  massive power with which 
European armies would come to dominate the battlefield.

This early Chinese gunpowder 
weapon fires a volley of arrows 
from a bamboo launching tube.
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ARTILLERY 
By the early 16th
century, technological 
advances had boosted 
the capabilities of
artillery. Trunnions – TT
protrusions from the 
barrel of  the gun – 
allowed it to be raised 
or lowered easily, vastly improving 
aim. Cities that had previously been 
protected by thick walls became
vulnerable, and warfare returned to 
a pattern of  field engagements.

THE SPREAD OF FIREARMS
During the Italian Wars (1494–1559),
gunpowder weapons came of  age. At 
the Battle of  Ravenna in 1512, a
two-hour artillery duel opened the 
fighting. Arquebusiers played a vital 
role in the decisive Imperial victory 
at the Battle of  Pavia in 1525. New 
weapons appeared, notably the
musket, which, although heavier than 
the arquebus and requiring a stand 

to allow the musketeer to fire it, had 
greater force and range. Although
firearms were most advanced in 
Europe at this time, Asian powers, 
such as China, had also continued 
their development. The Chinese, for 
example, devised a primitive form of  
machine gun in the 16th century. 

Firearms spread into Japan and 
India too, so that by the end of  
the 16th century, wherever there 
was conflict, it was almost bound 
to involve the use of  gunpowder
weaponry. Those cultures without
firearms, such as the Aztecs and 
Incas in the Americas, and 
most sub-Saharan African peoples, 
became relatively easy prey once the 
gun-wielding Europeans arrived.

MM tMatMMatMatMaMatMatMatMat hllhlchlchlchlchl kkkockockockckock mumumumu muu kskeskeskeskeskettststs ts werrrwerwerwere ae ae ae ae a hhhuhuuhu hu hugegegegege ge gg tectecctecectectechhhhnohnohnohnohnoollloglogloglogogoggiiiicaicaicaicaalllllll  l  
dadvadvadvadvadvadvadvancancancncancancancancancanceeeeee, e, dandandandandandand wewewewe werererererre ffffeffeffeffeffeffectectectectectectiveiveiveiveiveive atatatat at  at rarararara ranngengengengenges os os os os off uf uf uf uf u tp tp tp tp tp tp ooooo 

100100 (m (m (m (330330330 ft ft ft))). )). TheTheTheirir simsimpleplepleple dede desigsigsign mn mn meaneaneant tt tt thathathathat ththth theyeyey 
were used in Europe up until the 18th century.

The French army bombards a 
city’s walls using new cannon
weaponry during the Hundred 
Years War (1337–1453). 
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The Korean peninsula was subject to 
Chinese influence from very early times.
In 108 bce, it was conquered by Han 
armies (see p.153), who established a 
series of  commanderies there. With theWW
decline of  the Han from the 1st century 
bce, three rival kingdoms vied for control
of  Korea: Silla in the southeast, Baekje
in the southwest, and Koguryo in the 
north. A small group of  city-states knownA
as Kaya also flourished in the southeast
from around 40 to 532 ce, escaping the 
grasp of  their larger neighbours.

THE UNIFICATAA ION OF KOREA
The protracted struggle for supremacy 
between Silla, Baekje, and Koguryo 
lasted until 668 and is known as the 
TTTTTThrhrhrhrhrhrhhrhhhh eeeeee K Kiningdgdomomss peperir odod. . Silla,, founded 
ininininiiniiiiiin 555 55 577 777 cecece, , emmememeererergegegeddddd aasasas tt t theheeheh mm mosososttt popopop wewewerfrfrfuluuul 

TheTheThehe BuBuBu Bulgulgulguksaksaksa te te templmplmple e in in SSouSouuththth t KorKorea.ea. 
KinKinKing Bg Bg Beopeopeophunhhunhu g fg ffg fg ounounououndeddedded th th t e fie firstrstrs  
temtemt llpleple on on thth thh thisis sis sitsitsisite ae ae arourouround dnd 52828528528528.

of  the three. Under King Beophung 
(ruled 514–540 ce), who adopted
Buddhism, the Silla encroached on
Baekje’s territory. Baekje had been a
conduit for Buddhism into Korea in the 
4th century, thanks to close ties to Japan 
and China. After the kingdom’s eventual
fall to Silla in 660, many Baekje nobles 
fled to Japan, becoming ancestors of
several daimyo (warlord) clans.

KKogugug ryryo sususuffeffefferer d d frequent Chinese 
inttervvenentiitiononon, , wiwiwiwithththt i itststs c  ccapappititalal a at t WWandu WW
deddedeststroroyeyey dddd seseseveveerararalll tititimemm s. YY Yetetet tthehhehe kk k kinini gdgdgdomo  
recooveverered,dd, aa a dndndnd u undndndderereer GG Gwawaawangngngnggaggg eteto ooo (r(r(r(r( ulululeddede  

n nn Koroo ea a a      dddd  10 1 8 bcebcebce––19– 1010 10 10 cecececececececeeeecec

MMMMMMMMEEEEEEDDDDDDDDDIIIIEEEVVVVAAAL KKKKKOOOOORRRRRRRRRRRRRREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

The founder of the Goryeo dynasty, Wang 
Geon (ruled 918–943) had been a general 
to the anti-Silla rebel Gung Ye, who created
the state of Taebong with Wang Geon as 
prime minister. When Gung Ye’s rule grew 
tyrannical, Wang Geon deposed him.

WANWANWANG GG GG GEONEONEON
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391–412) conquered most
of  the Korean peninsula. 
However, internal strife, 
pressure from Baekje and 
Silla, and conflict with Sui 
and Tang China (TT see 

pp.162 and 163) in the 
early 7th century led to 
Koguryo’s decline and, in 
668, it too fell to Silla, completing the 
unification of  Korea under the Silla 
king Munmo.

Attempts under the unified Silla state 
to impose a Chinese-style bureaucracy 
and generally enhance royal authority 
foundered in the face of  aristocratic
resistance, and in the late 9th century, 
Korea broke up again. Civil war ensued, 
but Korea was united once more in 

935 by Wang Geon, founder of  the 
Goryeo dynasty. Although generally 
prosperous, the country suffered civil 
wars in the 12th century, and in the
14th century fell under the control of  
the Mongol Yuan dynasty of  China.
GGoGoG ryeo finally collapsed in 
1313313113929  after a rebellion by the 
gegegeggggegg nnnenn ral Yi Songgye.

CCHCHCHHOCHOCC OOC SSON KOREA
YYYYYYYYiYiYiYiYYYYiYYiYiYYYYiYYYiYi    SSSSSSoono ggye founded the 
CChCChChChChhCChChCCChCChhhoosososooo on dynasty, which
wwwwwowwooowowowwwwwoowwwwow uuuululuululdd rule Korea into 
mmmmmmmmoooomoddededeedd rnr  times, only finally 
bbbbebebebebebeebebbbeeeiinininninniininnnggg g ggg ded posed in 1910. Yi’s 
sssssooooossooossosossosososossoosooosooososssooooooonnn n n n nnnnn nnnn SSSSSSSSejeeejee ong implemented a
ssseseessseeeeeseeesseesseeseseees riiririrrirriririeeseseeseseesee  oof Neo-Confucian 
rrrreeeeer fffofofooofforrrrrmrmrmmmmmrr s, which aimed to 
hhhhhahahahahahhahahahhahahhhhahah rrrrmrmrmmmmmmmmmoooonoonize all aspects of  
hhhhhhhuhhhuhuhhuhhhhhhhuhuuhuhuuhuhhuhuummmmmmmamamamamamammm nn behaviour with an
unununuunununuunuuuunununnuunnuuununuunundddedededeeddddeedddddeddeddeddederrrlrlrlyying universal order. To TT

TTThThThiThhihihiiiisss s ss s s s s mmmmmmamamamamaemaemaemaemaeaeaemmaemaeeaemmamaaeaeeeem ebbbybybybybyobyobyobyobyobbybyobbyyobbby nnng wine vessel (from the 
CCChChChChiChiChiChChCChiChiChiChiChiChihihhihihiChihihhihihihhihinnnnnnnnenenenenenesnesnesnesnesnenenesnesnesneesesesessseeee fe fe fe foor “vase for plum blossom”) is 
hhhchchachachachahchchachchachahachaachachchacc rracteristic of Korea’s Goryeo period.

this end, Sejong instituted a civil service 
examination system along Chinese lines 
and created a new phonetic alphabet
(called hang’ul ) for the Korean language. 
He also encouraged the advancement 
of  science, particularly in astronomy and 
meteorology, and agricultural reforms to 
increase the yields of  the countryside. 

Rivalries among scholar-officials 
who vied for positions in the state

bureaucracy plagued Sejong’s successors. 
This sapped Korea’s strength and the 
country was unprepared when Japan
invaded in the 1590s. Two invasions inTT
six years devastated Korea, but the 

Japanese were finally repelled. 
Choson recovered in the 

17th century, and the reigns
of  Yeongjo (1724–76) and 
his successors brought 
peace until the end of  the 
19th century, when Korea 
was drawn into rivalry 
between Japan, Russia, and 
China (see pp.298–301), 

finallyyy becoming a Japanese 
pprprprprprprprprprprprprprppp otototototototototototototo ececececececeeeccee tototoootototootootoraarrarararr teetet . The Choson

weweweweweweww rererereeerr  eeeee evveveveveeeeeev nnntntnttntntntnnnn uuuauaaau lllll y removed from 
thththhtheee e tthhhhhht rrrororoooorroonnnnnnneneeeeee iiiiiiiinnnnn n n 11910.

“BAEKJE IS AT FULL MOON, 

SILLA IS AT HALF MOON.”
Prophecy of the decline of Silla and rise of Baekje, 659

Fierce guardian spirits of the north 
and the south protect Korea’s great 
Buddhist temple at Bulguksa.
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Around 800, King Jayavarman II (ruled
802–55) consolidated small central 
Cambodian kingdoms to establish a state 
called Kambujadesa, marking the start of
the Khmer empire. Its culture was strongly 
influenced by India, and Jayavarman 
ordered the construction of  Indian-style 
Hindu temples near Siem Reap. Under RR
Indravarman, who became king in 889, 
a capital was established in at Angkor, 
which grg ew to become a vast ceremonial 
cocompmplelex.x. AAngngkokor r rereacachehed its pep ak under 
SuSSuSuryryryyavavavaararmamaman,n,, ww whhhoho ff ffrorom mm 10101010111111 rr reueueunininifiefified d
CaCaaCaaaaaaaC mbmbmmmmmmm doddiiaia a afftfterrer aa a pp perereriioioioddd d ofofof c c civivilili  w wwwwwwwwwaararararrarrara .

TheThe An Angkgkor WWr Wr Wr WWat temememmemememmememmemmmemmmempleppleppppppp wa wass 
founded bd by tyy ty tyy tyy tyy ttthe heheeeeeeeeehee KhmKhmKhmKhmKhmKhmKhmKhmKKKKhmKhmKhmKKKKKKKK ereerrereeer eree kikinkkkinkink g g
Suryavyavarmarmmman IIIII (r(ruledd 1113–45). . 

EMPIRE AND DECLINE
In 1177, the Chams (see facing page) sackedee

Angkor, but four years later were in turn 
defeated by Jayavarman VII, Angkor’s
greatest ruler, who then extended the
empire to include parts of  modern
Thailand and Vietnam. Jayavarman VV VII
was a Buddhist and, after his death in 
1215, a Hindu reaction set in during 
which all the images of  Buddha at 
Anggkor were defaced. The emppire then 
went into decline and became a localliiz ded 
popoppp wewerr. IItt didiiisasaasappppppeaeareredd enentitirerelylyyyy a aftfterer t theehe 
ssasaaasaaaaackckkckckckckk of  f AAngngkok r byby ttheh TThah is in 1431.

nnnnn Camaa bodbodbodddddiia ia ia    d 889889889––14– 31313131

TTTTTTTTTHHHHHHEEEEE KKKKHHHHMMMEEEERRRRR EEEEEEMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIRRRRRRREEEEEEEE

nnnnn Bururrmaa a a       dddddd 8494949–12–12–128878787

PPPPPPAAAAAGGGGGGAAAAAANNNN BBBBUUURRRRRRMMMMMMMAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

13th century, the empire established a 
new centre several kilometres to the east. 

Under Kyaswa (ruled 1234–50), 
Pagan fell into decline, as the king 
confiscated the lands of  Buddhist 
monasteries, an unpopular policy that
undermined royal authority. The 
despotic ruler Narathihapate (ruled 
1254–87) dared invade the Mongol
vassal state of  Kaungai in 1277, only for 
the Mongol armies to retaliate and sack 
Pagan in 1287. Narathihapate fled from 
Burma and in the aftermath, Pagan’s 
subjects rose up and its empire collapsed.

Burmese chronicles give 849 as the date 
when King Pyinbya founded the city of
Pagan, which would become the centre 
of  Burma’s first powerful state. Later,
under King Anawrahta (ruled 1044–77), 
Pagan emerged as a real power, 
conquering the Mon city of  Thaton, a 
centre of  Indian civilization, in 1057.

Anawrahta also annexed parts of  
Thailand, Arakan on the border of  
India, and Nan-chao in southern China, 
creating an empire that would last into 
the 13th century. The density of  temples
in Pagan itself  was such that by the early 
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nnnnnn Java  a  ddddd 7t7t 7t 7t7 h–1hhh 4tht  ceceec ntuuunturierierierieeessssssss

SSSSSSSSRRRRRRIIVVVVVVIIIIIIJJJAAAAYYYAAA

From the 5th century, the island peoples 
of  Sumatra and Java set up prosperous
trading communities rivalling the coastal
states of  the Southeast Asian mainland. 
By the 7th century the Srivijaya empire
controlled most of  Sumatra and the 
Malay peninsula. The earliest account
comes from a Chinese Buddhist pilgrim, 
in 671, who remarked that there were a 
thousand Buddhist monks at the court, 
and Srivijaya clearly acted as a centre for
the diffusion of  Buddhism in the region. 

Srivijaya faced many rivals, including 
the Sailendra kingdom of  central Java – 
which constructed the vast temple at 
Borobodur around 800 – and its hold
began to weaken in the 11th century. By 
1400, it had been replaced by newer 
maritime powers, especially the Malay 
Majapahit empire.

A gallery of Buddha statues from Wat Phra Borom 
in Chaiya in southern Thailand, which was a
regional capital of the Srivijaya empire.

The kingdom of  Champa may have had 
its origins in the state of  Lin Yi, founded 
around 192, but by the 7th century was 
independent, with its own culture. 
Successive capitals of  Champa were
destroyed by Javan attacks,
before king Indravarman II
(854–93) founded a new 
centre at Indrapura (in 
modern Quan-nam 
province). In 979, an
invasion of  Dai Viet (see right) tt

led to a long struggle that
ended only in 1471 with the 
Dai Viet capture of  Vijaya, 
the last Cham capital.

Dai Viet (“Great Viet”) was established in 
938 as an independent state in northern 
Vietnam 938 by Ngo Quen, after a revolt
against Chinese overlordship. Under 
Dai Viet’s Li dynasty (1009–1225), 

a series of  wars broke out with
Champa to the south (see left)tft

over disputed border provinces.
From 1225, during the TranTT
dynasty, Dai Viet fought 
off three Mongol invasions, 

and finally, under 
Le Thanh-Ton (ruledTT
1460–97), succeeded
in conquering 
Champa. After 1528, 

Dai Viet broke up and 
was not reunited until 

the early 19th century.

n SSS ViViViVietnetnetntntnam am am am am m m m m     
d 11919192–12–12–1–12–1111114714714714471471471471471447114714 111
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n NNN Vi ViViietnetetnetnetnet am am amamamamm ammaaamama    
d 99393938–18–18–18–1–111111528528528528528528528528528285285282828228  
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Stylized sculptures of fearsome 
guardians and mythical animals 
adorned Champa temples.
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The prophet Muhammad was 
born around 570 in the prosperous 
central Arabian trading town of  
Mecca. Around 610, he received the 
divine revelation that would form 
the basis of  the religion of  Islam, and 
began to gather a group of  followers.

THE SPREAD OF ISLAM IN ARABIA
Although some in Mecca accepted
Muhammad’s new creed, others 
were threatened by it and, in 622, 
Muhammad was forced into exile
in Medina. The citizens of  Medina 
were long-time rivals to Mecca and 
willingly accepted Muhammad 
and his teachings, providing him 
with many converts. This led to a 
bitter struggle with the Meccans,
which finally ended with the
capture of Mecca in 630. From 
there, Muhammad directed the 
conquest of  much of  the rest of  the 

Arabian peninsula before his death in 
632. Abu Bakr was appointed caliph 
(or successor); under his rule (632–634) 
anti-Muslim uprisings in Arabia were 
put down and Arab armies began to 
penetrate Sassanid Persia (see p.115)55

and Byzantine-held Syria (see p.202). 22

Under the next caliph, Umar 
(ruled 634–44), the Islamic empire
expanded far beyond Arabia.

EARLY EXPANSION AND CIVIL UNREST
The Arabs smashed the Byzantine 
field army at Yarmuk in 636, leading 

to the capture of  Jerusalem in 637 
and the occupation of  Egypt in 
641. The Sassanid Persian empire 
also fell to the caliphate after the 

defeat of  the Persian shah (king), h

Yazdegird III, in 642. Increasing 
disputes over the succession,
especially after the murder of  

the third caliph, Uthman, in 656, 
finally led to a civil war and the
assassination of  ’Ali, the fourth caliph
and Muhammad’s cousin, in 661.

Alam standards, carried in Shia religious 
processions, were intended to represent the sword
of ’Ali. Holy names are carved along the blade.
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After the assassination of  the fourth 
Muslim caliph ’Ali, Mu’awiyah, the
governor of Syria and a distant relative
of  Muhammad, seized power, installing 
himself  in a new capital at Damascus. 
Mu’awiyah founded the Umayyad 
dynasty, which borrowed heavily from 
Byzantine and Persian institutions to build 
a strong central authority for the Islamic 
state. The Umayyads extended their rule 
in North Africa, capturing the Byzantine 
stronghold of Carthage (in Tunisia) in TT
698, and swept into Spain in 711. 

FROM DAMASCUS TO BAGHDAD
Despite these Ummayad successes, in 
750 a number of  anti-Umayyad factions 
joined in a successful revolt against them
led by ’Abbas, who claimed the caliphate 
and moved the seat of  government to 
Baghdad. His descendants, the Abbasids, 
would be caliphs until 1258. Initially 

A mosaic from the Umayyad mosque in Damascus, 
a beautiful Islamic–Byzantine building constructed
under the caliph al-Walid between 706 and 715.

’Abbas presided over a golden age, in 
which art, science, architecture, and 
Islamic jurisprudence flourished. In 756, 
however, Spain broke away under a line 
of  the Umayyad family, and North 
Africa followed with the foundation of  a
rival Fatimid caliphate inFF Egypt in 969. 
By the 11th century, the Abbasid caliphs 
controlled little beyond the suburbs of
Baghdad and were firmly under the
thumb of  the Seljuk Turkish emirs (TT see 

p.182). 22 In 1258, even this pitiful flame of  
independence was snuffed out when the
Mongol Hulegu sacked Baghdad (see 
p.167) and had 77 Al-Mutasim, the last 
caliph, trampled to death by horses.

The greatest of the Abbasid caliphs, 
Haroun (786–809) turned Baghdad into 
the most prosperous city of its day. He 
defeated the Byzantines in 806, and was 
a fine diplomat, exchanging ambassadors 
with the Frankish ruler Charlemagne.

HARHARHAROUNOUNOUN ALAL AL-RA-RARASHISHISHIDDD
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Throughout the 9th century, groups of  
Turkish-speaking nomads migrated TT
westwards from central Asia. In the 
10th century they reached Persia, where 
many of  them took service in Muslim 
armies and converted to Islam.

THE FIRST SELJUKS
One group, the Seljuks, led by TugrulTT
Beg, initially served the Kara-Khanid 
emirs of  Bukhara in Persia, but became 
so powerful that in 1038, TugrulTT
declared himself  sultan, in the city of
Nishapur in northeastern Iran. From 
here his armies moved westwards. In 
1055, Tugrul became involved in a TT

power struggle between the Abbasid (see 
p.181) caliph Al Qa’im and his Egyptian 
Fatimid rival, who had taken Baghdad.
Tugrul took Baghdad for the TT Abbasid 
caliphs in 1060, but then reduced them 
to little more than figureheads. Tugrul’sTT
successor, Alp Arslan, conquered 
Georgia and Armenia in 1064, and in 
1071 defeated the Byzantine emperor 
Romanus RR IV, leading to VV Turkish TT
oco cupation of  much of  central Anatolia 
(i(i(ii(( nn nnn modern Turkey).TT The administrative

reforms of  Alp Arslan’s Persian
official Nizam al-Mulk supported 
the sultan’s military victories and 
cemented Seljuk stability.

DECLINE OF THE SELJUKS
AAAAlp Arslan’s son Malik Shah I
((r(ruled 1072–92) consolidated 
SSeSS ljuk rule in Anatolia, but a 
rerr volt by his cousin Suleyman
iiiniii  1086 led to the rival Seljuk 
SSuSSSS ltanate of  Rum, whichRR
ccccococc ntrolled much of  the west of  
AAlp Arslan’s former domain. By 
the 12th century, Malik Shah’s 
Seljuks had disbanded; pressure
frf om the Mongols in the early 
13th century and competition 
wiw th more vigorous Muslim 
eemirates put the Rum Sultanate RR
iinii to decline, and after 1306 it
ddisappeared entirely. 
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Initially a Seljuk governer, Alp Arslan 
succeeded to the sultanate in 1064. His 
first invasion of the Byzantine empire in
1068 failed, but after his victory against 
the Byzantines in 1071, Anatolia would 
always remain largely Turkish-occupied. 

ALPALP AR ARSLASLANN

TTTheT  main gateway of the Ince Menare 
mmmedmmmm rese (school of theology) in Konya, 
TurTTTuTuTTTTTuTT key, built by the Seljuks around 1267.
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In the 12th century, Turkish TT Seljuks 
dominated Anatolia (see facing page), but ee

their influence weakened in the 13th 
century and rival Turkish groups vied for TT
power. Among them was a small band 
led by Osman, after whom the Ottoman 
empire would be named. 
Osman’s group took 
advantage of  a strategic 
position on the eastern 
approach route to 
Constantinople (now 
Istanbul) to secure 
possession of  many 
Byzantine cities in 
western Anatolia (see 
p.203). This provided 
them with resources for 
further expansion.

THE EARLY SULTL ANTT S
Osman’s son Orhan (ruled 1324–62) 
took the major city of  Prusa (Bursa) and 
established it as his capital, marking the 
effective establishment of  the Ottoman 
empire. By the late 1330s, the Byzantines 
were confined to just a few settlements 
close to Constantinople. In 1352, aided
by the Byzantine emperor John VI
Kantakouzenos, who was locked in civil 
war with his rival John V Palaiologos, 

Orhan crossed into Europe to occupy 
Gallipoli. From this bridgehead, the FF
Ottomans spread through eastern 
Thrace and across the Balkans. Murad I
(ruled 1362–89), as well as expanding 
Ottoman land in eastern Anatolia, 

captured the great city of  
Adrianople (Edirne) in

Thrace in 1369, which 
thereafter became the

Ottoman capital. 

RISE AND FALL
The Ottomans began

to exert pressure on the 
other Christian regions of

the Balkans, capturing Sofia 
(in Bulgaria) in 1385 and
destroying the army of  
Prince Lazar of  Serbia in 
1389. It seemed only a 

matter of  time before Constantinople 
would fall, but in 1402 the Mongol
Tamerlane smashed the TT Ottoman army 
outside Ankara (see p.167). 77 The Turkish TT
emirates that the Ottomans had 
conquered over the previous century 
broke away, and it took 50 years under 
Mehmet I (ruled 1413–21) and Murad II
(ruled 1421–51) to regain the Ottoman 
position in Anatolia and the Balkans.
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Known as “the Conqueror”, Mehmet II 
(ruled 1451–81) was the Ottoman sultan 
who, in 1453, finally took the Byzantine 
capital Constantinople. Having constructed 
a series of fortresses to throttle the city’s 
communication lines, he laid siege in early 
spring, using cannons to pound the city 
walls. In 1456, he failed to repeat his 
success at Belgrade, but he successively 
conquered Serbia (1458), Bosnia (1463), 
most of Albania (1478), and even, in the 
last year of his life, oversaw the capture
of Otranto in the heel of Italy.

MEHMET II

Blue tilework graces many k
Ottoman-era mosques at Iznik, 
an early Ottoman conquest.
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Between the 7th and 9th
centuries, the Pallava and 
the Chalukya kingdoms
contested the right to rule
southern India until the 
rise of  the Cholas, around 
850. They were to sweep 
away the two rivals to 
establish a new state that 
would dominate the area 
until around 1200.

RISE AND FALL
The Chola kingdom 
overthrew the Pallavas 
around 897 under Aditya, 
but then suffered a century 
of  decline at the hands of  
the rival Rashtrakuta 
kingdom. Then, under 
Rajaraja I, who came to 
the throne in 985, Chola was on the
ascendant once more, conquering all 
south India and even intervening as far
north as Bengal. Rajaraja and his son
Rajendra I built magnificent temples 

at Thanjavur and at
Gangaikondacholapuram, 
a Hindu riposte to the 
growing power of  Islam in 
northern India. Rajendra 
I also projected Chola 
power overseas, conquering 
Sri Lanka and exercising 
some influence, if  not
control, over the Srivijaya 
empire of Indonesia and 
the state of  Kadaram 
(around Penang in
modern Malaysia).

Back in south India,
however, the Cholas fell
into difficulties. Sri Lanka 
was lost in 1070 and 
around 1118 a resurgent
Chalukya kingdom took 
much territory around 

Mysore. Beset by civil strife and faced with
the threat of  the Pandyan Empire on his 
borders, Rajendra III, the last recorded 
Chola ruler, struggled on until 1279, after 
which his kingdom disappeared.

A statue from the 11th-century
Brihadishwara temple in the 
Chola capital of Thanjavur.
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In 1193, the armies of  Muhammad 
of  Ghur (from modern Afghanistan)
sacked Delhi, carving out an empire 
from a number of  weak and fractious
Rajput Hindu principalities. After 
Muhammad’s death in 1206, his most 
trusted general, the former slave 
Qutb-ud-din Aibek (ruled 1206–11),
gained control of  his territories and
established the Delhi Sultanate.

A FRAGILE RULE
The rule of  Aibek’s successors was 
precarious. The nomadic tribes who made 
up the nobility did not have a strong 
tradition of  hereditary kingship, and
during the rule of  the Slave Dynasty 
(1206–90) at least five of  the 11 sultans 
were assassinated. Then, between 1299 
and 1307, Sultan Alauddin Khilji A
launched a series of  successful military 
ststririkekess agagaiainsnstt ththee ririchch k kiningdgdomoms soututh h of  
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Tughluq even moved the capital and its 
whole population 1,100km (700 miles) 
south to Devagiri. AlthoughA Delhi was 
reinstated two years later, so many of  its 
people had died in the two moves that
travellers reported it to be a “ghost town”. 
The sultanate’s strength was now waning, 
and the establishment of  the Hindu 
Vijayanagar empire in central India in the
1330s ended its rule there. The Delhi 
sultans, declining in policial force, limped 
on until 1526, when they were finally 
susupppplalantnteded i in n DDelhi bby y the Mughg als. 
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In 997, Muhammad of Ghur succeeded his
father as the ruler of a minor state around 
Ghazni, in modern Afghanistan. From here, 
he created a vast empire encompassing 
large parts of Afghanistan, Iran, Pakistan, 
and northwest India before dying in 1030.
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In WestWW Africa, between 
the 8th and 11th 
centuries, the Ghana 
empire grew powerful on
the trans-Saharan gold 
trade. Yet by the 12th 
century it was in decline, 
and was supplanted by the 
Mali empire, founded in 
1235 by Sundiata Keita.
Like Ghana, the Mali 
empire was based in the 
Sahel, the savanna region along the
Sahara’s southern border. From here, it
too exploited the Saharan trade routes,
exchanging desert-mined salt for gold.

WEALTH AND COLLAPSE
Mali reached its peak in the 14th century 
under Sundiata Keita’s grand-nephew 
Mansa Musa (ruled 1312–37). He is 
most noted for his spectacular 
“Pilgrimage of  Gold” to Mecca in 
1324–25, when he spent or gave away so 
much gold that the inflation it caused
damaged the economy of  North Africa

for a decade. Mansa Musa extended 
Mali’s territory and built up the city of  
Timbuktu into a wealthy commercial
hub and a centre for scholarship.

In the early 15th century, Mali’s 
subject states, notably Songhay, based at
Gao some 400km (250 miles) downriver
from Timbuktu, broke away. Having lost 
control of  the crucial trade routes after a
disastrous defeat by Songhay in 1545, 
Mali’s empire collapsed.

The walls of the Great Mosque at Djenné, a trading 
city conquered by Sonni Ali, first great king of the 
Songhay empire which rose to overcome Mali.
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The Ife kingdom developed among the 
Yoruba people of  southwestern Nigeria 
around 700. At its height, 
between 900 and 1200, this 
kingdom had grown to 
dominate a large area of  
western Africa. The capital,
Ife, was the centre of  this 
sophisticated empire, most 
notable for its production 
of  high-quality bronze 
heads. However, in
around 1400 the Ife 
were supplanted by the 
empire of  Benin, which
grew up to their west. 

Under Ewuare – the first 
great oba (ruler) ofa Benin, from
1440 – the capital was fortified 

One of  the greatest urban centres of  
sub-Saharan Africa grew up from the 
11th century at Great Zimbabwe (from 
which the modern state of  Zimbabwe 
takes its name). The huge settlement 
sprawls over 7 sq km (3 sq miles), with a
nununumbmbmbererer o o off  f  stststonononeee enenenclclclososururesses c cononontatatainninininingg g 
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with a great moat and armies sent out 
that ultimately dominated an area of
some 80,000 sq km (31,000 sq miles). 
Like their Ife predecessors, the people

of  Benin produced superb 
terracotta and bronze heads 

and they grew rich from a 
monopoly on contacts 

with European 
newcomers – initially 
the Portuguese – in 
the later 15th century,

profiting from trade in 
ivory, palm oil, gold, 

pepper, and slaves.

was also home to a thriving agricultural 
economy. With a population of  around 
15,000 people, Great Zimbabwe served 
as the centre of  the Mwenemutapa 
empire. However, possibly as a result 
of  over-cultivation of  the surrounding 
lalandndnd,, inin t thehe m middid-1-115t5t5thh cececentntururury,y,y G GGrerereataat 
ZiZiZiZZiZ bbmbmb bbababwewe w wasas a abbbaba ddndndonon ddeded.
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THE MEDIEVAL WORLD 600–1450188

Between 488 and 493 ce, Theoderic I, 
ruler of  the barbarian Ostrogoths (see 
p.143), conquered Italy. His 
kingdom drew deeply on Roman RR
forms of  administration, yet 
opposition to his rule drove him 
to execute Boethius, a leader of
the old Roman Senate, in 525 RR ce.

After Theoderic’s death in 
526 ce, his daughter Amalasuintha 
acted as regent for his young 
grandson and designated 
heir, Athalaric. Dissent 
among the Ostrogoth 
nobles led to the whole
state unravelling.
Amalasuintha appealed 
to the Byzantine emperor 
Justinian (see p.202) for 22

help, and after her murder 
(possibly on the orders of  
her cousin) in 535 ce, 
Justinian took the
opportunity to intervene,

setting off the Gothic Wars. By 554 WW ce,
after hard and bitter campaigning, 

Justinian’s forces emerged the 
masters of  a devastated Italy.

LOMBARD ITALYLL
In 568 ce, the barbarian Lombards 
invaded Italy from the northeast
under Alboin (ruled c.565–72 ce). 
In 572 ce, they reached Pavia and 
carved out a kingdom in northern 
Italy. This soon split into 35 
dukedoms, but was reunited under 

Authari (ruled 584–90 AA ce)
and, from 589 ce, held 
off Byzantine 
advances. Under 

Agilulf  (ruled 590–616 
ce), the Lombards became 
Catholic, controlling 
northern Italy until the 
Frankish Charlemagne (see 
p.190) deposed their last 00

king, Desiderius, in 774.
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An Ostrogothic brooch from 
around 500 CE, showing a vibrancy 
far removed from Roman art forms.
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The Visigoths, who settled in southwestern 
Gaul in 418 ce as allies of  the Romans, RR
began from 469 ce to conquer territory 
in Spain. In 507 ce, when the Franks 
defeated them in a great battle at Vouillé, 
near Poitiers, the Visigoths fell back onPP
these Spanish territories.

THE VISIGOTHIC KINGDOM
Under Agila (ruled 549–54 ce) the 
Visigoths lost territory in southeast Spain 
to a resurgent Byzantine Empire. From
its capital at Toledo, however, the 
Visigothic state recovered, reaching its 
apogee under Leovigild (ruled 568–86 ce), 
a great organizer and legislator. Leogivild 
was succeeded by his son Reccared, who RR
in 589 ce converted to Catholicism, 
abandoning the kingdom’s previous 

Britain was under Roman administrationRR
until 411 ce, and in the little-understood 
period that followed, Germanic invaders 
– Jutes, Angles, and Saxons – began to 
settle on the island, displacing the 
native Romano-Celtic RR
population. By the 7th 
century, these had coalesced 
into a number of  small 
states, conventionally 
known as the “Heptarchy”.

EXPANSION OF WESSEX
Principal among these states 
were Wessex in the southwest, 
Mercia in the Midlands, and 
Northumbria in the north. In the 
long struggle between them, it was 
Wessex that would emerge victorious. 
Danish invasions in the 9th century 

The church of San Pedro de la Nave at Zamora, built
under the Visigothic king Egica (ruled 687–701)
towards the end of Visigothic rule in Spain.

Arian form of  Christianity. The
Visigothic kingdom finally came to an 
end when, weakened by a civil war after
the accession of  Roderick in 711, it easily RR
fell to invading Muslim armies (see p.180).00

sapped the remaining power of  
Northumbria and Mercia, whose last 
great king, Offa, died in 796. Alfred the 
Great fended off the Danish conquest of  

Wessex with several victories in the 
870s, but it was not until the 

time of Edward the Elder 
(ruled 899–924) that England 
was united under a single 
Anglo-Saxon monarchy.
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As well as saving Wessex from
Danish invasion in 878, Alfred 

(ruled 871–899) restored Wessex’s 
defences by building a series of burhs

(fortified towns), revising the legal system, 
and overseeing the first major translations 
of books into Anglo-Saxon.
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After the fall of  the Roman RR Empire, 
Europe fragmented into many states, 
the most successful of  which was the 
Kingdom of  the Franks. A confederacy A
of  tribes originating from the area
around modern Belgium and Holland, 
the Franks, under their leader Clovis
(ruled c.481–511), conquered most of  
the old Roman province of  Gaul.RR

THE MEROVINGIANS
Clovis overcame the Roman general RR
Syagrius (who controlled large parts of  
Gaul) in 486, saw off rival Frankish kings, 
crucially converted to Catholicism in 
496, and expelled the Visigoths fromVV
Gaul in 507. On his death the kingdom 
was divided between his four sons, 
establishing the Merovingian dynasty.

TThihiss dydynanaststyy cocontntininueuedd toto e expxppanandd,, 
takikingggg thhee r resesesttt ofofof GG Gauauaulll (e(e(excxcxcepepeppttt BBrBritititttatanynyy 
anananandddd SeSeSeSeptppptimimananiaia)) byby 5 53636 and 

TheThe Ba Baptiptistesteryry ofof SaiSaint-nt-JeaJean, PoiPoittiers, 
conconstrstructucteded aroaroundund 36 360 a0 and nd 
restortoreded byby thethe Me Merovrovingingiannniansss 
in the earlyy 6th cccentente uryury..

dominating northern Italy in the 540s 
and 550s. However, in the 7th century, 
after Dagobert I (622–638), the power of  
the Frankish kings declined. Several died
young and rival aristocratic factions started 
to vie for power. In the early 8th century, 
one of  these factions, the Carolingians, 
emerged as dominant. Beginning with
Pepin II (d.713), they developed their 
office as “mayor of  the palace” to 
become the real power in the land.

THE CAROLINGIANS
In 768, Pepin III (ruled 747–768) 
obtained papal approval to depose the
last Merovingian ruler and become the
first king of  the new Carolingian dynasty.
Under his son, Charlemagne, the Frankish 
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kingdom reached the height of  its power,
initiating a series of  aggressive overtures
against its neighbours. Charlemagne’s 
military campaigns resulted in conquests 
in Saxony, the annexation
of  the Lombard kingdom 
of  Italy in 774, and 
victories as far afield as
the lands of  the Avar 
empire in Pannonia, 
on the Danube (modern 
Hungary), in the 790s. 

Charlemagne presided 
over a glittering age of  
cultural achievements, which 
earned it the label “the 
Carolingian Renaissance”. RR
In order to reform the 
Frankish church, he
ordered the importation
of  works of  liturgy and 
church law from 
Italy. The kingdom’s
administration and legal 

An ornate water jug gifted to Charlemagne 
by Haroun al-Rashid, Caliph of Baghdad, 
in a gesture of diplomatic friendship.

system was thoroughly overhauled. These 
changes were overseen by the missi dominici

– the personal envoys of  the king.

CAROLINGIAN DECLINE
Charlemagne had himself  
crowned “Emperor of  the 

Romans” in 800, but his successors RR
struggled to equal his prowess. When 
Charlemagne’s son, Louis the Pious,
died in 840, the empire was divided
between his three sons. Their 
quarrels, and the further subdivision

of  the empire among their heirs, 
sapped the dynasty’s strength. 

The growing threats of  
Viking raiders (see p.194)44

from the north and of
Magyar incursions 
from the east further
helplpppeded t ttoo o uununundedededermrmr ine
hhththththtththththththtththeeeeee e e e CCCCCaCaCaaCaCaaCC roororooroor lililiilil ngngggnggiaiaaiai nnsnssn ’ ’

auauauauaua ththhthtththththororrrroo ititttii yy.y.yy   HHHHHHuguugghhhh hh CCCCaaCappepet, 
a aaa FrFrFFF aaaaaananna kkkkkiisssshshh  aaaariiir sstststssttoooocococooococcrrararaattt, 

ddededeeppopopopopopoossseseseseeeeddddd dd d d d d hthththththtththththhhheeeee ee e e llalalalalalalalalaaastststststststssstt CCCCC C C CCCCaaararoolingian 
kkkkikikikikikikikikikikikinnnngnggngnggnngngngngnngngngngngngnggggg,, , , , , ,,, LLLLLLoLoLoLoLoLoLoLoLoLoLoLoLoLoLoLooLLoouuiuiuiuuiuiuiuiuuiuiuiuiuisssss s s VVVVVVVVV,V, iii in 987, to form 
aaaaaaaa neneneneww ddynasty, the Capetians.

Initially ruling with his brother Carloman 
(died 771), Charlemagne (ruled 768–814) 
faced few internal challenges to his 
authority, enabling him to embark on a
bold programme of expansion abroad and
reform at home. He built up a sumptuous 
new capital at Aachen, Germany, and his 
court was Europe’s most important centre
of learning in the 9th century. Charlemagne 
modelled aspects of his rule upon the 
Romans, crowning himself emperor and 
appearing on coins wearing the military 
cloak and laurel crown of a Roman ruler.

CHARLEMAGNE

“A CHIEF IN WHOSE SHADOW THE 

CHRISTIAN PEOPLE REPOSE IN PEACE

AND WHO STRIKES TERROR INTO 

THE PAGAN NATIONS.AA ”

Alcuin of York, in a letter describing Charlemagne c.796
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FEUDALISM
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FEUDAL EUROPE
The feudal system, although 
extremely complex, was never 
arranged into written law. Much
of  what is known about feudalism 
therefore comes with the benefit of  
historical hindsight. Feudalism 
contained elements of  Germanic 
custom, mixed with the late-Roman RR
practice of  gifting land to barbarian
groups in return for military service. 
It evolved during Carolingian times 
inintoto t thehe p praractcticicee ofof a a r rululerer a assigning 
aaaaa ppapapparrcrr lelel ooooffff  lalalandndndd (( (knknknowowowwn nn asasas a a  “ fifiefef ”))) 
toooo a a a a noboblelelemaman.n In reretuturn foror t thehehe 
laannd, thhtheeee nobllemememmaananaa ( (whhhwhoo wawaassss ss knnnknkkknowowowwn nnn
asasasas aa a “vaavavassssssss lalalalalaalaa ”))””)) ss sswwowww rererere hh hh hisisisisi  l llloyoyoyoyoyalaltyyytyty tt  to o thhhthhe e
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The term feudalism describes the system of  relationships between
kings and nobles in northern and western Europe during much of  the 
medieval period, and by extension to the wider society and economy 
in which these elites operated. At the heart of  the feudal system lay 
the obligation that noblemen (and, in turn, their retainers) would 
provide military service in return for the holding of  land.

A 1A 1A 114th4th4th4 -ce-ce-ce-centuntun ry ryy FreFreFreF nchnchnch vi vi viewew wew ofofof of thethethth in innvesvvv titure of 
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A hierarchy of  obligations 
thus developed, helping to 
link together a country’s 
web of  lordships, but
doing little to bolster
the central authority 
of  the king.

KNIGHTS AND
CASTLES
The backbone of  
medieval European
armies were the knights, 
heavy cavalry who by the 
11th century represented 
an elite caste of  warriors
that fought on behalf  of  their 
feudal lord. Their status was 
confirmed through symbols 
and ceremonies, such as the 

“accolade” – the king 
touching his vassal on the 

shoulders with a sword
to confer knighthood.

A castle was a fortified 
base from which a feudal 
lord could dominate the
countryside – as well as 

being his dwelling place
and the seat of  the local court
of  justice. Once ensconced 
inside, an uncooperative 
nobleman was extremely 
difficult for anyone, including 
the king, to dislodge. 

CCCCCCCCHCHCHCHCHACHACCHCCCC NGES IN FEUDALISM

Toward the 14th century, 
a new variant, known as “bastard
feudalism”, arose in which vassals 
substituted their military obligations 
for monetaryy payments. This was a 
sign of  a changing socieietyty. AsAs f feueudaall 
titiesess w weaeakekekeneneneddd anana dd momonanarcr hhs ttririeded t too 
asserttt d d direct t cooontnn rorol l ovoveererer tt thehheheiirir r r reaeallmlms,s  
ththththe e e agagaagagee e ofofof ff feueuddadalililismsm w wasasas c comominiing g g totto a  
clclcc oososososoose,e,e,ee, fifi fi fifinnananallllllyy y enneneendidididid ngnggggg iinn ththtt ee ee 1661661666 hhthththtt c cccenenee tttuturryryy..
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Chain mail armour of the high feudal 
period gave way to full plate armour,

such as this, by the 15th century.

“THE FAITHFUL 
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In the late 8th century, possibly 
propelled by overpopulation in their 
Scandinavian homelands, a wave of
shipborne raiders, the Vikings, beganVV
a reign of  terror over northwestern
Europe. Taking advantage of  divisions TT
in the Carolingian empire (see pp.190–1),
Anglo-Saxon England, and Ireland, the 
Vikings first attacked soft targets, suchVV
as the island monastery of  Lindisfarne 
in northeast England, in 793. But these 
fiercely effective warriors were capable 
of  great mobility, even sailing up rivers, 
and moved on to dominate the territories 
they had previously pillaged. In England 
in the late 9th century, they colonized a
large part of  the Midlands and north, 
which became known as the Danelaw.
They explored new lands in the Atlantic, 
too, settling Iceland from 870, Greenland 
in the late 10th century, and even North 
America in about 1000.

This replica Viking ship is modelled on a ship that was
excavated in Oseberg, Norway. Dating from 815–820, it
was built for ceremonial rather than practical purposes.
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Volga and VV Dniepr rivers. Then, around 
850, trade turned to conquest, and 
tradition relates that in 862 the people 
of  Novgorod invited a Viking group (the VV
Rus) led by RR Riurik to defend them. In
879, Riurik’s son Oleg travelled south 
to seize Kiev and established a Viking VV
dynasty there, which would give rise to 
many medieval Russian principalities. RR
Kievan Rus became Christian around RR
988, when its ruler Vladimir was
baptised and, although it raided 
Constantinople in 1043, it became merely 
another eastern European principality.

From the early 9th century, Viking VV
Scandinavians, mainly Swedes, began to 
settle in trading towns in the north of
modern Russia and Ukraine, principally RR
at Staraya Ladoga on the Volkhov VV River.  

THE CONQUEST OF KIEV
At first, the Vikings sought to control VV
trade rather than plunder or conquer,
establishing a trading network that
extended as far as the Islamic world. In
the mid-9th century, however, these 
merchants seem to have expanded their 
lands, setting up bases farther down the 
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Viking raids affected Carolingian France 
(see pp.190–1) badly, and in 911, the 
Carolingians gave the leader of  one
band, Rollo, extensive territories in RR
modern Normandy as a “pay-off” 
in exchange for defending it 
from other marauders. 

THE NORMAN CONQUESTS
Rollo’s descendants, the RR
Dukes of  Normandy, 
rapidly absorbed French 
culture to create a hybrid 
Norman state. In 1066 
Duke William the Bastard 
(later called “the Conqueror”) 
took advantage of  a disputed succession 
in England to launch an audacious 

This scene from the Bayeux tapestry, commissioned
to celebrate the Norman victory at Hastings, shows 
the Norman army gaining the upper hand.

invasion and seize the 
English throne himself. 

The newly Norman 
kingdom of  England 

imported French cultural 
and administrative practices 

and established the strongest
centralized monarchy in Europe. 

England was not the only place the 
Normans sought to satisfy their desire 
for expansion. From the 1040s, under 
Robert Guiscard, they conquered RR
southern Italy and Sicily, founding a
kingdom that lasted until the German 
emperor Henry VI suppressed it in 1194.
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With a distant claim to the English throne 
through a great-aunt, in 1066 William 

invaded to usurp Harold Godwinsson
as king of England, defeating

him at Hastings in October 
that year. William ruled 

England until 1087.

WILWILLIALIAMM TTHEHE COCOCONNQUEQUEQUERORRORROR

“THEY ARE A RACE 

INURED TO WAR, 

AND CAN HARDLY 

LIVE WITHOUT IT.”

William of Malmesbury, from Deeds of the Kings of 
the English, describing the Normans, 12th century
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From the time of  the early Christian 
church, men and women had chosen 
to devote themselves to a life of  spiritual
dedication as monks or nuns. Gradually 
communities arose with fixed codes of  
conduct, such as the “Rule” of  St RR
Benedict of  Nursia (c.480–550) in Italy. 

THE NEW MONASTIC ORDERS
Early monasticism became especially 
strong in the Celtic lands and above all 
in the Carolingian empire (see pp.190–1) 
of  France, with wealthy monasteries
such as that of  Cluny (belonging to the
Benedictine order) the frequent target of
Viking raiders.VV Disenchantment with the 
materialistic approach these abbeys took,    
and a general desire for a more spiritual 
obobobseseservrvrvananancece,, leledd toto t thee fouo nding g of  new 
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Franciscan and Dominican friars. They 
were known as mendicants, from the 
Latin word for “beggars”, for they 
renounced personal property and were 
not attached to richly endowed abbeys. 
To support themselves they depended TT
on charity, bringing them closely in touch 
with ordinary people. In particular, the 
Franciscan friars, founded by St Francis 
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“WHERE THERE IS 

CHARITY AND 

WISDOM, THERE IS 

NEITHER FEAR NOR 

IGNORANCE.”

St S Francis of Assisi, Admonitions, c.1220
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The collapse of  the Roman empire RR
in the west in the 5th century did 
not spell the end for Christianity,
as the Franks in Gaul soon became
Catholics, with the Visigoths 
(see p.189) following in the late 99

6th century. Under the Frankish
emperor Charlemagne, church and
state enjoyed a close relationship, 
and Charlemagne often used the 
church’s spiritual authority to 
enhance his own. 

PAPAL REFORMS AND THE 
INVESTITURE CONTROVERSY

In the 11th century, relations 
between the secular rulers and 
the church broke down. Pope PP
Leo IX (ruled 1049–54) tried to 
limit practices such as clerical marriage
and simony (the purchase of  positions 
in the church hierarchy). His protégé 
Pope Gregory VII sought to expand the PP
influence of  the church, even if  this 
meant clashing with the authority of  

kings and princes. In 1075, a dispute
broke out over investiture (the right
to appoint bishops), which the Pope PP
declared his own, but to which the 
emperor had historically laid claim. 
The German emperor Henry IV 
persuaded his bishops to declare Gregory 
deposed, and the Pope excommunicatedPP
the emperor in response. His authority 
undermined, and faced by a rebellion 
of  German princes, Henry was forced 
into a humiliating climb-down, and at 
Canossa in Italy in 1077 had to do four
days of  public penance, after which he 
received absolution. 

CONTINUED CONFLICT
The conflict was only finally settled by the
Concordat of  Worms in 1122. Disputes 
over the borderline between papal and
secular authority never really dissipated, 
and fed into the discontents that would 
fuel the Reformation (RR see p.242).22
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Known as Hildebrand, Gregory served as 
papal legate to France and Germany before 
becoming pope. His papacy (1074–85) was 
conconsumsumeded byby thethe st strugrugglegle wi withth thethe Ge Germarmann 
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POOPE GREGOEGORY VII

On the imperial crown of Otto I (Holy Roman 
Emperor 962–76) the biblical Solomon symbolizes 
the wisdom of kings, illustrating how secular rulers
used Christian imagery to bolster their authority.
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The capture of  Jerusalem by Muslim 
armies in 637 had long rankled in
Europe, seeming to cut off Christianity 
from its well-springs in the Holy Land.
Nevertheless, for a long time Christian
pilgrims were in fact able to make the 

journey to Jerusalem, but in the 11th 
century the expansion of  the Seljuk 
Turkish sultanate (see p.182) threatened to 22

prevent access to non-Muslim travellers. 
In 1095, Byzantine emperor Alexius I 
sent envoys to the West to plead for 
assistance. They found a willing 
listener in Pope Urban II. That

November, in a field outside the 
cathedral at Claremont in France, the
Pope called for a military expedition to 
liberate the Holy City of  Jerusalem from 
Muslim rule. The crowd erupted with
cries of  “It is the will of  God”, and 

thousands of  crusaders, as these soldiers
became known, “took the cross” to join 
the military pilgrimage to the Holy Land.

THE FIRST CRUSADES
The first of  the armies to cross the 
Balkans into Anatolia was a rag-tag 
assortment of  peasants, some knights, 
and religious zealots, all under the 
doubtful leadership of  a charismatic 
preacher, Peter the Hermit. They were 
soon cut to pieces by the Turks. The 
force that followed them was far more
professional: a largely Frankish army 

with a strong aristocratic component. 
Motivated by a mix of  religious 

idealism, eagerness to acquire 
new lands, and the simple 
attraction of  a sanctioned 
fight, the crusaders skirted 
Constantinople, then beat
the Seljuk sultan Kilij
Arslan at Dorylaeum in 
July, forcing the Turks to
stand aside and let them 
march into the Holy 
Land. After besieging it for 
eight months, they took 

Antioch in June 1098 and 
then marched on the ultimate 

“IT IS THE WILL OF GOD”
Response of the crowd to Pope Urban II’s preaching of the First Crusade, at Claremont, November 1095

The crusaders’ sea voyage to the 
Holy Land was fraught with danger, 
but avoided a trek across Anatolia, 
with its threat of Turkish attack.
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prize of  Jerusalem. After another 
prolonged siege, the city fell amid 
horrific bloodshed, as the crusaders
slaughtered Muslims and Jews alike.

CHANGING FORTUNES
The crusaders established a series 
of  small states along the coastline of  
Palestine and inland in Syria, chief  
among them the Kingdom of  
Jerusalem. They formed military 
orders of  knights – the Templars 
and Hospitallers –  who were 
sworn to monastic-type vows, but  
defended the Holy Land with
swords, not prayers. 

However, the Muslim 
forces regrouped, and they 
began to eat away at the 
crusader states, taking 
Edessa in 1144. A 
Second Crusade was 
launched in 1145, but it 
met with limited success. In the 
1180s, most of  Syria and Palestine 
united under the Muslim sultan
Saladin, who smashed the crusader
armies at Hattin in 1187, and a 
few months later seized Jerusalem 
itself. The Third Crusade, led by 
the German emperor Frederick 

Barbarossa and the English and French
kings Richard the Lionheart and Philip
Augustus, checked Saladin’s progress but 

did not regain Jerusalem. Thereafter 
the crusading movement declined: 
the Fourth Crusade in 1204 was 
unable to even reach the Holy 
Land, the participants content to 

sack the fellow-Christian
city of  Constantinople and 
dismember the Byzantine 
empire; while later the Fifth

(1217–21) and subsequent 
crusades were sidetracked 
in Egypt. One by one the 
crusaders’ fortresses fell, 
until in 1291 the Mamluk 

sultan al-Ashraf  Kalil stormed Acre, 
their last stronghold. Although the
crusaders launched more expeditions, 
they were hopelessly unsuccessful, and 
the age of  the crusades was over.

The fort of Qalat al-Gundi was built by Saladin, 
renowned for being a devout Muslim, to guard 
pilgrimage routes to Mecca from the crusaders.

EUROPE 199199199

Founder of the Ayyubid dynasty and unifier 
of the Muslim states in the Middle East, 
Saladin ruled as sultan of Egypt from 1138 
to 1193. Despite his victory against the 
crusaders at Hattin, they considered him 
an honourable and chivalrous leader. 

SALSALADIN

This sumptuous cross is a sign both of the 
crusaders’ wealth and the lavishness with

which they adorned religious symbols.
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Although Europe had
experienced many serious 
outbreaks of  disease (the 
first recorded being the
great pestilence that struck 
Athens in 430–429 bce),
the most devastating of  
all struck in the mid-14th 
century, killing between
one-third and half  the 
continent’s population.

THE PLAGUE STRIKES
Known as the Black 
Death, the plague may 
have spread to Europe 
from central Asia. Theories 
abound on what caused 
the disease, although it is 
widely supposed to have been Yersinis 

pestis, a bacterium carried by fleas on 
rodents. The bacterial infection is 
transferred to humans when the fleas 
feed on human blood. 

The infection has three variants:
bubonic plague, which is characterized 
by buboes, or swellings, of  the neck, 
groin, and armpits; pneumonic plague, 

which infects the lungs; and septicaemic 
plague, or blood poisoning. 

The plague was transmitted via 
Constantinople in 1347 and reached 
most parts of  Europe during 1348 and 
1349. It caused widespread terror 
and panic, and most attempts to fight 
its spread were useless. 

Macabre outbreaks of  religious fervour 
accompanied the progress of  the disease, 
and the Danse Macabre, or “dance of  
death”, became a common artistic motif
of  the afflicted times. By 1350, the Black 
Death had largely spent its course, but

with somewhere between 25 and 50 
million Europeans dead, a sudden 
shortage of  labour may have contributed 
to profound social changes. The peasantry 
found their diminished numbers led to a 
greater demand for their services, which 
meant that their living conditions and 
legal rights greatly improved.

Physicians used leeches to try to cure patients. As the 
leech drew blood, so “noxious vapours” causing the 
disease might be removed from his or her body.
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“SO MANY DIED THAT ALL

BELIEVED IT WAS THE END 

OF THE WORLD.”
Italian chronicler Agnolo di Tura on the Black Death in Siena, c.1350
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In the 12th century, the Plantagenet kings 
of  England acquired territories in France. 
This sparked hostility between the English 
and French, eventually leading to 
the Hundred Years War. 

WAR BREAKS OUT
In 1328, Edward III of  
England sought to assert his 
claim to the French throne 
by right of  his grandfather, 
Philip IV of  France. Once
rebuffed, Edward prepared 
for war. Open conflict broke
out in 1337, culminating in an 
English invasion of  northern France in 
1346. Edward was victorious at Crécy 
(1346) and Poitiers (1360), leading to the 
Treaty of  Bretigny, by which England 
was left in possession of  much 
of  northern and western 
France. From 1369, 
under the French 
king Charles V, war

Henry V led England 
to a decisive victctoryory
at Agincourt, northern 
France, in 1415.

broke out again when the 
French pushed back the 

English, who responded with
a series of  devastating raids (or 

chevauchées). However, the Englishss

failed to recover the lost ground.
Henry V of  England relaunched the

war in 1415, gaining victory at Agincourt
and securing almost all France north of
the Loire. Inspired by Joan of  Arc, a

dejected France recovered to 
take the last English outposts 
in Gascony in the 1450s. 
After a final defeat at 
Castillon in 1453,, the EEngnglilishsh 

were left with almost no 
territory y in Francnce,e, 

save Calais.s.
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Born in 1412, Joan of Arc claimed she had 
seen visions that inspired her to come to 

the aid of France. She re-invigorated 
the French to defend Orléans in

1429, but she was allowed to fall 
into the hands of the English, 
who burned her as a heretic.
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In the 5th century ce, barbarian rulers 
invaded part of  the eastern Roman
empire, but the Byzantines weathered 
the storm, maintained their position,
and, under Justinian (ruled 527–565 ce), 
even managed to reconquer many of  the 
lost provinces in North Africa and Italy.

These were brittle victories, however, 
and many of  the devastated territories 
produced little tax revenue, or loyalty. In
568 ce, the Byzantines lost much of  Italy 
to the Lombards (see p.188), and 88

exhausting wars with the 
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Persian empire, which ended in a 
Byzantine victory in 628, left both realms 
severely weakened. The invasions by 
Muslim-Arab armies from the 620s led 
to the fall of  Jerusalem in 637, of
Alexandria (and Egypt) in 640, and 
finally Carthage in 698, spelling the end
of  Byzantine North Africa. When Arab 
armies besieged Constantinople in 717, 
it looked as if  the empire was finished.
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A mosaic depicting Justinian from the Church of San 
Vitale, Ravenna, Italy. Justinian’s legal reforms

made him a hugely respecp ted emperp or. 
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The Byzantine emperor
Leo III (ruled 717–741)
beat off Arab invasion in 
717 with the aid of  the
Bulgarian khan (ruler).
In the mid-8th century 
Leo III weakened the 
empire by causing 
uproar when he banned 
religious icons, claiming 
they were tantamount to 
idol worship. 

From the 9th century, 
under the Macedonian 
dynasty, the empire began
to recover. Nicephorus 
Phocas (ruled 963–969) 
won a string of  victories in 
Syria, and John Tzimiskes 
(ruled 969–76) defeated the Bulgar tsar 
Boris II, thereby securing the empire’s 
position in the Balkans, and reconquered 
large parts of  Syria.

THE REVIVAL PEAKS AND FALTLL ERS
Under Basil II, “the Bulgar-Slayer”(ruled  
963-1025), the revival of  the empire 
seemed to be complete. The Bulgars 
were smashed at the Battle of  Kleidion 
(1014) and much of  southern Italy was
retaken. But Basil neglected the empire’s

A view of Constantinople, from a late 15th century 
German history, shows the city as imagined a short 
time after its fall to the Ottoman Turks in 1453.

eastern frontier and his successors 
ignored the army, allowing the Seljuk 
Turks (see p.182) to make incursions into 22

the empire, massacring the Byzantine 
army at Manzikert in 1071. Much of
Asia Minor was lost by 1080 and only 
the energy of  Alexius I Comnenus
(ruled 1081–1118) staved off disaster.

Nevertheless, Byzantium’s fatal decline
had now set in. Newly assertive enemies
such as the Normans chipped away at
Byzantine Italy and, in the Balkans, 
the Slav kingdoms grew ever stronger. 
Against the relentless pressure of  the 
Seljuk and Ottoman Turks, even the
most energetic emperors could do little
more than slow the pace of  collapse. 
By the early 15th century, Byzantium 
controlled just a few territories and 
Constantinople had become an isolated, 
beleaguered outpost. On 29 May 1453, 
the army of  the Ottoman sultan 
Mehmet II stormed the city walls and 
the Byzantine empire came to an end.
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BYZANTINE EMPIRE

The greatest of the Macedonian emperors, 
Basil ascended the throne as an infant in 
963, but did not rule in his own right until 
976. In 995, he rampaged through the 
Near East, sacking a string of Arab cities 
and securing control of northern Syria. 
From 1000, he won his greatest triumphs 
against the Bulgars, culminating in the 
victory at Kleidion in 1014, after which he 
is said to have blinded all but one man in
every 100 of his prisoners, sending the 
stumbling mass back to the Bulgarian Tsar 
Samuel, who died of shock and shame.

BASIL THE BULGAR-SLAYER
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Around the 9th century, Mexico gave
birth to new, more militarized cultures, 
well placed to take advantage of  the 
persistent warfare of  the region. Amonng gg 
them were the Chichimecs, nomadic
invaders from the north, and a more
advanced culture known as the Tolteccss,s,, 
from whom the Aztecs claimed desceenntt..

THE TOLTEC CAPITAL
The Toltecs first entered Mexico in 
the early 10th century and, under thheirr r
ruler Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl, made aa 
capital at Tollan (modern-day Tula). 
From here, between 950 and 1150, theheey y y y 
held sway over a portion of  the valleyyss s 
of  Mexico, Puebla, and Morelos. Thee 
racks at Tula that held the skulls of  deeadaadadaddd  
enemies, and the sacrificial motifs 
prevalent in its reliefs, speak of  a waarrarrrririiriiirrriiiioroorororrrrrororrror    
culture. Around 1180, outsiders invavaaadddedeeeedeeedeed ddd ddd dd ddddd
Tollan, burning the city and ending g 
Toltec dominance in central Mexicooo..
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One of the Atlantes – monumental columns carvededd 
in the form of Toltec warriors – that expressed thee 
Toltecs’ militaristic ideology in stone.
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Historians have proposed 
many explanations for
the sudden collapse of  the 
lowland Maya city-states 
during the 800s – from 
natural causes, such as 
disease or climate change, 
to soil exhaustion, war, 
or loss of  control by the 
ruling classes. However, 
no theory has yet been 
proven absolutely.

After c.900, all the main 
Maya centres were in the 
northern part of  the 
Yucatán. One, Chichen
Itzá, had been founded in
the second half  of  the 8th century by a 
confederation of  various Maya lowland 
groups and the Itzá people. 

CHICHEN ITZÁ
The city, which experimented with new 
rituals and forms of  shared government,
was a thriving community in the 9th to 
11th centuries, but collapsed thereafter.

The vivid murals from Bonampak (near Yaxchilán)
date from the late 8th century and are some of the
finest surviving examples of Maya painting.

The architecture of
the city bears a striking 
resemblance to that of  
the Toltec capital Tollan, 
which flourished around 
the same time. It is 
unclear what form of  
contact took place 
between Chichen Itzá
and Tollan, but there 
must have been extensive 
cultural and trade links 
across Mexico. 

After Chichen Itzá’s 
collapse, Mayapán took 

over as the leading Maya 
city, ruling a confederacy 

of  peoples that lasted until the arrival of  
the Spanish in the 16th century. Maya 
resistance to the Spanish was fierce, and 
independent Maya states lasted until the 
conquest of  the final Itzá capital of  
Nojpeten (Tayasal) in 1697.
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This limestone carving from the
Mayan city of Yaxchilán depicts
a bloodletting ritual.
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The Aztecs, or the Mexica 
as they called themselves, 
began as an insignificant 
group in the Valley of  
Mexico, an area racked 
by constant warfare in the 
13th century and ruled 
by petty kingdoms. They 
grew to be, by the 15th
century, the most powerful 
people in Mesoamerica. 

THE AZTEC EMPIRE
Aztec tradition relates that 
their peoples migrated 
from a land in the north 
named “Aztlán” in 1168, and in 1375 
they appointed their first tlatoani (king), i

possibly from a family of  Toltec origin. 
He ruled from Tenochtitlán (modern 
Mexico City), at the time the largest
and most powerful city in Mesoamerica. 
In the vast marshes that surrounded 
Tenochtitlán, the Aztecs built dams to 
trap the fresh water from the rivers that
flowed into the lake. They also grew crops 
on chanampas, artificial islands created in 
the shallow lake. 

In 1429, the fourth Aztec ruler, 
Itzcoatl (ruled 1428–40), brokered a 
triple alliance that united his city with
the cities of  Texcoco and Tlacopan. 
In time, though, the Aztecs exploited 
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their allies and went on to conquer
all of  Mexico. By 1500 even parts of  
Guatemala and El Salvador paid tribute 
to the Aztec empire. Yet soon after the 
Spanish arrived in Mexico in 1519 (see 
p.233), the Aztec civilization collapsed.

AZTEC RELIGION
The Aztecs had a large number of  gods, 
related to the creation of  the cosmos, to 
the sun, and to fertility, death, and war. 
The two main temples of  Tenochtitlán 
were dedicated to Huitzilopochtli, the 
god of  war, and Tlaloc, the god of  rain
and water. Another important god,
Quetzalcoatl, was the feathered-serpent
gogogogoggg ddd d ofofof  w w ini d, creativity, and fertility. The
AAzAzAzAzAzAAzAzAzAzA tetteteteteteecscscsscccsc  bb b b b  elelelieiei ved that if  they did not 
sasaaaasaaasasas titiititititittisfsfsfffffsfsfsss yy yy yyy tththhhhee eee ggods with sacrifices of  blood,

thththhththththt e ee eee sususus n n would not continue its 
jojojojojojojojojj urururu nen y across the sky.

Detail from the Codex Cospi, an illustrated 
Aztec divinatory calendar, made from thin strips 
of plant fibres covered with whitewash.

Sacrificial knives, such as this Aztec 
priest’s knife with an ornately carved
handle, were used to dispatch thousands 
of people at the temples each year.
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In southwest North America, small
villages subsisting on corn gradually 
merged into three principal cultures
 – the Hohokam, the Mogollon, 
and the Anasazi – by 700.

By 900, the Hohokam, 
the earliest of  the three
traditions, had built
canals up to 15km 
(9 miles) long and a 
sophisticated irrigation 
network that allowed 
them to grow two crops 
a year. Strongly influenced 
by Mexico, in their major 
settlements at Snaketown 
and Pueblo Grande they 
constructed ballcourts and platform
temples in the Mesoamerican style. From 
the 10th century, the Mogollon, to the 
southeast of  the Hohokam, lived in large 
adobe-built complexes (pueblos(( ), and froms

earliest times were expert potters.
The most widespread culture of  the 

three was the Anasazi, which reached its 
height between 900 and 1100. Around 

“The Cliff Palace” at Chapin Mesa is one of the
largest Anasazi cliff-dwellings. It housed some 
100 people between about 1190 and 1280.

1100, the Anasazi left their pueblos and s

began to take refuge in cliff-dwellings 
sheltered by canyon walls. By 1300,

however, most of  these were 
abandoned, possibly 

because of  crop failure.

MOUND-DWELLERS
Further to the east, 
a separate group of
cultures emerged in 
the Middle Mississippi 

Valley. Here, at the 
turn of  the 8th century, 
sizeable towns appeared, 
most featuring large,
rectangular mounds. 

The towns served as administrative and 
ceremonial centres for the Adena and 
Hopewell peoples. The greatest was 
Cahokia, at the confluence of  the 
Mississippi and Missouri rivers. By the
13th century, Cahokia had a population 
of  30,000, with more than a hundred
flat mounds containing high-status 
graves. By 1450, however, Cahokia was

abandoned, possibly after an 
epidemic of  disease.

THE AMERICAS
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This ornamental gorget from the 
Mississippian culture was worn 
over the chest with a hide thong.
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From around 650, the 
highlands of  the central 
Andes in South America
came to be dominated by 
a series of  empires.

TIWANAKU AND WARI
The earliest of  these 
empires was Tiwanaku.
Its capital was sited on the 
high altiplano of  Bolivia. 
By 500 ce, its influence 
had spread into parts of  
the southern Andes and, 
at its peak, the city had around 50,000 
inhabitants. The city was characterized
by great monolithic portals, dedicated to 
a solar “gateway god”. 

The Tiwanaku rulers ordered large
agricultural complexes of  terraced fields 
to be built and controlled a thriving 
trade in textiles, pottery, and gold. In the 
end, it was probably a drought that
saw Tiwanaku abandoned 
around 1000.

Around 700km 
(435 miles) northwest
of  Tiwanaku, the city of  
Wari emerged around 
600. Its culture was 
characterized by large 
high-walled enclosures 
– scattered throughout 
Peru – where the Wari 
elite lived, dominating 
the local people by 
force. The empire 
seems to have been 
established rapidly, with most of  the 
satellite colonies appearing around 650. 
Around 900, the Wari empire dissolved, 
possibly because of  internal revolts that
broke the bonds of  a domain held 
together by military strength.

The great Gateway of the Sun, Tiwanaku’s
largest monumental portal, with its semi-
subterranean temple in the foreground.

THE MEDIEVAVV L WORLD 600–1450
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THE CHIMÚ
The collapse of  the Moche culture 
around 800 (see p.157) left a political 77

vacuum in coastal Peru. After the brief
flourishing of  a people known as the

Sican, this void was eventually filled
by the Chimú, who 
established their capital
at Chan Chan near the
Pacific coast around 
900. Characterized by 
vavavavavavavavavavasttstststststststsst  icicicicicicicciudududududuududalalaa elas (palace s

cocococooocococococc mpmpmpmpmpmppppppmmmmmm ooououuuuooouunnnndndn s), at its 
hheheheheeehh igigigigggggggggigggghhhhhhhththththththththtthtttththttt CCCC C C CCCChan Chan 
ccccocococococooooocoooooooooooooooovvvvvvvvevevevevevevevevevevvevevevevevevveveevvevvvevverrred some 20 sq km
((((((5(5(5(( ,000 acres), and had 
a population as high 

as 35,000. The ciudadelas

formed the enclosures
of  the Chimú lords,
who from 1150 embarked 

on the conquest of  the north coast of
Peru. Ultimately, around 1370, this 
brought them into conflict with the 
growing power of  the Incas (see facing 

page), who a century later finally ee

conquered Chan Chan.

A feather hat from Peru’s highland 
Wari culture, richly decorated with 
ferocious stylized animal heads.
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The Incas first settled high in the 
Peruvian Andes around modern Cuzco 
about 1300. However, in 1438, under 
their leader Pachacuti (“transformer of
the earth”), the Incas’ expansion began
in earnest, until the culture dominated 
much of  modern Peru and Bolivia – an 
area they called Tawantinsuyu, “the 
Land of  the Four Quarters”. Around 
1470, the Inca empire absorbed its most
dangerous rival, conquering the Chimú 
capital of  Chan Chan, and by 1493 Inca 
rule reached north to Quito in Ecuador. 

HIERARCHY, ADMINISTRATION, 
AND RELIGION

Pachacuti and his son Tupac Inca 
created a federal system consisting of  
four provinces, each overseen by an Inca 
governor. At the top of  the empire’s 
social hierarchy was the Sapa Inca,
whose rule was absolute in political and 
religious affairs. A complex bureaucracy 
administered his empire but, being 
absolutely dependent on him, the whole 
system crumbled when the Sapa Inca 
fell into the hands of  Spanish 
invaders in the 1530s (see p.233).

The empire was linked by
a network of  roads, many of
them paved, which connected
the outlying regions to the
capital Cuzco. The Incas 
had no horses, nor had 
they discovered the use of  
the wheel for transport, so 
relays of  runners carried 
messages, while llamas 
served as pack animals. 

Lacking a developed 
system of  writing, the Incas 
kept records on quipus, 
collections of  coloured 

This gold disc representing the sun god 
Inti is one of the few Inca artefacts that the 
Spanish conquerers failed to melt down.

threads that were knotted to calculate 
taxation, keep records of  livestock, and 
pass on simple messages. 

The Inca built large temples, many 
of  them to the sun-god Inti. The most
important of  these was the Qorikancha, 
which lay close to Cuzco’s central plaza 
and in which the Spanish conquistadors 
would find an entire replica garden of
precious materials, including “maize” with 
stems of  silver and ears made from gold.
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The ninth Sapa Inca, Pachacuti (ruled 
1438–71) vastly extended the Inca empire, 
sending his armies north almost to Quito, 
and south nearly to Sucre in Bolivia. He 
rebuilt Cuzco in the shape of a puma and
strengthened the cult of the sun god Inti.

PACPACPACHHHACUACUACUTITITI

THE AMERICAS



The cicityty ofof f MacMacMachuhu PicPicchuchu wa was ccconsonon truuuctectected in
theth  mimid-1d-15th5th ce ntury, probably by the Incaa ru rulerler  
Pachacuti. Dramatitically ly situated,d  it most likely
served as a a rereligiousous centre rathher er thathan an a 
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The Polynesian people are likely to have 
descended from a southeast Asian group, 
possibly from modern Taiwan, and have
genetic affinities to a people indigenous
to Melanesia, a group of  islands north of
Australia. This cultural mix gave rise to 
the Lapita culture, whose fine red pottery 
dates back to around 1600 bce. 

THE GREATAA  POLYNESIAN EXPANSION
The Lapita people used stone adzes 
and cultivated yam and taro, as well as 
coconut, breadfruit, and bananas, and 
they domesticated pigs and chickens – all
elements that would form an important
part of  later Polynesian culture.
Excellent navigators, they used 
outrigger canoes to traverse great 
distances. To guide them, they 
used the stars, birds, winds,
currents, and tides, and 
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may also have used charts made of  sticks.
They reached the Marquesas Islands 
around 200 bce; Easter Island, Tahiti, 
and Hawaii in about 400 ce; and finally 
New Zealand around 1000. At each they 
established chiefdoms, which led to the

growth of  sophisticated
and hierarchical 

societies.
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 This model of a Polynesian canoe 
shows the double hull that lent the
necessary stability for ocean voyages.
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POLYNESIA

New Zealand was the last major 
area to be settled by the
Polynesians, who reached it PP
around 1000. Its climate is 
very different from tropical
Polynesia, which led to PP
changes in established 
Polynesian ways of  life. PP Of  
the traditional Polynesian PP
crops, only the sweet
potato took hold. Much 
of  South Island was not
viable for agriculture, 
promoting a culture based on 
fishing, hunting, and gathering. Around 
1300, the Maori, as the descendants of
the original settlers are known, did turn
more to agriculture, probably because 
food for hunting became scarce.

Easter Island (or to give it its PolynesianP
name, Rapa Nui) is one of  the most 
isolated islands in Polynesia. PP It lies 
2,000km (1,290 miles) from its closest 
neighbour and may have been settled by 
Polynesians around 400. Between PP
1000 and 1200 the trees on Easter Island
began to disappear. This seems largely to 
have been triggered by the colonists’
obobsessssivive e construction ooff  gigiant stone 
he dadadaddaddsss,s,ss c c callala lleleddddd momom aiai. Theyeyyyy  w werere e ee cacacarvrvededed ii inn 
ononononnonneeee e e e pipipipipipipip ecceeccecececeee eee frfrfrfrfromomoomomm c c c c omomomprprprp eseesesesseseseseseseeeddd d vovovollclclcaananannicicicic aaa ashshshhshhhhh 

and required enormous use of  resources 
to move from the stone quarries and
erect. Eventually, some time after 1600,
when the last trees were cut, the islands’
ecosystem collapsed as soil erosion
leeched the land of  its ability to bear 
crops, and there was no more wood to 
build boats for fishing. In the ensuing 
social turmoil, the moaiai w wwwerereree e ded liberaratetelylyy  ii

thrown down, beggininniniingngnnggggg i i iiiinn n ththththeeee eaeaeaearlrlrlrlyyy y yy
18818ththth ccenentuturyry, soo t thhaatt bybybybyy 11 1868686868686688888 nonononoonenenene 
wewewewww rererere ll l efeffefeft t tt ini taactctc ..
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Maori tiki talismans were traditionally worn for 
good luck, and by women to guard against 

infertility. This one is made in greenstone.

The population on North
Island increased significantly,
and the period after 1350, 
known as the Classic era,

saw the building of  massive 
earthwork forts, with rich 
burials. There appears to 
have been an upsurge in
warfare between competing 

Maori groups, with the 
building of  even larger forts (pa(( )aa

with complexes of  terraces and ditches.
Despite their strikingly rich culture, the 
Maori never united politically, putting 
them at a disadvantage when European
colonists arrived in the 19th century.
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THE EARLY MOODERDERN WN WORLD IN 1700
By 1700, most of  Central and South America 
(except Brazil) was controlled by Spain, with
large British and French colonies in North 
America. Muslim empires were at their height 
in Persia, India, and modern Turkey. The 
Russian empire had expanded eastwards to RR
Siberia, while the Qing held sway in China.
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The Thirty Years’ War (1618–48) 
ravaged much of central Europe. In 
1700 Germany remained divided
and weak, but the Austrian Habsburgs
held extensive territories and had
begun to make inroads into Ottoman 
control of the Balkans. Expansion by 
the Russians brought them into conflict 
with Poland–Lithuania and Sweden.
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THE EARLY MODERN WORLD 1450–1750218

The Ming dynasty’s last wave of
expansionism ended in 1449 when the
Mongols captured Emperor Zhengzhong 
(ruled 1436–49 and 1457–64). Rejecting 
further military adventures, subsequent
emperors focused on affairs at home.

THETHE LA LATTAA ERER MINMING RG RRULEULEULERSRS RS
EmEEmEmppep roororrss suchh as JJ Jiiajijij ngg ( ((15153131 6–67)7)) 
ananananddd d WaWaWaWanlnlnlnlii i (1(1(157575722–2 161616202020))) bbebecaacaamemememe, 
hhhoowewevever,r, e evever momorere remmemototeee ffrfromom 
theiirr subbjjectsts, , , ana d gogogg vevernrnmementnt  
ffefelllll iinccncrrereasasininglglyy unundedderr ththee 
cococontntrorolll fofof p p lalalacacee 
eueunuchchss. W WWWiititithh thththe eee
moraalele o off  ththe e
reregigimem  in declcline
anna dd d a aa rererealalaalizizizizatatatioioionn n 

in the provinces that the emperor would
do nothing for them, by the 1640s the
Ming’s hold on power was in desperate
trouble. A series of  peasant uprisings 
culminated in April 1644 in the capture 
of  the capital Beijing by the rebel
peasant leader Li Zicheng. Li tried to 
pepersr uauaddede tt thhehe MM Miiningg ffrfronontititierer c comommama dndnderer 
WWWu SS Sangug i to jjjoin  hihim,m, b but W Wuu ininststeaead d 

lalalllolowewedddd hththee QiQiQiQ nggg t thhrhrou hghgh thhe f ffrorontn iieer r 
((((seseseeee ee fafafaaciiciicingngn pp pagagee)).). WW W Wiitithhh hihihih ss caca ipipipip tatall lloloostststeeee

anandd hihiss rurrurulele oo ovevevertrtrthrhrowownn,, t thhhe ll lasastt 
MiMiingng empmpperererooror, , ChChhonnonggzgzhhehenn 

(r(rululeded 1 1626262627–7–7–7 44444)),)  
commmmititteted d susuicicididee.

nn Chihina na           ddddddd 11441449–19–99 164464464446
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In northeastern China, an area that lay 
outside Ming control, a group called the 
Jurchens, descendants of  the Jin dynasty 
(1115–1234 ce), began, in the late 16th 
century, to absorb their neighbouring 
peoples. In 1616 their leader
Nurhaci founded the Later Jin
dynasty and formally organized 
both his people and the Mongol 
tribes of  the region. The 
population was enrolled 
into four military units 
called banners, each 
identified by the colour of  
its standard. Nurhaci’s 
successor Huang 
Taiji (ruled 1626–43) 
introduced Chinese-style 
institutions among the 

The Qing bureaucracy in China retained 
many features of  the earlier Ming 
system, but caused resentment by 
decreeing that all Chinese men 
adopt the traditional Qing hairstyle 
– a shaved forehead and long,
braided ponytail or queue. The 
successors of Shunzhi (see above)ee
– Kangxi (ruled 1661–1722),
Yongzheng (ruled 1722–35), 
and Qianlong (ruled 1736–95) – 
presided over the period of  greatest 
expansion. The Qing absorbed 
Outer Mongolia, and claimed Tibet
as a protectorate in 1750. This was also 
a time of  increasing influences from
outside China. Kangxi passed an “edict 
of  toleration” that enabled the spread of
Christian Jesuit missions, while exports of
tea, silk, and ceramics to Europe burgeoned. 

Jurchen, changing the name of  his
people in 1636 to Manchu, and restyling 
the dynasty in 1637 as Qing. In 1644,

expanding into territory further 
south, the Qing took control of  the
Ming capital Beijing from rebel

forces (see facing page) and ee

installed six-year-old 
Shunzhi as emperor
(ruled 1644–61). 

Qing forces went on
sweeping south, crushing 
any resistance. By 1650, 

apart from isolated holdouts
such as Taiwan, Qing control 

ovovvovvovovovovovovvovovovererererereererererere CCCCCCC CC C C C hihihihihihihihihiihh nanananananan w w w w w asasa  complete.

A sinuous dragogogogonn cn ccccn ccn cccn cn c ililililililoiloililoiloiooiloiloililoiloiloiloiloiloilssssssssss ss s aroaroaroaroroaroaroaroaroaaroaaroaroaaaroaa o ddddundundundundunundundundndndundnundundundndunndu aaaaaaaaaaa a  a a  a  a a ppapapaanpanpannpapanpanpppapanpan lelelelelelel ffrfrom the
Dazheng Hall of the Shenyang Palace in northeast 
China, the original residence of the Qing rulers.

AAA mA mmmmmmA oououuunununnnno nntteteeededddddted  w wwwwaaaawwwaaaw rrrrirrirrirrir iooror, typical of the
QQQQiQinQinQinQinQQinQinininingggggg fig fig fig fig fifig fig fifig g fig fig fififigggghghghghghtghtghtghtghtgghtghtghtgghtththththhthtteeerersersersersererseeersers www who fought sporadic
MMMMMMMiMiMinMinMinMinMMMiMinMinMinMinMinMinMinMinMinMinininMinM nninnMMMM nni ggg rg rg rg rg rg rg rg rg rrg rg esesesiesiesesiesiee tstance in the 1640s.
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In the mid-1500s, Japan
was fragmented into many 
semi-independent domains,
each ruled by a separate 
daimyo (warlord), while 
the shogun (ruler of  the 
military), and even more 
so the emperor, were 
powerless to exert their 
authority. Gradually, 
groups of  daimyo clustered 
together and, in 1560, the 
leader of  one group, 
Imagawa Yoshimoto, tried 
to take control of  the royal 
capital, Kyoto. To do so he had to cross 
the lands of  Oda Nobunaga, who cut his 
forces to pieces. Nobunaga then entered 
Kyoto himself, beginning a 40-year 
process of  Japanese unification.

NOBUNAGA AND HIDEYOSHI
By 1577, Nobunaga had conquered 
central Japan; he then moved against 
more distant daimyo. His chief  general, 
Toyotomi Hideyoshi, was engaged in 
a bitter struggle against the powerful 
Mori clan of  northern Honshu when 
Nobunaga was assassinated in 1582. 

Hideyoshi broke off the 
conflict in order to take 
over Nobunaga’s mantle 
as head of  the unification
drive. He had still to 
overcome six major daimyo

groupings, finally forcing 
the capitulation of  the 
most powerful, the Hojo 
of  Odowara, in 1590.

IEYASU COMPLETES 
THE UNIFICATION

Hideyoshi died in 1598,
and a power struggle 

immediately broke out, from which
Tokugawa Ieyasu emerged the victor, 
smashing his opponents’ armies at 
Sekigahara in 1600. Confiscating vast 
tracts of  land from the defeated daimyo, ,
he established himself  as shoggununn, , bububutt 
with an unparalleled monnopopppolololly y yy onononononnn 
power. Ieyasu made Edodoo 
(Tokyo) the new, mililitittaaarararrryyy y y 
capital of  Japan. ThThThhhhee eee ee 
emperor and hihiss s s ccococococococoouuuruuuurrrttt,t,tt,  
although reveveveveererererrrededededeedddde ,, , ,,,,
retainin deddded o oooonlnlnlnlnnlyy y y y cececececerererrereemmomomomommom iniininialalalaa   
statturururree e aatatat KKKKKyoyoyoottotototoootooooo, ,, , ,, , anananannd d d

Toyotomi Hideyoshi was one of 
Nobunaga’s chief generals, with 
considerable military talent.

n nnn Japan n    dd 15115151511 6660–60–6 180180180180808000000000000000
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Born Matsudaira Takechiyo in 1542,
Tokugawa Ieyasu was a claimant to 
succeed Oda Nobunaga as shogun in 1582, 
but was outmanoeuvred by another general, 
Toyotomi Hideyoshi. Only once Hideyoshi 
had died, and Ieyasu had won a decisive 
victory over other rivals at the battle of 
Sekigahara, did he finally take over the
shogunate. His reforms stabilized the
power of the Tokugawa shogunate,
strengthening it against challenges from
regional daimyo (warlords). He died in 1616, o
leaving Japan’s unification as his legacy.

TOKUGAWA IEYASU
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Japanese society became more 
structured. Extensive legislation
established a hierarchy of  four 
classes: samurai, farmer,
artisan, and merchant. 

JAPAN TURNS INWARD
Under the Tokugawa,
Confucian doctrines began
to exert a greater influence in 
Japan. With its emphasis on 
loyalty to the political order and 
social stability, Confucianism suited 
the regime well, and went hand-in-hand 
with a closing inward of  Japan. In 1612,
Tokugawa Hidetada (ruled 1605–23) 
confirmed a policy of  national seclusion
(known as sakoku) and, in 1614, foreignu

trade was restricted to the cities of  
Nagasaki and Hirado in southern
Kyushu. By 1639, the Portuguese traders

had been expelled and
the Dutch confined 
to a small island 

off NNNagaggggasasasaasakkkkkki.i.ii

Tokugawa rule brought Japan 
twtwtwo o centuries of  relative peace
ananannnananananaa d dd trt aanquillity, as well as a 
ccucucucuuuuucucuucc lltltltlltl uuurral flowering. Many of
ththththhhhhhhhtththhhthtt eeee e eee eeelements recognized as 
ttttththththththththththtththththththtthththhhhthhththttheee e keystones of  Japanese

ttttrtrtrtrt aditional culture emerged 
during this period, such as 

haiku poetry, flower arranging, 
the tea ceremony, the final form of  
Noh theatre, andh Ukiyo-e (“pictures of  e

the floating world”) prints. Yet, for all 
its unchallenged authority, the later 
Tokugawa regime was inflexible. Its 
seclusion from the outside world made 
Japan ill-prepared to face a resurgent 
and industrialized Europe in the 19th
century that was very different from the
Europe it had turned its back on.

A Japanese mask used in Noh theatre. The
restraint and elegance of Noh appealed 
to upper-class Japanese Edo society.

The Japanese tea ceremony (y chanoyu) was refined in uu
the Tokugawa era, becoming a symbol l l of oooo thehehe delicate 
etiquequeququueequeeq ttettetteetteeettettetttet  th th th th thh thttt at atatat atat helhelheheleehelee dd td td togeogeogegeg hthethethether tr thhehe he he socsocsocs ietietietietietietietieteeeetetieeti yy oy oy oy oyy oy oooyy f tttf tf tf ttthe hehhehe he hehe he hhhe hhe he ageageageageageageageee...



Founder of the Mughals, Babur (ruled 
1526–30) was descended from the Mongol

conqueror Tamerlane, who had raided
Delhi in 1328. Babur outdid him by

capturing the city and becoming 
the first Mughal emperor.
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Ultimately one of  the most powerful
states of  the 17th century, the Islamic
Mughal empire had much more modest 
beginnings in the efforts of  Babur, 
an ambitious Central Asian 
princeling who wanted to 
carve himself  a territory 
near Samarkand. In 1504, 
Babur seized Kabul in 
modern Afghanistan and
the next year he launched 
his first raid into India.

BABUR AND HUMAYUN
In 1519, Babur launched a 
concerted bid to unseat the
Lodi sultans of  Delhi (see p.185). In55

April 1526, at Panipat, Babur crushed
the army of  Ibrahim Lodi. He then
marched on and took not only Delhi but 
also Agra, where the Lodi treasury was 
lodged. Moving west, at Kanua the 

following year he defeated
a huge army raised by 
Rana Sangha of  Mewar 
(in modern-day Rajasthan). 

By the time of  his death in 
1530, Babur had consolidated 

his position as master of  the 
rich cities of  northern India. His 

son Humayun, however, met with less 
success. By 1540, he had lost his father’s 
kingdom to the Afghan ruler Sher Shah
Sur, and was in exile at the Safavid court 
in Persia. In 1555, with the support of  the 
Persians (see pp.228–9), he restored Mughal99

rule by pushing aside Sher Shah’s feeble 
successors. He died soon after, leaving the 
empire to his 12-year-old son Akbar.

THE REIGN OF AKBAR
At first under the tutelage of  the capable 
regent Bairam Khan, Akbar oversaw a 
vast extension of  Mughal territory. In his 
lifetime Mughal dominion expanded to 
reach from Kashmir in the north and 
Afghanistan in the northwest to Bengal 
in the east and the Deccan plateau in the
south. To consolidate his position, Akbar
established a centralized system of  
government, administered by warrior-
aristocrats (mansabdars). The most senior ss

of  these were paid with land grants 
(jagirs(( ), and held the right to collect tax ss

from this land. Akbar promoted a policy 
of  religious tolerance. He reduced the 
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A Mughal miniature of the Battle of Panipat (1526)
clearly shows the cannons, part of the arsenal of 
firearms that was instrumental in Babur’s victory.

BABURUR
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MuM slim l lunar c lalenddar with a solar one. 
He thereby avoided dissension among 
his many non-Muslim subjects. 

Akbar’s reign also saw a cultural
renaissance. A new style of  north Indian 
classical music flourished, 
as did an enormously 
productive school of  
Mughal painting that 
combined Persian and 
Indian styles.

JAHANGIR AND 
SHAH JEHAN

Akbar died in 1605, and
was succeeded by his son 
Jahangir, who had already 
tried several times to depose
him. In turn, Jahangir faced 
a rebellion in 1623 by his 
third son, Khurram, which
ended only a year before 
Jahangir’s death in 1627.
A civil war instantly erupted 
between Jahangir’s four sons 
over the succession. 

The victor, Khurram, 
who took the name Shah 
Jehan (ruled 1628–58), 
contributed some of  the Mughal 
empire’s greatest surviving monuments, 
including a new capital at Delhi – which 
he called Shahjahanabad – centred on 
the Red Fort and the Jama Masjid; and
the majestic Taj Mahal at Agra. These
huge projects were symbols of  Mughal 
wealth gained from flourishing 
agriculture and trade. In 1657, Shah 
Jehan fell gravely ill. Without waiting to 

see thhe outcome of  their father’’s illness, 
his sons threw themselves with great 
gusto into a vicious and damaging civil
war, from which Aurangzeb, the third 
son, emerged victorious in 1660. Shah

Jehan had by now recovered,
but Aurangzeb locked him 
away in the palace at Agra,
where he died, neglected 
and bitter, in 1666.

AURANGZEB AND THE 
DECLINE OF THE EMPIRE

Aurangzeb oversaw the 
expansion of  the empire
to its greatest exextetentnt, , yeyet t heh
also sowwededd t tthehehe s seeeeddsds o offf  itititss 
decllinininne.e.e.ee. HH HH HHee e wawawass s ofofofteteten awwawayy 
onononn c ccccccaamamamamammmaampapapapappp iigigiggnsnsnsns, ,, , ana dd hihihhhh s s effeffffeffoorrtsts 
tttotototoooo ddd dddddddddeefefefefeeefffeeaeaeaeattt thththe e MaMaMMMM rraar thhhaa aaa
ccccocococococooooonnfnfnfnfnfnfnfedededederrere accaa yy y ofofoff  S SSShhhihihihivvavvvaaajjiijijiji i iinn n ththe

ssosososssosososoooouuuuutututututututututututtthhhhhhh,hh,h,h,, w ww w whhiihicchchchhhh ww wwwwwwaaasasaasasasa  s ssseeeeeeeeeeeekikikikikiingngng t to build 
aaanananananananananan ee eemmmpmpmpmpmpmmpppppiiiririririrrirririrreeee e e e e ofofofoofofoffofff iiii i i iittststststststss ooo o oowwnwnwn, met with little 

sssusususuuuuuuuuucccccccccccccccccccccccceeeeesesesesesssss.s.s.s.s..s. HHHHHH HHHee e wwas also intolerant in 
rrrrrerererererereeeeelllililillilililigigigioous matters, reimposing 
tttaxes on Hindu pilgrims and, 

in 1670, reinstating the jizya

tax on all non-Muslims. 
All these moves polarized

opinion of  him and undermined his 
support among the vast numbers of
Hindus and Sikhs in the Mughal empire. 

Aurangzeb died in 1707 and a rapid 
succession of  weak rulers further 
undermined Mughal power. In 1739, 
Nadir Shah, the ruler of  Persia, sacked
Delhi and seized the Mughal treasury. 
As a serious political force, the Mughal 
empire was now dead.
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The Mughal court excelled in 
decorative arts, architecture, 
and producing miniatures.
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Known in the West as “the Magnificent” 
and to Islamic writers as Kanuri (“the i
lawgiver”), Suleyman (ruled 1520–66) 

was one of the greatest Ottoman
sultans and believed himself to

be the spiritual heir of Alexander 
the Great (see pp.124–5( ) and 5

Julius Caesar (see p.132( ). By 2
the time of Suleyman’s death,
the Ottomans controlled large 
parts of southeast Europe, 
the North African coast, and 
the Middle East.

SULSULEYMEYMANAN II
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After their conquest of  the Byzantine
empire in 1453 under their sultan 
Mehmet II (see p.203), Ottoman armies
surged forward into the Balkans. 
However, failure to capture Belgrade 
(then in Hungary) in 1456 put a 
temporary halt to westward 
expansion. The remnant of
Hungary, and a fiercely 
independent Albanian 
principality under the rule 
of  the warrior-prince
Skanderbeg, kept a watchful
eye on their new Turkish 
neighbours. The Ottomans 
turned their attention east, 
where the growing power of  Safavid 
Persia (see pp.228–9) threatened to stem 99

or even reverse the Ottoman tide.

THE HEIGHT OF OTTOMAN POWER
It was not until the Battle of  Chaldiran 
in 1514 that Selim I (ruled 1512–20) 
was able to best the Safavid dynasty. 
The Ottomans then pushed rapidly 
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the Mamluk rulers of  Egypt by 
capturing Cairo. In 1520, Suleyman,

Selim’s son, took charge. In 1523, he 
captured the island of  Rhodes, which 
was the stronghold of  the Knights of  St
John, a military order of  the crusader era.

Having stabilized the situation in 
Egypt with a new law code in 1525 that 
appeased local resentment, Suleyman 
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turned once more to war with 
an attack on Hungary. At 
Mohács in 1526, he cut to 
pieces the army of  Louis II
of  Hungary, resulting in the 
division of  the kingdom 
between the Ottomans and 
the Austrian Habsburgs. AA In 
1529, Suleyman attempted to
take by siege the Habsburg 
capital of  Vienna, but this
marked a watershed in his territorial
ambitions, and after only three weeks his 
army, frustrated, retired into Hungary.

THE BEGINNING OF DECLINE
Suleyman’s personal life was less 
fortunate. His two favourite sons, 
Mustafa and Bayezid, were accused

of  conspiring against him. To save his 
throne, Suleyman was forced to have 
them both executed (in 1553 and 1562), 
casting a shadow over the rest of  his reign. 
He died on a final Hungarian campaign 
in 1566 and the throne fell to his third 
son Selim, nicknamed “the drunkard”,
whose rule was of  a very different nature. 

Selim’s formative experiences were 
in the enclosed world of  the harem of
the Topkapi Palace in Istanbul. He
had little or no military training, and 
like subsequent sultans, relied on 
viziers (ministers) to control the empire. 
Lacking the sultan’s controlling hand, the 
empire fell prey to competing elements 
in the government: the Diwan (supreme
court); the Grand Vizier (chief  minister); 
and the janissaries (elite army units).

THE DEMISE AND THE TULIP AGE 
In the 1650s, Mehmet Koprülü, the 
Grand Vizier to Mehmet IV (ruled 
1648–87), began a systematic attempt to 
root out corruption. He also planned a 
resumption of  Ottoman conquest, but
died in 1661 before his plans could come 
to fruition. His brother-in-law Kara 

Mustafa continued Koprülü’s ambitions, 
besieging Vienna in 1683. Once again, 
however, the Turks were forced to 
abandon the siege. A steady EuropeanA
encroachment on Ottoman lands began, 
spearheaded by the Habsburgs. Belgrade 
and Serbia were lost by the Treaty of
Passarowitz in 1718, but Mahmud I (ruled
1730–54) brought respite by negotiating 
the Treaty of  Belgrade in 1739.

Amazingly, though the Ottomans were 
militarily enfeebled, racked by revolt, and
faced constant threat from, or actual
secession of, its borderlands, the empire
still experienced a golden cultural age in 
the late 17th and 18th centuries. A refinedA
court culture – the “Tulip Age” – belied 
the reality of  a state that, within 150 years, 
would lose most of  its European lands. 

“I AM GOD’S SLAVE AND SULTAN OF 

THIS WORLD… IN BAGHDAD I AM 

SHAH, IN BYZANTINE REALMS THE 

CAESAR, AND IN EGYPT THE SULTAN.”

Inscription of Suleyman the Magnificent on the citadel of Bender, Moldavia, 1538

Decorative tilework, often created using 
recycled material from older structures, 
was a feature of Ottoman architecture.
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Following the collapse in 1335 of  the 
Mongol Il-khanate, which had ruled 
Persia since the 1250s, the country 
dissolved into a collection of  successor 
states. Then, from the 1370s, Tamerlane,
a steppe conqueror in the tradition of  
Genghis Khan (see p.166), built a vast66

Central Asian empire that, from the 
1380s, included much of  Persia. After 

Tamerlane’s death in 1405, 
his descendants continued

to rule eastern Persia, while the western
portion of  the country fell to a group 
made up of  Turkmen dynasties known as 
the Aq Qoyunlu and Kara Qoyunlu.

THE RISE OF THE SAFAVIDS
Beset by civil war in the late 15th century, 
the Aq Qoyunlu were overcome by a new 
group that had grown up around the 
Safavids, a Sufi order of  Muslim mystics. 
In 1501, the 14-year-old Safavid shah 

IsIsmmaail II ( ruled 1501–24) defeated the
AAqAq QQQQoyo uunlu at Alwand, and by 1507 
alalall l offo  wwweesstet rn Persia had fallen to the
Saafafaaf viv ddsdss. . PPushing further west still, 
IsIsmmamail’sss  armmies met the Ottomans.
AAA prrroototraactcteed struggle culminated at
CChChhaalaldddirraarann iin 1514, where the Ottoman 
ssus lltlttaanan SSSSeele imm I defeated Ismail and 

pprprrevvevenntedd the absorption of  eastern
AnAnAnnA atatoliia into the Safavid empire.

TTHEE HEIGHT OF POWER
BBy 1513, Ismail had created 

a stable frontier to the east 
that restrained his Central 
Asian Uzbek neighbours. 
With further westward 
expansion blocked by 
the Ottoman empire,
Ismail turned his
attention to making 

“NOW THAT I AM KING 

WE ARE GOING TO FORGET 

AAAAABBBBOOOUUUTTT TTHE PRACTICE OF SULTAN

MMMMMUUUUUHHAMMAD SHAH; 

TTTTTTHHHHHHHHEEEE KKKKIIINNNNNGGG IS GOING TO MAKE 

TTTTTHHHHHEEE DDDDDEEEECCIISIONS NOW.”
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profound reforms within the Persian
state. He imposed a new official faith on
the country, a variety of  Shia Islam that
was to dominate Persian religious life 
into the modern era. 

Ottoman and Uzbek aggression and 
incursions dogged Ismail’s descendants 
until the reign of  Shah Abbas I, under 
whom Safavid rule reached its peak.
Between 1587 and 1607 he recaptured 
lost territories, and in 1598, he moved 
the capital from Qazvin to Isfahan, 
where he ordered the construction of  a 
dazzling array of  new buildings, centred 
on the grand Maydan Square. 

Abbas I’s character had a dark side. 
In 1615, he had his (probably innocent) 
heir, Safi Mirza, executed on 
suspicion of  treasonous plotting, 
and for similar reasons had 
his other two sons blinded, 
disqualifying them from 
succeeding him. On 
Abbas’s death in 1629, it
was his grandson, Safi I, 
who became shah.

THE FALL OF THE SAFAVIDS
Despite the loss of  Baghdad to the 
Ottomans in 1638, Safi’s able minister 
Saru Taqi ensured financial stability and
the reign of  Safi’s son Shah Abbas II 
(1642–66) was peaceful and prosperous. 
However, his successor Sulayman presided 
over a gentle decline, as he retreated to the 
harem and ceased to exert effective power. 
By 1720, faced with multiple revolts, the
Safavid regime fell apart and in October 
1722 Shah Husayn surrendered Isfahan 
to an army led by the rebel Afghan 
leader Mahmud Ghilzai. Ghilzai did not 

last long as shah, being murdered
in 1725. The country then fell 

under the control of  another 
tribal leader, Nadir Khan.
Ruling through Safavid 
puppets until 1736, he then
declared himself  shah and 
set about an ambitious 
military programme that
included the reconquest of  
western Persia from the 

Ottomans and the sacking of
Delhi, the Mughal capital, in

1739. However, his cruelty and 
extortionate tax regimes to fund his 

campaigns made him deeply unpopular; 
he was killed in 1747, and Persia once 
more descended into chaos.

An 18th-century hunting scene reflecting the 
cultured elegance of the later Safavid court, more 
inclined to the pursuits of leisure than war.

Aged only 16 when he came to 
the throne, Shah Abbas I (ruled 
1587–1629) proved a determined and 
able ruler. He embarked on a programme 
of building that would lead his reign to be 
regarded as a golden age for Persia.

SHAH ABBAS I
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VOYAGES OF DISCOVERY

Indian Ocean to Calicut in 
southern India. The incentive
for these expeditions was largely 
a desire to find a sea route to 

the sources of  the 
lucrative spice trade 
in eastern Asia. 

Not wishing 
to be outdone by 

their Portuguese rivals, 
the Spanish sought an 
alternative, westerly 
route to Asia and, in

1491, the Genoese-born Christopher 
Columbus was able to persuade
Queen Isabella of  Castile to support 
a a vov yay geg  aacrcc oss the Atlantic.

THE FIRST ROUTES
The Portuguese were early 
pioneers in endeavours at
sea, concentrating first on  
southward voyages around the 
African coastline. 
In 1486, Diogo
Cão explored the 
Congo river, before
making his final 
landfall at Cape 
Cross in what is now 
Namibia. Two years 
later, Bartolomeu Dias rounded the 
Cape of  Good Hope and sailed into 
the Indian Ocean, while in 1498 
Vasco da Gama crossed over the 

At the start of  the 15th century, Europeans’ knowledge of  the world 
beyond their own continent was limited, and based largely on the 
cartography of  Ptolemy, a Greek polymath who had died 13 centuries 
earlier, in 168 ce. Yet, in little over a century, European horizons 
expanded massively as their navigators set sail, opening up new sea 
routes to India and the East and discovering the continent of  America.

Black pepper was one of the precious r
commodities that Europeans sought 
in pioneering new routes to Asia.
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THE AMERI CAS
Columbus set sail in 
August 1492 with threeAA
ships (see overleaf). Heff
accepted Ptolemy’s 
calculation of  the 
world’s size and so
when he sighted land, 
he believed  it to be 
eastern Asia, not a new continent 
ripe for expansion. Even a further
three voyages did not shake this 
conviction. Further explorations 
followed rapidly; within �ve years, in
1497, John Cabot sailed into North 
American waters o� Newfoundland , 
while the voyage of  Jacques Cartier
in 1534 took the Fr ench to the G ulf  
of Saint Lawrence. The Portuguese, 
meanwhile, began to occupy their 
own area of the Americas, following 
the discover y of  the Brazilian 
cocoasastltline e byy Alvaress C C ababraral in 11500. 

THE FIRST CIRCUMNAVIGATION
Th e lure of  trade routes to Asia 
continued to motivate European 
monarchs and the sailors they 
funded. I n 1519, the Portuguese 
explorer Ferdinand Magellan set
out to sail to the Spice I slands (the
M oluccas in I ndonesia). He died in 
1521 and his deputy completed the 
voyage; he and his crew were the �rst 
E uropeans to sail around the world. 

King Manuel I of Portuga l gives his blessing to
Vasco da Gama as he sets out in 14 97 on the 
voyage thhat a wouould dis cover a s ea route to o IndII ia.

An atlas from c.1519 shows 
details of the co astline of Br azil 
– a Portuguese discover y.
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In 1491, Christopher Columbus won the
backing of  Queen Isabella of  Castile for 
a voyage that he planned to make to
eastern Asia, after an eight-year search 
for a sponsor. On 3 August the following 
year, he set sail from the Spanish port of  
Palos in a small flotilla made up of  the
Santa Maria, Pinta, and Niña.

SAN SALVADOR
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island – whose exact location is now 
uncertain – San Salvador, claiming it
for Spain. He called the local Arawak 
natives “Indians” in the firm belief
that he had reached the coast of  Asia. 
Three days after reaching San Salvador,
Columbus departed, sailing to Cuba and 
then to Hispaniola, where he established 
a small colony, the precursor of  the 
massive Spanish settlement to come.
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Once the Spanish were established in 
the Caribbean, they learned of  the rich 
Aztec culture on the Mexican mainland. 
In February 1519, the conquistador 
Hernán Cortés sailed from Havana, 
Cuba, to find it. Having forced his way 
through the Yucatán peninsula, 
on 16 August he moved inland AA
with 15 horsemen and 400 
infantry. He secured native 
allies in the Tlaxcala, bitter 
enemies of  the Aztecs.

In 1527, a small Spanish expedition, in
search of  the rich land of  “Birú” (Peru),
led by Francisco Pizarro, landed at
Tumbes, an outpost of  the TT Inca empire. 
Pizarro returned in 1531 with 180 men. 
He found the Incas recovering from a 
civil war, which allowed him to cross the 
Andes freely to reach Cajamarca, where
the Inca leader Atahuallpa was camped.

THE FALL OF THE INCA EMPIRE
Luring the Inca ruler into a meeting, 
Pizarro took him hostage and then, 
in July 1533, had him executed. The 
Spanish marched on the capital Cuzco, 
which they took in November. The 
prestige of  the Inca nobility was severely 
damaged by their failure to protect

THE CAPTURE OF TENOCHTITLÁN
In November 1519, Cortés reached 
Tenochtitlán, the TT Aztec capital, where 
the ruler, Moctezuma, received the 
Spanish cordially. But Cortés soon had 
Moctezuma put under house arrest and, 

when the Spanish massacred a 
number of Aztec nobles, 

Tenochtitlán descended into TT
chaos. Moctezuma was 
killed by his own people,
while the Spanish fought
their way in hand-to-hand
combat out of  the city. 

Undaunted, in spring 1521, 
Cortés returned with fresh 

reinforcements to begin a new 
siege of  Tenochtitlán. TT This ended 

in August the same year with the capture A
of  the new Aztec ruler, Cuahtemoc, and
the total dissolution of  the Aztec empire.

Atahuallpa and they mounted little 
coherent opposition. Yet in 1536, Manco 
Capac, installed as a puppet ruler, began 
a rebellion. Although the Spanish soon
retook Cuzco from the rebels, Inca
resistance continued on the fringes 
of  Peru until 1572, when their final
stronghold of  Vilcamaba fell, and Titu
Cusi, the last Inca ruler, was executed.

nn Peru     ddddddd 15 1515 15151 27–7–115757722222
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With control of the imperial army in Quito,
Atahuallpa was able to triumph over his 
brother Huascar to seize power of the Inca 
realm in 1532, ending Peru’s civil war. By 
the time of this victory, the Spanish had
arrived; they executed Atahuallpa in 1533.

ATAHUALLPA

After conquering the Aztecs, 
Hernán Cortés became governor 
of Mexico, but suffered successive 
attempts by the Spanish authorities 
to remove him or curb his power. In 1547 
he died, wealthy but embittered, in Seville.

HER ÁNÁN CO ÉRTÉS
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The Spanish faced grave 
problems governing their 
vast territories in the 
Americas, because they 
lay so far from Spain 
itself. From 1523, a 
formal body, the 
Council of  the Indies, 
was set up to formulate 
policy for the new colonies. 
Unfortunately, very few of  its 
members had actual experience of  the 
Americas, and the distances involved led 
to an unresponsive form of  government. 

NEW WORLD SILVER
Later in the 16th century, the Spanish 
replaced the crown’s representatives 
in the Americas – the governors or 

captain-generals – with a syystem of  
viv ceroyalties s (p(p(pppprororororroror viviiviiviivincncncncncessseses).).)  TT TThahah t t ofof  

New SpSpppaiaiiaiaainnnnn nn nnn nnnn n sususususususuuupppppepepepeppppepep rvrvrvrvvisisiisisisisisiisededededdededdeee  t t t t tttthhehehehehhehehhhhhee  

territories to the north 
of  Panama, and that of  
Peru had authority over 
the lands to the south.

The native Americans
iin the Spanish colonies 

suffered under the encomienda

system, which made them the 
personal “possessions” of  Spanish

landowners. The obligation on the 
natives to pay increasing tributes, while
at the same time their population was
shrinking, caused terrible hardships. The 
Spanish empire’s real economic wealth 
came, though, from a huge mountain of
silver ore discovered at Potosí in Bolivia 
in 1545, which delivered enormous 
revenues. Up until 1660, some 16,000 
tonnes (17,600 tons) of  the metal were 
shshipped to Seville, permitting Philip II 
ofofof  S pain and his successors to conduct 
aa aaa seeries of  long (and expensive) wars.

CCHHALLENGES TO SPANISH RULE
SSpSppSpana ish control of  America was 
nnneevver complete. In eastern South 
AAAmAmmA erica, Spain competed with 
PoP rtuguese (and later Dutch) 

settlements in Brazil; and in 
the Caribbean, various islands 
were seized by the French and 

English. In North America, 
where Spanish control extended 
into Florida and California, the 
gggrgrowo ing might of  France and 
EnEnEnEnEnEEnEnEnEEEnEnEEnEEnnEEEEE glg and put a definitive end 

totototototo t he hopes of  an all-
SpSSppSpSpSppSpSpSSSpS anananana ish Americas.

WWWWWiWitittWi hh h Spanish colonization of the 
AAAmAmmemeeeeA ricas came Catholicism and 
mmmmammaagggmagm nifin cent church architecture.
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The two hemispheres of the world on 
this 1744 silver coin symbolize the 

global nature of Spanish conquests.
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Although the Spanish had 
bases in Florida to protect
their silver-bullion fleets, it 
was the English who first
attempted to colonize the 
eastern seaboard of  North 
America. In 1584, English 
adventurer Sir Walter 
Raleigh despatched a fleet 
to establish a settlement
on RoanokeRR Island in 
Virginia, but the colony 
disappeared in 1590. After 
the English defeat of  the 
Spanish Armada in 1588 (see p.247), 77

weakening Spanish domination in the 
North Atlantic, the English made new 
attempts to colonize North America.

ENGLISH RULE AND ITS COMPETITORS
In 1607 the Virginia Company of  London 
established a colony at Jamestown. 
In 1620, the English established a 
further settlement at New Plymouth in
Massachussetts, spearheaded by a group 

of  Puritans – religious dissenters – who 
sailed to the New World in the Mayflower. 
From these tiny beginnings, English 
control spread throughout the eastern
seaboard, with colonies established in 
Maryland in 1634, Rhode Island in 
1636, and Pennsylvania (named for its 
Quaker founder William Penn) in 1682. 
Further south, the English crown took a

Roanoke island, site of the first English colony (often 
called the “lost colony”), lies within a chain of barrier 
islands on which several supply ships came to grief.

more direct role, including establishing a 
colony in the Carolinas in 1665. Other 
Europeans joined the scramble, with the 
Dutch West India Company establishing 
Fort Orange (now Albany) on the 
Hudson River in 1623, and a Swedish 
colony founded in Delaware in 1638.
These were eventually swept away by the 

more powerful English, who, by 1724, 
controlled the east coast from New 
England to Georgia. Only in modern
Canada to the north were the English 
challenged – by French colonists. The 
French had founded Quebec in 1608, 
and by 1712 controlled a vast area from 
eastern Canada to the Rocky RR Mountains, 
and extending as far south as Louisiana.

nnnn North h AAAAAmermermermermereee iccicaicaca    dd dd d 15158158158158158585815858585884–144 724242442424
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“WE WENT BY THE SHORE TO

SEEKE FOR THEIR BOATS, BUT 

COULD FIND NONE…”
Captain John White, on finding the English colony at Roanoke abandoned and the settlers vanished, 1589
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TRADING EMPIRES

SpSpSpaiaiain’nn sss AmAmAmmmerereeericicicananan ee empmpmpiririreee yiyiyiiy eleleeeldedededd d 
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EUROPEAN TRADE
Portugal’s experience
in pioneering sea 
routes to the East 
was matched by its 
acquisitions there. Forts 
at Goa (1510), Malacca 
(1511), and Ormuz 
(1515) in the Indian 
Ocean, established by 
Admiral Afonso da Albuquerque, 
ensured Portuguese control of  the
Persian Gulf  and the major trade 
rorororoutututesesee  l lleaeaeadididingngng e easast.t. M Macacauau ( ( (ininiin 
soososoututututheheheh rnrnrnrn C CCCCChihihhihih nanana)) )) )) ) fofofofofoolllllllllowowow dedeeded i iii innn 1515155151717117,, , , ,
ananananaanannddddd ddd bybybybyby t ttt tthehheehehehehehh 111 1115656656656660s000s0s0s00s,,, ,,, hahahaahahahah lflflflflflff  t t tthehehehhe s sss spipipip ceee aa a aandndndnn   
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Parallel to their endeavours of  exploration and colonization, many 
European nations developed large trading empires between the late
15th and 18th centuries, stretching to Africa, Asia, and the Americas. 
Those established by Spain, Portugal, and France tended to be 
extensions of  monarchical control; by contrast, the maritime empires 
of  England and the Netherlands were more mercantile in nature.

An Indian cotton wall-hanging from the g
late-16th century provides an early example 
of local impressions of European traders.
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means for the state to assert
power and limit English 
ambitions, rather than as
an enabler of  trade.

THE DUTCH AND
THE ENGLISH
The empires of
Holland and England 
had their basis in 
commerce. The Dutch
East India Company, 
or VOC, was founded 
in 1602 and established its first
outpost at Banten (in Java) in 1604. 
It expanded to possess a string of  
factories stretching from Galle in Sri 
Lanka to southern India, Bengal, 
Malacca, Taiwan, and Nagasaki in TT
Japan – all controlled from Batavia 
in northwestern Java. However, from 
the mid-17th century, trade with Japan 
wawanened,d, a andndd t  tthehehe c cc cosoostt ofofof d d defeefenenndidingngngng t thehehe  
emmmempipipppiirerereree rr roososose. TThehehehee EEngnngliliishshhsh e e enncncn roooroacaachhehehed d d
onoononoononon VVVV VVVOOOOOOOCCCCCC tt tterrerrerrerririrrririr totttootoryrryryy w wititth hh  ththththeieiirrr oowowowownn nn
EEEEEEEasassasast ttt t IIIndndndndiaiaiaia CCCCCCComomomomooo ppapapapaanynynynynynyyy, , , , whwhwhwhwhhilililststst ii iintntntnterererererrnnanananall l 
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the middle of  the 18th century, 
the VOC had become a 

shadow of  its former self. 
The English founded 

its counterpart, the 
British East India 
Company, in 1600. 

After 1615, this 
company’s foothold in

Bengal gave it access to 
crucial resources and 
allowed it to found 
bases in Bombay (1668) 

and Calcutta (1690) in India. In 1694, 
it was granted a monopoly on trade 
with India, cementing the company’s 
position and affording it political
power. Yet by the mid-19th century 
the English East India Company was 
also on the decline, brought down
by the costs of  military adventures 
and the heavy burden of  corrupt
prprp acacctitiiiceccec ss ss –  thththee e vevvvev ryyry pp prorororoblbblememss thththatatat 
hahad d brbrououuughghght t dodod wnwn i itstss DD DDutuut hchch r riiviv lalal..
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Dutch East India Company, 
established to trade with Asia.
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By the 15th century, education and 
literature in Europe had been dominated 
for hundreds of  years by the needs and 
preoccupations of  the Christian Church.
Although great Classical authors such
as Aristotle had formed part of  the 
curriculum taught in universities, their 
works had been interpreted very much 
in the light of  Catholic teachings. In the 
mid-15th century this began to change, 
as scholars in Italy became interested in 

a wider range of  Classical literature, and 
especially works with a more secular bias  
that predated the rise of  Christianity.

THE SPREAD OF HUMANISM
New Latin works were unearthed, such 
as those of  Vitruvius, whose treatise
on Roman architecture profoundly 
influenced 15th-century Florentine 
architects such as Filippo Brunelleschi; 
while other, previously neglected authors 
such as Cicero and Virgil enjoyed a new 

vogue. The movement
became known as

“humanism” for the 
degree to which its 
scholarship placed 

humankind, rather 
than God, at the centre

of  its world view. From
Italy, the movement
spread northwards,

producing such towering 
figures as the Dutch humanist 

Erasmus and the English
statesman Thomas More.
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The Dutch humanist Gerhard
Gerhards (c.1466–1526) – 
known as Erasmus – was an
ordained priest, but lived as
a scholar. In works such as In 
Praise of Folly (1509), he y
criticized the corruption of the
Church, advocating a life of firm
moral and religious principles.
His critical scholarship of 
Biblical texts helped pave the 
way for the Reformation 
(see pp.242–3( ).33

ERASMUS (C.1466–1526)
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The European Renaissance (“rebirth”) 
refers to a broad movement, beginning 
in Italy in the early to mid-15th century, 
that drew inspiration from a new interest 
in the Classical world to produce 
astonishing developments in art, 
architecture, and literature. 
A prosperous mercantile
class became the patrons 
of  the new arts, giving 
greater freedom to the 
artists, while the advent of  
printing enabled the rapid 
dissemination of  ideas.

ARCHITECTURE AND ART
In architecture, a mix of  civic 
pride and firm ambitions to rival 
the achievements of  Roman architecture 
provided the impetus for remarkable 
works such as the dome built for the 
cathedral of  Florence (completed in 
1436) by Filippo Brunelleschi. In
painting and sculpture, the influence of

Sandro Botticelli’s The Birth of Venus (c.1486) 
clearly shows the 15th-century’s new preoccupation
with subjects from Classical mythology.

ancient Greece and Rome was 
even more apparent; for there

was a great interest in the nude 
human body, as seen especially in the
works of  Michelangelo Buonarroti.
The roll call of  Italian artists of  this time 
is awe-inspiring, including such geniuses 
as Raphael and Leonardo da Vinci.
Meanwhile, in literature, the Renaissance 
produced such famous works as The 

Prince (1532), Machiavelli’s eminently e

secular handbook for rulers.
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Outstanding among the great geniuses of 
the Renaissance, Leonardo (1452–1519) 
was apprenticed in 1466 to the sculptor 

Andrea del Verocchio. He showed a 
precocious talent in painting, but 

also embraced engineering and 
theorized a number of military 

devices. His artistic works 
include the innovative Last 
Supper, a mural at the r
church of Santa Maria delle
Grazie in Milan, and the 
enigmatic portrait Mona Lisa.

LEOLEONARDO DO DA VINVINCICI
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On 31 October 1517, Martin 
Luther (1483–1546), a priest who 
had become professor of  theology 
at Wittenberg University,
Germany, posted a document, 
his “95 Theses”, on the door of
the town church. In essence it 
was a public protest against the 
sale by priests of  “indulgences” 
– pardons for sins – a practice 
widely criticized as an abuse of
clerical power. This single act
was the catalyst for a movement
calling for reform of  the Catholic 
Church that was to transform Europe. 

Luther went on to attack other 
precepts of  the Church, including the 
core Catholic dogma of  transubstantiation
(the belief  that the bread and wine at 
communion transform into the body and
blood of  Christ) and, crucially, papal 
supremacy. Attempts were made to 
reconcile Luther with the religious 
authorities, until in 1521 he was

summoned to present his views at an 
imperial assembly (Diet(( ) at Worms before tt

the Holy Roman Emperor Charles V.
Luther refused to recant and, in response 
to the Emperor’s outlawing of  him and 
his views, began an autonomous church.

THE SPREAD OF PROTESTANTT TISM
Luther’s teachings appealed to German 
princes opposed to imperial dominance; 
they wrote a public letter of  protest to 
the Emperor on Luther’s behalf, from 

which the term “Protestantism” was 
born. Throughout the 1520s, the 
German states of  Saxony, Hesse, 
Brandenburg, and Brunswick one 
by one took up Lutheranism. 

Political struggle turned into 
outright war, and although 

the Emperor defeated the 
Lutherans in battle at 
Mühlberg in 1547, he 
could not overcome
them politically. 

In the Raising of Lazarus
(1558), by Lucas Cranach, 
Luther (in the foreground, 
left) stands among other 
Protestant reformers.
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Martin Luther translated the Bible into German, 
a project he undertook to give the German people 
more direct access to the scriptures.



Charles V was forced to compromise 
with the Peace of  Augsburg in 1555, by 
which he tolerated Lutheranism in areas 
where the local prince espoused it.

While never recanting his views, 
Luther abhorred the violence 
the reform movement had 
engendered (and indeed had 
supported the crushing 
of  a revolt in Germany, 
in 1524, by peasants
influenced by his own
ideas). But he was followed 
by more radical reformers, 
most notably John Calvin 
(1509–64). Calvin stressed 
predestination (God’s control
over all human actions) and 
a direct relationship with 
God, devoid of  priestly or 
papal interference. 

Calvinism took hold in Scotland, the 
Netherlands, and large parts of  France. 
Lutheranism had meanwhile spread from
large areas of  Germany into Scandinavia,
and was a factor in English king Henry 
VIII’s break with Rome in the 1530s. 
The Roman Catholic Church faced crisis.

THE COUNTER-REFORMATAA ION
Yet Catholicism saved itself. Meeting in
three sessions at Trent in the Italian Alps 
from 1545–63, the Catholic hierarchy 

strengthened both the Church’s 
theology and its political 

position. Poland, Austria, and 
Bavaria were won back from 
Protestantism, although a 
series of  religious wars in 
Europe from the 1550s 
put paid to further gains. 
The Catholic Church also 
reformed old religious 
orders and created new 

ones, most notably the Jesuits, 
who went on to establish 

influential schools and missions 
under the guidance of  
their founder Ignatius 
Loyola (1491–1556).
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in 1519. He would preside over a huge empire 
that marked the pinnacle of Habsburg power.

St Ignatius Loyola served as a
soldier in Spain until, in 1522,
he took up a more spiritual life.

Holy Roman Emperor Charles V (ruled
1519–58) united the Habsburg dominions
in Austria with Spain and Burgundy (and 
later Spain’s colonies) to rule over a vast
European realm. His reign was troubled by
religious strife, with the outbreak of the 
Protestant Reformation. Charles was the 
nephew of Spanish princess Catherine of 
Aragon, who became English king Henry
VIII’s first wife. Fear of the Emperor’s wrath 
is likely to have been a factor in Pope 
Clement VII’s refusal to annul this marriage,
which prompted England’s split from Rome. 

EMPEROR CHARLES V
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PRINTING

By 1500, some 35,000 
different books were in 
print. Much cheaper
than handwritten 
works, printed books 
revolutionized the 
diffusion of  knowledge. 
The numbers of  
booksellers and 
publishers increased, 
and in the late 15th 
century, book fairs 
were held in Lyons, 
Leipzig, and Frankfurt. 
As printing became 

more commonplace, so the types of  
publications widened. In 1609, the 
first “news books” (forerunners of  
newspapers) appeared in Strasbourg 
(t( hen German),)  and the first ppicture 
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THE SPREAD OF PRINT
Gutenberg’s printing 
techniques soon spread 
across Europe. By 
1470, there were seven 
presses in Germany, 
and this grew to more
than 50 by 1499. The 
first printed book in 
Italy was produced in
1467; presses were 
established in Paris by 
1470, and in London
(by William Caxton) 
in 1476. The most 
prestigious early printer, Aldus 
Manutius, set up the Aldine Press in
Venice in 1495 to specialize in Greek, 
Latin, and early Italian classics. 

Although printing using reusable and moveable blocks appeared in 
China as early as 1040, the first effective press for printing books 
using moveable metal type and oil-based ink emerged in 15th-century 
Europe. Its invention is attributed to a German craftsman and 
entrepreneur, Johannes Gutenberg (c.1398–1468). The first book 
printed on this new type of  press was the Bible, in 1455.

Printed pamphlets were produced
as propaganda during the German
Peasants’ War of 1524 (see p.243(( ).



A Huguenot supporter, in 1589 Henri of 
Navarre (1553–1610) had to fight a Catholic 

attempt to block his succession to the 
French throne. In 1593, he converted 

to Catholicism, undermining his
opposition, to rule as Henri IV.

HENRI IVV
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The Battle of Pavia was the first 
engagement in which hand-held
firearms played a crucial role.

In 1494, Ludovico Sforza of  Milan
encouraged Charles VIII of  France to 
invade Naples, an act that led to six 
decades of  international warfare over 
territory in Italy involving France, Spain,
and England, as well as the Holy Roman
(Habsburg) and Ottoman 
empires. A Habsburg 
defeat of  the French at 
Pavia in 1525 seemed to 
promise an end to the 
conflict, but led only to 
the Papacy joining a 
pro-French alliance. In
return, Rome was brutally 
sacked in 1527 by German 

By the mid-16th century, the Protestant
community in France, known as
Huguenots, had grown considerably and 
included many nobility. The weakness 
of  the French crown during the 
reigns of  the heirs of  Henri II 
(who died in 1559) left
effective power in the hands 
of  the ducal house of  Guise, 
fanatical anti-Protestants 
bent on the extermination of  
the Huguenots. The powerful
house of  Bourbon favoured the 
Protestants, and war broke out 
between the two in 1562. A brief  pause 
in 1563–67 was followed by a further 
bout of  bloodshed in 1568–70, and the
St Bartholomew’s Day Massacre of  
thousands of  Protestants in Paris in 
1572. More civil strife followed, and 

mercenaries in the pay of  the Habsburgs. 
Peace of  a sort was restored by the 
Treaty of  Cateau-Cambrésis in 1559,
by which Henri II of  France renounced 
all claims to Italy, leaving most of  the 
peninsula under the influence of  Spain.

nothing seemed able to 
reconcile the two parties, 
until the death of  Henri III in 

1589 left Henri de Bourbon,
Protestant king of  Navarre, as 

heir to the throne. To accede as king 
of  France, Henri became a Catholic. This
action, and his guaranteeing of  rights to 
Protestants in the Edict of  Nantes (1598), 
cooled tempers and finally brought an end 
to France’s Wars of  Religion.
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As Europe emerged from the medieval
era, Spain was politically and religiously 
disunited, divided between several 
competing kingdoms, with many of  its 
territories occupied by Muslim emirates 
since the 8th century (see p.181).

THE EMERGENCE OF A GREAT NATION
In 1469, Queen Isabella of  Castile 
married King Ferdinand of  Aragon,
uniting the two most important Spanish 
kingdoms, and in 1492 the royal couple 
completed the Reconquista – the
reconquest of  the Muslim-held lands in
Spain – with the capture of  Granada. 
The subsequent discovery and conquest
of  the Americas (see pp.232–4) enabled 44

the Habsburg Charles V, the Holy 
Roman Emperor who became King 
Charles I of  a united Spain in 1519 (see 
p.243), to muster sufficient finances to 
thrust Spain to the forefront of  European

politics. When he died in 1556, the 
Habsburg realms were split and Philip II 
inherited Spain and the Netherlands. 

THE SPAIN OF PHILIP II
Under Philip II (ruled 1556–98), Spain 
projected its power in all directions. Its 
naval force defeated the Turks at Lepanto 
in 1571, annexed Portugal in 1580, 
fought a long war in the Netherlands, 
and sent a great fleet against England in

1588 (see facing page). Yet by the 1590s, ee

the flow of  silver from the New 
World was slackening and 

competition from the French
and English in North America 
and the Caribbean was
sts ifling Spain’s routes of
coc mmerce. In Spain itself,
a plague in 1599–1600 
wiw ped out around 15 per 
ccec nt of  the population. 
AAAAlAAAA though still Europe’s 
mmmmmmom st powerful country, 
ttttththhht e Spain that Philip III
iiiiininnni herited in 1598 was
dddddddddadangerously overstretched.
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The magnificent El Escorial near Madrid was built in
the reign of Philip II as a monastery, royal residence, 
and burial place for the monarchs of Spain.

AAAAAAA AA pppAAA pAAA A ortrait medallion of Philip II of 
SSSSSSSSSpSpSpppapaSpSSp in, whose reign saw the height of 

SSSSSSSpSpSpSppppapapaSSpSSSpSS nish power, but also sowed the 
ssssssseseseseeeeeeeeeeeeseeesses dds of its decline a century later.
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From the mid-16th century, tensions 
between Europe’s Catholic and 
Protestant rulers threatened to 
erupt into warfare. Philip II 
of  Spain (see facing page) had e

long been irritated by the 
interference in Spain’s affairs 
by England’s Protestant queen 
Elizabeth I (ruled 1558–
1603), especially her support
for an anti-Spanish revolt in
the Netherlands (see below). w

In 1588, he ordered a great
fleet, the Spanish Armada, 
commanded by the Duke 
of  Medina Sidonia, to 

begin an invasion of  England. Setting 
out in May, 130 Spanish ships reached 

the English coast in late July. 
English blocking actions, led 
by Francis Drake and Lord
Howard of  Effingham, achieved 
little, until on 7–8 August

English fire-ships broke up
the Armada and left it 
vulnerable to an attack 
that inflicted enormous 
human casualties on the
Spanish. This proved to 
be Elizabeth’s finest hour: 
Sidonia took the remains 
of  the Armada on a long 
and costly retreat 
around Scotland and

Ireland back to Spain.

Ruled by the Dukes of  Burgundy in the RR
15th century, by the 16th century the 
Netherlands had fallen into the domains 
of  the Habsburg empire. While its ruler 
Charles V was perceived as sympathetic 
to Dutch interests, his successor Philip II 
of  Spain spoke neither Dutch nor French, 
and was more intolerant of  Dutch
Protestantism. In 1567, an attempt by 
the Habsburg governor, the Duke of
Alba, to repress religious unrest led to 

open revolt the following year. Although 
initially suppressed, the revolt flared up 
again in 1572. In 1579, a union of  
provinces loyal to Spain (the Union of  
Arras) was formed in the south of  the 
Netherlands. This was countered by the 
Union of Utrecht in the north which, 
under William of  Orange, became,
in effect, independent from Spain. 
Although the Spanish general Parma 
retook the largest city of  the Utrecht 
union, Antwerp, in 1585, the Spanish 
could not make any more headway to 
the north. This was acknowledged in a 
12-year truce starting in 1609, and, 
though the Spanish tried again to 
recapture the rebellious provinces during 
the Thirty Years’ War (see p.248), at its 88

end in 1648 Spain was finally forced to 
officially recognize Dutch independence.
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In 1558, Philip II of Spain made William the
Silent, Prince of Orange, stadtholder
(governor) of Holland. But William led the 
Protestant rebels against Spain in the
Dutch Revolt and was assassinated in 
1584 by a French Catholic agent.

WILLIAM OF ORANGE

Elizabeth I of England, a powerful 
Protestant monarch, posed a 
constant threat to Spain’s Philip II.
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In central Europe at the beginning of  the
17th century, a watchful calm followed 
the turmoil of  the Reformation (see 
pp.242–3). However, in 1617, Ferdinand 
of  Styria, a devout Catholic, was named 
king of  Bohemia, a mostly Protestant 
territory. The Bohemian nobility 
rebelled, and in 1618 threw Ferdinand’s
representatives from the windows of
Hradschin Castle in the “Defenestration
of  Prague”. The nobles then appointed 
Frederick V as king of  Bohemia, but
were overcome by an army raised by 
Catholic German states at the Battle of
White Mountain in 1620, and Bohemia 
reverted to Catholic Habsburg control. 

The war spread as other European 
powers, notably France, the Dutch 
Republic, and Sweden, tried to thwart
Catholic ambition. In the end, fighting 
dragged on for three decades. 

THE FINAL STAGESTT
The Swedes under Gustavus Adolphus II 
won a string of  battles that seemed to 
promise victory to the Protestants, but
his death at Breitenfeld in 1631 swung 
power back to the Catholics. The Peace 
of  Prague in 1635 nearly ended the war,
but France, displeased with the terms, set 
it off once more. Only in 1648, by the 
Peace of  Westphalia, was harmony finally 
restored, with the borders of  European 
states temporarily stabilized, and the 
Habsburgs’ wings firmly clipped.
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Albrecht von Wallenstein was the Catholic side’s
most able general, delivering a string of victories in 
the early 1630s, until he was murdered in 1634.

“GERMANY IS A 

PLACE OF DEAD 

MEN’S SKULLS... 

AND A FIELD 

OF BLOOD”

Edward Calamy, English preacher, 1641
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During the late 16th and early 17th
centuries England had evolved a 
strong parliament with the right 
to veto taxation. Charles I (ruled 
1625–49), a firm believer in the 
“Divine Right” of  monarchs to 
rule without being limited by any 
constitutional pact with their subjects, 
sought to outflank his troublesome 
parliament by simply suspending it 
for 11 years from 1629. He then
raised revenue through extraordinary 
measures such as “Ship Money” – 
a levy imposed on all the counties of  
England to fund the navy. 

THE FIRST CIVIL WAR
In order to raise the funds necessary 
to quell a Calvinist revolt in Scotland, 
Charles was forced to recall parliament
in 1640. Relations between king andRR
assembly soon deteriorated into open 
hostility and, in January 1642, the king 
entered parliament with an armed 
force to arrest his leading opponents. 
The attempt failed and, fearing for his 
own safety, Charles retired north from 
London to raise an army. 

The ensuing conflict continued for 
four years: an initial inconclusive 
engagement at Edgehill was followed

by victories for either side during 1643. 
The following year, however, the 
royalists’ fortunes waned, and the 

involvement of  the Scots in the 
anti-royalist coalition further dented 
the king’s cause. Parliamentary 
victories at Marston Moor in 1644 
and Naseby in 1645 finally led to the 
king’s surrender to the Scots in 1646.

THE ROYALIST COLLAPSE
The war was not over, however. The 
king made a deal with the Scots to 
adopt their Presbyterian form of
church government in England in 
return for aid in restoring him to 
power. In July 1648, war broke out 
again, but the Scottish army was easily 
crushed at Preston, dashing Charles I’s 
hopes of  victory. The king was tried 
and executed on 30 January 1649 and 
England became a “Commonwealth” 
or republic. However, there were more 
battles to be fought: Charles I’s son
(later Charles II) was still at large, and 
only his defeat at Worcester in 1651 
brought an end to the final phase of
the English Civil War.
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Member of Parliament for Huntingdon 
from 1628, Oliver Cromwell (1599–1658) 
gradually aligned himself with those seeking 
constitutional reform in England. Fighting 
for the Parliamentarians against the king 
in the English Civil War, his instinctive 
leadership ability and shrewdness allowed
him to rise in the ranks until, by 1645, he 
was the pre-eminent parliamentary 
commander. The Parliamentarians won
the Civil War in 1651 and Cromwell was 
made Lord Protector – in effect, military 
dictator – of England in 1653. 

OLIVER CROMWELL

A clash of swords, following a cavalry charge, was 
often the deciding factor in battles of the English 
Civil War, despite widespread use of firearms.
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In the 14th century, the territory of
modern Russia, led by the principality 
of  Muscovy, threw off decades of
Mongol rule (see pp.166–7). Initially 77

occupying a tiny enclave around the city 
of  Moscow itself, Muscovy expanded 
hugely during the long reign of  Ivan III 
(1462–1505), absorbing almost all of  the 
other Russian principalities.

IVAN THE TERRIBLE
Ivan IV “the Terrible” (ruled 1533–84) 
consolidated Moscow’s power still further. 
He reformed local government, tightened 

royal control over the church, curbed 
the power of  the boyars (nobles), and s

established a more professional army. His
military campaigns expanded Muscovy’s
borders along the Volga river – taking the 
khanate of  Astrakhan – and in the Baltic, 
where his armies seized much of  Livonia. 
Yet the latter part of  his reign descended 
into tyranny, marked by the slaughter of  
vast numbers of  the nobility. After Ivan’s 
death and the reign of  his son Feodor 

The Ivan the Great Bell Tower in ther
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(ruled 1584–98), Muscovy was rocked 
by famine, civil war, and invasions from 
Poland that nearly caused its dissolution. 
Recovery came under a new dynasty, the 
Romanovs, who would rule Russia for 
three centuries from 1613.

THE ROMANOVS
The early Romanovs gradually restored 
Muscovy’s power and in 1667 regained 
most of  the territory in the west that 

had been lost to Poland. 
Peter the Great built
on these foundations,
reconstructing the state 
according to western 
models, vastly increasing 
tax revenues, and waging 
successful wars against
the Ottoman empire 
(see pp.226–7). By the 77

end of  Peter’s reign in
1725, Russia was one 
of  the most powerful 
European nations.
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Peter the Great (ruled 1682–1725) was aged 
only nine when he became tsar of Russia.
For the early part of his reign, his half-sister 
Sophia exercised power, and then his 
mother Nataliya took control until her death 
in 1694. Finally able to rule in his own
right, Peter set about a programme of 
modernization. This bore fruit during the 
Great Northern War with Sweden (see 
facing page) in Russia’s victory at Poltava ee
in 1709. As well as his military and political 
reforms, Peter established a new Russian
capital at St Petersburg in 1703.

PETER THE GREAT

“THE GRAND DUKE LEAVES HIS MEN 

LITTLE REST. HE IS USUALLY AT WAR ...”

German diplomat Sigismund von Herberstein on the Grand Duchy of Muscovy, 1549
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Gustav Vasa’s election as king of  Sweden 
in 1528 marked the start of  the country’s 
rise as a great power. Gustav instituted a
hereditary monarchy, centralized 
the bureaucracy, and imported
the Reformation RR (see 

pp.242–3), claiming church 
lands and so enriching the 
royal treasury. 

After Gustav’s death in
1560, Sweden underwent 
a period of  turbulence until 
the reign of  Gustavus II 
Adolphus (1611–32). His 
death in the Thirty Years’ War 
(see p.248) – during which 88

Sweden gained territories 
on the southern Baltic – 

did not lead to an immediate crisis, yet,
with a weak economy compared to its 
European rivals, Sweden’s military 

successes were brought to an 
end in the late 17th century. 

In 1700, King Charles XII 
(ruled 1697–1718) sparked 
off the Great Northern 
War with Russia. It ended RR
in disaster, as Charles was 
defeated at Poltava inPP
1709, spent five years in 

exile in the Ottoman 
empire, and then died 

during a siege near Oslo in 
1718, leaving Sweden 
vulnerable to a Russian RR
counter-invasion in 1719.
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In 1386, Jogaila of  Lithuania converted to 
Christianity to marry the Catholic Queen 
Jadwiga of Poland, loosely joining the two PP
countries. In 1572, by the Union of
Lublin, the federation became the formal 
“Commonwealth of  the Two Nations”. 
Its assembly, the Sejm, had the right to 
elect monarchs, but the custom of  the 
liberum veto, by which a single Sejm 
member could veto any measure, 
led to stagnation. In 1667, the 
Commonwealth lost much eastern 
territory to Russia and was thereafterRR
largely at the mercy of  the Austro-
Hungarian Habsburg monarchy to the 
west and the Russian tsars to the east.RR

Charles XII of Sweden’s defeat by 
Russia dashed Sweden’s hopes of 
becoming a military power.
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The Polish eagle is part of the coat of arms of the
Polish–Lithuanian Commonwealth, which united the 
two countries from 1572 until its dissolution in 1792.
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The death in 1603 of  Henri IV 
(who had brought religious 
peace to France), left his 
nine-year-old son Louis 
XIII (ruled 1601–43) on
the throne. The capable
governance of  Cardinal 
Richelieu steered France 
through the perils of  
the Thirty Years’ War
(see p.248), and laid the 88

foundations for the great reign 
of  Louis XIV (ruled 1643–1715).
Only four years old at the time of  his 
accession, Louis was very much under 
the sway of  his chief  minister, Cardinal 
Mazarin, until Mazarin died in 1661. 

THE RULE OF LOUIS XIV
Instead of  appointing another minister 
in the mould of  Richelieu or Mazarin,
Louis chose to rule in his own right as an 
absolute monarch. He began a series of  
wars to secure France’s frontiers. From
1688 to 1697, he was at war against a
“G“GGGGrararar ndndnd A A lllliaiancncnce”e  that included England 
annanana d ddd d HoHoHHollllllanana d.dd  AAAftftftererer o o onlnlnlyyy y aaa bbrbrieieieff  papaauususeee,, ii innn 

1700 Louis moved to 
put a French prince on 
the throne of  Spain, 
unleashing the War of
the Spanish Succession,
as other powers sought 

to avoid the two countries 
becoming united. The war 

dragged on until 1714, when
the military brilliance of  the 

English general Marlborough thwarted 
Louis’s plans, leading to a peace in which 
a French prince became king of  Spain, 
but without uniting the two countries. 

Domestically, the wars required a 
vast improvement in the collection of  
taxation revenues, which was supervised 
by Jean-Bapiste Colbert, the director of  
finances; while Louis enhanced the 
prestige of  the court by establishing a 
dazzling new palace at Versailles.

The Palace of Versailles, built on the site of a simple 
royroyal al hunhuntinting lg lodgodge, was commissioned by Louis Xs XIVIV V 
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Louis XIV, known as “The Sun King”,
spent lavishly to enhance France’s

miltary and cultural prestige. 
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The birth of  businesses
such as the English and 
Dutch East India
companies in the early 
17th century (see pp.236–7)77

formed the basis for 
modern capitalist-style 
economies. These 
companies enjoyed a
much more long-term 
and independent existence
than their precursors, and 
could build up capital 
and make longer-term 
investment plans. Specialist 
traders now emerged, 
who arranged the buying and selling of  
“stock” in the companies (shares in their 
ownership), making it easier to raise new 
funds. In Amsterdam, the Amsterdamsche 
Wisselbank (Amsterdam Exchange bank)
was founded in 1609 as a centre for the 
sale and exchange of  stocks, while in
London the first listing of  share and 
commodity prices was published in 1698.

THE SLAVE TRADE
Among the many profitable commercial
ventures the new capitalists engaged in
was the slave trade. Slaves were gathered, 
largely in West Africa – often with the 
co-operation or connivance of  local rulers 

Edward Lloyd’s coffee house in London became a 
centre for merchants to discuss investment. It would 
evolve into the modern-day Lloyds insurance market.
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– and were shipped under inhuman 
circumstances to the New World. Here,
they were exchanged for commodities such 
as sugar, tobacco, and cotton, which would 
in turn be sold at a great profit in Europe. 

The “Middle Passage”, or transit of  
slaves over the Atlantic, saw some 78,000 
slaves a year transported in the 1780s,
with up to 600 slaves packed into each 
ship. They were shackled together in 
cramped spaces between deck and hold, 
where disease, damp, and hunger 
exacted a terrible toll in deaths. 

The slave trade was abolished in the 
British empire only in 1807, although
slavery persisted in the USA until 1865.

A model of the slave ship Brookes, showing the
positions into which more than 500 slaves were
crammed for the harrowing transatlantic voyage.
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The 16th and 17th centuries saw a
metamorphosis in European thinking 
about the natural world. Just as the 
Renaissance had transformed art, and 
the Reformation had loosened the 
shackles of  religious dogma, 
so now a third revolution
produced a new view of  
the universe. 

Improvements in  
technology began to 
undermine many 
long-held theories, 
the most celebrated 
casualty being the 
ancient Earth-centred 
model of  the universe. In 
1543, the Polish priest and 
astronomer Nicolaus 
Copernicus published a 
proposal for a sun-centred 
system – a solar system – with the Earth 
and five other planets in orbit around it. 
In 1610, the Italian astronomer Galileo 
Galilei, using a new, improved telescope, 
discovered four moons in orbit around 
Jupiter, thereby definitively showing that
the Earth was not, as previously believed, 
the centre of  all motion in the universe. 

ADVAVV NCES IN MEDICINE
In other areas, too, scientific endeavours
made rapid progress. In anatomy, the 
discovery of  a lost text by the Roman

medical writer Galen convinced 
the Flemish scholar Vesalius 

that Galen had never 
actually dissected a 

human body, spurring 
him to publish his 
great atlas of  anatomy 
De Humani Corporis 

Fabrica in 1543. a

Further advances in
medical science yielded 

the first accurate 
description of  the 
circulation of  blood in
1628 by William Harvey,
personal physician to 
Charles I of  England.

His theory was confirmed in 1661 by the 
direct observation of  capillaries using 
the recently invented microscope.

THE ENLIGHTENMENT
Just as this scientific revolution had grown 
from a new freedom in scientific thinking, 
so the Enlightenment, a radical current
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In 1609, Johannes Kepler showed that 
the planets orbited the sun in an elliptical, 
not a circular, motion, but he could not
explain why. The answer was provided 
by the English polymath Isaac Newton 
(1643–1727), who realized that the force of 
“gravity” found on Earth, which caused 
objects to fall when released, might extend
into outer space and be generated by all 
objects possessing mass. Newton
published this theory in his Principia 
Mathematica of 1687, one of the most a
influential works in scientific history.

ISAAC NEWTON
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Copernicus’s revolutionary view
of the solar system put the Earth 
in orbit around the sun.
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of  intellectual thought, 
liberated philosophy. Rene RR
Descartes (1596–1650), 
the “father of  modern 
philosophy”, was both
thinker and mathematician, 
arguing that only through
reason could mathematical
and universal truths be 
discovered. In the 18th
century, thinkers known 
as philosophes applied ideas s

from the advances in 
science to challenge the 
way people thought about 
government and society, 
seeking to replace superstition, tyranny,
and injustice with reason, tolerance, and 
equality. “What does it mean to be free?”

asked François-Marie Arouet (knownn aass s s 
Voltaire), answering: “To reason corrrreeccctcttlylylylyyly  
and know the rights of  man.” Jean-
Jacques Rousseau railed against moraall RR
decadence and inequality in his essayyssys o ooonnnnn n  n n
the Arts and Sciences (1749) and ons Eqqquauaaau llililililililitytytytyyytytyty

(1755), arguing that social progress hhadaaddad 
helped corrupt human nature. 

THE SPREAD OF IDEAS
The most influential tool for 
spreading Enlightenment values 
was Denis Diderot’s 28-volume 
Encylopédie, which boasted an 
impressive array of  contributors,
including Voltaire and Rousseau.. RR

Jean-Jacques Rousseau wrote that “Man 
is born free, and is everywhere in
chains”, profoundly influencing 
later French revolutionaries.

“THE CONSENT OF 

THE PEOPLE IS THE 

SOLE BASIS OF A 

GOVERNMENT’S 

AUTHORITY.”

Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Social Contract, 17767622tt

Its aim was to assemble 
all existing knowledge in 
clear, accessible prose.

A favourite target for 
the philosophes was royal s

absolutism. Montesquieu’s  
celebrated treatise Spirit of  

the Laws (1748) proposed s

a limited monarchy based 
on a three-way division
of  powers between the
executive (the king), the
legislature (parliament), 
and the judiciary. Such 
intellectual notions 
greatly added to the 

ferment that would, within the next
half-century, give rise to both the
American and French revolutions.

René Descartes argued that logical
deduction should be trusted more
than sensory perception.
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THE WORLD OFOF EM EMPIRPIRES IN 1850
By 1850, the USA spanned the breadth of  
North America, while most of  Latin America 
had thrown off Spanish and Portuguese rule. PP
Only a few colonies existed in Africa, but India 
had almost entirely become a dominion of  the
British, who also settled in Australia and New 
Zealand. A weak Qing dynasty ruled China.
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Many of the European powers had 
suffered nationalist revolutions in 1848, 
but territorially they remained largely 
unchanged. By 1850 Italy and Germany, 
still divided into a number of small 
states, were just two decades away from 
unification. In the Balkans, the Ottoman 
empire still held most of the region, but
had lost control of Greece.
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THE WORLD OF EMPIRES 1750–1914260

By the middle of  the 18th century, most
of  the territory of  eastern North 
America had been carved up between 
the European nations. The British 
occupied the Thirteen Colonies, an area
of  the eastern seaboard of  what would
become the USA, as well as Nova Scotia
and an area around Hudson’s Bay in 
modern Canada.

THE FRENCH POSITION
Britain’s principal opponents in North 
America were the French, who heldFF
much of  modern eastern Canada (or 
“New France”) from their main fortressFF
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at Québec. From here, theFF French had FF
crept south down the Great Lakes and 
the Ohio river as far as Detroit (founded
in 1701), and by 1750 they had a 
string of  fortified positions along these 
waterways. The goal was to link with 
their existing possessions around New 
Orleans in the south to create a 
north–south corridor of French territory FF
from which to put pressure on the
British. At about the same time, British 
colonists began to move into Ohio, 
escalating the potential for conflict 
between Britain and France. Adding to FF
the volatile mix – and so the likelihood 

of  war in eastern North
America – were the 
long-held Spanish 
positions in Florida and 
the Caribbean, which they 
had occupied since the 
early 16th century.
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From forts such as San Felipe
on Puerto Rico in the Caribbean, 
Spain defended an arc of territory
from seaward invasion.
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Britain and France had sparred 
for decades for control of  
the crucial waterways of  
the Ohio and Mississippi 
rivers. In 1754, a 
skirmish near Fort 
Duquesne between the 
French and Virginian 
colonial troops prompted 
the despatch of  a British 
expeditionary force, led by 
Major-General Edward Braddock, who 
attempted to seize the French fort. With 
the help of  their Native American
Iroquois allies, the French routed the 
British. Native forces were to play a major 
part on both sides in what became known 
as the French and Indian War.

THE WAR SPREADS
A series of  French victories was halted A
only by a setback at Lake St George in
September 1755, which saved the 
Hudson Valley for Britain. By 1756, the 
conflict had become global (as the Seven 
Years’ War; see pp.270–1), and the British 
began toto s seeee thahatt NoN rth AAmemeririr caa wwasas 
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A medal struck to commemoratek the 
British capture of Québec in modern

Canada from the French in 1759.

1758, the British launched 
campaigns to thrust north 
from New York, seize 
Louisbourg, and march
on the French capital in 

North America, Québec.

THE END OF NEW FRANCE
The French commander, Marquis 
de Montcalm, fought a series of
able blocking actions, but the British 
took Louisbourg and pushed up the
St Lawrence River, so that by June 
1759 Montcalm was confined to Québec. 
General Wolfe’s British force took the 
city, although both commanders were
killed in the engagement. In September 
1760, the Marquis de Vaudreuil
surrendered the last French stronghold 

at Montréal, ending the North
American phase of  the Seven 
Years’ War and handing the 
teteteterrrrrrittitti orororo ieieies ofofoffof  “ NeNNeNNeww w
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The “Boston Tea Party” protest in 1773, against 
Britain’s three-pence tax on tea, saw American
colonists hurl crates of tea into Boston harbour.

The British colonies in 
North America were liable
to pay tax to Britain, but 
without receiving the 
benefit of  representation 
in parliament, which 
rankled greatly with the 
colonists. A series of  
measures passed from 
1763, aimed at raising 
money for the British 
government, caused 
further discontent, and the 
Stamp Act, a direct tax on 
paper, provoked riots. In
1773, a group of  Bostonians, disguised 
as Native Americans, threw a cargo of
highly taxed East India Company tea 
into Boston harbour. Their slogan – “no 
taxation without representation” – struck 
a deep chord with most colonists. 

THE OUTBREAK OF WAR
In response, the British passed a series
of  laws in 1774, which the Americans 
dubbed the “Intolerable Acts”. These 
measures were intended to restore order, 
but served only to unite the colonies in 
further protest. A colonial Continental
Congress in Philadelphia in September 
1774 demanded the repeal of  the 

Intolerable Acts. The appeal fell on deaf  
ears and the British government called 
on General Thomas Gage, commander
of  the British forces in Boston, to arrest
the colonists’ troublesome leaders.

The first skirmish, described later 
as “the shot heard around the woworlrld”dd , ,
occurred at Lexxiningtgton, MMasssasachchchchuusetetettstst ,,,, 
on 19 April 17775. BeBeeessisssiegegege ededdededed i iin n nnn nn n BoBoBooststststs onononon, ,,
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Born to a family of Virginia landowners, 
George Washington (1732–99) served on
the British side in the French and Indian 
War (see p.261( ), experience that led11
Congress to appoint him commander of 
the American military forces in 1775. He 
came to command widespread respect
for his morality and tenacity and, after 
independence, was president of the
Constitutional Convention that drafted
the US constitution in 1787. In 1789, he 
was elected first president of the USA, a 
position he held for two terms, until 1797.

GEORGE WASHINGTON
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morale. Soon afterwards, George 
Washington became commander of  the 
newly formed Continental Army. Despite 
setbacks, including the British capture of  
New York, in July 1776 the Americans 
made a decisive break with Britain.
After a series of  difficult negotiations 
among themselves, the American 
colonies agreed on a Declaration of
Independence, thanks largely to the 
intellectual force and literary skills of
Thomas Jefferson (1743–1826), later to 
become the third president of  the USA.

THE AMERICAN VICTORY
The British fought on, but Washington’s 
victory at Saratoga in October 1777 
stirred the interest of  the French, still
stinging from their expulsion from 
Canada (see p.261), who formed an 
alliance with the colonists. The signing 
of  a treaty between the Americans and 
the French in February 1778 marked a 
major turning point in the war. All hope
of  a British victory ended on 19 October 
1781 when Lord Cornwallis was forced 
to surrender the last major British
army at Yorktown, Virginia, after an 
18-day siege. The British suspended 
any further military operations s 

against the Americans. In November 
1782, they signed a provisional
agreement recognizing American
independence, a decision ratified by 
the Treaty of  Paris in 1783. George TT
Washington became the first president 
and John Adams the first vice-president 

of  the new United States of  America, 
whwhw icicich h atat ttheheh t timimiimime e wawawaw s ss s ofofoffftetetteetennnn alalaalsossoso  
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The Declaration of Independence was adopted on
4 July 1776. Its signatories included John Adams and
Thomas Jefferson, both later US presidents.
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After the Treaty of  TT Paris in 1783, the 
new USA (the Union) had frontiers along 
the Mississippi river to the west, where it 
faced remaining French possessions, and FF
along the Great Lakes to the north, 
where it bordered British Canada. The 
USA did not remain confined to these 
boundaries for long, however. Expansion 
across the Mississippi began with the
1803 Louisiana Purchase, by which 
Napoleon, abandoning plans to rebuild
a French New FF World empire, ceded WW
a vast territory that doubled the size of
the USA for a mere $15 million.

THE FRONTIER MOVES WEST
A conflict with Britain (the War of  1812)WW
ended in a stalemate and an agreement
in 1818 to demarcate the USA’s northern 
border with Canada along the 49th
parallel (line of  latitude). To the south, TT
the USA acquired Florida from Spain in 
1813–19. In 1846, Oregon Country was 
split with the British, again along the 
49th parallel, providing a Pacific frontier. 

Texas had become independent from TT
Mexico in 1836, but was annexed by the
USA in 1845, which led to war with the 
Mexicans. In 1848, a victorious USA 
acquired California, Nevada, Utah, and 
New Mexico. The Gadsden Purchase in 
1853, which added further land from 
northern Mexico, and the purchase of  
Alaska from Russia in 1867 completed RR
the growth of  the continental Union.

LAND OF OPPORTUNITYTT
As the young nation expanded, large
numbers of  settlers travelled west to 
the newly acquired lands. The 1862
Homestead Act, which offered farmers 
ownership of  65 hectares (160 acres) of
land after they had farmed it for five
years, accelerated the migration, as did 
the completion of  a transcontinental 
railroad in 1869. The expansion of
the settlement frontier, however, was 
accompanied by the displacement – 
often by force – of  Native American
tribes. The death of  General George 
Custer at Little Big Horn in 1876 was
one of  the rare conflicts in which Native 
Americans were the victors.

A memorial to the volunteers who died in 1836
at the Alamo, the most famous battle in Texas’s 
fight for independence from Mexico.
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Secretary to President Jefferson, in 1803 
Meriwether Lewis (1774–1809) was sent to 
explore the region acquired by the Louisiana
Purchase. He and his men reached the 
Pacific coast in 1805, making them the first
Europeans to traverse the width of the USA.

MERIWETHER LEWIS



Kentucky-born Abraham Lincoln (1809–65) 
helped found the anti-slavery Republican
Party in 1854. Selected as a compromise 
Republican candidate in the 1860 elections, 

his victory in the northern states
provoked states in the south to

leave the Union. However, his 
determination saw the Union 
through the ensuing Civil War. 
In 1865, Lincoln signed a 
resolution on the abolition of 
slavery; he was assassinated 
just as the war ended.
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The US Constitutional Convention of  
1787 had allowed individual member 
states of  the new USA (the Union) to A
retain slavery if  they wished. The 
northern states abolished slavery, 
while a roughly equal number of
southern states kept it, leading 
to constant friction. 

THE SLAVERY DEBATAA E
The admission of  new 
“free” states – which 
outlawed slavery – to the
Union threatened to upset
its equilibrium. In the 
so-called “Missouri 
Compromise” of  1820, slavery 
was forbidden in much of  the 
West, but this was overturned by the 
Kansas-Nebraska Act of  1854, while a
Supreme Court decision in 1857 further 
strengthened slavery’s status. Still, the
increasing numbers of  free territories 
jostling for statehood alarmed supporters 
of  slavery. After an armed raid in 1859 
by anti-slavery militant John Brown to
free slaves at Harper’s Ferry, Virginia, 
this concern turned into active
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Lincoln, was elected on a 
platform of  opposition to 

slavery. The southern states had 
opted for a pro-slavery Democrat, John 
Breckenridge, and on 20 December 
1860, South Carolina voted to leave 
the Union. By February 1861, six more
states had also withdrawn, creating a 
new body known as the Confederacy.
With tensions between north and south
running so high, it was only a matter of  
time before hostilities would break out.
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By the spring of  1861, seven states had 
seceded from the Union (see p.265) to 55

form the pro-slavery Confederacy. On
April 12, Confederate forces bombarded 
Fort FF Sumter in Charleston harbour, 
South Carolina, eventually forcing the 
surrender of  its Union troops. The first 
shots of  the Civil War had been fired.WW

The two sides were ill-matched; the Union 
had vast economic resources and its 
population was far larger, at 22 million.
Even when a further four states joined the 
Confederacy after the Fort FF Sumter attack, 
its population numbered only 9 million, 
of  whom 3.5 million were slaves. The 
Confederacy’s strategy was to defend itself  
from attack long enough to force 

recognition from the Union government. 
The skill of  some masterful Confederate 
battlefield commanders enabled it to resist,
in fact, for far longer than could be 
predicted from its military resources. 

The effort devoted by each side to the 
war was prodigious. Conscription was 
introduced by the Confederacy in 1862, 

and by the Union the following year. By 
the conflict’s end, some 50 per cent of  
the eligible population of  the Union had 
been mobilized, and around 75 per cent
in the Confederacy. 

THE EARLY COURSE OF THE WAR
Superior Confederate generalship led to 
early success, with “Stonewall” Jackson’s 
two victories at Bull Run, Virginia,RR
seriously endangering the Union’s capital
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Abraham Lincoln (right), US president during tt
the Civil War, was seen as the bringer of 
libliblibertertertrty ty tyy o to thehe he slaslaslalaaavesvesve f offof f thth th ththe se se se outoutouthh.h.
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“GOVERNRR MENT OF THE 

PEOPLE, BY THE PEOPLE, 

FOR THE PEOPLE.”
Abraham Lincoln, 1863
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by the brilliant Confederate general 
Robert RR E. Lee to invade the Union 
ended in disaster at Gettysburg in a 
three-day battle in July 1863. This 
marked the turning point of  the war.

On the western front, Union general
Ulysses S. Grant won a major victory at 
Shiloh, Tennessee, in TT April 1862 and 
then thrust down the Mississippi river,
taking a strategic position at Vicksburg in 
April 1863 before pushing further south 
to cut the Confederacy in two – isolating 
Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas from theTT
other states. In autumn 1864, Union 
general William Sherman began his 
“March to the Sea”, moving from the 
Mississippi to cut a destructive swathe 
through the Confederacy as far as 
Atlanta on the eastern seaboard. 

CONFEDERATE SURRENDER
In Virginia, meanwhile, Lee sparred for 
months with Grant, the Confederate 
general manoeuvring his forces both
to evade capture and to shield 
the Confederate capital at
Richmond. In the end, 
despite brilliant rearguard 
actions, his resources were
simply drained, his army 
reduced to barely 8,000. 
After Richmond finally fell 
on 3 April 1865, Lee 
surrendered to Grant at

Soldiers pose for the camera at
Fair Oaks, Virginia; the Civil War 
was one of the first conflicts to 
be recorded in photographs.

A Union soldier’s portable desk.
A remarkable number of letters 
and memoirs, written by ordinary 
soldiers, survive from the Civil War.

Appomattox Court House 
on 9 April. Early the 
following month, the last
Confederate forces 
surrendered in Carolina 
and Alabama, and the
war was over. It had cost
the Union side 110,000 
battlefield deaths, the 
Confederacy 93,000, and 

each side many more from disease or 
exhaustion. The main outcome was the 
emancipation of  the southern slaves; 
Lincoln had issued a proclamation to this 
effect on 1 January 1863, and the USA
adopted the 14th amendment, enshrining 
this in the Constitution in December 1865.

RECONSTRUCTION
After the war, the southern states 
underwent a process of  “Reconstruction” RR
intended to prepare them for readmission 
to the Union. Former Confederate 
officials were banned from holding 
public office, and veterans were required
to pledge allegiance to the Union. It was 
a harsh regime that bred resentment in 
the southern states. Georgia was the last
state to be readmitted to the Union, in
July 1870, but Reconstruction continued RR
until 1877, when a deal (known as the 
“Compromise”) was struck to allow the 
withdrawal of  the final Federal forces 
from the south.
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In 1775, Spanish and Portuguese controlPP
of  their Latin American empires seemed 
unchallenged. Yet the outbreak of  the
American and French revolutionsFF
provided inspiration for those seeking 
independence for Central and 
South America and offered 
avenues for seeking aid for
those already struggling to 
gain autonomy. When 
Napoleon turned on his 
Spanish allies in 1808 
during the Peninsular PP War WW
(see p.278), events took a 88

disastrous turn for Spain.
With the Spanish king 
Charles VI and his son,
Ferdinand, taken hostage by FF
Napoleon, rebels bent on independence 
exploited the power vacuum to jostle 
for power across Spanish America. 

THE LIBERATA ION OF SPANISH AMERICA
Revolutionary forces rose from opposite RR
ends of  the continent. From the south, FF
José de San Martín, a former Spanish 
military officer, led 5,000 troops across 
the Andes from Argentina to strike at a
weak point in Chile in 1817. San Martín
then liberated the Spanish stronghold of  
Peru. From the north came FF Simón 
Bolívar, whose forces entered Venezuela 

in 1813; they waged a ferocious
campaign, but with limited results. 
However, in 1817 a larger, revitalized 
movement for independence emerged 
to complete the struggle for the north.
In 1819, Bolívar was named president

of  Gran Colombia – 
a union of  Colombia, 
Panama, and Ecuador.

By 1821 further 
campaigns had wrested
New Granada and 
Venezuela from Spanish 
control. In the central
Andes, the southern and 
northern armies crushedd 
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Pancho Villa (centre) was a key ee
figure in the Mexican Revolutionn 
and the last to lay down his armms, 
only giving up the fight in 1920.0

Hero of South America’s struggle for 
independence from Spain, Simón Bolívar 
(1783–1830) began his revolutionary 

career in Venezuela in 1813. Known as
El Libertador (“the Liberator”), his r

hopes of a grand union of the 
newly independent states were 

dashed, as the early Republic 
of Gran Colombia fell apart 
into its component countries 
(Columbia, Panama, and
Ecuador) shortly before he
died of tuberculosis in 1830.
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“ALL WHO 

HAVE SERVED 

THE REVOLUTION 

HAVE PLOUGHED 

THE SEA.”

Simón Bolívar, 1830
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the remaining loyalist strength. Peru, 
which the Spanish had recaptured,
regained its independence in 1814.

In Mexico, meanwhile, a movement 
emerged in 1810, led by a radical priest, 
Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla, who built up
an untrained force of  80,000 indigenous
fighters. Although Hidalgo was captured 

and executed in 1811, he had badly 
shaken Spanish control of Mexico, 

and the country y acachiievevededed  
inndedepepe dnddenencece i in n 18188822222222. 

leading to the rise of  military strongmen
(caudillos). ss In 1876, one of  these, General
Porfirio Díaz, seized power in Mexico 
and established a dictatorship. ResentmentRR
toward him exploded in the Mexican 
Revolution of  1910, which overthrew RR
Díaz in 1911. His replacement, Francisco 
Madero, failed to fulfil the expectations 
of  more radical revolutionaries such 
as Emiliianano o ZaZapapatata a andnd F Frarancncisiscoco 
(“( PaPaancncnchohoho”)”)) V VVilililllala,, leleadadadiiningg ththhtheee icicici ivivivillll wawawarrr 

tototo r r rumumumblblbleee onon u untnttililil 11 192929200.0.

AA monumentt, , nici kknamed El Á Ángel (“(“The
AngAngggel”el”)), ), wawas bub bubuiltiltilt i in in Me Mexicxico Co Co ityityityy ini in i  19 199910 10 
toto to comcomcommemmemmemoraoratete thethe ce cententenarnary oy of tf thehe 
stastartrrt ofof MexMexMexicoicoico’s’ss liblibliberaeraeratiotiotion sn sn strutrutrugglgglggleee.

Argentinian national hero José de San Martín 
(1778–1850) joined South America’s struggle 
for independence in 1812. In 1817 he crossed
the Andes to overthrow Spanish control of 
Chile, and won definitive independence for 
Peru in 1821. He died in France.

JOSJ É DE SAN MARTÍN
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In 1756, Frederick FF II of Prussia signed 
a treaty with Britain to protect British 
rule in Hanover (in modern Germany). 
MMMMMararara iaiaiaa TTTTTheheheheresa of  Austria used this as a 
prprprprprrprprprrppppp etetetetetetetexexexxxexxexextt tt t wiwiiw tthth ww wwwhihhh chh to effect a “diplomatic
rerereererereer vovovovoovovovovovv lulullullullulllul tiititttitittionno ”,””,”  i inn n whwhicichh shshee alallilieded with her 

foformerr e enenemymyy 
FFFFrarararancncn e annnnnddddd FFFFFFF
firfirrfirmemmemem ddd uupuupp 

ties with Empress Elizabeth of  Russia, RR
making Prussia vulnerable to invasion. 
Striking first, Frederick sought to occupy FF
Saxony, but was unsuccessful. In 1757, 
however, he did triumph over the FrenchFF
at Rossbach in RR Saxony, and then crushed 
thtt e e Austrians in Silesia before inflicting a 
dedeed ffefeat on the Russians at Zorndorf  inRR
171117171755888. The tide turned strongly against
FFFFFrererrerererrrr ddedederiririr ckk in 1760 and 1761, but the FFFFFFF

susususuuccccession of  the pro-Prussian Peter PP III
ininin Russia in 1762 brought a new RR
aalallyl . Prussian victory at Freiberg, FF
SSSSaxaxaxxxxonononono y,y  in 1762 meant that in 
17771717777177636666333666666666   tt theh  Treaty of  TT Paris, which

brbrbrbbrbrbrbbrbrbrbrrbrrrrrrrouououououooououuoooououououooouououooooo ghghhhghghghghghggghgggg t t t ananan end to the Seven Years’
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A military genius, Frederick II “the Great” 
of Prussia (ruled 1740–86) reformed 

the Prussian army and used it to
fight a series of campaigns aimed 

at gathering the disparate possessions
of Prussia into a united state.

FREDERICK II
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THE FIRST GLOBAL WAR

meant the end of  the 
Indian phase of  the
Seven Years’ War. 

THE WAR ELSEWHERE
In the other main
non-European
theatres of  the war, 
the British generally 
had the better of  the
fighting, capturing 
Senegal from the 
French in 1758, 

seizing the French islands of
Guadeloupe and Martinique in 
1762, and briefly occupying the
Spanish forts at Havana in Cuba and 
Manila in the Philippines in 1762–63. 
By the Treaty of  Paris, which ended 
the war, Britain ceded back many of  
its conquests, but retained French 
Canada, ,, Sppppanish Florida,, andd s somomee 
FFrFrFrenenenen hhchchhchch o oooututututpopopopop ststststss s iinin WWWW Wesesese tt tt AfAfAfAfAfrirrir ccacaca.

THE WAR IN INDIA 
In 1756, the nawab

(ruler) of  Bengal 
sparked hostilities in 
India by capturing 
the British base at 
Calcutta, and putting 
his prisoners in the 
“Black Hole” – a 
small, dark cell in
which many died. 
The victory of  RobertRR
Clive over the nawab

in June 1757 dramatically revived 
British fortunes in India (see p.294). 44

The failure of  a French siege of  
Madras in 1759, a British victory at 
Wandiwash in 1760, and the fall of  
the main French base in India at 
Pondicherry the following yearPP

The Seven Years’ War broke out in 1756 between Prussia on one side 
and Austria, France, and Russia on the other. The involvement of  RR
Britain, through its holding of  Hanover, meant that the war soon 
gained a global dimension, as France and Britain extended the conflict 
to their overseas colonies. In the Americas, fighting had erupted in 
1755 (see p.261), a year before the main war actually began in Europe.

The British fleet captured Havana in 1762. The 
occcoccoccupaupaupatiotiotion wn wwn wasasas as shoshoshoshortrt-rt-livlivlivededed,ed, asas as as thth th the Te Te Te Treareareareatyty ty ofofof of ParParParissisis ininin 
1761761761763 g3 g33 gaveaveave Fl Fl Floriorioridaada da toto toto BriBriBB taitaitain in in inn n en en exchhxchxchaangangange fe ffe foror oo thethethethe ci ci cityty.tyty.

A Prussian war banner displaying 
the imperial eagle and the motto 
“for glory and fatherland”.
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France’s costly involvement in theFF
American Revolutionary War (WW see 

pp.262–3) put financial reform at the 
top of  the country’s political agenda. 
Bad harvests in 1788–89 aggravated 
social tensions and fuelled resentment 
of  the ancien régime – a system by which 
40 per cent of  the land was owned by 
the nobility and clergy, who made up a 
mere 3 per cent of  the population and 
who were exempt from taxes.

THE ESTATT TAA ES-GENERAL
After the nobility blocked his attempt to 
raise revenue, Louis XVI (ruled 1774–92) 
was forced, in May 1789, to convene the 
Estates-General – a parliament made up 
of  clergy, nobility, and commoners.
The third estate, representing the 
commoners, insisted on greater 
voting rights. These were refused 

and the commoners broke away and took 
power as a National Assembly – the first
step to revolutionary change. Rioting in 
July 1789 led to the capture of  the Bastille 
prison (see pp.274–5), a huge blow against 55

the oppressive forces of  the ancien régime.

REVOLUTIONARY REFORMS
On 4 August, the National Assembly 
abolished feudal privileges, sweeping away 
an entire system of  property ownership. 
For the next two years, the NationalFF
Assembly passed reforms that further 
undermined the ancien régime, including 
the “Declaration of  the Rights of  Man”
– which listed citizens’ rights – as well as 
army reforms, and forced the clergy to

take a civic oath to the state. In June 
1791, Louis XVI, having schemed to 
undermine the Assembly, attempted 
to flee abroad, but was captured at 
Varennes, east of Paris. This apparent 
abababababananananandodonmnmmmenennee t t ofofofoof h h hhisisis pp ppppeoeooeoeoeoeoplplplplplpp ee ee e crcrcrc ucucu iaiaiallllllllllyyy y y y y y y y y yyyyy
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In April 1792, the Assembly declared 
war on Austria and Prussia, who were 
sympathetic to the king, but this caused 
panic in Paris, and on 20 August a mob 
stormed the Tuileries palace and deposed 
the king. In the aftermath, a more radical 
assembly (the Convention) was elected, 
and France was declared a Republic in RR
September. In January 1793, the king 
was charged with crimes against the
French nation, convicted, and executed.

THE TERROR
Faced with mounting military and 
ececececee onoononomomic pproblems, the Convention
eseseseesesessesesessseesesese tatatatatttttatatatatatatabllblblblblblblblliiisisisisisisisheheehehehehhh d d d dd aaaaa RRRReveve ololutionary Tribunal RRRRR

to mete out instant justice,
and a Committee of  
Public Safety (CPS) to 
wield central power, which 
it did with mixed success. 
Internal conflict was rife,
and on 2 June 1793, the
moderate Girondin faction
was expelled from the 
Convention and the 

extremist Jacobins seized power under
Robespierre. The Jacobins unleashed the RR
“Terror” on France, aimed at purging 
any remaining anti-Revolutionaries RR
and pro-royalists. In 10 months from 
September 1793, they executed some 
20,000 people, and the Revolution seemed RR
to be consuming itself  in violence. 

A decisive military victory over 
Austria in June 1794 eased political 
pressures and Robespierre and his 
henchmen were finally toppled in an 
anti-Jacobin backlash. In 1795, the CPS
was replaced by a five-man Directory, 
which set about the task of  restoring 
faith in the Revolutionary regime.RR

A membership card for the 
Convention, under whose rule
France was declared a Republic 
and Louis XVI was executed.

Maximilien Robespierre (1758–94), a 
lawyer, was mocked for his high voice, but
respected for his pure principles, which
earned him the nickname “The Incorruptible”.
WheWheWheWhen hn hn hn he ce ce ce cameameameame tototo to popopo pop werwerwerwer ininin in 171717 1779393,93,93,93 hihihi hissss 
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The rule of  the Directory (1795–99) 
was a time of  great instability and 
mounting corruption in France.FF The 
division of  power between five Directors 
and a two-chamber parliament led to 
chaos, inaction, and disenchantment 
with the political process. Into this gap 
stepped the rising young military star 
Napoleon Bonaparte. His successes 
in the Italian campaign of  the 1790s 
lent him an aura of  steadiness and 
invincibility that the fractious 
Revolutionaries badly needed. RR In 
November 1799, having abandoned 
his army in Palestine, Napoleon arrived 
back in France to answer his nation’s call. FF

FROM FIRST CONSUL TO EMPEROR
The Coup of  18 Brumaire (9 November 
1799) saw Napoleon and his backers 
overthrow the Directory, and he became
First Consul in the new leadership. 
His two fellow consuls were soon
reduced to powerless nonentities,
and in 1802 Napoleon had himself  

declared First Consul for life. Intelligent,
determined, and energetic, Napoleon 
set to sweeping away the ramshackle
amalgam of  Revolutionary and feudalRR
systems that had evolved since 1789. 
In December 1804, he had himself  
crowned Emperor. Presiding over 
the ceremony was Pope Pius VII, for
Napoleon had made peace with the 
Catholic Church the previous year in a 
Concordat that recognized limited papal 
authority over Catholics in France.FF

“““IIIIII HHHHHAAAAVVVVEEEE  TTTTAAASSSTTTEEDDD CCCOOOMMMMANNNDDDDD,, 
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A new civil code for France was one of Napoleon’s 
most enduring legacies, enshrining in law some of 
the freedoms fought for in the French Revolution.
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DOMESTIC REFORMS
Napoleon’s reforms left few spheres of  
French life untouched. He founded a 
Bank of  France in 1800, and issued a 
new currency centred around a gold 
coin, the napoleon. He ordered that the 
educational system be reformed and
radically revised the French 
administrative system, 
rationalizing the network of  
départements set up in 1790. s

A committee of  legal 
experts was formed to 
bring order to the chaos 
of  legislative codes and 
temporary expedients. By 
1804 it had completed a 
new civil code that would 
survive Napoleon’s demise as the 
centrepiece of  France’s legal system.

THE COST OF WARFARE
The universal conscription and punitive 
taxation necessitated by Napoleon’s 
constant warfare (see pp.278–9) were not 99

popular in France. As victory turned to 
stalemate, then retreat, after the disastrous 
1812 campaign in Russia, support for RR
Napoleon steadily ebbed away. When 
enemy armies reached Paris iiin n 181818818114141 , ,
his power base p proroveved brbbrbritititttltltle;e;e;e;e;e;;; e ee eeevvvvevevennn n 

long-standing loyalists 
such as Marshal Ney did 

nothing to prevent his being 
deposed. Yet the new Bourbon 

regime of  Louis XVIII was little loved 
either, and residual affection in France 
for Napoleon enabled him to return 
from exile on the Italian island of
Elba in May 1815. A final flourish, 
the “Hundred Days”, ended in 
his defeat at the battle of  Waterloo 
and permanent exile to Saint Helena, 
an island in the Sououth Atlanantitic.c
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NAPOLEON BONAPARTE

Born into an impoverished Corsican noble 
family, Napoleon Bonaparte (1769–1821)
became a junior artillery officer aged just 
16. His subsequent career was character-
ized by superb opportunism and a tactical
brilliance in battle that marked him out
from other commanders of the age. It 

brought him high political office, 
but the scale of his own 

ambitions and those of his
foreign enemies ultimately 

brought about his 
deposition.
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The FrenchFF Revolutionary RR Wars WW
(1792–1802) had been intended to 
protect France’s borders from other FF
European powers eager to stop the 
spread of  revolution. They turned 
gradually into a more aggressive 
foreign policy, as France’s armies met FF
with a series of  successes that stoked 
its hunger for exporting revolution
and acquiring land. The Peace of  PP
Amiens, which Napoleon struck with 
Britain in 1802, promised an end to the
wars, but it lasted only a year. By 1805 
Britain managed to build an alliance 
of  countries fearful of  Napoleon’s 
expansionism – the First Coalition. This 
was the first of  seven such groupings, 
whose shifting membership would seek 
to oppose the French emperor and be FF
repeatedly defeated by his armies. 

THE FIRST GREATAA  VICTORIES
Napoleon’s great victories in 1805 against 
Austria at Ulm and an Austro-Prussian 
army at Austerlitz placed him at the 
summit of  his power. He ee was thwarted 
only by y naval ded fefefeaaat at TTrarafafafalglglgarar (offoffoff tthehe TT
soutthwhwesesst tt coast ofoffofof   SSSSpaaapaininin))) ) ) agaggaggaiaiaiaiainsnsnsnsnsttt thththththeeeeee e

British admiral Nelson in October, which
scuppered his plans to invade England. 
However, his insistence on an economic
blockade by all the nations under his 
control as an alternative means to cripple 
England caused great resentment among 
the other European countries. Napoleon
went on to attack Prussia in October 1806, 
and within three weeks had defeated its
armies at Jena and Austerstädt. He then 
forced peace on Tsar Alexander TT I of
Russia at RR Tilsit in July y 1807..
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Napoleon wore a hat in a bicorn (two-horned) style 
that incorporated a badge bearing the French 
Revolutionary colours of red, white, and blue.
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local guerrillas who were being aided by 
British expeditionary forces. From 1809, 
the British forces, under the Duke of
Wellington, gradually fought their way 
forward in a bitter struggle, finally 
invading southwest France in 1813–14.

Meanwhile, in 1812, Napoleon’s 
decision to invade Russia was similarly RR
misjudged. The Russian army simply RR

retreated further eastwards, and,
although Napoleon’s Grande Armée did 
take Moscow in September, the victory 
was hollow. The French were forced to 
pull back in a harrowing winter retreat
during which, harassed by the Russians, RR
they lost more than half  a million men.

Both of  these campaigns left 
Napoleon vulnerable to a renewed 
Coalition against him and, in a massive 
battle at Leipzig in 1813, he suffered his 
first major battlefield defeat. Though 
Napoleon fought a brilliant short
campaign to block the Coalition advance 

towards Paris, there was little political 
will to support continued resistance and,
betrayed by defections among his senior 
officers, he was forced to abdicate. 

Napoleon was exiled to the island of  
Elba, but returned the following year, 
and many flocked back to his standard.
The restoration of  his regime depended 
on early, decisive victories, so defeat by 
the Prussians and British at Waterloo in
June 1815 led to his definitive abdication 
and the end of  the Napoleonic Wars.

“HISTORY IS A SET OF LIES… PEOPLE 

HAVE AGREED UPON.”

Napoleon Bonaparte, Memoirs, published in 1823

An artist’s view of Napoleon’s planned invasion of 
England in 1805 shows French forces attacking by 
sea, air, and tunnelling under the English Channel.

In 1808, Arthur Wellesley, 1st Duke of 
Wellington (1769–1852), was placed in
command of a British force despatched to
aid Portugal against France. For the next 
six years he fought his way through the 
Iberian peninsula, before invading France 
itself in late 1813. Despite his professed 
disdain for the common soldier, Wellington 
had a clear ability to win battles, which
inspired great loyalty in his soldiers. After 
his defeat of Napoleon at Waterloo in 1815,
he took to politics, including a stint as 
British prime minister in 1828–30.

THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON
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The Congress of  Vienna, which met 
from 1814 to 1815 to settle the terms by 
which the Napoleonic Wars would be WW
concluded, ended by sealing a 
return to more or less the 
same system of  European 
powers that existed before 
the French FF Revolution. RR For FF
the next quarter-century,
the “Congress System” – 
in which the “Concert of  
Powers” (Britain, Austria,PP
Russia, and RR Prussia) met
periodically to determine
political issues – cast a
stifling blanket over any 
aspirations for change.

Growing in strength all
this time were feelings of  nationalism – 
the view that ethnic groups had the right
to political self-determination and the
right to their own independent states. 

This was a particular problem for the 
Austro-Hungarian empire, which 

boasted many such groups, including 
the Austrians, the Hungarians, 

and the Czechs. It also posed 
a threat to the integrity of
the Ottoman empire, a 
similarly multi-ethnic state. 

NATIONALISM IN THE 
OTTOMAN EMPIRE

As the Ottoman sultans 
were decidedly not included

in the European Concert of  
Powers, it is scarcely surprising PP

that it was in their 
domains that nationalism 
won its earliest successes.

A revolutionary uprising broke out in
Greece in 1821, supported by foreign 
(mainly English) intervention – including 
the picturesque involvement of  the English 
poet, Lord Byron. The revolutionaries
won a great naval victory at Navarino in 
1827 and finally forced the Ottomans to 

During the 1848 Revolutions it seemed as if the 
whole of Europe was in flames. Uprisings in Austria
threatened Vienna, heart of the Habsburg empire.
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Milan Obrenovic’s accession as 
Serbia’s first king in 1882 sealed 
the country’s independence.
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reformers Vuk Karadjic and George
Petrovic in 1804 secured Russian aid and
drove the Ottomans out of  the province 
by 1807. On the defensive after defeat 
in Greece, the Ottoman sultan finally
accepted Serbian autonomy in 1830.

THE 1848 REVOLUTIONS
In central and western Europe, poor 
harvests in 1846–47 had resulted in
appalling hardship for the peasantry. 
Combined with nationalist frustrations
at the seeming impossibility of  political
change, this produced an astonishing
outbreak of  revolutionary movements 
in 1848 that touched almost all parts 
of  Europe. In France, it led to the 
overthrow of  the monarchy of  Louis-
Philippe and the establishment of  the
Second Republic.

In the Austro-Hungarian empire, a 
more obviously nationalist series of
uprisings almost overthrew Habsburg 
power to set up a number of  new,
ethnically based states. In the end the 
existing regime won out by offering

concessions to the Hungarians, the most
significant non-German component of  
the empire. They established the “Dual 
Monarchy”, in which the ruler was 
emperor in Austria, but king of  a 
theoretically separate Hungarian state.
Popular uprisings in Italy and Germany,
which seemed to promise statehood, 
were similarly premature, and ended 
in brutal suppressions. 

THE DECLINE AND RISE OF NATA IONALISM
With this almost total restoration of  the
status quo, it seemed that the Concert of
Powers would continue to run Europe
with a conservative fist much as it had
done since 1815. Yet within 20 years, the 
disparate states of  Italy and Germany 
were united as independent countries (see
pp.281–2), while the dismemberment of22

the Ottoman empire continued at the
Congress of  Berlin (1878), which finally
recognized the independence of  Serbia, 
Montenegro, and Romania, and began
to establish a separate Bulgarian state.
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the French throne in 1830, only to be deposed in 1848.
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At the time of  the 1848 Revolutions RR
(see p.281), Germany was a loose 
confederation of  states, the most powerful 
among them being Prussia. From 1862,FF
Prussia’s Minister-President, Otto von
Bismarck, sought to secure the 
supremacy of  Prussia within central
Europe by encouraging the other 
German states to unify under its 
leadership. The process began in 
earnest in 1864, when Prussia joined
forces with Austria to annex 
the duchies of  Schleswig and 
Holstein from Denmark. 
Two years later, war TT
broke out between 
Prussia and Austria, 
and a Prussian victory 
at Königgrätz in 1867 
allowed Bismarck to 
exclude Austria from the 
German Confederation, and 
from any say in the constitutional 
course of  the German principalities.

THE GERMAN EMPIRE
Bismarck was well aware that Napoleon
III of  France (FF see p.284) would never44

willingly accept a unified German state 

ooononononnnnnoonnnoooooo  hhhhh hh   isisi  borders. He
aaaaaatatatatttttaa tttteteeeeetettemmmmmmpm ted to place a 
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGeGeGeGeeeGeeGGGeGeGeGeGGeeeeeerrrrmrmr an Hohenzollern
ppppppppprprprprprprprppppprppppppriiiince on the throne 
of  Spain to encircle 

the French. As a result, FF
Napoleon III declared war

on Prussia and its German allies. 
Napoleon was captured after the Battle 
of  Sedan in September 1870, and, 
though the French continued to resistFF
under a new Republic, Bismarck RR
soon had the victory he desired. In a 
humiliation of  the French, the German FF

empire was proclaimed at
the Palace of  Versailles on 
the outskirts of  Paris on
18 January 1871, with the
Prussian ruler Wilhelm asWW
its first emperor. The new
Germany was in principle 
a federation of  25 states, 
but there was no doubt 
that Prussia and Bismarck 
– champion of  the
unification – were very 
firmly in charge.

Wilhelm I was proclaimed first 
Kaiser (emperor) of the German 
empire in the Hall of Mirrors at 
the Palace of Versailles.

nnn GerGerermamanmaananmanana y  y  y  y  y    dd 1861861 44–1–187878717171
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Prime Minister of Prussia from 1862, Otto
von Bismarck (1815–98) wanted to unite
Germany under Prussian leadership. His 
skilful conduct of wars against Denmark 
and Austria in the 1860s helped secure the 
infant state; then victory in the Franco-
Prussian War (1870–71) persuaded the other 
German states to join Prussia to form an
empire, of which Bismarck became the first

chancellor. Though a conservative leader, 
he did introduce some social reforms 

aimed at reducing the growing
appeal of socialism (see p.291(( ).11

OOOTTOTTOTTO V V VOOON BN BN BISMISMISMARCARCARCKKK
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The Congress of  Vienna in 1814 (see 
p.280) confirmed the division of  the 00

Italian peninsula into a patchwork of  
states. A revolutionary society known as 
the Carbonari (coal-burners) began to
agitate for unification, and organized a
series of  insurrections. In 1831, the 
Italian patriot Giuseppe Mazzini formed 
the movement known as “Young Italy”, 
which called for one Italian nation, 
“independent, free, and Republican”.RR
Italian statesmen were quick to grasp 

their opportunities. Camillo Cavour,r, t ttthhheheheheehhe   
prime minister of  Piedmont in norrthththhheeeeerererrrernn n n n 
Italy, provoked a war against Austtrririiaaa a a iinininninnnn 
1859, and his victory enabled Pieedddmdmmmmmmooononnononononnonnnnnttttt t tt 
to take control of  most of  northheerrernnn nn n nn ItItItItItttItaalalalalalaallyyy.y.y.y.y.y.y  

The next year, Giuseppe Garriibbbababaaalldldldldddddddi ii iiiii i 
invaded southern Italy with an aaaarrrrrmmmmmmmmmmmyyyyy y yy yyyyyy ooofofofoffooffffff   
thousands of  volunteer “Red SShhhihiiirrrrtrttttr ss”s”s”””””””ss””ss  aaaaaa a nnnndndnddddnndnddndddndn   RR

occupied Sicily and Naples. In 1861, 
Piedmont established a “Kingdom of  
Italy” with Victor Emmanuel of  
Piedmont as its first monarch.

The process of  Italian unification was 
completed with Italy’s seizure of  the
Veneto from Austria in 1866 and, 
following Napoleon III’s withdrawal of  
the French garrison to fight the Franco-
Prussian War, the occupation of  Rome in RR
October 1870. Rome officially becameRR
the capital of  Italy the following year. 

nnnn ItaItaaly ly y    dddddd 18181 1 1831–31–187187111
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“A PEOPLE DESTINED TO ACHIEVE 

GREAT THINGS FOR THE WELFARE OF 

HUMANITY MUST ONE DAY OR OTHER 

BE CONSTITUTEDD  AAA NNNNNNAAAAAAAAATTTTTTTTTTIIIIIIIIIOOOOOOOOOONNNNNNNNNN...””
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Having participated in a failed Carbonari
insurrection in Piedmont in 1834, Giuseppe 
Garibaldi (1807–82) was forced to flee Italy 
to South America. In 1849, he returned to 
command a Roman army established in 
the wake of the 1848 Revolutions (see 
p.281), but on its suppression fled 11
once more. In 1860, defying more 
cautious mainstream nationalists, 
he captured most of southern Italy.
Sidelined thereafter, he fought his 
last battles in French service during
the Franco-Prussian War (see p.284( ). 44

GIUSEPPE GARIBALDI
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On the restoration of  the Bourbon 
monarchy in France in 1815 (FF see 

pp.276–7), all members of  the Bonaparte77

family were sent into exile. Napoleon I’s 
nephew, Charles-Louis Napoleon, thus
grew up in Switzerland and Germany.
However, after the collapse of  the “July 
Monarchy” of  Louis-Philippe in 1848, 
Charles-Louis returned to France, andFF
he was elected president later that
year. Then, in 1851, Charles-Louis 
engineered a coup that resulted in his 
becoming emperor the following year, 
as Napoleon III (ruled 1852–70). 

Despite his imperial position, 
Napoleon III saw himself  as a social 
and economic reformer, encouraging 
the large-scale renovation of Paris – 
according to a plan devised by the civic 

In autumn 1870 France, provoked by FF
plans by German chancellor Otto von
Bismarck (see p.282) to put a German 22

prince on the Spanish throne, declared
war on Prussia. A brief  occupation of  
the Rhineland town of  Saarbrücken in
August 1870 was France’s sole success,FF
and a bloody defeat at Gravelotte on 18 

planner Baron Haussmann – and 
overseeing a massive expansion in
France’s rail network.FF

NAPOLEON III’S FOREIGN POLICY
Napoleon III joined the British side 
in the Crimean War against WW Russia RR
(1853–56), aided the cause of Italian 
independence by going to war with 
Austria in 1859, acquired France’s first FF
Southeast Asian colony (Cochin-China) 
in 1862, and intervened in Mexico 
(1862–67) to place a Habsburg emperor 
on the throne there. It was, however, his
quarrel with the German chancellor 
Otto von Bismarck that led to his defeat
and deposition in 1870 during the
Franco-FF Prussian War (WW see below). ww He 
died in exile in England in 1873.
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On 25 January 1871, frustrated by
Paris’s continued resistance,
Bismarck ordered the city to be 
bombarded with heavy Krupp guns. 

August was followed two weeks later by 
disaster at Sedan, where Napoleon III
was forced to surrender. Although France FF
established a Government of  National 
Defence to continue the country’s 
resistance, its armed forces were shattered, 
and on 28 January 1871 Paris was forced 
to surrender. France was left in chaos: FF

most of  its politicians 
were discredited; Paris 
fell briefly under the
power of  the radical 
Commune government;
and peace with Prussia 
involved the surrender 
of  Alsace-Lorraine.
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When Queen Victoria ascended to the 
British throne in 1837, Britain had not
yet enjoyed the fruits of  its early 
industrialization (see p.288), nor recovered 88

from the loss of  its American colonies in 
1783 (see p.263) or the costs of  the 
Napoleonic Wars (see p.278–9). Yet when99

she died in 1901, Britain’s pre-eminence 
as an industrial power was unchallenged, 
the British flag flew in outposts across the 
globe, and a cultural self-confidence that 
grew out of  this prosperity had moulded 
a characteristically “Victorian” Britain.

EXPANSION ABROAD, REFORM AT HOME
The demise of  the East India Company 
in 1858 (see p.237) left the British Crown 77

in control of  large swathes of  India. 
With the acquisition of  colonies in Africa,

Britain had truly become an imperiiriiaalalala  
power, and in 1877 Victoria tookk tt tthheheheheheee   ttttttiiititititittittllelelelleeleeee  
“Empress of  India”. At home, thhehhheerrreeeeree  wwwwwwwwwwwaaaaasasasasassaaas 
a rise in reformism: a great increeaaaasasssa eeee ee iiinininnnnnnnn  
urbanization inspired a will to tttaaaccckckckkkckckckklleeelleleeleee ttt tttt thhhhheheehehheeh  
social problems it caused. Thee rrrrr reeeepepeppppeepppeeeeaeaaaaeaae ll l lll ooooofffff   
the Corn Laws – which had rraaraiisisseeededdddeeddddede  tttttttthhhhheheheeeee 
price of  food – in 1846, the ppaaasassaasssssssiiiisinnnngnngngnggggg ooooooofff  f  ffff
the Factory Acts restricting theheehehheehheeeeee wwwwwwww wwwwwwwwww  www woororororrroorrrororrooorororrorrorkkkkikiiikkkkkikkkiikkiiikkkkk ngnngngngngngggnggnnnnggngnggggggg 

hours of  children, and the foundation
of  the Salvation Army in 1865 to
encourage charity too Lonondodododoon’nn sss ss sllslslslumuum-
dwellers were jujuststtt a a a aa fff ff eewewewewew oo oooofffff  f  hhththththeeee sosososocicicicialllalalal  
developmenennentstststss o oooofffff  f  VVViVViViVViiViViVictctcctctccctctooroororororoorriiiiaiaiaia’’’s’s’ssssss rrrrrr rr iieieeieieiieieieigngngngngngng ... . 
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The Great Exhibition of 1851, held in the Crystal 
Palace in Hyde Park, London, was an imperial 
showcase for the “works of industry of all nations”.

“WE ARE NOT INTERESSSTTTTTTTEEEEEEEEEEEDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD  

IN THE POSSIBILITTTTTTIIIIIEEEEEEEEEESSSSSSSSSSS 

OF DEFEAT.”

Queen Victoria to Arthur Balfour MMPMP,MP,P,P,P, 1 1818188818888999999999999999999

Victoria (ruled 1837–1901) was 18 when
she came to the throne and in 1840 she
married her German cousin Prince Albert. 
Their children married into so many of the 
royal families of Europe that Victoria was 
known as the “grandmother of Europe”.

QUQ EEN VICTORIA
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At the accession of  Alexander I in
1801, the Russian empire already RR
stretched from eastern Siberia 
to Poland, a vast distance thatPP
posed almost unsurmountable 
governance problems to the 
tsarist administration. Its 
mainly rural population, 
largely serfs, laboured under primitive
conditions, and although the country 
had begun to industrialize, it failed to 
match its western European rivals.

ALEXANDER I AND NICHOLAS I
Russia continued to expand in the early RR
19th century, acquiring Finland from 
Sweden in 1809, Bessarabia from Turkey TT
in 1812, and the much-diminished state of
Poland in 1815. PP Further acquisitions in 
the Caucasus, where the Russians finally RR

suppressed a bitter resistance after the 
surrender of  the guerrilla leader Shamil
in 1859, meant that the Russian empireRR
was roughly half  as large again as it had 
been under Peter the Great (PP see p.251). 
It was not a territory that lent itself  
to central administration: until 1830 
there was not even an all-weather road 
between Moscow and St Petersburg, and PP
the first railway followed only in 1851.

The reigns of  Alexander I (1801–25) 
and Nicholas I (1825–55) were dogged 
by the issue of  serfdom, and whether the 
serfs should be emancipated. Alexander,
llalal hhththouou hhghghg lll libibibiberer llalal iii inn ththththeoeeoeoryryry,, evevevenen ddd dececlallalariiriringnngng 

thththeee neneneedededed ff fforororor aa a a RRRRusuus isisianan c cononnststiitititututiioion,n, d d dididid  RRRR
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An early Colt revolver shipped to
Russia from the USA and used to help 
the Russians fight the Crimean War.
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little in practice, while
Nicholas was a more 
straightforward autocrat 
who ceded little ground. 
He suppressed a revolt in
Poland in 1830 and sent PP
aid to the Habsburgs in 
1848 to put down the 
revolutions in Austria 
and Hungary. His reign 
ended in disaster, when
his ambitions to acquire 
territory from the Ottoman 
empire led to a humiliating defeat at
the hands of  Britain and France in the 
Crimean War (1853–56).

ATTEMPT AT REFORMAA
Alexander II (ruled 1855–81), who 
presided over the expansion of  the 
Russian empire into Central Asia, RR
instituted a series of  liberal reforms, 
finally emancipating the serfs in 
1861. Legal reforms enhanced the 
independence of  the judiciary, while in 
1864 a system of  local government with 

elected bodies, the zemstvos, 
was set up. Yet it was also 
in Alexander II’s reign 
that there were the first 
revolutionary rumblings, 
among peasants unhappy 
that emancipation had not
led to prosperity and 
intellectuals who despised 
the tsarist system as an 

oppressive tyranny. One such dissenting 
group, the “People’s Will”, finally PP
assassinated the tsar in March 1881. 

REPRESSION AND REVOLUTIONARIES
Under Alexander III (ruled 1881–94), a
campaign of  police terror smothered the
revolutionaries, while reforms in 1889 in
part back-pedalled on serf  emancipation. 
When Nicholas II came to the throne in 
1894, frustration was at boiling point, 
and the first Marxist party (see p.291) was 
founded in 1898. Russian defeat in the RR

Russo-Japanese War (1904–5) RR
increased the clamour for 

reform to deafening levels, 
and a wave of  revolutionary 
protest broke out. In 
response, the tsar allowed 
the establishment of  a 
state Duma (parliament), 
and granted basic civil
rights. Having satisfied the

moderates, he crushed the 
extremists, ending the 

Revolution of  1905.RR

“THE LATAA E EMPEROR DID NOT

ANTICIPATAA E THIS END, AND THUS DID

NOT TRAIN ME IN ANYTHING.”

Tsar Nicholas II, 1894

Nicholas II reversed many of the reforms 
of previous tsars, but this fostered rather 
than extinguished radical sentiment.

Vladimir Makovsky’s Death in the 
Snow shows the suffering caused w
by tsarist authorities during the 
crushing of the 1905 Revolution.
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Industrial Revolution” RR
(1840–70) when the 
building of  railways in 
Germany, Switzerland, 
and the USA made it
easier to move labour
and commodities. 

In Europe, the 
abolition of  serfdom 
– in France during the FF
1790s, in Germany 
between 1811 and 
1848, and in Russia RR
and Poland in the PP
1860s – asassiiststede  
industriallizatttiooioion by 

creating a more readdily yy aaavailablle e
workforce. In the UUSA,A,A, largege-s-scacalele 
immigration provoviddededed tthehe nnewewww  
factories with ttheh iririr e empmploloyeyeesesess.. ..

In 1855, Engliissshmaman n HHenenenne rryryryyy 
Bessemer inventeeted a nenew ww prprp ocooco eesese ss s fofoor r 
making iron n innttotot  s steteelel – aaa ss ssttrtt ononnonononggegeger,r, 

BRITISH BEGINNINGS
Abundant natural 
materials such as 
iron and coal, and a 
growing middle class 
eager to invest, allowed 
Britain to take full 
advantage of  new 
developments in 
technology. In the 
1770s, James Watts WW
developed an improved 
steam engine, which 
could provide the
necessary power for 
various industrial uses, 
from pumping mines to running 
machinery in the factories and mills 
of  the early 18th century.

Textile production mechanized TT
particularly rapidly – by 1835 there 
were more than 120,000 power 
looms in textile mills – leading men, 
women, and children to flock to the
towns where the factories were 
situated. There they endured 
appalling conditions, working long 
hours for low pay, until the rise of  
trade unionism (see p.290) began too 00

curb the excesses of  factory ownwnerrss. 

THE REVOLUTION SPREADS
The new industrial techniques ssprpreeaaadddd 
outwards from Britain, taking hhoolddldd
first in Belgium in the 1820s, thhenn 
spreading fast during the “Seconondd d dd

Romanticized depictions of  the 
conditions in the new factories
did nothing to stem social unrest.

THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
From the late 18th century in Britain, a wave of  industrializationFF
swept across Europe and North America. It transformed the 
Western world from a rural society into an urban one, and set the WW
foundations for modern capitalism. This “Industrial Revolution” RR
spurred profound social changes, as well as giving rise to innovations 
in technology that were to fuel vast economic growth.
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more versatile metal than
wrought iron. This provided 
the raw material for 
new railway lines, 
improved ships, and 
more powerful
armaments. Demand 
for steel was almost 
insatiable – by 1910, 
Krupp, the leading 
German steel manufacturer, 
employed some 70,000 people; in 
1846 its workforce had been just 122. 

THE THIRD WAVE
From the 1890s, a third wave of
industrialization occurred in Russia, RR
Sweden, France, and Italy. This saw 

the industrialization of  chemical and 
electrical engineering. The Germans 
now dominated industrial and 
weaponry production, as Britain’s 
initial lead ebbed away. Fear of  what
this might mean led Russia, France, RR
and Italy to accelerate investments in 
arms manufacturing, while Russia RR
improved its rail network specifically 
fofoforrr trtrtrananspsporting troroopops.s  It would be 
just aa f fewew yyears b beefefeforro e e EEuruuropope
wowouululddd d beb gig n fighghtitingg tthehe f irstst t truulyly 
ininduduuuststss ririr alalalizizi ededd w w war –– W Woorldd W Wara  I 
(1(1919 4–––4–188) ) – – a wawar r r thtt at wouould 
dedededeststroroy y thtt ossse ee inininfrasstrt ucucuctutt res that 
hahahadddd bebeeebebeenenenne  s so oo o imimprovovvvedededeed bb byy ininndudududuststryry.

DevDeveloelopmememepmentsntsnt  in in en en ene ginging eereeringngngingin  tetecttectecchnohnohhh loglogy ey eeyy nabnabnababledledledd  
thehe bubuildildl ingng of of tr triumumphaphant nt monmonmo umeumeumentsntsn  to tot  ththh the e
mododddeernee  aggge, e, ee sucucsuch ah ah s ts tthe hehehe EifEifEE felfelfel ToT wer inn Pa Parisris.

George Stephenson’s “North Star” steam engine 
served on Britain’s Great Western Railway, one of 
the great Victorian railway companies.
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Labour practices in the 
factories of  the Industrial
Revolution (RR see pp.288–9)99

ranged from neglectful to 
abusive. From the early FF
19th century, British 
workers organized 
themselves into groups to 
protect their interests, but
these “combinations” were  
illegal and employers often 
repressed them. 

TRADE UNIONISM
In 1824–25, the British 
government repealed the 
anti-Combination laws and, for the first
time, trade unions became lawful. In 1829,
John Doherty established the Grand 
General Union of  the Operative Spinners
of  Great Britain and Ireland, the first 

attempt at a national union
– starting a trend that was
followed in the 1830s by 
other trades. Repression RR
was still commonplace – 
the deportation of  the 
“Tolpuddle TT Martyrs”, 
organized agricultural 
workers, to Australia in 
1834 being only the most 
famous example.

Rapid economic
progress in the 1840s
strengthened the hand of
the unions, and in 1868 
the forerunner of  the

modern Trades Union Congress was TT
established. Meanwhile, the movement 
had spread overseas, with the formation
of  the National Labour Union in the 
USA in 1866, and the growth of  unions 
in continental Europe following the 1848 

RRevevololutionsns ( ((RR seseee ppppp.22.2808080–1–1–1)).).

A German socialist banner fromr
the 19th century calls on the
workers of the world to unite.
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The Industrial Revolution inspired RR
political groups to organize workers and
improve their lot. A philosophy called 
socialism arose that argued that wealth
should be shared by putting it in the
hands of  its creators. Similar sentiments 
had inspired the German Peasants’ PP
Revolt in 1532–34 and had also caused RR

unrest in England after the Civil War (see 
pp.248–9), but the industrialized 99 Europe of  
the 19th century provided the first arena
for these ideas to be put into practice. 

Early 19th-century socialists included 
RobertRR Owen, a Welsh industrialist, who 
proposed a society in which property was 
owned collectively. In France, Henri 
Saint-Simon advocated a society in 
which there was equal opportunity for 
all, while his followers wanted an end
to private property. By the early 20th 
century, many European countries had
established socialist parties, including the 
Labour Party in Britain (1900) and the 
Socialist Party in France (1902).

MARXISM AND REVOLUTION 
More radical still were the ideas of
the German-born philosopher and 
economist Karl Marx (1818–83), 
who viewed history as a series of
class struggles that would lead to 
the end of  capitalism. Distrusting 
the compromises of  more
moderate “Social Democrats”, 
Marx helped establish the 

Karl Marx, with Friedrich 
Engels, wrote The Communist 
Manifesto (1848), setting out 
a revolutionary socialism.

International Working Men’s Association 
in 1864, which acted as a platform 
for the dissemination of  his revolutionary 
theories. Although he believed that the
full revolution would break out in France 
or Germany, it was in the relatively 
underdeveloped Russia that Marxists RR
would finally seize power, in 1917.

nnnn EEurorouroppe pe epee        ddd d d c.1818800–00–0–191191191177777
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“THE HISTORY OF ALL… SOCIETY IS THE 

HISTORY OF CLASS STRUGGLE.”

Karl Marx, The Communist Manifesto, 1848
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SCIENTIFIC ADVANCES

American scientist 
Alexander Graham 
Bell in 1876. 

In 1906, the 
Italian Guglielmo
Marconi built on

earlier theoretical
work by the German

scientist Heinrich Hertz to
transmit speech wirelessly over the
airwaves using radio transmissions. 
The appearance of  the internal
combustion engine, patented by Karl
Benz in 1879, led to the development 
of  the first practical automobiles by 

the mid-1880s. The first powered, 
susustst iainened,d, h heaeavivierer-tthahan-n air flight 

SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERIES
Few men had a greaterFF
impact on life in the 
19th century than 
English physicist 
Michael Faraday, FF
who discovered that
moving a magnet 
through a coil of  
wire produced an 
electric current. His 
experiments in electricity in
the 1830s led to dramatic progress 
in the sphere of  communications, 
with the patenting of  the electric 
telegraph in 1837, and the invention 
of  the telephone by the Scottish-born 

The Industrial Revolution (RR see pp.288–9(( ) was accompanied by an explosion99

in technology, leading to huge developments in transportation (the car 
and aeroplane), communications (the telephone and wireless signals), 
and even in domestic life (the electric light bulb and gramophone).
In science, British naturalist Charles Darwin overturned the 
understanding of  the world by developing the theory of  evolution.

Karl Benz, seated on his 1885 Benz 
Motorwagen, the first automobile to be
avavaililablble f for saleale to h the gene lral publiblic.

The microscope that Charles Darwin
took with him on his 1831–36 voyage to 

the Galapagos Islands in the Pacific.
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by the Wright brothers in 1903 
further revolutionized transportation. 
Other innovations of  the 1890s, such
as the gramophone and moving 
pictures (the latter pioneered by the
French inventors the Lumière 
brothers), were only available at first
to small groups, but within decades 

the refinement and expansion 
of  these technologies made them 
accessible to almost everyone. 

THE THEORY OF EVOLUTION
The long-held notion that animal 
species had been created by God and 
remained essentially unchanged was 
shaken by the publication of  Charles 
Darwin’s On the Origin of  Species ins

1859. Darwin’s observation of  
finches on different islands in the 
Galapagos group showed they had 
developed characteristics to suit their
particular environments. Darwin

argued that through “natural
selection” individuals in a species had 
competed against each other and 
those stronger or more able survived
to pass on their genes. In The Descent 

of  Man (1871), Darwin argued thatn

humankind had descended from an
ape-like ancestor. Initially bitterly 
contested, Darwin’s theory survived 
to become scientific orthodoxy.

Alexander Graham Bell, the inventor of the
telephone, made the first long-distance call, 
from New York to Chicago, in 1892.

“MAN WITH ALL HIS NOBLE 

QUALITIES… STILL BEARS IN HIS 

BODILY FRAME THE INDELIBLE STAMP 

OF HIS LOWLY ORIGIN.”

Charles Darwin, The Descent of Man, 1871
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The British East India Company, which
had first established a firm base in 
Bengal at Calcutta in 1690, struggled
for the next half-century with local 
rulers who were keen to 
minimize its presence inn t thheheeiriririrr  
territories. In 1756, a mmaajjojojor r 
crisis erupted when 
Siraj-ud-Daula, the nenewwww 
nawab (ruler) of  Bennggaalalal, 
demanded that thee 
British hand over hihiss  
wealthy subject KKriisshhnhnnaa a 
Das, who after emmbebeeezzzzliiinnngg 
government fundsds hhaaadd 
taken refuge in CCalccuuuttta.. 

THE FALL OF CALLCUUTTTTTATT
Siraj-ud-Daula ffuurtthhheere
demanded that thhe BBrBriitisshhh 
demolish the wallsls oofff  tthee citytyy, ,  
and when they reeffuuseeedd, tthhheh  
Bengali army stoorrmmeededd t hheheehe 
rather run-down 
fortifications in Juunee 
1757. Some 146 BBrritiishh 
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captives were allegedly then confined 
in the “Black Hole”, the cell of  the
company barracks, from which it was 
said only 23 emerged alive. Although 

exexexexagagagaggggeegegegg rarated, the story helped prompt 
aaa a aa sseesesess veevevevev rererere rr  eppe risal from the British.

CLCLLIIIC IVEVE VE E VV WWWWIINNW S AS TAA  PLASSEY
TTTThhheeeh  BBBriririttishsh despatched soldier and 
sssttaatataa eesessmmmmaan n Robert Clive and hisRR
trroooooooppss  fffrroom Madras to punish 
tthhheeee nanaaawwaaw b. After capturing the 
FFrrreennccchh heheadquarters atFF
CCCChhaananndeernagore, Clive 

ddeeeffefeaated Siraj-ud-Daula 
ininnn  aa ttwo-day battle at 

PPPllaaasseey on 23–24 June. 
MMMMMirr JJJJaaffaar was made nawab, 

CCClliivvee reececeived 28 million rupees 
ooon bbbb ehehhhalalf  of  the East India

CCoCoC mmmmpaaannnyy from the royal treasury, 
aanannndd tthhhee CCompany’s position in

BBeeenngaal appeared secure.

RRobbert Clive (1725–74) secured
tthee British position in India as a 
reressult of his victory at Plassey.
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Clive’s victory at Plassey 
in 1757 (see facing page) hadee

seemed to cement British 
power in India. But 
trouble soon erupted 
again with Bengal’s next 
nawab, Mir Kasim, and 
on his defeat in 1764, 
the British East India 
Company effectively 
annexed west Bihar. From 
then on, the British became 
increasingly entangled in
Indian affairs, and as they 
defended their established interests, they 
gained more and more territory.

Through the Anglo-Mysore Wars 
(1766–99) and the Anglo-Maratha Wars
(1772–1818), the Company extended 
its domains into the south of India to 
complement its near-monopoly of  power 
in the north. It annexed Sindh in 1843,
and conquered the Punjab in two tough
wawarsrs i in n 18184545–46 ana d 18184848–449.9
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Dhuleep Singh, the last maharaja of the 
Punjab, was deposed by the British when 

they annexed his kingdom in 1849. 

of  “lapse”, which meant
that the lands of Indian
princes who died without 
direct heirs simply fell into
British possession. This 
was most unpopular with
the native rulers, and 

Britain’s growing power 
fed into the resentment that 

sparked the Indian Mutiny in 
1857 (see p.296). Once the British 66

had suppressed the mutiny in 1858, the 
rights of  the East India Company were
transferred to the British Crown. 

The next half-century of  British rule 
in India, known as the Raj, was peaceful, 
though the Indian National Congress, 
which called for greater political rights 
for Indians, was founded in 1885. But 
India was the “jewel in the crown” of  
ththe e BrBrititisisshh h ememmpipipirerere, , , ananand d d thththee e BrBrB itittisisishh h lololongng 
rrresisisistststs edededd m m mmmm kakakakakakakiiinining gg mmemmeememeanananananinininini gfgfgfgggg ulululul cc cconononononceceecec ssssiioioioonssnsnsns 
toto tt ttheheheh   IIIIndnddiaiaiaannnn nananann tiitiiiionononononn lallalalallalalisisisisisisiststststtstsstt ..
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In the 1850s the British East India 
Company imposed a variety of  measures 
on its sepoys – native s Indian soldiers – 
that caused great resentment. Early in 
1857, the British introduced a new Enfield 
rifle into service in India, and the firing 
drill required the sepoys to bite off the tip s

of  the cartridge. Rumours flew that theRR

Early relations between 
the British in India and the 
neighbouring kingdom of
Burma centred on the East 
India Company’s attempts to 
open trade links. However, 
when a common frontier was 
established between Bengal and 
the Burmese state of  Arakan
in the late 18th century, 
tensions led to three wars 
between the two countries.

THE BRITISH INVASIONS
During the first war (1824–26), 
the East India Company gained 
territory in Manipur, Arakan, and
Tennasserim. TT The second Anglo-
Burmese war (1852), provoked by minor 
Burmese violations of  the treaty that had

tip was smeared with animal (pig or cow) 
fat, offending the religious sensibilities 
of  both Muslim and Hindu troops. A 
mutiny erupted at Meerut in May 1857, 
which soon spread to units throughout
northern India. The involvement of  the 
aged Mughal emperor Bahadur Shah II
seemed to promise the revival of  native 

Indian power, but the 
British fought back and, 
by September 1857, had 
recaptured lost Delhi, 
although the last rebels 
were only suppressed in
July the following year.

settled the first conflict, ended 
with Burma’s loss of  Pegu, the P
northern section of  the country, 
which the British established as 
the colony of Lower Burma.

For the next 25 years, theFF
Burmese king Mindon Min 
(ruled 1853–78) fended off further 
British advances, but his successor 
Thibaw (ruled 1878–85) was less 
able, and in November 1885 a 
dispute over payment for timber 
concessions flared up into war. 
The British advance was swift,
and by the end of  the month they 
had captured Thibaw’s capital at 
Mandalay and deposed him. 
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A 19th-century Burmese silver dagger, clearly
a highly prized weapon, but of little use 
against the Enfield rifles of the British.

Indian mutineers massacred their 
British prisoners at Cawnpore in
July 1857, fuelling a desire for 
revenge among British troops.
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Reform in the Ottoman empire began 
with attempts by Selim III (ruled
1789–1807) to institute a Nizam-I cedid,dd

or “New System” of  bureaucratic 
organization, aimed at countering the 
inaction that had contributed to 
the Ottoman loss of  lands in 
Serbia and Hungary. His 
successor Mahmud II
(ruled 1808–39) went
on to restore authority to 
the central government, 
which had been usurped 
by powerful local interests.

THE YOUNG TURKS
Mahmud’s successor 
Abdülmecid (ruled 1839–61)
embarked on a programme of  
modernizing reform that would become 
known as Tanzimat (“reorganization”).
However, under Abdul Hamid II (ruled 
1876–1909) the Ottoman empire 
suffered a disastrous setback: defeat by 
the Russians in 1878 depprived the empire 
of  most t of  iitts E European territitoriies,s, andnd 
thththenenen, , , ininin 1 1 18888882,2,2, it t lostt E Egygygyptptpp t to ththee BrBrititisish.h. 
UnUUndedder rr prpresessusurere, AAAbdbddululul HH H Hamamamamididid c cononnntiitinununu deded 
toto m makake e educatioionan l aananand d mimimilililitaatarryryry rr refefefororormsmsmsms,, 
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inin PP Pararis bbbbrorooougugugghthhtt t ttogoogog tetetetthhheheh rrrr rr thhthththththtththeeeeeeee leleleleleeeadaaaddadadererrreererrshshshhshs ipipipipp  

of  the “Young Turks”, 
a coalition of  fervent 
nationalists who wished to 
rescue Turkey from its 
ruinous position. In 1908, 

the Young Turks joined a 
rebellion in Macedonia and 

formed the Committee of  
Union and Progress (CUP). They 

forced Abdul Hamid to agree to grant a 
constitution and establish a parliament.

THE EMPIRE COLLAPSES
The leader of  the CUP, Enver Pasha, 
pushed forward the reform process – 
opening schools to women, for example. 
YeYett inin m matattetersr  of  foforereigign popolilicycy t thhe 
YoYounu g g Turks chosse e unu wiises lyy, , enteriingng 
WWoWo lrlrldd WaWaWaarrrr III oo onnn ththee siisidede o offf  ththeee GeGeGGermrmrmrmanananans.sss. 
AAAAftftftfterererer GG G Gerererermammmanyyy’’s d defefeaeat inin 1 1919188, an
AAlllll iei d innvavasisionon l leded to Brrititisishhhh foorcrceess 
ococo ccuupying gg Iststanananbubul l byby 11922929200.0. TTTT Turururuurkekkekeek y yyy yy waawwass s 
sasasasavevevevev ddd d d d bybybybybyy KKK KKemmemmememmalalalalal MM M  ususustatatafafafa AAAtatatutuurkrkrkrk, , whwhwhwwwhhwhooooo o
raalllliiiedd dd thththhe coounnu trttry’’’y’yyyy sssss s ss arararararmimmimimimiesesesses aaa aandnd d droroveveee 
babbb ckckckck t t tthehehehe AAAAllllllllllieieiieiess s s iinininin 11 1 1 192929292922222 tototototo b bececcccomomomoomee e e 
prpresesiddiddenent ofof  aaaa TTTTurkishhhsh R Repepepububbblilic c inin 11 19299292923.333.3.3.
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An early leader of the Young Turk 
movement, Enver Pasha (1881–1922) 
became Turkey’s military attaché in Berlin, 

a posting that contributed to his 
advocacy of a Turkish–German

alliance during World War I.

ENVER PASHA 
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In 1796, the White Lotus Rebellion RR
– part tax revolt, part mystical 
movement, part nostalgia 
for the rule of  the Ming  
(see p.165) – broke out in 55

Qing China. While it was 
crushed in 1804, the White 
Lotus weakened the regime 
of  Emperor Jiaqing (ruled 
1796–1820) and began a 
series of  debilitating uprisings 
that would tear China apart.

THE OPIUM TRADE
During Jiaqing’s reign, huge
amounts of  opium began to 
flow into China, largely smuggled in by 
British traders, which necessitated the 
export of  large quantities of  silver to pay 
for it. Opium addiction became rife and,
inin 1 183839,9, t hee C Chih nese government 
apappopop ininteed d a aa leleadading g offioffiofficicic allalal, , LLLinin Z Zexexuu, t tto o o 
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government to despatch 
an expeditionary force,
sparking off the First 
Opium War. WW

THETHETHETHE OOOPIUPI M WARS
TTTTTTTTTTTTThehheheeheeeehhh  ccc c  onononnonoo flifliifl ctc  was hugely 

ononononononnnnoo eee-e----ee sisiiisisisss dededeeeded dddd,d,d,  aand the British 
sosoooos oononnnnnnoon   oooooooccccccccccccccccc uuuuupupupupied Hong Kong 
aanananannnnnnddddd d d d d d d SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSShhhhhhhahahahahahahahhhahahahahh nnghai. The Treaty TT
oooofofofofofofofofofofofofofofofofofffofffffffffffff NNNNNNNNNN NN N NNNNN NNNNNNNN NNana jing, which ended the 
conflict in 1842, ceded Hong 
Kong to Britain, set limits on 

the external tariffs China could impose,
removed Westerners from Chinese WW
jurisdiction, and opened five “treaty 
ports” to European traders. 

Then, in 1856, the ChChininese authorities 
boboboaarardededddd aaaa BrBrBrB itititiisishhh trtrtradaadiningg vevesssselel,, thhee 
AArArArrrororooowwwwww, , ,, anananananandddd d thththththeee SSSeccecond d OOOpipppip ummmu  WWWWararar WWWWW
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During the 19th century, European demand 
for decorative Chinese goods such as 

silks and porcelain soared.
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Qing Summer Palace in Beijing, the 
western powers (including Russia) were 
awarded 10 further treaty ports, on top 
of  enormous financial payments, and the 
opium trade was legalized.

THE TAIPING REBELLIONTT
The surrender of  the Qing regime in the
Opium Wars contributed to a rising tide 
of  anti-government protests. Largest of
these was the Taiping Rebellion. 

In 1836, a Christian teacher, Hong 
Xiuquan, had a series of  dreams that led 
him to believe he had a mission to bring 
Christianity to China. He made converts 
among peasants in Guangzi, south 
China, and in January 1851 established 
the Taiping Tianguo – the Heavenly 
Kingdom of  Great Peace. In 1853, the
Taiping rebels captured Nanjing, and 
banned gambling and opium smoking. 
However, in 1860, the Western-trained
“Ever-Victorious Army” defeated a 
Taiping assault on Shanghai, and in
1864 the Qing government recaptured 
Nanjing. The revolt effectively collapsed.

SOCIAL REFORM
From 1861, the Qing court was
dominated by Empress Ci Xi, mother of
the Tongzhi emperor. For 47 years she

ruled China, encouraging at first the 
“Self-strengthening Movement”, which
permitted limited reforms – including 
China’s first railway, a modern steamship 
company on the Yangtze river, and a 
reorganized army. However, China’s 
dramatic defeat by Japan’s army and 
navy in the Sino-Japanese War of
1894–95 over Korea (see p.301) 
undermined support for further reforms.

THE END OF THE QING
Resentment at the growing influence of
Christian missionaries in China fed into 
an uprising by the Boxers, also known as 
the “Righteous Fists of  Harmony”, who 
aimed to expel all foreigners from China. 
Tacitly supported by Ci Xi, the Boxers 
marched on Beijing in May 1900, where
they besieged the foreign legations for 
nearly two months. An alliance of  eight
foreign nations, including Britain, 
France, the USA, and Japan, sent a
relieving force and crushed the rebels. 
Its credibility compromised, the Qing 
regime was finally replaced in 1912 by a 
Republic of  China, led by Sun Yat-Sen.

From humble origins as a concubine to the Xianfeng 
emperor, “Lady Yehonola” became Empress Dowager 
Ci Xi and controlled China for nearly half a century.

“AS LONG AS 

CHINA REMA AINS 

A NA ATION OF AA

OPIUM SMOKERS, 

THERE IS NOT THE 

LEAST REASON TO 

FEAR THAT SHE AA

WILL BECOME A

MILITATT RY POWER 

OF ANY 

IMPORTATT NCE.”

Lin Zexu, Chinese commissioner at Guangzhou
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From the early 17th century, theFF
Tokugawa shoguns kept peace TT
in Japan and the population
prospered. Yet from the 
early 19th century, several
disasters occurred. A 
famine in 1833–36 killed 
many thousands, while, 
partly in response, a wave 
of  rural riots and urban 
disorder struck the country.

On top of  internal
problems, Japan faced 
new threats from abroad. 
The country had been 
virtually closed to foreigners for two 
centuries, but in the mid-19th century 
several attempts were made to engage 
with it. In 1853, the US government
sent Commodore Matthew Perry toPP
Edo (Tokyo) with four warships.TT Perry PP
demanded the opening of  Japanese ports 
for trade, and returned the following year 
with an evevene  larger flotilla. Powerless to PP
rerereereererer ssiisisiiiisttstssttststststsstt s s s s s  uucucuchh h hh hh aaaa aaa aa a aaa shshshshshshhhowowowoowowoo  o oo of  force, the Tokugawa TT

shogun signed the Convention of  
Kanagawa, opening several 

ports to the Americans.

THE EMPEROR RESTORED
Similar treaties followed 
with Britain, France, the FF
Netherlands, and Russia. RR
Japan gradually lost control 

over its customs dues, and a 
dispute arose in 1859–60,
after foreign merchants 
discovered that they were
able to make a healthy 
profit buying Japanese gold,

in the form of  relatively undervalued 
coins, and taking it out of  the country. It
seemed as if  the Tokugawa were ignoring TT
Japan’s best interests, and a resistance
movement broke out under the slogan of  
sonnō jōi (“honour the emperor, expel the i

barbarians”). A group of  leading daimyo

(noble) families began to lobby for the 
return of  the emperor to real power, 
afteeeer r centuries ofoffofoofofof  pp p p p ppppppppoowoowowwowwerererererleleleelelelesssssssssnenenneneneen ssssssssss iii i i iinn nn n n KyyKyKyKyKyyyotototototototto.o.oo.o.ooo.oo.   
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The Meiji emperor was restored r
to power in 1868, leading to the
abolition of shogun feudalism.
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In 1868, a short civil war brought nearly 
seven centuries of  shogun rule to an end:
the emperor was restored and a new era, 
the Meiji (1868–1912), began. In 1877, 
enraged traditionalists started a major 
uprising – the Satsuma Rebellion. A new A
conscript army defeated the traditional
samurai forces (see p.172), ending their role 
in Japanese politics. The emperor set in 
train a series of  reforms, including the 
granting of  a formal constitution in 1889. 

JAPAN AS A MAJOR POWER
Japan industrialized rapidly and made
use of  its new economic strength to build 
up its armed forces. In 1894, Chinese 
intervention in Korea, where Japan
claimed a sphere of  influence, led the
Japanese to declare war. Japanese armies 
rapidly proved superior, and they seized 
the strategic naval base at Port Arthur in 
Manchuria in November. The Treaty of  
Shimonoseki (1895), which ended the
conflict, saw China abandon its Korean 
interests and cede Taiwan to Japan. 

Japan’s next military adventure, a 
clash with Russia in 1904–5, again over 
Korea, resulted in an even more 

resounding success. The Japanese 
Imperial Navy decimated the Russian 
fleet at Tsushima in May 1905, forcing 
Tsar Nicholas II to agree in September
to the Treaty of  Portsmouth, by which 
Russia backed out of  Korea and Japan 
gained occupation of  the Liadong 
peninsula. The defeat of  a modern 
European army by an Asian power sent
shockwaves through Western military 
circles. Japan was a force to be reckoned 
with, and it renegotiated its treaties to 
sesseesessesesess cuccucccccccureeeeerer f ff fff f ffulluluuulululll ll cucc ststtstomomomoms s coc ntntn roool l l bybybyyyy 191999 1.11

A great victory parade in Tokyo marked the Japanese
victory in the Russo-Japanese War (1904–5), igniting 
a burst of patriotic fervour.

The Satsuma Rebellion in 1877 was the last (and most 
serious) ) )) of a serieries of upruprp isii ngssn  by bbyy trtrtradidd tioionalna istists bs enten  
on on on revevevrevevveveveeveversrersersersse singingiiniii th thhhe re e efoeformsrmsmmmmmmss ofofofofofoffoo ththh thth  thththhhthhhhe MMe Me Me eijeijeijeijjeieiei i Rii Ri Ri Ri RRResesssteessteeeesess ororatiotioiottti nn.
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The Pacific Ocean was first sighted by 
the Spanish explorer Vasco Nuñez de 
Balboa in 1513, and soon Spanish 
and Portuguese ships were crossing itsPP
northern reaches. But while Magellan 
crossed the South Seas in 1520, he 
completely missed Australia, undermining 
belief  that Terra Australis, the “Southern
Continent”, actually existed. Eventually, 
the Dutch East India Company made the 
first sure sightings and exploration of  the 
coast of  Australia, with William Janszoon WW
reaching the Gulf  of  Carpentaria in 1605.

In 1642, the Dutchman Abel TasmanTT
first explored the coastline of  Tasmania, TT
and also, heading east, made the first
European sighting of  New Zealand. The 
Dutch called these lands New Holland, 
but they did not seek to settle there. 

COOK’S VOYAGE 
The east coast of  mainland Australia, 
however, was first sighted on 20 April 
1770 by the British explorer Captain 
James Cook, whose ship Endeavour had r

been on a voyage tasked with observing 
ththe e TTTransn it of  Venus (a rare astronomical TT
phenennnnnnnnnnnnnnommommmmmommmmmommommomennnnnnnnonoooo ), but also motivated by the 

deddddddd sire to forestall FrenchFF
amaaaaaa bitions in the South

Pacific. On 29 April, Cook 
made landfall on Australia 
at Botany Bay, and in 
August formally claimed 

possession of  the new land 
for the British Crown.
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Native inhabitants of New Guinea, in 
a drawing contemporary with the time 
of Cook’s voyages in the 1770s.
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The British were at first unsure as to what 
to do about the territory Captain Cook 
discovered in 1770 (see facing page). Thenee

Lord Sydney, the home secretary, devised 
the “Heads of  a Plan” to solve the twin 
problems of  how to prevent the French
establishing their own colony in the new
land, and what to do with the convicts 
who would once have been deported 

As Australia’s first colony, in AA New South 
Wales, grew – ably led from 1809 to
1820 by Governor Lachlan Macquaherie 
– there came a desire to explore the new 
continent. Early attempts concentrated 
on charting the coastline, and included, 
in 1798–99, George Bass and Matthew 
Flinders’ circumnavigation of  Tasmania,
previously believed to be joined to the
mainland. But then explorers began to 
strike inland. In 1813, Gregory Blaxland 
crossed the Blue Mountains for the first
time, and in 1828 Charles Sturt explored
Murray and Darling, reaching the sea 
near present-day Adelaide. By the early 
1840s, new “free” colonies (to which 
convicts were not – at least initially – 
sent) had been founded in Victoria 
(1803), Western Australia (1829), and A
South Australia (1836). Gradually, the AA

to the now-independent Americas. The 
scheme was to ship a batch of  prisoners 
to Australia. A On 13 May 1787, 11 ships
(the “First Fleet”), under the command
of  Captain Arthur Phillip, set off from 
Portsmouth, England, bearing around
750 convicts, and arrived at Botany Bay 
on 20 January 1788. Given the name 

New South Wales, the small colony was 
reinforced by a Second Fleet in 1790, 

and a third a year later. At first,
survival was the main concern, 

but within a few years the first
settlement, at Sydney Cove, 

sent out parties to explore
their new homeland.

explorations 
edged towards
the centre of  the 
continent, and in
1845 Sturt reached the 
fringes of  the Simpson 
Desert. In 1861, John 
McDouall Stuart, suffering 
terrible privations along 
the way, made the first 
south-to-north crossing 
of  Australia, beginning AA
at Adelaide. His trip 
established once and for all 
the continent’s extent and 
the harsh conditions that
prevailed in its interior.
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Charles Sturt (1795–1869), aged 32 
when he arrived in Australia, spent
20 years exploring the continent.

Leg irons and chains shackled
the convicts of the First Fleet 
on their long sea journey.
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The first contact between Europeans and
the Maori of  New Zealand (known by 
the indigenous peoples as Aoteaoro – the 
“land of  the long white cloud”) – ended 
unhappily when, in 1642, four Dutch
crew members sailing with Abel Tasman
(see p.302) were killed following a dispute. 22

It was not until Captain Cook’s 
“rediscovery” of  New Zealand in 1769 
that Europeans encroached once more
on Maori possession of  the land, and 
only gradually that sealers, whalers, and 
missionaries began establishing small
coastal enclaves. By 1839, there were 
probably only 2,500 Europeans on the 
North and South Islands. The Maori 
themselves were debilitated by the effects 
of  the epidemic diseases the Europeans 

By the end of  the 19th century, the
Australian colonies had overcome their 
early travails, which included conflicts 
with the Aboriginal peoples, who were
gradually pushed out of  their lands by 
European settlers. A growing national
self-consciousness emerged, which
demanded more than the status of  a 
mere colony of  the British Crown. The
connection of  the six Australian colonies
by telegraph in 1872 fuelled the sense of
a common destiny and demands for 
“federation” as a single nation grew. A 
Federal Council was finally established in 
1895, but it had no control over revenue. 
The 1898 Constitution Bill established 
a much stronger federal system, and on 
1 January 1901, today’s Commonwealth 
of  Australia came into being.

brought with them, and by intertribal
warfare sparked off by the firearms they 
bought from foreign traders. 

WAITANGI AND EUROPEAN MIGRATION
In 1839, a new New Zealand Company 
set up a formal colony along the lines 
of  those in Australia, and in February 
1840 the British and the Maori chiefs 
signed the Treaty of  Waitangi, which (in 
the British view) ceded Maori sovereignty 
in exchange for Crown protection. 
European migration to New Zealand 
followed, and the settlers founded 
Auckland and Wellington in 1840, 
Dunedin in 1848, and Christchurch in 
1850. By 1858 the 59,000 Europeans 
probably outnumbered the Maori.
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The Royal Exhibition Building in the city 
of Melbourne housed the first session of 
Australia’s Federal Parliament on 9 May 1901.
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The Treaty of  Waitangi (see facing page) e

did not put an end to friction between 
the Maori and the British, as the latter 
sought to expand into new areas. In 1843, 
open fighting erupted around Nelson, 
South Island, when armed settlers tried to 
punish the Maori chief  Ngati Toa for 
resisting further encroachments. The 
Maori proved competent fighters and 
beat off the settlers. More fighting erupted 
on North Island in 1845–46, in part a 
Maori civil war, and around Wellington,
North Island, in 1846. 

THE WAIKATAA O WAR
The Maori, making able use of  their pa

(fortified settlements), beat off most 
European assaults, and for 15 years calm 
prevailed. In the 1860s, though, the 

Although the Russian expedition of  
Fabian von Bellinghausen had sighted 
the Antarctic continent in 1820, and 
Briton James Ross had explored part
of  it (including Victoria Land and 
the Ross Ice Shelf) in 1839–43, most 
of  Antarctica remained a mystery in the
1890s. In 1895, the Sixth International
Geographical Conference declared 

the Antarctic the world’s last great focus 
for exploration and the race was on to 
discover and chart its secrets. 

THE RACE FOR THE POLE
In prime place among the objectives was 
to reach the South Pole. In 1908, Sir 
Ernest Shackleton’s expedition reached 
88º 23´ south, just 180km (112 miles)
short of  the Pole. In 1911, however, the 
competition reached fever pitch with the 
simultaneous despatch of  a Norwegian 
expedition, led by Roald Amundsen, and 
a British one, under Robert Scott. 
Amundsen’s better-planned expedition 
reached the Pole first, on 14 December, 
beating Scott’s group by five weeks.
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A photograph of Robert Scott’s final five-man 
party for the assault on the South Pole in 1911, all
of whom died on the return trip to their base camp.

emergence of  a Maori 
“King Movement”, with the
selection of  the first king 
Potatau Te Wherowhero, 
disrupted the balance of  
power. War flared up again, 
with the British struggling to 
break through the Maori
network of  pa. By 1864, a 
force of  almost 14,000 British 
soldiers had weakened the 
Maori warriors in the Waikato War, and 
despite a flare-up in 1872–73, European 
military supremacy in New Zealand was 
thereafter largely left unchallenged.

OCEANIA

The Maori used 
wooden war clubs, 
despite also having 
European firearms.
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In 1820, the development
of  quinine, an effective 
treatment for malaria, 
opened up the African 
interior to proper
exploration for the
first time. Even so,
West Africa was so WW
thoroughly unhealthy 
for outsiders that it was 
known as the “White Man’s 
Grave”; Mungo Park’s British-
sponsored expedition there in 1805 
ended in disaster when his party simply 
disappeared. In 1827, however, the 
Frenchman FF René-August Caillié became RR
the first European to reach the fabled 
desert metropolis of  Timbuktu and return 
alive, and by 1835, Europeans had 
mapped most of  northwestern Africa.

CHARTING THE GREAT RIVERS
An expedition in 1858 by Englishmen 
Richard Burton and John Hanning 
Speke located Lake Tanganyika and TT
Lake Victoria, although they quarrelled 
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over which of  the lakes was 
thhththththththththththt eeeee e e soosososososourururu cece of  the Nile.

SSSSSSSSSSSSpepepepepeeeepepepepppppp kekekekeekekekkk  aaaa a a rgrggrgr ued (correctly) 
ththhhhhhhththtt atatatttttaaaata  i iii ii  t t t ttt wwwwwwawawawaaww s Victoria, to 
wwwwhwhwhhhhhww iiiciccccciciciiccchhhhhhhh hhhh hhh h hhhhheh  alone had 

ttttttrtrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrraaaaaaaaavavavavavvavavavvaavaavava elled. FromFF
thththhthttthtttt e 1840s, the 
Scottish missionary 
David Livingstone 

managed to journey 
extensively in central and southern
Africa. In 1853–56, he made the first
known crossing of  Africa from east
to west, discovering the Victoria Falls onFF
the way, before retiring to a remote 
station on Lake Tanganyika, where heTT
was in turn famously “discovered” by 
Henry Morton Stanley in 1871. 

By the end of  the century, Europeans 
had charted the courses of  the Nile, 
Niger, Congo, and Zambezi rivers, and 
the world was well informed of  the vast
resources that Africa might offer them.
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A tropical pith helmet worn by the
Scottish missionary David Livingstone 

(1813–73) as he explored Africa.
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In 1869, the opening of  the Suez Canal, 
linking the Mediterranean to the Red RR
Sea and thus to Asia, focused European
attention on Africa’s strategic importance.AA
European colonial presence in Africa 
was still fragmented. It included Algeria, 
into which the French had made inroads FF
in the 1830s; a few Spanish settlements; 
Portugal’s territory of Angola; and 
British and French trading stations in FF
West Africa. Britain administered the 
Cape Colony, bordered by two Boer 
(A(( frikaners of  Dutch origin) states. 

THE BERLIN CONFERENCE
In 1884, the German chancellor Otto 
von Bismarck convened the Berlin 
Conference to settle rival claims. It was
agreed that imperial powers could claim 
colonies only if  they had agreed treaties 
with native chiefs and had established an
administration there (the “Principle of  

Effectivity”). This led European
countries to make effective their claims 
in areas they feared others might enter, 
setting off a “Scramble for Africa”. By 
the close of  the century virtually all the 
continent was under European control.

By 1914, only two areas remained 
free: Liberia, which had been settled by 
freed American slaves; and Ethiopia, 
which still retained its traditional rulers.
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The Ashanti were one of the few African peoples to 
offers strong resistance against European imperialism, 
but were subjugated by the British in 1900.

Having made his fortune as founder of the
De Beers diamond company in South 
Africa, British businessman Cecil Rhodes
(1853–1902) turned to politics. A firm 
believer in British imperialism, his British
South Africa Company made treaties
that established a network of control 
throughout modern Zimbabwe. As Prime 
Minister of the Cape Colony from 1890, he
sponsored the 1895 Jameson Raid, an 
attack on the independent Boer Republic 
of the Transvaal. However, the attack 
failed, ending Rhodes’ political career. 
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When France and Britain intervened in FF
Egypt during the Napoleonic Wars (WW see 

pp.278–9) they destabilized the99 Ottoman 
regime there, enabling Muhammad Ali
– of  Albanian origin – to seize power by 
1807. He fought on the Ottoman sultan’s
behalf  against a revolt in Saudi Arabia in 
1811–12, but then progressively 
absorbed new territory 
before launching outright
war on the sultan in 1832. 
An agreement in 1841 
removed Muhammad 
Ali’s Syrian conquests to 
restore peace. 

Ali reformed Egypt’s army and tried to 
strengthen the economy by establishing 
state monopolies. His successors, who 
took the title Khedive, continued this 
process, but Ismail Pasha (ruled 1863–79) 
overreached himself. His ambitious
projects bankrupted the country, allowing 
the British to occupy Egypt in 1882.
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The Suez Canal, one of Ismail
Pasha’s hugely ambitious projects, 
was opened by French Empress 
Eugenie in November 1868.

In 1877, the British
military officer Charles 
George Gordon was 
appointed governor of
the Egyptian-controlled 
Sudan, a post he held 
until 1880, when ill health 
forced him to retire. 

Around the same 
time, a mystical Islamic 
movement arose under 
Muhammad Ahmad, 
who declared himself  the 
Mahdi, promised saviour 
of  the Muslim world. The Mahdi’s forces 
annihilated a British expeditionary force 
under Colonel Hicks at El Obeid, central
Sudan, in November 1883. Gordon was 
sent back to Sudan, but found himself
besieged at Khartoum. After prolonged 

resistance, the city was 
stormed by Mahdists on 
26 January 1885, and 
Gordon was killed.

Although the Mahdi 
died in June 1885, his 
successor, the Khalifa 
’Abdallahi, continued to
rule Sudan until 1898, 
when a British force under 

Lord Kitchener invaded the country, 
bent on revenge for Gordon’s death. At 
Omdurman on 1 September, the British, 
armed with the new Maxim gun, totally 
destroyed ’Abdallahi’s army and the
Mahdist state collapsed.
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Lord Charles George Gordon faces 
down advancing Mahdist rebels 
on the steps of the British 
Residence at Khartoum, in 1885.
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The Dutch were the first
Europeans to settle in South 
Africa, in 1652. From their FF
first colony at Cape Town 
grew a distinctively Afrikaner, 
or Boer (“farmer”), society. 

By 1815, however, the 
British had acquired
possession of  the Cape and, 
in the 1830s, the pressures of  
their new colonial masters led 
the Boers to embark on the 
“Great Trek” inland. A seriesA
of  Boer republics grew up, 
including the Orange Free FF
State and the Transvaal. 

In 1877, Britain annexed
the Transvaal, but the Boers 
declared independence again
in 1880 and fought a brief  and 
successful war to secure it. In 1895, the
Jameson Raid, a botched British attempt 
to retake the Transvaal, led to a serious 

escalation in tensions and 
the outbreak of  the Boer 
War in October 1899. 

WAR BREAKS OUT
The Boers struck first and
began protracted sieges
of  Ladysmith, Kimberley, 
and Mafeking. A British A

counteroffensive in early 1900, 
after defeats at Colenso and 
Spion Kop in December 
1899, required vast
reinforcements to push the 

Boers back. Under serious 
pressure, the Boers turned to 

a guerrilla campaign, prolonging 
the war into 1902, while the British 
employed ruthless tactics, including the 
use of  concentration camps. The Peace
of  Vereenigiingn  ended the war in 1902,
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The Queen’s South Africa medal 
was awarded to British troops for 
service in the Boer War. 
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THE MODERN WWORORLD IN 1950
Though India had regained its independence 
from Britain in 1948, much of  Africa was still 
under European colonial domination in 1950.
However, an ongoing process of  large-scale
decolonization was about to take place that
would leave almost no European colonies in
the world by the early 21st century.
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The world in 1950

international border

undefined border
United Kingdom
and possessions

France and possessions

Denmark and possessions

Spain and possessions

Portugal and possessions
Netherlands
and possessions

West Germany

Japan and possessions

Norway and possessions

Belgium and possessions

Italy and possessions

New Zealand and possessions

Australia and possessions

US and possessions
controlled by European Axis
powers 15 Nov 1942
controlled by Japan
15 Nov 1942
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By 1950, the peace settlement that 
ended World War II had left Eastern
Europe dominated by the communist
Soviet Union, while in capitalist Western 
Europe a tentative process of political 
integration began that would lead to the 
formation of the European Community. 
In the Middle East, an uneasy truce 
between Arab states and the new
nation of Israel (formed in 1948) marked 
a brief moment of peace in more than 
half a century of conflict in the region.
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The Austro-Hungarian 
Empire struggled to cope
with the end of  Ottoman 
Turkish power in theTT
Balkans in the 19th century 
(see p.297), and to deal with 77

nationalists who sought to 
stop Austria–Hungary’s 
encroachment into lost 
Ottoman territories. In 
1908, Austria–Hungary 
annexed Bosnia, riding 
roughshod over Bosnia’s
large Serbian population, 
which felt that it should be 
a part of  Serbia. The two 
Balkan Wars (1912–13), inWW
which Serbia first defeated the Ottomans 
and then a coalition of  other Balkan 
states, also raised tensions, as Serbia 
showed it was a formidable military force.

DEATH IN THE BALKANS
On 28 June 1914, Archduke Franz 
Ferdinand, heir to the Austro-Hungarian 
throne, paid an official visit to Sarajevo 

to inspect military 
manoeuvres. A group
of  pro-Serbian 
revolutionaries from 
the “Young Bosnia” 
movement lay in wait 
for him. As the royal
couple drove to an official 
reception at the town hall, 
a bomb was thrown into 
their car, but it bounced 
off and only caused 
injuries in the following 
vehicles. After the 
reception, the archduke’s 
route was changed, but by 
ill-fortune a wrong turn 

took his driver past one of  the Young 
Bosnian conspirators, Gavrilo Princip, 
a 19-year-old student. He opened
fire, killing the archduke and his wife 
Sophie. The archduke had been the 
principal proponent of  restraint towards 
Serbia, and his assassination unleashed a 
confrontation with Austria–Hungary that
would soon engulf  the whole of  Europe.
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The blood-stained jacket worn
by Franz Ferdinand on the day 
of his assassination in 1914. 
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Even before the murder 
of  Franz Ferdinand (see 
facing page), there were e

serious underlying 
strains between the 
major European powers.
Imperial ambitions, 
instability caused by a 
constant repositioning 
of  alliances, and a 
growing arms race all
added to the potentially 
inflammable situation.

Anger boiled over in 
the Vienna government
after Franz Ferdinand’s 
assassination, and on 23 July 1914 
the Austrians issued an ultimatum to AA
Serbia that would, in effect, have ended 
Serbian independence. Serbia partially 
accepted the treaty, but the Austrians AA
were not satisfied and both countries 
mobilized, with Austria declaring war A
on 28 July. Germany had encouraged 
Austria–Hungary to act, hoping that AA
Britain would remain neutral and that
decisive military action would bring a 
rapid conclusion to the conflict. 

German soldiers travel in a truck mounted on 
railway tracks. Such speedy mobilization made the 
momentum of the July 1914 crisis unstoppable.

THE CRISIS SPREADS
Russia, fearing that theRR
Austrians might annex its A
Serbian ally outright, had 
by now part-mobilized. 
As a result, the Germans, 
afraid that Russia mightRR
defeat Austria–Hungary, AA
in turn mobilized its own
army. Now that Germany 
might face war with 
Russia, German military RR
planners thought France
could then take advantage 
and attack Germany’s 
western frontiers. The 

simple, but terrible, solution was to strike 
first, and the Germans developed a plan 
to cross Belgium into France. Germany 
declared war on Russia on 1 RR August and AA
on France a day later. On 3 August, AA
German troops crossed the frontiers of  
Russian Poland and Belgium. The nextRR
day Britain entered the conflict on the 
French side, and World WW War I had begun.WW
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British recruiting posters featured 
the image of Lord Kitchener, 
veteran of the Boer Wars.
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The shape of  the initial
fighting in western Europe
during WorldWW War I was WW
determined by Count
Alfred von Schlieffen’s 
German strategic plan of  
1905. This called for an
attack through Belgium, 
hooking around French 
defences and enveloping 
Paris, in theory provoking 
France’s swift surrender. 
Yet when the war broke 
out in early August 1914,
Belgian resistance held up 
thththee GeGermrmananan tt timimimetetetabablele, 
gigigigivivingngng t tthehehee F rerencncnch titime to 
coconsnsololididatate e ththheieieieiirr r rr dedefefencnceses a andn  a BBriiritit shh 
foforcrcrcee titimememe t to oo ara riivee tt ooo aiiaia dd ththhememmem. Inn thee  
enensusuining ggg FiFirsrstt t t t BaBaBatttlel  ooofff  f  hthththe e MMMMMararnenenen , ,, ththe
GeGeGGermrmrmmananan tthrhrhrhrususust t rerereacachhhehhh dd d to wittithihihhin n 757555kmkmkmkm 
(44(4(( 5 55 5 mimiilleles)s) o oofff  PParaaris b beffore ee bebeb ining gg bebebeatata eenn 
babab ckckck. TThehe FFreerencnccn h hhh annandd GeGermrmana  armieies 

then raced north towards 
the English Channel, 
trying to outflank each 
other. However, the 
French infantry could not
outpace their opponents
and, by late autumn 1914, 
the two sides had dug a 
system of  trenches that 
stretched from the North 
Sea almost to Switzerland. 

WAR IN THE TRENCHES
For the rest of World WW
War I, major advances WW
frf om these trench lilines
were t thehehe exceptitition rataatheheher 

tht annn t thehe rrululee. LLifife e inin t thehe t trerencncheh s was 
apapapappallinng:gg:ggg  e e epipiipidedd mimimicscscs o f  diddises ase easilylyly 
toooookokok h hhold,d  wwwwittith h sussususus chchc hhhhh hhhorororo rororoorrrssrsrs aa ass ““t“tttrerer nccncn hhh hh
fofootot” ” (i(in n whwhicich h dad mpp aandndn  iiinfnfecectetedd 
fleflessh ssimimplplplyy y roror ttttedededed aawawayy)y) bececeecomomominining g g anan 
eveverereryddayaya  occurrenccce.e. TTTThhe ttrerencnch h syyyststemems s
wew reere a aalslso o inincreasiingnglyy w wwelell l dedefefefendndndn ededede , , soso  
hthat wwhehenn sosoldlddieieiersrsr  w wene t “o“oovevevever rr thththe e toop”p”p , ,  

ththeyey b bbeccecamaame enenentatatangngleledd ininin bbbbarararbebed d wiwiw reree 

GerGerGerermanmanamm  tr troopooopo s s advadvancancciingingng ac accrosroosrr s os os penpen grrounound, 
aa ra riskisky sstratrategtegtegy ty ty hathathat ra ra rarelrelrely yy succu eeddded ed ed witwithhouh t
heahheavy vy cascassscasualualualuaua tietietieieie ffs fs foor rr thehhehethe attacackink g sideidide..

An aerial view of the complex 
tretretrenchnnch sy systestestetet mm nm ear Fricourt, o, n
the Sommemm , FFrance. 
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and were scythed down by fire from
machine guns – a relatively recent 
invention well adapted to conditions 
on the Western Front. Those who WW
succeeded in reaching the opposition’s 
trench lines found themselves 
inadequately supported 
and faced instant
counterattack from the 
enemy’s reserve trenches.

Allied French and 
British attempts to force
advances at Neuve 
Chapelle, Ypres, and Loos 
in 1915 all failed, with 
enormous casualties. In
an attempt to break the
deadlock, the Germans used 
poison gas (chlorine) at Ypres 
in April 1915. This did little 
but gain a very localized advantage – 
and at a huge cost, innn t thehehe ss suffuffufferiiing gg
inflictedd o on thththe e ssoldldiei rs wwwhohohohohohohooooo i ii hnhnhalall deded 
this nnnnewe  weapop n.n.

VERERDUNNN AN AND TD TTHHE HE SOSOMOMOMMMEMEMEME
InIInI 1 1919166, E EEriiirichchchch v vonon F FFalalalkekenhnhhayayayyn,n, tthehhe 
GeGeGG rmrmrmanan CCChiefef  ooof  f  f  SSStStaffaffaff, , dedded vivivisseses d d a 
nenenew w w sttstraraatetetegygygyy o off  ff attatttrtritititioioionnn – toto “blblbblbleeeeeeddd 
FrFF anncece w wwhihitete” ” byby d ddrrrawiiinng iiiiitststststs a a a rmmmmieieeieieees s 
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which pitted an initial
500,000 French defenders 

against a million Germans, 
began on 21 February, and lasted 
for 10 months. The Germans
made initial advances, but by 

December they had lost them 
all, at the cost of  700,000 
casualties on both sides.
Furtrther carnage occurred 
ttatatatatatata ttt tt t hehehehh  SS S omo me, where, on

1111111 111 1 11 JuJuJuJuuJuJuJuJuJuJuJJJ lylyylyyylylylylyly, , , anannanana   AAAngnglo–French
offoffoffffffffffffffffoffoffoffo enenenennnneneee sisisisisisisss veveeevvvevv  ttt ttrririieeded to break the 
GGeGeGeGeeeGG rrrrmmrmrmmmmmmmmrmmmmmrmmmmrmmmaaaaaananananananananaana ll liines with a huge 
iiininiininiininininininininininiinininininininininininiininininiininnnnnfffffffafafafafaffffafafafaffafantry advance. However, 
the preliminary artillery 
bombardment had not
cut the German lines of
barbed wire nor destroyed 
their trenches, enabling the 

Germrmrmanaans tototo i nflnflnflict apapappappalling casualties 
onoonon t thehee B BBririritititiishshhsh: sosome 57,777,0000000 00 men on t thheeee 
firrfirsttst d dd dayayayay a alolololol nenene. . ThThee e bababattttttlelele d d degeggenenenerereratatatededed 
inininintotototo aa a a sss ssererererieieieies ss ofofofof  cc c cosososostlllyy y y offoffoffoffennenensiisisisiveveveev sss annaananddd d dd
cococounununnteteteter-r-rr offoffoffoffenenenensisisivevevessss ththththatat n nnevevevevererer e e vevenn 
rremomomm tet lyy d delelivivi erered thehe h hopopopedde -f-fforor bbrereakka outtt t
ffrfromomm t thehe t treennch h lilil nnes. TThehe f fouourr momontn hshhs oo ooff  
figfigggghthth ing g ononon t ttthehehh  Sommememeeee cc ccosst t 300,,00000 lives 
inininn 1 1 1 191919199166,6,6, a andnddnd yy yyyettetetet i i i n n 1919191717177, ,, boboboboththththh h h hhigigigigggh hh h
cocococooommmmmmmmananaa dsddd  stiit lllllllll p ppplalaannnnnnn ededd t tttto o o wiwiwiww n n ththe e e wwawarr r 
thththththt rororororoougugugugh h hh ththththe e ee sasamememee s s s ssorororortsttsts o o of  ff offoffffoffoffoffeneneensiisiveveveves s thhhththatatatt 
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Explosives were often used
to detonate mines and so 
disrupt the enemy’s trenches.
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During World WW War I the geography WW
of  eastern Europe necessitated 
different military strategies from
those used on the Western Front.WW
More than 1,500km (930 miles) of  
front, stretching from the Black Sea 
to the Baltic, rendered building a 
defensive trench network impractical, 
so warfare was more mobile than in 
the west. At Tannenberg and theTT
Masurian Lakes in August–September
1914, the Russians reversed theRR
initial German and Austrian advance. 
In the Gorlice-TarnówTT Offensive of  
May 1915, however, General von 

Naval warfare in World WW
War I was tentative. Both WW
Britain and Germany had 
a fleet of  “dreadnoughts” 
– heavily armoured 
battleships – but were 
keen to avoid a decisive 
encounter that, if  lost, 
would render them 
powerless. The British 
concentrated instead on 
blockading Germany’s 
North Sea ports to throttle its commerce. 
The only major fleet-to-fleet encounter,
at Jutland (off Denmark) on 31 May–
1 June 1916, was indecisive, with both 
sides suffering significant losses of  ships. 

Elsewhere, the Germans were initially 
more adventurous, sending commerce 
raiders such as the Emden to disruptn

British and French trade. The German 
East Asia Squadron, under Admiral von 
Spee, also threatened trade routes before 
it was destroyed at the Battle of  the

Falkenhayn smashed a Russian RR
army, capturing some 140,000 
men and securing Galicia. In June 
1916, the Russians recovered andRR
were able to launch the Brusilov 

Offensive, recapturing much lost 
ground. But the increasing costs of  
the war and rising social unrest in
the army meant that by June 1917, 
many Russian army units refused to RR
fight, allowing the Germans to transfer 
reinforcements to the Western Front.WW
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The German stick grenade was used to clear out 
stubbornly defended infantry positions. The
British nicknamed it the “potato masher”.

The German U-boat campaign, particularly its
“unrestricted” phases in 1915 and from 1917, hugely 
disrupted Allied shipping in the North Atlantic.

Falklands in December 1914. Deprived
of  more conventional avenues, the
Germans turned to submarine warfare, 
using U-boats to conduct a campaign of  
“unrestricted warfare” against Allied 
civilian vessels in 1915. However, the 
sinking of  the cruise liner Lusitania ina

1915 caused outrage, contributing to the 
USA joining in the war against Germany.
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Having joined in expeditions in the Near 
East, T.E. Lawrence (1888–1935) was a

perfect liaison officer to Britain’s 
Arab allies. He stirred up the Arab 

Revolt of 1916 with a distinctive 
flamboyance, giving rise to the 
legend of “Lawrence of Arabia”.

T.E. LAWRENCE

After a Turkish fleet attacked Russia’s RR
Black Sea ports on 29 October 1914,
Turkey allied with Germany. Winston WW
Churchill, British First Lord of  the 
Admiralty, immediately lobbied for an 
expedition to seize control of  the 
Dardanelles – the strategic straits that
linked the Black Sea to the Aegean – to 
prevent a Turkish blockade that would cut
off a vital Russian supply route. But the RR
Allied landings on 25 A April 1915 on the 

Aside from the Gallipoli campaign,
initial British moves against the Ottoman 
empire in World WW War I concentrated on WW
seizing control of  Mesopotamia.
After the disastrous surrender 
of  a British army at Kut (in 
Iraq) in April 1916, the focus 
shifted to a wider area. The 
British attempted to instigate 
an Arab uprising against 
Ottoman rule in northern
Arabia and the Transjordan, 
and to link this with a more 
conventional military yy caccammmpm aiigngn ttoo 
take control of  Paleleesststininne.e  Persusuuuadadadededed bbby y 
T.E. Lawrencncncee,e, S Shhharir f  f  HuHuuussss iein n n ibibibnn  AAAlilii 

of  Mecca raised a revolt against 
the Ottommanaans s ini  June 1916,
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Gallipoli peninsula (overlooking the 
straits) were a disaster. The initial day’s 
objectives were never reached, and a 
Turkish counterattack, organized by 
Mustafa Kemal (later Atatürk), confined 
the Allied forces to enclaves around A
Cape Helles in the south and Anzac
Cove in the north. In mid-December, the 
Allies evacuated A Anzac Cove, and then
withdrew from Cape Helles. By 9 January 
1916, their withdrawal was complete. 
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It was German action that finally broke 
the 1917 stalemate (see above). In February, ee

Germany announced it was resuming 
unrestricted attacks on foreign shipping.
The threat to US trading interests 
was clear, and was compounded by 
a telegram written by the 
German foreign minister
encouraging Mexico to 
attack the USA. President 
Woodrow WW Wilson’s WW
attempts to maintain 
neutrality in the conflict, 
and to act as an honest
broker for peace, were 
over, and in April the USA 
declared war on Germany. 

However, it was not 
until June that the first 
US troops arrived in 

1917 was one of  the most difficult years 
for all those involved in World WW War I. WW The 
Allied naval blockade of  Germany led to 
a shortage of  wheat there in the winter, 
while the German U-boat campaign 
(see p.318) led to hardships in Britain. In 88

April, France’s Nivelle Offensive gained 
bababareeelylyly 500m (1(( ,6,, 50ftftft) )) in its firsstt t dadadayyy atatat aa a 
cocost oof  fff 101000100,0,00 00000 0 cacasusuallaltittieses,, anandd dd leeeeeleleddd ddd d d tottototoo  
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France, under the command of  General 
John Pershing, and they were posted to PP
the trenches only in October. The initial 
inexperience of  the Americans, and the 
fact that Pershing at first failed to have PP
his troops operate independently of  their 

allies, meant that for a 
while their impact was 
limited. Yet the German
High Command was well 
aware that each increase 
in the numbers of  US
soldiers fighting with the
Allies – which reached 
four complete divisions by 
1918 – lessened the chance 
of  a German victory. 

France) in April and at Messines (western 
Belgium) in June failed to gain any 
significant ground. Both sides tried new 
weapons, the Germans pioneering poison 
gas artillery shells at Messines, and the 
British using tanks on a large scale for 
the first time at Cambrai (northeastern 
FrFrFrananannceceece))) ) )) iiinin NNNNNovovovovovememememembbebebebeberr.rrr. NNNNNNN ieieieeieieithththththerrererer ww w weaeaeaeaeapopopopopp nnn n 
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In May 1917, the US Congress
passed legislation authorizing the 
drafting of men into the army.
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In March 1918, Germany 
signed a peace treaty 
at Brest-Litovsk with 
the new Bolshevik 
government of  Russia. RR
This freed up some 44 
German divisions, which
were now shifted to the Western WW
Front. The German Chief  of  
Staff, Erich Ludendorff, argued 
that these divisions should be used 
for a massive all-or-nothing assault.
On 21 March, the Germans launched
Operation Michael, the first element 
in their “Spring Offensive”. They won 
70km (45 miles) of  ground, but their 
largest gains were against the least 
resistance. As Allied resistance stiffened, 
Germany’s initial momentum stalled. 
Ludendorff ordered further smaller 
attacks between April and July, but by 
then, with the US presence growing at
250,000 men a month, it was clear that 
his gamble had failed. 

THE FINAL OFFENSIVE
The Allied counterstrokeA
came with an attack 
along the Marne river 
in late July. Another 

offensive around Amiens
led to 27,000 German

casualties on 8 August alone, AA
which Ludendorff dubbed “the black day 
of  the German army”. In the “Hundred 
Days Campaign”, the Allies then pushed 
east, finally breaking through Germany’s 
trench lines. In a costly series of  actions in 
September and October, they breached 
the Hindenburg line, Germany’s last
fortified defence. With its main ally, WW
Austria–Hungary, having signed an A
armistice with Italy after a disastrous
defeat by the Italians in late October, 
Germany was under huge pressure, and 
a revolution threatened to overthrow the 
German Kaiser. Finally, the Germans 
signed aaan armistice on 11 November,
brbrbrininininingigigigiggiggiggggggggg ngngngngngngngngngngnngggggggg WWWWWWororororo ldldld WWWWWW WWWWWWWarara  I I t to o anan e eenndnddd..WWWWWW
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Armistice Day on 11 November is marked y
by wearing red poppies, the flowers that 

bloomed on World War I battlefields.
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THE TREATAA Y OF VERSAILLESTT

President Wilson, meanwhile, came WW
armed with his Fourteen Points, the PP
most important of  which demanded 
gug arantees oooofff  f  selffff-d-d-d-ddetetetetere minationon forr 
ththththe nationonono allllllllalll m m mmmmm m m m mmiiiniiniinoororrrrrrrrrorrrriititiitititieieieieieieeeess ssss ananannnanaaa ddd dd ththththheeee

THE PEACE CONFERENCE
On 18 January 1919 in Paris, 
delegates from more than 20 nations, 
excluding Germany and Austria–
Hungary, gathered to seal peace. The 
driving forces at the conference were
France’s prime minister Georges
Clemenceau, his British counterpart 
David Lloyd George, and US
president Woodrow WW Wilson. WW The 
French were intent on reducing 
Germany’s capacity for waging war, 
extracting reparations, and regaining 
control of  Alsace-Lorraine. The 
British wanted to avoid the anger
that extravagant reparations claims 
mighghgg t fufuelel iiiinnn n GeGeGeGGermrmananany,y,y,yy, aaa a dndndndnd tttt toooo 
prprpprprp otototototoo ececececcttt t tt thththththththeieeiiiiiieiiirrrr r imiimimimimppepepepepeppeeppppp ririririrririaalalalala ii i ii iiintntntntnnterereresesesttststs. . 

Although World WW War I had ended at the armistice of  11 WW November 
1918, a large number of  issues remained. The Western Allies wanted WW
arrangements to ensure that Germany never again posed such a threat
to peace, including an adjustment to Germany’s borders to reflect its 
reduced status. Other treaties redrew the map of  central and eastern
Europe in favour of  new nations that had emerged there.

French troops disarm German police during their 
1923–24 occupation of the Ruhr, western Germany, 
when Germany refused to pay its reparations.
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establishment of  an 
international body to 
preserve world peace, 
the League of  Nations.

THE SETTLEMENT
By May the outline of
a final settlement stated 
that Germany was to 
acknowledge its guilt in 
the war and Kaiser Wilhelm was to beWW
put on trial. Germany was to reduce
its army to fewer than 100,000 men, 
its navy to a token force, and to have 
no tanks or aircraft. The Rhineland
was also to be demilitarized. More 
galling still was the cession of  Alsace-AA
Lorraine to France, part of  Schleswig 
to Denmark, large portions of  Prussia 
and Silesia to Poland, and the 
occupation of  the Saarland region for 
15 years by an international force. Any 
future unionn oooofffff  GeGGGG rmany y y yy iwiwiwwiththththh AAAAAususuuuustrt ia AAAAAAAA
wwawawasss s alalaa sosoo f f ff f forrrrororrbbbbibbibbbbbibbibibbbib dddddddddddeeeenenennneeeenenee .... HuuH gegeg  rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrreepepepeepeppppaararaar ttatatatatatatioioioioiooionsnsnnsns 

(some £11 billion) were to be paid. 
On 28 June 1919, the German
delegation signed the Treaty in its 
entirety, sowing the seeds of  bitterness 
among the German people that would 
be a key contributor to the outbreak 
of  World WW War II just 20 years later. WW
Further treaties imposed conditions
on Germany’s allies, and contained 
clauses that also caused considerable 
political strife in the interwar period.

The Hall of Mirrors at the 
Palace of Versailles, where the
1919 Treaty was signed.

French Prime Minister Geoeorgerges Cs Clemenceau signs 
the Treaty of Versersrsrsailailaa leslesesess onn onn on 2828 2 28 282  Ju Junnenee e 191911199. 9. HisH  desire
to o pununnishi  Geermrmmamamammaany ny nynyny hhharharararharhaharharshhshlllshlshly cyyy cy ccy aussssausausauseeed ed eee  sosoomomsosomeee de de ebae te.
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After the Revolution of  RR
1905 (see p.287), 77 TsarTT
Nicholas II had been 
forced to agree a new 
constitution for Russia, RR
including the formation 
of  an elected Duma 
(parliament). However, the 
tsar retained the ability to 
dissolve the Duma, which 
he did in 1906 and 1907. 
Two subsequent TT Dumas 
met from 1907–12 and 
1912–17, which were in 
almost constant conflict with Nicholas. 
Normal political tensions were suspended 
in the early stages of  World WW War I, but as WW
the war went progressively worse for 
Russia, rising prices prompted industrial RR
workers to strike. Violence erupted on 
the streets of  Petrograd (PP St Petersburg) PP
and Moscow in the February Revolution, RR
led by the PetrogradPP Soviet (“council”), 
and Nicholas abdicated on 28 February 
1917. Power was handed to a PP Provisional 
Government under Prince Lvov, but its LL

position was contested by the PetrogradPP
Soviet, which was dominated by Vladimir 
Lenin’s revolutionary Russian Bolshevik RR
Party. In July, riots erupted in Petrograd. PP
Prince Lvov was replaced as leader of
the Provisional Government by 
Alexander Kerensky, but the possibility 
of  restoring stability would soon be 
ruined by a tide of  revolutionary activity.

Revolutionary officers drive the tsar’s confiscated 
car around the streets of Petrograd. Ironically, it was
later to become Lenin’s own personal vehicle.
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In July 1917 Russia’s Provisional RR
Government, under Alexander 
Kerensky, suppressed 
an outbreak of  
revolutionary riots.
Vladimir Lenin fled
to Finland, but his
followers received help 
from an unlikely source.

BOLSHEVIK POWER
In August 1917, GeneralA
Lavr Kornilov, the army 
commander in chief,
ordered troops into Petrograd, ostensibly 
to protect the Provisional Government
from the Bolshevik threat. Suspecting an 
attempted coup, Kerensky asked the
Bolsheviks for help, arming the Bolshevik 
Red Guard militia. Kornilov’s alleged RR

attempt to seize power 
was unsuccessful, but

Kerenskyy’s regegimime e wawas ss
fafafatatatalllly weakkenenenededded. . InInInIn 
SSSSeepeepteetembmbmbeer K Kerensksky yy y 

attattetetempmpmpmptteteddd tototo 
ororgagagg ninininizzezeze a a 

“Democratic Conference” to rein in the 
unruly leftist factions baying for power,

but this had no effect apart from 
bringing into disrepute 
those parties who 
co-operated with it. In 

mid-October, the Central 
Committee of  the Bolshevik 

Party met to plan the seizure of
power, fearful that a left-wing 
coalition of  other parties might 

take power if  the Kerensky 
government collapsed.
On 25 October, Leon

Trotsky, the party’s chief  organizer, TT
launched an almost bloodless coup in 
Petrograd. Armed squads of  pro-Bolshevik 
revolutionaries occupied key positions 
such as railway stations and telephone 
exchanges. Kerensky surrendered and 
the Bolsheviks moved quickly to push 
out thhe e ototheh r leftiststs ffroroommm popop sisititions fof
innfluflufluennenencecec . TTheheheheiriririr s s supupuppreremmamamacycycy ee ennsnsururedded, ththee 
BBolol hshevvikikiks s mommomovevved d d tototo  
iimimmplplplememenentt LLeL niinin’n ss s
rererevvovollulutitionononararyy 
prp ogoggrararammmmmme.e.e.
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After his brother 
was hanged for his
part in a plot to kill Tsar 
Alexander III, Vladimir Ilyich 
Lenin (1870–1924) became a 
revolutionary. In 1895, he was exiled 
to Siberia. On his release, he spent several 
years in Europe, where he studied Marxism 
(see p.291( ). Lenin came to power in the 11
October Revolution of 1917, but he died 
less than seven years later, his programme 
for a revolutionary transformation of Russia 
only partially fulfilled.

LENIN

The Bolshevik hammer and 
sickle symbolized the unity of 
industrial and agricultural workers.
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After seizing the centre of  power in 
Petrograd in PP November 1917, the
Bolsheviks fought a multi-sided civil war. 
Many high-ranking tsarist officers were 
determined to fight back against the
Revolution, and the left-wing parties RR
whom the Bolsheviks had pushed aside 
were unwilling to let the matter rest. In
May 1918, the remaining leaders of  the 
leftist Socialist-Revolutionaries (RR SR) setRR

up their own government at Samara on 
the Volga river. Anti-Bolshevik (“White”) 
armies began to form, led by General 
Kornilov (see p.327) in the south, Admiral77

Kolchak in Siberia, and General Yudenich 
in the northwest. By late 1918, the 
situation for the Bolsheviks was critical, 
with Admiral Kolchak pushing far into 
the Urals. Trotsky’s TT Red Army defeated RR

Kolchak in April, but Kornilov’s army 
– now under General Denikin’s control 
following Kornilov’s death – captured 
Kiev, Odessa, and Orel in the summer of  
1919, almost threatening Moscow. Yet a 
devastating counterattack pushed Denikin 
back, and a badly co-ordinated thrust
against Petrograd by Yudenich in PP October 
1919 failed. The last remaining large
White force, under General Wrangel, WW

attempted to seize the Crimea, but in late 
1920 he evacuated his forces, leaving the
Red Army to mop up an assortment of  RR
anarchist, nationalist, and Islamic militia,
which continued to resist reincorporation 
by the central government.

Leon Trotsky returned from exile in North America in 
1917 to lead the infant Bolshevik Red Army, instigating 
proper training to turn it into an effective fighting force.

nnn Russsia aa i         RR d d d 19118–18–188– 9209200
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“GO WHERE YOU BELONG... 

INTO THE DUSTBIN OF HISTORY.”

Leon Trotsky, dismissing a walkout by the Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries 
from the Second All-Russian Congress of Soviets (25–26 October 1917)
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When Vladimir Lenin 
(see p.327) came to 77

power after the Russian RR
Revolution, he quickly 
established a highly 
centralized system of
government, banning 
all rival political parties
and empowering the 
Communist Party’s
dominant Central
Committee to expel
anyone who failed to 
follow the party line.

From 1921, Lenin 
promoted the New
Economic Policy (NEP), in 
which peasants were given more control 
over the levels of  agricultural production 
than strict Bolsheviks would have liked. 
A federal Union of  A Soviet Socialist 
Republics (URR SSR) was created in 1922. RR

STALINISM
After Lenin’s death inA
1922, Joseph Stalin – 
whom Lenin had favoured 
– removed, tried, or 
executed his rivals in the 
Central Committee, and 
pushed for a tougher line
and greater centralized
state control. Between 
1928 and 1937, he
instituted the first of  the
Five Year Plans – huge 
schemes that aimed to 
transform the USSR into 
an industrialized society. 
He also enforced a policy 

of  “collectivization”, in which land 
belonging to kulaks (prosperous peasants)
was given to co-operative farms.

Enormous hardship ensued, including 
a famine in the Ukraine in 1932–33. A
network of  prison camps (the gulags) wasss

established, and the “Great Terror” ofTT
19991911 363636363 –38 saw the secret police launching 
wawawawaawwawaveveveevvves ss ofofooo  purges of  the party elite and 
arararrrarararaa mmymymymyymmymym .. SSSSSomooomoo e 690,000 people were 
exexexexxxexe eecececcceeee utututtuutuu ededededddededeee , ,, ,, with many more consigned to 
pprprpprrrrrprrrpppp isisssisisi ooooonoonnnnoonnnno  ccccc  caaamammmaammamps. It was only with Stalin’s
ddedeeeeeedddd atatatattaaaatathhhh h h hhhh iinnnniiiinin 1111  199959 3 that the icy chill of  his
oopopoppppopo pppprprrrrpprprrrp eeesessssseeeeessisisiiiissivvvvveveveeeevvvvveee rregime began to thaw.
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Born Joseph Djugashvilli in Georgia in 1878, 
Stalin (1878–1953) joined the Marxist
Social-Democratic Labour Party in 1901, and 
when this split in 1904 he joined the 
Bolshevik faction. Stalin became a valued 
enforcer of Lenin’s policies, joining the 
Bolshevik’s policy-making Politburo in 

1919. By 1922 he was the party’s
Secretary General, becoming supreme 

leader after Lenin’s death. In 1926, he 
expelled Trotsky from the party; he 

went on to rule the USSR virtually 
unchallenged for nearly 30 years.

STALIN

A 1920 propaganda poster for r
the Communist Party demands:
“Are you a volunteer yet?”
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During the early 1920s the US economy 
flourished, but by 1927 the USA was 
overproducing goods for which it did not
have a market. European economies, 
meanwhile, had failed to adjust to the 
conditions of  peacetime following the 
end of WorldWW War I, and in Germany a WW
savage bout of  hyperinflation in 1919–23 
had wrecked that country’s economy.

THE WALL STREET CRASH
Despite the underlying economic gloom,
investors on New York’s WallWW Street stock 
exchange continued to push up share 
prices. In October 1929, however, prices 
began to decline as investor confidence 
evaporated. On 24 October (“Black 
Thursday”), panic set in. It was followed 
by “Black Monday” and “Black Tuesday”, TT

on which stock market prices tumbled 
by 13 and 12 per cent respectively, in a 
collapse known as the “WallWW Street 
Crash”. The decline soon infected the 
USA’s economy, as banks called in loans 
that could no longer be repaid, and
several banks collapsed as panicked 
savers withdhdhdrerereeww w w w ththtththeieeeiieirrrr momomomomoom neneneneyy.y.yyyyyyyy AAA A w wwavavvavavavee eee 
of  morrrrrtgtgtgtggggggagaaaagagagagagaaggggggggggge e e eeeeeee ee ffoffofoffofofofffffooffoff rereeerereereeerecclclclcclclclclosososossosoososooo uuruuururrrruururururreeeeessseseseeseeseee aa a a aaaandndddddddndnddnddndndndndndndndndddndd bbbb b bb b uuusususuuususssininninnninninnesesesesesesessesessessssssssss sss

A German 1,000 mark note overprinted with the 
value 1 billion; by December 1922, printing presses
were struggling to keep up with hyperinflation.

In n LonLLoo dondo , CCCCityitytyityy wowoww rkers rs gatgatherher after the collapse of 
BririBrBrBririBrBr ttistististtisti h ih ih ih i iinvnvenvvevenvnvvvvestostostotostostostostoto Cr Cr Cr CCCr Cr CClemlemlemlemmlemlemle enentententn  HaHHH Ha HaH trytryrytryytrytry’s ’s s busbububbub inenennnnen ss ss empempempire, 
whihhhwhiiwhwhiwwwhiww ch ch chch chch ch ch ch ch h chch fedfedfedfedfefedfededffefedffefedddfefeffedfedfefededfffeefedf ddd inininin ininin innni ininn i inin i iinin in iniinni i tto to totototooototototo to totooooo  to otoooo tttththethtththethetttthttttttthhtt WWaWaWaWaWaWaWaaaWaWaWaWa Waallll llllllllll llll ll ll ll ll ll l StrStrtrStrStrStrStrStrStStSttrStStS reeteeteeteeteeteetttett CrC C Cr C CCrC Crrr ashashashashashasashashsashashashashshshashashhshshs  ooonononoooonoon onnee we we we we wwweeee we eekeekeekkeekeeeeee  la la la laaaatterterteter...
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Workers widen kerbs, a project of 
the Works Progress Administration 
in Roosevelt’s “New Deal”.

bankruptcies led to a downward spiral of  
unemployment and homelessness. Many 
people were forced to take shelter in
shantytowns, nicknamed “Hoovervilles” 
out of  resentment against US President 
Herbert Hoover, who declined to extend
government aid to the unemployed.

THE DEPRESSION
As a result of  the Crash, US investors 
withdrew many foreign loans. This
caused the collapse of  the system of  
international loans set up to handle 
Germany’s war reparations and meant
that European countries, including 
Germany, could not pay for their 

imports. Trade between TT Europe and 
North America was badly hit, and the 
price of  commodities plummeted, by 
1932 falling to around 45 per cent of  
their 1929 values. A wave of  economicA
nationalism erupted as countries sought
to protect their domestic industries. 
President Hoover introduced the 
Smoot-Hawley Tariff in 1930, whichTT
imposed a 42- to 50-per-cent tax on 
imports, and European governments 
responded in kind with similar 
protectionist measures. 
This resulted in the
crippling of  international 
trade and in further 
deterioration in the world 
economy. In Germany,
unemployment more than 
doubled to over 15 per 
cent of  the workforce – 
some 4 million people – 
by the end of  1930.

THE NEW DEAL
Hoover was voted out of  office in 1932 
when Franklin D. Roosevelt (URR S president 
1933–45) won a landslide victory on the
promise of  a “New Deal”. This was a 
series of  initiatives designed to kick-start 
the economy and provide emergency 
relief, new jobs, and agricultural reforms. 
A series of  successful projects, such asA
the Tennessee Valley TT Authority – which AA
constructed a large series of  dams – did 
much to alleviate unemployment while 
the US economy got back on its feet.

The political response in European
countries was less constructive. Mass 
unemployment and poverty led to civil

unrest and the rise of  right-wing 
movements. In the 1920s and ’30s, 
many countries in eastern and central
Europe became dictatorships – such
as Poland, where Marshal Pilsudski’s 
authoritarian regime came to power in 
1926. Even in Britain, where in 1930 
unemployment had touched 2.5 million 
(20 per cent of  the workforce), Oswald 
Mosley’s Union of British Fascists, 
founded in 1932, briefly threatened to 
become a real political force.

“I PLEDGE YOU, I PLEDGE

MYSELF, TO A NEW DEAL FOR 

THE AMERICAN PEOPLE.”
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Democratic presidential nomination acceptance speech, 1932
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THE RISE OF FASCISM

First of  the fascist leaders to rise to 
power was Italy’s Benito Mussolini 
(1883–1945), who in 1914 joined one
of  the revolutionary fasci (politicali

groups) agitating for social reform. 
In 1919 he helped found the Fasci 
Italiani di Combattimento, a group 
of  extreme nationalists. The Fascists 
became seen as the protectors of  law, 
deploying their informal militia – the 

MUSSOLINI AND FASCISMFF
The new right-wing philosophies 
were fed by loathing and fear of  the
Union of  Soviet Socialist Republics RR
(USSR) and its open desire to export RR
communism. Ironically, the USSR’s 
totalitarian socialist democracy 
provided a model of  government for 
extreme right-wing nationalists 
seeking to reform failing democracies 
inin EEururopope.e. MMixed with a militaristic 
idideoeolologygyggy, ththisisss s ss s sstytyttylele o ooff  gogogg vevernrnmementnt 
tututurnrnrnnededededede c ccononononnsseseeseservrvrvrvvvvvvvvvvvrvvatatataaata isisisisismmmm m inininiiintotototo ffff fasaasas iiciicismsm....

The economic hardship and political instability that followed 
World WW War I contributed to a climate of  violence and lawlessness WW
across much of  Europe in the 1920s. This atmosphere, and 
unresolved disputes about national boundaries and Germany’s role 
within Europe, helped to produce new, right-wing nationalist 
movements, sharing an ideology that became known as fascism.

In 1922 Benie to Mussolini (fourth from leeft)ft) leledd 
hishiss Na Natiotionalna  Faascissc st st ParPa ty in in a ma marcarcrch oh oh on Rn Rn Romeomeme, 
forforo cincing ag a ha haaandondndond ververe  of of po pooowewerwerewerwwwerer ttoto t tto ththhth the Fee FFFaascscaasscscististisstisistssssss.s.
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“Blackshirts” – to 
terrorize socialists.
In October 1922, 
Mussolini ordered the
Blackshirts to march
on Rome and seize
power. King Victor 
Emmanuel III refused
his prime minister’s 
request for military 
support and invited 
Mussolini to form a 
government. In 1926, 
Mussolini assumed 
power, brutally 
silencing any political opponents.
Known as Il Duce (“the leader”), hee

ruled Italy as a dictator until 1943. 

NAZISM IN GERMANY
In 1918, Germany’s new Weimar WW
Republic faced similar problems. RR
Many Germans and Austrians A
resented the terms of  the Versailles 
Treaty (TT see pp.324–5). 55 Among them
wawaww s Adolf  Hitler (1889–1945), an
AAusustrt ian-born former soldier who in AA
191919191 11911  joined a small Munich-based 
popopopopoppp liliitititt cal group – the German Worker’s WW
PPaPPPP rtrtyyyy, renamed the following year the
NNNNNDDDDDSSASSAP, or Nazi Party. The Nazis 
hhaaah d ddd much in common with
MMMMuMMuMuMMuMMusssssssolo ini’s Fascists, but also had a 
hhhahahaahhh nkkeering for a romanticized
GGGGGeGeGGG rmrmmmman past and a dangerous belief  
iiinininiininini  thhee  superiority of  the German 
VoVoVVoVVoV lkl  ((((((or race) and of  k Aryans (white 
CCCCaCaCaCaCaCCaCCC ucucuuccuu asa ians), particularly compared 
tttooooooo  SSSlallaavvs and Jews. The Nazis aimed 
ttotooto u uunniitte all German-speakers in a 
ggggrrgreeeateer German Reich. Hitler
mmmmamaamm nnooeuvred the Nazi Party into 

power, offering it as 
the only way to end 
instability. In 1932, he 
lost an election for the 
presidency to Paul 
von Hindenburg, but 
the following year 
Hindenburg offered 
him the chancellorship, 
hoping to neutralize 
the Nazis politically. 
It was a fatal mistake. 
In 1933, Hitler pushed 
through an Enabling 
Act giving him near-

dictatorial powers for a period of  
four years, and once that time had 
elapsed the Nazis prevented them 
from being rescinded. 

HITLER IN POWER
Once Führer (“leader”) of  Germany, 
Hitler was able to implement his
racial and extreme nationalist 
ideology. This was done with the help 
of  an oppressive state security system 
bolstered by the Gestapo (political
police) and the SS (a paramilitary 
police force controlled by the Nazis).

JJoJosososJosepphph Goebbels was an early follower of Hitler, 
jjoooio ninniningg g tg he Nazi Party in 1924. From 1933 to 1945 
hhe hhe wawawas minister in charge of propaganda.

Hitler’s book Mein Kampf
(meaning “My Struggle”) was a 
statement of his political ideology.
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In February 1936, Spain’s 
newly elected left-wing 
Popular Front governmentPP
vowed to uphold liberty, 
prosperity, and justice, but 
many feared their policies 
were too progressive. On
19 July 1936, Francisco 
Franco took control of  
Spain’s armies in Morocco 
and led them into Spain;
the result was civil war. 

THE OPPOSING SIDES
The Republicans RR
(government supporters)
were composed of  liberal 
democrats, communists, socialists, and 
anarchists. They faced roughly equal 
numbers of  Franco’s Nationalists, who 
were backed by monarchists, Catholics, 
and the Falange – the Spanish fascist 
party. While the Republicans received RR
support from the USSR, Mexico, and 
socialist and communist volunteers 
throughout Europe, the Nationalists 
received military aid from the fascist 
regimes in Italy and 
Germany (including 
the “Condor” legion, 
armed with tanks).

THE COURSE OF THE WAR
By 1 November 1936,
25,000 Nationalist troops 
had begun a three-year 
siege of  the capital, 
Madrid. In 1937, a 
campaign to capture the 
north’s Basque provinces 
led to the aerial bombing 
of  Guernica and many 
civilian casualties. A 
disastrous attempt to force 
a way through to Madrid
in March 1938 put the 
Nationalist central front on 
the defensive. Further east, 
however, the Nationalists

pushed towards the coast near Valencia in 
April, cutting the Republican territory in RR
two. At the Battle of  the Ebro (25 July–
16 November 1938), Republican forces RR
were all but destroyed. On 26 January 
1939, Barcelona fell to Franco’s forces, 
and on 27 March 1939, the Nationalists 
entered Madrid alalalalmommmm st unopppppppososoosssedeee .

A 1937 poster by the UGT – a union 
aligned with the Republicans – 
urges its members to fight.

nnn Spaiain  nn  n      d d d d 1931931 6–16–16– 939939
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Born into a military family, 
Francisco Franco (1892–1975) 
served in Morocco from 1910 to 
1927, becoming the youngest general 
in Spain. After leading the Nationalist 
movement to victory in the Spanish Civil 
War, Franco dominated Spanish politics as 
head of state for 36 years, though from 
1947 he was formally the regent for a 
restored monarchy in which he chose not 
to appoint a king. His regime was stifling, 
militaristic, and conservative – democracy 
was restored only on his death in 1975.

FRANCISCO FRANCO
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Suffrage (the right to vote) had been
considerably extended during the 
19th century, particularly in Britain, but
it was still denied to women. In 1903, 
Briton Emmeline Pankhurst formed the 
Women’s WW Social and Political Union
to campaign for the vote. Frustrated 
by the failure to achieve this through 

peaceful means, the suffragettes, as they 
became known, took direct action, 
including an invasion of  the Houses of  
Parliament. Many suffragettes went on 
hunger strike, prompting the British 
government to pass the “Cat and
Mouse” Act in 1913, by which the 
women could legally be force-fed. The 
campaign finally achieved success in
1918, when women aged 30 and over 
obtained the vote, although full voting 
rights were granted only in 1928.

The “New Women’s Organization” lobbied for 
French women to be given the vote – a right 
that they received only in 1944.

SUFFRAGE IN THE USA AND ELSEWHERE
A similar but more peaceful campaignA
began in the USA in the 1840s. A The 
first state to grant female suffrage was 
Wyoming, in 1869; nationally, women WW
won the vote only in 1920, in part as 
recognition of  the role they had played
in World WW War I. Key among the figures WW

campaigning for the vote for American 
women was Susan B. Anthony, who 
co-founded the National Women’s WW
Suffrage Association in 1869.

In the rest of  the world, stories of  
women’s suffrage are mixed. New Zealand 
was the first to grant women full suffrage,
in 1893, while some other countries deny 
women the vote even today.
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“WOMEN WILL HAVE, WITH 

US, THE FULLEST RIGHTS.”
Stanley Baldwin, prime minister of the UK, 1928
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Throughout the late 1930s, the 
chancellor of  Germany, Adolf  Hitler, 
had steadily chipped away at the 
restrictions placed on his country by the 
Treaty of  Versailles (TT see pp.324–5); he had 55

restarted conscription, established an
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airforce and, in March 1936, remilitarized 
the Rhineland. In March 1938, he went 
further, sending German troops into 
Austria and proclaiming its Anschluss

(“union”) with Germany.

THE CZECH AND POLISH CRISES
In September 1938, Hitler demanded 
concessions for the German-speakers of
Czechoslovakia’s Sudetenland, and the
Munich Conference (involving Germany, 
Britain, France, and Italy) granted him 
occupation of  Sudetenland. The 
German foreign minister, von Ribbentrop, 
brokered a deal with the USSR to 
divide eastern central Europe into two 
spheres of  influence, leaving western 
Poland in German hands. PP On the pretext
that Poland refused to allow Germany to PP
occupy the once-German port of  
Danzig, on 1 September 1939 Hitler 
ordered German forces to invade Poland, PP
marking the beginning of  World WW War II.WW

nnn Polaand d d n     PP d d d Septep embember err 19193193933999999
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The Germans used propaganda to support their 
annexations, such as this postcard proclaiming 
that the once-Polish town of Danzig “is German”.
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In 1939 the British and French
governments had guaranteed 
protection for Poland against
German aggression, so when 
German forces invaded 
Poland on 1 September, 
they responded by 
declaring war. Germany’s 
assault had begun with 
the Luftwaffe (airforce) 
blanket-bombing roads, 
towns, and villages.
Fast-moving mobile units,
spearheaded by Panzer (tank) 
divisions, thrust deep into the Polish 
heartland. It was a new form of  warfare, 
rapid and devastating, which became 
known as Blitzkrieg.

THE FALL OF POLAND AND SCANDINAVIA
Within a week, WW Warsaw was under siege. WW
A Soviet invasion on 17 September dealt A
the fatal blow, and Polish resistance ended 
on 28 September. There followed months 

The successful removal by sea of some 338,000 
Allied soldiers from Dunkirk ik n May 1940 preserved 
theee co c cc re re eee of an an armaaa y tthat cocoulduluuuu  resist Germrmmmanyany..

After French surrender in June 1940, r
Philippe Pétain led a regime that 

governed southern France from Vichy.

of  “Phoney War”: the WW Allies 
built up weapons stocks, 
but made no move against 
Germany. Then Hitler 
invaded Denmark and 
Norway in April 1940, 
occupying both nations.

THE SURRENDER OF FRANCE
On 10 May, Hitler pushed 

west towards France, overrunning 
the Netherlands, Belgium, and

Luxembourg. German forces broke 
through the Ardennes, and reached 
Abbeville on the northern French coast, A
trapping the British Expeditionary Force 
(BEF) sent to aid France. As the German 
army surged towards Paris, the British 
prime minister Winston Churchill WW
ordered the BEF, who were hemmed in
around the port of  Dunkirk, to evacuate. 
The German army entered Paris on 19 
June, and three days later the French
signgngngggg edededdd a ann ararmmimmimmmimiststststiciciciceeee wiiwiwiwiwithththththth G GG GGG G Gerermamanyny.
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Having overcome France in June 1940, 
Adolf  Hitler turned his attention to 
Britain, the one remaining country of
significance that resisted him. He laid 
plans for the invasion of  southern 
England (“Operation Sealion”), but 
before they could be put into effect, the 
Germans needed to achieve dominance 
of  the skies. The aerial conflict that
raged between August and October 1940 
became known as the Battle of  Britain, 
and it pitted Germany’s Luftwaffe, under 
the command of  Herman Göring,
against the Fighter Command of  the 
British Royal Air Force (RAF), led by 
Air Marshal Hugh Dowding.

THE FIRST GERMAN ATTACKS
Dowding linked the new technology of
radar to a system of  battle groups and 
sectors that was able to respond rapidly 
to German raids. Although the Luftwaffe 
had superiority in numbers of  aircraft,
they were often close to their extreme 
flight range and so could operate for 
only a short time in British airspace. 
On 12 August 1940, concerted German
attacks on Brititishsh a airirfiefieldldss bbegan, b but 
anan aatttteempt the followingg ddayy ((Adlertrtagag((( , 
or “Eaglgle DaDay”yy ) ) to o oveveverwrwrwrwheheelmlmlm t thehe 
RARAFF wiwwiththhth  aaa  mmmmmasasasassss s atatatataa tatatatackckckc  f f faiaiaileleled.d.. 

THE RAF WINS OUT
The Germans assumed that the main
force of  the RAF was spent, and that 
they would soon achieve by attrition 
what they could not with a single blow.
The RAF, however, proved resilient,
and by early September had some 738 
Spitfire and Hurricane fighter aircraft
– more than at the start of  the campaigng .
Instead, it was the Luftwaffe that was
susuffefferingg a steady y ststream ooff  lolosssseses. AtAt 
ththththeee ststarararttt t fofof SS S Sepepptetembbmberer, HiHiHitltltllererer o o ordrdrdrderreredededed  
aaa aa aaa chhchchhchchchchanannananangegegeggegegege o o ooff  f  f ttataactctcttcticicici ss annnnd d d thththeee bobob bmbmbm iining g fofoff  
Londononn, , whwhwhw iiciciicciiccch hhh ststarrararararrtetetetetetedd dd ininininn e ee e eararararnenestst oo on  
77 SeSeptptp ememe beeer.r.r. AAAAA AAAltllltltltll hhohohohhougugugugugggguggggugghhhhhhhhhhhhh hh ththhthhthhthththhthttthe e eeeee e BaBaBaBaBaBaBBBaB tttttttttt lelele oo oo offfff  
BrBriti ain n cacac rrrrieiedd onnnoooonn uuunttntntilill OOOOOO OOOOctctctcttctcttobobobobbobobobbbbbberererererereee ,, ,,, iininininnn ee e  ffffeffffffffffeffff ctctctttt 
ththththe e ee GeGeGeGeGGermrmrmrmrmananananan c chhhhahahancccncn eseses o oooffff  f  f dedddededd stststrrororororoyiyiyiyiy ngngngngngngnggggggggg t tt ttttttttttthehheheheheh  
RARAARARARAARARAFFF FFF F F hahhahahadd dd ddd allalalala rererereadadadadadddda y y yyy ennenenendedededeeed dd.ddd.d..

TheThe si singlngle-ee-engine ne neeeee SSSSupSupSupSupSupSS ermermarine SpiSpiitfirttfire e
formed the backckbonbone oe of Ff Fighighterter 
Commmand duriuriur ng ng thethethe Ba Ba Battlltt ee of BBBf Britritri aain.
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First Lord of the Admiralty during World
War I, Winston Churchill (1874–1965) 
warned against German rearmament in the 
1930s. When he became Britain’s prime 
minister in May 1940, his strong resolve 
and wooing of US support helped to
ensensureure Br Britaitain’in ss 
fififinafinafinafinafinafinalll vl vl vl vl vl vi ti tictictictictictictoryoryoryoryoryoryyy iiinininin in 
WWWorWorWorWorWorWorldldldldldldldld ld WWWarWarWarWarWarWar IIIIIIIIIIII II II..
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however, and the chances of  hitting 
a specific military or industrial
target were remote, so Harris 
ordered larger raids, containing up 
to 1,000 bombers. At the attack on

Hamburg on 27–28 July, the sheer 
weight of  Allied bombing caused a 
firestorm and 40,000 to 45,000 
people died. By 1944, the Luftwaffe’s 
resistance had almost disappeared, 
and the Allies could bomb at will. 

STRATEGIC BOMBING
The Battle of  Britain (see facing page)ee
seemed to indicate that there was no 
decisive strategic advantage in using 
air power, but both sides continued 
to deploy massive numbers of  aircraft
in a tactical role. From 1941, with the 
arrival of  more efficient bombers such 

as the Vickers Wellington, the British WW
were able to bomb German cities on 
a large scale, a tactic championed by 
Arthur Harris, the controversial chief  
of  Bomber Command from 1941. 
The bombers were inaccurate, 

World WW WarWW II was the first major conflict in which air power played a 
determining role. During the Polish campaign in 1939, the Luftwaffe 
deployed some 1,500 aircraft to pulverize Poland and smash its lines 
of  communication. From then on, almost every campaign used air
support, with an increasing emphasis on strategic bombing, aiming 
to destroy the opponent’s industries and undermine its morale.

German Dornier 217 bombers attack London
during the Battle of Britain in 1940, foreshadowing 
later, much larger attacks on Germany itself.

“BOMB THE ENEMY SOFT UNTIL 

A COMPARATIVELY SMALL LAND 

FORCE… CAN OVERCOME HIS 

REMAINING RESISTANCE.”

Air Vice Marshal Arthur (“Bomber”) Harris, January 1943
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Ever since the 1920s, Hitler had viewed 
the western USSR as a possible area for 
German expansion to provide Lebensraum

(“living space”) for a growing population. 
By 1941, Hitler also feared that the USA 
might join the war on the British side 
and so, although an uneasy peace had 
prevailed in eastern Europe since the 
defeat of  Poland in September 1939, he 
decided on an invasion of  Britain’s 
last possible European ally, the USSR.

OPERATION BARBAROSSA
The force that Hitler had assembled
for the planned invasion, Operation
Barbarossa, was truly prodigious, 
including around four million German 
troops and their allies, and some 11,000 
tanks. At around dawn on 22 June 1941, 
the German army crossed into the 
USSR, the invasion having been delayed 
by several crucial months to deal with a 

crisis in Yugoslavia. The Soviet Red 
Army was caught almost completely 

by surprise and was 
hampered by a 

mimililitataryryy sstrtrategy 
thththtththt aataaa  iiiiinsnsnsnsnsnsiiisisisi ted ddd
ononononononononononononononnonnn dd d d dd dd dd dd d ddddefefefefefefefefefefeeefefefeefeefeffeneneneneneneneeeee dididdididididididididdingngngngngngngngnngngngng 

every metre of  ground, leaving few 
reserves to contain the intense, rapid 
attacks of  the German Blitzkrieg tactic. g

THE BATTLE FOR MOSCOW
The German armoured columns sped 
forward, in the north reaching Leningrad 
by 19 August and on the central front
surrounding Minsk on 18 June, where 
they would capture some 300,000 
prisoners – a sign of  the large-scale
collapse of  the Soviet defensive effort. 
ByBy December 1941, Moscow itself  
wawas under threat. The most advanced 
GGeGeGG rmrmrmrmana  units reached the outer suburbs 
ononononononononoononon 2 2222 22 DDD Deecember. But the offensive 

ground to a halt in the
face of  fanatical Soviet 
resistance and the effects 

of  winter, which froze the 
lubricant in German tanks. 
OnO  5 December, the Soviet

cccccoooocommmander, General Zhukov, 
ororororororrorooo dddedededededededdedededdddddddddderrerereeeddddd d dd a a counterattack and within 
aaaa aaa aaaaaa mmmmooommmmommmmmm nnnntntnthhh, the Germans had been 
dddddrdrdriivivivvvveeennnnnnennn b b back from Moscow.

AAAA SSSSSSoovovvviviiiiio iiviviiiieeet eee border garrison surrenders in June 
19919994944441 441111.. Feww Red Army units could defend 
thtththethethethethetheeethetttt mmmsssseeessemmmmmsseeselvevv s against swift German forces.
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German army helmets were the only part of their gear 
suitable for the harsh temperatures in the USSR, and 
the German soldiers suffered terribly from the cold.
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The industrial city of  
Stalingrad stood on the 
west bank of  the Volga 
river in southern Russia,
controlling the vital river 
and rail connections that
carried oil supplies to the
armament factories of
central Russia. Thwarted 
in his desire to capture 
Moscow the previous
winter (see facing page), e

Hitler ordered a thrust in 
the spring and summer of  1942 to 
capture Stalingrad and the oil reserves
further south in the Caucasus.

OPERATIONS BLUE AND URANUS
The general German offensive, 
Operation Blue, began on 29 June 
1942, and General Paulus’s 6th Army 
soon moved to secure Stalingrad itself.  

Sustained air attacks on 23 August 
began the main assault, and the same 
day German troops reached the Volga 
north of  the city. But this was the limit of  
their success – an astonishingly tenacious 
Soviet resistance bogged the 6th Army 
down in house-to-house fighting. On 
19 November, the Red Army was still

German troops surrendered at Stalingrad in early 
February 1943, after holding out for more than
two months against besieging Soviet forces.

Mosin-Nagant M91/30 rifles were
used by the Red Army as sniper 
rifles from 1932, to devastating 
effect on the streets of Stalingrad.

somehow clinging on to a small strip 
along the Volga when Soviet General
Zhukov ordered a counterattack, 
Operation Uranus. The Soviet forces 
crashed through the weaker Romanian
armies and within four days had the Axis 

side surrounded. Confounding Zhukov’s 
expectation of  an attempt at breakout, 
Paulus settled down for a siege. But after 
a German attempt to relieve Paulus 
failed in December, any hope of  victory 
was gone, and the remnants of  the 6th
Army finally surrendered on 2 February 
1943, at a cost of  around 170,000 dead.
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“THE GOD OF WAR HAS GONE 

OVER TO THE OTHER SIDE.”
Adolf Hitler, February 1943
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An early proponent of mobile warfare, 
Erwin Rommel (1891–1944) led a Panzer 

unit during the Battle of France
in 1940. After his failed North 
Africa campaign of 1941–43
he was sent to France, where 

he committed suicide 
after being implicated 
in a plot to kill Hitler.

ERWERWERWERWINININ IN ROMROMROMMELMELMELMEL

General Rommel 
(far left) was a

master of armoured 
warfare, which played a
vital part in Germany’s
efforts in the North 
African desert.
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The vast North African desert 
provided a theatre of  war unlike 
any other in World WW War II; one WW
in which tanks played a crucial
role. Yet the relative strength
of  the armies deployed there 
was tiny compared with other 
fronts. Italy declared war on 
the Allies on 10 June 1940, 
and in September, General
Graziani – the Italian commander in 
chief  in North Africa – launched an 
attack towards British-held Egypt.

THE WESTERN DESERT CAMPAIGN
After initial successes, by December
1940 Graziani’s force was driven back 
as far as Tripolitania in TT Libya – the first
of  the swings in fortune that characterized
the desert fighting. By 22 January 1941,
the British had taken the strategic city of
Tobruk, but the Germans had started to TT
send reinforcements to bolster their Italian
allies and, under the command of  
General Rommel, the German Afrika RR

Korps commenced a dramatic advance
eastwards. A British counteroffensive 
(Operation Crusader) forced the Germans 
back in December, but in June of  the
following year, Rommel captured RR Tobruk, TT
and threatened to push towards the 
Egyptian capital Cairo. In a 12-day battle 
at El Alamein in October 1942, 
the new British commander, General 
Montgomery (see p.348), wore down the 88

Afrika Korps and then struck west. 

OPERATA ION TORCH
Rommel now retreated into RR Tunisia, TT
but on 8 November 1942 a series of  
Anglo–American landings (Operation 
Torch) in Morocco and Algeria tightened TT
the noose on the German and Italian

armies in North Africa. Despite 
stubborn resistance, Rommel’sRR

position grew steadily worse. 
He flew out to Germany 

in March 1943, and on
13 May the last Axis 
armies in Tunisia TT
surrendered.

At the Battle of El Alamein, Rommel lost more than 
400 tanks, a loss from which the German war effort
in North Africa was never really able to recover.



At the Casablanca 
Conference in January 
1943, the Allies decided to 
exploit imminent victory 
in North Africa (see facing 

page) by launching a new ee

front in Italy. This would 
enable them to threaten
Germany itself  from the 
south, using Sicily as a 
springboard for the assault. 
On 10 July “Operation 
Husky” began. The Allied 
advance was sluggish,
however, and allowed time 
for Germany’s General 
Kesselring to evacuate more than 
100,000 of  his soldiers back to the Italian 
mainland on 11–12 August.

SALERNO 
The fall of  Mussolini’s regime on 25 July 
brought forward Allied plans to invade 
southern Italy. By the time an armistice 
with the new Italian government was
announced on 8 September, BrBrititisish h foforcrceses 
hahadd alalrereada y crosseeed d ovovoo erer i intntntoo o ssososo tututu hhehehernrnn 
ItIt laly. T Thehe fololloloowiwiinngngnggg d ddayayayyy t thhey yy mamamaaaadeddededeedede aa a a 
lalalalalargrgrgger aampmppphihibibibibibibiouououououooooo s s s s lalalalalalallallalaalallaalalaannddndiining ggg aatatat SSSSalalalalalalereererererereernononono,, ,,,

In June 1944 US general Mark Clark 
entered Rome, a German-declared 
“open city” that escaped bombing.
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AllAllA iediededdd bo bo bobobobbb mbibimbm ng inin inn F bFebFebruauaaryry ry ry r 1941944.44.4.4

south of  Naples. However, 
the Germans had been 
pouring reinforcements 
into Italy and resistance
was stiffer than the Allies 
had expected, very nearly 
pushing their forces back 
into the sea.

THE END OF THE 
ITALIAN CAMPAIGNTT

The Allied campaign
never regained its 
momentum, and stalled 
trying to breach a series
of  strong German

defensive lines. A new Allied amphibious 
landing at Anzio, south of  Rome, in
December 1943 became bogged down,
while it required an enormous effort and
almost five months ( January to May 
1944) to clear the Germans from their
positions around Monte Cassino.
Even after they finally reached Rome 
on 4 June 1944, the Allies failed to 
exexplplp ioitt t ththth ieieir rr vivictcttorororyy,y,y, aa andnddnd tt thehehhe G ererrmamamamansnsn   
finfinfin lalalllylylyy s surururreererendnddnddeerereredededded ii i iin n nn ItItItIItIt lllalalalaly y yy y y yy onononnonononlylylylylyyy o on n n
22 222 MaMaMaMaMaMaMMaMMaM yyy yy 11119191945454454545445, ata  thhe vverery y yy enenenennnne dd d d dd d fofofofofooof ttt ttt hhehehehehhehe w ww w wwararararaaar...
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Throughout 1940, US president
Roosevelt looked on with alarm as the 
Japanese steadily encroached on new 
territory, occupying northern Indochina 
in July 1940. Meanwhile, the powerful
Japanese naval lobby pressed for a 
pre-emptive strike against the USA to 
cripple its military capacity before 
it could react to Japan’s advances. 
Finally, on 1 December 1941, Japanese
emperor Hirohito approved the order 
for an attack on the main US Pacific 
naval base at Pearl Harbor in Hawaii.

THE JAPANESE ATTA ACKTT
Although intercepted intelligence had 
given indications that an attack of  some 
sort might occur, the Americans were 
totally unprepared when the large
Japanese task force, including six aircraft 
carriers, began its attack on 7 December.
The Japanese commander, Admiral
Nagumo, launched two waves of
bombers and fighters against the 
US base, an hour apart. Some 18 US 
naval vessels were sunk, including eight 
battleships, and nnneaeaearlrllllyyy y y y y yy 40404040404044 0 0 0 0 0 aiaiaircrcrcrcraft wwwerere e 

destroyed (with the loss of  just 29 
Japanese planes). The only consolation 
for America was that its two aircraft
carriers were – by chance – absent from 
Pearl Harbor that day. The following day 
in Congress, President Roosevelt described 
the Japanese attack as a “date which will
live in infamy” and declared war on
Japan. Germany and Italy declared war 
on the UUUUUUUUSASASASASASAS ttt t thrhrhrrhhh eee days later.r  

TThTheTheTheThTTTh  US U  baattlttllesesheshipsipsips WesWeWest Vt VVirgirgirginiinininiaaaa anannnnn anndd dd d 
TenTenTTTeTenTe neesesseeeee abbbaa llazazzzzaze ae aee fteftefteeeeer Jr Jr Jr JJJapaapapaapan’sn s aaaaattatatatatatatt atattattttttactactactactactact kkkkkkk k
ononon onnon PeaPPeaPeaaPe llrl rllrl HaHarHHHHaarbborboborborrorbb T. T.. T. Thehhe h WesWWWesWeesWesWesWese t Vt VVVVVVVt t Viirgrgirgiirgirgirgii iniiiiniiiaaaaaaaaaa wawwawwawawaaawwaw wawawaw wawwwaawa wasssssssssss s 
rererepeprre airiaaaired ed edd anddandandandannd rere rere  rereturturturttuurrturnednednededdddned totto tot t  seseseseseee sesseservirvirviirvirviirr cce cee eecececee iniininn i 1999419419441941944419944444444.4.4.44.44.44.444
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This Japanese military flag inscribed with prayers is
an example of the potent mix of nationalism and 
religious sentiments that inspired Japanese soldiers.
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The Japanese bombing of
Pearl Harbor (see facing page)ee
was followed by an attack 
on the British-held
territories of  Malaya and
Singapore. Japan’s armies
rapidly swept aside British
defences in Malaya, using 
surprise and mobility to 
compensate for a lack of  
heavy equipment such as
tanks. By 12 February 1942, 
Japanese forces had landed 
in Singapore, a fortress-city 
that was supposedly the 
British bastion in Southeast Asia. Three 
days later its commander, Lieutenant-
General Arthur Percival, surrendered his 
100,000-man command, the largest 
surrender in British military history.

THE PHILIPPINES AND BURMA
At the same time, the Japanese moved 
against the Philippines – American-held
since 1898 – from bases on Taiwan. By 
late December, Japanese air superiority 
had forced the US general Douglas 

MacArthur to order a retreat to the island 
of  Corregidor. The US defence, though 
spirited, proved hopeless, and on 5 May 
the last American troops surrendered.

To complete their defensive perimeter,
the Japanese moved to secure Burma 
in the west and a string of  Pacific islands 
to the east. They captured the Burmese 
capital Rangoon on 8 March 1942, and 

British troops surrender to the Japanese at 
Singapore. Large numbers would be used by the
Japanese on labour projects in Southeast Asia.

the British evacuated their remaining 
positions in Burma in late April, but the 
Allies’ fighting retreat prevented any 
large-scale Japanese move into India.

In the early part of  1942, the Japanese 
made a series of  amphibious attacks on 
Allied colonies in the Pacific, occupying 
the Dutch East Indies and the British-
held portion of  Borneo, and on 8 March 

landing in New Guinea. It now seemed 
conceivable that they might even invade
Australia from the north, and the
catastrophic Japanese defeat of  a joint
Allied fleet at the Battle of  the Java Sea 
on 27 February made the situation seem 
even more irrecoverable. In the event, 
however, this would prove to be the high 
tide of  the Japanese advance.

nnn SE AsisisiA a, a,aa PacPaPa ificficc is isii lanlands s ds      d d d d d d DecDeDecDeDDeDD embbmbber erer er err 1941941941941949494441–M1–M1–M1–M1–M1 M1–Marccrcarccarcarcccch 1h 1h 1h 1h 1h 1h 1h 1119429429429494294294942
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“THE WORST DISASTER AND 

LARGEST CAPITULATION IN 

BRITISH HISTORY.”
Winston Churchill on the surrender of Singapore to the Japanese, 1942
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After almost four years of  
planning, a combined 
American, British,
Canadian, and Free 
French force launched 
Operation Overlord to 
wrest control of  Europe
from Germany. It began 
on “D-Day”, 6 June 
1944, on the coast of
northern France. The 
Germans believed that
any Allied landings would 
occur near Calais, on the
eastern north coast, so 
were underprepared when the 
attack came in Normandy. 

More than 7,000 Allied naval 
vessels were involved in the 
preliminary bombardment of  German
positions and the subsequent landings. 
The largest of  the five assault areas 
was at Coleville-sur-Mer, codenamed 
Omaha Beach. Heavy Allied air and 
naval bombardment, effective at the four 
other landing points (Utah, Gold, Juno,
and Sword), had made little impact on
the well-prepared German positions at
Omaha, and the US 1st and 29th 

Infantry Divisions suffered 
enormous casualties. By early 
afternoon, the US had 
secured a small strip of  
beach, 9.7km (6 miles) wide 
and about 3.2km (2 miles)

deep, but at the cost of  
3,000 casualties.

THE BEACHHEAD
EXPANDS

Meeting with 
less resistance at 

tthththt e other bebeacachehes,s, 
hthe Allies landededd 1130,,00000 trtrroooooopspspsppp  

bbbby nightfall. SiSix xx daaysys l laterr, thhthhtheeyey hh hadada  
linked togetheherr ththe fivfivee bebeaacacchhhhh eaeae dsdsds i inntntoo 
a continuououus front andd c ouldld l anand d
armouredd vehehicicles,s, h heaeavyvyvy a a artrtrtililililleleleleryryryryry, ,,
and a stream of  troooops.. Despite
these reinforcemenentsts, , ththe
campaign in NoNorrmanandy 
went slowly. Allied forces 
under the British gegeneerarall 
Bernard MoMontgomeeryry 
stalled inn f front ooff  CaCaeen, 

US army field telephones enabled
rapid communications from the
front line to headquarters units.

nnnn Franceee    d d d dd JunJunJunJJJJ e–AAuguuguguuguugugugugussst sts 19444444
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A veteran of World War I (who was severely 
wounded in France in 1914), Montgomery
(1887–1976) took command of the British 
8th Army in North Africa during World War II. 
His meticulous planning led to the defeat 
of the German field marshal Rommel at 
El Alamein in October 1942. Montgomery
could be overcautious, which hampered 
his operation to take Caen after D-Day.
Confident of his own importance, he 
quarrelled with General Eisenhower, the 
US commander in chief in western Europe, 
which almost led to his dismissal in 1945.

BERNARD MONTGOMERY
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which had been a D-Day 
objective, and it took a 
major offensive to secure 
the city’s fall on 18 July. 
The Germans had 
defended well, but their 
losses, including 2,000 
tanks, made victory 
impossible. Hitler refused 
to sanction tactical 
withdrawals, demanding that every inch 
of  ground be defended. The Allies, in 
turn, were hampered by the difficult 
Normandy terrain and by bad weather,
which prevented them from effectively 
employing their more than ten-to-one 
superiority in aircraft.

THE FALAISE POCKET
Onn 2 255 JuJulyly t thehe U USS 7t7thh ArArmym  advanced 
ssososo tutututttthhhhhh thththththththrorororrorougugugghhh h StStStSt L LLL Lôôô,ô,ô, cc cleleleeararararinninngg ththee wawayy fofor 
anan a advdvanancece t towoowarardsdds P P Parariiisis. AAAAA A A GeGeGermrmrmanann  
cocoununteteroooffeff nsivivivee e enenne dedeedeeddd d wiwwwiwithth aaalmlllllmlml ososostt t t alalalll 
theee GeGeGeGermrmmrr annn t ttroror opps s ininnnnnn N N NNooorro maandndndndyyy y 
pepepep nnnnnnededdd ii i intntoo o aa a popooockckkcketetet aaarrorounnd d FaFaFalalalalaiisisisisisiseeeee.e  

When Hitler did allow a retreat, on
16 August, it was too late for the 25,000 
German soldiers who were taken prisoner.

On 19 August, the first Allied units
crossed the Seine, threatening German
control of  Paris. A second Allied landing 
in France, on the southern Riviera,
captured Toulon and Marseilles by the
end of  August. By pushing north towards
Lyons, this advance threatened to trap 
German forces between its forces and thehe 
adadvance from NNorormam ndy. 

The French city of Caen in 
Normandy was largely destroyed by 
Allied bombing and the fighting 
that took place in its streets.

US USUS USS ttrotrooops di disemembbark k inin Normanndydy in JunJununJuJununune e 1199444444444. BBB.. Byy y yyy
333030 0 JunJunJune, e, sosome 885050,0 000 memenn,  , ,, ,  148141111111111 ,000 vehiehiehihiehiclelclecclec s, s, s, s anandndddan  
5757057 ,00,000 tons of suupplpplppliesiesie  ha had bd bd d  d bbd b b bbd bd bd bdd bddd bd ddd bbbeeneeneeeee  pu put ashoshohoh re.eere.ere.re.
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The Allies won a morale-boosting 
victory in France with the recapture 
of  Paris on 24 August 1944, symbolically 
spearheaded by a Free French unit. 
Yet any hope that the war might soon 
be over in western Europe was dashed
by a German recovery. German units in 

Normandy began to regroup and a
series of  strategic miscalculations 
hampered the Allies’ progress.

The Allies captured the Belgian port 
of  Antwerp on 4 September, but then 
stalled. British general Montgomery 
suggested an operation called Market 
Garden to push across the lower Rhine

and into the vital German industrial 
heartland of  the Ruhr. During the 
operation, elements of  a British 
airborne division became trapped at
Arnhem and 6,000 men surrendered
on 21 September. In December, Hitler
made his last throw of  the dice in the 

west, with a massive assault on the
Rhine in the “Battle of  the Bulge”.
More than 500,000 men took part
in the advance, which began on 
16 December. Though initially caught
off-balance by the sheer weight of
German numbers, the Americananna s s heldd 
out at Bastogne, couuuuuntnntn ererrrataa taaaaackckckckckckckkkininnninininnnnnnni gggg ggg g g ggggggg tototototttototot   

“WE WILL FIGHT ON 

TO THE LAST.”
General Krebs, German army Chief of Staff on 1 May 1945, the day before the final surrender of Berlin

On On On 24 2424 AugAugustust 19 1944,444, a small force oe of the 
2nd French Armoured Dd ivivissionn undeerr 
CapCapCapCaptaitaitaitaiain R RRaymaymondndndonon  Dr Dronnonnnee le iberatra ded Paris.s.s. 
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narrow the neck of  the “bulge” of  
German troops, and on 8 January 1945 
the Germans finally retreated. They had 
suffered 100,000 casualties and lost
1,000 aircraft. The Allies finally crossed
the Rhine in force on 24 March, and 
against only patchy resistance reached 
the Elbe, where on 25 April they met up 
with the Russian Red Army who had 
been advancing westwards.

THE TRIUMPH OF THE RED ARMY 
After its sensational victory at Stalingrad 
in January 1943 (see p.343), the Red Army 33

had endured mixed fortunes. They were
driven back at Kharkov following a rapid 
advance westwards, but at
Kursk on 12–13 July, they won 
the largest tank battle in 
history (more than 6,000 tanks 
were engaged). By 6 December 
1943 the Red Army had taken
the Ukrainian capital Kiev. 

After a lull in the fighting 
necessitated by a harsh winter, 
Stalin ordered a new offensive, 
Operation Bagration, to clear 
the German Army Group
Centre from Belorussia. On 
24 June 1944, the Red Army 
launched a vast assault around 
Minsk, with some 2.4 million 
men facing half  that number

of  German defenders. 
The German positions 
collapsed, and by July the 
Red Army was in Poland. 
Pausing on the Vistula in
autumn 1944, while Polish 
insurgents perished in a 
failed anti-German 
uprising in Warsaw, Soviet 
forces finally took Warsaw 
on 17 January 1945, and 

then began the race for Berlin. In 
mid-April the final assault began, with 
two million Soviet troops spearheaded by 
General Zhukov’s 1st Belorussian Army. 
The one million German defenders,
many of  them untrained units and some
soldiers little more than boys, showed a 
fanatical determination to resist, but by 
30 April even Hitler despaired and 
committed suicide. Two days later the
Berlin garrison surrendered. On 7 May, 
Hitler’s successor government at 
Flensburg in northwest Germany signed 
a document of  surrender. The Allies 
designated the following day – 8 May – 
as Victory in Europe (VE) Day.
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The Soviet hammer and sickle flag
was raised on the Reichstag 
building in central Berlin during 
the final German surrender.

The Red Army’s advance into Germany 
caused a mass exodus of civilians, such 
as these refugees seeking desperately
to escape from Berlin.
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THE HOLOCAUST

Jews in Poland and 2.7 million in the 
western USSR – as well as more than
a million in occupied France, the Low 
Countries, Scandinavia, and the 
Balkans – Nazi authorities took 

drdrrasasastitiiccc memem asasurururesesesss t tt ttoooo o “cccccleleleleearararar” JeJeJeJeJewiwiwiwiw shshshshs  
popopupulalatitiononss. I Inn PoPolalandnd, ththee 

EiEinsnsatatzgzgruppppenn ( (acactitionon  nn

grgrgrg oouououpspspsps m mmadadadadee ee pupupup f ffrororoomm m
thththee SSSSS – t thehe e elilitete 
papapararar miimilililitataryryry u unininiitststss o oofff  f ththttheee e

NNaNa iziizi P P Parartttytyy))) ) hheherddrd deded J Jewewss 
iinnttoto rr reesesttrtriicictteteddd arareaeeas offoff  

tototootowwnwnwnns s knkknnknowowoown n asasasas g ghhehetttttoeooess. 

EARLY ANTI-JEWISH MEASURES
When Hitler took power in Germany 
in January 1933, he began a slow 
process of  reducing the civil rights
and economic position of  the 
country’s half-million Jews. They 
were excluded from state office and 
from many professions in 1933–34. 
In September 1935, the Nuremberg 
Laws stripped Jews of  their German 
citizenship and prohibited marriage
or sexual relations between German 
Jews and Aryans. In November 1938, 
widespread violence broke out in a 
pogrom (anti-Jewish riot) known as 
Kristallnacht that destroyed some 7,500 t

Jewish businesses and killed 91 Jews.
ThThThTheeee e GeGeGeGeGermrmrmrmanananana iii invnvnvnvvasassassioioioioonnnn ofoofofo PPP Poloololo anananana ddd 

inin S Sepeptetembmberer 1 1939399 anandd ofof  
thththee e USUSUSSRSRSR ii inn n JuJuJunenene 1 1 194941 1
trtrtrt agagagiciccalala lylyy t ttraraansnssfofoormrmededed 
GGerman ’y’yy s antiti S-Sememititicicic  
popopoliilili icicicieseses. WiWiWiWi hththhh 3 3 3 11.1 mm iililillililiononon 

Among the most pernicious aspects of  German National Socialist 
ideology was its view that Aryans (white Caucasians) were racially 
superior and that other groups, most especially the Jews, were inferior. 
The practical consequence of  this belief  was the Holocaust – the 
deliberate attempt to annihilate the Jewish population of  Europe, 
which resulted in the murder of  some six million Jews by 1945. 

Thee St Sttararar of ofo DavDavDavidid,, ononnce cc a s bymbymbymb lolool 
ofof ofof hophophopope fe fe foor ror a Ja Jewiewishsh homhomhhho elaelael nd,, wa w s useddd 
in Nazi G Germermmanyanyanyanyyy as as  a  a a badadadbadadgege toto o sinsisi gleglegle ou ou out Jtt Jt Jewssewsews....

Half-starved survivors of the camp at Ebensee 
– liberated by the USA on 7 May 1945 – to which 
many former inmates of Auschwitz had been sent. 
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Thousands more went
to labour camps to work 
for the German war 
effort. As German
troops swept in to the 
USSR, the SS shot or 
gassed (in mobile vans)
as many Jews as they 
could find. In Kiev, 33,771 Jews were
marched out to the Babi Yar ravine 
and shot on 29–30 September 1941.

THE “FINAL SOLUTION” 
On 20 January 1942, Reinhard 
Heydrich, head of  the Gestapo, 
summoned senior bureaucrats to a 
villa at Lake Wannsee in Berlin to 
ensure their support for a “Final
Solution” to the Jewish question. 
Jews would be transported to camps 
in eastern Europe, to be worked to 
death or killed on the spot by mass 
gagag ssing gg in sealed chambers. The
bobodidieses w wereree toto b bee buburnrneded i inn huhugege
cremem tatatoriiia stttaffffff dded b b by y JJeJewsws  
thththemememsesesellvlveseses. . TrTrTraiaiainlnlnloaoaoaoadsdsds o o off  f JeJeJe swsws 
ararririivevev dd d atatat t t theehehee ddd ddeaeaea hthth c ccccamamamamampspspspspp  – 
AAuAAuscscschhwhhwiititzz,z BB B lelelzezecc, CC Chhehellmlmmnonono, 

MMaMajdjdjdanan kekek, , SSoSobbibibibóbóbór,r, aaa ndndnd 
TrTTrTTrebbebblililili knknkn aa – ffrfromomo  

ococcucupipipip edded a aandddnd A AAxixiss 

Europe (except Bulgaria, whose king 
refused to co-operate). Only when
the Soviet Red Army advanced
westward in 1944–45 did the camps 
cease work. Even then the suffering 
was not over. Many thousands died 
in “Death Marches”, during which 
they were herded, starving and 
freezing, deeper west into Germany.

After the war the Allies tried 
22 leading Nazis at Nuremberg in 
1945–46 for the atrocities. Twelve 
were sentenced to death and six to 
long periods of  imprisonment. Of  
the Europepep an JJJews who had suffered 
ththee HoHololocacausustt, o onlnlyy ararououndnd 3 30000 0,00000 
susurvrviiiviv ddeded, , ananddd d mamanyny o offf  f  ththththesese e wowo llululddd d 
nononooott t tt rerereeettutututurnrnrn t t too o thththeieieiee rr r hohohomememelalalandndnd, , 
chchchchoooooooosisisissingngngngg iii insnsnsnsteteteteadadadaad ttt ttoooo ememememigigigiggrarararatetetete tt t toooo ththththeeee 
nenneww JeJe iwiwi hshsh SS Statatete o off  f  f IsIsrara lelelel ( ( ((sesseee p.p.p.p 383844))).444

Top Nazi leaders faced trial at 
the Allied Military Tribunal in
Nuremberg in January 1946 for 
atrocities against the Jews. 

RaiRailwalwalway tty trracracksks l lead dd to to thethethe ma ma main gatgatgateseses es ofof 
thetthetthe AuAuu Auuschschchchsschsc witwiwiwitwiwitz ccz cz coonconconcenttntentntenn ratratratrationionionion ca caca ca cacammpmpmp,mmp, inii in whhwh whwhhichichichch 
aroaroundund a  a milmililllioliol n Jn Jewssews wewewerrere murmurdderder ddeded.
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In early 1942, the Japanese
sought to complete their outer 
perimeter in the southern
Pacific by seizing the 
remainder of  southern New
Guinea. A large Japanese naval 
force set out in May 1942, but 
at the Battle of  the Coral Sea 
the Americans turned them back 
with large losses. A far more 
significant setback came at the Battle 
of  Midway in early June. The 
Japanese admiral Yamomoto 
intended to surprise the US fleet 
at the American-held Midway 
Islands. However, US 
intelligence had cracked the 
Japanese message codes, and the US 
Navy was well prepared for their arrival.
Yamamoto, moreover, had wrongly 
calculated that the two US aircraft
carriers would not be present at Midway. 
In the ensuing battle, Japan lost four 
aircraft carriers and hundreds of  pilots 
(some 70 per cent of  its total). At the end 
of  1942, Japanese success on land also 
petered out as US naval superiority 

pushed Japan out of
Guadalcanal in the Solomon 
Islands by February 1943.

Later in 1943 the tide of  war 
in the Pacific turned even more 

in favour of  the Allied powers, 
largely because Japan struggled to 

match the extraordinary military and 
industrial resources of  the
USA. In June 1943, General 

MacArthur ordered Operation
Cartwheel, designed to 

neutralize Japan’s bases on
New Guinea and the nearby island 

of  New Britain. Although Japanese
troops held out until the end of  the war, 
they were confined to the mountains and
posed no real further threat to the Allies.

ISLAND-HOPPING
In November 1943, the Americans
continued their “island-hopping” strategy 
with the conquest of  the Gilbert Islands,
although the fierce resistance of  even 
very small garrisons there showed the
difficulties the USA might face in 
pressing its campaign to a successful
conclusion. They then continued on to 
seize the Gilbert and Marianas islands, 
from where they could launch direct aiaiirrr 
attacks against Japan.

During 1944 and 1945, US pooowwwerr 
at sea and in the air began tototo hh have e 
a decisive effect. A sea blloooco kadede of  f
Japan cut off all imports, , ssststrrangngglililingngng  
the Japanese war econooomymyyy. AAnAnototottheheheherr 
pivotal US naval victorryry aat thththe e BaBaatttttllel  
of  Leyte Gulf  in Octoboboberr 11949449 44 opoppenenededd  
the way for the USA ttoto rregaaainn ththhee 
Philippines. Landingggggssss atatt LLL LLLeeyeyeyeeyyeyeyeyyytteetetetetee ooooo o o ooonnnnnnnn n n n 
20 December met oonno lylyyy  llllliiigiggghhhthttttthtththtt r rrrrrrrrrresesseesseeseseseseseesisisiiisisisissisisisssttatatatatttatattataatatancncncncnncncncncncnceeeeeee,eee,e,e,,,  
and by March 194445,5,,55,5,5,  tt tthheheheehhee UUUUUUUU USASAAAAASAASAAAS  hhhh hhhhhadadadadddaddaaaaddaddad  
liberated the Philippppppipiipip nenenneene c cc c capaaapappppitittititttalalalallaalaal oooooo oo  oooof  f  f  f  fffff  f  f  f  

The Burma Star was a medal awarded to
Commonwealth military personnel who
served in Burma between 1941 and 1945.

A US-supplied M5 tank manned by a Chinese crew in 
northern Burma in 1944. Long-time adversaries of the
Japanese, the Chinese fought for the Allies in Burma.
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Manila. Meanwhile, in January 1945, the 
British advanced back into Burma and 
by early May had secured the entire 
central area of  the country. 

IWO JIMA TO SURRENDER
In February 1945, the USA invaded Iwo 
Jima. It secured the island in several 
hard-fought weeks, and at the cost of  
23,000 Marine casualties, to provide 
a base for fighters to support US 

bombing raids on mainland Japan. 
The USA now launched 

a series of  devastating strikes on Tokyo,
which on 9–10 March caused a 
firestorm that killed around 100,000 
Japanese citizens. 

Japan’s island-garrisons were isolated 
and picked off one by one by the USA, 
but although it could clearly no longer 
win the war, Japan was refusing to accept 
defeat. The fanatical resistance on the 
small island of  Okinawa, where 120,000 
Japanese troops – of  whom just 7,500 
survived – fought back from 26 March to 
30 June, demonstrated how bloody the 
inininvavv sisionon o of  the Japapp nese home islands 
mimighghtt bebeee. ItIt w wasas tt tthhhihis s reeeesisisistststtanaance that led
Prreesesiddidenentt TrrTrummmumananan tt to o sasasancncnctiitionon ttt thhehe 
dddrrd oopopppipingngn  oof  f atatatomommo icccc bb b bomomo bsbsb  ooo on nn thththeee 
JJaJaJaJ ppapaaneneeeessessesese cc cciititititieieieeeess ss ofoffofofofofofo HHHHH H HHiririririri ososoososo hihiiiiihih mamaamamaaam a a andndnd
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The Supreme Allied Commander in the 
Pacific, US general Douglas MacArthur 
(1880–1964) was born into a military 
family and began his military career in 
World War I. He rose to the rank of Army
Chief of Staff in the interwar years. At the
end of World War II, he became Supreme 
Allied Commander in Japan, overseeing its 
reconstruction and the drafting of a new
Japanese constitution. In 1950–51, he led 
United Nations forces in Korea, but after a 
disagreement with President Truman was
relieved of his command in April 1951.

WORLD WAWW R II

GENERAL DOUGLAS MACARTHUR
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THE ATOM BOMB

prppresesidididennnenttt t HaHaHarrrrrryyy SS.S. T T Trururumamamann,n, w w whohoh  w wasas  
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THE NUCLEAR RACE
In 1938, German scientists Otto 
Hahn and Fritz Strassmann had split
uranium atoms by bombarding them 
with neutrons. Known as “nuclear 
fission”, this process had obvious 
military uses, and scientists in the 
UK and USA grew concerned that 
Germany might use itit t to o mamakeke  
bobobombmbmbsss. I I IIn n n AAuAuAAuguguguststst 1 1 1939393999,9 A AAlblblberee t t
EiEinsn teeini  wrorootete to PPresidenntt RoRoososevevelelt 
uru gigg ngggg him ttto o tataatakekee a aactctctiioioioionn. TTT Thhehehh
prpresesiddididenentt seset t tt upupuup t  thhehe U Urararaaniiniummummmm 
CCCCoCoCoCoommmmmmmmm itititteteteeeee ttotototoo p purrrursusususuee rerreeseseearrarchhchchch,, , ,
anannananddddd afafafafafaftetteteteterr thththththe e USUSUSUSUUSSA AA A eneneenennteetetereereereredd dd dd thhhthhhhththe eee wawaaawawar rrr
innin DDDDD Dececececceceeemememmbebebbeberr rr 191919414141444 , , , hhehehehe ee  e eststststs abababablililiishhshshshededededed 
ththhthththeeeee MaMaMaMaaMaaaaManhnhnhnhnnnn atatatatatata tattatan nnn PrPrPPrPP ojojojojojjeeceect t 
totototooo a a cccccccccc elelleee ererrereee atatata e e UUSUSUSUUSUS
dddedededeedeeevevevevellollololololopmppmpmpmenenee t t offfofoff aa a a a an nnnnn
exexexexplplplpplppp oosossoosivivivveeeee ee nununuunnunuclclclclccleaeaeae rrr r dedededd viviivvivv cececec . . 
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Scientists discovered the awesome power of  nuclear fission just before 
World War II, and warring countries raced to develop the first atomic
bomb. The world became aware of  America’s scientific victory when
it dropped bombs on two Japanese cities – Hiroshima and Nagasaki – 
destroying them within seconds. The development of  these weapons 
was to play a large part in the ensuing Cold War (see pp.360–61).

The “Fat Man” plutut iononium um bbombomobombbbb drdr droppopp deded bbyby thethe 
B-29 bomber Bock’s Car on Nagasaki was just 1.5m r
(5ft) in diameter, but kkilled tens of thousands.
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Boy” over the city of  
Hiroshima. The bomb 
exploded 600m (1,950ft) 
above the city with a
blast equivalent to
13 kilotons of  TNT. 
An estimated 90,000
people were killed instantly; another 
50,000 died later from wounds or 
radiation poisoning. Around 90 per 
cent of  Hiroshima’s buildings were 
damaged or destroyed in the blast.

ThThe e secondnd b bommb b wawas s dedeststinineded  
foforr r thhthe e tototownwwn oo of  f  KoKokura, but this was 
shshshhhrororouuduudududededee  in clououd d onon t thehe m mororniningn  
ofofof 9 9 99 A AA Auguggguusussuusttt 19191 454545,, , so the UUS
bobombbmbererrerrr hhh hh hheaeaeaeaeaeaeaddededdeddd d fofof r the e ciciittyty offf  
NNaNaNaaN gaggasaasakikikiikikkikikikkikikkikki iiiiii iiinssnsnnnnnn teteteadadadad.. . AtAAAt 1 11:1:02202amamamm ii itsts 
“F“FFFatatataattta M M M Mananannnananann”” ”” ”” ” bbobobobbombmbmmbbmmbmb d dddddd delelelelleelee iiviviivivvererererrededed 2 22 2 22
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bybbbbyby tttt thehehehhheheeee eeeee eeeenddndndddddnddnddndndndndndnnd ooooooo o fff  ffff  thththththe e eee e yeyeeyeyeyearararaa ...

WORLDWIDE DEVELOPMENT
The USA quickly lost its nuclear 
monopoly after the war, as the 
USSR, Britain, France, and China
developed nuclear weaponry. The
tstockpkpililining ofof l large nuclelear arsenalals s 

in the USSR and USA created a
bbalance  ofof  t errrror bbebetwwtweeeen ththheee twtwoo 
popoowew rs that waas s to pplay yy a largge part 
in thhhe C Cold WaWaarr,, ww whihihihichcccch d ddomoominatatt deded 
woworllrllrldddd poppopp lililitititics f frororom mm hththee lalalatetet 1 194949440s00s 
tototototo t thehehehe e eearrara lylyl  1 199990s0s. .. IssIIsrarraraelel, , InInIndididia,a,a,a,  
PaPaPaPPakkikik ststanannan, annnannddd d NoN rtrth hh KoKoKoKooK rereeerreeaaa a a a wewwewww ntnt o onn nnnn 
tototototooto dddd devevvevevelellelelllopopopopop n  nnucucucleelleleaararar b bbbbomomoombsss a aaaandndnddndndnd 
ararrarara sseses nanalllsls bbb bbbyyyy y y y hhhththhheeeeee eeaeaeaeaee rlrlrlrlrly yy y 212112121ststststst c c cenenenentuuuuryryyyryy.

The ruins of Hiroshima’s
Museum of Science and 
Technology in the aftermath of 
the atomic bomb, which totally 
destroyed 48,000 buildings.

WORLD WAR II
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In 1945 the Allied 
powers met at Yalta in 
the Crimea and Potsdam 
in Germany to shape
post-war Europe. 
Stalin’s insistence that 
the Soviet sphere be
extended to cover 
eastern Poland and the 
Baltic states raised 
anxieties about his 
expansionist ambitions.

HARD TIMES
Concern over Stalin’s
intentions had led the 
British government 
to support Greek 
anti-Communist rebels 
in the Greek Civil War that erupted in 
December 1944. Yet economic hardship 
in the devastated Western economies 
threatened to secure communist influence
just as much as Stalin’s more direct 
diplomatic thuggery. Shortages were dire 
in 1947, partly due to the shattered state 

For muuchchhhhc  ooof  ff thhhhhe e 2020202000202020202020200200000000thththththththtththhththththhhhhhhhthth cccccccc cccc cc ccccennneneeneeneneeeeeneeneneneennnntutututt ryryryryyyyyyyyyyyyy a a aaaaaaaaaaaaaafftftftftfftererererererrererrererrerree  WWWWWWWW W WWWWWWororrorrrrrorrorrorrooooo ldldldldldldldllddldlldldldldldldldldldldldldldldlddddd W W ararar I I II,IIIIII,I, EE E E E uuurrru oopopppoooppoopoppe e
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of  European post-war 
industry, and France and 
Italy suffered strikes.

THE PARIS CONFERENCE
Allied plans to revive 
western Germany were 
opposed by the USSR, 
which wanted to leech
reparations from 
Germany’s economy, 
not to repair it. US 
Secretary of  State 
George C. Marshall 
announced a new 
European Recovery 
Program (the “Marshall 
Plan”) in May 1948,
offering economic aid

to speed Europe’s recovery. Stalin 
forbade Eastern European countries from 
participating, so only western European
nations assembled in Paris in July to 
discuss the plan. The US was ultimately 
to disburse some $12 billion of  aid to the 
16 participating countries by 1952.

nnn W EEurororourope pepe    d d d 194194119 8–18–11952952522
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George C. Marshall was awarded 
the Nobel Peace Prize in 1953 for his 
development of the Marshall Plan.
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Czech demonstrators mount a 
Soviet tank following the Warsaw
Pact invasion in August 1968.

After World War II, it was clear to many 
politicians that Europe needed a 
mechanism to co-ordinate its economies,
and, among idealists and pragmatists 
alike, a desire emerged to build a 
political structure to ensure that no 
further war between the major European 
powers would ever again devastate the
continent. In 1950, Jean Monnet devised 
the “Schumann Plan”, which led to the
founding of  the European Coal and 
Steel Community (ECSC) in 1950.
This pooled the coal and steel resources 

Although Communist parties had 
actively resisted German occupation in 
some countries of  Eastern Europe, their 
pre-eminent role from the late 1940s 
onwards owed as much to Stalin’s brutal 
suppression of  other political groups as 
to their real level of  popular support.

THE IMPOSITION OF COMMUNISM
In January 1947 the Peasants’ Party of  
Poland was robbed of  probable elecectitiiionononnnn  
victory by falsified results. Stubbboorrrrnnnnn n n 
anti-Soviet resistance in Czechohoooslslllllloovooovvvovvvakakakakkakakakakkiiiaiaiaiaaaaaaaa 
was subdued by the mysteriouuuss s s s deddedededededeeeeeaatatataatatatataattthhh hhh h h h h h ofofofofoofoofoofffof   
two leading anti-Communinissttst mmmmmmmmm mmmmmiininininininnninnnnniisiisisiisisisissssii tttttetetetetteeteersrsrsrssrssssrsrrssrsrsrsssrs    
early in 1948. For almost 404000  yyy  yyyyyyeeeeeaeaaaaaaaeeeeeeaaaaaaaae rsrrrssrsrsrsrsrsrsrrs,, , ,,, , ,
most central and Eastern 
European countries livedd  uuuuuuuunnnnddndndndndnndnndndndddnnndnnn eeeerrererrerr 
brutal Communist regimmeesessss..  

Following Stalin’s deaththhhh
in 1953, some countries 
made bids for greater 
independence. In 1956, 

of  France, Germany, Italy, Belgium,
Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. 
In 1957, the Treaty of  Rome established
the European Economic Community 
(EEC), with these countries as founder 
members. The EEC allowed free 
movement of  goods, services, and labour 
between member states and promoted 
greater economic integration. Initially 
Britain stood aside, suspicious of  ceding 
control over its own economic affairs, but
it finally joined in 1973, and by 1986 the
EEC had 12 members.

the Hungarian leader Imre Nagy 
announced the end of  one-party rule by 
the Communists, the expulsion of  Soviet
troops, and Hungary’s withdrawal from 
the Warsaw Pact (see p.361) – but 
Hungarian hardliners and Soviet forces 
soon snuffed out his revolution. Similarly, 
in 1968, Alexander Dubček tried to 
implememenentt ece onomomicic aaaanddndn  p pp lololititicicalal 
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THE COLD WAR

formation of  the Federal Republic RR
of  Germany. The Cold War riftWW
between the USA and USSR now
seemed irresolvable; furthermore, 
it was given a new edge by the 
USSR’s first atomic weapons test 
in August 1949. 

As each side’s sphere of  influence 
in Europe solidified, the Cold War WW
spread globally to areas where the 
two “superpowers” – the USSR and 
the USA – could operate through
proxies. The victory of  Mao 
Zedong’s Communists in the Chinese 
Civil War in 1949 opened up yet WW
another front – one that was to lead 
to enormous problems for the US
side. Mao began to enact his own
foreign policy initiatives, into which 
the USA would become entangled 
during the Korean War (WW see p.394)44

and the Vietnam War (WW see p.395).55

EARLY CONFRONTATIONS
The first real crisis of  the Cold War WW
almost brought the two sides to
open warfare. Early in 1948, the 
Western Allies proposed to unite WW
their sectors of  Berlin (which was 
isolated deep inside the Soviet zone 
of  occupation in Germany) into a 
single unit. The Soviets retaliated 
by cutting off  land routes into those 
sectors. Far from capitulating, 
however, Britain, France, and the
USA decided to launch an airlift, 
and for 11 months they delivered 
enough supplies to feed WestWW
Berlin’s two million people.

THE COLD WAR GROWS
In April 1949, 12 Western countries WW
formed the North Atlantic Treaty TT
Organization (NANN TOAA ), a mutual
self-defence pact clearly aimed at 
the USSR, and a month later the
Western Allies announced the WW

Tensions over the post-TT World WW War II settlement between Britain and WW
the USA on one hand, and the USSR on the other, led one Soviet 
official to state in 1947 that the world was now split between Western WW
imperialists and socialist anti-imperialists. Countries around the world 
aligned themselves with one of  the two groupings, beginning a Cold 
War – a state of  political hostility that stopped short of  actual warfare.WW

During the Berlin airlift, the Western Allies 
delivered some 2.3 million tons of food to 
the city on more than 277,000 flights.

Cold War allies Fidel Castro (left) and Nikita tt
Khrushchev show fraternal solidarity during 
the Cuban leader’s visit to Moscow in 1963.
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“FROM STETTIN 

IN THE BALTIC 

TO TRIESTE IN 

THE ADRIATIC, AN

IRON CURTAIN 

HAS DESCENDED 

ACROSS THE

CONTINENT.”

Winston Churchill, in a speech at Fulton,
Missouri, USA, 5 March 1946

EUROPE AFTER WORLD WAR II

THE CUBAN MISSILE CRISIS
Although Nikita Khrushchev, Soviet
leader from 1953, sought to promote
a policy of  “peaceful coexistence” 
with the West, it did not prevent him WW
from founding the Warsaw WW Pact in 
1955 as a military organization to 
confront NATONN . In 1962 a serious 
crisis developed when Khrushchev 
despatched nuclear missiles to bases 
in Cuba, then controlled by Fidel 
Castro’s communist regime. This 
posed a very real threat to the USA, 
which considered invading Cuba or
launching air strikes in response. Two TT
weeks of  knife-edge negotiations 
finally convinced the Soviets to
back down and withdraw 
their weapons. 

THE ENNDD OFOF TTHEHEE CCCOOLOLLDDD WAWAWAWAWAWARRR
The suuperpoowwewerrsrsss cconnnno itititit nnunununuuedededed 
to stotototocckpip le  nnuccccuucllleleararrrrr m m m mmmisisi siles
throrouugu hoh ututt t heheeheehe  19979797979 0s00s0  anddd ’’808080ss.s.
AA  pperrioi d ofof  eeeeeeaasaa inninnning g gg tensnssn iioon n n inininn tt thheheehe  AA
1999970s, wwhheh nn n tththheee ee twtwwwoo o o sissiisiddedededdedess  ceceeaasasededed 
tooto postutuurere  qqqqqquiuiuiiitteteteee so o o o oopopopoppopeeenenennlylylyyly, , wwawaass noonoonn t tttt 

matched by any reduction in the
destructive pop wer of  their arsenals.
AAA s sserere ieieiesss  ofofofof S SS Strtrtrtratatatategegegegicicicic  AAA AAArmrmrmss LLLiimimitititattatioioionsnss  
TTTTTTalallalalalksskksks ((( (((SSSSSTTTTTTTT ALALALA TTT)))) ) )) hhahahaddd d bbebebeb gugugug nnn iininin tttt thehehehehe llll latatatatateee eee
191919191919606060s,,,, bbbbutuutut a agrgrgrgg eeeeeemeemementntnttt oo oonnn rereealalala  

rrrereedudduduductctcttioiioonsnsns wwwasasas rr reaeaeachhhchch dedeedd o o llnlnn y y 
iiininn t thehehe eeeeararrllyy 11199999990s00s0s, , , whwhwhw eneneneen tt thehehe 

UUUUSSSSSSSSSSRRRRRR  ww wwwasaasaas fff ffiinnininalalalalllylylyy o ooonn n n thhthhee e e 
vvvvevevvevvv rgrgrgrggee eeee oofffofofoo c c cololololo lallalaaaappspppp e e anannnd dddd ththhhhthheeee 

CCCCoooC ldldldddldld WWWWWWarararrrar w ww w wwwasasasasas a attttttt llalalllaststs  WWWWW
ccoocoocoommmimiiimmm ngngnggggggg tt t t ttt to o ananaana  e eeendndndndnnnd..

hThe USUS NavNavNavvvvy Ty Ty TTTTridridrididri enentent m mmmimimmmissssissississiilelelele ga ggagavve veve e e e reareareaeaealitlitlitlity ty ty tty tto o oooo
theh  iddea ea off of oofof MMMutMutututMu ualualaau l A AsAsAsAsAAAssssursusurrred ededed  DDeDesDesesesesstrttrutrutrutrutruu tctictctiction,on, in inn 
whiicch c wwwwawawaarrirrinrinnri gg ssg ssiiidedeeedeess s wws wwws oououlouloullddd bb bbbbbototothothh bebebb  
desestrororooooyyyeyededddd b bybybybyyyyy aa a  aa aa nnuucccnnununucn lleleaeaeaeaaar cr crr cccononononflnflonflnflicictictcttic ...
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In April 1916, the Easter Rising in
Dublin helped spark war between the 
nationalist Irish Republican Army (IRA)
and the British authorities. In 1922 
Britain sanctioned an independent Irish
Free State (later the Irish Republic),
which excluded the areas in the north 
of  Ireland that had a Protestant (and 
pro-British) “Unionist” majority; these 
were retained within the UK.

THE YEARS OF VIOLENCE
In 1968–69, rising tensions between
Catholic and Protestant communities led 
to renewed violence. A new nationalist 
group, the Provisional IRA, emerged in 
1969 to push for the violent expulsion of
the British authorities from Northern 
Ireland. It was matched by Protestant
paramilitary groups, such as the Ulster
Volunteer Force (UVF), established in
1966. Two decades of  violence followed,
including “Bloody Sunday”
onon 3 30 0 JaJanuary 197272, when 
British security forces
hshshoto  ddeaead d

13 Catholic protestors, and the IRA 
bombing of  a Birmingham pub on 
21 November 1974, killing 21 people. 

Normal political life did not return to 
the province until the late 1990s. The 
Provisional IRA declared a final ceasefire 

in 1997 and began negotiations that
would finally lead to a power-sharing 
government with Protestant Unionists. 
The “Troubles”, though, had left in
their wake more than 3,000 dead and 
a legacy of  sectarian mistrust.

A mA muraural il inn a PrP oteotestastantnt disdist itri tct ofof BelBelfasfastt, NorNorthethern 
Irelana d’s capital, shows the “loyalist”t  groups

thathat ft fougought ht natnationionalialistst parparamiamilitlitariariees.
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“BLOODY SUNDAY 

...WAS SHEER 

UNADULTERATED 

MURDER.”

Coroner Major Hubert O’Neill, 21 August 1973
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Nationalists in Basque Spain had claimed 
independence in the 19th century, but
the region suffered under Franco’s 
repressive regime (see p.336). Extremists66

formed the armed group ETA (Euskadi ta 

Askatana, or “Homeland and Liberty”) in
1959 to fight for independence. 

At first attacking the local infrastructure,
in 1968 ETA moved on to violent terrorist
attacks, killing a police chief  in August
that year. In 1973, the group assassinated 

Admiral Luis Carrero Blanco, Franco’s 
designated successor. After Franco’s 
death, some autonomy was granted to
the Spanish provinces, with particularly 
wide powers ceded to the government 
of  the Basque region. ETA, though, 
did not cease its violent campaign,
continuing to demand full independence. 
Abortive ceasefires from 1998 have
always been followed by new bombings
and shootings, some of  them fatal.

nnn Spaain in       d d d 1951951 9–p9–p9 reresententnt
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In 1964, Leonid Brezhnev 
became Soviet leader,
succeeding Nikita 
Khrushchev. Under his 
governance, the Soviet 
economy stagnated, and 
there were often shortages 
of  manufactured goods. 
Senior party officials 
had access to privileges 
unattainable to many 
people, and although 
the Soviet security forces 
– notably the KGB – 
relentlessly persecuted dissidents, by 
the late 1980s the system seemed on the 
point of  collapsing beneath the weight 
of  its own inefficiency and corruption.

THE FAILURE OF REFORM
Mikhail Gorbachev became Soviet 
leader in 1985, and at once publicly 
acknowledged the faults in the system. 
While never questioning Lenin’s view 
of  the prime importance to Russia of  
the Communist Party, he argued that
perestroika (“restructuring”) was needed 
to streamline it and that a new openness 

(glasnost(( ) was needed to allow a debate on tt

how best to repair the Communist regime. 
Cautious reforms included limited rights 
for private enterprise (introduced in 
1987–88), but talk of  change provoked 
demands for more, and Gorbachev was
overtaken by events. In 1988, the Eastern
bloc countries threw off communism and 
in 1991 Gorbachev, who had made 
himself  president with executive powers
the previous year, was overthrown.

nnn USSSSR, R, R, R, E EE EE Euroope pe     dd 198191985–15–5–15–15–15–15–11999919
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British prime minister Margaret Thatcher met 
Mikhail Gorbachev in Moscow in 1987. He was, she 
once remarked, a man “we can do business with”.

EUROPE AFTER WORLD WAR II
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In 1980 striking shipyard workers in 
Gdansk, Poland, forced the Communist 
government to allow workers to form an 
independent trade union – Solidarity – 
led by Lech Walesa. The state struck 
back in December by declaring martial
law, and suppressed Solidarity. The USSR 
could have intervened but chose not to, 
and by 1988, with the economic situation 
deteriorating badly, Poland’s government 

opened talks with the trade unionists and 
agreed to hold elections in June 1989. 
These were meant to yield a coalition 
rule, but ended in Solidarity’s victory. A 
non-communist – Tadeusz Mazowiecki 
– became prime minister, dismantling 
the pillars of  communist power. 

In May 1989, streams of  East Germans, 
disenchanted at being denied even the 
gradual change occurring elsewhere in 
the Eastern bloc, began to take refuge 
in gently reformist Hungary – the only 
country they could go to without a visa. 
Hardline East German leader Erich
Honecker demanded Soviet action, but 
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev had
enough on his hands keeping the USSR 
together, and refused to give Honecker 
any assistance. Mass demonstrations
broke out, and the East German 
government panicked. First it tried to 

“THE SOVIET

UNION COULD 

NOT EXIST

WITHOUT THE 

IMAGE OF THE 

EMPIRE!”

Boris Yeltsin, The Struggle for Russia, 1994

Lech Walesa, leader of Solidarity, is carried in triumph
through the streets of Krakow, shortly after the August 
1980 accord that legalized the trade union.

nnn E Eurororour pe,pe,pepe,p  t th t e UUUUSSRSSR      d d d 19819819819819819819889–9–199–99 991199111
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A member of the Communist Central 
Committee in Sverdlovsk from 1981, Boris
Nikolayevich Yeltsin (1931–2007) became 
the party’s chief in Moscow in 1985–87, 
but was sacked amid allegations of 
alcoholism. Yeltsin bounced back and 
by 1990 was chairman of the Russian 
component of the USSR. After the USSR
dissolved, he became President of Russia,
but constitutional crises, Russian losses in 
two invasions of Chechnya, economic
problems, and corruption all tarnished his 
reputation and he resigned in 1999. 

BORIS YELTSIN



purge its own hardliners, and d ttththhenennnnn o ooooonnnnn n n
9 November it announced ththatatt  ttthhheeh BBBBB eeerererrlliliiiinnn nnn 
Wall, which had divided the e e EEaEaaE ssttsteerrrnnn nnn aaaannnnaandd dd 
Western sectors of  the city y siisiinncceee e 111919999996666611116 ,, 
would be opened. East GGerrmmmaannnyy y
collapsed, and became rereuunnititteeddde  wwwwwwwwiitititiithhh h h
West Germany the folloowwwiwingnggngg AAAAuuuugugggggguuuusususuustt.t..t   

The spread of  anti-c-ccoomommo mmmumuuuunnnininiiiisssmmmmmsmsm www ww  wwaasasas 
uncontrollable. In earrllyyy  DDeeceececcceeememmmmmmmmmmbbbbebbeeebbeerr,rr,r, aaa  
“Velvet Revolution” ” ovovvererrre ttthhhhthhhrrrereeereeer wwwww w www ww tththhthththththeee e
communists in Czeechhooosslslslooovovvvvvaakakkakakakkkkkkiiaiaiaaiaaa,,, 
while towards the ennnddd ooofoffoff   
the month the coommmmmmm uunuununnniiisisssstttttt 
dictator of  Romaanniniiaa,a,, NNNNNNNiiciccicoollloololo aaaaeaeeaa  
Ceaucescu, was tooopppppllededddde  
in a much blooddiieeerr ccccooououuuuupp.p.

THE COLLAPSE OOOFF TTHTHHHHEE UUUSSSSSSSRRRR
Waves of  dissenntt nnoooww bbbeegggeganannnannn tt too oo llalaalalalappp ppp
at the USSR ittseellff. TTTThT rrooooouguguggughhohoooohoohoh uuuutut 1119999999999999000 00
Gorbachev struruuggggggleeed ddd ttooto ss stttooooppppp pp ththhthhee e
Union dissolviinngg.. HHeHeee ssttiit llll bbbbbeelllellliieieevvvveveddd d hhehheehh  
could “de-Lenninninizzee”” thheeee e CCCooooCC mmmmmmmmmmmmuunnnnniissst t 
Party, and heldd a a rreeeffefeerereeennnndddndduuuuumummmu  iiiinnnnn 
March 1991 inn wwwhhiicichh h 7777888 ppppeererrre   ccceeenenntt t t oofofof  
voters said thee UUUSSSSRSRRRR ( (((iinnnnnn aaa  mmmmm moooddddoo iififiifififiededeeddd 
form) should sstaayy.  HHHoowowwwo eeevve eerrr,, ooononno  
19 August 19991, , , aa a cocoommmmmmmmmmittetteteee e ee ooooffffo   
communist haarddlliinneerrss s ssttaaataggeeeedd d aaaa 
coup, arrestingg GGGoorrbrbbaacaccchhheeh vv anannnnddd d d hhiiihhiis s s s
advisers, and ddecccllarrriininng gg aaa a a rreeeettuuuuurnnnnrn ttt  ooo ooo 
old-style Sovieet rruuulee.e. BBBBoorrrrisi  YYYeellele tttssst iniininn,,,, 
president of  thhe RRRRuussssisiannnnn  RRRReeepppuuubububbblliiil cccccc 
(part of  the USSSSRRRR),, , rraraalllliiieedd oopoppppininnnini iiioooiooi n nnn 
against the couupp aaaandnddd i t ccocoooolllaaapppsseeeeeddd..d  
Yet nothing waas  eevvverererr ttt hheeeeee  saaammmmeee 
again. On 1 DDecceeembmbbeerr, UUUUUkUkkkkrraraaarraaininnnnee ee
declared its inddepppeenne dded nnccccceee,e,e, aaannddnd 
Gorbachev ressigngnnneeddde . AAtAtt mmmmmiiiiddddnnniiiiigghghhgggghghghhgg t t
on 31 Decembberr 1199999911,, tt thheheehh  
USSR ceased too eeeexixiiissssts ..  
The Communnistt PPaaarrrrtyy,yy,y,  
at the heart off  ppupuubblliicicc 
life since 19177, hhhaaaddda  
been banned eeigghghhttt 
weeks earlier.

A colossal statueue eeeee
of Vladimir Lenin waassw   
removed from the 
Romanian capital ooff 
Bucharest in Marchch 
1980, at the end oof 
Communist rule.



On 9 November 1989, after weeks of civil 
unrest, the East German Communist government
announced that it would permit travel into West 
Berlin. Within hours 50,000 East Germans
climbed and crossed the Wall, and even started
to destroy it; by 1991 it had been demolished.
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Josip Tito, the communist dictator 
of  Yugoslavia from 1945 to his death 
in 1980, reorganized the state in
1946 into six socialist republics – 
Serbia, Croatia, Slovenia, 
Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Montenegro, and 
Macedonia – in an effort
to balance Yugoslavia’s 
potentially explosive
mixture of  religions
and ethnic groups.

After the collapse of
communism in 1990, free 
elections led to nationalist 
governments in Slovenia 
and Croatia, which 
demanded independence. 
The president of  the 
Serbian republic, Slobodan 
Milosevic, stridently opposed this 
notion and whipped up pro-Yugoslav 
(fundamentally Serb) sentiment. When 
Slovenia declared its independence from
Serbia in June 1991, the Serb-dominated 
army intervened, but after a short 
campaign were forced to withdraw. 

Smarting from this rebuff, the
Serbian army moved in greater force 
iniiiii to Croatiaa, , , whwhhwhwhicicicicich h hhh hahahahahad d dd alalalsososo dd d ddddececececececllalalalalarerererreddd d d itititititss s  

independence. A bloody campaign 
ensued in eastern Slavonia, where the 
cities of  Vukovar and Vinkovci were
destroyed and many Croat civilians 

massacred. Only in 1992 
did a UN-brokered 
ceasefire bring peace. 
By then Bosnia, an even
more ethnically mixed 
republic – around 
43 per cent Muslim,
31 per cent Serb, and 
17 per cent Croat – was 
sliding into civil war. The
vicious conflict saw 
Europe’s worst fighting 
since World War II, 
including a brutal siege of
Sarajevo conducted by the 
Bosnian government, and

the massacre of  thousands of  refugees at 
a UN “safe haven” in Srebrenica. The 
violence only ended in August 1995,
when a NATO bombing campaign 
induced Slobodan Milosevic to withdraw 
support for the Bosnian Serbs and to sign
the Dayton peace accord in December. 

The Croatian city of Vukovar suffered a two-month 
siege by Yugoslav army forces and Serb paramilitaries
bettbetbetbetbetwweeweeweeeweee n SSn Sn SSSeptepteptpteptepteptembembembembmbmbmber er er er andandandandd NoNo No NNovememvemvemememe berberberbbber 19 19 199991.99999

General Ratko Mladic, commander 
of the Bosnian Serb forces during 
the civil war there in 1992–95.
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Europe had spent nearly 
all of  the 20th century 
divided by war, but as the
Cold War ended, most 
European leaders looked 
forward to a new period 
of  peace and prosperity. 
Events, however, did not 
unfold quite as they 
expected. The rapid
collapse of  communism 
in Eastern Europe and 
the USSR (see pp.364–5)55

opened up the prospect of
a Europe without fear, but 
the equally rapid descent of  Yugoslavia 
into civil strife (see facing page) suggested ee

that lasting peace was illusory.

EUROPEAN UNION
The European Community (see p.359)99

reformed itself  in 1992 by means of  the 
Maastricht Treaty, in which it gave itself  
greater powers, and a new name – the 
European Union (EU). A process of  
enlargement then began, first with the 
admission of  Sweden, Finland, and 

Austria into the Union in 1995, and then 
with the strategically more significant 
additions of  ten further countries in 2005, 
including many former Eastern bloc 
nations (such as Poland and Hungary) and 
the former Soviet republics of  Estonia, 
Latvia, and Lithuania. By 2007, when 
Bulgaria and Romania joined the EU,

Crowds filled the streets of Kiev in support of the 
Ukrainian opposition leader Viktor Yuschenko during 
the “Orange Revolution” of December 2004.

the organization had 27 member states, 
making it a large and fractious family 
in which agreeing any further changes 
seemed an almost impossible challenge.

FURTHER HURDLES
An ethnic civil war had erupted in Kosovo 
in 1997–99, leaving the region in a legal
limbo – neither independent nor a part 

of  Serbia – and the EU uncertain as to 
whether or not to recognize the territory. 
Similarly, Ukraine had overthrown its 
old-guard communist regime in late 2004; 
encouraging the new state to join the EU 
might provide political stability, but it
would alienate the Russian government. 
Europe still faced many challenges.

nnn Eurropepepeope     dd d 1999992–p2–p22 resessententent
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EUROPE AFTER WORLD WAR II

“WE NEVER WANT TO WAGE WAR 

AGAINST EACH OTHER… THAT IS THE 

MOST IMPORTANT REASON FOR A 

UNITED EUROPE.”

Former German chancellor Helmut Kohl, 1 May 2004
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The USA experienced an economic boom 
during World War II, as its industries 
expanded to cope with wartime
production. This growth continued in 
peacetime, and the country’s buoyant 
economy created a new middle class that
spent its money on consumer goods – 
some 83 per cent of  homes in the USA 
had a teleevivisisiononon by yy 1958. As 
aaaa rerereresusususultltltltlt oo offff  ananan iii i impmpmpmpprorororoveveveveedddddd d 
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enenenvvviviviviivviviviroroororororonmnmmnmnmn eneneneneneeeee t t tt iinini  w wwwhihihiichchchch s tataaabibibilililiitytytyyytyy www w w w aasasasaaas hhh hhhararararaa ddddd d d totototoo aaa aachcchchchchhchchchchchchchchhhhiieieiieiieieieiiiieieii vvvvevevevevevvevevevev .........

diet, American children were on average
5–8cm (2–3in) taller in 1950 than their
grandparents had been in 1900, and life
expectancy for women rose from 51 to 
71 years old. There was a large-scale 
migration to the suburbs, accompanied
by a building programme to erect a 
massive 13 million new houses in the 
ten years between 1948 and 1958. There 
was consumer choice as never before, 
and the USA developed a “youth 
culture” for the first time, which fed into 
a cultural renaissance in the 1960s.

However, the country’s growing 
prosperity had done nothing to halt
racial segregation. Many cities became 
“doughnut-shaped”, with a rich 
business centre surrounded by poorer 

African-American inner suburbs, and 
then a more prosperous, and largely 
white-inhabited, outer zone. 

HHHHHHHEEEEEEEE AAAAAAMMMMMMMMMMEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEERRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIICCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAASSSSS

Increasing affluence fuelled 
the technological 

innovation of consumer 
“must-haves”, such as 
this 1955 portable TV.
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Senator Joseph McCarthy testifies 
to the Senate Foreign Relations 
Subcommittee in March 1950.

President Kennedy and his
wife Jacqueline smile at the
Dallas crowds, minutes before his 
assassination on 22 November 11111 696396696369639639639636363639696963633633969633333..

The growing tensions 
of  the Cold War between 
the USA and the USSR 
(see pp.360–1) soon fed 
back into US politics, 
as fears arose that the
Soviets would encourage 
communist subversion or 
even outright revolution in
America. On 9 February 
1950, Republican senator 
Joseph McCarthy gave 
a speech in which he 
claimed to have the 
names of  205 communists 
working in the US State Department. 
A political furore erupted in which, to 
defend himself, McCarthy issued further 
accusations of  communist infiltration. 

On Friday 22 November 1963, President
John F. Kennedy visited Dallas, Texas, to 
drum up support for his re-election in 
the 1964 US presidential race. As the
motorcade drove through Dealey Plaza, 
at least three gunshots rang out, killing 
the president instantly.

THE INVESTIGATA ION
The assassination became the subject of  f  f
a huge controversy. A lone gunman, LLLeeeeeeeeee 
Harvey Oswald, was arrested shhororororrrrtltlttltltltltt yyyyy y y y y yy
after the shooting and chargededdd 
with murder. However, two o 
days later he was shot dead dddd
while in police custody byy  

Bodies such as the 
House Committee on 
Un-American Activities 
investigated alleged 
communist activity, while
McCarthy himself, as 
Chair of  the Senate 
Permanent Subcommittee 
on Investigations in 
1953–55, sought to root
out communists in all
walks of  life, particularly 
in the film industry and
among labour activists. 
Yet when he turned to 

attacks on the army, he overplayed his 
hand: public sympathy for him waned, 
and in December 1954 his activities were 
condemned by a vote in the Senate. 

Jack Ruby, a gangster who later gave 
contradictory motives for the killing. 
Kennedy’s successor, vice-president
Lyndon Johnson, rapidly established
the Warren Commission to investigate 
the assassination. It concluded thhere e waw s 
no wider connspspspspiriririracccyy yy yy totototooto kkkk kkkkk kkililililililililililllllllll l l KeKeKKeKeKKeKeKeKeKKeKeKKKeKKeKeKKKKeKeKKKeKennnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn dddddddeddeddeedddeddddddeedddddeedddyy.y.y.yyyy.yyyyyyy.yyyy.y.yyyyyyyyyyy

nnnn USA    d d d 1919519 0–10–1954954
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CIVIL RIGHTS

to non-violence, he
followed the lead of  
Mahatma Gandhi (see 
p.380–1) in encouraging 
civil disobedience tto o
highlight unjuj st llaawawss. 

InInn 1 1959544, thhehe 
SuSuuSuprrprememe ee CoCourrt t hahahhad dd
ruruullelled d that eedud caattitioonn  
mmmumust b be e dedesesesegrgg egeggggatataa edededed. . 
TTThiss rreememmaiainened lallarggelllly yyy
uunteteesststs ededd u uuunntntilililil n n nniinnii e e e
AfAAfAfrrriiccaacan-nn-n--AAmAmAmA ererricicicccanaanan 
ststtuudududu eneennnnnttstst  aaattttemememememptptptptptpteedededededded tttttto 

attendddd  a higgh h scscsccchohohohohoooooololoolllo  i i n LiLiLiLLitttttttttlellleleeeele R  R R RRoocococococccocccoccck,kkk,k,kk,k,k,kkk   
Arkannsnsssasa , innn S SS Sepeppeeptetetetemmmmbmbmmbererrerre  11 1 199555959999599 77.77.777.7.7.7  TTTT TTThehhhehehheheheeh  
Natiiiiononaal GGuauauardrddddd h h h hhaaaadadadadda  t tttto oo o prprprprrprprprooototooottececececececccttt ttt t tt t ththtthhhhhheemememmememm, , ,,,
but tttheeyey wwererree ababababbleleleleleeeeeee   t tttto o oooo atatatatatteteteteeteenndndndndnnnndnnn  ccclalalaalalllaaaaaasssssssssssssssssssssss.......

SITT--IINSSSN  AANDNDNDD F F F FFREREERREREEREEDEEEEDDEDEDDDEDDEDDDEDOMOMOMOMOOOO   RRRRRRRIIDIDIDIDIDIIDIDDI ESESEEESESEESESEESESS
In FFFebebbbrururuarary y y y 19991960606060606000, ,  ,, bbbbbblblblbbb acacacacacack k k k k kkk ststststststststssststttududududdudduddududeneennenennnnennnneneee tststststsststststssttttt    
frommmm GGrreeenennensbsbbsbs ororororroo,o,o,o,oo,o,o,,,,, N N NNNNNN Nororororo ththhhhhhhhhhh C C CCCCCCarararararararrarrrra ooolollolllooooo ininininininniinninnina,a,a,a,a,a,a,a,,   
staggededeed tt heheee f ffiririrstststststts  “ “ “ “““sisisisisiiisisisssisisisit-t-t-t-t-t--tt inininiininin”” ””””
by rreeffussininng g g g tototooo m mmmmmmoooovovovvvovvvvoo ee ee e e e e

THE MONTGOMERY 
BUS BOYCOTT
In the mid-1950s, years
of  anger and frustration 
triggered a concerted 
reaction against 
discrimination. In
December 1955, Rosa 
Parks refused to give
up her seat to a white 
man on a segregated 
bus. Her arrest ignited
a movement for civil 
rights. Local activists, 
including members of  the NAACP 
(the National Association for the
Advancement of  Coloured People),
which had long lobbied for African-
American rights, organized a boycott
of  Montgomery’s public transport 
system, which ended in November
1956 with a Supreme Court ruling 
that the buses must be desegregated.

MARTIN LUTHER KING
An organizer of  the Montgomery 
boycott, and the first African-American
to climb aboard a bus when it ended, 
Martin Luther King Jr (1929–68) was 
a young Baptist pastor who would 
soon become the public face and 
abiding inspiration of  the civil rights 
movement. Unswerving in his pledge 

By the 1950s, discrimination against African-Americans had become
entrenched in many southern US states. From the 1870s onwards, 
discriminatory laws had been passed depriving African-Americans of  
the right to vote, and legalizing a system of  segregation in which black 
people were denied access to whites-only schools and universities, and 
even from choosing where they might sit on public transport.

Martin Luther King delivers his “I have a dream” 
speech. In 1964, he received the Nobel Peace Prize; 
four years he later was assassinated in Tennessee.

Rosa Parks in the front of a bbususus, 
after the abolition of segregagaaatioonn 
on the Montgomery buses.
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from seats at lunch counters 
reserved for whites, 
demonstrating how 
basic rights were still
denied to black 
Americans. In
1961 groups of  
black and white
people set out to
ride buses together – 
these “Freedom Rides”
tested the rrrulululininngg onnon 
dedesesegrgregegatatatedeed t trararaaveveell.l. AAAAAAllll t ttthehehh  w whihilele a a  
cacaampmpaigngngnn g grerew w to p pprorooor momotete t thehe v vototerer 
rregigists raatitionon o of  sosoooouututututhheheeeeerrnrnr  A AAAfricicannan-

AmAmAmerericcicananannnn c citi izizizeennennss.s. MMMMMMM M MMMMMaraartit n LuLuththerer 
KiKiKiKKiKingnngnggg oo o ooorggrggrgrganananananiizzizizzzi ededdedededededddd a a a aaa  mmmmmaasassss raaraalllllllly yyy ininnin 

BiBiBBBirmrmrmmmminininii ghghghghhhghamaaaammmmmmamam, , , , , AlAlAAlAllAllAlAlllllAlA aaaabababbaaaaaa amammamamaaa,aa  i in ApApApApriririir ll l
19191919191963636363636366636  aa a a aaandndndndndnddndndddddnd a a aaaaaaaaa “ “ “““ ““  “ “  MMMMMMMaMaMaaaMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM rcrcrcrccrrcr h h hhh ononnono   

Washington” in 
August, in which 
he made his iconic 
speech, “I have a 
dream…”, from the

Lincoln Memorial to 
250,000 people. Under

intense pressure, the 
govevernrnrnrnmemem ntnt bucccklklkleddeed a andndnd ii inn 

1919196464 p pasasssesed d ththee CiCiCiviivill ll RiRiRiR ghghghtsts A Acttct, , 
maakikingng mmanany y forms ooof  ddiscrimiminnaation n
ililili leleelegal. TThheheh a achhchhiieieevev mmmeemmentntnts off t thehe cccivivivililil 
iriigghtst  moovvememe ene t wewerereeeeere c c ccroownwnwnededd 

4544545 yyyyeaeeaarsrsrss lll llaattatata eererr www wititithhh ththhththhhee e ee e eleleleleeelececcectitititionononono  ooooooooof  fffff  ff
BaBBaBaBarararaackckkckk O OO OO Obababababababababamaaammaa, , ,, ththththhee eee fffifififififififff rsrsrsrsrsrssrr tt t tt t AfAfAfAfrirrr caacaccannn-nn--n-n-n   
AmAmAmAmAAmerericicicicananann ppppprereeresisisisiidedededed ntntnt  ooooooo oooof  f  ff  fffffff  thththththhhthe e e e e eee USUSUUSUSU A.A.A..AA.A.AA....

The raised fist of the “Black Power” 
movement, popularized by 

radical activists in the 1960s.
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At the end of  World 
War II, both the USA and 
the USSR scrambled to
secure the expertise of
German scientists who 
had created the first 
ballistic missile, the V2. 
This knowledge could be 
used to develop rockets 
capable of  reaching space 
and satellites that would
orbit the Earth. A “Space 
Race” grew out of  the 
Cold War (see pp.360–61), 
with both sides wishing to exploit the 
propaganda and military benefits of  
making the first forays beyond the 
Earth’s surface and atmosphere.

The USSR won the early victories 
in this race, putting the first artificial 
satellite, Sputnik 1, into Earth orbit on 

4 October 1957. This 
was followed by the US 
Explorer in January 1958.r

Then a Soviet cosmonaut,
Yuri Gagarin, became the 
first human in space, on
12 April 1961. The USA 
got their first astronaut 
(Alan Shepard) aloft 
23 days later. 

Piqued by the failure
of  the USA to match its 
apparently technologically 
inferior rival, President 

John F. Kennedy announced in May 
1961 that, within a decade, an American 
would land on the moon and come
safely home. So began the Apollo 
programme that culminated in Apollo 11.
At 10:56pm on 20 July 1969, Neil 
Armstrong became the first man to 
stand on the moon. All the astronauts 
made it back to Earth, and the USA 
declared the space race won.

US astronaut Buzz Aldrin, the second man to 
stand on the moon, makes his historic walk 
during the Apollo 11 mission on 20 July 1969.
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Soviet cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin on 
his mission to become the first 
human in space in April 1961.
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The military regime of  Fulgencio Batista,
which had ruled Cuba since 1933, came
under increasing pressure in the 1950s.
In 1955, it released a group of  political
dissidents who had attacked a military 

barracks in 1953. This turned out to be
a disastrous miscalculation: among them 
was Fidel Castro, a young revolutionary 
activist. On 2 December 1956, Castroo – 
who had left Cuba – returnedd w wwwwwwititittititthh hhhhh hh h aa aaaa a
group of  around 80 fellow reevvoovvvvovovovoovovvvovvvooooolululuulululuuluululullulll itititititiitiitititionononnnnnnonononnnonoonnoonnnnnnnonoooonnaaaraararararrrrrraarararrararaarraaararaaaaarrarriieiei s s 

aboard the Granma. Three days later, 
Batista’s soldiers attacked and most of  the 
revolutionaries were killed, but Castro
and a few others, including Ernesto 
“Ché” Guevara, escaped into the hills. 
Kept together by Castro’s determination, 
the band grew larger. In 1958, the
orthodox Communist Party of  Cuba gave 
its backing to Castro’s revolutionaries
and, as Batista’s forces continually failed 
to dislodge him, in August 1958 Castro 
decided on an offensive of  his own. 
Encountering surprisingly light resistance,
by 31 December he had taken the 
strategic central city of  Santa Clara. 

Batista panicked and fled Cuba, 
leaving Castro to enter the capital, 
Havana, on 8 January 1959. With his 
idiosyncratic brand of  communism,
he dominated the country’s political life
for the next half-century.

Fidel Castro and some of his revoolutlu ionaries in 1957, 
at a time when they were stillill in in hhihihhiiidinindiddiddddd g ig in Cn Cn Cn Cn CCubauba’ss SieSierrarra 
MaeMaestrstra ha illills, s, undunder pressure e e ee ee frofrofrooom Bm Bm Bm m m m m BBBmmm m m Bmmmm atistastastastastastastaststtaa’s ’ army.
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“EACH AND EVERY 

ONE OF US WILL 

PAY ON DEMAND 

HIS PART OF 

SACRIFICE.”

Ernesto “Ché” Guevara (1928–67),
Cuban revolutionary leader 
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Since 1938, a succession of  civilian 
governments in Chile had struggled to 
cope with increasing economic hardship 
and the aspirations of  landless peasants. 
In 1970, a left-wing front led by Salvador 
Allende tapped into these feelings to win
an election, but before long his coalition 
began to fracture. The USA raised 
concerns when Allende established 
diplomatic relations with China and 
other communist regimes. In 1973, 
General Augusto Pinochet seized power
in a US-backed coup. Although Pinochet 
restored economic order, thousands of
political opponents “disappeared”. 
Finally, after losing a referendum on
the extension of  his term of  presidency, 
in 1990 Pinochet stepped down and
civilian rule was restored to Chile.

Popular with trade-union 
leaders and the poor, Juan 
Domingo Perón became 
president of  Argentina in 
1946. He immediately 
embarked on economic 
reform, nationalizing 
banks and expanding 
education. His following,
and that of  his first wife 
Eva, was enormous – but
there were negative aspects 
to his rule: he vigorously 
suppressed all opposition,
and sheltered Nazi war criminals fleeing 
from justice. He also offended the 
Catholic Church by legalizing divorce.

Peron’s populist “Third Way” foreign 
policy aimed to avoid alienating either 
side in the Cold War (see pp.360–61). But 

it was too radical for 
some in the armed forces,
and in 1955, the last in a
series of  military coups 
unseated him. However, 
his supporters remained 
numerous and their 
effective exclusion from 
political participation in 
the 1960s destabilized 
a series of  military-led 

governments. In 1972 Perón returned 
from exile to Argentina and in 1973 was 
elected president, aged 78. His austerity 
measures calmed inflation, but he died 
in 1974, leaving his third wife Isabela to 
complete the last two years of  his term.

Former actress Eva Maria Duarte 
married Juan Perón in 1945, and
later became his vice-president.

A photo-montage of the desaparecidos, more than 
3,000 political opponents of Pinochet who were
killed or “disappeared” during his dictatorship.
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Ever since 1823, when
President James Monroe 
sought to exclude the 
European powers from 
expanding their hold in
the Americas, the USA 
had actively desired to 
keep the sphere of  
influence in Latin America 
purely American. At times 
this meant intervention: 
in 1898, war with Spain
resulted in US occupation
of  Cuba. As the Cold 
War flared up, the USA 
sought to exclude
communism from its sphere, signing 
a series of  bilateral defence pacts with 
Latin American countries from 1952.

THE SANDINISTATT S
The Cuban Revolution of  1959 marked
both the failure of  US exclusion policy 
and the sharpening of  US attempts to 
contain the sppread of  commmunu ism. In
1919197997979, thththhe e MaMMarxrxisist t SaSandndininisstatat  movovemmemenent t 
ovoverererthththrererewww thththee NiNiNicacaarararaguguug anan d d dicictaatotorsr hihipp p p
ofof A Annanaststasasioio S Somomomozozozaa. TTT T Thhehehe nn nnewewewe r rregegimmmime,e, 

led by Daniel Ortega, had 
strong ties to Cuba and 
the USA tried for years to 
destabilize it. Ultimately, 
though, it was a peace 
plan brokered by other 
Latin American countries 
which laid down free 
elections that finally 
brought down the 
Sandinistas in 1990. 

NORIEGA AND PANAMA
Fears of  a different kind 
emerged over Panama, 
which contained the

strategic Canal Zone. Manuel Noriega, 
commander of  Panama’s armed forces, 
had become increasingly involved in the
illegal drugs trade, which was channelled 
through Central America. 

In 1989, the USA finally lost patience 
and launched an invasion of  Panama. 
Noriega’s forces put up little resistance, 
and the commander was seized, flown 
totto tt thhehe U U USASASA,, , anananddd pupup t t onnn t rial. He was 
seentntenenceceeeddd d ttototo 4 400 yeyeyearar ’s’s i impririsosonmnmnmn enee t
fofofoforrr drdrdrdruuugugug tt trrarafficfficffickikikikiingngngngngg...

Panama’s Manuel Noriega waves 
to crowds in October 1989 after the
suppression of a coup against him.

SanSanndindindind istiiista fififia fia fightghtghtghtersersersersers d ad adadadadvanvanancece e llaloalong gng aa ra roadoadoadadaoadadadoaddada dd duddud rinrinrinring g g g g
thethehehe NN Nicarcaarcacac aguaguan anan CivCiCivilil l WaWarWar (1(1972722–799– ), ), , wwhwhhhhihihiwwwhwhwhw ch h endended eded ed 
iin the overterthhrow w of SSomommomomomomomoomoooooo ’za’za’za’za’za’za’zazazazazazaaa ds ds dss ds ssssss ddictictic tattoatoooooooooooor hrshrshrshrshrshrrsshipip..
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suspicions of  corruption 
led to his overthrow in 
2000. Hugo Chávez, 
a former army chief, 
became president in 
Venezuela in 1998. He
initiated laws to empower
the poverty-stricken 

majority, but ruthlessly stamped down
any opposition. His attempts to forge
alliances with other radical Latin 
American presidents, such as Fidel Castro 
(Cuba) and Evo Morales (Bolivia), were 
met with suspicion in the USA. 
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The 1980s saw the end 
of  many dictatorships in 
Latin America, beginning 
in 1982 with the fall of  
the Argentinian military 
government ( junta) and aa

the restoration of  civilian
rule to Chile in 1988 
(see p.376). Democracy 66

provided no easy answers,
but produced some 
strong-minded populists. In 1990, Peru
elected as its president Alberto Fujimori, 
whose “Fujishock” policies tamed 
hyperinflation and won plaudits from the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF). Yet 
his violations of  the constitution and 

Argentina and the UK had long disputed 
the ownership of  the Falkland Islands in 
the western Atlantic. Talks between the
two countries on the islands’ future broke 
down in early 1982, and on 2 April the 
Argentines launched an invasion of  the 
Falklands. They overwhelmed the small

British garrison, but the Argentine military 
government under General Leopoldo 
Galtieri underestimated the British
resolve to recover the islands. Prime 
Minister Margaret Thatcher ordered 
the despatch of  a large task force which 
landed British soldiers on the Falklands 

on 21 May. The British 
units fought their way east 
to the Falklands’ capital, 
Port Stanley, by 14 June,
where they took 11,000 
Argentine prisoners, 
reclaiming the islands 
and ending the war.

The Argentine cruiser General 
Belgrano was sunk after an attack 
by a British nuclear-powered 
submarine on 2 May 1982, with 
the loss of 321 lives.

President Hugo Chávez initiated 
a “Bolivarian Revolution” of 
democratic socialism in Venezuela.
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In November 1992, the 
leaders of  the USA,
Canada, and Mexico 
established a North 
American Free Trade 
Area (NAFTA). This 
promoted the freedom of  
movement of  goods and 
services – and labour, but 
only to a very limited 
extent – across the borders
of  their respective
countries. NAFTA 
became active on 
1 January 1994. Central
American countries (and others, such 
as Chile) hoped that they might also be
included, but they met strong opposition 
from US politicians, who were already 
concerned that products from a lower- 
wage economy such as Mexico would 
now be freely available in the USA. 

MEXICO AND CANADA
The economic benefits in Mexico were
to a great extent confined to the north 
of  the country, where low-cost factories 

proliferated along the 
border with the USA. 
However, Mexico was still
vulnerable to economic 
shocks, as demonstrated
by a devaluation of  its 
currency in 1994. Panic
set in and the country 
needed $50 billion of
loans, secured against 
its oil reserves. This 
situation in turn
contributed to the loss 
of  political dominance 
by the Institutional 

Revolutionary Party, which had ruled 
Mexico unchallenged since 1929.

The USA’s other NAFTA partner, 
Canada, was generally a model of  
economic stability, but it suffered 
persistent political crises over the 
aspirations for autonomy of  its mainly 
French-speaking province, Québec.
First winning elections in the province
in 1976, the separatist Parti Québecois
was never, however, quite strong enough
to force a referendum on the issue.

ThTheThe b bo bo drderde br br b tetwetweeneen  ththethe US US USAA aA a dnd n MMexMexiico N. NNAFTAFTA AA 
hashaasas frfrf f eedeeedeed trrtr tradeaadeade bebe twetweenen thethe tw twoo, butbut Me Mexicxicanan 
iimmiigrg ants remaiiin a hha hhugeugeeuge po po po polilitlitlitlitiicaicaicaical il il il l issussussu ie ie ie ie n tn tn thhehe he USAUSAUSAUSA..
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US president Bill Clinton speaks 
at a public meeting in November 
1992 to promote NAFTA.
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In 1885, Western-educated Indians 
campaigning for greater rights founded 
the Indian National Congress (INC).
Although in principle the congress 
represented all Indians, its members 
were mainly Hindu, and in 1906 some
Muslims broke away from the INC to 
form the Muslim League. 

GANDHI’S PROTEST MOVEMENTS
The 1909 Government of  India Act 
allowed a greater number of  Indians to 
sit on legislative councils alongside the
British. However, the changes were 
deemed to be insufficient, and in March
1919 Mahatma Gandhi launched his 
satyagraha protests – a mass nonviolenta

movement to force British concessions. 
At one meeting in Amritsar, the British
authorities opened fire on protestors, 
killing nearly 400 of  them. Gandhi did 
not answer violence with violence, 
although sporadic riots erupted in the 
1920s. In 1930, he symbolically declared 
Indian independence and conducted a 
“salt satyagraha”, marching to the sea 
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near Gujarat to make salt, which was 
illegal because manufacture of  salt was
a government monopoly. 

Another Act in 1935 allowed more 
Indians to vote, but still this did not
satisfy Gandhi and the INC. World 
War II suspended the main independence 
drive, but by its end calls for Indian 
independence swelled again, with a force 
almost impossible for Britain to resist.

nnn India ia        d d d d 1881885–15–1– 945945
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A line of workers lie down to block strikebreakers
from entering a workshop gate in 1930, as part of 
Gandhi’s satyagraha protest movement.
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Three policemen lie injured following riots in the
Punjabi city of Lahore over the decision to incorporate 
it within the borders of the new state of Pakistan.

In 1945, the British government sent a 
delegation of  Cabinet ministers to India 
to try to secure agreement between the 
Hindu-dominated Indian National
Congress (INC; see facing page) and the ee

Muslim League on terms for the 
country’s independence. They failed, 
and communal tensions between 
Muslims and Hindus festered: on
16 August 1946, the Muslim League 
leader, Muhammad Ali Jinnah, organized 
a “Direct Action Day” in a bid to secure 
a separate state for Muslims. The ensuing 
riots led to the deaths of  thousands. 

The British will to remain in control
of  the country had by now ebbed away, 
and they realized thatat t thehe only way they 
weerere g goioinngng t tto o o bebe a ablblleee tototo w w wititithdhdraraw w w frfromomo  
InInnndididdidiaaa wawass s ttoto p pararartitititititiionnono ttt thhehehehe c ccououoountntntryry a andnddndn  
trtrananssfsffererer p pppowowowererer t too twwwooo o sesesepapapararraratetete 

governments. In July 1947, the British 
government passed the Indian 
Independence Act, ordering the 
demarcation of  India and Pakistan. 

POSPO T-INDEPENDENCE MASSACRES
OnOnO  114–4 15 August 1947, the two new
ststatatata esse  gg gaia ned their independence, sparking 
ananana  eexoxoox dduudd ss of  millions of  Hindus, Muslims, 
anannand dd d SiSikhkhkhhs wwho found themselves on what 

ththhhthtt eyeyeyyey sssawawawwa  as s the wrong side of  the border. 
FFiFiF gghghhgghtitiit ngngn  erupted between India and 
PPaaaPP kkkiissttttaaanna  over the disputed region of
KKKaKaasshhhmmmimm rr. As many as two million
ddidiieeedd iinnn thhe appalling carnage of  

innnteeerr--ccoommunity violence that
tttaaarrrnniished the first days of  
tthhhthee infant countries.

nnnn India, Pa Pa PaP kiskiskistann, B, B, Banangladadadeshesheshshhhh            d dd d 14–4–4–4 15 15 15 151515 1 AugAugAugAugAugAugAugAuggustustustusst 19 19 19191991999194747447474747474474
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ASIA AND THE MIDDLE EAST

Born in Gujarat, India, Mohandas K. 
Gandhi (1869–1948) studied law in 
London. He moved to South Africa in 1893, 

where he helped found the Natal Indian
Congress to lobby for greater civil rights for 
Indians. Returning to India in 1915, he 
became involved in the INC. His insistence 
on nonviolence and a united India 
sometimes put him at odds with other 
independence leaders, but he earned the 
name Mahatma (“great soul”) for his calm 
devotion to the cause. He was assassinated 
in 1948 by a Hindu extremist.

MAHMAHMAHATMATMATMA GA GA GA GANDANDANDHIHIHI
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DECOLONIALIZATION

INDEPENDENCE
FOR AFRICA
In 1956, the USA 
forced the French and 
British to back down 
from occupying the 
Suez Canal area in 
Egypt, and their will
to hold on to their 
African possessions 
seemed to evaporate. 
Britain had already 
granted independence 

to Ghana in 1957, after which 
many former British colonies in 
Africa became sovereign nations: 
Tanganyika (now Tanzania) in 1961, 
Uganda in 1962, Kenya in 1963, and 
Zambia in 1964. Eventually only 
Rhodesia remained,, to o beebecocoocomemememme  
ZiZiZimbmmbmbabababwewewe i iin n 1919980080 (( ((seseseeee p.p.p 39393977)).). 7777

ASIAN INDEPENDENCE
In Asia, it was mostly 
weakening colonial
control as a result of  
World War II that 
sparked independence 
movements, especially 
in India (see p.381). In
Indochina the French 
struggled to beat back 
the rise of  nationalists 
such as Ho Chi Minh, 
whose Vietminh 
fighters had occupied much of  
Vietnam. In the French Indochina 
War (1946–54), the French army 
failed to dislodge the Vietminh from 
the north of  Vietnam, and had to 
accept a division of  the country into
cocommmmununnnisisi tt nonortrtrr hehernrnrn aaandnn  cappititalalalalisisisist ttt 
sosososoututututu hehehehehehernrnrrnrn ssss s sstatatatatatatetetetettetet s ss s sss (((((seseseseseeee eee pp.p..p.p.p.393939399955555).).)5555

At the end of  World War II, European powers, in particular the British, 
French, Portuguese, and Dutch, still controlled large colonial empires,
and there was mostly no timetable for granting the colonies their
independence. Yet within ten years, most of  Asia – and in a further
20 years, almost all of  Africa – had achieved freedom, leaving only 
small islands or other isolated territories under European colonial rule.
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King Muhammad V of Morocco
returned home from French-
imposed exile late in 1955.
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French colonies in Africa followed a 
similar path to independence, though 
France initially sought to impose a 
conditional form of  freedom in which 
it continued to control the currency, 
defence, and foreign affairs of  former 
colonies. However, full independence 
was granted to most colonies in 1960.
Only in Algeria, with its large minority 
of  French settlers (the pieds noirs), did ss

there seem any prospect of  Paris 
retaining control. In 1958, the French 

colonial authorities 
staged a coup to 
prevent a perceived 
“weak” French
government from 
granting concessions to 
the Algerian separatist 
group, FLN. Although 
the coup was put 

down by General Charles de Gaulle, 
fighting raged on until, in 1962, 
Algeria achieved independence.

THE LAST OUTPOSTS
Britain handed Hong Kong back to 
China in 1997, and the Chinese took 
Macao from the Portuguese in 1999. 
By 2000 only a handful of  colonial 
territories worldwide were still deemed 
unable to govern themselves. The 
colonial era was at an end.

ASIA AND THE MIDDLE EAST

Political prisoners were freed 
on to the streets of Ghana’s 
capital, Accra, in 1966.

“THE WIND OF CHANGE IS BLOWING 

THROUGH THIS CONTIINNENT..”

BriBriBriBritististitish ph pprimirime mme mminininiiiniin stestestestester Hr Hr HHaroaroarooarooa oa oa oa oldldldldld ld ldld MacMacMacMacMacacmmimilmilmilllllanlannnnaa toto to to totoootototo thth thth th thh thhh th thht e Se Se See Seee See Se Se SSe Se SSoutoutoutoutoutouttutouttoutou hhh Ah Ahh Ah Afrifrifrifricancancan ppa pa papapa lirlirlirlil ameameameamea tntntnt,nt, 333 3 33 F bFebFebFebFebruaruaruaruaryryy ryry yyy 6196196966699699 00000



From the 1880s, many Jews emigrated 
to Ottoman-controlled Palestine 
with the aim of  creating a 
Jewish state there. This goal
was given focus when the 
First World Zionist Congress 
convened in Switzerland in 
1897. In 1917, the British government
drew up a new policy, the Balfour
Declaration, that recognized the Zionist 
aim of  a Jewish homeland. 

THE BRITISH MANDATAA E
The League of  Nations granted Britain
formal control of  Palestine following the
collapse of  the Ottoman empire after 
World War I. Howweveverer, , ththee BrBritititisisishh 
ststrurugggggglleleddd tootoo r r recececcononon icicicillelelee tt t thehehehee vv v verereryyy y didididididiffffffeffeffeffererereree tntntntnt  
popopopopp lilililitititititicacacacalll aagagagggeenenendddaddadadasssss s fofofofoff AAA AAArararararabbbbbbb aananananddddd JJeJeJeJeJewiwiwiwiwiwi hshshshshsh 

groups. Jewish–Arab violence 
also troubled Britain’s
authorities, who in 1939 called

the St James Conference to reconcile 
the two sides. This failed, and the British 

subsequently conceded to Arab demands
for restrictions on Jewish immigration. 
However, Jewish fortunes were reversed
when the question of  allowing Jews to 
migrate to Israel became a moral rather
than political issue following the Holocaust 
of  World War II (see pp.352–3). In 1946 
US president Harryy S. Truman
ennenendododorrsrsrsrs deededed a a a p p ppprororopopopopp sasasallll ttototo ii i issssssueueue 11 10000000 000,0, 000000 
ennenenentrttrtrtryyyy yy pepepepepepermrmrmrmrmrmititititititssss s tttototototo JJJJJ J JJJewewewewewewssss s s frffrfrfrfrfromomomomomom EEE E Eurururururopopoppopoppeee,ee,, aa a andddndndnd  
ththththththheeeee e BBrBrBrBrBrititititititiisisisisisshhhhhh h ddedededededettetetetermrmrmrmr iininin tatatatatiioioioionnn ttototo hhhhh hh lololololdddd dd dd onoononon ttt t tooo o
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An ancient symbol of Judaism, the Star of David 
was adopted in 1948 as the emblem on the 

flag of the new State of Israel.

nnn Israelael     d d d 11911 7–17–194949
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their mandate cracked. A concerted 
campaign of  violence to evict the British
from Palestine was also having its effect, 
in part spearheaded by the Haganah 
– the official Jewish paramilitary force – 
as well as more extremist groups such as 
Irgun Zvai Leumi and the Stern Gang.

THE UNSCOP PLAN
By February 1947 the British despaired 
of  working out a plan for Palestine, and 
handed matters over to the United
Nations (UN), whose Special Committee
on Palestine (UNSCOP) produced a 

The bombing by Jewish extremists g
of Jerusalem’s King David Hotel 
on 22 July 1946 crushed the 
morale of the British in Palestine.

Born David Grün in Russian-controlled
Poland, David Ben-Gurion (1886–1973) 
was involved in Zionist activities by his 
mid-teens. In 1906, he arrived in Palestine, 
establishing the first workers’ agricultural
commune. Deported by the Ottoman 
authorities in 1915, Ben-Gurion spent
World War I in New York, before returning
to help establish a Zionist trade union 
movement in Palestine. He held the office 
of prime minister of Israel twice (from 1948 
to 1953 and from 1955 to 1963) before 
finally retiring from political life in 1970.

DAVID BEN-GURION

report in August that
proposed partitioning the 
territory into an Arab 
zone of  some 44 per cent 
of  the land, with a Jewish 
state receiving around 
56 per cent. Jerusalem 
and Bethlehem were to 
remain UN-controlled in 
this complex, and in truth 
unworkable, mosaic.

CIVIL WAR
The British announced 
they would withdraw on 
15 May 1948 and fighting 
erupted as the Jewish and 
Arab sides sought to gain
control of  the areas 

assigned to them in the plan. On 14 May, 
Zionist leader David Ben-Gurion declared 
the formation of  the State of  Israel, but
already there was full-scale civil war.
The fledgling Israeli state also beat 
back an invasion by six Arab countries 
that had intervened to support the 
Palestinian Arabs. By November Jewish
forces had secured not only the sector 
assigned to them, but large additional 
areas. This sent a stream of  at least
500,000 Arab refugees into neighbouring 
Arab states, where many of  them 
and their descendants remain.
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By July 1949, Israel had signed armistice 
agreements with the Arab countries that
had invaded in 1948 (see p.385), but as a55

result the Palestinians, who had fled their 
homes during the fighting, were deprived 
of  any prospect of  immediate return. In
their refugee camps, mostly in Lebanon 
and the area on the West Bank of  the 
Jordan, they became the responsibility 

of  the United Nations Relief  and Works 
Agency (UNRWA), which operated 
programmes to relieve their plight.

CONTINUED FIGHTING
Bitterness between Israel and Arab 
countries broke out into open warfare on 
a number of  further occasions. In 1956, 
the Israelis joined in the Anglo–French
operation to occupy the Suez Canal after 
its nationalization by Egyptian president
NNaNassssererr, , anandd d hththhheyey b b iri flefly ococcucupipieded m muchh 
ofofofffofofofoo  t tt thehehhhehe s ss sttrtrttrtrrrtrratattattattataaaategegeggegiciccciic S S innninaiaaai DDDeseesesserert.t. In n MaMaMaMM y 

1967, a mutual defence pact between
Egypt, Lebanon, and Syria looked likely 
to turn into an invasion of  Israel, which
provoked the Israelis to a pre-emptive 
strike. In the ensuing Six Days’ War, the 
Israelis destroyed much of  the Egyptian
Air Force on the ground and made large 
territorial gains in the Sinai from Egypt, 
took much of  the West Bank (including 

East Jerusalem) from Jordan, and seized 
parts of  the Golan Heights from Syria. 
These areas became known as the 
Occupied Territories. In 1973, Egypt 
and Syria launched an attack on Israel 
on Yom Kippur – the Jewish Day of
Atonement – when they knew much of  
the Israeli military would be at religious 
observances. The Arab forces made
significant early advances, but the Israeli 
Defence Force (IDF) struck back, pushing 
ththeieir r opppop nents back beyond the 1967 
lilil nenn s.s A Aftfterere  tt thehe ccono flict, Israel was left 

wiwiwiwiiwiiwiww thhthththhthth s s    maall territorial gains in 
ththhhththththeeee e GoGoGGGG lalan Heights; the
ArArArArrrArArA ababbbbabaaa ss sss s wwiwitht  nothing.

TTTTTTTTTHHEHEHEE EEE  HHH PPLLO
RRRReeRRRReRReeR ssososoooorrtining to terrorist 
aanaanannnannaa ddd d ddd dd ggugug eerrilla tactics, in 
191911919199199911919919119991191991911 6666664464664646  tthhe Palestinians 
ffofofffofofoofofofofofofofofoffofofofofofoffoffofofofffoffounuuuunuununununnnnuuununnnunuunnuuuuunuuunuuuunnnunddededededddedededededededdededededdedeedeedddddedeeed dd dd dddddd dddddd ththt e Palestine 
LiLiLiLiLiLiLiLiLiLiiLiLiLiLiLiLiiLiLiLiLiLiLiLLiLLLiLiLLLLiLLLLLiiLLLiiLLLLiLiLLLLL bebebebebebebebeeeebebebbebeebbbebbebebbbbbbbbebbberarrrararararrarrarrrrr titittitit onono  Organization

“I COME BEARING AN OLIVE BRANCH 

IN ONE HAND, AND THE FREEDOM 

FIGHTER’S GUN IN THE OTHER.”

Yasser Arafat, PLO chairman, November 1974

IsrsrIsrIsrrIsrIsrIsrsrsrrIsrsrrIsIIssrsrIssrsIssrsrIIIIsrIIIsIssrs aelaelaelaelaelaelaelaeeaeaelaelaeaeelaaaeaaeaaa i si si ssssssssi si i si sssi i ssololdoldolldlddoldlddoolololooooloooldldoool ieiererieiiii s fire shells
aat at at aat tat taat aaatat a SSySyrSyrySyrrSyryryrSySSySySyyryryyryrSySSSSSyyyy iiiaanannnnnaaannn p pppopopoop  sisitions on the

GGGGGoGooollllGoGoGGGoolGoololGGGoGoGoGGolanannnnanaan an anan HHeHHHeeieeiHHH gghts during 
thethethheheeeeeethheetthheetththehtheetttt  YoYoYYoYoYooooo YYYooo Y Y oooYom m mmm Km KKmmmm mmmmm m ippi ur War in 
OOOOOctOcOctOctOOOcctOOctOOOOOOOOOcOctOctcOctOccO oobobobobeobeobeobeobobobebebeber 1r 11973.
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(PLO), which for the next 40 years aimed 
to help Palestinians realize their hopes of
restoring some of  their 1948 losses.

Under the leadership of  Yasser Arafat
from 1969, the PLO sponsored guerrilla 
raids on Israeli and military targets. It
also hijacked international aircraft and 
murdered members of  the Israeli Olympic
team at the 1972 Munich games. Setbacks 
occurred when Jordan expelled 
militant Palestinians in 
1970, and when PLO 
fighters were pushed out
of  Lebanon in 1985–88.

MOVES FOR PEACE
Israel evacuated the Sinai 
in 1979 following the
Camp David Accords,
signed by presidents 
Sadat of  Egypt and Begin 
of  Israel, but hopes for 
a more permanent 
settlement proved illusory. 
In 1987, a low-level 
insurrection broke out 
among the Palestinians in
Gaza and in the other Occupied 
Territories, eventually leading the Israeli 
government to soften its reluctance to 
negotiate with the Palestinian leadership. 
This led to the Oslo Accords of
September 1993, which allowed the

creation of  a Palestinian Authority – led
by Yasser Arafat – and the Palestinians’ 
gradual assumption of  power over much
of  the Occupied Territories. 

However, opposition from extremists 
on both sides frittered away the chance 
for lasting peace. Suicide bombers from 

the radical Islamist Hamas 
movement struck several
times in Israel in 1993–95, 
and on 4 November 1995 
a Jewish extremist killed 
the Israeli prime minister 
Yitzhak Rabin. A new 
Palestinian intifada, or 
uprising, erupted in 
autumn 2000, and since 
then, peace processes have 
offered the Palestinians 
less and less. The Israeli 
government has sponsored 
settlements on formerly 
Palestinian land and built
a security wall isolating 

those Palestinian enclaves it does not seek 
to control directly. Radicalism has 
flourished on the Palestinian side, with 
Hamas taking power in Gaza in 2007.
The 60-year Arab–Israeli conflict looks 
set to continue for a long time yet.

Palestinian youths confront the Israeli army, angered
by a Jewish settler’s massacre of 29 Arabs in the main 
mosque in Hebron, the West Bank, in February 1994.

Yasser Arafat led the Palestine 
Liberation Organization from 1969 
until his death in 2004.

ASIA AND THE MIDDLE EAST
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OIL AND POLITICS

But the oil weapon has never again 
been used to such conspicuous effect: 
some members have always been
tempted – by the higher profits that
could be made – into sidestepping 
any restrictions or embargo. 

InIIInI  the early 21st century, control 
ofofoffofofofoooooooffo e e e e  nen rgy reserves and the means 

ofofofoffofofofooooofooooooo t t ttheh ir transmission remains an 
aaarararararaaaaaaaaaaaraarrarrreaeaeaaee  o f  supreme concern for
iiiniiininiiininininiiiiiiinindudududududd strialized powers. Russia 
(w(w(w(w(w(w(w(w(w(((w(wwww(((((w(w(w(w((w((w(((w(w(w(w((w(((((( hhihihihihhh chc  has massive natural 
ggggagagaggagagagagagaggaagagg ssssss s fifif elds) has become 
iiiininininininniinincccrcrrcrccreeasingly ready to 
tthhththttttthtthththhththrrerererr aten to cut off  supplies 
ororororrororororoooooroo rrrr  aia se prices to countries 
wwwwwwhwhwhwhwhhwwwwhwhwwhwwwwwhoososo e foreign policies are 
nnnnnononononoonnoonnnnnott t to its taste.

THE 1973 OIL CRISIS
An oil embargo formed part of  the
Arab response to the Six Days’ War 
with Israel in 1967 (see p.386), but was 66

largely ineffective due to a lack of  
solidarity between the oil-producing 
countries. This led to the foundation, 
in 1968, of  the Organization of  Arab 
Petroleum Exporting Countries 
(OAPEC), a body whose purpose was 
to co-ordinate and control the use of  
oil as a political weapon. 

The Yom Kippur War of  1973 
saw OAPEC flex its political muscles 
for the first time, as Saudi Arabia 
and Egypt put an embargo on
shipments of  crude oil to Western
nations that were providing aid to 
Israel; this trebled world oil prices 
ananananannd d d sesesesesentntntntn tt thehehe ww worororldldldd i i intntntoo o rerrrecession. 

The awareness among oil-producing nations that they could use the
threat of  cutting off  oil exports as an economic weapon became 
much stronger after the foundation of  the State of  Israel in 1948, 
with one major oil embargo being put into place since then. Outside
powers have also sought to exert political or direct military influence 
over oil-producing nations in a bid to ensure vital fuel supplies.

US president Jimmy Carter greets Sheikh Ahmed
Yamani, Saudi Arabia’s Minister of Oil and an 
architect of the OAPEC oil embargo of 1973.

AAAAA A lA lA llA A llA lA lAA llA lAA llA aaaararargargar e queue for petrol in Nigeria, 
wwwwwhwhwhihiwwhwhihiwhihwwwhiwww cch chc exports most of its crude oil,
lleaealeaealeallealeeaviving little for domestic use.
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In the 1960s, Mohammed Reza Pahlavi, 
Shah (monarch) of  Iran since 1941, 
embarked on a programme of  economic
and social modernization, bolstered by 
Iran’s vast oil reserves. In Iran’s mosques, 
the teachings of  the cleric Ayatollah AA
Ruhollah Khomeini – in exile since 1964 
– were gaining ground. He preached an 
end to the Iranian monarchy, with its
perceived insensitivity to traditional Shia 
Islam, and the installation of  a theocracy 

guided by clerics. By 1978, demonstrations 
against the monarchy had erupted, but
were brutally suppressed by martial law.

FROM MONARCHY TO THEOCRACY
Fearing imminent revolution, the Shah
fled Iran on 16 January 1979. Khomeini 
returned on 1 February, and a popular 
referendum voted for an Islamic 
Republic. A new constitution namedA
Khomeini as Iran’s supreme leader,
and appointed clergy to run many state 

institutions. Relations between
the new regime and the USA
deteriorated sharply when the 
US government permitted 
the Shah to enter the USA for A
cancer treatment in October 
1979. Demanding the Shah’s 
return to Irar n to face trial, 
student t raradicals invnvada ed the
US embassy in Teheran, , taking TT
63 hostageges  anand d hoholdinng g ththeme  
for ovovere  aa y yeaear.r.  TThih rtrty y yey ararss 
llater, dipiploomamattic c relaatit onns 
bebetwweeeen n IIrran and the USA
hahavve sttilll not been restored.

nnn Irann   dddd 1971919 9
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Iranian women demonstratorsors carry 
a pa pplaclacarda  beariring n AyaAyatoltollllahlahhlahla  KhhKhKhKhKhKKhKhhKhKKKK omeomomeoo iniini’s s
porporrpo tratraraait t it just aftteer hr hr hr is is reretretreturnurnurnrnrnurnrr to totototo toototototo TTTeTeTee TeTTeTTTe TTTeTTTeTeTTeherherherherherhererrrrrraanan.n.anaaaaaannnnaaaaanaaaaannnn
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Muhammad Zahir Shah was deposed as 
king of  Afghanistan in a Marxist-led coup 
in 1973. The People’s Democratic Party 
of  Afghanistan (PDPA) government of
Nur Muhammad Taraki and Hafizullah
Amin then began a programme of
secularization that offended conservative 
Muslims and brutally suppressed dissent. 
When 50 Russian advisors were murdered 
in the Afghan city of  Herat, the USSR 

When the British withdrew from India 
in 1947 (see p.381), the partition of  the 
Indian subcontinent between India and
Pakistan left a question over the future 
of  the princely state of  Kashmir and 
Jammu. Faced with a Pakistani invasion 
of  Poonch, part of  his territory, the
maharaja appealed to India for help
and Indian forces secured the capital
Srinagar and eastern Kashmir. The
ensuing war continued until a ceasefirerereeee  
was agreed in January 1949. The 
frontlines solidified into a “Line of  
Control” across which the two sides 
occasionally skirmished, fighting two 
low-level wars there (in 1968 and 1999999).).)..).).   
A major Indo–Pakistan war erupted inininnnn  

invaded to restore order on 24 December 
1978. An Islamic resistance group then 
declared a jihad (holy war) against the d

USSR and the PDPA. These Islamist
mujahideen guerrillas fought off the Soviet n

troops, and even began to threaten Soviet
aircraft. The war was vastly expensive for 
the USSR, and, in February 1988, under 
firm international pressure, President
Mikhail Gorbachev announced the 

withdrawal of  Soviet 
troops, leaving the
mujahideen and PDPA n

in a stalemate.

nnn India–––PakPPakPakisistis an nn borborb dder    d ddd 1941941941941949949 7–1999999999999999
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1971 when the breakaway regime 
of  East Pakistan (now Bangladesh) 
successfully bid for independence 
from the Pakistani government, with
signgngngngg ififiifiififificacacaacacaacaaantntntntntnntntntntntt mmmmmm mmmillililililillilliiititititititititititititititititttarararararararararararyyyyyyy yyyyy yyyyy asasasasasassasaasasaasssiisisiiisisisisisissisiissssi ttsstststststststsssstttaananannnnnnnannnaannnanananaanncecececece ff f f roooom mmm InIInInI didididiiiiiiididiidiiiididiiiiaaa.a.a.a.aa.a.a.aa

A Soviet-made AK-47 Kalashnikov assault rifle used
by both Soviet soldiers and Afghan mujahideen
fighters during the 1978–88 conflict in Afghanistan.

Child refugees fleeing for safety from fighting in EaEaEaasasasstt tt 
Pakistan during the 1971 Indo–Pakistan war, whiccchhhhhh 
led to the region’s independence as Bangladesh.
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In 1979, Saddam Hussein (see p.413)
became president of  Iraq, following an 
internal coup in the ruling Ba’ath party. 
A man of  unbridled ambition, he sought 
to reassert Iraq’s position as a strategic 
power in the Gulf  region. The Iraqi
regime was concerned about the 
possibility of  Iran exporting its religious 
revolution (see p.389) to Iraq’s large Shia 99

minority, while a festering dispute over 
territorial rights in the Shatt al-Arab 
waterway threatened to erupt anew. 

Sensing a moment of  weakness in 
Iran, Saddam ordered his forces across 
the border on 22 September 1980. The 

In August 1990, the Iraqi
president Saddam Hussein  
invaded the small Gulf  
sheikhdom of  Kuwait. He
claimed it as a province of
Iraq, with more than half
an eye on the country’s 
vast oil reserves, which 
might help him cover the 
$100 billion cost of  the 
war with Iran in 1980–88 
(see above). The Iraqi army ee

faced precious little resistance to its
invasion and the Kuwaiti emir fled.

OPERATION DESERT STORM
The international community were not 
prepared to acquiesce, and a series of
United Nations Resolutions demanded 
Iraqi withdrawal. US President George
Bush (president 1989–93) built an 
international coalition, including many 
Arab countries. On 15–16 January 1991, 
the coalition forces launched Operation

war, however, was not the walkover that
he had expected. The Iranians defended 
fanatically, and by March 1981 the Iraqi 
offensive had stalled. By June 1982, the 
Iranians had recovered almost all the lost 
ground. Thereafter, however, neither side
was able to deliver a knockout blow and 
the war degenerated into a series of  
offensives that gained little ground at 
huge cost, as well as sparking the “War 
of  the Cities” – missile attacks on major 
cities. Finally, both sides accepted that 
neither could force a victory and agreed 
a ceasefire in August 1988, with little to 
show for the war’s 1.5 million casualties.

nnnn Iran–IIIn– raqraqraqra  b bo b rdeder  r    dd 1971971979–19–19–19–19–19–19–1199898899999
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As the Iraqi forces retreated from Kuwait they set off 
a series of fires in the oilfields, which took weeks to 
extinguish and caused severe environmental damage.

Desert Storm, an air offensive that 
destroyed military and strategic targets.
This was followed by a massive land
assault on 24 February known as 
Operation Desert Sabre. Within less than
a week the Iraqi army had retreated 
from Kuwait and coalition forces had 
penetrated southern Iraq; then they 
pulled out, leaving Hussein still in power.



In October 1934, Chinese Communists, 
largely confined by their rivals in the 
nationalist KMT party to rural areas, 
abandoned their Jianxi base, broke 
through a nationalist blockade, and 
began the “Long March” to find a safer 
refuge. A trek of  around 10,000km
(6,200 miles) ensued, and by the time 
the Communists established a new 
headquarters at Yan’an in October 1935, 
only around a tenth of  the 80,000 
marchers survived. The Communists, 
now led by Mao Zedong, regrouped and 
in July 1946 launched a civil war to wrest 
control of  China from the nationalists. 

Despite serious initial setbacks, Mao’s
forces were able to recruit reinforcements 
and in the winter of  1947 made gains in 
Manchuria. The nationalists’ best armies 
perished there and throughout 1948 
wewerere i n reretrtreaeat.t. Finalallyly, , inn J Jananuauary 19449,9, 
Maao o ennteterer d d BeBeijjing g inn t ririumph, while 
thththeee rereremamamainiinining g nannationnalalisi ts fled to the 

island of  Taiwan to establish a Republic 
of  China, with the aim of  rivalling the
Communist People’s Republic of  China 
(PRC). Initially the PRC aligned itself  
politically with the USSR, agreeing a
Treaty of  Alliance and Mutual 
Assistance in 1950. But in the 1960s 
Chinese resentment at hthe cost oof  the e
Korean W War ( ((see p.pp 393944)),),) i in whhicichh StStalalinin 4444

nnn Chiina n      d d d 1941949–p9–p99– rresententent
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Actors during the Cultural Revolution (1966–76)
perform a play criticizing Confucius, who was seen
as symbolic of traditional conservative thinking.
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Born into a peasant family in Hunan, 
Mao Zedong (1893–1976) moved to Beijing 
in 1919 and encountered communism for 
the first time. He joined the Chinese 
Communist Party at its inception in 1921
and, in 1927, led the abortive “Autumn 
Harvest” communist uprising. He took 
control of the party in 1935. His long 

tenure as leader of China from 
1949 to 1976 left an indelible 
stamp on the country.

MAOMAOMAOMAO ZEZEZE ZEDONDONDONDONGGGG



had encouraged Chinese involvement 
– and a territorial dispute that erupted into 
military clashes in March 1969 with the
USSR itself  – strained the relationship.

Domestically, Mao encouraged a 
radical programme of  industrialization, 
in 1958 beginning the “Great Leap 
Forward”, in which industrial and 
agricultural co-operatives were 
amalgamated into communes and 
industrial targets raised. At first it seemed 
as if  China had achieved spectacular 
increases in output, but later evidence
showed that these policies had caused
disastrous famines. In 1966, the Cultural 
Revolution was launched, with the aim
of  cleansing the country of  “bourgeois”
influences. Children were recruited as
Red Guards, and were encouraged to 
inform on schoolteachers and relatives
who showed any signs of
dissent against the regime.

After Mao’s death in 
1976, his wife Jiang Qing 
and a party faction known
as the “Gang of  Four” 
tried to seize power, but
were arrested and jailed. 
Instead, for the following 
15 years China was led by 

Deng Xiaoping, who 
introduced a series of  
measures aimed at
turning the Chinese 
economy away from 
centralized planning,
increasing the volume 
of  foreign trade, and
encouraging foreign
investment into 
China. These new 
policies reaped

spectacular rewards, with the Chinese
economy growing at a rate often
around 10 per cent each year.

When other communist regimes 
collapsed one by one in 1988, China 
experienced its own pro-democracy 
movement, which for a time in June 
1989 seemed as if  it might even dent the 
party’s political monopoly. But Premier 
Li Peng ordered the army to act, and 
on 4 June 1989, troops opened fire on 
the protestors in Beijing’s Tiananmen 
Square, killing some 400 to 800 of  them. 
No opposition movement on a similar 
scale emerged again. The implicit
bargain with the Chinese people became 
that in exchange for economic wellbeing, 
there would be no modification of  the 
Communist Party’s central role and that
all dissent would be suppressed. 

President Nixon’s visit to China 
in 1972 was the start of an 
improved relationship between
the USA and the communist 
Chinese government.
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The People’s Liberation Army
(PLA) is the third-largest army in
the world, with over 2.25 million
service personnel in its army, 
navy, and air forces.
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Korea, annexed by Japan in 1910, was 
partitioned following Japan’s surrender
in World War II. The division line, at 
latitude 38ºN, was known as the “38th
parallel”. Soviet forces occupied land 
north of  this line, while the US held the 
south. In 1949, both Soviet and US forces 
withdrew, and tensions between North 
and South Korea began to rise. Finally, 
on 25 June 1950, the communist leader 

of  North Korea, Kim Il Sung, ordered an
invasion of  the south. A United Nations 
Command (UNC) made up mostly of
US forces was sent to assist the south, but
they and the South Korean troops were 
soon penned in to a small area in the
southernmost tip of  the peninsula. In 
September, General Douglas MacArthur,
commander of  the UNC forces, landed
troops 240km (150 miles) further north at 
Inchon, catching the North Koreans
off-guard. By October, UNC forces had 
crossed the 38th parallel and moved 
north to the Chinese border. The 
Chinese government quickly launched a
counteroffensive, and pushed the UNC
forces back south of  the 38th parallel. 

THE END OF THE WAR
The war dragged on for a further two 
years. Finally, in July 1953, the two sides
signed an armistice, leaving the dividing 
line between the two Koreas close to the 
38th parallel, more or less exactly where 
it had been before the war had started.

At the end of  World War II, northern 
Vietnam came under the control of
Ho Chi Minh’s communist Vietminh 
movement, while the French re-established
their administration over what they had
named “Indochina” only in the south. 
Attempts to reach political accord failed; 
there was fierce fighting throughout 
1947–48, which flared up again in 1950. 
The able Vietminh general Vo Nguyen
Giap thwarted all French offensives and 

then delivered a final blow at the Battle of
Dien Bien Phu, where a heavily fortified 
French position was overrun in May 1954. 

THE GENEVA CONFERENCE
The French will to resist was shattered. 
On 21 July 1954, a peace conference held 
in Geneva agreed a formal partition of  
Vietnam along the 17th parallel, dividing 
the country between a communist north
and a Western-aligned south.

US Marines prepare to disembark at Inchon, Korea, in
September 1950. The offensive drove pro-communist 
forces back to the Chinese border.

nnn Korrea aa ea      d d d 1951950–10–100– 953953
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The division of  Vietnam in 1954 did not 
bring the country peace. Fearing the 
spread of  communism in the region 
during 1955, US President Dwight 
Eisenhower (1890–1969) helped the 
anti-communist Ngo Dinh Diem to take 
power in the south via dubious elections, 
and sent the government hundreds of
military advisers. The North Vietnamese 
reacted by encouraging those in the
South who opposed Diem – the Vietcong 
– to take up arms against the South. 

THE US MILITARY CAMPAIGNTT
The USA became drawn ever deeper 
into the conflict, despatching more than
$500 million of  US aid to South Vietnam
by the end of  1963. In August 1964, 
US president Lyndon B. Johnson used an 
attack by North Vietnamese boats on a 
US military vessel in the Gulf  of  Tonkin 
as a pretext to authorize retaliatory raids 
on North Vietnam. The first US Marines 
arrived in South Vietnam in March 1965, 
anandd bybyy J JJJululyy yy ththeyeyy e excxceeeedededd 5050 0,0, 0000. AtAt t thehe 
pepepepeakakakak ooo offff  ththhthththee e USUSUUSUSUS dddd deppepeplllolololoymymymymenenenentt,t,,, iii innnn ApAApApApppriirillll l 
1919191919699969696969, ,,,, thhhhhhhhherererere wewwewerreerere 5555 5 54434343434343 00,0,000000000000 UUUUU USSSSSSS trtrtrtrtroooooooopspspsp iiii innnn 

Vietnam (as well as 47,000 Australians 
and a New Zealand contingent). A 
formidable US bombing campaign, 
Operation Rolling Thunder, failed to 
dent the Vietcong resistance, and growing 
US casualties sapped support at home for 
continued involvement. 

A bold series of  attacks by the 
Vietcong on South Vietnamese cities in 
January 1968 (the “Tet Offensive”) also 
unnerved the Americans, and in August
1969 they began to “Vietnamize” the 
conflict by withdrawing their forces. On
27 January 1973, the USA signed the
Paris Peace Accord by which US forces 
would leave Vietnam within 60 days.
Deprived of  US backing, the South 
Vietnameeses  reggimmee survived until April 
1919191977575755, , whhwhwhennen tt thhhehe s sououththtt erernnn caapipiitatatall SaSaigiggononon 
fefefefefefellllllll tttt ttttoo oo thththt ee ViViViVietetet imimim nhhnhn .

Dog tags were used by
the US armed forces 
in Vietnam as an
easy means to 
identify soldiers 
who had been 
killed in battle.
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After World War II, Allied 
forces led by US General 
MacArthur occupied 
Japan for six years.
MacArthur worked with
Prime Minister Shigeru 
Yoshida to draft a new 
democratic constitution
for Japan and reconstruct
the Japanese economy.

AN ECONOMIC MIRACLE
From the mid-1950s, the
Japanese economy entered 
a period of  rapid growth. 
Having established heavy industries, such
as coal, iron, and steel, the emphasis in
Japanese industry shifted in the 1960s to 
specialist high-tech production, including 
a lucrative role in the new computing 
industry. The 1973 Oil Crisis (see p.388)88

caused a temporary setback, but by the 
1990s Japan’s economy was second in
size only to that of  the USA. The long 
economic boom came to an end in the 
late 1990s, as an overvalued currency 
and excessive lending by banks finally 

ThTheTheTheThe ksksksk sk liyliyliyliyliy nenenene fofof ofof f P dPudPudPudPudongongongongg iin inin in in ChCh Ch Ch Chinainainanainai w, w, w, withithithithithith itit it itts ms ms ms odeoddeodeernrn,rn, ggggg
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resulted in a dramatic 
slowdown that lasted 
more than a decade.

THE ASIAN TIGERS
From the mid-1960s, 
Japan’s economic record
had been matched by 
South Korea, Taiwan, 
Singapore, and Hong 
Kong – a group that was 
niinininininninnnninnnnininnnnnnnn ckckckcccc nanamed “the tigers”. 
In the 1990s a second 
wave of  tigers included 
Thailand, Malaysia, 

and also China, whose rapid growth 
in the 1990s placed it in the first rank 
of  world economic powers.

However, Thailand was to overstretch 
itself, and in 1997, foreign investors began 
rapidly withdrawing funds, leading to 
the collapse of  the Thai currency. Panic 
in the financial sector spread to other 
parts of  the Asian economies, as investors 
offloaded their Asian assets. It took 
some years for the tigers to recover, but
they did so, confounding expectations. 
UnUUnUnUnffofofortrr unatat lelellyy,y, jj jjususustt t aaa ddddededecacacadeddede lll l tatatatererer tt tthehheheyyy y
wewewereerere ttttt t ttooo o o oo rururuururunnn nn iiininininininntotototototo tt tt thehehehhehe g g glllololobbabababaallll ececeeconononommomomomiiiciicic 
stststststororororormmmmmmmm m m thhhththththttthh tatatatatat bbbb b b beggeggegggegggggananananaanananananan i i iiiiinnn nnnn n 20220200202008808080808.
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A Sony Walkman personal stereo 
is a typical product of Japanese 
1970s technological innovation.
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In 1962 elections in 
Southern Rhodesia put 
the right-wing (pro-white) 
Rhodesian Front back in
power. In 1964, its leader 
Ian Smith made a show of  
negotiating with Britain 
over independence for 
Rhodesia, on terms that 
would reflect the will of  its 
black majority. In reality,
Smith had no intention of  
allowing black Rhodesians 
any real political power, 
and on 11 November 1965 
confronted the British with
a unilateral declaration of
independence (UDI).

THE UDI REGIME
The British government instantly isolated
the rebel colony, and the UN condemned 
the UDI as the act of  “a racist minority”. 
But despite the imposition of  sanctions, 
Ian Smith continued to rule. African
nationalist groups, notably ZANU, under 
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Ndabaningi Sithole, came 
to realize that merely 
lobbying for black majority 
rule was futile, and were
prepared to fight. Smith
faced a growing guerrilla
insurgency, which placed 
enormous strain on 
Rhodesia’s resources. 

MODERN ZIMBABWE
Isolated by the collapse 
of  Portuguese rule in
Mozambique and Angola 
in 1973, and with the
insurgency reaching the
heart of  the country by 
1976, the Rhodesian

government finally agreed to a new 
constitution in 1978. A moderate black 
nationalist faction under Bishop Abel
Muzorewa took power in 1979, but 
elections in February 1980 returned the
hard-line Robert Mugabe, by then leader
of  ZANU, who remained Zimbabwe’s 
leader for the following three decades.
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Ian Smith gives a press conference 
in London shortly before the end
of talks that hoped to avert UDI.
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The end of  European rule 
in Africa left more than 
50 independent countries 
facing myriad challenges, 
often exacerbated by years 
of  colonialism or created 
by the legacy of  the 
borders that colonial
powers had imposed.

The advent of  the Cold 
War (see p.360–1) in the 
1940s had aggravated 
Africa’s problems, as the
continent became a proxy 
battlefield between the 
superpowers. In the Horn 
of  Africa, Cold War tensions exploded 
into open warfare, as Ethiopia saw the 
overthrow in 1973 of  Emperor Haile 
Selassie by a Marxist group, the Derg, 
led by Colonel Mengistu Haile Mariam. 
With Soviet and Cuban backing, 
Mengistu secured most of  Ethiopia. 
He also became involved in a war in the
Ogaden Desert with Somalia in 1977, a
country that then became a US ally until 
it dissolved into total chaos after 1991.

FAMINE AND CIVIL WAR
A growing insurgency against the Derrgg g
and the regime’s policies of  agricultuuraaaall 
centralization contributed to severe 
famines in Ethiopia in 1984–85, in 
which as many as a million may have 
died. Climate change (see pp.408–9) annnnndd d ddd99

continued instability in the region haavveveveveveveve 
meant that government policy conntiitinunuun esesesesses 
to be dominated by crisis responses s totooooto 
famine rather than long-term solutttioioionsnsnsnns...

Marxist groups also seized powwerer 
in Angola and Mozambique afterr tttheheheheeee  
Portuguese government abruptly d ddddeceeccccccididididididdiddddidedededdededededeedeeeee   
to withdraw its colonial control iinnn n 1199919973737337333737373733333733733. . ..

In both cases, long-
running civil war broke 
out. In Angola, conflict
between the Marxist
MPLA and the anti-
communist UNITA 
movement of  Jonas 
Savimbi finally ended 
only with Savimbi’s
death in 2002.

The dubious worth of  
Europe’s legacy to Africa 
was demonstrated in the 
Belgian Congo, which 
achieved independence 
in 1960 under Patrice

Lumumba, but almost instantly suffered
the secession of  the copper-rich province 
of  Katanga. The Belgians sent back 
troops to Congo, intervening on the sidede 
of  the Katangan n n leleadaderer M Moioioisesese T T TTshshshshshshhomomomo bbebebebe, ,, ,
before a UUniniteed d d d d NaNaNaaNaNN titititiononnns ss fofofofofofofofofofofooofofofooofooorcrcrrcrcrccrrce e e didididididiiiid spspspspsppspsppsspspssppppplalalalalalalalaceceeceeeccccceeeedddd dd

Refugees of the inter-ethnic fighting in Rwanandndddnda ia ia ia ia ia iia innnnnn nn g
1994, in which thousands of Tutsis were slauauguguugghthteeehtehteteteeeereredredredededdreedrededredddredredrededd. . .. ...
Large numbers of Hutus also died in its afteermamatmatatatatth.h.hhh.h.hh.h.h.hh

Robert Mugabe, who rose to 
prominence in the 1960s, became
president of Zimbabwe in 1987.

nnn Africaaaica       d d d d 1961960–p0–p0– rresententent
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them. Out of  this 
appalling mess the real 
winner was Joseph
Mobutu, the army Chief  
of  Staff, who obtained 
the presidency in 1965,
a post he held until
1997. In common with 
many African dictators, 
he viewed the country’s
treasury as his personal 
cash cow, sequestering 
huge sums that impoverished his nation 
through both the direct losses and the 
corruption that it encouraged. 

RWANDA AND ZIMBABWE
Rwanda had been French-administered
from the end of  World War I to its 
independence in 1964, and the colonial 
regime had done nothing to ease tensions 
between the two main ethnic groups:
Hutu and Tutsi. A Hutu massacre of  
Tutsis in 1964 foreshadowed the genocide 
of  1994, when Hutu Interraha amwe 
mimimimm liliitititiiasasasas ss s lalalaaaugugughtthterererereereededddd ss sssomomoomeee e 500505050555 0,0,0,00,,,,000000 00 TuTuTuTuTuTuTutsststststsisisissi   
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Kagame, took power, 
but many Hutus fled 
to Zaire, where they 
became involved in a 
multi-sided civil war.

Zimbabwe had 
entered independence 
as one of  the stronger 

African economies, but it suffered a 
dramatic deterioration in fortunes under 
Robert Mugabe, whose regime became
increasingly autocratic. From 2000, 
“veterans” of  the struggle for 
independence seized many white-owned
farms, crippling the agricultural economy. 
By 2008, the economy was in tatters, 
basic services had seized up, and inflation 
reached almost unmeasurably high levels. 
Mugabe and Morgan Tsvangirai, leader 
of  the opposition Movement for 
Democratic Change,, signed a a popopowewewer-
shshshshaarararinining g ggg agaggagggrereeerreeeeeemememmeeemmenenneneenenttt t ininininin S SS S S Seppepeppppteteteteteee bbmbmbmbmberererer 2 2 200000008,, 
bubububuububbb t,t,t,tttt,t,t,,, iii i innnn nnn n n rrererererrerrererrerrreerealallallalaaaaliiiiitititiitity,y,y,y,y,y,y,yyyy  t tt t tthehheheheeeeheeheeehee ppppp p p  pppprororororororospspsppspspppppspppeceececeecececeeeeeeectststststts ffffffff fooororooo ttt tthehehheheheheheeee  
cocooooococooocooocoooooouuuuuunununuuuuuuu trtrtrrrrrry yy yyy y y y yyyyyyyyyyyy yyyyyyyyyy llolololololllolollololool kokokokokokookokokokokookkok g gg  ggggggg ggggggririiririrririrriririrrrirririrr m.mmmm.m.m.m.m

A sign warns of land mines in
Mozambique, a hazard that 
persisted years after the end
of the civil war there in 1992.
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Dr Hendrik Verwoerd, South Africa’s 
prime minister between 1958 and 1966, 
drew up the system of  apartheid – an 
Afrikaans word meaning “separateness” 
– in which legalized segregation 
discriminated against the country’s 
non-white population. Apartheid 
controlled where non-whites could live 
and work, as well as their movements,
and denied them political rights. Initially, 
European powers, still the masters of  
colonial holdings in Africa, did nothing 
to oppose the inequalities this created.

In 1960 police turned their guns on a 
nonon nvnvnvnvioioiooollellelelelelenttntntntnt dd d d demmememononono stststraaararatititionono  h heleld by the 
anananananananan iiitititititititititi aa-aa--aaaaapppaapppapapapapapappp ttrtrtrrtrtrtrtr hehheheheheheheheiididiidiididdidid gg g g ggggrororrororoorouppppupupupupupuppppppp tttt tt tt thehhhhehehhhheheehh PPPP PP  anananan A A A Afrfffricicanana ist

Congress (PAC) in Sharpeville, killing 
69 people and injuring 180 more. The 
massacre triggered a shift to more 
militant tactics among activists. In 1961, 
Nelson Mandela became leader of  the
military wing of  the African National
Congress (ANC) Party, beginning a 
campaign of  sabotage against 
government installations. He and other 
ANC members were arrested and
sentenced to life imprisonment. 

APARTHEID PERSISTS
As the 1970s and 1980s progressed, 
violence escalated and resentment grew 
at a system of  Bantustans – impoverished 

“NEVER, NEVER, 

AAAAND NEVER AGAIN

SSHALL IT BE THAT 

TTHIS BEAUTIFUL 

LLAAND WILL AGAIN

EEXXPERIENCE THE 

OOPPRESSION OF 

OOOONNE BY ANOTHER.”

Nelson Mandela, 9 May 1994

Born in the Eastern Cape, South Africa, 
Nelson Rolhlahla Mandela (1918–) was an 
early anti-apartheid activist, and after the
Sharpeville Massacre in 1960 joined in the 
ANC’s move to a more violent struggle. He
was arrested in August 1962 and served
27 years in prison. Mandela emerged in 
1990 to become a powerful voice arguing 

for peaceful reconciliation between 
South Africa’s communities, and 

served as the country’s first 
non-white president from 

1994 to 1999.

NELSON MANDELA

nnn Southuth AfAfAffricricrica    dd dd 1959558–1–1–1999999999999999999
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enclaves to which Blacks were relocated 
as a substitute for any real rights. The 
police force and military clamped down 
on dissent, habitually violating human 
rights. A series of  anti-government riots, 
which began in Soweto in June 1976, 
ended 16 months later after between 
600 and 700 people had been killed.

Two events weakened South 
Africa’s position. First, its
Rhodesian allies lost power in 
1979 (see p.397) and second, in77

1986, the international
community imposed
economic sanctions on 
the country. Yet still the 
government shied away 
from real reform. 

THE END OF APARTHEID
It took a new government 
administration to open 
the way for change. In 
1989, the country elected 
F.W. de Klerk as president, 
and he soon lifted bans on the ANC and 
other opposition groups. On 11 February 
1990, Nelson Mandela was released from 
the Robben Island prison where he had 
been held since 1963 and, setting aside 
any bitterness from nearly 30 years of  

incarceration, he began talks with the 
de Klerk government on ways to achieve 
a transition to Black majority rule. There 
were grave obstacles, including the
question of  how to reconcile different
views from political and tribal factions 
among the Black community, and strong 
opposition to change from many Whites. 

A Convention for a 
Democratic South Africa
met on 20 December 
1991 to thrash out the 
issues, and a referendum 

among Whites in March
1992 – which delivered a 
68-per-cent vote for change 
– bolstered de Klerk. 
After 11 months of  
hiatus, negotiations 

resumed in March 1993 
and finally, on 26–28 April 
1994, South Africa held

its first-ever elections open to universal
suffrage. On 10 May 1994, Nelson 
Mandela became President of  South
Africa, a post he held until 1999, as 
the last vestiges of  the apartheid system
were swept away.

Corrugated iron shacks in the Soweto township are 
characteristic of the living conditions of many black 
South Africans during apartheid, and beyond.

AFRICA

South Africa’s ANC flag displays a 
spear – a symbol of resistance to 
colonial and apartheid rule.
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The founding of  the United Nations 
Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO) in 1945 signalled an international 
desire to enhance crops and eradicate
hunger. In 1960, the International Rice
Research Institute was established in the 
Philippines to improve rice production.
Its work has helped rice farmers to 
increase output by an average of  
2.5 per cent each year since 1965. 
Known as the Green Revolution, this 
transformation has gone a long way to
support the burgeoning population of  
less developed countries.

GM FOODS AND CLONING
In the 1990s, scientists developed the 
technique of  Genetic Modification (GM)
to alter plants’ genetic material and 
so create crops with better disease and 
pest resistance. In late 1996 and early 
1997, it emerged that the US company 
Monsanto had been shipping soya 
containing GM material to European 
ports, resulting in a storm of  controversy 
and strong public fears in Europe about
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the long-term effects of  consuming 
GM foods. In February 1997, a sheep 
(“Dolly”) that had been grown from an 
adult sheep cell (or cloned) was born, 
giving rise to concerns that the science 
of  biotechnology had far outrun any 
consideration of  the ethical aspects of
such manipulations.
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Scientists tend to a greenhouse of GM crops. The 
problem of cross-contamination of non-GM crops by
pollen from GM crops has caused great controversy.
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The past century has produced 
astonishing advances in medicine, 
most notably the discovery of
penicillin – the first antibiotic – 
by Alexander Fleming in 1928. 
By the 1950s, antibiotics were 
being used to provide treatments 
for many killer diseases, such as 
syphilis and tuberculosis. 

ADVANCES AND CHALLENGES
Scientists pushed forward other 
medical boundaries, too. In
1967, surgeons carried out 
the first successful human 
heart transplant. However, 
while some infectious diseases were
eradicated (the last recorded case of  
naturally occurring smallpox was in 
Somalia in 1977), many old killers, such 
as cholera and typhoid, have persisted in 

A doctor in Kenya vaccinates a small child. 
Programmes of mass vaccination have played a key 
role in reducing the spread of infectious diseases.

underdeveloped countries. As many 
as 40,000 people a day die from 
diseases caught by drinking water 
contaminated by sewage.

THE RISE OF “NEW” DISEASES
The sexually transmitted disease 
AIDS, caused by the HIV virus, 

was first identified among 
homosexual men in the USA 
in 1981. HIV spread globally, 

and by 2007, AIDS had caused 
2.1 million deaths worldwide,

with a further 33 million 
people infected with HIV.
Outbreaks of  the acute 

respiratory disease SARS in 2002–03, 
and Mexican “swine ’flu”, a strain of  the 
influenza virus that crossed over from pigs 
to humans in 2009, have provoked fears 
that it is only a matter of  time before a 
pandemic occurs on the scale of  the 
“Spanish Flu” that killed up to 20 million
people just after World War I.
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Since the early 1990s, the red 
ribbon has become a symbol for 
HIV/AIDs awareness.
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GLOBALIZATION

From the 1980s onwards, many 
governments began to liberalize
their economies, privatizing state assets 
and encouraging “open” competitive 
markets. The volume of  goods 
traded worldwide each year in the
early 21st century was approximately 
16161616 t tt timimimimesesee l lllarararargegeeerrr r thhanananana ttt t thahahahahattt t iininin 11 1 11959595959 0.0.0.0  
GlGlGlGlGlGGGGGlG obobobobobbbb lalalalalal bbb bb boododododdododo ieieieieieiiiei s ssss s sss sususususuususs chchchchchchchch a a a aaas s ss sss ththththththhhhhhheeeeee e e e e WoWoWoWoWoWoWoWoorlrlrlrlrlrlrlrld d d d d ddddd

THE GROWTH OF GLOBAL TRADE
The process of  globalization has, in 
once sense, been going on ever since 
agricultural villages began trading 
with more distant neighbours in the
Neolithic age. The events of  the 
mid- to late 20th century, however, 
were of  an entirely different order. 
In 1944, representatives of  45
nations met at Bretton Woods in the
USA to establish the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) to increase
world trade through co-operation 
between nations. It was a first
sign that the world needed an
international approach to tackle the 
globalization of  the world economy. 

The increasing interconnectedness of  the world economy, with 
multinational companies cutting across many different jurisdictions,
has been termed “globalization”. Global consumption of  uniform 
products has led to concerns about the erosion of  different cultures 
and the fear that individual governments have become almost powerless 
in comparison to the enormous power wielded by global corporations.

A cA cA cA car rar r lotlot ou outsitsitsiside de dd a Ta Ta Ta Toyooyooyooyota ta tat facfacctortortorory y nyy earar De DeDeDerbyrbyrbyy, U, U, U, UK. K. K. K. 
TheTheTheTheThTT  JaJ JaJapanpanpananpapapaneseseseseeee cacacaca r cr cr ccccompompompompompompo anyanyanyyyaany bebebbebe begagangaannn asas as a semsemsemsembliblibliblinnngng g g g
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Barcodes first appeared on products in the USA 
in 1974, and are now a powerful tool for tracking 
goods as they make their way across the world.
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Trade Organization – 
established in 1995, 
and with 153 member
countries by 2008 – 
set ground rules for 
international trade
and solved disputes 
between governments. 
The idea behind these
organizations was that 
easier international 
trade would result in
greater growth in the
world economy and
greater prosperity for 
its people. The advent 
of  the Internet and digital 
communications from the 1990s 
added new dimensions to the world’s
economic infrastructure, making 
international trade quicker and 
more efficient and the exchange of  
information almost instantaneous.

ANTI-GLOBALIZATIONAA
However, globalization has potentially 
negative effects, too. Multinational 
cocococoompmpmpmpmppaanaa ieees s ss caacaan n n shshhhifififift t prprprprododododuucuuctitititiononoo t ttto ooo
cococococococcoccoununnununununnu trttrtrtrtrtrtrtrtrieieieieieieiieieess s s s s s whwhwhhhhwhwhwhwhhererererererrrre e e eee e eee lallalalalllalalalaboboboboobobobobobobobb urururururrrrrr cccccc c cc cososososososooooststststststss aaaa aaa arererererererrer  

lower or health-and-
safety legislation is less 
stringent, cutting their 
costs and increasing 
profits. By the 21st 
century many service 
jobs – such as those in
customer service call
centres – had been 
transferred from 
high-cost Western
countries to lower-
wage developing 
countries. Moves such
as this have led to an 
anti-globalization 

movement, protesting at international 
agreements that appear to ignore
the interests of  people in both
industrialized and developing nations. 
Consistent growth since World War II,
the protestors argued, had come at the
cost of  causing long-term economic, 
social, and environmental disaster. 

Globalization, though, no matter 
the violent protests against it, now 
seems an unstoppp able phenomenon. 
ThThThThe ee e ququququuesesestitititiiononononon m m mmayayayay nnn notototot bb bbeeee hhohohohoww ww totototoo h h hh lalalt t
iititiititit, , , bububbubububuttttt tt rararararaaraththththththhththerererrererererer hhhh h h hhhhhowowowowowow bb b bbb b besesesessest t ttt tt tottototttototo m mm mmmanannanananannagagagagagaggagagaggge e e eee itititititttt.....

NEW CHALLENGES

A McDonald’s restaurant in Kuwait
City. The “golden arches” are a 
potent symbol of globalization.



Since the Industrial Revolution
(see pp.288–9), average global99

temperatures have risen by 
about 0.8ºC (1.44°F). 
This warming has 
accelerated in the last
four decades, so that
between 1995 and 2007 
the world experienced
ten of  the warmest years 
on record. Many experts 
believe human activity is
to blame for this change 
in the Earth’s climate, and 
are calling for urgent action to prevent 
a global crisis and protect the planet 
for future generations.

THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT
The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) was set up 
in 1988 to investigate climate change. 
In 2007, the IPCC produced a report
that projejected rises in tetempm erature of  

between 1.8 and 4ºC (3.2
and 7.2°F) by the end of  
the 21st century. The report 
concluded that a raised

atmospheric concentration
of  the gas carbon 
dioxide (CO

2
) has 

intensified a natural 
phenomenon known as 

the “Greenhouse Effect”. 
This is a process by which the 

surface and atmosphere of
the Earth are warmed as 
heat radiation from the 

sun is absorbed by “greenhouse” gases, 
including methane and CO

2
. This effect 

is magnified as the climate of  the Earth
changes, because the warming oceans 
are less able to remove CO

2
 from the 

atmosphere. Increasing industrialization 
has caused a rapid acceleration in the 
production of  CO

2
 emissions. Coal-

burning power stations generate CO
2
, as
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A recycling symbol, a sign of 
increasing efforts worldwide to 
reduce the burden of waste. 
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each of  the 232 million 
cars in the USA produces 
more than five tonnes of  
the gas each year. 

There are several signs 
that global warming is 
starting to severely impact
upon our environment,
such as a dramatic retreat 
of  glaciers in non-polar 
regions, a diminution in 
sea ice around the Arctic, 
and a break-up of  many ice shelves in
the Antarctic. Changes in rainfall patterns 
in many regions of  the world – tens of  
millions suffered from drought in Africa 
in the 1980s – and an increase in the
number of  severe weather events, such
as hurricanes, floods, and droughts, are
believed to be a result of  climate change. 

EXTINCTIONS AND DEFORESTATION
Many animal species are now in danger 
of  extinction. The World Conservation
Union (WCU) considers 688 African
fish, bird, and mammal species to be 
under threat – 201 of  them “critically 
endangered”. This situation has been 
agaggrg avated by y hahabibitat t loss, , cacaususededd 
nonoott t onononllyly b byy ththt ee exexexpapapap nsnsnsioioioonnn n ofofoffo  h hhhumummumumananan 
poopupulalaaatitionoonons s ininntoto nn nnnewwew aa a aaaarerererreasasasaa  – –– a a a p p pppprorororrorr cececec ssssss 
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forests are in retreat, having become
the victims of  over-logging or simply 
clearance for agricultural expansion.

THE GREEN MOVEMENT 
Many fear that climate change is
becoming irreversible, though there
is much lobbying for social change to 
help slow the trend, and perhaps even 
reverse it. Investment is increasing in
renewable sources of  energy, such as 
tidal, wind, and solar power; and in 
many developed economies, there is 
a push for consumers to recycle goods. 

Many policy makers continue to 
dispute the findings of  global-warming 
exexpeperts,s, o or r atat l leaeastst s shyhyy a awawayy frfromom r radadicicalal 
acactitiononn t thahahahaattt mimimiim ghghghghg tt alalalalieieienaatetete tt t theheh m m frfrfromom 
ththt eieieir rrr elelelelleececcecttotototoraararatetetetetess. YYY YYYYetetete w wwwititititititithhohohohh uttutuutt u u u rgrgenenentt 
acacacccttititiitiononono , , aan ii increasiini g ggg coonnsnnsn ensusus s bebellilieveveses  
thththththththththatattatat ccc c cclililimamamatetete c chahahahangngnggee e e wiwiwillllllll p p prororodduuducececece a aann n 
eeneenneneeneneeenenne vivivvvvirooooroororoonnmmnnnmnmn enentatall cacatataastststrorophphphee.

As rainfall levelsels havhave fe fallalllallen en iin in n manmanmany ay ay ay areareaaeass, s,
desded ertification – ee– encrnn oachmehmehmentnt by by by deserts – 
hasha  bebecomcome ae aan inn ncrcrcreassinnggining pr pr p oboblem.

Wind turbines can generate 
electricity with comparatively little 
impact on the environment.

NEW CHALLENGES
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Since WorldWW War I, WW
advances in technology 
have transformed global
communications and
transport systems. A 
journey that once took 
weeks by land or sea can 
now be made by air in 
hours, while huge amounts 
of  data can be transmitted 
almost instantaneously 
across the world, at the 
click of  a computer mouse.

ROAD AND AIR TRAVEL
The 20th-century boom in 
travel was largely a result
of  advances in engine 
technology that permitted
ever more powerful automobiles. Global 
statistics predict that by 2030 there will 
be 1.2 billion motor vehicles in use
worldwide, operating on a network of  
roads that cross the land throughout 
the globe. More dramatic still has been 
the explosive growth in air travel since 
WorldWW War II, reaching almost 4.5 billion WW
passengers in 2008. In the Classical era, 

travelling from Rome to RR
London would have taken 
weeks and enormous 
expense, but in the 21st 
century the journey can be 
made by air in fewer than
three hours and for less 
than a day’s average wage 
in either country.

THE REBIRTH OF 
COMMUNICATION

By the early 20th century, 
technological advances 
were making it possible 
to exchange messages 
instantly across the 
world by radio and 
telephone (see pp.292–3). 

Then, in 1958, the development of  the 
microchip dramatically transformed the 
world of  communications. Microchips
provide the “brains” for computers, 
personal communications, and cellular 
phones, allowing the storage and 
transmission of  vast amounts of  data, 
often merely at the touch of  a button. 
A precursor of  the Internet became 

operational in 1969,
and the World WW Wide W Web WW
was made available to 
the public in 1991; while 
the first mobile telephone 
network went live in 
Chicago, USA, in 1978.
Both of  these innovations 
have given citizens global 
communications tools of
previously unimaginable 
scope and power.

Mobile phone technology provides y
communication to remote villages, 
where the cost of installing fixed 
telephone cables is prohibitive.

The Apple iPhone, released in
2007, put computer-processing 
power into a mobile handset.
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On 11 September 2001, Islamic 
extremists launched successful attacks 
on the World Trade WW Center in New York 
City and the Pentagon in Washington DWW C.

THE USA UNDER ATTACK
At 8:46am American Airlines Flight 11 
crashed into the World Trade WW Center’s
north tower, followed by an attack on the 
south tower just 16 minutes later by a 
hijacked United Airlines Flight 175. In 
all, more than 2,500 people died. Then, 
at 9:37am, American Airlines Flight 77 
crashed into the Pentagon, killing a 
further 184 people, and at 10:03am 
another 40 died when United Airlines 
Flight 93, probably bound for the
Capitol Building or the White House in
Washington DWW C, ploughed into a field 
near Shanksville, Pennsylvania. 

There had never been such a damaging 
terrorist attack on US soil. The attackers 
had used comparatively simple methods 
– knives and the threat of  bombs – to 
take over the aircraft, but the logistics of  
the operation were well thought out and 
clearly required months of  planning. It
took very little time for the prime suspect
to emerge as al-Qaeda, an extremist
Islamic terrorist network with bases in 
Afghanistan, led by Osama bin Laden.
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From a wealthy Saudi Arabian family, 
Osama bin Laden (1957–) joined the 
mujahideen fight in Afghanistan in the 
1980s (see p.390( ). Around 1988 he founded 00
al-Qaeda (“the base”), using extreme terror 
to oppose US policy toward Muslims.

OSAOSAOSAMAMA BINBIN LA LADENDEN
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The withdrawal of  Soviet troops from 
Afghanistan in 1988 (see p.390) was
followed by a bitter civil war, as the 
mujahideen commanders fought for control
of  the country. In reaction to this chaos, 
a new political faction arose, the Taleban 
(meaning “students”), who originated in
the madrassas (religious schools) of  the 
conservative southern province of
Kandahar. From August 1994, the 
Taleban militia won victory after victory, 
finally capturing the Afghan capital
Kabul in September 1996.

The Taleban, under their leader
Mullah Omar, instituted a regime of  
harsh Islamic rigour, gravely curtailing 
ththe e ririghghg tsts o off  wowomemenn anandd d
babababannnnnnnninininningggg g acacacacactititititivivivivivitititititieseseseses ss s  sucucucuchhh h 
asasas ttt thhhehehe pp pllalala iyiyiyingngng oo offff  mumu isisicc 
ororor kk k kkiititititee-e-e flflflyflyflyiiininingg,g, w w wiititithhh h 

severe (including capital) punishment
for offenders. Only in the north of  the 
country did a Northern Alliance resist,
but they controlled only 10 per cent of
Afghanistan by 2000. From 1997, the 
Taleban regime played host to the
al-Qaeda movement of  Osama bin 
Laden (see p.411), which used its Afghan 
safe haven as a base to plan terrorist 
attacks against US interests.

THE US CAMPAIGN IN AFGHANISTAN
Once it became clear that al-Qaeda 
had carried out the 9/11 attacks against 
the USA (see p.411), the US government 
demanded that the Taleban hand over 
Osama bin Laden. Mullah Omar refused 
and on 7 October the Americans began 
to bomb Afghan cities. The Americans 
alalsos  started to provide military aid to 
thththht e ee NoN rthern Alliance, who began an 
offffffooffoffeneenensisive southwards. The Taleban, faced 
wwiwiiiiwww ththhthht  U UUUUS S carpet-bombing, largely melted 
awawawwwaaawaaayy.  KKaK bul fell on 13 November and 
tthhhhee e TTTaTaaaalel bab n stronghold of  Kandahar at 
tthhee e eeennddd d oof  the month. However, Osama 

bbbiinnn LLLaLadden and much of  the al-Qaeda 
leeleaadddererrerrershshshsshs ip managed to slip away.

TTTTTTTHHHHHE HE HE TTTTTTAAALEA BAN RETTT URN
DDDDDeDD spspsppspspspspitiitiii e the subsequent despatch
ofoffofofofofoofoofoo  aaaaa aaaa mmultinational armed force to 
sststtstststststsststss abababbaababili ize the country, the Taleban 
rrrrererrereeegrgrgrgrgg ouped. The new Afghan
gogogogggg vevv rnment of  Hamid Karzai 
wwwwwwawaawwwaww vvered between supporting 
inininninni tternational offensives against
ttthththtththe resurgent Taleban and 
sseseseeking compromise with
mmmomm re moderate elements.
BByBB  2009, large rural areas 
ooof  southern Afghanistan

weweeerrrer  again under Taleban rule, 
huhuhuhhhhhhuhhuhuhuuhh ndndndn reds of  the international

ffofofooooorrrrccccceeee ee eee hhhaah d been killed, and peace for 
AAAAfAfAfAffffAAAfAfAfAffffAAAAAAAfAffAfAAAfAffAAAAfAfAfAAAfAAfAAAAfAAAfAffAAAfAfAAAfffAAAAAAAfAfAAfAffffggghghghghghhghhghggghgghggghghgggggghanannnaaaa iistan seemed ever distant.

TalTalebaebaban fin fin fightghtersers neaneane r Kr K babuabulll 
ininin F bFebFebruary 19995, 5 afttererer 
theth ir rapid advdvanance
nnorthwards ffroromm  
KanKa dahar.

nnn Afghanananhanistististi an ana    d d dd OctOctobeobeber 2r 2r 22222001001000000000010 –prprpreseeseseseeentntnttntnt

TTTTTHHHHHEE AAAAFGGGHHHHAAAANNNN WWWWWWWWWWAAAAAAAAAAAARRRRRRRR
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From 1993, the Iraqi 
president Saddam Hussein 
had been forced to allow 
the United Nations (UN)
to inspect his armaments 
industries to ensure he did 
not acquire “weapons of
mass destruction” (WMD), 
such as nuclear, chemical, 
or biological weaponry. 
US President George W. 
Bush (president 2001–09) 
exploited Saddam’s often 
patchy compliance with 
this directive, encouraging 
the international community throughout 
late 2002 to pressure the Iraqi government 
to come clean about its weapons stocks.
Saddam blustered, realizing too late that
Bush had boxed him into a corner.

The Americans were unable to secure 
a definitive UN resolution authorizing 
force, but maintained that previous
resolutions contained implicit approval

Flames light up Baghdad on the second night of the
US bombing of the Iraqi capital on 23 March 2003, an
attack the Americans described as “shock and awe”.  

for military action. On 20 March 2003, 
US air strikes against Baghdad began. In 
contrast to the first Gulf  War (see p.391), 
a land attack began almost immediately,
with US-led coalition forces landing near 
the southern port of  Basra on 22 March.
As the invasion force pushed northwards, 
many Iraqi units failed to resist or melted 
away and the USA took Baghdad on 
9 April, with the last major city, Tikrit, 
falling four days later. 

IRAQ AFTER THE WAR
Postwar Iraq descended into chaos, with
the breakout of  an insurgency against
US occupation, mostly by Sunni Muslims, 
that killed hundreds of  US soldiers. The 
previously supportive Shia population
turned against the coalition, too, and a 
vicious set of  civil wars erupted between
the two communities, with the loss of
thousands of  lives. In 2009, the US 
government announced its intention to 
withdraw its forces by August 2010,
leaving the Iraqi government to rebuild 
a nation in which the bitterness of  the
post-war violence had made communal
harmony almost impossible to achieve.

nnn Iraq  q    d d d d MarMM ch ch h 2002003–p3–p–presresreessentententententententnt

TTTTTHHHHEE WWWWAARRR IIINNNN IIIRRRRRRRRAAAAAAAAAQQQQQQQQQQ

A member of the Iraqi Ba’ath party from 
1957, Saddam Hussein (1937–2006) played 
a key role in the coup that brought the 
party to power in 1968. He ruled Iraq from 
1979 with brutal force at home and abroad. 
The Americans toppled him in 2003.

SADDAM HUSSEIN

NEW CHALLENGES
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BEYOND THE NATION STATE

longer required as 
Cold War allies. The 
phenomenon of  “failed 
states” (such as Somalia)
arose; in such nations, 
no effective government
exists, leading to civil 
war and warlordism. 
Enforcing world 

norms (such as the repression of  
piracy) is simply impossible on a 
failed state’s national territory.

The world has faced the growth of  
a new sort of  international terrorism, 
exexemmplplififieieedd d bybyb  al-l-QaQaededa,a, w whhose 
aagaga ene dadada i i iss s nononott t aa a nananananatittitittionononalalaalalisisiisis ititittic cc ononone ee
(s(s(ss(sucucucucucuchhh h asasasassass tt t tttttthahahahattt t ffofofoo t tthheheheee II II IIRRARARRAAARAARAAAAAAR fff fffff  f  fffoooooororoorororoo aaaa a uu uu uninnininiteteteteteeddd,d,d,d, 
iinininininiinnninninniniininnnininnnnddedeededededepepepepepepepepeppepppp ndndndndndndndndndndndndndeeneneeneeneenenennttttttt IIrIrrrrrrrrrIIrrrrrrrrrrrrrIrrr lllelelelellelelelellleleelleleeeelellllleellelllleellleleelanannannnnannnnanannnannaannnnnaannannnnaanaaaananannnaaanananandd,d,d,d,d,dd,dd,d, o o oo or rr r r ETETETETETETETTAAA AAA A A A ffofofofofofofor rr r

FAILED STATES 
AND TERRORISM
When the Cold War
(see pp.360–61) ended 
in the 1990s, many saw 
it as heralding the
“End of  History” or
a “New World Order”, 
both notions that 
proved hugely over-
optimistic. Nation 
states with widely 
varying political 
traditions could not – or refused to – 
impose Western democratic systems; 
while others simply fell apart either
as a result of  years of  misrule or 
because funding to their governments 
wawawaassss rererer momomooveevevevedddd whwhwwheenenen t t  theheeyy y wewerere nnoo 

As early as the 1920s, there was an awareness that the world’s nations 
needed a more international approach to policy making to avoid the 
kind of  tensions that had led to World War I. Despite this knowledge, 
the League of  Nations, which first met in 1920, failed the challenge 
of  keeping the peace, while its successor, the United Nations, was
hampered by the outbreak of  the Cold War in the late 1940s.

The Taj Mahal hotel in 
Mumbai, India, was targeted 
during the terrorist attacks on
the city in November 2008.

SomSomSo alialiali chh chhilddiildildrenrenr nnren lillliii inene ene up pppp p uppp p foforfofororfofo a aa  a meeameaeaaeameaaeeeal al al aatt aatt at a 
refrefrefrefugeugegeeugegeugeeuu ee ce ce centnttentenntrrereeree.e.re InInInIn InII 2020 200 0770707,07,07, thttththhhhtt thereererereerre wwwee w w rere anan n
estesteststestimaimaimateddtedtedded 3131 313 3131 7.77.7 .7.7 mmilmilmilmilmilliliolioooliolioliolioon rnn rrn rrrn refuefefuefuefuefuefeeefugeegeeegeegeeeeegeeegees ws wwss w wwss wwwwwwwss wsss wwws s  ss ws woorlororooorlororooor dwidwiwidwwdwdwwiiwiwiwid iwiideddde.ddee.ddedddededdeddddd   
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Basque independence
in northern Spain), 
but aims instead to 
establish its own new
(Islamic) world order. 
Incidents such as the 
9/11 attack on the 
USA (see p.411), or the
2008 attacks on hotels in Mumbai 
in India, demonstrated a threat
that – because it was able to 
undermine the safety of  a huge 
number of  countries – could not be 
dealt with by one nation acting alone.

WORLD PROBLEMS WITH 
GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
The leaders of  the 21st century face 
challenging problems. Large-scale
population shifts – such as the vast 
numbers of  migrants seeking to enter 
the European Union illegally from
Africacan counntrtrieieies –  asas w welelll as climamatet  
chchhhhanannaaa geege, thththththrerererereeatatenen t thehe l livivelelihihhoooodddsd o of  ff

iiimimimiilllllllllllllioioiooiooonnsnsnsnns. .. .. GlGGlGllGloboboboobobo alalalala izizatattatatioioioooonnn nn isisisiss i i i incncnccrereererereasasasininini gg g g g 
thhhhththhththheeeeee ee iiininininteteteteteteteeerdddrdrdrdrddepepepeppepepepepepepenenennennendededdddedededdennnncncncncncnccnce e ee ofofffoff t tt ttthehheheheheehe ww wwww wwwororororrororldldlddldlddldldld  

economy, so that a fiscal crisis in
one country can soon translate into 
factory closures or banking chaos 
in another, as happened in 2008–09.

If  the most powerful countries 
can set aside their individual self-
interests, or if  global bodies such as 
the UN can forge an international
consensus to address these problems, 
then the 21st-century world may 
avoid crises far more profound and 
devastating than those of  the previous 
century. The alternative is a situation
in which non-state bodies, such as 
rer gigiono alal a alllliaiancnceses, glglglloboboo alal c ccororpopooporararratititionononnss,s,s, 
ana d d d ttterrorrisisisist grrrouououououo pspspsp , , seset t tht e popolil tit cacacal ll
agagggagagaggagggenenenenee ddadadadaaa iii iinnnn nn a a a aa aaaaaa wowowowowow rlrrlrlrlrlrlrld d dd fafafaar r lelelelesssssssss s s ssstatatatatablblblblb ee e e eee ththththhananannananna  
ththththhhhthhhhe e eeeeeee ononononone ee e e wwewewwewewewewwewewe k k kk kkk k kknonnonononononononnonononowww.wwww.ww

Bill Gates (left) and Warren 
Buffett (right) have given a total 
of over $52 billion in aid for 
health and education. Private
funding plays a growing role in
world development.

NEW CHALLENGES
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LONGEST-REIGNING MONARCHS
NAME

Pepi II

TaejoTT

Sobhuza

Jangsu

Tai WuTT

Louis XIV

Trieu Vu Vuong

Johannes II

Pandukhabaya

Shapur II

Ponhea Yat

Kinich Yanab Pakal

Franz Josef I

Rameses II

Ferdinand III

Sultan Ibrahim

Amoghavarsha

Victoria

James I

Bhumibol Adulyadej 
(Rama IX) 

Hirohito

Kangxi

Saqr bin Mohammad
al-Qassimi

PLACE

New Kingdom Egypt

Koguryo (Korea) 

Swaziland

Koguryo (Korea)   

China (Shang Dynasty)

France

Vietnam

Liechtenstein

Rajarata (Sri Lanka)

Sassanid Persia

Khmer Empire (Cambodia)

Palenque

Austria–Hungary

New Kingdom Egypt

Sicily

Johor (Malaysia)

Rashtrakuta Empire (India)

United Kingdom

Aragon

Thailand

Japan

China (Qing Dynasty)

Ras Al Khaimah (United
Arab Emirates)

DATES OF REIGNF

2278–2184 BCE

53–146 CE

1899–1982

413–91 CE

1486 –1411 BCE

1643–1715

207 –136 BCE

1858–1929

437–367 BCE

309–79 CE

1393–1463

615–83

1848–1916

1279–1213 BCE

1759–1825

1895–1959

814–78

1837–1901

1213–76

1946– 

1926–89

1661–1722

1948–

DURATION

94 years

93 years

83 years

78 years

75 years

72 years

71 years

70 years

70 years

70 years

70 years

68 years

68 years

66 years

65 years

64 years

64 years

63 years

63 years

63 years
(as of 2009)

62 years

61 years

61 years
(as of 2009)

Emperor Kangxi – who ascended to the throne at the 
age of seven – was the architect of one of the greatest 
periods of Chinese expansion during his 61-year reign. 
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PERIOD

Early Dynastic Period
(2920–2649 BCE)E

Old Kingdom
(2649–2150 BCE)EE

First Intermediate
Period
(2150–2040 BCE)EE

Middle Kingdom
(2040–1640 BCE)E

Second Intermediate
Period
(1640–1532 BCE)EE

DYNASTY

1st dynasty (2920–2770 BCE)EE

2nd dynasty (2770–2649 BCE)E

3rd dynasty (2649–2575 BCE)EE

4th dynasty (2575–2465 BCE)E

5th dynasty (2465–2323 BCE)EE

6th dynasty (2323–2150 BCE)E

7th & 8th dynasties
(2150–2134 BCE)EE

9th & 10th dynasties 
(2134–2040 BCE) EE

11th dynasty (at Thebes)
(2134–2040 BCE)EE

11th dynasty (all Egypt) 
(2040–1991 BCE)E

12th dynasty (1991–1783 BCE)EE

13th dynasty (1783–c.1640 BCE)EE

14th dynasty (c.1730–c.1640 BCE)EE

15th dynasty (Hyksos) 
(1640–1532 BCE)E

16th dynasty (1640 –1532 BCE)EE

17th dynasty (at Thebes)
(1640–1550 BCE)E

NOTABLE PHARAOHS

Narmer

Menes (Aha)

Den

Peribsen

Djoser (2630 BCE-2611 BCE)EE

Snefru (2575–2551 BCE)E

Khufu (Cheops) (2551–2528 BCE)EE

Menkaure (Mycinerus)
(249o–2472 BCE)EE

Shepseskaf  (2472–2467 BCE)EE

Userkaf (2465–2458 BCE)E

Sahure’ (2458–2446 BCE)EE

Neuserre’ (2416–2392 BCE)EE

Djedkare’ (2388–2356 BCE)EE

Wenis (Unas) (2356–2323 BCE)EE

Teti (2323–2291 BCE)E

Pepi I (2289–2255 BCE)EE

Merenre (2255–2246 BCE)EE

Pepi II (2246–2152 BCE)E

Numerous ephemeral kings, as
central authority collapsed

Power struggle between minor 
rulers of Upper and Lower Egypt

Inyotef II (2118–2069 BCE)E

Mentuhotep II (2061–2040 BCE)EE

Mentuhotep II (2040–2010 BCE)EE

Mentuhotep III (2010–1998 BCE)EE

Mentuhotep IV (1998–1991 BCE)EE

Amenemhet I (1991–1962 BCE)E

Senwosret I (1971–1926 BCE)EE

Amenemhet II (1929–1892 BCE)E

Senwosret III (1878–1841 BCE)EE

Amenemhet IV (1799–1787 BCE)EE

Minor rulers

Minor rulers

Apophis (c.1585–c.1542 BCE)E

Minor Hyksos rulers contemporary
with the 15th dynasty

Kamose (1555–1550 BCE)EE

EGYPTIAN PHARAOHS
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PERIOD DYNASTY NOTABLE PHARAOHS

New Kingdom
(1550–10701550–1070 BCE))EE

Third Intermediate
Period
(1070–712 BCE)EE

Late Period
(712–332 BCE)EE

18th dynasty
((1550–1307 BCE))E

19th dynasty
(1307 1196(1307–1196 BCEBCE))EEEE

20th dynasty (1196–1070 BCE)EE

21st dynasty (1070–945 BCE)EE

22nd dynasty (945–712 BCE)EE

23rd dynasty (c.828–712 BCE)E

24th dynasty (724–712 BCE)EE

25th dynasty  (770–712 BCE) EE

25th dynasty (Nubia and all of 
Egypt) (712–657 BCE)EE

26th dynasty (672–525 BCE)EE

Ahmose (1550–1525 BCE)E

Amenophis I (1525–1504 BCE)EE

Tuthmosis I (1504–1492 BCE)EE

Tuthmosis II (1492–1479 BCE)EE

Tuthmosis III (1479–1425 BCE)EE

Hatshepsut (1473–1458 BCE)EE

Amenophis II (1427–1401 BCE)EE

Tuthmosis IV (1401–1391 BCE)EE

Amenophis III (1391–1353 BCE)E

Amenophis IV/Akhenaten
(1353–1335 BCE)E

Smenkhare (1335–1333 BCE)EE

Tutankhamun (1333–1323 BCE)EE

Ay (1323–1319 BCE)E

Horemheb (1319–1307 BCE)EE

Rameses I (1307–1306 BCE)E

Seti I (1306–1290 BCE)EE

Rameses II (1290–1224 BCE)EE

Merneptah (1224–1214 BCE)E

Rameses III (1194–1163 BCE)EE

Rameses V (1156–1151 BCE)EE

Rameses XI (1100–1070 BCE)EE

Smendes (1070–1044 BCE)EE

Psusennes I (1040–992 BCE)EE

Osorkon I (984–978 BCE)EE

Psusennes II (959–945 BCE)E

Shoshenq I (945–924 BCE)EE

Osorkon II (924–909 BCE)EE

Shoshenq III (835–783 BCE)EE

Osorkon V (735–712 BCE)EE

Competing lines of lesser 
rulers at Hermopolis Magna, 
Leontopolis, and Tanis

Shabaqa (712–698 BCE)E

Taharqa (690–664 BCE)EE

Necho I (672–664 BCE)E

Psammetichus I (664–610 BCE)EE

Apries (589–570 BCE)EE

An ornament from 
Tuutankhamun’s tomb 
featuring the scarab
beetle, symbol of 
resurrection, and the 
protective Eye of Horus.

EGYPTIAN PHARAOHS (continued)

In 525 BCE Egypt was conquered by the Persian king Cambyses, and, apart from a brief period 
when native Egyptian rulers regained power, remained part of the Persian empire until 332 BCE

when it was conquered by Alexander the Great. In 30 BCE it became part of the Roman empire.
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ROMAN EMPERORS

Augustus

Tiberius

Gaius Caligula

Claudius

Nero

Galba

Otho

Vitellius

Vespasian

Titus

Domitian

Nerva

Trajan

Hadrian

Antoninus Pius

Marcus Aurelius

Lucius Verus (co-Augustus)

Commodus

27 BCE–14 CE

14–37 CE

37–41 CE

41–54 CE

54–68 CE

68–69 CE

69 CE

69 CE

69–79 CE

79–81 CE

81–96 CE

96–98 CE

98–117 CE

117–38 CE

138–61 CE

161–80 CE

161–69 CE

180–92 9 CE

In 27 CE Octavian, on becoming Rome’s first emperor, renamed himself Gaius Julius Caesar 
Augustus, and from then on Roman emperors took the honorific title Augustus for the duration of 
their reign. Until 286 CE this was normally a title unique to one individual, but there were periods 
of joint rule, usually when the imperial succession was disputed, or the emperor’s nominated heir 
was too young to rule alone following his predecessor’s death. However, the emperor Diocletian
instigated a different system, the Tetrarchy, under which four individuals ruled the empire, two as 
Augustus, and two as Caesar – a kind of “junior emperor”. This use of titles persisted until 395 CE, 
when the eastern and western portions of the empire split from each other permanently.

REIGNNAME REIGNNAME

Pertinax

Didius Julianus

Septimius Severus

Caracalla (co-Augustus 198–211)

Geta (co-Augustus)

Macrinus

Diadumenianus (co-Augustus)

Elagabalus

Alexander Severus 

Maximinus Thrax

Gordian I & Gordian II

Pupienus & Balbinus

Gordian III

Philip I

Philip II (co-Augustus)

Decius

Herennius Etruscus 
(co-Augustus)

193 CE

193 CE

193–211 CE

198–217 CE

209–11 CE

217–18 CE

218 CE

218–22 CE

222–35 CE

235–38 CE

238 CE

238 CE

238–44 CE

244–49 CE

247–49 CE

249–51 CE

251 CE

The Roman amphitheatre at El Djem, in modern
Tunisia, was built during the rule of the provincial 
governor Gordian, who became emperor in 238 CE.
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ROMAN EMPERORS (continued)
REIGN

REIGN

REIGN

NAME

NAME

NAME

REIGN

REIGN

REIGN

NAME

NAME

NAME

Trebonianus Gallus

Hostilianus (co-Augustus)

Volusianus (co-Augustus)

Aemilianus

Valerian

Gallienus (co-Augustus 253–60)

Claudius Gothicus 

Quintillus

Aurelian

Tacitus

Florian

Probus

Carus

Numerian

Carinus (co-Augustus 283–84)

Diocletian

Maximian (Caesar 285–86, 
co-Augustus 286–305)

Constantius I Chlorus
(Caesar 293–305, co-Augustus 
305–06)

Galerius (Caesar 293–305, 
co-Augustus 305–11)

251–53 CE

251 CE

251–53 CE

253 CE

253–60 CE

253–68 CE

268–70 CE

270 CE

270–75 CE

275–76 CE

276 CE

276–82 CE

282–83 CE

283–84 CE

283–85 CE

284–305 CE

286–305 CE

305–06 CE

305–11 CE

Severus (Caesar 305–06, 
co-Augustus 306–07)

Licinius

Maximin Daia (Caesar 305–10, 
co-Augustus 310–13)

Constantine I (A(( ugustus 306, 
Caesar 306–07, co-Augustus 
307–24)

Constantine II (Caesar 317–37, 
co-Augustus 337–40)

Constantius II (Caesar 324–37, 
co-Augustus 337–50)

Constans (Caesar 333–37, 
co-Augustus 337–50)

Julian (Caesar 355–60)

Jovian

Valentinian I (co-Augustus)

Valens (co-Augustus)

Gratian (co-Augustus)

Valentinian II (co-Augustus)

Theodosius I (co-Augustus 
379–92)

306–07 CE

308–24 CE

310–13 CE

306–37 CE

337–40 CE

337–61 CE

337–50 CE

360–63 CE

363–64 CE

364–75 CE

364–78 CE

367–83 CE

375–92 CE

379–95 CE

WESTERN EMPIRE

EASTERN EMPIRE

Honorius

Constantius III (co-Augustus)

Valentinian III

Petronius Maximus

AvitusAA

Majorian

Arcadius 

Theodosius II (co-Augustus 
405–08)

Marcian

395–423 CE

421 CE

424–55 CE

455 CE

455–56 CE

457–61 CE

395–408 CE

405–50 CE

450–57 CE

Libius Severus

Anthemius

Olybrius

Glycerius

Julius Nepos

Romulus Augustulus

Leo I

Zeno (deposed)

Basiliscus

461–65 CE

467–72 CE

472 CE

473–74 CE

474–75 CE

475–76 CE

457–74 CE

474–75 CE

475–77 CE
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BYZANTINE EMPERORS

REIGN

477–91

491–518

518–27

527–65

565–78

578–82

582–602

602–10

610–41

641

641

641–68

668–85

685–95

695–98

698–705

705–11

711–13 

713–15

715–17

717–41

741–75

775–80

780–97

797–802

802–11

811

811–13

813–20

820–29

829–42

842–67

867–86 

887–912

912–13

912–59

919–44

959–63

NAME

Zeno

Anastasius

Justin

Justinian

Justin II

Tiberius II

Maurice

Phocas

Heraclius

Heraclonas

Constantine III

Constans II

Constantine IV

Justinian II (deposed)

Leontius

Tiberius III

Justinian II (restored)

Philippicus

Anastasius II

Theodosius III

Leo III the Isaurian

Constantine V Copronymos

Leo IV

Constantine VI

Irene (Empress)

Nicephorus I

Stauracius

Michael I

Leo V the Armenian

Michael II

Theophilus 

Michael III

MACEDONIAN DYNASTY

Basil I the Macedonian

Leo VI (“the Wise”)

Alexander

Constantine VII
Porphyrogenitus

Romanus I Lecapenus 
(co-Emperor)

Romanus II

REIGNNAME

Nicephorus II Phocas

John I TzimiscesTT

Basil I “the Bulgar-slayer”

Constantine VIII
(co-emperor to 1025)

Romanus III Argyrus

Michael IV the Paphlagonian

Michael V Calaphates

Constantine IX Monomachus

Zoe (co-ruler as Empress)

Theodora (sole ruler as
Empress)

Michael VI Stratioticus

COMNENID DYNASTY

Isaac I Comenus

DUCID DYNASTY

Constantine X Ducas

Romanus IV Diogenes

Michael VII Ducas

Nicephorus III Botaniates

COMNENID DYNASTY

Alexius I Comnenus

John II

Manuel I

Alexius II

Andronicus I

ANGELID DYNASTY

Isaac II Angelus

Alexius III

Isaac II (restored)

Alexius IV (co-Emperor)

Alexius V Mourzouphlos

Theodore I Lascaris

John III Vatatzes

Theodore II

John IV

PAPP LAEOLOGID DYNASTY

Michael VIII (to 1261 as 
Emperor of Nicaea) 

Andronicus II

963–69

969–76

976–1025

976–1028

1028–34

1034–41

1041–42

1042–55

1042–50

1055–56

1056–57

1057–59

1059–67

1068–71

1071–78

1078–81

1081–1118

1118–43

1143–80

1180–83

1183–85

1185–95

1195–1203

1203–04

1203–04

1204

1204–22

1222–54

1254–58

1258–61

1259–82

1282–1328

LASCARID DYNASTY (AS EMPERORS OF NICAEA))
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BYZANTINE EMPERORS (continued)

OTTOMAN EMPERORS

Osman I

Orkhan

Murad I

Bayezid I

Suleyman I (rival claimant)

Mehmet I (rival claimant
to 1410)

Murad II

Mehmet II

Murad II (restored)

Mehmet II (restored)

Bayezid II

Selim I the Grim

Suleyman II the Magnificent

Selim II

Murad III

Mehmet III

Ahmad I

Mustafa I

OOsmansman IIII

Mustafa I (restored)

Murad IV

Ibrahim

Mehmet IV

Suleyman III

Ahmad II

Mustafa II

Ahmad III

Mahmud I

Osman III

Mustafa III

‘Abdul Hamid I

Selim III

Mustafa IV

Mahmud II

‘Abdul–Majid I

‘Abdul–‘Aziz

Murad V

‘Abdul–Hamid II

Mehmet V

MMehmet Vehmet VII

‘Abdul-Majid II (caliph)

1299–1326

1326–59

1359–89

1389–1403

1403–10

1403–21

1421–44

1444

1444–51

1451–81

1481–1512

1512–20

1520–66

1566–74

1574–95

1595–1603

1603–17

1617–18

1618–221618 22

1622–23

1623–40

1640–48

1648–87

1687–91

1691–95

1695–1703

1703–30

1730–54

1754–57

1757–74

1774–89

1789–1807

1807–08

1808–39

1839–61

1861–76

1876

1876–1909

1909–18

1918–221918 22

1922–24

NAME

NAME

REIGN

REIGN

NAME

NAME

REIGN

REIGN

Michael IX (co-Emperor)

Andronicus III

John V

John VI (co-Emperor)

Andronicus IV

1293–1320

1328–41

1341–76

1347–54

1376–79

John V (restored)

Manuel II

John VII (regent)

John VIII

Constantine XI

1379–91

1391–1425

1399–1402

1425–48

1448–53

The Ottoman emperor Bayezid II
(seated, far right) gave sanctuary to 
Jews exiled by the Spanish Inquisition.
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RULERS OF THE HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE

REIGN

800–14

814–40

840–55

855–75

875–77

884–87

891–94

894–96

896–99

899–911

915–24

911–18

919–36

962–73

973–83

996–1002

1014–24

1027–39

1046–56

1084–1105

1111–25

1133–37

NAMENAME

Charlemagne

Louis I

Lothair I

Louis II

Charles II

Charles III

Guy of Spoleto

Lambert of Spoleto

Arnulf

Louis III 

Berengar I

Conrad I of 
Franconia

Henry I the Fowler

Otto I the Great

Otto II

Otto III

Henry II Of Saxony

Conrad II of 
Franconia

Henry III

Henry IV

Henry V

Lothair III

REIGN

SALIAN FRANKISH DYNASTY

SUPPLINGBURGER DYNASTY

1138–52

1155–90

1191–97

1198–1208

1209–15

1215–50

1250–54

1254–56

1267–73

1273–91

1292–98

1298–1308

1312–13 

1328–47

1347–78

1378–1400

1400–10

1433–37

1437–39

1440–93

1493–1519

1519–56

1556–64

1564–76

1576–1612

1612–19

1619–37

1637–58

1658–1705

1711–40

1742–45

1745–65

1765–90

1790–92

1792–1806

The double-headed eagle became the central
motif of the Holy Roman Empire with the 
accession of the Austrian Habsburg Dynasty.

Conrad III

Frederick I Barbarossa

Henry VI 

Philip of Swabia

GUELPH DYNASTY

Otto IV of Saxony

HOHENSTATT UFEN DYNASTY

Frederick II

Conrad IV

William of Holland

Alfonso X of Castile

Rudolf I of Habsburg

Adolf of Nassau

Albert I of Austria

Henry VII

Louis IV of Wittelsbach

Charles IV of Luxemburg

Wenzel of Luxemburg

Rupert II of the Palatinate 

Sigismund of Luxemburg

HABSBURG DYNASTY

Albert II

Frederick II of Styria

Maximilian I

Charles V

Ferdinand I

Maximilian II

Rudolf II

Matthias

Ferdinand II of Styria

Ferdinand III

Leopold I

Charles VI

WITTELSBACH DYNASTY

Charles VII of Bavaria

HABSBURG-LORRAINE DYNASTY

Francis I

Joseph II

Leopold II

Francis II

HOHENSTATT UFEN DYNASTY

OTTONIAN SAXON DYNASTY
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(from 1871 German Emperor)

(from 1861 King of Italy)

EMPERORS OF AUSTRIA

KINGS OF ITATT LY

KINGS OF PRUSSIA

KINGS OF SARDINIA

EMPERORS OF GERMANY

NAME

NAME

NAME

NAME

NAME

REIGN

REIGN

REIGN

REIGN

REIGN

NAME

NAME

NAME

NAME

NAME

REIGN

REIGN

REIGN

REIGN

REIGN

Francis (Holy Roman
Emperor Francis II)

Ferdinand

Victor Emmanuel II
(of Sardinia)

Umberto I

Frederick I

Frederick William I

Frederick II the Great

Frederick William II

Victor Amadeus II

Charles Emmanuel III

Victor Amadeus III

Charles Emmanuel IV

Victor Emmanuel I

William I
(King of Prussia)

1804–35

1835–48

1861–78

1878–1900

1701–13

1714–40

1740–86

1786–97

1718–30

1730–73

1773–96

1796–1802

1802–21

1871–88

Franz Joseph

Charles

Victor Emmanuel III

Umberto II

Frederick William III

Frederick William IV

William I

Charles Felix

Charles Albert

Victor Emmanuel II

Frederick

William II (Kaiser Wilhelm)

1848–1916

1916–18

1900–46

1946

1797–1840

1840–61

1861–71

1821–31

1831–49

1849–61

1888

1888–1918

William II (centre), the last 
German emperor, abdicated
after his country’s defeat in
World War I. He died in exile 
in the Netherlands in 1941.
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KINGS OF FRANCE

c.457–81

481–511

511–34

511–24

511–58

511–61

534–48

548–55

561–67

561–92

561–75

561–84

575–95

584–629

595–612

595–613

623–39

629–32

634–59

639–57

659–61

657–73

661–75

673–90

676–79

690–954

685–711

711–15

715–21

718–19

721–37

NAME

Childeric I

Clovis I

Theoderic I (Rheims)

Chlodomir (Orléans)

Childebert (Paris)

Chlotar I (Soissons)

Theudebert I (A(( ustrasia)

Theodebald (A(( ustrasia)

Charibert I (Paris)

Guntram (Burgundy)

Sigebert (Metz)

Chilperic I (Soissons)

Childebert II (A(( ustrasia)

Chlotar II (Soissons; 
sole king 613–23)

Theudebert II (A(( ustrasia)

Theoderic II (Burgundy; 
Austrasia 612–13)

Dagobert I (A(( ustrasia
623–34, Neustria 629–39)

Charibert II (A(( quitaine)

Sigebert II (A(( ustrasia)

Clovis II (Neustria and 
Burgundy)

Dagobert II (A(( ustrasia)

Chlotar III (Neustria) 

Childeric II (A(( ustrasia)

Theoderic III (Neustria; 
Austrasia)

Dagobert II (A(( ustrasia)

Clovis III

Childebert III

Dagobert III

Chilperic II (Neustria)

Chlotar IV (A(( ustrasia)

Theoderic IV

REIGNNAME REIGN

MEROVINGIAN DYNASTYTT Childeric III

CAROLINGIAN DYNASTY TT

Pepin the Short

Charlemagne (Charles I)

Carloman (co-ruler)

Louis I the Pious

Charles II the Bald

Louis II the Stammerer 

Louis III

Carloman II

Charles the Fat

Odo 

Charles III the Simple

Robert I

Raoul

Louis IV

Lothair

Louis V

CAPETIAN DYNASTYTT

Hugh Capet

Robert II the Pious 

Henry I

Philip I

Louis VI the Fat

Louis VII the YoungYY

Philip II Augustus

Louis VIII

Louis IX the Saint

Philip III the Bold

Philip IV the Fair

Louis X

John I

Philip V

Charles IV the Fair

HOUSE OF VALOIS

Philip VI the Fortunate

John II the Good

743–51

751–68

768–814

768–71 

814–40

840–77

877–79

879–82

879–84

884–87

887–98

898–923

922–23

923–36

936–54

954–86

986–87

987–96

996–1031

1031–60

1060–1108

1108–37

1137–80

1180–1223

1223–26

1226–70

1270–85

1285–1314

1314–16

1316

1316–22

1322–28

1328–50

1350–64

After the fall of Rome, a number of barbarian groups vied for power in Gaul. The Franks, led by 
the Merovingian ruler Childeric, emerged victorious, uniting France under Childeric’s son Clovis.
On Clovis’s death his kingdom was partitioned between his four sons and their descendants 
until Pepin, first of the Carolingians, was anointed king of all the Franks by Pope Zachary in 751.
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KINGS OF FRANCE (continued)

NAME REIGN

DUKES OF NORMANDY
NAME REIGN

911–32

932–42

942–96

996–1027

1027–28

1028–35

1035–87

Rolf Ganger

William I

Richard I

Richard II

Richard III

Robert I

William II (I of England)

Charles V the Wise

Charles VI

Charles VII

Louis XI

Charles VIII

HOUSE OF VF AVV LOIS

Louis XII

Francis I

Henry II

Francis II

Charles IX

Henry III

HOUSE OF BOURBON

Henry IV of Navarre

Louis XIII

1364–80

1380–1422

1422–61

1461–83

1483–98

1498–1515

1515–47

1547–59

1559–60

1560–74

1574–89

1589–1610

1610–43

NAME REIGN

Robert II

Henry I (of England)

Stephen

Geoffrey of Anjou

Henry II (of England)

Richard IV (I of England)

John (of England)

1087–1106

1106–35

1135–44

1144–50

1150–89

1189–99

1199–1204

NAME REIGN

Louis XIV

Louis XV

Louis XVI

FRENCH REPUBLIC

FIRST EMPIRE

Napoleon I (Bonaparte)

HOUSE OF BOURBON

Louis XVII

Charles X

HOUSE OF BOURBON–ORLÉANS

Louis–Philippe

SECOND FRENCH REPUBLIC

SECOND EMPIRE

Napoleon III

1643–1715

1715–74

1774–92

1792–1804

1804–14, 1815

1814–15, 
1815–24

1824–30

1830–48

1848–52

1852–70

The arrest, trial, and execution 
of Louis XVI during the French 
Revolution marked a turning 
point in European history.
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KINGS AND QUEENS OF SPAIN

KINGS AND QUEENS OF CASTILE–LEON

KINGS OF ARAGON

REIGNNAMEREIGN

REIGN

NAME

NAME

1037–65

1065–72

1065–1109

1109–26

1126–57

1157–58

1157–88

1158–1214

1188–1230

1214–17

1217–52

1252–84

1284–95

1035–63

1063–94

1094–1104

1104–34

1134–37

1137–62

1162–96

1196–1213

1213–76

1276–85

1285–91

1291–1327

1327–36

1336–87

1387–95

1395–1410

1412–16

1416–58

1458–79

1479–1516

Ferdinand I

Sancho II

Alfonso VI

Urraca

Alfonso VII

Sancho III (Castile)

Ferdinand II (Leon)

Alfonso VIII (Castile)

Alfonso IX (Leon)

Henry I (Castile)

Ferdinand III
(Castile, Leon from 1230)

Alfonso X the Wise

Sancho IV

Ramiro I

Sancho

Peter I

Alfonso I

Ramiro II

Petronilla

Alfonso II

Peter II

James I the Conqueror

Peter III

Alfonso III

James II

Alfonso IV

Peter IV

John I

Martin

Ferdinand

Alfonso V

John II

Ferdinand II (V of Castile)

1295–1312

1312–50

1350–66

1366–67

1367–69

1369–79

1379–90

1390–1406

1406–54

1454–74

1474–1504

1504–16

1504–06

1506–16

Ferdinand IV

Alfonso XI

Peter the Cruel

Henry II

Peter the Cruel (restored)

Henry II (restored)

John I

Henry III

John II

Henry IV

Isabella

Joanna

Philip I

Ferdinand V (II Of Aragon)

The northern Spanish kingdoms of Castile and Leon were joined by marriage in 1037, and were 
formally united in 1230. In 1469, Isabella of Castile married Ferdinand of Aragon, and when both 
succeeded to their respective thrones, they united their domains to form the Kingdom of Spain.

Ramiro I, the illegitimate son of Sancho II of 
Navarre, inherited the county of Aragon, which

t d i t j Ib i ki dwas to expand into a major Iberian kingdom.
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KINGS AND QUEENS OF UNITED SPAINPP

REIGNNAME

KINGS AND QUEENS OF SPAIN (continued)

1808–13

1813–33

1833–68

1870–73

1873–74

1874–85

1886–1931

1931–39

1939–75

1975–

HOUSE OF BONAPARPP TE

Joseph Bonaparte

BOURBON DYNASTYTT

Ferdinand VII (restored)

Isabella II

HOUSE OF SAVA OY

Amadeus of Savoy

FIRST SPANISPP H REPUBLIC

BOURBON DYNASTYTT

Alfonso XII

Alfonso XIII

SECOND SPANISPP H REPUBLIC

FRANCOIST SPAINPP

BOURBON DYNASTYTT

Juan Carlos

1516–56

1556–98

1598–1621

1621–65

1665–1700

1700–24

1724

1724–46

1746–59

1759–88

1788–1808

1808

Charles I

Philip II

Philip III

Philip IV

Charles II

BOURBON DYNASTYTT

Philip V

Luis

Philip V (restored)

Ferdinand VI

Charles III
(of Naples)

Charles IV

Ferdinand VII

REIGNNAME

HABSBURG DYNASTYT

KINGS AND QUEENS OF PORTUGAL

REIGNNAME

1598–1621

1621–40

1640–56

1656–83

1683–1706

1706–50

1750–77

1777–1816

1777–86

1816–26

1826

1826–28

1828–34

1834–53

1853–61

1861–89

1889–1908

1908–10

Philip II (III of Spain)

Philip III (IV of Spain)

BRAGANZA DYNASTYT

John IV

Afonso VI

Peter II

John V

Joseph

Maria

Peter III (co-ruler)

John VI

Peter IV

Maria II

Miguel

Maria II (restored)

Peter V

Luis

Charles

Manuel II

1097–1112

1112–85

1185–1211

1211–23

1223–46

1246–79

1279–1325

1325–57

1357–67

1367–83

1385–1433

1433–38

1438–81

1481–95

1495–1521

1521–57

1557–78

1578–80

1580–98

Henry of Burgundy (count)

Afonso I (count until 1139)

Sancho I

Afonso II

Sancho II

Afonso III

Diniz

Afonso IV

Pedro I

Ferdinand

AVAA IZ DYNASTYTT

John I

Edward

Afonso V

John II

Manuel I

John III

Sebastian

Henry

HABSBURG DYNASTYTT

Philip I (II of Spain)

REIGNNAME
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The CCrown of Mary 
of Modena, Queen
Conssort of James II.

KINGS AND QUEENS OF ENGLAND

REIGN

802–39

839–55

855–60

860–66

866–71

871–99

899–925

925–39

939–46

946–55

955–59

959–75

975–78

978–1013

1013–14

1014–16

1016

1016–35

1035–40

1040–42

1042–66

1066

1066–87

1087–1100

1100–35

NAME

HOUSE OF WESSEX

Egbert

Ethelwulf

Ethelbald

Ethelbert

Ethelred I

Alfred the Great

Edward the Elder

Athelstan 

Edmund

Edred

Edwy

Edgar

Edward the Martyr

Ethelred II the Unready

HOUSE OF DENMARK

Sweyn Forkbeard

HOUSE OF WESSEX

Ethelred II (restored)

Edmund Ironside

HOUSE OF DENMARK

Canute

Harold I Harefoot

Harthacnut

HOUSE OF WESSEX

Edward the Confessor

Harold II Godwinson

HOUSE OF NORMANDY

William I the Conqueror

William II Rufus

Henry I

REIGNNAME

1135–41

1141

1141–54

1154–89

1189–99

1199–1216

1216–72

1272–1307

1307–27

1327–77

1377–99

1399–1413

1413–22

1422–61

1461–70

1470–71

1471–83

1483

1483–85

1485–1509

1509–47

1547–53

1553–58

1558–1603

1603–25

1625–49

1649–60

1660–85

1685–88

1689–1702

1689–94

1702–14 

Stephen

Matilda

Stephen (restored)

HOUSE OF PLANTAGENET

Henry II of Anjou

Richard I the Lionheart

John

Henry III

Edward I

Edward II

Edward III

Richard II

HOUSE OF LANCASTER

Henry IV Bolingbroke

Henry V

Henry VI

HOUSE OF YORK

Edward IV

HOUSE OF LANCASTER

Henry VI (restored)

HOUSE OF YORK

Edward IV (restored)

Edward V

Richard III

HOUSE OF TUDOR

Henry VII

Henry VIII

Edward VI

Mary I

Elizabeth I

HOUSE OF STUART

James I (VI of Scotland)

Charles I

COMMONWEALTH (REPUBLIC)

HOUSE OF STUART

Charles II

James II

William III

Mary II (co-ruler)

Anne (of Great Britain 
from 1707)
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Mary Stuart was
only six days old 
when her father 
James V died, 
making her queen 
of Scotland.

KINGS AND QUEENS OF SCOTLAND

KINGS AND QUEENS OF GREAT BRITAIN

REIGN REIGNNAME NAME

1714–27

1727–60

1760–1820

1820–30

1830–37

1837–1901

HOUSE OF HANOVER

George I

George II

George III

George IV

William IV

Victoria

1901–10

1910–36

1936

1936–52

1952–

HOUSE OF SAXE–COBURG–GOTHA

Edward VII

HOUSE OF WINDSOR

George V

Edward VIII

George VI

Elizabeth II

REIGNNAMEREIGN

843–58

858–62

862–77

877–78

878–89

889–900

900–42

942–54

954–62

962–66

966–71

971–95

995–97

997–1005

1005–34

1034–40

1040–57

1057–58

1058–93

1093–94

1094

1094–97

1097–1107

1107–24

1124–53

1153–65

1165–1214

1214–49

NAME

HOUSE OF ALPIN

Kenneth MacAlpin 
(of Dalriada)

Donald I

Constantine I

Aed

Eochaid

Donald II

Constantine II

Malcolm I

Indulf

Dubh

Culen

Kenneth II

Constantine III

Kenneth III

Malcolm II

HOUSE OF DUNKELD

Duncan I

Macbeth

Lulach

Malcolm III Canmore

Donald III Bane

Duncan II

Donald III Bane (restored)

Edgar

Alexander I

David I

Malcolm IV

William the Lion

Alexander II

1249–86

1286–1300

1292–90

1306–29

1329–71

1371–90

1390–1406

1406–37

1437–60

1460–88

1488–1513

1513–42

1542–67

1567–1625

Alexander III

Margaret of Norway

HOUSE OF BALLIOL

John Balliol

HOUSE OF BRUCE

Robert I the Bruce

David II

HOUSE OF STUART

Robert II

Robert III

James I

James II

James III

James IV

James V

Mary I (Queen of Scots)

James VI
(I of England from 1603)
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HIGH KINGS OF IRELAND

The assassination of Brian Boru (right), an Irish 
national hero, led to the restoration of Mael 
Sechnaill II as the High King of Ireland in 1014.

376–405

405–28

428–58

459–78

479–503

504–27

528–38

539–58

559–61

562–63

564–66

567

568–94

595–600

601–07

608–10

611–23

624–39624 39

640–56

657–64

Niall Noigiallach

Niath Í

Loeguire

Ailill Molt

Lugaid mac Loeguiri

Muirchertach mac Erca

Tuathal Maelgarb

Diarmait mac Cerbrbel

Domhnall Ilchegach and 
Fearghus of Ailech

Eochaid of Ailech and 
Baetan mac Ninnid

Ainmuire mac Setnae 

Baetan mac Ninnedo

Aed mac Ainmuire

Aed Slaine and Colman Rimid

Aed Uaridnach

Mael Coba mac Aed

Suibne Menn

Domnall mac Aed

Cellach and Conall Cael

Diarmait mac Aed and 
Blathmac mac Aed

665–69

670–73

674–93

694–701

702–08

709–18

719

720–22

723–29

730–38

739–58

759–65

766–92

793–817

818–31

832–46

846–60

861–76

877–914

915–17

918–42

943–54

955–78

979–1002

1002–14

1014–22

1022–72

1072–86

1086–1119

1090–1121

1119–56

1156–66

1166–83

Sechnassach

Cenn Faelad

Finsnechta Fledach

Lingsech mac Oengus

Congal Cennmagair

Fergal Mac Maele Duin

Fogartach mac Neill

Cinaed mac Irgalaig

Flaighbertach mac Loingsig

Aed Allan mac Fergal

Domnall Midi

Nial Frossach

Donnchad Midi

Aed Ordnide

Conchobar mac Donnchada

Nial Caille

Mael Sechnaill I
mac Maele Ruaniad

Aed Finliath

Flann Sinna

Niall Glundub

Donnchad Donn

Congalach Congba

Domnall Ua Neill

Mael Sechnaill II mac Domnaill

Brian Boruma (Boru)

Mael Sechnaill II
mac Domnail (restored)

Unrecorded high kings

Tairrdelbach Ua Briain 
(Turlough O’Brian)

Muirchetrach Ua Briain
(Murtough O’ Brian)

Domnall Ua Lochlain (Donnell 
O’Loughlin) (rival claimant)

Tarrdelbach Ua Conchobar 
(Turlough O’Connor)

Muirchertach mac Lochlainn 
(Murtough MacLoughlin)

Ruadri Ua Conchobar 
(Rory O’Connor)

REIGNNAME REIGNNAME
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RULERS OF RUSSIA

Grand Prince Dimitri Donskoi was blessed by
Saint Sergius before marching to war against 
the Mongols at the Battle of Kulikovo in 1380.

REIGNNAME REIGNNAME

1283–1303

1303–25

1325–40

1340–53

1353–59

1359–89

1389–1425

1425–62

1462–1505

1505–33

1533–84

1584–98

1598–1605

1605

1605–06

RURIKID DYNASTY

PRINCES OF MOSCOW

Daniel

Yuri

Ivan I

Simeon the Proud

Ivan II

GRAND PRINCES OF MOSCOW–VLADIMIR

Dmitri Donskoi

Vasili I

Vasili II the Blind

Ivan III the Great

Vasili III

TSARS OF RUSSIA

Ivan IV The TerribleTT
(tsar from 1547)

Feodor I

GODUNOV DYNASTY

Boris Godunov

Feodor II

Dimitri II

1606–10

1613–45

1645–76

1676–82

1682–96

1696–1725

1725–27

1727–30

1730–40

1740–41

1741–62

1762

1762–96

1796–1801

1801–25

1825–55

1855–81

1881–94

1894–1917

SHUISKII DYNASTY

Vasili IV

ROMANOV DYNASTY

Michael

Alexei

Feodor III

Ivan V

Peter I the Great
(emperor from 1721)

Catherine I

Peter II

Anna

Ivan VI

Elizabeth

Peter III

Catherine II the Great

Paul I

Alexander I

Nicholas I

Alexander II

Alexander III

Nicholas II
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NAME NAMEREIGN REIGN

QIN DYNASTY

Qin Shi Huangdi

Er Shi

WESTERN HAN DYNASTY

Gaodi 

Huidi

Lu Hou (regent)

Wendi 

Jingdi

Wudi

Zhaodi

Xuandi

Yuandi

Chengdi

Aidi

Pingdi

Ruzi

HSIN DYNASTY

Wang Mang

EASTERN HAN DYNASTY

Guang Wudi

Mingdi 

Zhangdi

Hedi

Shangdi 

Andi 

Shundi 

Chongdi 

Zhidi 

Huandi

Lingdi

Xiandi

PERIOD OF DISUNITY

SUI DYNASTY

Wendi

YangdiYY

Gongdi

TANG DYNASTYTT

Gaozu

TaizongTT

Gaozong

221–210 BCE

210–207 BCE

206–195 BCE

195–188 BCE

188–180 BCE

180–157 BCE

157–141 BCE

141–87 BCE

87–74 BCE

74–49 BCE

49–33 BCE

33–7 BCE

7–1 BCE

1 BCE–6 CE

7–9 CE

9–23 CE

25–57 CE

57–75 CE

75–88 CE

88–106 CE

106 CE

106–25 CE

125–44 CE

144–45 CE

145–46 CE

146–68 CE

169–89 CE

189–220 CE

220–581 CE

581–604

604–17 

617–18

618–26

626–49

649–83

Zhongzong

Ruizong

Wu Zetian

Zhongzong (restored)

Ruizong (restored)

Xuangzong

Suzong

Daizong

Dezong

Shunzong

Xianzong

Muzong

Jingzong

Wenzong

Wuzong

Xuanzong

Yizong

Xizong

Zhaozong

Aidi

FIVE DYNASTIES AND 
TEN KINGDOMS PERIOD

NORTHERN SONG DYNASTY

TaizuTT

TaizongTT

Zhenzong

Renzong

Yingzong

Shenzong

Zhezong 

Huizong

Qinzong

SOUTHERN SONG DYNASTY

Gaozong

Xiazong

Guangzong

Ningzong

Lizong

Duzong

Gongzong

Duanzong

684

684–90

690–705

705–10 

710–12 

712–56

756–62

762–79

779–805

805

805–20

820–24

824–27

827–40

840–46

846–59

859–73

873–88

888–904

904–07

907–60

960–76

976–97

998–1022

1022–63

1064–67

1068–85

1086–1101

1101–25

1126

1127–62

1163–90

1190–94

1195–1224

1225–64

1265–74

1275

1276–78

EMPERORS OF CHINA
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NAME NAMEREIGN REIGN

Bing Di

YUAN DYNASTYT

Shizu (Kublai Khan)

Chengzong (T( emur Oljeitu)TT

Wuzong (Khaishan)

Renzong (A(( yrbarwada)AA

Yingzong (Shidebala)

Taiding (YesunTT Temur)TT

Wenzong (T( ugh Temur)TT

Mingzong (Khoshila)

Wenzong (restored)

Shundi (T(( oghon TT Temur)TT

MING DYNASTYTT

Hongwu

Jianwen

Yongle

Hongxi 

Xuande

Zhengtong

Jingtai

Zhengtong (restored)

1279

1279–94

1294–1307

1308–11

1311–20 

1321–23 

1323–28 

1328–29

1329 

1329–32 

1332–68

1368–98

1399–1402

1403–24

1425

1426–35

1436–49

1449–57

1457–64

Chenghua

Hongzhi

Zhengde

Jiajing

Longqing 

Wanli

Taichang TT

Tiangqi

Chongzhen

QING DYNASTYTT

Shunzhi

Kangxi

Yongzheng

Qianlong

Jiajing

Daoguang

Xianfeng

TongzhiTT

Guangxu

Puyi

1464–87

1487–1505

1505–21

1521–67

1567–72

1572–1620

1620

1620–27

1628–44

1644–61

1661–1722

1722–35

1735–96

1796–1820

1820–50

1850–61

1861–75

1875–1908

1908–11

EMPERORS OF CHINA (continued)

Thirteen of the Ming dynasty emperorsThirteen of the Ming dynasty emperors are buried in are buried in
a magnificent tomb complex near their capital, Beijing. 
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CHOLA INDIA (C.846–1279)

c.846–71

c.871–907

907–53

947–49

953–57

956–57

957–73

Viyayalaya

Aditya I

Parantaka I

Rajaditya I (co-ruler)

Gandaraditya

Arinjaya (co-ruler)

Parantaka II

NAME NAMEDATE DATE

957–69

973–85

985–1016

1016–44

1044–54

1054–64

1060–63

1064–69

1069–70

1070–1122

1122–35

1135–50

1150–73

1173–79

1179–1218

1218–46

1246–79

Aditya II (co-ruler)

Madurantaka Uttama

Rajaraja I

Rajendra I

Rajadhiraja I

Rajendra II

Raja Mahendra (co-ruler)

Virarajendra

Adirajendra

Rajendra III
Kulottunga Chola

Vikrama Chola

Kulottunga Chola II

Rajaraja II

Rajadhiraja II

Kulottunga III

Rajaraja III

Rajendra IV

INDIAN RULERS

321–297 BCE

297–272 BCE

272–232 BCE

232–224 BCE

224–215 BCE

c.275–300 CE

c.300–20 CE

c.320–50 CE

c.350–76 CE

c.376–415 CE

c.415–55 CE

c.455–67 CE

Chandragupta Maurya

Bindusara

Ashoka

Dasaratha

Samprati

Gupta

Ghatotkacha

Chandragupta I

Samudragupta

Chandragupta II

Kumaragupta

Skandagupta

NAME

NAME

MAURYA EMPIRE (321–180 BCE)

GUPTA INDIA (C.275–550 CE)

NAME

NAME

DATE

DATE

DATE

DATE

215–202 BCE

202–195 BCE

195–187 BCE

187–180 BCE

c.467–77 CE

c.477–95 CE

c.495–500 CE

c.500–15 CE

c.515–30 CE

c.530–40 CE

c.540–50 CE

Salisuka

Devadharma

Satamdhanu

Brihadratha

Kumaragupta II

Budhagupta

Chandragupta III

Vainyagupta

Narasimhagupta

Kumaragupta III

Vishnugupta

The Indian subcontinent has seen the rise and fall of many kingdoms and empires. The Mauryan 
empire encompassed almost all of South Asia; the Gupta empire formed a wide band across
northern India; while the Chola empire stretched across Southeast Asia. At their height, the Muslim 
Delhi Sultanate and Mughal empire controlled virtually all of modern India and Pakistan.

Chola king Rajaraja I 
built the great temple 
of Brihadisvara
at Thanjavur in 
southern India.
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INDIAN RULERS (continued)

NAME NAMEDATE DATE

1707–12

1712

1712–13

1713–19

1719

1719

1719

1719–48

1748–54

1754–59

1759–88

1788

1788–1806

1806–37

1837–58

Bahadur Shah I

‘Azim-ush-Sha’n

Jahandar Shah

Farrukhsiyar

Rafi’ ud-Darajat

Shah Jahan II

Nikusiyar

Muhammad Ibrahim 

Ahmad Shah

Alamgir II

Shah Alam II

Baidar Bakht

Shah Alam II (restored)

Akbar II

Bahadur Shah II

MUGHAL EMPIRE (1526–1858)

DELHI SULTANATE (1206–1526)

1206–10

1210–11

1211–36

1236

1236–40

1240–42

1242–46

1246–66

1266–87

1287–90

1290

1290–96

1296

1296–1316

1316

1316–20

1320

SLAVE MAMLUK DYNASTY

Aibak

Aran Shan

Iltutmish

Firuz Shah

Radiyya Begum

Bahram Shah

Mas’ud Shah

Mahmud Shah

Balban

Kai-Qubadh

Kayumarth

KHALJI DYNASTY

Firuz Shah II

Ibrahim I

Muhammad I

‘Umar

Mubarak I

Khusraw

NAME NAMEDATE DATE

1321–25

1325–51

1351–88

1388–89

1389–90

1390–94

1394

1394–13

1413–14

1414–21

1421–34

1434–45

1445–51

1451–89

1489–17

1517–26

TUGHLUQID DYNASTY

Tughluq I

Muhammad II

Firuz Shah III

Tughluq II

Abu Bakr

Muhammad III

Sikandar I

Mahmud II

Daulat Khan Lodi

SAYYID DYNASTY

Khidr Khan

Mubarak II

Muhammad IV

Alam Shah

LODI DYNASTY

Bahlul Lodi

Sikandar II

Ibrahim II

MUGHAL DYNASTY

Babur

Humayun

SURID DYNASTY

Shir Shah Sur

Islam Shah

Muhammad ‘Adil

Ibrahim III

Sikandar III

MUGHAL EMPERORS

Humayun (restored)

Akbar I the Great

Jahangir

Shah Jahan I

Aurangzeb

Azam Shah

1526–30

1530–40

1540–45

1545–53

1553–55

1555

1555–56

1555–56

1556–1605

1605–27

1628–58

1658–1707

1707
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Atahuallpa, Inca emperor of Peru, was captured by 
the Spanish conquistador Francisco Pizarro, who
executed him for heresy against Christianity.

A relief carving shows s
rpent the feathered ser
atl,deity, Quetzalcoa

ween descending betw
ols.Aztec year-symbo
coded,These, when dec
eignsenabled rulers’ re

to be dated.

INCA EMPERORS

c.1100

unknown

unknown

unknown

c.1200

unknown

unknown

unknown

1438

1438–71

1471–93

1493–1526

1526–32

1530–33

1533

1533–45

1545–60

1560–71

1571–72

REIGNNAME

Manco Capac

Sinchi Roca

Lloque Yupanqui

Mayta Capac

Capac Yupanqui

Inca Roca

Inca Yupanqui

Viracocha

Inca Urco

Pachacuti

Tupac Yupanqui

Huayna Capac

Huascar

Atahuallpa

Tupac Hualpa

Manco Inca Yupanqui

Sayri Tupac

Titu Cusi Yupanqui

Tupac Amaru

AZTEC EMPERORS

1372–91

1391–1415

1415–26

1426–40

1440–68

1468–81

1481–86

1486–1502

1502–20

1520

1520–21

Tizoc

Ahuitzotl

Moctezuma II Xocoyotzin

Cuitlahuac

Cuauhtemoc

REIGNNAME REIGNNAME

Acampichtli

Huitzilihuitl

Chimalpopoca

Itzcoatl

Moctezuma I Ilhuicamina

AxayacatlAA
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Theodore Roosevelt, the 26th president of the
USA, was an extremely popular political figure, 
affectionately nicknamed “Teddy” by the public.

PRESIDENTS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
TERMNAME TERMNAME

1789–97

1797–1801

1801–09

1809–17

1817–25

1825–29

1829–37

1837–41

1841

1841–45

1845–49

1849–50

1850–53

1853–57

1857–61

1861–65

1865 691865–69

1869–77

1877–81

1881

1881–85

1885–89

George Washington

John Adams

Thomas Jefferson

James Madison

James Monroe

John Quincy Adams

Andrew Jackson

Martin Van Buren

William Henry Harrison

John TylerTT

James Knox Polk

Zachary TaylorTT

Millard Fillmore

Franklin Pierce

James Buchanan

Abraham Lincoln

AAndrew Johnsonndrew Johnson

Ulysses S. Grant

Rutherford B. Hayes

James A. Garfield

Chester A. Arthur

Grover Cleveland

1889–93

1893–97

1897–1901

1901–09

1909–13

1913–21

1921–23

1923–29

1929–33

1933–45

1945–53

1953–61

1961–63

1963–69

1969–74

1974–77

1977 811977–81

1981–89

1989–93

1993–2001

2001–09

2009– 

Benjamin Harrison

Grover Cleveland

William McKinley

Theodore Roosevelt

William Howard TaftTT

Woodrow Wilson

Warren G. Harding

Calvin Coolidge

Herbert Hoover

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Harry S. Truman

Dwight D. Eisenhower

John F. KennedyFF

Lyndon B. Johnson

Richard Nixon

Gerald Ford

James (“Jimmy”)James (“Jimmy”) CCarterarter

Ronald Reagan

George H. W. Bush

William (“Bill”) Clinton

George W. Bush

Barack Obama
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The earliest spears and bows were used to hunt food, but humans soon turned their weapons
against each other in intertribal conflict. From these early beginnings, advances in military 
technology have shaped the way peoples and nations wage war against each other.

ADVANCES IN MILITARY TECHNOLOGY

INVENTION DATE

Wheeled chariot

Flamethrower

Stirrup

Crossbow

Longbow

Gunpowder

Rockets

Cannon (at Battle of Crécy)

Hand-held firearms

Matchlock firing mechanism

Mortar

Pistol

Wheel-lock firing mechanism

Flintlock for use in small arms

Ironclad warships

Musket

Puckle machine-gun

Submarine (man-powered)

Shrapnel ammunition

Percussion cap

Steam-powered warships

Screw-propelled boats

Repeater rifle

c.3500 BCE

c.650

c.700

c.1100

c.1150

c.1040

c.1250

1345

c.1350

c.1425

1451

c.1485

c.1515

c.1556

1592

c.1600

1718

1776

1786

1805

1813

1837

1852

Periscope

Breech-loading artillery;
hand-rotating machine-gun

Magazine rifle

Anti-aircraft gun

Cordite

Semi-automatic machine-gun

Armoured car

Plastic explosive

Rigid airship

Dreadnought battleships

Shipborne aircraft

Poison gas; depth charge

Tank

Sonar

Radar

Helicopter

Jet aircraft

Nerve gas

Atomic bomb

Hydrogen bomb

Nuclear-powered submarine

Laser

1854

1859

1860

1870

1875

1885

1899–1901

1899

1900

1905

1910

1915

1916

1918

1933

1937

1939

1942

1945

1953

1955

1960

INVENTION DATE

American troops disembark on a Normandy beach 
following the D-Day landings of  World War II.
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The war was concluded by the Peace of Callias (448 BCE), by which the Persians agreed to respect E

the autonomy of the Ionian Greeks and not to base warships in the Aegean. See also p.117.

After Aegospotami, Athens’ fleet was reduced to a mere 12 ships and surrendered the next 
year. The city was stripped of its overseas possessions and its walls were demolished, but the 
Spartans resisted pressure to raze the city entirely. See also p.122.

The Persian ruler Darius I attempted to conquer mainland Greek city-states after they had given 
assistance to a revolt by Persian-ruled Greek cities in Ionia. The invasion was renewed by 
Darius’s son, Xerxes I. After the Greek victory at Plataea in 479 BCE, mainland Greece was not 
invaded again, but fighting continued in the Aegean and Ionia.

The Greek city-state of Sparta, in the Peloponnese, attempted to challenge the growing 
maritime superiority of the Athenian empire. The war fell into several phases, beginning with a 
failed Spartan siege of Athens (the Archidamian War). This was followed by an Athenian land- 
based invasion of Spartan territory from 425 BCE, and then a disastrous Athenian expedition to 
Sicily (415–13 BCE). Athens then rebuilt its naval forces, but in 405 EE BCE its fleet was destroyed at 
Aegospotami and Athenian power was broken. 

OPPOSING FORCES  Coalition of Greek city-states including Athens and Sparta v. Persia

MAJOR BATTLES

Eretria

Marathon

Thermopylae

Artemisium

Salamis

Plataea

Mycale

Eurymedon

Salamis (Cyprus)CC

DATE

490 BCE

490 BCE

August 480 BCE

August 480 BCE

480 BCE

June 479 BCE

June 479 BCE

466 BCE

450 BCE

DESCRIPTION

siege 

land battle

land battle

naval battle 

naval battle  

land battle

naval battle  

land battle

land battle

MAJOR BATTLES

Archidamian War

Pylos

Sphacteria

Delium

Amphipolis

Mantinea

Syracuse

CyzicusC

Notium

Arginusae

Aegospotami

DATE

431–430 BCE

425 BCE

425 BCE

424 BCE

422 BCE

418 BCE

415–413 BCE

410 BCE

406 BCE

406 BCE

405 BCE

DESCRIPTION

siege of Athens

land battle

land/naval battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

siege

naval battle 

naval battle 

naval battle

naval battle 

OPPOSING FORCES  Athens and allies v. Sparta and allies 

OUTCOME

Persian victory

Greek victory

Persian tactical victory, 
Greek strategic victory

Persian victory

Greek victory

Greek victory

Greek victory

Greek victory

Greek victory

OUTCOME

stalemate, Athenian strategic victory

Athenian victory

Athenian victory

Boeotian (Spartan ally) victory

Spartan victory

Spartan victory

Syracusan/Spartan victory

Athenian victory

Spartan victory

Athenian victory

Athenian victory

GREEK–PERSIAN WARS (490–448 BCE)

PELOPONNESIAN WAR (431–404 BCE) 
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On his return from India, Alexander planned a campaign in Arabia, but died of a fever at 
Babylon in 323 BCE. See also pp.124–5.

After destroying the power of rival Greek states (especially Thebes) in 336–334 BCE, Alexander 
invaded the Persian empire in 334 BCE, defeating Darius III in a series of brilliant tactical battles
and conquering the whole Persian empire, including Egypt. He then invaded northwestern 
India, before pulling back in 325 BCE after his army refused to proceed further.

As the Romans’ interests in the western Mediterranean grew with the extension of their 
territory, they clashed with the established power of Carthage, particularly in Sicily. The war 
was principally a naval one, won against the odds by the establishment of Rome’s first fleet.

ALEXANDER THE GREAT’S CONQUESTS (334–323 BCE)

OPPOSING FORCES  Macedonia v. Persian empire

BATTLEAA

Mylae

Ecnomus 

Drepana

Aegates Islands

DATEAA

260 BCE

256 BCE

249 BCE

241 BCE

OUTCOME

Roman victory

Roman victory

Carthaginian victory

Roman victory

FIRST PUNIC WAR (264–241 BCE)

OPPOSING FORCES  Rome and allies v. Carthage and allies

PUNIC WARS

BATTLEAA

Granicus

Issus 

Gaugamela

Hydaspes

DATEAA

334 BCE

333 BCE

331 BCE

326 BCE

OUTCOME

Macedonian victory

Macedonian victory

Macedonian victory

Macedonian victory against Indian ruler Porus

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

DESCRIPTION

naval battle

naval battle

naval battle

naval battle

After the defeat at Aegates, Carthage surrendered, and agreed to evacuate Sicily and not to
assist its former Sicilian allies against Rome. 

The Persian king Darius III was routed by Alexander 
the Great at Issus, despite commanding troops 
that outnumbered Alexander’s by two to one.



A war between Carthage and the Numidian king Massinissa offered Rome a pretext to intervene. 
Encouraged by the leading senator Cato, Roman forces landed in Africa, and after a brief 
campaign set siege to Carthage.

PUNIC WARS (continued)

MAJOR BATTLE

Trebia

Lake Trasimene 

Cannae

Syracuse

Metaurus

Illipa

Zama

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

land battle

siege

land battle

land battle

land battle

DATE

218  BCE

217  BCE

216  BCE

212  BCE

207  BCE

207  BCE

202  BCE

OUTCOME

Carthaginian victory 

Carthaginian victory 

Carthaginian victory 

Roman victory

Roman victory

Roman victory

Roman victory

SECOND PUNIC WAR (218–202 BCE)

Seeking revenge for its losses in the Second Punic War, the Carthaginians, bolstered by a 
new land empire in Spain, launched a land assault on the Italian peninsula led by the general 
Hannibal. A string of victories foundered in strategic stalemate, and in 204 BCE the Romans
counter-invaded Africa, forcing Hannibal’s recall to Carthage.

After the defeat at Zama, Carthage surrendered, and Rome took control of Spain, while the 
Carthaginian fleet was reduced to ten ships.

THIRD PUNIC WAR (149–146 BCE)

MAJOR BATTLE

CCarthagearthage

DATE

149 146149–146 BCEBCE

OUTCOME

Roman victoryRoman victory

After a bitter three-year siege, Roman forces stormed the 
city, and sold off the survivors as slaves. Carthaginian 
power was utterly destroyed. See also pp.130–1.

DESCRIPTION

siegesiege
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Hannibal is thought to have used rafts to 
ferry his war elephants across the Rhône
river in France en route from Spain to Italy.



ROMAN CIVIL WARS (49–31 BCE)

OPPOSING FORCES Julius Caesar v. Pompey the Great

OPPOSING FORCES  Octavian (Augustus) v. Mark Antony

FIRST CIVIL WAR (49–44 BCE)

SECOND CIVIL WAR (33–31 BCE)

Political competition in the late Roman Republic so destabilized the state that a senatorial party 
sought to prevent Julius Caesar from gaining supreme power. Even with the backing of Pompey 
the Great, the senatorial group failed to prevent Caesar entering Italy and then winning a
decisive victory against Pompey in Greece. 

MAJOR BATTLE

Pharsalus

Thapsus 

Munda

MAJOR BATTLE

Actium

DATE

48 BCE

46 BCE

46 BCE

DATE

33 BCE

OUTCOME

Caesarian victory

Caesarian victory against followers of 
Pompey and Numidian allies

Caesarian victory

OUTCOME

Octavian victory

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

land battle

DESCRIPTION

naval battle

The remaining followers of Pompey were wiped out in campaigns in Africa and Spain.

After Caesar’s assassination in 44 BCE, his heir Octavian joined forces with Mark Anthony to 
defeat the assassins at Philippi in 42 BCE. However, shifting alliances eventually led to a
confrontation between Octavian and Antony, his former ally. After Antony abdicated control 
of the western provinces, he and his Egyptian ally Cleopatra were decisively defeated.

After the defeat at Actium, Antony and Cleopatra fled back to Egypt, where they both committed 
suicide. Egypt was annexed and Octavian, now virtually unchallenged, assumed supreme power 
over the Roman state, becoming emperor in 27 BCE. See also p.132.

OPPOSING FORCES    Byzantines v. Seljuk Turks

After military successes in the Balkans and Asia Minor (modern Turkey) in the late 9th and early 
10th centuries, the Byzantine empire faced a new enemy, the Muslim Seljuk Turks, who invaded 
Asia Minor in the mid-11th century. A disastrous defeat at Manzikert in 1071, in which the 
Emperor Romanus was captured, led to the loss of much of central Asia Minor to the Turks. 
After a partial recovery, Byzantine control was again shattered after a defeat at Myriocephalon.

MAJOR BATTLE

Manzikert

Myriocephalon

DATE

1071

1176

OUTCOME

Seljuk victory

Seljuk victory

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

Most of Asia Minor fell to the Seljuks, leaving a weakened Byzantine empire with little option
but to appeal to the western European Christian states for help.
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BYZANTINE–SELJUK WARS (1064–71, 1110–17, 1158–76)

The short sword, or gladius, used in hand-to-hand s
combat, was the key weapon of the Roman soldier.



In 1095, Byzantine Emperor Alexius I Comnenus appealed to the west for help, leading Pope 
Urban II to call for a war to retake the Holy Land from the Muslims. This First Crusade was the 
precursor to a series of religion-driven military campaigns.

THE CRUSADES (1095–1272)

MAJOR BATTAA LE

FIRST CRUSADE (1095–99)

Dorylaeum

Jerusalem

SECOND CRUSADE (1147–49)

Edessa

THIRD CRUSADE (1189–92)

Hattin

Arsouf

FOURTH CRUSADE (1202–04)

Constantinople

FIFTH CRUSADE (1217–21)

Damietta

SIXTH CRUSADE (1228–29)

SEVENTH CRUSADE (1248–54)

Mansoura

EIGHTH CRUSADE (1270)

Tunis

DATAA E

1097

1099

1144

1187

1191

1204

1218–21

1250

1270

DESCRIPTION

land battle

siege

siege

land battle

land battle

siege

siege

land battle

land battle

OUTCOME

Crusader victory

Crusader victory

Muslim victory

Muslim victory

Crusader victory

Crusader victory, although their 
original target was Jerusalem

Muslim victory

Muslim victory

Muslim victory

OPPOSING FORCES Various western European Christian armies v.
Muslim states of the eastern Mediterranean and Egypt

After the failure of the 13th-century Crusades to provide relief to the states the Crusaders had 
established in the eastern Mediterranean, their fortresses fell one by one. In 1291, Acre, the
last significant stronghold, was captured by the Egyptian Mamluks. See also pp.198–9.

MONGOL CONQUESTS (1206–1405)

OPPOSING FORCES Mongols v. various European and Asian peoples

After the Mongols united under Genghis Khan in 1206, their armies conquered much of central
Asia and northern China before his death in 1227. They then invaded Europe (1237–42), but did 
not conquer it. Their attempts to subdue the Middle East suffered a setback in 1260 and they
were thereafter confined in the region to Persia.

Although they completed the conquest of China in 1279, the Mongol empire fragmented in 
the late 13th century. Under Timur (ruled 1370–1405), the Mongols carried out a last campaign of 
conquest in central Asia, Russia, northern India, and modern Turkey. See also pp.168–9.

MAJOR BATTAA LE

Kalka River

Legnica

Ain Jalut

Yamen

DATAA E

1223

1241

1260

1279

OUTCOME

Mongols defeat Russians

Mongols defeat Poles and Germans

Egyptian Mamluks defeat Mongols

Mongols defeat Southern Song

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle
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Knights from allied kingdoms
joined the opposing English and 
French sides at the Battle of Crécy.

HUNDRED YEARS WAR (1337–1453)

ONIN WAR (1467–77)

OPPOSING FORCES  English (and Burgundians) v. French

OPPOSING FORCES Yamana clan v. Hosokawa clan

In 1337, King Edward III of England asserted his claim to the French throne, invading France and 
winning a series of victories. A 1360 treaty by which the English gained Aquitaine broke down 
in 1368, leading to large-scale English losses. In 1412 the war broke out again, and by 1420 the 
English had gained almost all of northern France. Reinvigorated by Joan of Arc in the late 
1420s, the French struck back and by 1453 had reduced the English to controlling only Bordeaux.

A dispute over the succession to the Ashikaga shogunate in Japan escalated into open civil 
war. Both the main protagonists, Yamana Mochitoyo and Hosokawa Katsumoto, died in 1473, 
but the war dragged on for four more years. 

MAJOR BATTLE

Sluys

Crécy

Poitiers

Najera

Agincourt

Orléans

Castillon

DATE

1340

1346

1356

1367

1415

1429

1453

DESCRIPTION

naval battle 

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

siege

land battle

OUTCOME

English victory

English victory

English victory

English victory

English victory

French victory

French victory

The English were almost wholly driven out of France, but did not lose their last French 
possession, Calais, until 1558. See also p.201.
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MAJOR BATTLE

Kyoto

The war left central authority weakened and Japan divided between many competing clans, 
a situation which would not be resolved for more than a century.

DATE

1477

DESCRIPTION

siege

OUTCOME

stalemate



THE ITALTT IAN WARS (1494–95, 1521–25, 1526–30, 1535–38, 1542–44)
OPPOSING FORCES Italian city-states and Holy Roman Empire v. French and Italian allies

In 1494, the Milanese, fearing an attack from Naples, invited Charles VIII of France to 
intervene. This set off more than half a century of warfare, in which the German Emperor 
Charles V also became involved.

MAJOR BATTA LE

Fornovo

Bicocca

Pavia

Rome

Ceresole

DATAA E

1495

1521

1525

1527

1544

OUTCOME

Italian victory

Imperial victory against French and Swiss

Imperial/Italian victory

City sacked by mutinous German mercenaries

French victory

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

land battle

siege

land battle

The war was ended by the Peace of Crespy (1544), but Italy was not able to escape partial 
foreign dominance until the late 19th century. See also p.245.

MAJOR BATTAA LE

Okehazama

Nagashino

Sekigehara

DATA E

1560

1575

1600

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

land battle

OUTCOME

Nobunaga victory

Nobunaga victory

Tokugawa Ieyasu victory

Hideyoshi died in 1598, and Tokugawa Ieyasu assumed his mantle. After defeating rivaly 9 y
claimants, in 1603 he took the title of shogun and Japan’s unification was in effect complete.

After the Onin Wars (see p.449( ), Japan was divided between competing 99 daimyo clans. The o
daimyo of Owari, Oda Nobunaga, set out on a campaign to reunite Japan, in alliance o
with the Tokugawa clan. He was assassinated in 1582, but by 1584 most of Japan was at peace 
and united under his ally Toyotomi Hideyoshi. See also pp.220–21.

WARS OF JAPANESE UNIFICATION (1560–1603)

OPPOSING FORCES  Oda Nobunaga, Toyotomi Hideyoshi, Tokugawa Ieyasu and allies v.
opposing daimyog  clanso
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Japanese warriors upheld a code of 
honour (bushido) in which death wasoo
preferable to the shame of defeat.



WAR OF THE THREE KINGDOMS (THE ENGLISH CIVIL WAR, 1642–51)

OPPOSING FORCES  Charles I and Royalists v. Parliamentarians

Friction over British king Charles I’s needd for 
money to wage war in Ireland and his deesire to 
circumvent parliament’s control over taxxation 
led to outright hostility. Both sides achieeved
successes, but by 1644 the more professsionally 
trained parliamentary armies won majorr 
victories. In 1646 the king fled to Scotlannd 
from where he sought to foment a new 
war. Although Charles was captured
by parliament, an invading Scottish 
army renewed the war. But it was
defeated, and the king was hanged 
for treason in 1649. 

MAJOR BATTLE

Edgehill

Lansdown

Newbury

Marston Moor

Naseby

Preston

Worcester

DATE

1642

1643

1643

1644

1645

1648

1651

OUTCOME

stalemate

Royalist victory

Parliamentary victory

Parliamentary victory

Parliamentary victory

Parliamentary victory

Parliamentary victory

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

EIGHTY YEARS WAR (“THE DUTCH REVOLT”, 1568–1648)
OPPOSING FORCES Dutch v. Philip II of Spain and allies in southern Netherlands

Resentment at oppressive Spanish rule led the provinces of Holland and Zeeland to rebel. 
Under the leadership of William of Orange, the rebels gained ground in the 1570s, but by 
1579 the Spanish had reconquered the south, forming the Union of Arras. The northern
states (the Union of Utrecht) declared independence in 1581 and fought various Spanish 
attempts to suppress them.

MAJOR BATTLE

Jemmingen

Leiden

Nieuwpoort (T(( he Dunes)

Ostend

Breda

The Downs

DATE

1568

1574

1600

1601–04

1625

1639

OUTCOME

Spanish victory

Dutch victory

Dutch victory

Spanish victory

Dutch victory

Dutch victory

DESCRIPTION

land battle

siege

land battle

siege

land battle

naval battle

In 1648, Dutch independence was recognized by the Peace of Westphalia. See also p.247.

After his father’s execution, Charles II carried on the struggle, invading England from Scotland.
After his defeat at Worcester in 1651, he fled to Europe. He was only finally restored to the 
English throne in 1660. See also p.249.
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Charles I (ruled 1625–49) engaged 
in a struggle for power with the English
parliament which was to lead to his 
overthrow, trial, and execution.



Charles XII of Sweden (1697–1718) faced threats from Denmark, Saxony, and Russia, who each 
sought to acquire Swedish territory. In 1700, Charles invaded Denmark, forcing the Danes to 
sue for peace. He then pushed the Saxons out of Livonia and Lithuania, and invaded Poland.
War with Russia went badly, though, and a disastrous defeat in 1709 led to Charles’s exile. 
Sweden’s enemies regrouped and forced an end to the war by 1721.

THE THIRTY YEARS’ WAR (1618–48)

MAJOR BATTAA LE

White Mountain

Breitenfeld 

Lutzen

Nördlingen

Rocroi

Jankau

MAJOR BATTAA LE

Narva

Pultusk

Poltava

Stralsund

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

DATAA E

1620

1631

1632

1632

1643

1645

DATAA E

1700

1703

1709

1715

OUTCOME

Imperial victory

Swedish/Protestant victory

Swedish/Protestant victory; 
Gustavus Adolphus killed 

Spanish/Imperial victory

French victory

Swedish/Protestant victory

OUTCOME

Swedish victory (against Russians)

Swedish victory (against Saxons)

Russian victory

Danish victory

Tensions between Catholic and Protestant European powers, together with the desire of German 
princes to assert themselves against the Holy Roman Empire, exploded into war in 1618 after 
an anti-Imperial revolt in Protestant Bohemia. By 1629, the Catholic allies of the Holy Roman 
Empire were in the ascendant, but the intervention of Protestant Sweden in 1629 prolonged 
the war. Seeing a chance to damage its Habsburg rivals in Spain and Austria, Catholic France 
entered the war on the Protestant side in 1635, and the war was to last another 13 years.

THE GREAT NORTHERN WAR (1700–21)

OPPOSING FORCES Imperial Catholic alliance v. mainly Protestant powers plus France

After three years of negotiation, the Peace of Westphalia finally ended the war in 1648. The 
Holy Roman Emperor was stripped of many of his powers over German princes, Protestantism
was to be tolerated in the empire and France, and Sweden gained territories. See also p.248.

The Treaty of Nystad (1721) which ended the war left many of Sweden’s former Baltic
possessions in Russian hands. ssessions in Russian hands. See also p 251See also p.251.

OPPOSING FORCES    Sweden v. Denmark, Saxony, Poland–Lithuania and Russia
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Small arms utilizing a true flintlock 
mechanism were in widespread use in 
European conflicts from around the 
mid-17th to the early 19th century.



THE SEVEN YEARS’ WAR (1756–63)
OPPOSING FORCES Great Britain and Prussia v. France, Austria, Russia, Saxony, Sweden

THE WAR IN EUROPE

THE WAR IN INDIA

THE WAR IN THE AMERICAS

Rivalry between Austria and Prussia over 
the succession to the Austrian throone 
spilled over into a global conflict innvolving 
Britain and its allies on one hand, and 
France and its supporters on the oother. The 
war had three main theatres of connflict. In 
Europe, much of the fighting was bbetween 
Austria and Prussia, as Frederick thhe Great 
of Prussia invaded Saxony in 1756,, but 
after initial successes, his capital BBerlin 
was captured by Russia in 1760. Once 
British support for Prussia waned, and 
Russia dropped out after the tsar wwas
assassinated in 1762, the war peteered out.

MAJOR BATTLE

Rossbach

Leuthen

Minden

Kunersdorf

Liegnitz

Landshut

MAJOR BATTLE

Quebec

MAJOR BATTLE

Plassey

Wandiwash

DATE

1757

1757

1759

1759

1760

1760

DATE

1759

DATE

1757

1759

OUTCOME

Prussian victory (against French/Austrians)

Prussian victory (against Austrians)

British victory (against French)

Austrian/Russian victory (against Prussians)

Prussian victory (against Austrians)

Austrian victory (against Prussians)

OUTCOME

British victory (against French)

OUTCOME

British victory (against French/Indian allies)

British victory (against French)

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

DESCRIPTION

land battle

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

In North America – where the war is called “The French and Indian War” – the British and 
French struggle for supremacy ended in the British acquisition of French Canada. 
Britain had similar successes against Spain in Cuba and the Philippines.

In India, long-running tensions ignited into war between colonial France and Britain. Robert
Clive captured Calcutta and ousted Bengal’s nawab, a French ally, at the Battle of Plassey, and 
with the capture of the French capital Pondicherry in 1761, British victory was complete.

The Treaty of Paris (1763) brought the Seven Years’ War to an end. Great Britain gained 
Minorca, Canada, and Florida, while Spain acquired Louisiana from France. Prussia managed 
to retain Silesia, one of the main battlegrounds of the war. See also pp.261, 270–1, 294.
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The Austrian field marshal Baron 
Ernst von Laudon (1717–90) destroyedd 
an entire corps of Frederick the Great’’s
army at the Battle of Landshut.



AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY WAR (1775–83)

OPPOSING FORCES Great Britain v. American colonists (and French allies)

MAJOR BATTLEAA

Lexington and Concord

Bunker Hill

TrentonTT

Saratoga

1st Savannah

Camden

YY korktownYYY

DATEAA

1775

1775

1776

1777

1778

1780

1781

OUTCOME

American victory

British victory

American victory

American victory

British victory

British victory

A i iAmerican victory

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

isiege

By the Treaty of Paris (1783) that ended the war, Britain recognized the independence of the 
United States; Britain and France restored possessions they had captured from each other in
India; and Spain acquired Florida and Minorca from Britain. See also pp.262–3.

Resentment at British rule in its 13 North American colonies grew in the 1760s, and in 1775 
fighting broke out between colonial militias and British regular forces. In July 1776 the 
Americans declared independence. An American victory at Saratoga in 1777 brought France in 
on their side, while the British were unable to wear down American resistance marshalled by
George Washington. British successes in the south from 1778 came to naught and their main 
army was trapped in Yorktown, Virginia, where in mid-October 1781, they surrendered.
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The Battle of Bunker Hill, on 17 June 1775, was the
first large-scale engagement between British troops
and colonists in the American Revolutionary War.



FRENCH REVOLUTIONARY WARS (1792–1802)

OPPOSING FORCES France v. varying coalitions including Britain, Austria, Prussia, Russia

Alarmed at the prospect of the French Revolution being exported, Austrian and Prussian 
armies invaded France but were pushed back. The French then invaded the Austrian 
Netherlands in 1792, and also subdued Switzerland. In Italy, from 1796, Napoleon Bonaparte 
fought a series of campaigns which ended in French occupation of most of the region by
1797. A new anti-French coalition struggled, and despite British victories in Egypt in 1798, 
it fell apart by 1802, and the Peace of Amiens seemed to end the struggle. See also pp.272–3.

The pause was only temporary, however, and in 1803, the Napoleonic Wars began. 

After the Napoleonic Wars, France lost its position as the pre-eminent European military power, 
which it was never to recover. See also pp.278–9.

MAJOR BATTLE

ValmyVV

Castiglione

Arcole

The Nile

Marengo

Hohenlinden

MAJOR BATTLE

Trafalgar

Austerlitz

Jena-Auerstadt

Wagram

TalaveraTT

Badajoz

Salamanca

Borodino

Bautzen

Leipzig

ToulouseTT

Quatre Bras

Waterloo

DATE

1792

1796

1796

1798

1800

1800

DATE

1805

1805

1806

1809

1809

1812

1812

1812

1813

1813

1814

1815

1815

OUTCOME

French victory (against Prussians)

French victory (against Austrians)

French victory (against Austrians)

British victory

French victory (against Austrians)

French victory (against Austrians)

OUTCOME

British victory

French victory (against Austrians/Russians)

French victory (against Prussians)

French victory (against Austrians)

British victory

British victory

British victory

French victory (against Russians)

inconclusive (Russian/Prussians v. French)

Russian/Prussian/Swedish/Austrian victory

British victory

inconclusive (British v. French)

British/Prussian victory

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

land battle

naval battle

land battle

land battle

DESCRIPTION

naval battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle
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The immediate pretext for the start of the Napoleonic Wars was the British occupation of Malta
in 1803. The Third and Fourth Coalitions against Napoleon fell apart in 1807–09, but the
Austrians, fearing French occupation, fought back. Britain invaded the Iberian peninsula in the 
Fifth Coalition of 1808, beginning the Peninsular War. Napoleon disastrously invaded Russia
in 1812; seriously weakened, he was then badly beaten at Leipzig in 1813 and fell back on the 
defence of France. After Paris fell to the Sixth Coalition in March 1814, he abdicated and was exiled 
to Elba. Napoleon soon escaped, restored himself to the throne, and fought a brief campaign
(“The Hundred Days”) that ended in his final defeat by the Prussians and British in June 1815.

THE NAPOLEONIC WARS (1803–1815)

OPPOSING FORCES  France v. varying coalitions including Britain, Austria, Prussia, Russia



The extension of British territories in India brought fears that Indian religious sensibilities 
were being ignored. Mutiny by many Indian soldiers in British service spread throughout 
northern India, with many native rulers joining its ranks and British garrisons being massacred. 
The aged Mughal emperor in Delhi (previously politically powerless) was brought on board as 
a figurehead for an independence movement. The British struck back, recapturing Delhi and 
relieving a siege of Lucknow in 1858. 

Russia’s claims to have rights of protection over the Holy Land and Orthodox Christians in 
the Balkans led to tensions with Ottoman Turkey. In 1853 Russia invaded the principalities 
of Wallachia and Moldavia in the Balkans, leading to war with Turkey. England and France 
entered the war on Turkey’s side, and sent an expeditionary force to the Crimea. It fought
there for two years, engaging in the long and bloody siege of Sevastopol (finally captured in 
September 1855). Fighting also took place between Russia and Turkey in the Caucasus.

After the mutiny, rule over India was transferred from the East India Company, a private 
venture, to the British crown. The last Mughal Emperor was deposed. See also p.296.

THE INDIAN MUTINY (1857–58)

CRIMEAN WAR (1853–56)

OPPOSING FORCES  British v. native Indian forces

OPPOSING FORCES  Russia v. Ottoman Turkey, Britain, France

MAJOR BATTLE

Cawnpore

Delhi

Lucknow

2nd Cawnpore

Jhansi

MAJOR BATTLE

Alma

Sevastopol

Balaclava

Inkerman

Kars

DATE

1857

1857

1857–58

1857

1858

DATE

1854

1854–55

1855

1854

1855

DESCRIPTION

siege 

siege 

siege 

land battle

land battle

DESCRIPTION

land battle

siege 

land battle 

land battle

siege 

OUTCOME

Indian victory

British victory

British victory

British victory

British victory

OUTCOME

British/French victory

British/French victory

inconclusive

British/French victory

Russian victory (against Turks)
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Th C f P i ( 6) d d h R i i l i Ch i i iThe Congress of Paris (1856) ended the war. Russia gave up its claim to protect Christians in 
the Ottoman empire, the shore of the Black Sea was neutralized, and the autonomy of 
Moldavia and Wallachia was recognized.

The charge of the Light Brigade
at Balaclava proved a disastrous
tactical error by the British.



Tensions built over several decades between the southern and northern states of the 
United States, particularly over the issue of slavery. When the northern Democrat Abraham 
Lincoln was elected president in 1860, South Carolina seceded from the Union, followed 
within five months by 10 other states. For four years the new group (the Confederacy) fought g p ( y) g
the Union, with particularly fierce fighting in 
northern Virginia, the “Eastern Theater”, where 
Richmond (the Confederate capital) was within 
striking distance of Washington DC. A push 
by Confederate general Robert E. Lee into 
Pennsylvania was defeated at Gettysburg in 
July 1863, and the Confederacy was thereafter 
on the defensive. 

Meanwhile, from 1862 to 1863 Union General Ulysses S. Grant advanced down the Mississippi 
river, the “Western Theater” of the war, cutting the Confederacy in two. In late 1864, Grant 
engaged in a “march to the sea” to Savannah, Georgia.

The Confederacy had defended Virginia bitterly, but with the Union forces advancing now from 
the south, became encircled. Richmond fell and the last Confederate field armies surrendered 
in April 1865 at Appomattox Courthouse, Virginia and Bennett Place, North Carolina.

In the aftermath of the war, the Confederate government was dissolved, slavery was abolished, 
and a process of “Reconstruction” was set in place that was intended to re-establish central
control in the south and supervise the restoration of political rights. Southern states were 
gradually readmitted to the Union, with Georgia the last to rejoin in July 1870. See also pp.266–7.

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR (1861–65)
OPPOSING FORCES  The Union v. the Confederacy

MAJOR BATTLEAA

Fort Sumter

1st Bull Run

Seven Days

Antietam

Fredericksburg

Chancellorsville

Gettysburg

MAJOR BATTLEAA

Shiloh

Vicksburg

MAJOR BATTLEAA

Wilderness

Cold Harbor

DATEAA

1861

1861

1862

1862

1862

1863

1863

DATEAA

1862

1863

DATEAA

1864

1864

DESCRIPTION

siege 

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

DESCRIPTION

land battle

siege

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

OUTCOME

Confederate victory

Confederate victory

Union victory

Union victory

Confederate victory

Confederate victory

Union victory

OUTCOME

Union victory

Union victory

OUTCOME

inconclusive

Confederate victory
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The battle flag of the Second Battalion Hilliard’sg
Alabama Legion, riddled with Union bulletholes.

THE WESTERN THEATERAA

THE EASTERN THEATERAA

THE DEFEAT AA OF THE SOUTH
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In 1851, a Christian teacher, Hong Xiuquan, declared the establishment of the Taiping Tianguo, 
the “Heavenly Kingdom of Great Peace”, and fought off attempts by the Qing government to
suppress his utopian society. In 1853, the Taiping rebels captured Nanjing, but gradually
foreign powers intervened to help the Qing. In 1860, a Taiping assault on Shanghai was
defeated by the Western-trained “Ever-Victorious Army”. In 1864, the Qing government
recaptured Nanjing and the last Taiping rebels were easily mopped up. See also pp.298–9.

By the Treaty of Frankfurt (May 1871), the border territories of Alsace and Lorraine were handed 
over to Prussia, and France paid a huge indemnity (five billion francs). French ambitions to 
regain Alsace-Lorraine would play a part in the outbreak of World War I. See also p.284.

TAIPING REBELLION (1850–64)

OPPOSING FORCES  Chinese central (Qing) government v. Taiping rebels

MAJOR BATTAA LE

Gravelotte

Metz

Sedan

Paris

MAJOR BATTAA LE

Nanjing

Shanghai

Nanjing

DATA E

1870

1870

1870

1870–71

DATAA E

1853

1860

1864

DESCRIPTION

land battle

siege 

land battle

siege

DESCRIPTION

land battle  

land battle

siege 

OUTCOME

Prussian victory

Prussian victory

Prussian victory

Prussian victory

OUTCOME

Taiping victory

Qing victory

Qing victory

Tension rose between France and Prussia over the latter’s attempt to unite the German states 
under its leadership and the Prussian Chancellor Bismarck’s plan to put a German prince on 
the Spanish throne (so encircling France with pro-Prussian states). Napoleon III of France was
provoked into war, invading Germany, but his armies were soon pushed back and the Prussians 
advanced into France. After a disastrous French defeat at the Battle of Sedan in September, 
where Napoleon III was captured, Paris was besieged. It surrendered in January 1871.

FRANCO–PRUSSIAN WAR (1870–71)
OPPOSING FORCES  France v. Prussia

The Taiping rebels attacked 
Peking (modern Beijing) after 
their 1853 capture of Nanjing.
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In March 1912 Bulgaria, Greece, and Serbia allied, intent on gaining territory from an Ottoman 
Turkey whose control over the Balkans was clearly weakening. Greek forces advanced from the 
south, and the Serbs made large gains in the north, while Bulgaria invaded Thrace in the east.
Ottoman resistance crumbled, but within months fighting broke out again as Serbia, Greece, 
and Romania sought to prevent Bulgaria gaining too much territory. With Turkey beginning to 
recapture territory lost in the first war, the other countries rapidly agreed a peace.

Bulgaria was forced to give up most of its gains from the first war, including Adrianople, which
was retained by Turkey. Nonetheless, Turkey had lost four-fifths of its pre-war Balkan lands, 
mostly to Serbia, Greece, and Romania. See also p.314.

BALKAN WARS (1912–13)
OPPOSING FORCES  (First) Bulgaria, Greece, Serbia, Montenegro v. Ottoman Turkey

(Second) Bulgaria v. Turkey, Serbia, Greece, Romania

MAJOR BATTLE

Monastir

Lule Burgas

Adrianople

DATE

1912

1912

1913

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle 

land battle

OUTCOME

Serb victory

Bulgarian victory

Turkish victory

The fears of Boer (Dutch Afrikaner) settlers in South Africa about British encroachment on 
their territories were realized in 1877 when Britain annexed the independent Boer Republic 
of the Transvaal. A short war ensued in which the Boers regained their autonomy. Relations 
deteriorated again in the 1890s and another war broke out in 1899 between the British and
the Boer South African Republic and its ally the Orange Free State. Initial Boer successes 
were pushed back in 1900, and by June the main Boer armies were defeated and a series of 
besieged “British” towns relieved. Guerrilla resistance continued for another year, but British 
blockades, and their introduction of concentration camps, broke the final Boer resistance.

By the 1902 Treaty of Vereeniging the Orange Free State 
and Transvaal became part of British-ruled South Africa, 
with only limited guarantees of autonomy. See also p.308.

BOER WARS (SOUTH AFRICAN WARS, 1880–1, 1899–1902)
OPPOSING FORCES  British v. Boers (Afrikaners)

MAJOR BATTLE

Mafeking

Ladysmith

Colenso

Spion Kop

Bloemfontein

DATE

1899–1900

1899–1900

1899

1900

1900

DESCRIPTION

siege

siege

land battle

land battle

siege

OUTCOME

British victory

British victory

Boer victory

Boer victory

British victory

Boer soldiers at Spion Kop, a
battle that resulted in a major 
victory for the Afrikaners.



Long-standing tensions between European powers exploded into war in autumn 1914 following the 
assassination of an Austrian archduke in Sarajevo by Serbian nationalists. Fearing an attack from
France, Germany struck first, almost reaching Paris before being driven back in early September. 
Both sides engaged in a “race to the sea”, each trying to outflank the other. Neither was successful, 
and the opposing armies then dug complex networks of trenches, the Western Front, which from 
late 1914 to early 1918 proved almost impermeable to a series of appallingly costly offensives.
Finally in 1918, the Germans broke through, but their offensive petered out, and they were pushed
back beyond their defensive lines and sued for peace.

The war was more mobile on other fronts, especially on the Eastern Front in central and Eastern 
Europe, where Austria and Germany faced Russia.

Germany signed an armistice on 11 November 1918 bringing fighting to an end in western Europe. 
A series of peace treaties changed the face of Europe and the Middle East. See also pp.314–25.

WORLD WAR I (1914–18)
OPPOSING FORCES “Entente” (Britain, France, Italy, Russia, United States, and others) v.

“Central Powers” (Germany, Austro-Hungary, and others)

MAJOR BATTLE

1st Marne

1st Aisne

1st Ypres

Verdun

1st Somme

Vimy Ridge

Messines

Passchendaele

Cambrai

2nd Marne

MAJOR BATTLE

TannenbergTT

Gorlice-TarnowTT

MAJOR BATTLE

Kut-al-Amara

Gallipoli

Megiddo

DATE

1914

1914

1914

1916

1916

1917

1917

1917

1917

1918

DATE

1914

1915

DATE

1915–16

1915–16

1918

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle 

DESCRIPTION

siege

land battle

land battle

OUTCOME

Entente victory

indecisive

Entente victory

Entente (French) victory

indecisive

Entente victory

Entente victory

Entente victory

indecisive

Entente victory

OUTCOME

Central Powers victory (against Russia)

Central Powers victory (against Russia)

OUTCOME

Turkish victory (against British, Indians)

Turkish victory (against British, 
Australians, New Zealanders)

Entente victory (against Turks)
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THE WESTERN FRONT

THE EASTERN FRONT

THE WAR IN THE MIDDLE EAST

The collapse of the Russian tsarist government after the Russian Revolution of November 1917
brought the war on the Eastern Front to an end.  

In Palestine and Mesopotamia, the British and their allies sought to undermine the German-aligned 
Ottoman Turkish government; despite losses at Kut and Gallipoli they were eventually successful. 
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In the 1920s, Spain was destabilized by faction fighting between left-wing and right-wing 
extremists. When the leftist Popular Front won elections in 1936, elements of the army, led 
by General Franco, launched a coup to stop it taking power. These Nationalists took over 
much of the south and west of Spain in 1936, and then aimed for the capital, Madrid.
     The government Republican forces defended Madrid doggedly, but with Italian and 
German military aid the Nationalists went on the offensive in 1938, capturing the strategic
town of Teruel in February, and then seizing Barcelona in January 1939. Madrid surrendered 
to the Nationalist forces in March and the war came to an end.

SPANISH CIVIL WAR (1936–39)
OPPOSING FORCES  Nationalists V. Republicans

MAJOR BATTLEAA

Guadalajara

TeruelTT

Ebro

Barcelona

Madrid

DATEAA

1937

1937–38

1938

1939

1939

DESCRIPTION

land battle 

land battle

land battle 

siege 

siege 

OUTCOME

Republican victory

Nationalist victory

Nationalist victory

Nationalist victory

Nationalist victory

The seizing of ppower by the Bolsheviks in the 1917 Russian 
Revolution was opposed by significant political and military 
forces. Fighting broke out in summer 1918, 
with anti-Bolsheevik “White” forces based 
in Siberia underr General Kolchak 
(supported by the “Czech legion” 
of former prisonners of war); in the 
Caucasus underr General Denikin;
and near Petroggrad under General 
Yudenich. British, French, Japanese, and
American forcess also intervened in the 
north to block BBolshevik ports. Under 
Leon Trotsky, the Bolshevik Red Army 
defeated the three main White Armies, 
capturing Omskk in November 1919. A
White Army mannaged to hold out in the 
Crimean peninsula until November 1920.

Secure in power, the Bolsheviks mopped up residual resistance in 1921–22 and in 1922 
established the USSR, a communist state that would dominate international politics for 
nearly 70 years. See also p.328.

RUSSIAN CIVIL WAR (1918–21)
OPPOSING FORCES Bolsheviks v. “White” Russians

MAJOR BATTLEAA

TsaritsynTT

Petrograd

DATEAA

1919

1919

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

OUTCOME

Bolshevik victory

Bolshevik victory

Leon Trotsky (cenntre) reviews his y
troops in Moscoww’s Red Square.

After the official end of the war, guerrilla war was waged on an irregular basis well into the 1950s, 
gradually evaporating due to military defeats and the scant support from an exhausted population. 
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In 1938, in a flagrant breach of the settlement that ended World War I, Germany, under Adolf Hitler, 
annexed Austria and part of Czechoslovakia. In September 1939 he invaded Poland; Britain and 
France declared war on Germany in response. After a lull, in 1940 Germany invaded Belgium, 
the Netherlands, and Scandinavia in a “lightning war” (Blitzkrieg), then invaded and occupied 
France. Britain averted a planned German invasion by winning the Battle of Britain in 1940.

Italy joined Germany in the war in June 1940, and when both moved on British-held Egypt, land 
operations became focused on North Africa. The British were victorious (latterly with American
help), and in 1943 invaded Sicily and mainland Italy. The Italians sued for peace but the German 
army continued a dogged resistance in the Italian peninsula until 1945.

The German invasion of the USSR in autumn 1941 opened another front, where the Germans 
were rapidly successful, almost taking Moscow in November–December, but then stalling. 
In 1942 they became bogged down in a siege of Stalingrad, but when that failed they were 
relentlessly pushed back by the Soviet army, until by 1944 they were back in Poland.

In western Europe, the Allies landed in Normandy in June 1944 and pushed east towards Germany, 
while the Red Army advanced in early 1945 into eastern Germany. In April–May 1945, the Soviets
reached Berlin and after a huge battle the city capitulated and the Germans surrendered.

WORLD WAR II (1939–45)
OPPOSING FORCES  “Allies” (British, French, and others) v. “Axis” (German, Japanese, Italians 

to 1943, and others)

MAJOR BATTLE

Defeat of Poland

Battle of France

Battle of Britain

MAJOR BATTLE

El Alamein

Anzio

Monte Cassino

DATE

1939

1940

1940

DATE

1942

1944

1944

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

aerial battle

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

land battle

OUTCOME

German victory

German victory

British victory 

OUTCOME

Allied victory

Allied victory

Allied victory

MAJOR BATTLE

Normandy Landings

Arnhem

Berlin

DATE

1944

1944

1945

DESCRIPTION

land/naval battle

land battle

land battle

OUTCOME

Allied victory

German victory

Soviet victory

MAJOR BATTLE

Leningrad

Moscow

Stalingrad

Kursk

DATE

1941–44

1941–42

1942–43

1943

DESCRIPTION

siege

land battle

siege

land battle

OUTCOME

Allied (Soviet) victory

Allied (Soviet) victory

Allied (Soviet) victory

Allied (Soviet) victory

BLITZKRIEG

THE WAR IN THE MEDITERRANEAN

INVASION OF RUSSIA

GERMANY DEFEATED



WAR IN THE PACIFIC
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In 1941, Japan attacked the US fleet at Pearl Harbor, bringing
the US in on the Allied sside, and Japan on the Axis side. The 
Japanese overran British and Dutch possessions in Southeast 
Asia in 1941–42 and pushed the Americans out of the Philippines, 
but the US regrouped and pushed the Japanese back. The 
Japanese continued to resist after the defeat of Germany, until 
nuclear bombs droppedd on Hiroshima and Nagasaki
prompted Japan’s surreender 
on 2 September 1945.

No formal treaties were signed marking the end of World War II. The Cold War (see pp.360–1( ) 1
which erupted in its wake left Europe divided between a communist east and a capitalist west. 
Japan underwent several years of US occupation before independence was restored under a 
democratic government in 1952. See also pp.338–359.

WORLD WAR II (19339–45) (continued)

MAJOR BATTLE

Philippines

Singapore

Coral Sea

Guadalcanal

Midway

Leyte Gulf

Philippine Sea

Iwo Jima

Okinawa

DATE

1941–42

1942

1942

1942–43

1942

1944

1944

1945

1945

DESCRIPTION

land battle

siege

naval battle

land battle

naval battle

land battle

naval battle

land battle

land battle

OUTCOME

Japanese victory

Japanese victory

American victory

Allied (American) victory

Allied (American) victory

Allied (American) victory

Allied (American) victory

Allied (American) victory

Allied (American) victory

After the defeat of Japan in World War II, Chinese Communist forces and their Nationalist foes 
rushed to occupy the area the Japanese had formerly occupied. The Communist leader Mao Zedong 
seemed willing to compromise with his Nationalist opponent Chiang Kai-Shek, but Chiang, buoyed 
by early Nationalist victories, refused. In October 1948 the Nationalists suffered a major defeat in
Manchuria, and the Communist forces fanned out into central and southern China, capturing the
Nationalist capital Chungking in November 1949. Chiang and his remaining forces fled to Taiwan.

Mao Zedong proclaimed the People’s Republic of China in 1949, but the Nationalists continued 
to hold out in Taiwan, where Chiang declared the rival Republic of China in 1950 – a political
split that remained into the 21st century. See also pp.392–3.

CHINESE CIVIL WAR (1945–49)
OPPOSING FORCES  Communists v. Nationalists (Kuomintang)

MAJOR BATTLE

Manchuria campaign

Huai-Hai 

Beijing

DATE

Oct–Nov 1948

1949

1949

DESCRIPTION

land battle 

land battle

land battle 

OUTCOME

Communist victory

Communist victory

Communist victory

A naval attack prepared thhek
way for the US invasion off the 
island of Okinawa and thee
seizing of its Japanese airrfields.
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Following World War II, the French only succeeded in restoring their colonial authority in 
Vietnam over the south of the country. The north was taken over by Ho Chi Minh’s communists. 
In December 1946, his forces, the Vietminh, attacked French garrisons and began a guerrilla
war, which the French struggled to contain. Despite efforts to broker a political settlement with
moderates, the French could not budge the Vietminh. In March 1954, the fall of the strategic 
French garrison of Dien Bien Phu persuaded them to make peace.

The Geneva Conference in July 1954 formally partitioned Vietnam between a communist north 
and capitalist south. French influence in Southeast Asia was totally undermined. See also p.294.

FRENCH INDOCHINA WAR (1946–54)

OPPOSING FORCES  French v. Vietnamese nationalists (Vietminh)

MAJOR BATTLAA E

Hoa Binh

Dien Bien Phu

DATA E

1951–52

1954

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

OUTCOME

Vietminh victory

Vietminh victory

At the end of World War II, Korea was divided along the 38th parallel between a communist-
aligned zone supported by China and a southern area supported by the United States. The 
North Koreans invaded the south in June 1950. A United Nations expeditionary force pushed 
the North Koreans back almost to the Chinese border by November. The Chinese reacted with 
a counteroffensive and took the South Korean capital Seoul in January 1951. The UN forces 
recovered, and the front lines solidified close to the 38th parallel until the end of the war in 1953.

An armistice signed in July 1953 recognized a demarcation line more or less where it had been 
before a war that cost some 3 million casualties. Korea remains divided. See also p.394.

KOREAN WAR (1950–53)
OPPOSING FORCES North Koreans and Chinese v. South Koreans and UN force 

(including Americans, Australians, and British)

MAJOR BATTLAA E

Pusan Perimeter

Inchon

Imjin River

Heartbreak Ridge

DATA E

1950

1950

1951

1951

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle 

OUTCOME

inconclusive

UN/South Korean victory

North Korean/Chinese victory

UN/South Korean victory

Trench warfare reminiscent of 
World War I characterized the
Battle of Dien Bien Phu.
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The declaration of the State of Israel in 1948 was strongly opposed by its Arab neighbours who
invaded in May 1948. Israel halted the Arab advance, and then managed to occupy an area 50 
per cent larger than its previous territory. In 1956 Israel fought Egypt in support of the British 
and French landings in the Suez Canal, but withdrew from their gains in the Sinai.

In 1967, Israel launched pre-emptive strikes against its neighbours, and in the Six-Day War,
rapidly destroyed Arab air forces, and seized land in the West Bank (from Jordan), the Gaza
Strip (from Egypt), and the Golan Heights (from Syria).

In October 1973 Arab forces attacked again (the Yom Kippur War), with Egyptian armies moving
across the Suez canal, and Syrian forces pushing from the northeast. Israel pushed back all
these offensives and almost reached the Syrian capital Damascus before a ceasefire.

Israel evacuated the Sinai in 1979 following the Camp David Accords, but hopes for a more 
permanent settlement proved illusory and the conflict continues. See also pp.386–7.

ARAB–ISRAELI WARS (1948–73)
OPPOSING FORCES  Israel v. Egypt, Syria, Jordan, Lebanon, Iraq, and Palestinians

THE SINAI WAR

THE SIX-DAY AA WAR

THE YOM KIPPUR WAR

MAJOR BATTAA LE

Operation Kadesh

MAJOR BATTAA LE

Abu Ageila

MAJOR BATTAA LE

1st Mount Hermon

Chinese Farm

2nd Mount Hermon

DATAA E

1956

DATAA E

1967

DATAA E

1973

1973

1973

DESCRIPTION

land battle

DESCRIPTION

land battle

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

land battle

OUTCOME

Israeli victory (against Egyptians)

OUTCOME

Israeli victory (against Egyptians)

OUTCOME

Syrian victory

Israeli victory (against Egyptians)

Israeli victory (against Syrians)

Ho Chi Minh’s North Vietnam communists encouraged a civil war in the South to overthrow its
US-backed regime. In 1964, after Northern patrol boats attacked US naval vessels, American
combat troops were despatched to Vietnam. Using guerrilla tactics, the Vietcong caused large
numbers of US casualties. After the Tet Offensive in 1968 the Americans began to run down 
their operation, and had withdrawn by 1973. The South Vietnam government continued to resist
until 1975 when a Vietcong offensive pushed south, taking the capital, Saigon.

The fall of Saigon led to the reunion of Vietnam under communist rule. See also p.395.

VIETNAM WAR (1961–75)

OPPOSING FORCES  South Vietnamese, Americans, and Australians v. North Vietnamese (Vietcong)

MAJOR BATTAA LE

Ia Drang Valley

Long TanTT

Hill 881

Tet OffensiveTT

Saigon

DATAA E

1965

1966

1967

1968

1975

DESCRIPTION

land battle 

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

OUTCOME

inconclusive

Australian victory 

American victory

South Vietnamese victory 
(but Vietcong propaganda victory)

Vietcong victory
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In August 1990, Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein ordered his forces to invade Kuwait, hoping to 
use its oil wealth to help offset the crippling costs of the Iran–Iraq War. He hoped international 
response would be muted, but was mistaken, for the Americans, with UN-backing, assembled
a huge force in Saudi Arabia. In January 1991, large-scale air attacks on Iraq began, and on 25 
February a land offensive rapidly swept the Iraqi army out of Kuwait and pushed deep into Iraq. 
The coalition forces withdrew from Iraq, however, and Saddam put down revolts against him.

Following the war, Saddam was forced to submit to a regime of weapons inspections to ensure 
he did not obtain “weapons of mass destruction”. 

GULF WARS (1990–91, 2003)

OPPOSING FORCES  Iraq v. international coalition led by United States

THE FIRST GULF WF AR (1990–91)

MAJOR BATTAA LE

Kuwait

Operation Desert Storm

KhafjiKhafji

DATEAA

1990

1991

19911991

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

land and air battleland and air battle

OUTCOME

Iraqi victory 

coalition victory

coalition victorycoalition victory

Disputes between Iran and Iraq led the Iraqi leader, Saddam Hussein, to invade Iran in September 
1980. Iraq made immediate gains, but the offensive stalled and by June 1982 the Iranians had 
recovered the lost ground. An Iranian offensive in early 1984 looked close to capturing the key Iraqi 
port of Basra and pushing towards Baghdad. Support from other Arab countries stiffened Iraqi 
resistance and the war bogged down in a stalemate characterized by mass infantry attacks with 
high casualties. Iraqi gains early in 1988 persuaded the Iranians to make peace.

Despite the enormous economic and human cost, the war left the borders between the countries 
unchanged. In 1990, as war with a Western-backed coalition loomed, Saddam recognized Iranian 
rights over the strategic Shatt al-Arab waterway – one of the causes of the war. See also p.391.

IRAN–IRAQ WAR (1980–88)
OPPOSING FORCES  Iraq v. Iran

MAJOR BATTAA LE

Dezful

Khorramshahr

Al Faw

2nd Al Faw

DATEAA

1981

1982

1986

1988

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle 

land battle 

land battle 

OUTCOME

Iraqi victory

Iranian victory

Iranian victory

Iraqi victory

Bombing raids launched from aircraft carriers by the 
US Marine Corps supported ground operations.
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Although the Iraqi regime had fallen, plans for the post-war fate of the country did not take
account of a large-scale insurgency which broke out against US occupation. At first insurgents 
came mainly from the Sunni community which had done best out of Saddam’s regime, but 
the insurgency spread to the majority Shia population of the south of the country. Casualties
amongst coalition forces mounted and bombings killed thousands of civilians. Despite the 
best efforts of the United States and the Iraqi government, the insurgency, although at times 
contained, could not be eradicated. The Americans ceded increasing powers back to the Iraqi 
government, and in 2009 announced that their forces would withdraw by 2010. See also p.413.

GULF WARS (1990–91, 2003) (continued)

MAJOR BATTAA LE

Umm Qasr

Nasiriyah

Baghdad

Najaf

Fallujah

Ramadi

DATEAA

2003

2003

2003

2003

2004

2004

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

OUTCOME

coalition victory

coalition victory

coalition victory

coalition victory

insurgent victory

coalition victory

In 2002, tensions mounted between Iraq and the United States over Saddam’s constant 
breaches of the inspection and disclosure regime imposed after the first Gulf War. Although 
not backed by the same support in the United Nations for military action, the United States
assembled a smaller coalition and in March 2003, after a brief air campaign, coalition forces 
entered Iraq. Resistance by the Iraqi army was patchy and many units simply disbanded. 
Baghdad fell on 9 April and the last Iraqi towns a few weeks after that.

THE SECOND GULF WF AR – THE WAR IN IRAQ (2003–)Q

Counter-insurgency operations in Afghanistan continue. An increase in US troop numbers from 
30,000 to almost 50,000 was announced in February 2009, in a bid to stem the rising tide of 
Taleban attacks ahead of any possible American disengagement from the country. See also p.412.

MAJOR BATTAA LE

Mazar-I-Sharif

Herat

Tora BoraTT

Kunduz

Musa Qala

Eagle’s Summit

DATEAA

2001

2001

2001

2001

2007

2008

DESCRIPTION

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

land battle

OUTCOME

coalition victory

coalition victory

coalition victory

coalition victory

coalition victory

coalition victory

The refusal of Mullah Omar, head of the extreme Islamist Taleban government of Afghanistan, 
to hand over Osama bin Laden, leader of al-Qaeda – implicated in the attacks on the United 
States on 11 September 2001 – led the American government to assist anti-Taleban rebels with 
air strikes and special forces. Kandahar fell in early December and the Taleban leadership (and 
its al-Qaeda allies) slipped away, many, it is believed, to Pakistan. There, the Taleban gathered
its strength and began to infiltrate the south of Afghanistan once more. Despite a growing 
international force (ISAF), the coalition casualties mounted. Operations to sweep the Taleban 
out of areas often found them back in control there within weeks or even days. 

AFGHANISTANTT  WAR (2001–)

OPPOSING FORCES  US-led coalition v. Taleban
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Most of the world uses the Gregorian calendar for noting day-to-day activities and historical
landmarks, but many cultures use more ancient calendars for marking events of ritual and cultural 
significance. Historians must take account of older dating systems when analysing source material.

CALENDAR SYSTEMS

CALENDAR

Hebrew

Maya

Chinese

Ancient Egyptian

Attic (ancient Athens)

Ancient Rome

Japanese

Gregorian

Ethiopian/Ge’ez

Coptic (Egypt)

Islamic

BASIS

Lunisolar

---

Lunar

Solar

Lunisolar

Solar

Lunisolar

Solar

Solar

Solar

Lunar

SYSTEM

12 months of 29/30 days and an intercalary (leap) month 
added seven times in a 19-year cycle. Era begins 3761 BCE.

260-day and 365-day cycles combined to form “Calendar 
Round” of approximately 52 years. 

12 months of 29/30 days, with a leap month every 2–3 
years. Beginning of era disputed; either 2697 or 2637 BCE.

365 days, with 12 months of 30 days, and 5 intercalary days
at the end of the year.

354 days, with 12 months of 28/29 days and a leap month
of 30 days every third year.

355 days, 12 months of 28–30 days, with a leap month
added periodically. Era dated from 753 BCE (date of 
foundation of the city of Rome).

A system similar to the Chinese calendar was in official use 
to 1873. Era dated from 660 BCE.

365 days, with a leap day every four years. Era begins at 1 CE...

12 months of 30 days, with a leap month of 5–6 days.
Era begins at 9 CE.

Similar to Ethiopian, but era begins at 284 CE.

354 days (12 months of 29/30 days). Era begins 622 CE

(date of the Hegira – Muhammad’s flight from Mecca).a

Albert Einstein, best known for his Special Theory of 
Relativity, received the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1921.
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The “discoveries” of many early explorers were actually of lands that had thriving indigenous 
societies, which often led to disastrous results. Yet we can still admire the imagination and 
tenacity of those who risked their lives journeying into territory completely unknown to them. 

GREAT EXPLORERS

NAME

Hanno

Erik the Red

Leif Eriksson

Marco Polo

Ibn Battuta

Dinís Diaz

Bartolomeu
Dias

Vasco da 
Gama

Christopher 
Columbus

John Cabot

Pedro Álvarez 
Cabral

Amerigo
Vespucci

Afonso de 
Albuquerque

Vasco Núñez 
de Balboa

Juan Ponce de 
Leon

Hernán Cortes

Ferdinand 
Magellan

Francisco
Pizarro

Francisco
Vásquez de 
Coronado

LIVED

fl. 5th century BCE

c.950–1002 CE

fl. 11th century CE

1254–1324

c.1304–68

fl. mid-15th 
century

c.1450–1500

c.1469–1524

1451–1506

c. 1450–1499

c.1467–1520

1454–1512

1453–1515

1475–1519

c.1460–1521

1485–1547

c.1480–1521

1475–1541

1510–54

ORIGIN

Carthage

Norway

Norway

Italy

Morocco

Portugal

Portugal

Portugal

Italy

Italy

Portugal

Italy

Portugal

Spain

Spain

Spain

Portugal

Spain

Spain

EXPEDITIONS/DISCOVERIES

Sailed down the west coast of Africa 
(c.470 BCE).EE

Explored the coast of Greenland (985 CE).E

Discovered Vinland, part of North America 
(c.1000 CE).EE

Travelled extensively in China and along the 
Silk Road (1275–92).

Explored the Sahara, Arabia, India, Central
Asia, China, and Southeast Asia.

Discovered the Cape Verde islands off the 
west coast of Africa (1445).

Rounded Africa’s Cape of Good Hope 
(1488).

Sailed round Africa’s Cape of Good Hope 
and reached India (1497–98).

Discovered the Americas, landing in the 
Bahamas (1492); discovered the mainland 
of South America (1498).

Discovered mainland North America (1497).

Discovered Brazil (1500).

Explored the coastline of South
America (1501).

Reached India via Zanzibar (1503–04).

First European to navigate the South Sea
(Pacific Ocean), from Panama (1513).

Discovered Florida (1513).

Led the conquest of the Aztec empire in 
Mexico (1518–22).

Explored the Philippines; partially
circumnavigated the globe (1520–21).

Led the conquest of the Inca empire 
in Peru (1530–33).

Led the first major expedition to the 
southwest of the modern United States 
(1540–42).
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GREAT EXPLORERS (continued)
NAME ORIGINLIVED EXPEDITIONS/DISCOVERIES

fl. 1540s

d. 1556

c.1535–94

c.1540–96

1552–1618

1565–99

1567–1635

c.1565–1611

1584–1622

1603–c.1659

1651–1715

1681–1741

1728–79

1730–941730 94

Spain

England

England

England

England

Netherlands

France

England

England

Netherlands

England

Denmark

Britain

BritainBritain

Reached the Grand Canyon in 1540.

Voyaged to Russia via the North Cape 
(1553–56).

Reached the Frobisher Strait (Canada) while 
searching for the Northwest Passage (1576).

Circumnavigated the globe (1580).

Undertook numerous voyages to America; 
attempted, unsuccessfully, to found a
colony in Virginia (1584).

Led first Dutch expedition to the East Indies; 
sailed the south coast of Java (1598).

Explored the St Lawrence River (1603); 
founded Quebec (1608).

Discovered Hudson Bay (Canada) (1610).

Explored Baffin Bay, part of the Northwest 
Passage (1616).

Reached New Zealand and Tasmania (1642).

Crossed the Pacific Ocean (1683).

Explored Siberia (1733–41).

Mapped the New Zealand and Australian
coasts (1769); made first Australian landfall, 
at Botany Bay, New South Wales (1770).

Explored the Blue Nile; claimed to haveExplored the Blue Nile; claimed to have 
found the source of the Nile (1768–74).

García López de 
Cárdenas

Richard 
Chancellor

Martin 
Frobisher

Francis Drake

Walter Raleigh

Cornelis de 
Houtman

Samuel de 
Champlain

Henry Hudson

William Baffin

Abel TasmanTT

William Dampier

Vitus Bering

James Cook

James BruceJames Bruce

Francis Drake was knighted by Queen Elizabeth I on the deck 
of his ship, the Golden Hind, upon his return to England.
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GREAT EXPLORERS (continued)
NAME LIVED ORIGIN EXPEDITIONS/DISCOVERIES

Antoine Bruni
d’Entrecasteaux

Mungo Park

George Bass

Friedrich
Alexander von 
Humboldt

Matthew 
Flinders

Meriwether 
Lewis

William Clark

Alexander 
Gordon Laing

David
Livingstone

Robert O’Hara
Burke

Richard Francis 
Burton

Henry Morton 
Stanley

Fridtjof Nansen

Aurel Stein

Francis
Younghusband

Sven Hedin

Wilfred Thesiger

Jacques-Yves
Cousteau

Thor Heyerdahl

Edmund Hillary

Yuri Gagarin

Neil Armstrong

1739–93

1771–1806

1771–1803

1769–1859

1774–1814

1774–1809

1770–1838

1793–1826

1813–73

1820–61

1821–90

1841–1904

1861–1930

1862–1943

1863–1942

1865–1962

1910–2003

1910–97

1914–2002

1919–2008

1934–68

1930–

Surveyed the South Pacific (1791–93).

Explored the Niger River (1795–96).

Explored the coastline of southeastern 
Australia (1795–98).

Explored modern Venezuela and the 
Orinoco River (1799–1800).

Circumnavigated Australia (1801–03).

Led the first transcontinental expedition
across the United States (1804–05).

Co-leader of expedition with Lewis (above).ee

First European to reach Timbuktu, in Mali 
(1826).

Discovered the Victoria Falls on the Zambezi 
river (1855).

Led an ill-fated expedition to explore the 
Australian interior (1860–61).

Travelled in Arabia and reached Medina and 
Mecca (1853).

Undertook voyages down the Congo (1874).

Crossed Greenland (1888).

Explored Central Asia and located an 
ancient complex at Dunhuang (1906–08).

Led an expedition which reached Lhasa in
Tibet (1903–04).

Explored Central Asia and discovered lost
cities in the Taklamakan desert (1893–97). 

Intrepid traveller who twice crossed the 
Empty Quarter of Arabia.

Marine ecologist who dedicated his life to 
deep-water oceanic exploration.

Sought to prove theories of prehistoric 
migration by sea with long-distance voyages 
using rafts built from natural materials.

Completed the first ascent of Mount Everest 
in the Himalayas (1953).     

First person in space (1961).

First person to set foot on the moon (1969).

France

Britain

Britain

Germany

Britain

USA

USA

Britain

Britain

Ireland

Britain

Britain

Norway

Hungary

Britain

Sweden

Britain

France

Norway

New Zealand

USSR

USA
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POLAR EXPLORERS

NAME

John Davis

Willem Barents

Fabian von
Bellingshausen

John Franklin

William Edward
Parry

James Clark 
Ross

Salomon Andrée

Otto 
Nordenskjöld

Robert Peary

Robert Falcon 
Scott 

Roald 
Amundsen

Ernest
Shackleton

Richard Byrd

Vivian Fuchs

LIVED

c.1550–1605

1550–97

1778–1852

1786–1847

1790–1855

1800–62

1854–97

1869–1928

1856–1920

1868–1912

1872–1928

1874–1922

1888–1957

1908–99

ORIGIN

England

Netherlands

Estonia

Britain

Britain

USA

Sweden

Sweden

USA

Britain

Norway

Britain

USA

Britain

EXPEDITIONS/DISCOVERIES

Explored Greenland, discovered the Davis
Strait (1585) while searching for the 
Northwest Passage.

Searched for the Northeast Passage 
(1594–97).

Early explorer of the Antarctic (1819–21).

Searched for the Northwest Passage; 
never returned from his expedition (1847).

Made an early attempt to reach the North
Pole overland (1827).

Made an extensive exploration of the 
Antarctic, discovering the Ross Sea and 
Ross Ice Shelf (1841).

Attempted to balloon over the Arctic; 
disappeared during the flight (1897).

Spent the winter in Antarctica (1901–03).

Claimed to have reached North Pole (1909).

Lost out to Roald Amundsen in the race to 
reach the South Pole (1911–12).

First man to reach the South Pole (1911).

Led an expedition to cross Antarctica, 
but became stranded for four months
on Elephant Island (1914).

Completed the first overflight of the North 
Pole (1926).

Completed the first land crossing of the 
Antarctic continent (1958).

Ernest Shackleton’s ship, 
Endurance, became locked 
in the ice in Antarctica.



INVENTIONS AND DISCOVERIES

INVENTION/DISCOVERY

Stone tools

Control of fire

Boat

Mining

Permanent shelters

Farming

Pottery vessels

Irrigation

Horse domestication

Plough

Writing

Wheeled transport

Calendar

Silk weaving

Plumbing

Papyrus scroll

Law code

Alphabet

Magnetism

Coinage

World map

Planetary models

Rotation of the Earth

Steel production

Compound pulley

Encyclopaedia

Paper

Compass

Concept of  zero/decimal 
system

Astrolabe

University

Star chart

Pendulum

Magnifying glass

DATEAA

c.2.75 MYA

c.500, 000 YA

c.50, 000 YA

c.40, 000 YA

c.28, 000 YA

c.10, 000 BCE

c.10, 000 BCE

c.5500 BCE

c.4500 BCE

c.4000 BCE

c.3200 BCE

c.3200 BCE

c.3000 BCE

c.2700 BCE

c.2700 BCE

c.2600 BCE

c.1755 BCE

14th century BCE

c.1000 BCE

c.600 BCE

6th century BCE

c.360 BCE

c.350 BCE

c.200 BCE

c.200 BCE

77 CE

c.105 CE

250

c.59055 –650

c.800

859 

c.1000–50

c.1000

c.1021

ORIGINATOAA R

early humans

early humans

early migrants

paleolithic humans

paleolithic humans

Middle Eastern peoples

Jõmon people

Middle Eastern peoples

Andronovo culture

Sumerian people

Sumerian people

Sumerian people

Babylonians

Chinese peoples

Indus Valley civilization

Imhotep (attributed) 

King Hammurabi

Semitic peoples (slaves of 
the Egyptians)

Thales of Miletus (attrib.)

Lydian people

Babylonians

Eudoxus of Cnidus

Heraclides Ponticus

Han dynasty

Archimedes

Pliny the Elder

Cai Lun

Chinese peoples

Brahmagupta

Muhammad al-Fazari

Fatimah al-Fihri

Abu Rayhan Biruni

Ibn Yunus

Ibn al-Haytham

PLACE OF ORIGIN

Africa

Africa

Australasia

Europe

eastern Europe

Mesopotamia

ancient Japan

Mesopotamia

Europe/Asia

Mesopotamia

Sumer/Egypt

Sumer

Babylonia

ancient China

Indus (Pakistan)

ancient Egypt

Babylonia

ancient Egypt

ancient Greece

ancient Turkey

Babylonia

ancient Greece

ancient Greece

India/China

ancient Greece

Roman empire

ancient China

ancient China

India

Arabia

Morocco

Persia

Egypt

Persia
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The modern world is very different from the world of our ancestors. Over the course of human 
existence, basic human needs – from the need to survive to the urge to obtain knowledge – have 
produced tens of thousands of inventions and discoveries. These have transformed both the 
way we function and the way we think, and have made us distinct from the rest of the animal
kingdom. See also Advances in Military Technology, o p.443; Great Advances in Medicine, p.478.
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INVENTIONS AND DISCOVERIES (continued)
INVENTION/DISCOVERY DATEAA ORIGINATOAA R PLACE OF ORIGIN

Movable type

Mechanical clock

Algebra

The scientific method

Printing press

Terrestrial globe TT

Sun-centred universe

Compound microscope

Laws of planetary motion

Newspaper

Refracting telescope

Mechanical calculator

Barometer

Atmospheric pressure

Microscopic life

Laws of motion

Seed drill

Steam piston engine

Marine chronometer

Lightning rod

Watt steam engine

Oxygen

Hot air balloon

Threshing machine

Battery

BicycleBicycle

Permanent photography

Braille alphabet

c.1045

1088

1202

c.1220–35

c.1445

c.1490

1503–43

c.1595

1609–19

1609

1609

1642

1643

1647–48

1673

1687

1701

1712

1735

1752

1776

1777

1783

1786

1800

18181818

c.1820

1821

Bi Sheng

Su Song

Fibonacci

Robert Grosseteste

Johannes Gutenburg

Martin Behaim

Copernicus

Hans Lippershey,  
Zacharias Janssen

Johannes Kepler

Johann Carolus

Galileo Galilei

Wilhelm Schickard

Evangelista Torricelli

Blaise Pascal

Antoni van Leeuwenhoewk

Sir Isaac Newton

Jethro Tull

Thomas Newcomen

John Harrison

Benjamin Franklin

James Watt

Antoine Lavoisier

Montgolfier brothers

Andrew Meikle

Alessandro Volta

Karl DraisKarl Drais

Joseph Nicéphore Niépce

Louis Braille

China

China

Italy

England

Germany

Bohemia

Italy

Netherlands

Germany

Germany

Italy

Germany

Italy

France

Netherlands

England

England

Britain

Britain

USA

Britain

France 

France

Britain

Italy

GermanyGermany

France

France

Martin Behaim 
(standing, centre) 
demonstrates his
terrestrial globe.



INVENTIONS AND DISCOVERIES (continued)

INVENTION/DISCOVERY DATEAA ORIGINATOAA R PLACE OF ORIGIN
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Electric motor

Programmable computer

Electromagnet

Internal combustion engine

Water turbine

Steam locomotive

Electrical generator

Refrigerator

Vulcanization of rubber

Polystyrene

Undersea telegraph cable

Theory of evolution

Pasteurization

Laws of heredity

Dynamite

Periodic TableTT

TelephoneTT

Phonograph

Incandescent light bulb

Automobile

Petrol engine

Wireless communication

Radio telegraph

Cinematography

Radium

Quantum theory

1821

1822

1823

1826

1827

1829

1831

1834

1837

1839

1858

1859

1862

1866

1867

1869

1876

1877

1878

1885

1886

1893

1895

1895

1898

1900

Michael Faraday

Charles Babbage

William Sturgeon

Samuel Morey

Claude Burdin, Benoît 
Fourneyron

George Stephenson

Michael Faraday

Jacob Perkins

Charles Goodyear

Eduard Simon

Charles Wheatstone

Charles Darwin

Louis Pasteur, Claude 
Bernard

Gregor Mendel

Alfred Nobel

Dmitri Mendeleev

Alexander Graham Bell 

Thomas Edison

Joseph Wilson Swan

Karl Benz

Gottlieb Daimler

Nikolai Tesla

Guglielmo Marconi

Auguste & Louis Lumière

Marie & Pierre Curie

Max Planck

Britain

Britain

Britain

USA

France

Britain

Britain

USA/Britain

USA

Germany

Britain

Britain

France

Austria

Sweden

Russia

Britain

USA

Britain

Germany

Germany

Austria-Hungary

Italy

France

Poland/France

Germany

Thomas Edison was one of the most prolific 
inventors in history, registering over 1,000 
US patents, including the phonograph. 
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INVENTIONS AND DISCOVERIES (continued)
INVENTION/DISCOVERY DATEAA ORIGINATOAA R PLACE OF ORIGIN

Rigid dirigible airship

Aeroplane (controlled 
powered flight)

Conditioned reflexes

Theory of relativity

Bakelite plastic

Stainless steel

Structure of the atom

TelevisionTT

Law of the expanding 
universe

Nylon

RADAR

Jet engine

Ball-point pen

Nuclear reactor

Aqualung

Atomic bomb

Photosynthesis

Commercial jet airliner

Radiocarbon dating

Big Bang theory

Structure of DNA

Communications satellite

LASER

Plate tectonics

Microprocessor

E-mail

Genetic modification

Personal computer

Mobile telephone

Compact disc

World Wide Web

Global Positioning System 

Genetic cloning

Portable media player

1900

1903

1904

1905

1909

1913

1913 

1925

1929

1935

1935

1937

1938

1942

1943

1945

1946

1948

1949

1949

1953

1958

1960

1967

1969

1971

1973

1973

1973

1980

1990

1995 

1996

2001

Ferdinand Graf von Zeppelin

Wright Brothers

Ivan Pavlov

Albert Einstein

Leo Baekeland

Harry Brearley

Niels Bohr 

John Logie Baird

Edwin Hubble

Wallace Carothers

Robert Watson-Watt

Frank Whittle

László Bíró

Enrico Fermi

Jacques Cousteau, Emile 
Gagnan

J. Robert Oppenheimer

Melvin Calvin

Vickers

Willard Libby

George Gamow, Ralph
Alpher, Robert Herman

Francis Crick, Rosalind 
Franklin, James D. Watson

Kenneth Masterman-Smith

Theodore H. Maiman

Dan McKenzie

Intel

Ray Tomlinson

Stanley Norman Cohen, 
Herbert Boyer

Xerox PARC

Martin Cooper (Motorola)

Philips Electronic/Sony
Corporation

Tim Berners-Lee

US Department of Defense 

Ian Wilmut, Keith Campbell

Apple

Germany

USA

Russia

Switzerland

Belgium

Britain

Denmark 

Britain

USA

USA

Britain

Britain

Hungary

Italy /USA

France

USA

USA

Britain

USA

USA

Britain/USA

USA

USA

Britain

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

Netherlands/ 
Japan

Britain

USA 

Britain

USA
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Prehistoric cave art in the Lascaux caves in France depicts the use of plants as healing agents, 
and throughout history, physicians and scientists have continued to work to understand the 
human body, heal injury, and combat illness. Today, many of the world’s most dreadful
diseases have been conquered, but newly evolving ones continue to challenge us.

DATE

c.420 BCE

170 CE

570–71 CE

918

1000

1037

1080

1123

c.1250

1284

1288

c.1315

1543

1603

1628

c.1630

1653

1663

1672

1677

1701

1714

1730

1736

1761

1795

1796

1816

1829

1831

1840

MEDICAL MILESTONE

Hippocrates of Cos, originator of Hippocratic oath, active.

Galen, greatest physician of Roman times, describes the nervous system.

Gregory of Tours, France, gives first description of smallpox.

First psychiatric hospital opened, Baghdad.

First recorded use of oral anaesthesia, by the Arab physician Abu al-Qasim.

Death of Avicenna (Ibn Sina), great Arab physician.

Medical school founded at Salerno, Italy.

St Bartholomew’s, London’s oldest hospital, founded.

First anatomy demonstrations at Salerno.

Eyeglasses (early spectacles) in use, invented by Salvino d’Armate, Italy.

Santa Maria Nuova, Italy’s oldest hospital, founded in Florence. Death of Ibn 
an-Nafis, first to describe the circulation of the blood through the heart and lungs.

Dissection of human corpses takes place, Bologna University, Italy.

Andreas Vesalius’s De Humani Corporis, first great work on anatomy, published.s

Girolamo Fabrizio publishes study on discovery of valves in veins.

William Harvey describes the systemic circulation of the blood.

GREAT ADVANCES IN MEDICINE

stethoscope The 
ented 1816) at first (inve
sisted of a wooden cons
ening tube” with“list
arpiece.an e

Invention of obstetrical forceps.

Description of the liver by Francis Glisson, England.

Marcello Malpighi publishes work on the lungs, describing capillaries.

Regnier de Graaf publishes description of human reproductive organs.

Cinchona bark first described as a fever treatment.

First recorded inoculation against smallpox.

First mercury thermometer invented, by Gabriel Fahrenheit, Netherlands.

First tracheotomy (surgery to open the windpipe) recorded.

First successful appendectomy performed, by Claudius Amyand, London.

Percussion technique (tapping) for diagnosing chest disorders developed.

Nitrous oxide (“laughing gas”) first used, by Humphry Davy, London.

Edward Jenner develops first vaccination against smallpox.

Stethoscope invented by René-Théophile-Hyacinthe Laennec, France.

First clinical description of the blood disorder haemophilia.

Chloroform discovered simultaneously in USA, France, and Germany.

Elizabeth Fry founds the Institute of Nursing in London.
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GREAT ADVANCES IN MEDICINE (continued)

1844

1846

1849

1858

1861

1869

1876

1880

1882

1885

1890

1893

1895

1899

1900

1905

1912

1921

1928

1935

1937

1943

1948

1952

1954

1957

1962

1967

1972

1978

1981

1982

2003

DATE MEDICAL MILESTONE

Nitrous oxide used as anaesthetic in dental procedure.

US dentist William Thomas Green Morton uses ether as an anaesthetic.

First woman to qualify as a doctor in the UK (Elizabeth Blackwell).

General Medical Council established in the UK.

Louis Pasteur discovers anaerobic bacteria, preventing spoilage in milk through
heat treatment (“pasteurization”) designed to kill microorganisms.

First description of a skin graft.

Link between pancreas and diabetes discovered.

Malaria parasite identified by French doctor Charles Louis Alphonse Laveran.

Tuberculosis bacterium isolated; first gall bladder removal operation.

Louis Pasteur develops rabies vaccine.

Tetanus and diphtheria vaccines developed.

First open-heart surgery.

X-ray machine invented by Wilhelm Röntgen, Germany.

London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine founded.

Four major human blood groups described.

First direct blood transfusion; first artificial hip joints.

Term “vitamin” first used.

Insulin (hormone that regulates blood sugar levels) first isolated, Canada.

Alexander Fleming discovers penicillin (first antibiotic).

First prefrontal lobotomy to treat mental illness.

Yellow fever vaccine developed.e developed.

First kidney dialysiss machine.

World Health Organnization established. National 
Health Service estaablished in UK.

Amniocentesis test (for foetal abnormalities/
infections) developped.

First successful kidnney transplant performed.

Live polio vaccine ddeveloped.

First laser eye surgeery.

First human heart transplant 
performed by Christian Barnard, 
South Africa.

CAT scans (digital mmedical 
imaging) introduced.

First “test-tube babby” born.

AIDS first identified.

Artificial heart deveeloped, 
by Dr Robert Jarvik, USA.

First draft of compleete human 
genome sequence published.

Elizabeth Fry
(1780–1845)
campaigned for 
social reform and  
better healthcare 
for the poor.



MASTERS OF WESTERN ART

Brought a new level of realism to medieval 
art. The Lamentation of Christ (t c.1305).c

Painter of the merchant class and 
bourgeoisie. The Arnolfini Marriage (1434).e

The greatest northern painter of his day. 
The Deposition (n c.1435–40).c

A master of perspective. The Resurrection 
of Christ (t c.1463).c

A key Florentine painter of religious 
pictures. La Primavera (a c.1482).c

Medieval painter of fantasy scenes. The 
Garden of Earthly Delights (s c.1510–15).c

 Unrivalled artist and inventor. The Last 
Supper (1495–7);r Mona Lisa (1503–06).a

The greatest artist of the Northern 
Renaissance. The Four Horsemen of 
the Apocalypse (e c.1497–98).c

Outstanding sculptor, painter, and
architect. David (1501–04).d

A great master of the High Renaissance. 
The Coronation of the Virgin (1502–03).n

The supreme master of the Venetian
School. Venus and Adonis (1553).s

One of the greatest portraitists of the 16th 
century. Portrait of Henry VII (1536).I

NAME LIVED ORIGIN STYLE/KEY WORK

Giotto di Bondone

Jan van Eyck

Rogier van der 
Weyden

Piero della 
Francesca

Alessandro
Botticelli

Hieronymus 
Bosch

Leonardo da Vinci

Albrech Dürer

Michelangelo 
Buonarroti

Raphael 
(Raffaello Sanzio)

Titian 
(T(( iziano Vecellio)VV

Hans Holbein
(the Younger)YY

c.1267–1337

c.1390–1441

c.1399–1464

1415–92

1445–1510

c.1450–1516

1452–1519

1471–1528

1475–1564

1483–1520

c.1487–1576

c.1497–1543

Italy

Netherlands

Netherlands

Italy

Italy

Netherlands

Italy

Germany

Italy

Italy

Italy

Germany

Most art of the past had a purpose: depictions of historical and Biblical events ennobled society’s 
origins; courtly and military set-pieces glorified rulers and their generals; bucolic portraits flattered 
the landed gentry, and pastoral scenes decorated the homes of an urbanized bourgeoisie. But in
the modern era, artists, free from patronage, have pursued their own, often shocking, agendas.

The Creation of Adam is perhaps the most 
famous detail from Michelangelo’s vast fresco 
on the ceiling of the Vatican’s Sistine Chapel.

480 DIRECTORY
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MASTERS OF WESTERN ART (continued)

The leading Flemish artist of his day. The 
Wedding Feast (t c.1567–68).c

An intense, spiritual painter. The 
Resurrection (1584–94).n

An exponent of realism. The Supper at 
Emmaus (1601).s

The most influential figure in northern
European Baroque. Samson and Delilah
(c.1609).c

The founder of French Classical painting. 
Arcadian Shepherds (s c.1648–50).c

A sculptor with a free, visionary style. 
Apollo and Daphne (1622–24).e

The greatest Spanish painter of the 17th 
century. Las Meninas (1656).s

The greatest of the Dutch masters. Jacob 
Blessing the Children of Joseph (1656).h

Finest of the Dutch genre painters. Girl 
with a Pearl Earring (g c.1660–61).c

The last of the great Venetian decorators 
in the Renaissance tradition. Queen 
Zenobia Addressing her Soldiers (s c.1730).c

Most famous Venetian view painter of the 
18th century. The Basin of San Marco on 
Ascension Day (y c.1740).c

Printmaker and satirist, credited with 
pioneering western sequential (comic) art. 
A Rake’s Progress (1735).s

A portrait painter of great intensity and 
introspection. The Clothed Maja (a c.1800).c

Founder of French Neo-Classical painting. 
Napoleon Crossing the Alps on 20th May 
1800 (1803).0

The master of Romantic landscape and 
seascape. The Fighting Téméraire (1839).e

Leading French Romanticist. Scenes from 
the Massacre of Chios (1824).s

The Father of French Realism. Burial at 
Ornans (1850).s

Father-figure of the avant-garde. Olympia
(1863).

NAME LIVED ORIGIN STYLE/KEY WORK

Pieter Bruegel 
(the Elder)

El Greco 

Caravaggio

Peter Paul Rubens

Nicolas Poussin

Gianlorenzo
Bernini

Diego de VelázquezVV

Rembrandt van
Rijn

Jan VermeerVV

Giambattista
Tiepolo

Giovanni Antonio 
Canaletto

William Hogarth

Francisco Goya 

Jacques-Louis 
David

J. M. W. WW Turner

Eugène Delacroix

Gustave Courbet

Edouard Manet

Flanders

Spain/
Greece

Italy

Flanders

France

Italy

Spain

Netherlands

Netherlands

Italy

Italy

England

Spain

France

Britain

France

France

France

c.1525–69

1541–1614

1571–1610

1577–1640

1594–1665

1598–1680

1599–1660

1606–69

1632–75

1696–1770

1697–1768

1697–1764

1746–1828

1748–1825

1775–1851

1798–1863

1819–77

1832–83



MASTERS OF WESTERN ART (continued)
NAME LIVED ORIGIN STYLE/KEY WORK

A master draughtsman and painter of 
dancing scenes. The Star, or Dancer on 
the Stage (e c.1876–77).c

A leading figure among the 
Impressionists. Waterlily Pond (1899).d

A leading Symbolist who prefigured 
Surrealism. Ophelia Among the Flowers
(c.1905–08).c

The last great Classical sculptor. The Kiss
(1901–04).

Impressionist master of dappled light. 
The Parisienne (1874).e

Pioneer of modern art. The Large Bathers
(c.1900–05).c

Post-Impressionist who came to be 
recognized as a self-taught genius. 
The Dream (1910). m

Post-Impressionist inspired by the South 
Seas. Woman with a Flower (1891).

An instinctive genius who imbued 
inanimate objects with passionate 
intensity. Sunflowers (1888).s

Originator of Pointillism and Divisionism. 
Sunday Afternoon on the Island of 
Grande Jatte (1884–86).e

Leading Viennese painter and founder of 
the Secession movement. Danaë (1907).ë

Symbolist painter who was an important 
forerunner of Expressionist art. The 
Scream (1893).m

Pioneer of the Modern movement and an
early painter of abstract art. Accent in 
Pink (1926).k

Master of colour and a founder of the 
Modern movement. Reclining Nude, Back
(1927).

Pioneer of pure abstract art. Broadway 
Boogie Woogie (1942–43).e

Prolific author of drawings, watercolours, 
and etchings. The Golden Fish (1925–26).h

Edgar Degas

Claude Monet

Odilon Redon

Auguste Rodin

Pierre-Auguste
Renoir

Paul Cézanne

Henri Rousseau

Paul Gauguin

Vincent van 
Gogh

Georges Seurat

Gustav Klimt

Edvard Munch

Wassily 
Kandinsky

Henri Matisse

Piet Mondrian

Paul Klee

1834–1917

1840–1926

1840–1916

1840–1917

1841–1919

1839–1906

1844–1910

1848–1903

1853–90

1859–91

1862–1918

1863–1944

1866–1944

1869–1954

1872–1944

1879–1940

France

France

France

France

France

France

France

France

Netherlands

France

Austria

Norway

Russia

France

Netherlands

Germany
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MASTERS OF WESTERN ART (continued)

NAME LIVED ORIGIN STYLE/KEY WORK

Master of the Modern movement. 
Guernica (1937).a

Painter of American urban landscapes. 
Cape Cod Evening (1939).g

Associated with the Dadaists and 
Surrealism – challenged conventional 
thought about art. Fountain (1917).n

A leading Surrealist painter and sculptor. 
Harlequin’s Carnival (1924).l

A sculptor best known for his abstract
monumental bronze sculptures of the 
human figure. Reclining Figure (1951).e

Renowned abstract Expressionist. White 
Center (Yellow, Pink, and Lavender on 
Rose) (1950).)

Abstract sculptor whose works were 
inspired by nature. Two Forms (1933).

Flamboyant Surrealist. The Persistence 
of Memory (1931).y

Mixed indigenous Mexican art with 
Symbolism.The Two Fridas (1939).s

One of the most significant figurative 
painters of the post-war period. Three 
Figures in a Room (1965).m

Pioneering abstract painter of the New 
York School. Number 6 (1948).6

Created vivid images from popular 
culture. Twenty Marilyns (1962).s

Founder of Pop Art. Ale Cans (s c.1964).c

One of the most influential British artists 
of the 20th century. A Bigger Splash (1967).

Pablo Picasso

Edward Hopper

Marcel Duchamp

Joan Miró

Henry Moore

Mark Rothko

Barbara 
Hepworth

Salvador Dali

Frida Kahlo

Francis Bacon

Jackson Pollock

Andy Warhol

Jasper Johns

David Hockney

1881–1973

1882–1967

1887–1968

1893–1983

1898–1986

1903–70

1903–75

1904–89

1907–54

1909–92

1912–56

1928–87

1930–

1937–

The French
Impressionist
Edgar Degas made 
many studies 
of ballet dancers, 
in paintings and 
in sculpture.

Spain

USA

France

Spain

Britain

Latvia/USA

Britain

Spain

Mexico

Britain

USA

USA

USA

Britain
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We are more likely to know the names of those who commissioned the great buildings of 
antiquity – pharaohs, emperors, and kings – than those of their architects. But over the centuries,
architects have become acclaimed as creators of the man-made landscapes that surround us.

NOTABLE ARCHITECTS

ARCHITECT

Imhotep

Ictinus and 
Callicrates

Marcus 
Vipsanius 
Agrippa

Apollodorus 
of Damascus

Isidore of 
Miletus and 
Anthemios of 
Tralles

Abbot Suger

Peter Parler

Filippo 
Brunelleschi

Michelangelo 
Buonarroti

Sinan

Andrea 
Palladio

Gian Lorenzo 
Bernini

Sir 
Christopher 
Wren

Auguste
Pugin

Gustave Eiffel

Henry Hobson 
Richardson

LIVED

fl. c.2778 BCE

fl. mid-5th fl
century BCE

c.63–12 BCE

fl. 98–123 CE

fl. 6th
century CE

1081–1151

1330–99

1377–1446

1475–1564

1489–1588

1508–80

1598–1680

1632–1723

1812–52

1832–1923

1838–86

ORIGIN

Ancient 
Egypt

Ancient 
Greece

Ancient 
Rome

Ancient 
Rome

Greece / 
Byzantium

France

Germany

Italy

Italy

Ottoman
empire

Italy

Italy

England

Britain

France

USA

STYLE/KEY WORKS

The first architect to be known by name. Step 
Pyramid of Djoser, Saqqara (c.2778 BCE).EE

Architects of the Parthenon in Athens, temple 
of the ancient Greek goddess Athena.

Designed the original Pantheon to 
commemorate the Battle of Actium (31 BCE).E

Architect to the Emperor Trajan (98–117 CE). EE

Trajan’s Column, Rome (completed 113 CE)E .

Engineers and geometers. Church of Hagia 
Sophia, Constantinople (532–37 CE).E

Abbot of the Abbey of St-Denis; rebuilt its Great 
Church in pioneering Gothic style (1137–44).

Master mason. Cathedral of St Vitus (1356–85) 
and Charles Bridge (1357–1400s), Prague.

First major architect of the Italian Renaissance.  
Dome, Florence Cathedral (1419–36).

The most original architect of the 16th century. 
Biblioteca Laurenziana, Florence (1525–34).

Responsible for the construction or supervision 
of most major buildings in the empire of his
time. Suleiman Mosque, Istanbul (1550–57).

Inventor of the Palladian style, which returned 
to Classical Roman principles. Palazzo del 
Capitaniato, Vicenza (1571–2).

Pre-eminent sculptor and architect of 
17th-century Rome. Piazza and colonnades, 
St Peter’s Basilica, Rome (1620s–30s).

The greatest 17th-century English architect.
Re-planned London after the Great Fire of 1666. 
St Paul’s Cathedral (1675–1708).

Leader of the Gothic revival in Britain. 
St Giles’s, Cheadle, Cheshire (1840–46).

A renowned engineer who specialized in 
metallic structures. Eiffel Tower (1887–89).

Brought the southern French Romanesque style 
into US cities. Trinity Church, Boston (1873).
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NOTABLE ARCHITECTS (continued)

The distinctive silhouette of the Sydney 
Opera House, Australia, was designed 
by Danish architect Jørn Utzon.

ARCHITECT ORIGIN STYLE/KEY WORKS

Daniel Hudson 
Burnham

Antonio Gaudí y 
Cornet

Frank Lloyd Wright

Walter Gropius

Ludwig Mies van 
der Rohe

Le Corbusier 
(Charles-Édouard
Jeanneret-Gris)

Kenzo TangeTT

Jørn Utzon

Frank O. Gehry

Lord Richard 
Rogers

Lord Norman 
Foster

Daniel Libeskind

Zaha Hadid

1846–1912

1852–1926

1867–1959

1883–1969

1886–1969

1887–1965

1913–2005

1918–2008 

1929–

1933–

1935–

1946–

1950–

USA

Spain/ 
Catalonia

USA

Germany

Germany/
USA

Switzerland

Japan

Denmark 

Canada

Britain

Britain

Poland/
USA

Iraq

City planner and early builder of skyscrapers.
Flatiron Building, New York City (1902).

The architectural leader of the Catalan 
patriotic Renaizensa (rebirth). Church of the a
Sagrada Familia, Barcelona (1883–1926).

One of the most influential 20th-century 
American architects. Guggenheim Museum, 
New York (1943–59).

Founder of the Bauhaus Design School. 
Gropius House, Lincoln, Massachusetts (1937).

Created an influential style known as “skin 
and bones” architecture. Barcelona Pavilion, 
Spain (1929).

One of the most influential European 
architects of the 20th century. Unité 
d’Habitation, Marseilles (1946–52).

Combined traditional Japanese styles with 
Modernism. Tokyo Metropolitan Government
Building (1988–91).

Winner of the competition to design the 
Sydney Opera House (1959–73).

Used ordinary materials in extraordinary 
ways, defying structural logic. Guggenheim 
Museum, Bilbao (completed 1997).

Noted for his Modernist and Functionalist
designs. Pompidou Centre (completed 1977).

A distinguished practitioner of the High Tech 
style. Wembley Stadium (2003–07).

A leading proponent of deconstructivism.
Jewish Museum, Berlin (1992–2001).

First female winner of the Pritzker Architecture 
Prize. Bridge Pavillion, Spain (2008).

 LIVED
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Literature gives us a special insight into the past. Though the plots of novels and plays may 
be invented, the characters speak and behave in ways that reflect the preoccupations, social
mores, and artistic conventions of their time, and in many works, a fictional chain of events
plays out against a rich background of verifiable historical happenings.

GREAT WRITERS

NAME

Homer

Aeschylus

Sophocles

Euripides

Aristophanes

Valmiki

Virgil

Ovid

Murasaki 
Shikibu

Dante 
Alighieri

Petrarch

Geoffrey 
Chaucer

Miguel de 
Cervantes

William
Shakespeare

John Milton

Molière

Jean Racine

Jonathan 
Swift

Xueqin Cao

Johann 
Wolfgang von 
Goethe

William
Wordsworth

Jane Austen

John Keats

Alexander 
Pushkin

ORIGIN

Ancient Greece

Ancient Greece

Ancient Greece

Ancient Greece

Ancient Greece

Ancient India

Roman empire

Roman empire

Japan

Italy

Italy

England

Spain

England

England

France

France

Ireland

China

Germany

Britain

Britain

Britain

Russia

GENRE

Poet

Playwright

Playwright

Playwright

Playwright

Poet

Poet

Poet

Novelist

Poet

Poet

Poet

Novelist/ 
poet/ 
playwright

Playwright/ 
poet

Poet

Playwright

Playwright

Novelist/ 
essayist

Novelist

Novelist/ 
playwright

Poet

Novelist

Poet

Poet/
novelist

LIVED

8th century BCE

c.525–456 BCE

c.496–406 BCE

c.484–406 BCE

c.448–388 BCE

c.400–200 BCE

70–19 BCE

43 BCE– c. 17 CE

c.978–1014

1265–1321

1304–74

1343–1400

1547–1616

1564–1616

1608–74

1622–73

1639–99

1667–1745

c.1715–63 

1749–1832

1770–1850

1775–1817

1795–1821

1799–1837

NOTABLE WORKS

Odyssey (8th century y BCE).EE

Seven Against Thebes
(c.467 BCE).E

Antigone (e c.442 BCE).EE

Medea (a c.431 BCE).E

The Frogs (s c.405 BCE).EE

Ramayana (a c.(( 400–200 BCE).EE

Aeneid (d c.29–19 BCE).EE

Metamorphoses (8 s CE).EE

The Tale of Genji 
(c.1001–10).

Divine Comedy (y c.1321).

Canzoniere (1327–68e ).

The Canterbury Tales
(1387–1400).

Don Quixote (1605e ).

Romeo and Juliet
(c.1591–95).

Paradise Lost (1667t ).77

Le Misanthrope (1666).e

Phèdre (1677e ).77

Gulliver’s Travels (1726s ).

Dream of the Red 
Chamber (1791r ).

Faust (1808t ).

The Prelude (1799e ).

Pride and Prejudice (1813e ).

Endymion (1818n ).

Eugene Onegin (1828n ).
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GREAT WRITERS (continued)

Charles Dickens, the most acclaimed novelist 
of the Victorian era in Britain, first published
his novels in serial form in popular periodicals.

NAME

Honoré de Balzac

Alexandre Dumas

Victor Hugo

Ralph Waldo 
Emerson

Hans Christian 
Andersen

Henry Longfellow

Charles Dickens

Ivan Turgenev

George Eliot

Fyodor 
Dostoyevsky

Walt Whitman

Gustave Flaubert

Henrik Ibsen

Leo TolstoyTT

Mark TwainTT

Thomas Hardy

Henry James

August 
Strindberg

George Bernard 
Shaw

Joseph Conrad

Anton Chekhov

ORIGIN

France

France

France

USA

Denmark

USA

Britain

Russia

Britain

Russia

USA

France

Norway

Russia

USA

Britain

USA

Sweden

Ireland

Poland

Russia

GENRE

Novelist

Novelist

Novelist

Essayist/
poet

Novelist

Poet

Novelist

Novelist/ 
playwright

Novelist

Novelist

Poet

Novelist

Playwright

Novelist

Novelist

Novelist

Novelist

Playwright

Playwright

Novelist

Playwright

LIVED

1799–1850

1802–70

1802–85

1803–82

1805–75

1807–82

1812–70

1818–83

1819–80

1821–81

1819–92

1821–80

1828–1906

1828–1910

1835–1910

1840–1928

1843–1916

1849–1912

1856–1950

1857–1924

1860–1904

NOTABLE WORKS 

La Comédie Humaine (1827–47e ).77

The Three Musketeers (1844 s ).

Les Misérables (1862s ).

The Conduct of Life (1860e ).

Fairy Tales (1835–37s ).77

Hiawatha (1855a ).

Great Expectations (1860–61s ).

Fathers and Sons (1862).

The Mill on the Floss (186o).

Crime and Punishment (1866t ).

Leaves of Grass (1855–89).s

Madame Bovary (1857).y

Peer Gynt (1867).t

War and Peace (1865–69).e

Huckleberry Finn (1885).

Tess of the d’Urbervilles (1891).s

The Bostonians (1886).s

The Dance of Death (1901).h

Man and Superman (1903)

Heart of Darkness (1902).s

The Cherry Orchard (1904).
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GREAT WRITERS (continued)
NAME

Rabindranath 
TagoreTT

Edith Wharton

William Butler 
Yeats

Marcel Proust

Robert Frost

Thomas Mann

Hermann Hesse

James Joyce

Virginia Woolf

Franz Kafka

D.H. Lawrence

Ezra Pound

T. S. Eliot

Jorge Luis
Borges

Karel Čapek

Boris Pasternak

Mikhail
Bulgakov

William 
Faulkner

Bertolt Brecht

Federico García 
Lorca

Ernest 
Hemingway

Vladimir 
Nabokov

John Steinbeck

George Orwell

Samuel Beckett

W. H. Auden

Naguib
Mahfouz

Albert Camus

ORIGIN 

India

USA

Ireland

France

USA

Gemany

Germany

Ireland

Britain

Czechoslovakia

Britain

USA

USA/Britain

Argentina

Czechoslovakia

Russia

Russia

USA

Germany

Spain

USA

Russia/USA

USA

Britain

Ireland

Britain

Egypt

France

GENRE

Poet/
playwright

Novelist

Poet

Novelist

Poet

Novelist

Novelist

Novelist

Novelist

Novelist

Novelist/
poet

Poet

Poet/
playwright

Novelist

Playwright

Novelist

Novelist

Novelist

Playwright

Playwright

Novelist

Novelist

Novelist

Novelist

Playwright/ 
novelist

Poet

Novelist

Novelist

LIVED

1861–1941

1862–1937

1865–1939

1871–1922

1874–1963

1875–1955

1877–1962

1882–1941

1882–1941

1883–1924

1885–1930

1885–1972

1888–1965

1899–1986

1890–1938

1890–1960

1891–1940

1897–1962

1898–1956

1898–1936

1899–1961

1899–1977

1902–68

1903–50

1906–89

1907–73

1911–2006

1913–60

NOTABLE WORKS

Gitanjali, Song Offerings 
(1912)

The Age of Innocence (1920).e

The Wild Swans at Coole
(1917).

Remembrance of Things Past
(1912–27).

Mountain Interval (1916).l

Death in Venice (1913).e

The Glass Bead Game (1945).e

Ulysses (1922).s

Mrs Dalloway (1925).y

The Metamorphosis (1916).s

Sons and Lovers (1913).s

The Cantos (1915–62).s

The Waste Land (1922)

Labyrinths (1953).

R.U.R. (1920).

Doctor Zhivago (1957).o

The Master and Margarita
(1928).

The Sound and the Fury
(1929).

Mother Courage (1938).e

The House of Bernarda Alba
(1936).

The Old Man and the Sea
(1952).

Lolita (1958).a

The Grapes of Wrath (1939).h

Nineteen Eighty-Four (1949).r

Waiting for Godot (1954).t

The Sea and the Mirror (1944).r

The Cairo Trilogy (1956–57)

The Plague (1947).e
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GREAT WRITERS (continued)

Saul Bellow

Arthur Miller

Alexander 
Solzhenitsyn

Iris Murdoch

Yukio Mishima

Dario Fo

Gabriel Garcia 
Marquez

Milan Kundera

Harold Pinter

Toni MorrisonTT

V. S. Naipaul

Philip Roth

Wole Soyinka

Seamus Heaney

Margaret 
Atwood

Peter Carey

Canada

USA

Russia

Britain

Japan

Italy

Colombia

Czechoslovakia

Britain

USA

Trinidad

USA

Nigeria

Ireland

Canada

Australia

Novelist

Playwright

Novelist

Novelist

Novelist

Playwright

Novelist

Novelist

Playwright

Novelist

Novelist

Novelist

Playwright/
poet

Poet

Novelist/ 
poet

Novelist

1915–2005

1915–2005

1918–2008

1919–99

1925–70

1926–

1928–

1929–

1930–2008

1931–

1932-

1933–

1934–

1939–

1939–

1943–

Humbolt’s Gift (1975).t

Death of a Salesman (1946).n

One Day in the Life of Ivan 
Denisovich (1962).h

The Sea, The Sea (1978).a

The Sea of Fertility (1965–70).y

Accidental Death of an 
Anarchist (1970).t

One Hundred Years of 
Solitude (1967).e

The Unbearable Lightness of 
Being (1984).g

The Birthday Party (1958).y

Beloved (1987)

A House for Mr. Biswas (1971).

Portnoy’s Complaint (1972).t

A Dance of the Forests (1960).

Door into the Dark (1969).k

The Handmaid’s Tale (1985)e

Oscar and Lucinda (1988).a

NAME ORIGIN GENRELIVED NOTABLE WORKS

Death of a Salesman by Arthur Miller, the story
of a travelling salesman’s road to ruin, has been
likened to a modern-day version of Greek tragedy.
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The great composers have produced the soundtrack to every era since Renaissance times. 
While it may seem the most intangible of the arts, the skills of musicians and instrument-
makers today allow us to hear the music of the past just as it would have sounded at the time.

WESTERN CLASSICAL COMPOSERS

COMPOSER

Guillaume de 
Machaut

Thomas TallisTT

Giovanni Pierluigi 
da Palestrina

William Byrd

Claudio Monteverdi

Henry Purcell

Antonio Vivaldi

George Frideric 
Handel

Johann Sebastian 
Bach

Franz Joseph Haydn

Wolfgang Amadeus 
Mozart

Ludwig van
Beethoven 

Franz Schubert

Hector Berlioz

Felix Mendelssohn

Frederic Chopin

Robert Schumann

Franz Liszt

Anton Bruckner

Johannes Brahms

LIVED

c.1300–77

c.1505–85

c.1525–94

c.1540–1623

c.1567–1643

c.1659–95

1678–1741

1685–1759

1685–1750

1732–1809

1756–91

1770–1827

1797–1828

1803–69

1809–47

1810–49

1810–56

1811–86

1824–96

1833–97

ORIGIN

France

England

Italy

England

Italy

England

Italy

Germany

Germany

Austria

Austria

Germany

Austria

France

Germany

Poland

Germany

Hungary

Austria

Germany

MUSICAL ERA/KEY WORKS

Early; De Toutes Flours.

Early; Spem in Alium Nunquam 
Habui.

Early; Missa Brevis.

Early; Great Service.

Baroque; L’Orfeo.

Baroque; Dido and Aeneas.

Baroque; The Four Seasons.

Baroque; Messiah.

Baroque; The Well-Tempered Clavier.

Classical; String Quartet no. 63, 
Sunrise.

Classical; The Magic Flute; Eine Kleine 
Nachtmusik.

Classical; Symphony no. 5; Symphony
no. 9 (Ode to Joy( ).yy

Romantic; Piano Quintet, Die Forelle.

Romantic; The Trojans.

Romantic; Violin Concerto.

Romantic; Funeral March.

Romantic; Carnaval.

Romantic; Sonata in B Minor.

Romantic; Te Deum.

Romantic; Ein Deutsches Requiem.

Stringed instruments of unequalled tone
were produced by the Stradivari family of 
Cremona, Italy, in the late 17th and early 
18th century; some 700 survive today.
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WESTERN CLASSICAL COMPOSERS (continued)

COMPOSER LIVED ORIGIN MUSICAL ERA/KEY WORKS

Pyotr TchaikovskyTT

Gustav Mahler

Richard Strauss

Gioachino Rossini

Giuseppe VerdiVV

Richard Wagner

Giacomo Puccini

Johann Strauss Jr.

Camille Saint-
Saëns

Antonín Dvorák

Edvard Grieg

Edward Elgar

Claude Debussy

Jean Sibelius

Maurice Ravel

Ralph Vaughan VV
Williams

Sergei 
Rachmaninov

Arnold
Schoenberg

Charles Ives

Béla Bartók

Igor Stravinsky

Sergei Prokofiev

George Gershwin

Kurt Weill

Aaron Copland

Dmitry 
Shostakovich

Benjamin Britten

Leonard Bernstein

Toru TT TakemitsuTT

Philip Glass

1840–93

1860–1911

1864–1949

1792–1868

1813–1901

1813–83

1858–1924

1825–99

1835–1921

1841–1904

1843–1907

1857–1934

1862–1918

1865–1957

1875–1937

1872–1958

1873–1943

1874–1951

1874–1954

1881–1945

1882–1971

1891–1953

1898–1937

1900–50

1900–90

1906–75

1913–76

1918–90

1930-96

1937–

Russia

Austria

Germany

Italy

Italy

Germany

Italy

Austria

France

Czechoslovakia

Norway

Britain

France

Finland

France

England

Russia

Austria

USA

Hungary

Russia

Russia

USA

Germany

USA

Russia 

Britain

USA

Japan

USA 

Romantic; The Nutcracker;rr Swan Lake.

Romantic; Das Lied von der Erde.

Romantic; Ein Heldenleben.

Romantic opera; The Barber of Seville.

Romantic opera; La Traviata;
Requiem.

Romantic opera; Der Ring des 
Nibelungen; Tristan und Isolde.

Romantic opera; La Bohème.

Romantic opera; Die Fledermaus.

Romantic; Danse Macabre.

Romantic; Symphony no. 9 in E Minor, 
From the New World.

Romantic; Holberg Suite.

Romantic; Pomp and Circumstance.

Romantic/ Modern; La Mer.

Romantic/ Modern; Symphony no. 5.

Romantic/ Modern; Piano Concerto in 
G Major.

Romantic/ Modern; Sinfonia 
Antartica.

Romantic; Piano Concerto no. 2.

Modern; Pierrot Lunaire.

Modern; Three Places in New 
England.

Modern; Concerto for Orchestra.

Modern; The Rake’s Progress; 
The Rite of Spring.

Modern; Romeo and Juliet.

Modern; An American in Paris.

Modern; The Threepenny Opera.

Modern; Appalachian Spring.

Modern; Symphony no. 5.

Modern; Death in Venice.

Modern; West Side Story; Candide.

Modern; November Steps. 

Modern; Einstein on the Beach.



MAJOR WORLD FAITHS

PLACE/DATE

Unknown, 
prehistoric

India, 
prehistoric

Japan, 
prehistoric

West Africa, 
unknown

Iran, 6th 
century BCE

China, 
c.550 BCE

India, 
c.550 BCE

Northeast 
India, 
c.520 BCE

China, 
6th/5th 
centuries BCE

Israel, 
c.1300 BCE

Israel, 
c.30 CE

FOUNDER

Indigenous

Indigenous 

Indigenous 

Indigenous 

Zoroaster

Lao Tzu

Mahavira 

Siddhartha
Gautama, 
the Buddha

Confucius

Abraham; 
Moses

Jesus Christ

TEXTS

n/a 

The Vedas, 
Upanishads, and 
Sanskrit epics

Kojiki, Nihon-gi

n/a 

The Avesta

Dao De Jing

Mahavira’s
teachings 

Pali canon, 
Mahayana
sutras

The Four Books
and Five Classics

Hebrew Bible; 
Talmud 

The Bible (Old and 
New Testaments) 
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ADHERENTS

400 million

900 million

3–4 million 

8 million 

200,000

20 million

4 million 

375 million

5–6 million

15 million

2,000 million

Christianity has the most adherents of y
all the world religions, although Islam is 
rapidly gaining ground.

NAME

Chinese 
traditional religion

Hinduism 

Shinto

Voodoo 

Zoroastrianism 

Daoism

Jainism

Buddhism

Confucianism

Judaism

Christianity 

Originating from almost every corner of the globe, the world’s great faiths are as diverse as its
cultures. Some have their origin in prehistoric times, yet the 20th century saw the emergence 
of several new religions that have attracted followers in their millions.
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MAJOR WORLD FAITHS (continued)

PLACE/DATENAME FOUNDER TEXTS

Islam

Sikhism 

Church of Jesus
Christ of 
Latter-Day Saints
(Mormons)

Tenrikyo 

Baha’i Faith

Church of Christ 
(Scientist)

Cao Dai

Rastafarianism

Family Federation 
for World Peace
and Unification

Wicca

Falun Gong

Saudi Arabia, 
revealed in 
7th century

Punjab, India,
c.1500 

New York, 1830

Japan, 1838 

Tehran, Iran, 
1863

New York, USA, 
1879

Vietnam, 1926

Jamaica, 1930s

South Korea, 
1954 

1950s, but
based on 
ancient beliefs

China, 1992

The Qu’ran
(scripture); Hadith
(tradition) 

Adi Granth (Guru
Granth Sahib)

The Bible; Book of 
Mormon

Mikigaurata, 
Ofudesaki, 
Osashizu 

Writings of 
Baha’u’llah 

The Bible; Science 
and Health with Key 
to the Scriptures

Cao Dai Canon

Holy Piby

Sun Myung Moon, 
the Divine 
Principle

n/a

Writings of master 
Li, including
Zhuan Falun

n/a;
Muhammad is 
Prophet

Guru Nanak

Joseph Smith 

Nakayama Miki

Baha’u’llah 

Mary Baker 
Eddy 

Ngo Van Chieu

Haile Selassie I

Sun Myung 
Moon

Gerald Gardner

Li Hongzhi

1,500 million

23 million 

 13 million

1 million

5–7 million 

Up to 400,000

8 million

1 million

3 million 
(official figure) 

1–3 million

10 million

ADHERENTS

Guru Nanak (centre), founder of Sikhism, was k
the first of 10 gurus who laid down the tenets 
of this monotheistic Indian faith.



Socrates was primarily interested in questions of 
morality. Falling foul of the Athenian ruling class, 
he was sentenced to death by taking poison.
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The earliest enquiries into the nature and meaning of life come from the founders of the great 
Eastern religions. Since their time, Western philosophers have journeyed to the outer limits of 
thought and understanding, posing questions that challenge our most fundamental beliefs. 

GREAT THINKERS

NAME

Siddhartha 
Gautama
(Buddha)

Lao TzuTT

Confucius

Pythagoras

Socrates

Plato

Aristotle

LIVED

c.563–483 BCE

fl. 6th 
century BCE

551–479 BCE

c.550–c.500 BCE

c.469–399 BCE

c.427–347 BCE

384–322 BCE

ORIGIN

India

China

China

Greece

Greece

Greece

Greece

IDEAS/KEY WORK

Founder of Buddhism as a path to achieving 
nirvana (spiritual enlightenment) and thusa
release from the earthly cycle of reincarnation.

Founder of Daoism, concerning an individual’s 
approach to life. Dao De Jing.

Founder of Confucianism: social harmony is 
promoted via social conventions and practices.

Polymath interested in esoteric knowledge (that  
he made available to only a few initiates) and
the mystical power of numbers.

One of the founders of Western philosophy, to 
whom the quote is attributed: “A life unexamined
is not worth living”. No surviving writings.

A pupil of Socrates; argued that everything we 
perceive is a mere shadow of its abstract, ideal 
Form. The Republic (c.360 BCE)EE .

Wide-ranging philosopher with a special interest 
in logical classification. Metaphysics (350 BCE)EE .
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GREAT THINKERS (continued)
NAME LIVED ORIGIN IDEAS/KEY WORK

205–270 CE

354–430 CE

1225–74

1469–1527

1561–1626

1588–1679

1596–1650

1632–77

1632–1704

1646–1716

1685–1753

1711–76

1712–78

1724–1804

1737–1809

Greece / 
Roman 
empire

North Africa/
Roman 
empire

Italy

Italy

England

England

France

Netherlands

England

Germany

England

Britain

Switzerland

Germany

Britain

Founder of Neo-platonism, a development of 
Plato’s original ideas. Enneads (c.253–70).

Transmitted Platonism through Christian theology. 
The City of God (413–26).d

Greatest medieval religious philosopher. Summa 
Theologiae (1259–69).e

Argued that the state should promote the common 
good, irrespective of any moral evaluation of 
its acts. The Prince (1513).e

Recognized that scientific knowledge could procure 
power over nature. Novum Organum (1620).m

Father of English political philosophy, the study of 
how societies are organized. Leviathan (1651).n

Overturned medieval and Renaissance
scholasticism. Meditations (1641).s

One of the most important 17th-century
Rationalists, arguing that knowledge of the world
can be gained through reason. Tractatus 
Theologico-Politicus (1670).s

Proponent of empiricism, the view that all knowledge 
of anything that actually exists must be derived
from experience. Treatises of Government (1690).t

Mathematican and rationalist philosopher.
Monadology (1714).y

Great empiricist who developed an idealist 
metaphysical system, maintaining that reality 
ultimately consists of something non-material. 
Principles of Human Knowledge (1710).e

Leading sceptic of metaphysics, the philosophy 
concerned with the ultimate nature of what exists. 
Treatise of Human Nature (1734–37).e

Proponent of the sovereignty of the citizen
body. The Social Contract, or Principles of 
Political Right (1762)t

Sought to establish the authority of reason by
critical examination. Critique of Pure Reason (1781).n

Governments must respect the natural rights of 
their citizens. The Rights of Man (1791–92).n

Plotinus

St Augustine 
of Hippo

St Thomas 
Aquinas

Niccolò 
Machiavelli

Francis Bacon

Thomas 
Hobbes

René 
Descartes

Baruch
Spinoza

John Locke

Gottfried 
Wilhelm 
Leibniz

George
Berkeley

David Hume

Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau

Immanuel
Kant

Thomas Paine



GREAT THINKERS (continued)
NAME LIVED ORIGIN IDEAS/KEY WORK

1770–1831

1818–83

1788–1860

1813–55

1844–1900

1872–1970

1889–1951

1905–801905–80

Germany

Germany

Germany

Denmark

Germany

Britain

Austria

FranceFrance

Most influential of the German Idealists. The 
Phenomenology of Spirit (1807).t

Radical social theorist and philosopher of 
Communism. Das Kapital (1867).l

Espoused transcendental idealism, the belief 
that human experience of things consists of how 
they appear to us. The World as Will and 
Representation (1818).n

A forerunner of Existentialism, stressing the 
individual’s unique position as a self-determining
agent. Concluding Unscientific Postscript to 
Philosophical Fragments (1846).s

Rejected religious and metaphysical interpretations
of the human condition in favour of the principle of 
the “Superman”. Thus Spake Zarathustra (1883–85).

Founder of analytic philosophy, emphasizing clarity 
and argument. Principia Mathematica (1910–13).a

Most prominent analytical philosopher. Tractatus 
Logico-Philosophicus (1921).s

Leader of the Existentialist movement whichLeader of the Existentialist movement, which 
focused on the totality of human freedom. Being 
and Nothingness (1943).s

G. W. F.WW Hegel

Karl Marx

Arthur 
Schopenhauer

Søren
Kierkegaard

Friedrich
Nietzsche

Bertrand 
Russell

Ludwig
Wittgenstein

Jean-PaulJean-Paul 
Sartre

Jean Paul Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir were 
key figures in Paris’s intellectual Left Bank scene. 
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Page numbers in bold refer to 
main references to subject.
Page numbers in italics refer to s

illustrations and captions.

A 

Aachen 191
Abbas I 229, 229

Abbasid caliphate 169, 181, 182
Abdul Hamid II 297
Abdülmecid 297
Aborigines (Australian): rock art 69
Abu Bakr 180
Abu Hureyra, Syria 72, 74
Abusir 93
Abydos 79
Accra 383

Achaemenids 112, 114, 124-5
Acre 199
Acropolis 118

Actium, battle of  133
Adams, John 263
Adena people 207
Adrianople 141, 183
Aegospotam1 122
Aeschylus 123
Afghan War 412, 467
Afghanistan 102

Soviet invasion 390
Africa: 

agriculture 73
decolonialization 382, 397
empires 306-9

 Europe’s colonies in 307
exploration in 306
Homo sapiens in s 65

 North 181
 World War II 344
post-colonial 398-9
sub-Saharan 186-7

Agila 189
Agilulf  188
Agincourt, battle of  201
Agra 222

Taj Mahal 223, 224-5

agriculture: 
cradle of 72
early 68
spread 73

Ahmose I 93, 98
Ahura Mazda 114
Aibek, Qutb-ud-din 185
AIDS 405
air power: in World War II 340, 

340, 341
air travel 410

powered flight 292-3
Akbar 222-3
Akhenaten 97, 99
Akkad 85
Akkadian Empire 85
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